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Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
The President
Bamian is a challenge to the archaeological, scientific and historical imagination. The
products of the past surround us, with the empty statue niches serving as poignant
reminders of human dedication and persistence and reminders of destructive impact
of human hatred. The cultural, economic, social, and political system that produced
and sustained the cultural products, however, requires intense and systematic analytic effort to break the silence of the monuments and make them reveal the people
and their values to us.
The current collection is a record of an ongoing conversation between Afghan and
international experts on Bamian in general and the statues in particular. Th ere is
much to learn from the findings, reflections and proposals from deeply committed
members of a community of practice. Once the work is fully digested, synthesized
and presented to the general public, it will usher a major transformation of our understanding of Bamian and its place in the regional and global cultural history.
To contribute to the conversation, I will offer hypotheses for the consideration of
experts and specialists. First, it is likely that Bamian during its Buddhist heyday was a
lineage of a galactic polity – a system constituted by an exemplary center and having
a range of political entities in its orbit. As Clifford Geertz, Stanley Tambiah and Eric
Wolf have done much to analyze the constitutive character of the system, it will be
worthwhile to examine the historical and archaeological evidence from a comparative perspective. Second, pilgrims and traders were, in all likelihood, key actors in
the generation of wealth and exchange of objects and commodities that provided
the resources to make the monumental architecture possible. In the Gates of India,
published in 1910, Thomas Holdich offers an impressive review and synthesis of the
trading and pilgrimage routes to and through Bamian and other central places in Afghanistan from the ancient times to the end of the 19th century. When supplemented
by his personal observations of the various passes over which he travelled from northern Afghanistan to Kabul as a member of the Russo-Afghan Boundary commission,
the place of Bamian as a central trading hub becomes highlighted.
Third, Bamian was a very special node in the Buddhist network of pilgrimage and
learning but still one of the many roundabouts in the cultural system marked by sites
ranging from Mes Aynak to Takht-Rustam. As such, grasping the distinctiveness of
Bamian requires attention to the open system that permitted it to occupy a central
place and to reproduce that significance through many centuries.
Fourth, given its significant cultural and natural capital and enormous mineral
wealth, Bamian is likely to become an important center again. A synthetic account
of its past and a consensus on how to utilize that past for the benefit of the current
and future generations could link the labor of love spent on understanding the past
to an empowered vision of the future.
Mohammed Ashraf Ghani
December 2015

Assistant Director-General for Culture of UNESCO

The Valley of Bamiyan represents one of the most unique cultural crossroads in the
world history as it resulted in the fusion of Greek and Indian art into a new, innovative style, and served as a crucible for religious aesthetics that would spread across
East Asia along the Silk Roads.
Bamiyan is a fertile valley located at an altitude of 2,500 m, which was used as a
half-way station for both Indian and Chinese pilgrims who crossed the mountain
barrier dividing the Kushan Empire. It is in this valley that the Kushan rulers had
a 38 metres-high statue of the Saviour carved into a cliff face already honeycombed
with monastic caves, thereby asserting their spiritual message to the known world.
The “White Huns” rulers converted to Buddhism after conquering the land, and in
the 6th century CE, they had a taller, 55 metres-high Buddha statue carved into the
rock, making it the highest of its kind in the world at the time.
These two Buddha statues stood for over 1,500 years, becoming a symbolic point
where East and West met. They stood as witnesses to the richness that emerges from
the dialogue among diverse and complex cultures such as Hellenism, Buddhism and
Christianism.
The destruction of these exceptional statues which epitomised a culture of tolerance
and respect among peoples and cultures, deeply shocked the world and encouraged
the international community to immediately mobilise to safeguard what remained
of the niches.
Among the many groups that have worked on the conservation of the Buddha niches since 2002, the German team, led by Prof Michael Petzet, former President
of ICOMOS, has stood out for its profound commitment to this project, greatly
contributing, over the last 15 years, to their safeguarding. This team first started working on the conservation of these niches with funds from the Federal Government
of Germany and later became one of UNESCO’s main partners for undertaking
activities in Bamiyan.
However, regarding the future presentation of these Buddha niches, there is still great
need for further in-depth discussion, involving various stakeholders, including the
people of Bamiyan, the Government of Afghanistan, and the international experts
who have been working there. Finally, as it has been doing for over a decade, the
World Heritage Committee will continue to review the state of conservation of the
Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley, a World
Heritage property inscribed on both the World Heritage List and the List of World
Heritage in Danger in 2003.
Building on the first volume published in 2009, this second volume of The Giant
Buddhas of Bamiyan showcases the tremendous efforts deployed by Prof Petzet’s
team to safeguard the Buddha niches and highlights the inexorable professionalism
of their scientific research on Bamiyan. I would therefore like to congratulate the
team for the publication of this very insightful book, which cements not only our
institutional memory of the work undertaken in Afghanistan, but also consolidates
our scientific knowledge of the Buddha niches.
Francesco Bandarin

International Council on Monuments and Sites
The President

I am honored to write this modest introduction to this monumental compendium recording the extensive activities of the German National Committee of
the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) from 2010 to
2015 in safeguarding the remains of the Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan. The actual
achievements on the ground that resulted from years of arduous work and the
chronicle documenting these efforts are a great contribution to the field.
Of course, the judgments and decisions taken in any conservation project, especially
ones with the level of complexity of the Giant Buddhas remains, are always open to
discussion and the process and results of the generous German conservation assistance in the Bamiyan Valley have been no exception. The topic has been aired from
many international perspectives, some of them critical of certain project stages.
Regardless of any disagreements, the thorough and careful professionalism that has
guided the German involvement in this important site is beyond question and conditions in the Bamiyan Valley are better because of it. Nothing less could have been
expected from the highly qualified team of experts who participated in the process.
In particular, I wish to recognize the role played by Michael Petzet, my dear friend
and predecessor as President of ICOMOS. As with all colleagues, we may have had
some differences of opinion in the past, but that does not alter the fact that throughout his entire career, Dr Petzet’s work has always been an international beacon of
excellence in conservation.
On behalf of ICOMOS, I thank the authors and contributors to this volume and
the Messerschmitt Foundation in Munich for making the vast information available
herein accessible to the global conservation community.

Gustavo Araoz
December 2015
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Erwin Emmerling and Michael Petzet

Preface

The Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan II, Safeguarding the
Remains 2010–20151 can be presented here as supplement to vol. XIX of 20092. Th is comprehensive
vol. XXI with partially unpublished documents concerning the history of the famous Buddhas and the
Bamiyan Valley was supported by the Messerschmitt
Foundation Munich, which since 2006 has also generously helped by providing as a loan a strong scaffold
for the successful consolidation of the Eastern Buddha niche (see figs. pp. 87, 132–133).
Section I (pp. 26–50) of our publication presents new
results of the Munich Research Project on Fragments
of the Bamiyan Buddhas. Between 2004 and 2008,
about 10,000 clay plaster fragments were recovered
from the rubble at the feet of the statues, examined
and catalogued by restorer Edmund Melzl, our unforgettable colleague, who died on September 3, 2015
in Munich.3

A series of photographs in this publication (pp. 196,
244, 292, 298, 340, 388, 408, 616, 624, 632) commemorates the work done by Edmund Melzl, who
was deeply connected with the history of the Bamiyan
Buddhas: Edmund Melzl made an important contribution to the project of conservation of the Buddha fragments and niches […] through his immense knowledge
of Bamiyan and through his research and practical work
on the site. Edmund was able to discover in the ruins
of the destroyed sculptures details and methods of their
original construction which had remained relatively unknown, and to shed light, therefore, on the possibilities
and planning for action into the future. Edmund’s work
and passion for the art and archaeology of the Bamiyan
Valley will continue to positively influence those who follow in his footsteps.4
As supplement to the report on the ICOMOS activities in Afghanistan between 2002 and 2009 sup-

Bamiyan Valley, view to the cliff with the Eastern and the Western Buddha. Photo by Dieter Blume 1977.
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ported by the German Foreign Office, Section II
(pp. 52–340) of our publication presents a series of
reports and documentations on the ICOMOS activities in Bamiyan from 2010 to 2015; measures continued since 2009–10 thanks to a contract of June 2009
within the framework of Phase III of the Japan Fundin-Trust project Safeguarding the Cultural Landscape
and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley
concerning six tasks (see p. 52) and thanks to the Implementation Partners Agreement between UNESCO
and ICOMOS Germany of July 10, 2013 concerning
11 activities (see p. 199), activities 3a–3k). Section
II includes the results of the 8th–12th Expert Working Group Meetings in Munich (March 2010), Paris
(March 2011), Tokyo (December 2011), Aachen
(December 2012), and Orvieto (December 2013).
Besides, Section III (pp. 339–399) presents special
reports by the Mine Action Centre for Afghanistan
(see pp. 341–352) and a report by the Department of
Historical Monuments (Ministry of Information and
Culture), with a Provisional Heritage Impact Assessment for the Foladi Valley, where ICOMOS has also
been active as advisor.
A highlight was the stakeholder meeting in Bamiyan
(see p. 159) which included the opening of a small
“site museum” on June 19, 2012 installed with the

help of the German Foreign Office in the reconstructed lower caves of the Eastern Buddha. Thanks
to additional funds from the German Foreign Office in 2014 important remains of the historic plaster
decoration in the lower caves of the Western Buddha
have also been saved (see report by Bert Praxenthaler,
November 2014, pp. 277–292). Besides, the abovementioned six tasks recorded in the contract of June
2009 with UNESCO (see p. 199, 3g) were fulfilled,
the greatest successes being the stabilisation and conservation measures on the back wall of the Eastern
Buddha niche (task 1) completed at the end of July
2010, together with the stabilisation measures for the
path leading up and down the niche (task 2), the documentation of rock fragments (task 3), shelters for the
Western Buddha fragments (task 4), and the restoration of two ruinous Islamic mausoleums on the plain
in front of the Western Buddha (see pp. 63–64 and
fig. p. 98, report by Bert Praxenthaler, pp. 67–72).
New opportunities for safeguarding the remains of
the Bamiyan Buddhas resulted from the Implementation Partners Agreement between UNESCO and
ICOMOS Germany of July 10, 2013 (see pp. 199)
concerning 11 activities (items 3 a–k). Most of these
activities, starting with budget and work plans for
conservation activities (3a), alternative plans for the

Bamiyan Valley, view to the cliff with the Eastern and the Western Buddha. Photo by Dieter Blume 1977.
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Western Buddha scaffolding (3b), and documentation/scanning of the Western Buddha fragments
(3c) could be finished in accordance with the agreement in August/September 2013 (see report by Edwin Fecker, Erwin Emmerling and Sekander Seradj,
pp. 200–209). In 2013–2014 much progress was
made with regard to the Shar-e-Gholgola project
under the guidance of Bert Praxenthaler (see reports
pp. 299–314, pp. 331–399) as well as concerning
the regrouping and salvaging of selected fragments in
front of the Western Buddha, including some areas of
unidentified rubble covered by a layer of sand (3d, see
p. 250, fig. 8), the partial scaffolding of the Western
Buddha niche (3e, see p. 251, fi g. 9), the stabilisation of the dangerous rock in the upper access of the
Western Buddha niche (3f, see pp. 271–276), and
the rebuilding of two lapidaries for the Eastern Buddha fragments (item 3h, see p. 277–292). However,
some activities such as the completion of the scaffolding in the Western Buddha niche (item 3e) and the
planned georadar prospection (item 3g) had to wait,
and the reinforcement of the lower gallery in front
of the caves of the Eastern Buddha niche (item 3i)
was unfortunately suspended in September 2013 by
UNESCO Kabul and the Afghan authorities, as requested by our Japanese colleagues in order to wait
for the recommendations of the 10th Bamiyan Expert

Working Group on September 10–11, 2013 in Orvieto (see pp. 210–213). In Orvieto the representatives
of ICOMOS had to defend their conservation policy
in Bamiyan against rather surprising attacks, culminating in the repeated demand by Paolo Fontani, director of UNESCO Kabul, to remove the unfinished
feet of the Eastern Buddha with bulldozers, as he
claimed these were the start of a total reconstruction.
Of course, a total reconstruction is not possible and
cannot be considered at present according to the recommendations of the Bamiyan Working Group Meetings in Paris 2011 (see pp. 80–82) and Orvieto 2013
(see pp. 210–213). However, in previous meetings the
working group also discussed long-term solutions for
the conservation and presentation of the two Buddha niches and recommended that consideration be
given in particular to the presentation of the remains
of the two Buddha statues, including their possible
partial anastylosis.5 In the case of the Bamiyan Buddhas an anastylosis in accordance with art. 15 of the
Venice Charter (reassembling or repositioning of fragments) does indeed seem the most obvious solution,
because before their destruction in 2001 the statues
had only been partly preserved due to losses in previous centuries. Consequently, a total reconstruction of
an “original” statue, important details of which (face,

Bamiyan Valley, view to the cliff with the Eastern Buddha. Photo by Dieter Blume 1977.
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hands, etc.) are unknown, is not possible. In addition,
the remains of the Buddhas as important evidence of
Afghan history will play a crucial role for future tourism, even in their fragmentary condition. Under these
circumstances, the concept of an anastylosis remains
an appropriate solution, not least because the alternative of a museum presentation does not seem to
make much sense, given the gigantic masses of stone
material.
In this context, the lower gallery in front of the reconstructed caves of the Eastern Buddha (item 3i of
our contract), a necessary support structure with two
pillars to commemorate the feet of the statue as already reconstructed about 1970 during the restoration campaign carried out by the Indian-Afghan team
(Technical and Financial Report, 14th December
2012, pp. 179–195), had already been presented in
former meetings of the Bamiyan Working Group (see
p. 218). And of course our plans had also been discussed in Bamiyan with Director Abdul Ahad Abassi,
Department for Preservation of Historical Monuments, who after consulting with H. E. Minister Raheen authorised the implementation. In this respect
compare the report compiled by the ICOMOS team
(Prof. Edwin Fecker, Prof. Erwin Emmerling and architect Sekandar Seradj) and presented to UNESCO

in accordance with the Implementation Partners
Agreement on October 31, 2013 (see p. 199) with
its detailed daily reports, e.g. August 17, 2013: Architect Seradj informs Mr. Abassi, President of the Afghan
Department of Historical Monuments, of the intended
measures and submits plans for approval. Mr. Abassi
confirms that they match previous protocols and issues a
permit […]
The concept of the ICOMOS team, developed together with our Afghan colleagues, included the restoration work of the Indian-Afghan team from 1969
onwards as the most recent “historic” condition completed with corresponding materials and technologies. With the already reconstructed partition walls of
the lower caves which safeguard the enormous crack
behind the surface of the rear side leading from the
lower vaults up to the height of the statue’s head, the
lower gallery is part of a structural system which will
not only protect future visitors from falling particles.
Instead, they will also facilitate, step by step, a reassembling of salvaged fragments of the statue in conformity with article 14 of the Venice Charter (anastylosis) and the Operational Guidelines of the World
Heritage Convention which determine that reconstruction is acceptable only on the basis of complete
and detailed documentation and to no extent on con-

Bamiyan Valley, view to the cliff with the Eastern Buddha. Photo by Dieter Blume 1977.
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jecture (OG § 86).6 Such reflections in connection
with the lower gallery and its pillars in remembrance
of the feet reconstructed by the Indian-Afghan team
and based on an investigation of the picture sources
of the preserved historic stock were already described
in depth in the text by Fecker/Emmerling/Seradj (Kabul, September 6, 2013) as part of the report by ICOMOS Germany presented to UNESCO on October
31, 2013 (see pp. 200–209).
We don’t wish to repeat here the many reasons for the
concept of the lower gallery already summarised in
the final report for UNESCO of July 29, 2014 (see
pp. 245–269)7 and we cannot answer with this publication the whole inquisitorial catalogue of Questions of Clarification to the Munich Group and the
UNESCO Kabul Office, an attempt of our Japanese
colleagues assembled in Tokyo on April 30, 20148 to
ignore the dramatic practical problems (danger of
further rockfall, etc) and to focus instead on theoretical studies, or to replace conservation in Bamiyan by
“museum” presentations. Such presentations (in a gigantic museum with replicas of the Buddhas planned
in Bamiyan?) are part of the rather strange Japanese
“approach” that becomes apparent in the concluding
remarks of the Tokyo paper: Ideas and possibilities for
the future of the fragments of the Buddha statues and the
Buddha niches are not limited to reconstruction by reassembly. To leave them untouched as much as we can as
in the case of Atomic Bomb Dome in Hiroshima, Japan,
could be one approach, or to create reconstruction models
for exhibition purposes could be another. With such “approaches” we are back to the statements by Professor
Ikuo Hirayama at the Kabul seminar in 2002,9 where
he pleaded to leave the fragments of the Bamiyan site
untouched,10 whereas ICOMOS Germany since its
first mission to Bamiyan has been trying to save what
could be saved.
Under the influence of the Tokyo paper the reasons
for the concept of the lower gallery were not taken
seriously in the report of the Bamiyan Advisory Mission requested in Orvieto (art. 44, recomendations of
the 12th Expert Working Group Meeting, see p. xxx).
This mission of May 26–31, 2014, led by ICOMOS
China´s Vice President Guo Zhan (ICOMOS Advisory Mission to Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley; see pp. 225–244),
assessed the feet negatively as a possible step for future
attempts of reconstruction. With remarks on “materiality and longevity” and an expected “visual impact”
of our activities in the lower gallery, the mission did
not understand that in such a conservation concept
safeguarding in the sense of stability and safety is of
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course a first step, – long before the mission’s rather
strange reflections, for example on a future old-age
value of the feet: It must therefore be acknowledged
that the ‘feet’ will either always appear new and will
not gain a patina of age or deteriorate with fi red
brick grinning through a weathered earth plaster (see
p. 213–214). Nevertheless, the report of the mission
concedes that the lower gallery allows many options
and has therefore been assessed favourably by the local and national stakeholders and the ministries in
charge: The mission noted that there could be a significant negative reaction to the removal of the works
as this might be seen as a backward step on the road
to reconstruction.
Meanwhile, the worldwide excitement about two unfinished pillars in place of the feet of the Eastern Buddha seems rather ridiculous considering the almost
daily news about gigantic disasters destroying monuments and sites, – the consequences of the earthquake
in Nepal or the urgent questions how to safeguard the
remains of the blown-up temple district in Palmyra.11
Further comments on the circumstances that have
been paralysing our future work in Bamiyan since
2014 can be found in Section IV, with a small selection of international press articles (UNESCO stops
unauthorized reconstruction of Bamiyan Buddhas,
etc.) and the reflections by James Janowsky, Bringing
Back Bamiyan´s Buddhas, 2011 (see p. 633–653)12:
In addition, in Section III there is the article Investigating Values Ascribed to Cultural Heritage Sites in
Bamiyan by Residents of the Bamiyan Valley by Constance Wyndham, result of a series of interviews with
local people in Bamiyan (see pp. 389–399).
As supplement to vol. XIX of the ICOMOS series
Monuments and Sites our publication Th e Giant
Buddhas of Bamiyan II not only presents reports and
documentation concerning the ICOMOS activities
between 2010 and 2015, but also partially unpublished material in Section IV: Historic Reports on
the State of Conservation of the Buddhas and the
Bamiyan Valley (see pp. 400–615): the report of a
UNESCO mission by A. Lezine in May 1962, the report by B. B. Lal and R. Sengupta on the Preservation
of Buddhist Monuments in Bamiyan, a report for
UNESCO by Piero Gazzola, first president of ICOMOS International, and Jean Bernard Perrin’s Protection et mise en valeur de la vallée de Bamiyan (see
pp. 475–516), and an unpublished dissertation by
Abdullah Amirian, Renata Biagiarelli (†) and Gabriella Bruckmann, I Monasteri Rupestri di Bamiyan.
Per un piano di salvaguardia e valorizzazione 1975/76
(see pp. 517–572), fiercely criticising in some respects

the results of the ASI (Archaeological Survey of India)
restoration since 1969 (see pp. 409–462).
After so many years of good cooperation in the
Bamiyan Working Group (initiated by ICOMOS
Germany with first meetings in Munich) and in spite
of all the sometimes necessary controversies between
colleagues on matters of conservation we still believe
that our report of July 29, 2014 (see pp. 245–269)
will not be the end of our work as advisers in Afghanistan. Due to the pressure of the Tokyo group
and the misunderstandings of the Bamiyan Advisory
Mission of May 2014 we have lost nearly two years
of possible activities to further safeguard the remains
of the Bamiyan Buddhas. But we are convinced that
the Afghan Government and its Monument Service,
respecting the wish of the Afghan people to preserve
its unique cultural heritage, will come to the necessary decisions in the end within the framework of the
World Heritage Convention and the Afghan Monument Protection Law.

Finally, we wish to thank not only our Afghan team
of craftsmen and workers and the ICOMOS Germany team consisting of Prof. Edwin Fecker, Dipl.-Ing.
Sekandar Seradj, Dr. Matthias Beckh, and restorer
Bert Praxenthaler, but also Roland Lin, Brendan Cassar and Sara Noshadi as representatives of UNESCO.
Last, but not least we would like to express our deep
gratitude to the responsible Afghan Ministers and
Vice Ministers and to our colleagues in the Afghan
Conservation Department of Historic Monuments,
most of all to Abdul Ahad Abassi, for the close cooperation since 2002.

Erwin Emmerling and Michael Petzet
December 2015
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Eastern Buddha, photo from 1977
by Dieter Blume.

I. The TU Munich Research Project on Fragments
of the Bamiyan Buddhas. New Results 2010–2014

Catharina Blänsdorf

New Investigation of the Fragments of the Painted Clay Layers from the
Buddha Statues at Bamiyan
Introduction
In a research project at the Technical University Munich, funded by UNESCO and ICOMOS Germany
2007–2009, examinations and analyses were carried
out to investigate the techniques employed for modelling and painting the Buddha statues and to identify the materials used for this. The sample material
consisted of numerous small fragments retrieved from
the rubble heaps inside and in front of the Buddha
niches which were comprised of pieces of rope and
wooden pegs, and 280 small fragments of clay modelling (mostly smaller than 3 x 3 cm), most of them still
with traces of paint layers. The results were presented
in detail in Th e Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan, Safeguarding the Remains, Monuments and Sites (M&S)
XIX, ICOMOS 2009, pp. 197–280.
This investigation rendered new and important information which shed light on the history of the
Bamiyan Buddhas, their manufacturing technique
and their original appearance: The statues were carved
roughly from out of the stone and then covered with
clay plaster layers to fi nish the modelling. Th e fact
that the fold ridges of the Western Buddha only existed in the clay modelling (built up over ropes which
were attached to pegs inserted in holes in the stone)
can be considered proof that the clay layers are part
of the original design and not a later repair. Organic
material, such as the straw in the clay layers, pegs and
ropes, allowed a dating of the clay layers – and thus
with high probability also of the statues: According to
the 14C-AMS radio carbon dating, the modelling of
the smaller Eastern Buddha were made first, between
544 and 595 AD, and those of the larger Western
Buddha later, between 591 and 644 AD.1
The clay plasters show a composition comparable to
local deposits with rather high contents of calcite.
Wooden parts were made from trees which can still
be found around there (mainly poplar), and a plant
endemic in the region, astragulus cuneifolius, called
Dom-i-shutur (“camel tail”) by the locals, was used
for the production of the ropes. The organic additives
in the clay plasters can be differentiated into plant
tissue and animal hair: Wheat and barley straw as
well as goat hair were added to the up to 10 cm thick
undercoat that was applied and modelled with bare
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hands. Th e 0.5 to 5 mm thick fi nish coat contains
sand, charcoal and fi ner sheep hair and was shaped
and smoothed with modelling tools.
The investigation of the paint layers was the most
complex and interesting part, as almost no knowledge
existed concerning the way the statues had been painted. Traces of colours were observed during the investigations by the Délégation Archéologique Française
en Afghanistan (DAFA) in the 1920’s and 1930’s,
but only briefly mentioned in their reports. Between
1969 and 1978, the Archaeological Survey of India
(ASI), in co-operation with the Afghans, carried out
comprehensive restoration work on the statues. The
restoration teams recognised traces of the colouration,
but decided to cover the surfaces of the statues with a
clay suspension. This is the reason why no colouration
is visible on the statues on colour photographs taken
before the destruction.
The salvaged fragments revealed layers of bright colours. The samples brought to Germany show mainly
blue and hues of red, and on fewer fragments brown,
white, and yellow layers. Each sample was given a
number (ID + sequential number) different from the
numbering system in the finds list as many of the tiny
fragments selected as sampling material were listed
only in groups and according to the day of finding
on-site. Th e investigation of single samples was the
first step, which included the examination of the
stratigraphy and the identification of pigments. Parallel to this work, the more difficult identification of the
binding materials was begun.
The most difficult part was – and still is – the interpretation of the individual results in respect to the
complete statues, which focuses at the questions of
the colouration of individual parts of the statues and
the change of the original colour schemes over time.
One problem is that the investigated samples are too
small to be assigned to a definite part of the statues
by their shape or other properties. Only few samples
were taken from larger fragments, and even fewer of
these can be identified as fold ridges or parts of the
garments. Regarding the localisation of different colours, the samples do not reflect the percentage distribution of the preserved fragments: The samples were

taken because each seemed interesting in regard to
some specific question, rather than as a representative
of a larger preserved fragment. Furthermore, the salvaged fragments may not represent the same relation
between different coloured parts as the statues themselves. Another problem is that it was not possible to
examine paint layers on-site: The entries in the finds
list contain only an overall visual impression, and it
is often difficult to interpret them or to set them into
relation to the identified colours and stratigraphies.
For example, fragments recorded as “dark” in the
finds list, can either belong to the red hues (appearing
dark due to the blackening of the red lead used) or to
any other colour darkened by soot. The frequent description of the surface as “yellowish”, “brownish” or
“reddish” can indicate the colour of the clay surface,
the paint layers or the clay suspension applied during the ASI restoration. A thorough check of the fragments on-site, based on the analyses of the samples in
Munich is still a desideratum for the future. The last
problem is that from the very beginning of the examinations, time and money for analyses were extremely
restricted. Therefore, the investigations had to focus
on selected questions and exemplary analyses, even
after it had become apparent that many results could
not be satisfactorily interpreted or correlated to the
ones of other samples.

only recently, but continuously over time: Layers are
often missing underneath later layers of overpainting.
Because there was no time to investigate all samples in
detail, the samples were divided into groups according to similar colours and stratigraphies. The groups
were established at a rather early phase of the project
and were retained even when it became apparent that
some of the chosen characteristics may not be as important as thought in the beginning. In 2009 and especially thereafter, subdivisions were introduced, for
example 2–3 as a category of samples with characteristics of two groups (in this case: the stratigraphy
of group 2 covered with two brown layers which are
typical of group 3).4 Table 1 gives an overview of the
current division into groups and their characteristics.
Table 2 gives an updated overview of identified inorganic materials.

Therefore, examination continued on a small scale
and without funding between 2009 and 2014. The
main goal was to continue the analyses of the binding medium performed under the direction of Ilaria
Bonaduce and Anna Lluveras-Tenorio at the University of Pisa, Dipartimento of Chimica e Chimica
industriale.2 The analyses aimed of clarifying unclear
results and of allowing a more substantial interpretation. It became clear that the binding media of later
applications had penetrated through the rather weakly bound lower paint layers, which makes it is very
difficult to assign the identified binding materials to
individual layers or phases of repainting.

The division into groups, even after including subdivisions, however, reveals that not all samples of one
(sub-)group are of the same kind. While the absence
of single layers or slight differences in hue or thickness
constitute the main differences within the groups 1, 2
and 5, the samples assembled in groups 3 and 4 differ
considerably regarding stratigraphy, surface structures
(such as crack net, gloss, brush marks etc.), and hue.
Additionally, in some groups there are many samples
which allow a broader check on the characteristics of
a larger number of examples, while in others there are
only few samples, which makes it more complicated
to interpret the results.

Also, at the Technical University Munich, Chair of
Conservation, Art Technology and Conservation Science, some of the fragments and selected cross sections were checked again, and additional cross sections were made to answer special questions.3

A principal question concerned whether or not the
Buddha statues originally had a white ground layer.
A white ground can clearly be distinguished on the
paintings in the vaults of the niches of both statues,
but it is not discernible on photographs of the niche
walls or the statues. Some of the samples (group 1,
some of group 5, group 6 and “special fragments”)
show a white ground layer, in a few cases as a continuous layer, more often as traces or “spots” underneath
the subsequent paint layers, but the larger number of
samples does not show any traces of a white ground
layer.

The different groups of paint layers
The investigated samples show paint layers of different
colours applied a secco. Most of the paint layers are
thick and slightly powdery, and on most fragments
not all layers are present. Losses have occurred not

The division is based mainly on the differentiation
between red paint layers (groups 1 and 2), blue paint
layers (group 5), brown layers, partly over red or rarely over blue (groups 3 and 4) and others (group 6,
“special fragments”, “no group”). A smaller number
of samples could not be interpreted because there are
no paint layers retained or the modelled clay surface
is missing. Some samples are unpainted completion,
probably from the ASI restoration.
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This means either that the first paint layer was completely lost or removed, or that the white ground layer did not cover the statues’ surfaces continuously. A
possible explanation for this is that the white ground
layer of the niche walls overlapped the surfaces of
the statues in adjacent parts, or that splashes of the
ground layer accidentally hit the statues when the
niche walls were painted. An only partial and accidental presence of a white ground layer intended for
the niche walls seems more plausible than a very exhaustive removal of a polychromy even from remote
recesses of the statues.5 Following this assumption,
the samples of groups 1 and 2 in fact would belong to
the same group. Furthermore, this assumption leads
to the interpretation that the samples from group 6
(white ground layer and white, red or yellow paint
layers), the “special fragments” and other ones with
only a white ground layer may rather come from the
niche walls than from the statues themselves. Notably the “special samples” which have a white ground
layer and small areas in red, blue and white applied
in thin, semi-transparent streaks, evoke the impression of mural paintings like the ones which originally
decorated the niche walls. Samples of group 6 and
“special fragments” also have no or only a very low
amount of hair in the finish coat, which constitutes
a criterion used to distinguish the clay layers from
the statues (containing hair) from those of the caves
(without hair).
“Sizing” of the clay surfaces (insulating layer)
In most of the cross sections from both statues, a
binding medium layer with strong, whitish to yellowish UV fluorescence can be observed. 6 It can be interpreted as a kind of sizing layer applied to seal the clay
surface before the painting process (insulating layer).
FT-IR analyses proved the presence of proteins on the
clay surface, but a contamination of the sampling material by either the clay or the subsequent layers could
not be excluded: Th e measured content of gypsum
indicates that traces of the first preserved paint layers
(pink and grey underpainting of blue) were included
in the analysis.7
Red and blue paint layers – groups 1, 2 and 5
The areas with red hues (fragments of groups 1 and
2) and with a blue paint layer (group 5) show several
layers of overpainting. During the overpainting phases, the scheme of the basic colour distribution seems
to have been retained: the “red” areas were repainted
in red hues, the blue ones in blue. The samples give
us no evidence that the colour distribution was ever
changed, for example red being overpainted with blue
or vice versa.
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The “red samples” (groups 1 and 2) show three to
four layers of reddish hues: pink–orange–(orange)–
red on white at the Western Buddha and pink–pink–
orange–white at the Eastern Buddha. Th e white of
the last overpainting has so far been interpreted as a
ground or intermediate layer to cover the severely discoloured red lead.
The “blue samples” (group 5) show two layers of blue,
both executed on a dark grey underpainting.
Brown layer – groups 3 and 4 and intermediate
groups 2–3, 2–4 and 4–5
While the red and the blue samples clearly belong
to the colours of the garments, the nowadays brown
samples of groups 3 and 4 probably do not represent
a different part of the statues with brown polychromy,
rather from areas which at some time received a coating of clay suspension. Th e brown layer can be interpreted as a crust of soiling or a repair layer which
was stabilised – intentionally or accidentally – by the
application of a binding material. Th e binding medium resulted in the semi-transparent appearance of
the layers; it caused the very glossy surface of some of
the samples or a waxy impression of others, and the
distinct crack net almost all samples have.
This assumption is supported by the fact that in many
cases layers analogous to those of groups 1 or 2 can be
observed underneath the brown layers. Often there
are only one or two of the reddish layers, but this may
be due to an early loss of paint in this area. Some
samples show that due to different areas of their surface certain fragments obviously belonging together
are classified in group 1 or 2 as well as in group 3 or
4.8 In few cases, a brown layer also covers blue layers or blue can be found next to brown on the same
fragment.9 On two samples, there is only a layer of
soot underneath the brown, another evidence of a late
covering of already damaged areas.10 The samples 38 a
(group 2–4) and 38 b (group 2–3) from a small fragment broken into several pieces also seem to indicate
that the distinction between groups 3 and 4 may not
refer to different areas.
The craquelure and the fact that the weak-bond clay
suspension used by the ASI restoration teams partly
covers the brown layers, allow us to date the application of the brown layers to the time before the 1960’s.
Sengupta 1965 mentions “modern” repairs with clay
plaster in two of the caves, so it is possible that parts
of or close to the statues were also repaired before the
restoration of 1969–78.11

Table 1 Division of paint layer samples into groups (W. B. = Western Buddha, E. B. = Eastern Buddha).
Group
red
1
1 or 2
2

characteristics

assignment

sample ID W. B.

sample ID E. B.

red hues (pink – orange – white/red)
on a white ground layer
red hues (pink – orange – white/
red), traces of a white ground layer
red hues (pink – orange –white/red),
no white ground layer

W. B. sangati outside
E. B. garments
W. B. sangati outside

7, 14, 18, 24, 47a, 76, 81,
241
102, 104, 107, 112, 118, 135
16

W. B. sangati outside
E. B. garments

4, 5, 8, 9, 17, 22, 23, 25, 26,
30, 32, 39, 41, 42, 43, 45, 52,
54, 55, 56, 58, 59, 64, 69, 70,
72, 78, 79, 80, 87, 91, 95, 97,
98, 100, 109, 110, 115, 116,
117, 119, 125, 126, 127, 132,
134, 153, 143, 161, 162

175, 190. 199, 201, 203,
204, 206, 208, 219, 220,
223, 230, 232, 233, 234,
238, 243, 245

two layers of matt to semi-glossy
brown, underneath mostly reddish
layers
as group 3, but highly glossy surface

W. B. sangati outside
E. B. not clear

10, 40, 46, 47c, 94, 99, 114,
163, 170

215, 242, 263, 267

W. B. sangati outside
E. B. not clear

210

not known (niches?)

6, 51, 106, 108, 128, 129,
133, 155, 156, 158, GBL
2400+
20

W. B. sangati outside
E. B. not clear
not known (niches?)

61, 68, 73, 74, 77, 83, 85, 96, 3, 187, 195, 197, 205, 207,
101, 120
211, 268, 275
57

W. B. sangati outside?

19, 38b, 171

W. B. sangati outside?
E. B. garments

28, 31, 33, 38a, 48, 49, 50,
53, 60, 75, 89, 92, 105, 137,
149, 150, 157

249

W. B. lining of sangati
E. B. lining and/or
outside of sangati

121, 123, 164

as group 5
E. B. outside of the
sangati ?

103

176, 178, 179, 184, 185,
186, 189, 172, 194, 196,
198, 202, 209, 212, 213,
214, 216, 217, 221, 222,
226, 227, 231, 235, 236,
237, 239, 247, 248, 250,
253 (?), 254, 255, 257, 259,
262, 264, 269, 274, 276,
285, KBL 497
193, 252 (?), 266
256

W./E. B.: niche walls
(?)
W. B. paintings of
niche walls

11, 13, 15, 90, 111, 113, 124, 188, 229, 244, 251, 260,
261
65, 66, 93
228, 246

not known

174 (partly two red layers)

not known

1, 67, 71, 82, 86, 136

not known

27, 44, 88, 151, 160

not known

63, 84, 159

brown
3

3 glossy

3 special
4
4 special
2–3
2–4

blue
5

as group 3, underneath white ground
layer
one layer of brown, underneath
mostly hues of red
as group 4, underneath white ground
layer
some layers as in group 2, on top
two brown layers
some layers as in group 2, on top a
brown layer

blue layers, with or mostly without
white ground layer

5–4
1 and 5

blue with brown on top
one part as group 1, the other as
group 5, adjacent and separated by
a red line
white ground and bright colours
6
continuous white ground layer and
light colours (yellow, red, white)
“special
white ground layer; several colours
frag(white, red, blue)
ments”
not interpretable
no group paint layer not in accordance with
any other sample
no paint no or only tiny traces of paint layers
layer
no surface modelled surface not preserved
completion

filling material from restoration

182, 191 (traces of red)
180 (black line on clay)
177, 200, 225, 240, 258,
265
2, 193, 277, 278
218 (piece of stone)
224
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Table 2 Pigments and inorganic materials analysed in the paint layers of the Eastern and Western Buddha, 2004–2014.
group /
analysed
fragments

colour
(in group)

Western Buddha

- red iron oxides (maghemite, hematite)
- clay minerals
W. B.
- white lead compound: lead white or
white
14, 47, 52, (1 and 2)
anglesite PbSO4 (white)*
81, 102,
- laurionite Pb(OH)Cl (white)*
165
- palmierite (K,Na)2Pb(SO4)2 (white)*
* analysed as part of the black layer
E. B.
underneath
241
black surface of - red lead Pb3O4 (orange)
- plattnerite PbO2 (black)
orange
- anglesite PbS04 (white)
(1 and 2)
- lanarkite Pb2(SO4)O
2
- scrutinyite PbO2 (greyish / brown)
W. B.
- quartz SiO2
4, 52, 54
- kaolinite Al2Si2O5(OH)4
- dolomite CaMg(CO3)2
E. B.
- red lead (Pb3O4)
orange
245
- anglesite PbSO4 and/or lanarkite
(1 and 2)
Pb2(SO4)O
- in some samples: massicot PbO,
calcium sulphate di-hydrate
- gypsum, iron oxides
pink
- calcite, white clay minerals
(1 and 2)
- oxalates
- white earth, gypsum,
white
- quartz, calcite
(1)
- gypsum, clay minerals
white / light
3
- charcoal black, calcite, iron oxides
brown
W. B.
glossy: 51
brownish grey - gypsum, clay minerals
matt: 99,
(one or two
- charcoal black, calcite, iron oxides
163, 170
layers)
- red iron oxide
red
4
W. B.
orange
- red lead
172
- white lead compound
- gypsum, white clay, iron oxides
pink
E. B.
- calcite
267, 268
1

5
W. B.
164
E. B.
235, 248,
285

IndoAfghan
restoration
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colour
(in group)

Eastern Buddha

PLM
µ-XRF

red
(1 and 2)

white
(1 and 2)
PLM

- white lead compound

PLM
XRD

black
surface of
orange
(2)

- red lead Pb3O4 (orange)
- darkened red lead particles, maybe
plattnerite PbO2 (black)
- white lead compound
- calcite

XRD,
SEM-EDS
(W. B.)

orange
(1 and 2)

- red lead
- white lead compound
- calcite

XRD
(W. B.)

pink
(1 and 2)

- gypsum, , iron oxides
- calcite, white clay minerals

white
- white earth, gypsum
(1)
- calcite
transparent - gypsum, clay minerals, iron oxides,
brown
calcite
- colonies of colourless globular
micro-organisms

blue 2

- lasurite (particles small, not comple- blue 2
tely coloured)
- calcite, white clay, mica
- charcoal black
grey to dark
grey to dark
- calcite, diopside, iron oxides
grey 2
grey 2
- colonies of bacteria
colourless glocolourless
bular particles
glo-bular
in blue +grey 1
particles
in blue
+grey 1
- lasurite (particles larger, completely blue 1
blue 1
coloured)
- calcite, white clay, mica
- charcoal black
dark grey 1
dark grey 1
- white clay, calcium sulphate
clay suspension - alumosilicates (clay minerals)
- iron oxides
- gypsum
- calcite

method

IndoAfghan
restoration

PLM
(E. B.)

PLM
(E. B.)
PLM
FT-IR
µ-XRF
SEM-EDS
PLM

- lasurite (particles small, not comple- PLM
tely coloured)
- calcite, white clay, mica
- gypsum
PLM
- charcoal black, calcite, iron oxides
XRD
SEM-EDS
- colonies of micro-organisms
SEM-EDS

- lasurite (particles larger, completely
coloured)
- iron oxides
- charcoal black
- gypsum
- oxalates
- alumosilicates (clay minerals)
- iron oxides
- gypsum
- calcite

PLM

PLM
XRD
FT-IR
PLM
XRD
µ-XRF

Fragments with a thick white ground layer – group
6 – and “special fragments”
The samples pooled as group 6 are very different in
stratigraphy. They show thick white layers, and some
of them show traces of dark red and bright yellow.
Like the “special fragments”, they are preliminarily
interpreted as parts of the niche paintings rather than
as parts of the statues’ polychromy.
The “special fragments” with different colours and
overlapping layers may be small fragments of the
niche murals indicating shadings or smaller adjacent
pictorial zones. Th ey show red, blue, yellow ochre,
white and pale blue hues which were not found on
the other fragments.
The two fragments one which only a line of an underdrawing is preserved (ID 67 from the Western
Buddha and ID 180 form the Eastern Buddha) are
difficult to interpret, but may belong to the paintings
on the niche walls as well. Underdrawing lines can
be distinguished in photographs from the caves (red
lines in faces and garments, also for vertical axes), and
in the murals next to the head of the Western Buddha
(probably black or dark brown).
The colours of the statues
For the interpretation of the paint layers found on
the fragments and samples, the assessment of areas
of different colour is important. Deduced from contemporaneous Central Asian Buddha statues of a very
similar depiction (though much smaller), eight different areas can be distinguished (Fig. 1): Th e flesh
tones, the hair, and three different layers of garments
of which the outside and also small areas of the lining were visible. The biggest area was the outside of
the sangati. It can be assumed that the original paint
layer was applied at the time of the modelling of the
clay layers, i.e. the late 6th and early 7th century AD.
Bāmiyān became irrevocably Islamic in 977 AD, and
presumably no repainting of the statues was carried
out after that date. All existing paint layers thus can
be dated to the time between the 6th/7th and late 10th
century AD.
The Western Buddha
The outside of the sangati can be reconstructed as
being red, based on mentions in the reports by the
DAFA and the ASI teams12, preserved folds with red
paint layers and the fact that the largest number of
the recovered fragments show a red paint layer. No
other colours have been mentioned in texts before the
destruction.

Some 3500 fragments with paint layers had been
recovered by June 2007, equalling a surface of altogether about 9–10 m2 and thus about 1.5–2% of the
surface preserved before the destruction.13 Most of
the fragments are described in the finds list as showing a reddish paint layer, and some a brown surface.
There are few fragments with a blue paint layer, two
of them recognisable as folds, showing that parts of
the garments were blue.14 As the modelling of the
lower undergarment was almost completely lost before 2001, the blue probably belonged to the lining of
the sangati or the upper undergarment.
The reddish outside of the sangati was overpainted
three or four times (Figs. 2–5):
(1) The first preserved and maybe original paint layer
is pink obtained by mixing gypsum / white earth
and red iron oxides. Except one sample15, the mixture has a rather light pink hue, not the bright red
often used on the robes of Buddha statues. No
evidence for applied or painted decorations was
found.
(2, 3) The second layer is orange (red lead). The orange layer is much thicker than on the fragments
from the Eastern Buddha, and there are some fragments indicating that there are two orange layers
on top of each other, showing slight differences in
the particle sizes of the red lead and in the UV fluorescence.16 This can either be interpreted as a partial repair or it can mean that the two orange layers
are so similar that they cannot be distinguished. A
layer of insulating material with strong UV fluorescence seems to have preceded the application
of the orange paint.17 On several samples, varying
quantities of lead sulphates (anglesite or lanarkite)
were analysed in the orange paint layer. They are
visible as inclusions of white material in the orange paint layer, either in the lower layer (if there
is more than one orange layer) or in its lower zone.
The orange red lead has become black to a varying
extent up to a complete blackening of the layer.
(4) In the last phase of overpainting a darker red (fine,
red iron oxide) was used. Th e application of the
red was preceded by a layer containing a white
lead compound, maybe lead sulphate18 which was
probably supposed to cover the dark to black surfaces of the formerly orange areas.
The blue areas, probably the lining of the sangati,
were overpainted only twice (Fig. 8). This may reflect
the high price for the used ultramarine, even in Afghanistan where the pigment is mined. Additionally,
it may indicate that the blue paint was used in deeper
31

Fig. 1 Reconstruction of the eight different coloured areas of the statues: sangati robe and two undergarments with the lining visible in
small areas (altogether six areas), flesh tones and hair. In all phases the outside of the sangati of the Western Buddha showed different
hues of red, and the lining of the sangati of the Eastern Buddha was blue. Grey tones are used where the colours are not clear. Areas with
lost surface before 1969 are indicated in paler shades.

recessed and thus more sheltered areas, such as the
lining or undergarments, and that it was therefore not
necessary to repaint it as often as the more exposed
parts of the statue.
(1) Th e fi rst preserved paint layer is blue (ultramarine) on a dark grey underpainting mixed of white
clay and partly very coarse charcoal black. A thin
32

insulating layer of a material with strong yellowish
UV fluorescence was applied before the blue was
brushed on. Three of the four blue samples show a
white ground layer and only one blue layer (with
grey underpainting).19
(2) The overpainting, visible in one sample (ID 164,
see Fig. 9), exactly repeats the first layer regarding
materials (white earth + charcoal black; ultrama-
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Cross section 18_201, VIS and UV
10
brownish clay suspension (ASI restoration)
9
red overpainting: incoherent, recognisable as dark red clusters
8
white preparation layer for red, containing a white lead compound: up to 10 µm thick
7
discoloured red lead (black)
6
orange layer, containing red lead; binding medium has a bright UV fluorescence
5
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
4
pink, up to 40 µm thick, no UV fluorescence
3
insulating layer? (not visible in the cross section)
2
white layer (not visible in the cross section)
1
insulating or “sizing” layer: bright yellowish UV fluorescence
Fig. 2 Western Buddha, group 1, sample ID 18.

Fig. 3 Western Buddha, group 1, red overpainting missing, sample ID 104.
Cross section 104_201, VIS and UV
8
white preparation layer for red, containing a white lead compound: up to 30 µm thick
7
discoloured red lead (black)
6
orange layer, containing red lead, preserved as thin layer
5
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
4
pink, 10 to 40 µm thick, no UV fluorescence
3
insulating layer: bright yellowish UV fluorescence
2
white ground layer (appearing colourless)
1
insulating or “sizing” layer: bright yellowish UV fluorescence
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Cross section 52_201, VIS and UV
8
brownish clay suspension (ASI restoration)
7
red overpainting
6
white preparation layer for red, containing a white lead compound, thin, penetrated into
black layer (7)
5
discoloured red lead (back) – 2nd layer or surface of layer (6)
4
orange layer, containing red lead; the binding medium has a bright UV fluorescence
3
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
2
pink, up to 40 µm thick, no UV fluorescence
1
insulating or “sizing” layer: bright yellowish UV fluorescence
Fig. 4 Western Buddha, group 2, sample ID 52.

Fig. 5 Western Buddha, group 2, two orange layers, sample ID 49.
Cross section 49_201, VIS and UV
9
light brown clay suspension (ASI restoration)
8
brown layer
7
white preparation layer for red, containing a white lead compound
6
2nd orange layer
5
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
c
clay, penetrated into the disrupted orange layer (4)
4
orange layer, containing red lead with black discoloured surface, binding medium: bright
UV fluorescence
3
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
2
pink, up to 100 µm thick, no UV fluorescence
1
insulating or “sizing” layer (not visible in this detail of the cross section)
9
8
7

9
8
7
6
5
c
4
3
2
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rine) and stratigraphy (grey – insulating layer –
blue). Another very thin insulating layer may have
been applied as a preparation of the overpainting.
The blue layers of both statues, and a few of the red
layers, contain globular colourless (white) particles
with a refractive index of n > 1.662, and strong interference colours (showing a dark cross) indicating
a crystalline material. Because of the absence of any
heavy elements and the globular shape, these particles
are interpreted as colonies of bacteria, such as they are
often found in archaeological materials.20
The Eastern Buddha
According to the observations of the DAFA and the
Indian team, the skin of the Eastern Buddha was yellow or golden.21 The lining of the sangati was blue, as
still can be seen on parts preserved in-situ below the
right arm. Even though the modelling of the sangati
was well-preserved before the destruction, the colour
of the outside of the sangati is not clear: Th e short
notes on colours by the DAFA mention “red and blue
on the sleeve”, and the ones in the reports by the ASI
“reddish to pink”, but in another paragraph “blue” as
the principle colour of the robe. Though it is also stated that the surfaces of the Eastern Buddha were much
better preserved than those of the Western Buddha,
no details on the colour distribution are given.22
For most of the recovered fragments, the descriptions
in the finds list are not clear, but some fragments are
characterised as painted in red or blue, and a few with
both colours are described as folds.23 Among the small
samples brought to Munich there are twice as many
blue as red ones.24 Although these samples are not representative for all of the recovered fragments (and the
recovered fragments only partly reflect the Buddha),
this seems to indicate that there were large areas painted in blue and others in reddish hues. According to the
descriptions, both colours may belong to the outside
of the sangati robe. There are very small areas of paint
layers preserved on the Buddha today, in the recess between the left leg and the left sleeve. According to the
modelling, they belong to the outside of the sangati
robe, and they are blue.25 One sample examined in
Munich, sample ID 256, shows the blue polychromy
adjacent to the reddish one.26 The clay support is flat,
and the border is not marked in the modelling, so it
cannot stem from the border between the outside and
the lining which would have been situated at a ridge of
the modelling. Th ese observations may indicate that
the outside of the sangati was painted in two colours,
red and blue, but there is no hint on the kind of distribution or arrangement of the colours.

There seem to be no known examples of Afghan Buddha statues with two-coloured or patterned robes
dating from that time. Whether or not the “golden
hues” and the “sparkling ornaments” described by
Xuanzang (who may relate to the Western Buddha
with these attributes)27 can really be interpreted as
robes adorned with ornaments is not clear. The common colour for the robe of Buddha is red, but there
are also examples of Buddha figures with blue robes,
at least even two in the caves of the Bamiyan cliff28
and maybe also one on the dome of the niche of the
Western Buddha29, although the robe is draped differently (leaving the right shoulder bare). Assuming that
the Western Buddha had a blue robe, there would
be a possible interpretation related with the cardinal directions, connecting the Western Buddha with
Dīpa kara (or Amitabha) and the direction West,
and the Eastern Buddha with Aksobhya (his colours
being white and blue, he is often depicted with a blue
skin) and the direction East.30 So far, there is no proof
that the outside of the sangati of the Eastern Buddha
was blue. The rather high number of red fragments
from this statue, in connection with the descriptions,
seems to indicate the presence of larger red parts on
the robe.
The red samples of the Eastern Buddha were overpainted four times, always in red hues (Figs. 6–7):
(1) The first and maybe original paint layer is pink, in
the same hue as on the Western Buddha or slightly darker, achieved by a mixture of gypsum/ white
earth and red iron oxides. A thin layer of orange
red lead was observed on top of the pink in cross
sections of two samples. These thin orange layers
may indicate a semi-translucent top layer, some
kind of adornment or a thicker layer that mostly
has flaked off. 31
(2) Th e second layer has the same pink hue as the
first. An insulating material with strong yellowish UV fluorescence was applied before the overpainting was executed.
(3) The third layer is orange, as the second and maybe third layer on the Western Buddha. The layer
contains red lead as pigment and is much thinner
than the orange layer(s) on the Western Buddha
even in the samples in which only one orange layer is recognisable. The red lead has discoloured to
different degrees, often up to a complete blackening. This may be due to the fact that the application is thinner than at the Western Buddha. As
a result of this discolouration, many samples appear brown or even bluish-black (blackened red
lead with lead white overpainting) today and this
35
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Cross section 208_201, VIS and UV
11
brownish clay suspension (ASI restoration)
10
white layer, containing a white lead compound
9
discoloured red lead (black)
8
insulating material with yellowish UV fluorescence – insulating layer or binding medium
of layer (7)
7
orange layer containg red lead
6
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
5
pink 2 (partly disrupted in this cross section)
4
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
3
thin orange layer (applied or preserved only partly)
2
pink 1 (partly disrupted in this cross section)
1
insulating or “sizing” layer, penetrated into the clay surface: bright yellowish
UV fluorescence
Fig. 6 Eastern Buddha, group 2, sample ID 208.
Fig. 7 Eastern Buddha, group 2, sample ID 245 from fragment KBL 323.
Cross section 245_201, VIS and UV
10
brownish clay suspension (ASI restoration)
9
single dark red particles
8
white layer, containing a white lead compound
7
orange layer, containing red lead, partly blackened
6
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
5
pink 2
4
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
3
thin orange red lead layer (applied or preserved only partly)
2
pink 1 (partly disrupted in this cross section)
1
insulating or “sizing” layer: bright yellowish UV fluorescence
9
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may also explain the rare mentioning of reddish
hues in the finds list.
(4) The last overpainting consists in a layer of a white
lead compound (lead white or lead sulphate),
analogous to the one used as ground layer for the
red overpainting on the Western Buddha, but
on the Eastern Buddha there very probably was
no red layer on top of it, even though some red
iron oxide particles are visible in some of the cross
sections (Fig. 7: ID 245, layer 9). Assuming that
the red areas are part of the outside of the sangati and the blue parts may have become greyish
by the accumulation of dust on the rather rough
surfaces, the overall impression may have been
greyish. This may explain the still extant tradition
of identifying the Buddhas (among other classifications as “male” and “female” etc.) as a “red”
and a “white/grey” statue. For example, Yakut
al Hamawi who in 1218 – just before Genghis
Khan destroyed Bāmiyān in 1221 – referred to
them as the “red idol” (Western Buddha) and the
“white idol” (Eastern Buddha). It seems possible
that these names were linked to the largest and
thus most dominating colour areas, the outside
of the sangati.
The blue areas, belonging to the lining and partly
maybe to the outside of the sangati, were overpainted
twice, as on the Western Buddha (Figs. 9–11). Stratigraphy and materials are the same as on the Western
Buddha with the only difference that the insulating
layers are thicker and better discernible (in the cross
section under UV light):
(1) The first preserved layer consists of a grey underpainting (gypsum and charcoal), followed by an
insulating layer, and a blue layer of ultramarine.
Five of 56 blue samples have a white ground
layer, but as only one of them (ID 239) has two
blue layers, it is not clear if the other ones definitely come from the statue or may belong to the
niche walls.32
(2) Th e overpainting contains the same materials
(white earth + charcoal black; ultramarine) and
stratigraphy (grey – insulating layer – blue) as the
first layer. In the cross sections the surface of the
first blue layer shows a lighter UV fluorescence
which may indicate the application of a thin insulating layer as preparation of the overpainting.
When observed under the stereo-microscope the
upper blue layer appears lighter blue than the
first one (not visible in cross sections).

Interpretation and summary
The current, still preliminary interpretation is that
the fragments of groups 1 and 2 (“red”) belong to the
outside of the sangati garment of both statues. Fragments of group 5 (“blue”) are interpreted as part of
the lining of the sangati, and in the case of the Eastern
Buddha also parts of the outside of the sangati were
blue, as small areas preserved in-situ show. Only the
basic colours of the garments (red and blue) could be
deduced from the examination: no distinct evidence
of glazes or ornaments was found, but they may have
been lost long ago. The question as to which parts of
the robes of the Eastern Buddha were red, is not yet
solved. The current knowledge-base seems to indicate
the use of red and blue on the outside of the sangati,
but offers no hint as to the distribution of the colours.
A change of the main colour, for example from a red
robe to a blue one as a later interpretation, can be excluded, however, as none of the fragments show such
a change in the colouration concept.
No fragment could definitely be assigned to the undergarments, the flesh tone or the hair. It is possible that
no fragments of these areas were found or identified
so far, but they may also be lost without a trace: The
undergarments were mainly visible below the knees, a
zone that had already been severely eroded before the
destruction. The hands and the modelling of the feet
were lost long before 2001, and the parts belonging to
the heads fell from very high, so it is likely that they
were reduced to dust. Parts of the comparably small
areas of the lining of the sangati may have been preserved only because they were located higher up than
the undergarments and protected in deep recesses, especially under the right arms of both statues.
All the fragments show a mostly powdery clay layer
on top of the paint layers. Th is can be assigned to
the restoration carried out by the ASI in 1969–78,
and interpreted as clay suspension with addition
of gypsum and a binding medium. Th e reason for
“covering” the paint layers may have been either the
assumption that the statues originally were “stonecoloured”, or that the intention to homogenise the
patchy appearance was caused by partial losses of
the polychromy. Nowadays it is difficult to imagine,
even on the basis of preserved colour photographs,
that the statues once appeared in bright colours surrounded by niches full of colourful murals marked by
abundant details.
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Cross section 164_202, VIS and UV
9
brownish clay suspension (ASI restoration)
8
blue 2, only preserved as single blue, red and white pigment particles
7
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
6
grey underpainting 2, yellowish UV fluorescence
5
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
4
blue 1, containing white and some red particles
3
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
2
grey underpainting 1, bright yellowish UV fluorescence
1
insulating or “sizing” layer: bright yellowish UV fluorescence
The globular white (colourless) particles (m) inside the paint layer are micro-organisms.

Fig. 8 Western Buddha, group 5, sample ID 164.
Fig. 9 Eastern Buddha, group 5, sample ID 276.
Cross section 164_202, VIS and UV
9
brownish clay suspension (ASI restoration)
8
blue 2, in traces
7
insulating layer: bright yellowish UV fluorescence
6
grey underpainting 2, UV fluorescence dull
5
insulating layer
4
blue 1, containing white and some red particles
3
insulating layer? (not visible in this cross section)
2
grey underpainting 1, very bright yellowish UV fluorescence
1
insulating or “sizing” layer: bright yellowish UV fluorescence
The globular white (colourless) particles (m) inside the paint layer are micro-organisms.
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Cross section 202_201, VIS and UV
8
brownish clay suspension (ASI restoration)
7
blue 2, containing red and some white particles
6
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
5
grey underpainting 2: only very thin (not visible in this detail of the cross section)
4
blue 1, preserved only in traces
3
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
2
grey underpainting 1, bright yellowish UV fluorescence
1
insulating or “sizing” layer: bright yellowish UV fluorescence
The globular white (colourless) particles (m) in the grey underpainting layer 1 are micro-organisms.

Fig. 10 Eastern Buddha, group 5, sample ID 202.
Fig. 11 Eastern Buddha, group 5, sample ID 248.
Cross section 248_201, VIS and UV
9
brownish clay suspension (ASI restoration), in traces
8
blue 2, containing red and some white particles
7
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
6
grey underpainting 2, yellowish UV fluorescence
5
insulating layer? (not celarly visible)
4
blue 1, containing white and black particles
3
insulating layer: yellowish UV fluorescence
2
grey underpainting 1
1
insulating or “sizing” layer: bright yellowish UV fluorescence
The round object (h) in the clay with strong UV fluorescence is a sheep hair.
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For the results of the analyses of clay, ropes, fibres and 14C
AMS dating, see articles in Petzet 2009, pp. 201–236.
See Lluveras-Tenorio et al. in this publication, pp. 43–50.
Preparation and interpretation of the cross sections by the author. The embedding of the cross section in epoxy resin under
vacuum was done by Vladimir Ruttner, Chair of Engineer
Geology, Technische Universitaet Muenchen. Christina Elsässer, student at the Chair of Conservation, Art Technology
and Conservation Science, prepared and interpreted the cross
sections of four samples (ID 49, 54, 59, 98).
As some corrections were made between 2009 and 2013, in
2014 a complete revision of the results was started, but could
only be finished up to ID no. 120 so far.
No white ground layer was found on samples taken below the
right arm of the Eastern Buddha where the polychromy was
well-protected and difficult to reach.
The insulating layer with very strong yellowish white UV
fluorescence was observed on fragments from both statues
belonging to the groups 1, 2, 5 and 6, on which the first observed (original?) layers, i.e. white, pink or grey underpainting, are preserved.
Analyses by Dr. Ilaria Bonaduce and Dr. Anna Lluveras, University of Pisa, proofed the presence of proteins in the clay
surface; also see Lluveras-Tenorio et al. in this publication,
pp. 43–50. – Analyses by Ursula Baumer, Doerner Institut
Muenchen, of samples ID 52 (Western Buddha, group 2
(“red”) and ID 248 (Eastern Buddha, group 5, “blue”), sampling the layer with bright UV fluorescence on top of the clay,
identified the organic compounds as proteins and oxalates.
Although the pink layers do not show a strong UV fl uorescence in cross sections, the layer seems to have been samples,
because of the gypsum analysed. Internal analysis report, Dec.
4, 2014.
An attempt by the author to identify proteins in the cross
sections with Sypro Ruby staining failed, maybe because the
araldite mounting of the samples penetrated the paint layer
completely.
Sample ID 47 comprises three small pieces catalogued to belong together: while ID 47a belongs to group 1 with a brownish crust on top, ID 47c belongs to group 3 with only traces
of orange and/or pink underneath two thicker brownish layers. – From fragment GBL 582, a fold ridge of the Western
Buddha, two samples were taken: ID 169 belongs to group
2, while ID 48 only shows traces of pink and orange underneath a brown layer (groups 2–4). Photograph of GBL 852:
Blänsdorf et al. 2009, p. 242.
Sample ID 103: An opaque brown layer covers the aged and
reduced traces of one or two blue layers. Three samples from
fragment KBL 420, sample ID 197 – group 4 (brown); sample ID 198 – group 5 (blue); sample ID 266 – group 4–5
(partly blue, partly brwon).
Sample ID 122 and 131.
Lal/Sengupta 1965, p. 30 (cave 2), p. 32 (cave 4), both close
to the Western Buddha.
Hackin/Carl 1933, p. 15: “la couche de peinture rouge qui
couvrait primitivement le manteau tout entier.” Lal/Sengupta 1965, p. 27, mention the “red robe” of the Western
Buddha in the description of the Eastern Buddha (see note:
20).
The calculation includes the clay fragments up to fi nd no.
GBL 2818. Meanwhile 4889 clay fragments have been listed
in the finds list (up to find number GBL 3672), but they are
not evaluated according to their dimensions and colours. The
total surface of 500 to 600 m2 of preserved clay modelling
with original surface is a rough calculation. It has to be noted
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that the recovering of fragments of the Western Buddha is not
yet completed.
From 3517 fragments with paint layers from the Western
Buddha, collected until 2007 and catalogued in the finds
list, 80 are described as brown and 11 are described as blue.
Most of the fragments are described as reddish and as brown,
but for many fragments a clear colour description is missing.
Fragments of folds with blue paint layer: GBL 1033, GBL
2630. – From the 167 samples with paint layers analysed in
Munich, 64 have red painters (groups 1 and 2), 19 red layers
underneath brown; 33 are brown (groups 3 and 4) and only
four are blue (group 5) – compare table 1.
Sample ID 91: the first layer is red.
Two orange layers: ID 49, 52, 54, 98, maybe ID 4, 8, 18 and
97. In ID 4 and 97, the lower orange layer or the lower part
of the orange layer has a brighter UV fluorescence. In cross
sections of ID 49 and 59, an insulating layer can be observed
between two orange layers and an intermediate layer (probably clay penetrated between the two layers).
This is visible in some, but not in all investigated samples.
With PLM the pigment was analysed as lead white, but XRD
analyses did not confirm any lead white in samples taken
from the blackened surface of the orange layer of samples ID
165 and 166. As white lead compounds anglesite, lanarkite
(lead sulphates) and palmierite (potassium lead sulphate)
were found, maybe indicating that the white layer consists of
lead sulphate. (XRD analyses by Vojislav Tucic, Central Laboratory, Bayerisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege, Munich.
The white layer on top of the black could not be sampled
separately).
Samples ID 103, 121 and 123. Different from the description in: Blänsdorf et al. 2009, p. 249, ID 103 has a white
ground layer as well.
Laura Lun, conservator-restorer for archaeological materials,
Munich, confirmed that she has seen these “micro-creatures”
in archaeological samples she worked on, but they were not
analysed further (oral information Dec. 2014).
Hackin/Hackin 1939, p. 26. Lal/Sengupta 1965, p. 27,
mention yellow, Sengupta 1984, p. 41, mentions gold (the
report was written after the restoration).
Ria and Joseph Hackin stated in 1934 that “on the sleeve
there are still traces of red and blue” (Hackin/Hackin 1939,
p. 26). – In the unpublished report, written before the ASI
restoration, Lal/Sengupta 1965, pp. 27–28, the outside of
the sangati is first described as “probably blue as opposed to
the red robe of the Big Buddha Statue” (p. 27), but the following paragraph (p. 28) states that “the general colour of
the fl owing robe of the Buddha was reddish to pink”. This
paragraph also mentions the state of preservation of the Eastern Buddha. - In the report written after the restoration, only
blue is mentioned [Sengupta 1984, p. 41].
The digitization of the finds list is not yet finished, so no final
evaluation of the description was possible. Of the 666 clay
fragments catalogued so far, four are described as blue. At
least about two hundred are described as “reddish”, but that
includes reddish coloured ASI clay layers as well.
Among the 90 samples with paint layers brought to Munich,
19 have a red paint layer, 38 a blue one, and one shows the
border between red and blue. 16 fragments have a brown layer (on top of traces of other colours), seven belong to group
6 with white ground layer and yellow or red paint layers; the
remaining eleven fragments cannot be assigned to any group
or have too few traces of paint to identify or determine their
colour(s).
For a scheme of the plaster layers preserved in-situ on the
Eastern Buddha see: Praxenthaler 2009, p. 138. The areas
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which still possess paint layers within the marked areas, are
much smaller than the ones with preserved clay modelling.
Sample ID 256, for a colour photo and explanation of the
stratigraphy see: Blänsdorf et al. 2009, p. 250.
Beal 1884, vol. 1. pp. 50–51.
Pictures of the murals are published in: Higuchi 1984, pl.
026_3, cave 1 55, and pl. 109_2, cave 6 20. I am grateful
to Dr. Gudrun Melzer, Institute for Indian Art History at
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, for giving me
the information and the hint on Higuchi’s publication.
Photograph taken by Keith Worsley-Brown June 1972; the
second medallion from the front of the niche on the left side
of the Buddha. The robe appears dark and may be blue.
I am grateful for this information to Prof. Dr. Monica Zin,
Institute for Indian Art History at the Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversitaet Muenchen, and to Prof. Dr. Jens-Uwe Hartmann from the same institute for discussing and forwarding
my questions regarding the colours of Buddha robes.
Visible in cross sections of fragments ID 208 and 245 (both
group 2). In the cross section of ID 238 the pink layers lying
directly on top of each other appear as one thick layer, two
layers may be distinguishable in one part of the cross section.
As few cross sections were made from the samples from the
Eastern Buddha, it is not possible to say if the analysed samples represent the overall condition or are an exemption.
Samples ID 196, 239, 255, 262, 264. Sample ID 239 is comparable to the other blue samples, but ID 196, 255, 262 and
264 have only one grey underpainting and one blue layer (in
the case of ID 196, 255 and 264, a light blue layer).
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Analysis of Binders to Reconstruct the Painting Technique of the Western and the Eastern Buddha in the Bamiyan Valley

Introduction
The knowledge of the organic binders is fundamental to understand the painting technique with which
statues such as the standing Buddhas in Bamiyan were
painted, adding fundamental information about the
history of the work of art and the trade routes, technological know-how and available materials in the
specific geographical area through the centuries.
The study of the fragments from the Buddha statues
in Bamiyan allowed one of the first technical studies
on painted clay sculptures in Asia. Modelling in clay
is a technique which was wide-spread in Central and
East Asia since the Neolithic Age. Sculptures made of
clay or terracotta served as burial figures and idols or
decoration of sanctuaries and temples.1 However, very
little is known about the painting techniques used
due to the lack of available technical literature as well
as the paucity of scientific investigations.
Although no treatise on painting sculptures is known
from Afghanistan, comparisons to Indian texts and
analyses on clay sculptures from different parts of Asia
show that different binding media can be expected
in the layers: Indian treatises on painting between
the early Middle Ages and the 16th century describe
organic additives in all steps of the painting process
of a mural, from the preparation of the plaster layers to the application of gold decorations. The mentioned materials comprise gums and saps of different
plants (probably mostly saccharides), legume broth
(containing proteins and sugars), but also additives of
beeswax and, in the later texts, the use of animal glue.
The earliest text, the Visnudharmottara, written between the 4th and 7th centuries AD and thus dating
from the time when the Bamiyan Buddhas were made,
specifies gamboge, licorice, pulp of feronia elephan-

tum2 and extracts of other plants as well as treacle,
beeswax and saffron in oil as additives for lime-based
plasters. Together with the inorganic materials and fillers they are incorporated into a paste of legume broth.
These materials probably were added to increase the
adhesion or modify the plasticity of the plaster. Addition of glutinous rice water or gruel to clay plaster
is also a traditional recipe in China.3 Legume broth
is also used for increasing the adhesion to the support, i.e. as a kind of sizing material.4 For paintings
a white ground is prepared containing lime or white
clay and probably saccharidic binders.5 Gums are also
used during the grinding of the pigments.6 As binding
medium for the pigments rice gruel and legume broth
are named, while buffalo skin glue is specified for applying gold leaf or powder gold.7
Analyses of different paint layers of the caves in Bamiyan revealed the use of proteins (animal glue or egg
white), plant gums, natural resins and drying oil as
binding media, with different binders in the single
layers. In one example two kinds of sizing of the clay
surfaces (resin, followed by protein mixed with plant
gum) could be proven, followed by a multi-layered
stratigraphy of paint bound in drying oil.8
This shows that besides materials which are known
in Europe as well and can be expected as binders or
organic additives, there are various materials not considered as binders so far, as legume broth or saps and
exudates of various plants.
In a previous work published in 2009, the analysis of
binders was performed by using GC/MS analysis.9 In
that paper, analytical data was provided and discussed
in detail. However, though the use of proteinaceous
and saccharide materials was demonstrated, results
did not fully unclose the materials which were used
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historically as binding media and additives to the
preparation layers. In order to solve the questions arisen, the technical study of the paint fragments from
the Buddhas has been enlarged and complemented
and data are presented in this paper. In particular this
text summarises the final results from the multi-analytical study of the samples taken from fragments of
the Western and the Eastern Giant Buddha for binder
identification. A combined use of imaging techniques,
Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectroscopy (GC/MS)
and Proteomics allowed the univocal identification
of the materials and in some cases to establish their
location in the sample stratigraphy. This study represents a unique opportunity to give an insight into the
materials used by the Asian painters and the history of
these unfortunately disappeared masterpieces.
Analytical approach
In order to establish the composition of the paint layers from the organic point of view, two different techniques were used in a complementary way. GC/MS
was applied to a new set of samples in order to confirm the results already obtained in 2009 and to complete the study of the different groups and colours of
the paint layers. For the univocal identification of the
proteinaceous materials present in some of the samples, a sub-set of selected sub-samples was analyzed by
Proteomics. Finally, an attempt to locate the organic
materials in the sample build-up was performed by
means of Synchrotron Radiation micro imaging techniques (SR- ATR-FTIR).
GC/MS analysis of organic binders
A procedure for the analysis of the whole content of organic materials present in painting samples was applied
to a new set of samples selected to complement the
already obtained results. Th e GC/MS procedure employed allows the identification of glycerolipids, waxes,
proteins, resinous and polysaccharide materials in the
same micro sample from painted works of art.10 It is
based on a sample multi-step chemical pre-treatment
consisting in the ammonia extraction of proteins and
polysaccharide materials, to separate them from lipid
and resinous materials. Th e extraction is followed by
the separation and purification of proteinaceous and
polysaccharide materials before the hydrolysis, based
on the use of the monolithic sorbent tip technology
with a C4 stationary phase. Lipids and resins are saponified/salified separately. Three fractions are generated and analysed separately by GC/MS allowing the
quantitative analysis of monosaccharides and uronic
acids, amino acids and fatty acids for the identification
of gums, proteins and glycerolipids, and molecular patter recognition of hydrocarbons, alcohols, diols, and
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terpenoid compounds to identify resins and waxes.11, 12
Samples were sub-sampled by means of a scalpel under the binocular microscope, in order to select paint
layers. Data interpretation was improved on the basis
of the new publication about the chemistry of proteinaceous and saccharide materials in complex systems like paintings.13, 14 Moreover, a database of paint
materials compatible with materials available in the
geographical area was established, to support the analytical evaluation of the data obtained, by analysing
reference paint layers of some organic materials uncommon as binders in Europe, which were prepared
to compare and to interpret the results obtained.
Proteomics
Proteomics was applied in order to unequivocally
establish the source of the proteinaceous material
identified by GC/MS, confirming and pushing forward the information obtained. Proteinaceous material was identified following a minimally invasive
proteomic analytical procedure described by Leo et
al. (2009), aimed at preserving the integrity of the
archeological piece and to minimize sample losses.
The samples from micro sections were digested in an
enzymatic reaction by proteomics-grade trypsin. A
pre-treatment of the solid sample with urea was carried out by incubation for 1 h followed by sonication
for 30 min at room temperature. The samples were
then diluted with ammonium bicarbonate 10 mM
pH 7.5 (to avoid denaturation of trypsin that occurs in the presence of urea in high concentrations)
and enzymatic digestion carried out in heterogeneous phase by addition of 25 g of trypsin at 37 °C
for 16 hours. The supernatant was then recovered by
centrifugation and the peptide mixture was filtered,
concentrated and purified using a reverse-phase C18
Zip Tip pipette tip (Millipore). The eluate was analyzed by LC-MS/MS on a 6520 Accurate-Mass QTof LC/MS System (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto,
CA, USA) equipped with a 1200 HPLC System and
a chip cube (Agilent Technologies). The sample was
fractionated on a C18 reverse-phase capillary column
(Agilent Technologies chip) at a flow rate of 400 nL/
min, with a linear gradient of eluent B (0.1% formic
acid in 95% acenonitrile) in A (0.1% formic acid in
2% acetonitrile) from 7% to 80% in 50 min. Peptide analysis was performed using data-dependent
acquisition of one MS scan (mass range from 300
to 2000 m/z) followed by MS/MS scans of the three
most abundant ions in each MS scan. MS/MS spectra were measured automatically when the MS signal
surpassed the threshold of 50,000 counts. Th e acquired MS/MS spectra were used for protein identification with a licensed version of MASCOT soft-

ware (www.marixscience.com) version 2.4.0. Mascot
search parameters were: trypsin as enzyme; 3, as allowed number of missed cleavage; 10 ppm MS tolerance and 0.6 Da MS/MS tolerance; peptide charge
from +2 to +3. No fixed chemical modification was
inserted, but possible oxidation of methionine, the
formation of pyroglutamic acid from glutamine
residues at the N-terminal position of peptides, and
deamidation of asparagine and glutamine residues
were considered as variable modification. To query
SwissProt and NCBI databases, without any taxonomy restriction.
Imaging techniques
The nature of paintings as multi-layered arrays and
the heterogeneous ageing of the materials require a
2D mapping approach in order to be able not only
to characterize and identify the materials present but
also to obtain their distribution in the sample buildup. Synchrotron Radiation Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy was
used to produce high contrast chemical images to determine the spatial distribution of the organic materials used as binding media and restoration products.
FTIR imaging allows molecular mapping of painting
samples cross-sections. Thus, 2D false colour images
corresponding to the imaging of functional groups are
generated plotting intensity of a specific band versus
position.
Cross-sections prepared at the TUM by embedding
the samples in epoxy resin (Araldite 2020) were
used for this purpose after polishing of the surface.
The ATR resulted perfectly adapted for the study of
embedded cross-sections, allowing the analysis of
the cross-sections without altering the embedded
fragment and thus its build-up nor its composition. Moreover, synchrotron radiation characteristics permit working with a spot down to 7x7 m2
necessary to determine the distribution of painting
materials layer by layer. The beam size was of 28 microns. Identification was made by comparison with
reference data.15–22 Conditions were as follows: range
4000–800 cm-1; step size 4 ; resolution 8 cm-1.
FTIR data was complemented by synchrotron radiation. X-Ray Fluorescence was used to produce the
elemental maps of the painting layers in order to establish the distribution of pigments and fillers. An energy of 9.05 keV was chosen due to the characteristics
of the samples. Fluorescence was collected with a Ge
detector, and spectra fi tted with PyMca.23 The spot
size of SXM was 1 m permitting the study of thin
painting layers.

Imaging experiments were performed at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) at the beamline ID 21. Mappings were performed with the two
techniques on the same regions in almost all cases.
Results
Several fragments (4 from the Eastern Buddha and
12 from the Western Buddha) were selected as representative of the main stratigraphic groups described
above. Several sub-samples (a total of 45) containing
one or more paint layers from the same fragment were
mechanically obtained by manually scratching with a
scalpel the paint fragment in order to determine the
chemical composition of the layers separately in an
effort to locate the materials identified in the sample
build-up. A sample containing only arriccio was also
analysed.
GC/MS results showed that proteinaceous and saccharidic materials were used as binders while the use
of siccative oils and natural resins could be discarded,
highlighting a substantial difference with the paintings in the niche.24 Discussion on the amminaocidic
and saccharide profiles, the identification of the materials and the interpretation of the data obtained has
already been provided in the literature for most samples.25 The different materials identified in the samples analysed are summarised in Figure 1.
A total of 86% of the sub-samples showed the presence of proteinaceous materials in their composition,
of which a 50% was identified as egg. The amminoacidic profile of the remaining 36% of the samples
pointed to the use of milk. However, the location of
the samples in the PCA score plots in comparison
with a dataset of 121 references does not allow a clear
location of the samples that remained between the
egg and milk clusters.
In some cases (3 sub-samples) animal glue was identified by the presence of hydroxyproline in the amminoacidic profile. Animal glue is never present alone
but always together with egg. The samples containing
animal glue belong to groups 3 and 4, showing superficial brownish layers. Therefore the presence of animal glue seems to be related to a restoration product
used in a non-homogenous way.
In order to clarify the source of the proteinaceous materials, paint model systems, consisting in mixtures
of organic materials and iron-based pigments, were
prepared in the laboratory. The materials to be used
were selected partly on the basis of the results of the
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study of the technical literature. Reference paint layers containing glutinous rice (from China), goose egg,
soy milk, goat milk, sheep milk, lentils and chickpeas
were prepared on a glass support. Sheep and goat milk
showed amminoacidic profiles that are in agreement
with the cow milk already in the databases. Similarly,
goose egg shows a profile in agreement with hen egg
in the databases. Interestingly, the amminoacidic profiles of soy milk, lentils and chickpeas show profiles
in between the egg and milk contributing to a debate
about the origin of the unidentified proteinaceous
material.
Proteomic strategies, where protein identification relies on the match of experimental peptidic mass spectrometric data of an enzymatic digestion of the sample to virtual simulation of enzymatic digestions of
all the proteins in sequences databases, were used to
univocally identify the proteinaceous material in the
sub-samples where the aminoacidic profile pointed to
the use of milk. A total of 30 sub-samples from 11
different fragments (4 from the Eastern and 7 from
the Western Buddha) were submitted to proteomic
analysis. The presence of several milk proteins, i.e. Alpha S1 casein, Alpha S2 casein, Beta casein and Beta
lactoglobulin, all identified with at least two peptides,
allows to confidently assess that milk was extensively
used in the decoration of the statues (Fig. 2). The use
of milk in the decoration of the statues is therefore
unquestionable on the basis of these results though
further investigation should be performed in order to
determine the origin species of the milk. In a histori-

cal perspective, the use of milk from one source rather
than another is a direct consequence of the interaction of the artists with their natural environment and
therefore it is of relevant interest for historians and
restorers.
The presence of saccharide materials was identified in
a total of 15 sub-samples corresponding to 33% of
the sub-samples analysed. Saccharide materials were
always identified in the co-presence of proteinaceous
materials. Though in most of the cases samples do not
present a clear sugar composition, tragacanth gum
was identified in almost all cases. The unambiguous
identification of the proteinaceous material allowed
using the decisional schemes in the literature. This
identification is supported by the fact that tragacanth
gum is native to the Middle East. In rare cases the
presence of honey has been identified, probably added as a restoration material, as previously discussed in
the literature.
Imaging techniques, XRF and FTIR mapping, were
applied on a few samples from the Buddha statues.
Figure 3 shows the results obtained from one of the
samples analysed as an example of the data obtained.
The elemental distribution highlights the different
composition of the paint layers in the sample stratigraphy, in agreement with the pigment identification
discussed elsewhere.26 Average spectra from the different paint layers are also shown in the figure. The
main bands in all the spectra obtained correspond to
inorganic functional groups related to the pigments

Fig. 1 Bar graph showing the occurrence of the different binders identified by means of GC/MS.
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Alpha-S1-casein

Beta-casein

Alpha-S2-casein

Beta-lactoglobulin

Fig. 2 Bar graph showing the occurrence in the samples of the proteins that allowed the identification of milk.

Fig. 3 Data obtained from the imaging techniques on a sample from group 2: a) sample fragment.; b) optical microscope image of the
sample stratigraphy (layers are numbered from the clay to the superficial layer); c) scheme of the sample build-up of group 2 fragments
[xix]; d) elemental distribution of Ca, S, Pb, Fe, Si, Al, and K from SR µXRF (lines separate paint layers); e) average Infrared spectra from
layers 1, 2 and 3. In the spectra: C = clay, G = gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O), SM = saccharide material; ox = calcium oxalates.
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Fig. 4 Bar graph showing the fragments analysed by each technique with WB: Western Buddha; EB: Eastern Buddha).

and fillers. The absence of the characteristic bands of
organic material such as the CH stretching around
2900 cm-1 highlights the low content of proteinaceous material in the samples. Moreover, the presence
of bands related to oxalates is in agreement with the
high degradation of the organic material originally
present in the sample. Location of the proteinaceous
materials was therefore not possible, though in some
cases bands corresponding to the presence of saccha-

ride materials could be identified in spectra from the
Indian restoration layers and in the insulation on top
of the clay (see layer 2 spectra in Fig. 3).
Conclusions
A total of 19 different fragments from the 281 preserved at the TUM were analysed in this multi-analytical study of the organic materials used as binders.
Five fragments from the Eastern Buddha were sub-

Fig. 5 Cake diagram showing the occurrence of the proteinaceous materials identified in the samples.
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sampled and analysed representing the 26% of the
fragments analysed while 14 fragments were obtained
from the Western Buddha representing a 74% of the
samples analysed. Fragments were chosen in order to
be representative of the different stratigraphic groups
and colours as described. More than one fragment per
group was analysed in order to confirm the results obtained. Figure 4 is a bar chart showing the number of
fragments analysed by each analytical technique employed in this study.
The GC/MS analysis allowed to establish the use of
a tempera technique to paint the Buddhas. Th e use
of proteinaceous materials has been univocally established. Proteomics has proven its capabilities in the
field allowing to unequivocally establish the use of
milk as binder in the statues. Th e combined use of
GC/MS and proteomics allows to establish that both
egg and milk have been identified as binders. The
cake diagramm in Figure 5 shows the occurrence of
proteinaceous materials in the samples analysed.
Though in some cases the saccharide material used remains unidentified, the use of honey and tragacanth
gum has been demonstrated by the GC/MS analysis
performed. An indication of the use of these materials
both in the Indian restoration and in the insulation
layer has been provided by the sub-sampling and the
imaging techniques. However, the high content of inorganic compounds as well as the high degradation
of the organic materials through the centuries do not
allow a clear location of the organic materials in the
sample stratigraphy of the samples analysed.
The analysed samples do not prove general differences
between the painting technique of the Eastern and
the Western Buddha nor among the different colours
or groups.
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Gao Yan, Mr. Ma Tao and other Chinese conservators from
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II. ICOMOS Activities 2010–2014
Reports and Documentations

2010

Introduction
The reports for the years 2009–2014 supplement the
reports on the ICOMOS activities in Bamiyan since
2002, published 2009 in Monuments and Sites XIX1.
The safeguarding of the remains of the Bamiyan Buddhas, a project that receives world wide attention, was
started by ICOMOS Germany thanks to funds provided by the German Foreign Office for rescuing cultural properties in Afghanistan with its first mission
to Bamiyan in 2002. The activities of the ICOMOS
team in Bamiyan, supported between 2002 and 2009
by the German Foreign Office with approximately
one million euros, were carried out in cooperation
with RWTH Aachen and TU Munch and supervised
by the Afghan Ministry of Information and Culture
(representatives of MOIC take part in the ICOMOS
missions) within the framework of the Afghan monument protection law. The ICOMOS team combines
German and Afghan conservation specialists (restorers
Bert Praxenthaler and Edmund Melzl, architect DiplIng. Sekandar Ozod-Seradj, and stone mason Mujtabah Mirzai) and can rely on an experienced group of
Afghan workers and craftsmen from the Bamiyan region, in the last years sometimes up to forty workers

1 Michael Petzet (ed.): The Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan. Safeguarding the Remains, Monuments and Sites XIX, Berlin 2009,
pp. 41–174.
2 Compare Michael Petzet: Six Additional Tasks for 2009–
2010, 6th May 2009, Monuments and Sites XIX (see note 1),
pp. 160–162; Bert Praxenthaler: Report of Safeguarding the
Remains of the Buddha Statues 2009, ibid. pp. 163–169; Edwin
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who took great care in tackling the difficult tasks of
salvaging the fragments. For the close cooperation in
the past years ICOMOS Germany also expresses its
gratitude to the Bamiyan Governor Dr. Habiba Sarabi and the responsible Ministers and Deputy Ministers, especially to H.E. Dr. S. M. Raheen, Minister of
Information and Culture, to Deputy Minister Sayed
Mossadeg Khalili and his predecessor Omar Sultan,
and to our colleagues Abdul Ahad Abassi (Department of Monuments) and Mohammad N. Rasuli (Institute of Archaeology).
The ICOMOS activities in Bamiyan still supported in
2009 by the German Foreign Office with 150.000 euros (in the following years 10.000 euros), could move
forward in 2009–2010 also thanks to a contract of
June 2009 of 400.000 USD from UNESCO within
the framework of Phase III of the Japan Fund-in-Trust
project “Safeguarding the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley concerning six additional tasks”.2 The following report summarizing the activities in 2009–2010 was published in
the ICOMOS World Report Heritage at Risk 2008–
2010.3
M. Pz.

Fecker: Report on Stabilization Measures in the Eastern Buddha
Niche, 2009, ibid. pp. 170–174.
3 Heritage at Risk 2008–2010, ed. by Christoph Machat, Michael Petzet and John Ziesemer, Berlin 2010, pp. 16–18. Further
reports on the Bamiyan Buddhas in: Heritage at Risk 2000, pp.
28–42; Heritage at Risk 2001/02, pp. 24–26; Heritage at Risk
2002/03, pp. 16–20; Heritage at Risk 2004/05, pp. 26–31.

Michael Petzet

Safeguarding the Buddhas of Bamiyan, 2010*
After 2004 when the back walls were secured against
rock fall by means of wire nets approximately 2000
cubic metres of fragments have been recovered; not
only sand and hopelessly deteriorated stone fragments, as was assumed immediately after the disaster,
but identifiable small and large fragments weighing
up to 60 tons. In the meantime, most of the fragments are documented and stored in shelters to protect them against weathering. Th e giant feet of the
55-metre Great Buddha (Western Buddha) are once
again visible, and the blocked caves in the backward
part of both niches are again accessible. The back wall
of the completely scaffolded niche of the 38-metre
Small Buddha (Eastern Buddha) with original remains in situ is stabilised. Th is niche and the associated galleries will even be presented to the public
soon as a small site museum together with an exhibition of fragments in the partly reconstructed lower
caves. Besides, thousands of plaster fragments from
the surfaces of both statues were recovered and from
the scientific investigation of these and other remains
a wealth of scientific insights was gained, helping to
date the statues to the period between the mid-6th to
the early 7th centuries AD.
In the year 2008, the ICOMOS activities in Bamiyan
could not start before mid-August. Under these circumstances, it was not yet possible to complete the
upper part of the scaffold, generously made available
by the Messerschmitt Foundation, in the Small Buddha niche. Nonetheless, the scaffold proved its worth
for the work of restorer Bert Praxenthaler to safeguard
the remaining plaster fragments of the Small Buddha.
The team of local workmen was primarily employed
to salvage stone fragments from the area of the Western Buddha. A decisive progress was made by reconstructing the partition walls of the rear ward caves,
completely destroyed by the explosions in 2001.
Also for structural reasons this work was a necessary
precondition for stabilising the back wall with its remains of the Buddha statue.
In 2009–2010, ICOMOS could continue the work
thanks to a contract of June 2009 of 400,000 USD
within the framework of Phase III of the Japan Fundin-Trust project „Safeguarding the Cultural Landscape

and Archaeological remains of the Bamiyan Valley“,
including six tasks. The stabilisation and conservation
measures on the back wall of the Eastern Buddha niche
(task 1) were completed at the end of July 2010. The
bad condition of the upper area, the state of which
only became clear after the scaffold had been fully
erected, led (after consultation with Prof Edwin Fecker and Prof Claudio Margottini) to a triplication of
anchors and drillings compared to the original plans.
At the start of the mission in April 2010 the scaffold,
which for security reasons had been partly dismantled in October and November 2009, was completely
reassembled and enlarged by additional temporary
scaffolds. A working group, including restorer Bert
Praxenthaler and Afghan stone mason Mujtabah
Mirzai, backfilled small cracks, grouted gaps, placed
needles and drilled anchor holes. Depending on the
size of the cracks either Ledan or different mortars
were used. All loose and unstable areas of the back
wall were connected among each other and with
the back wall. 44 anchors were driven into the rock
with a total length of c. 200 m and 15.5 t of special
mortar were injected into gaps and cracks. The drillings served especially to fill the great tectonic fissure
behind the niche‘s back wall, open from below and
visible in the ceilings of the rearward caves. The fragments of the head still in situ were highly unstable:
Continuing to remove the loose rubble would have
meant digging deeper and deeper into the remains
and eventually losing most of them. For that reason,
we decided to stabilise the outside sections by means
of Ledan injections and afterwards backfilling them
also with Ledan through drillings. Consequently, this
very sensitive area could also be stabilised. The safety
and stabilisation measures for the path leading up and
down the Eastern Buddha niche (task 2) via stairs and
corridors were largely completed, including the very
difficult safeguarding of the upper crossing. Not yet
completed is the safeguarding of the visitor passage
on the ground floor in front of the caves behind the
feet of the statue. The Conservation and documentation of rock fragments (task 3) will continue to be an
important responsibility. Th e documentation of the
salvaged fragments in due consideration of the geological and rock-magnetic characteristics has not yet
been completed. In the matter of the so far unsolved

* Published in Heritage at Risk 2008–2010, Berlin 2010 pp. 16–18.
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critical question of stabilising the stone fragments,
which are extremely fragile and under the influence
of humidity dissolve into sand (even simple lifting is
dangerous) a breakthrough could be achieved: The
only appropriate procedure for stabilising the fragments appears to be the total impregnation with silica
acid ester (KSE) in a vacuum chamber, a newly developed method that has been successfully tested by
the team of Prof. Erwin Emmerling. Semi-permanent
shelters for the Western Buddhafragments (task 4) are
now available after the erection of an additional hall
for the salvaged fragments. A permanent crane in the
Eastern Buddha niche for maintenance/conservation
access was planned in the form of a very simple and
reversible solution. Edmund Melzl, restorer in the
ICOMOS team, investigated the state of the Kakrak
Buddha niche (task 6). Finally in 2010, by request of
the local inhabitants two ruinous Islamic mausoleums
(Jafa Bieg and Khoschkharid Bieg) on the plain in
front of the Western Buddha were restored. All these
tasks were part of the step-by-step strategy defined in
the recommendations of the UNESCO/ICOMOS
8th Expert Working Group (Munich, 25/26 March
2010). One further recommendation was “that as
soon as the Eastern Buddha niche has been stabilised,
work should start for the consolidation of the Western
Buddha as a matter of priority.“ In any case, before
other measures the imminent danger for visitors to
the caves caused by stone fall from the not yet treated
rear wall of the Western Buddha niche will need to be
averted: loose stone material that is of no relevance for
the entirely lost original surface on the back wall (only
on the right side a fold of the Buddha‘s cloak has been
preserved) should be removed by climbers abseiling
from the top of the niche.
As in previous meetings the Bamiyan Working Group
also discussed long-term solutions for the conservation and presentation of the two Buddha niches and
recommended that “consideration be given in particular to the presentation of the remains of the two
Buddha statues, including by their possible partial
anastylosis“. In the case of the Bamiyan Buddhas an
anastylosis in the sense of art. 15 of the Venice Charter
(reassembling the fragments) seems indeed the most
obvious solution, because before the destruction in
2001 the statues had only been partly preserved due
to losses in previous centuries. Consequently, a complete reconstruction of an “original“ state unknown in
important details (faces, hands, etc.) is not possible.
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Besides, the remains of the Buddhas as important witnesses to Afghan history will play an important role
for future tourism, even in their fragmentary condition. Under these circumstances, the concept of an
anastylosis remains an appropriate solution, not least
because the alternative of a museum presentation
does not seem to make much sense, given the gigantic
masses of stone material.
The necessary decisions on further steps to secure
and preserve the Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan lie
in the hands of the Afghan government. Also in
this case ICOMOS is acting as advisory body to
UNESCO, can give advice within the framework
of the international principles of preservation and
evaluate with its experts the technical possibilities
as well as make use of its experiences gathered from
measures undertaken with funds from the German
Foreign Office and UNESCO. The so far successful
work of the ICOMOS team has only been possible
thanks to the good cooperation with all our partners
and friends; with our Japanese colleagues also working in the Bamiyan Valley, the team of Prof. Maeda
looking after the remains of wall paintings in the
countless caves; thanks to the close cooperation with
the colleagues of the Afghan Conservation Department, most of all Abdul Ahad Abassi (Dept. of Historic Monuments), Wasay Feroozi (Preservation of
Cultural Heritage) and Mohammad N. Rasuli (Institute of Archaeology), and last but not least thanks
to the cooperation with our Afghan architect Ozod
Sekandar Seradj and his team, and the many Afghan
craftsmen and workers.
At the end of this short report we should not forget
that a lot still needs to be done in the Bamiyan Valley, which is on the list of World Heritage in Danger.
This was also rightly pointed out by Governor Habiba
Sarabi in the above-mentioned preface to our publication, where she named Ghul Ghula City, the Kakrak
Buddha site, Shahr-e-Zuhak and Shahr-e-Sarkhoshak
etc, not to forget the historic centre of Bamiyan,
including the old bazaar that could develop into a
meaningful and necessary area of the World Heritage. Without totally removing the ruinous character
of this bazaar with its arcades that are reminiscent of
antique sites, this area could possibly be revitalised
with a museum (avoiding disturbing new buildings)
and with workshops for craftsmen working with traditional techniques.

8th Expert Working Group Meeting for the Preservation of the Bamiyan Site
Technical University of Munich, Germany, 25–26 March 2010
The activities in Bamiyan were also discussed in the 8th
Bamiyan Working Group Meeting, 25th–26th March
2010 in Munich, Technische Universität München
(TUM), Lehrstuhl für Restaurierung, Kunsttechnologie und Konservierungswissenschaft (chair of restoration, art technology and conservation science).
Background
Since the destruction of the giant Buddha sculptures of Bamiyan in March 2001, the Eastern Buddha probably dating back to the 6th Century AD, the
Western Buddha to the early 7th century, international
agencies have come together in an emergency effort to
safe-guard the remains of this invaluable Afghan heritage. In 2003, the cultural landscape of Bamiyan was
inscribed on the World Heritage List, and simultaneously placed on the List of World Heritage in Danger.
Since then, thanks to the generous grants through
the UNESCO – Japan Funds-in-Trust for the Preservation of World Cultural Heritage, UNESCO has
undertaken three phases of a major project for the
Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley.
Substantial progress was made during the period since
2003 covered by this project, notably in relation to
the considerable improvement of the state of preservation of the Bamiyan site, ensuring the long-term
consolidation of the site, an increase in national capacities in the conservation of cultural heritage, and
the creation of a basis for the inception of cultural
tourism in Bamiyan.
In the course of the project UNESCO and ICOMOS
organized review meetings at the end or at the beginning of each year, inviting national staff from the
Afghan Government and international experts and
implementing partners, for the purposes of monitoring and evaluation of the project activities carried out
and to update and coordinate future priority actions
for the following year. The Afghan Government participated fully in these coordination meetings (representatives of both the Ministry of Information and
Culture and the Ministry of Urban Development, as
well as the Governor of Bamiyan) and consensus was
achieved on the need to focus on emergency measures
to safeguard the site and ensure the sustainability of
the heritage values for which it was inscribed on the
List. Further technical interventions are still required

to ensure the continued preservation of the site and in
order to remove the site from the List in Danger and
to ensure long-term conservation.
The 8th Bamiyan Working Group Meeting is proposed for the 25th and 26th of March 2010 in Munich
at the Munich Technical University in cooperation
with ICOMOS Germany. The aim of the meeting is
to advise UNESCO and the Afghanistan authorities
on issues related to the conservation of the Bamiyan
World Heritage property, by reviewing and assessing
ongoing activities in Bamiyan as well as identifying
needs and the opportunities for future initiatives. In
this respect, the meeting will also provide an opportunity for the coordination of international efforts. A
provisional agenda and a list of invited participants is
enclosed for your information.
Provisional Programme
Thursday, 25 March 2010 (Day 1)
Opening session, Chair: Dr. Lin, UNESCO World
Heritage Centre

09:00 Welcome addresses & Introduction:
ICOMOS Germany and Munich Technical University,
Prof. Petzet, Prof. Emmerling
Afghanistan authorities: Minister(s), Ambassador &
Governor of Bamiyan
ICCROM, Director-General, Mr. Bouchenaki
UNESCO Kabul Office and World Heritage Centre, Mr.
Aoyagi, Mr. Boccardi

Review the four components of the desired State of
Conservation for the removal of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan
Valley from the List of World Heritage in Danger
First Session: Site security ensured, Chair: Prof. Petzet,
ICOMOS Germany
10:00 Team Presentation by Mr. Cassar, Culture Unit,
UNESCO Kabul Office & Director, Department Historical Monument (MoIC)
10:30 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Second Session: Safeguarding the remains of the Giant Buddhas and their niches, Chair: Prof. Maeda,
NRICPT, Tokyo
11:20 Team Presentation by Professors Emmerling, Petzet,
Fecker & Margottini
11:50 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions
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Third session: Adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings achieved,
Chair: Mr. Bouchenaki, ICCROM
14:30 Team Presentation by Prof. Maeda and Mr.
Yamauchi
15:00 Presentation by Prof. Tarzi
15:20 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Side Session:
16:40 Jam & Herat. Information on past, on-going and planned
activities. UNESCO & Afghan authorities

Friday, 26 March 2010 (Day 2)
Fourth Session: Management Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan), implemented,
Chair: Mr. Cassar, Culture Unit, UNESCO Kabul
Office
09:00 Team Presentation by Governor of Bamiyan, Prof. Jansen
and Mr. Foladi (including Bamiyan City planning situation and Bamiyan Eco Tourism Program)
10:00 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Fifth Session: Other issues, Chair: Ms. Junhi Han,
World Heritage Centre
Sixth Session: Orientation in view of the planning for
the phase IV of the UNESCO Japan FIT Bamiyan
project, Chair: Prof. Jansen, Aachen University
Adoption of Recommendations, Chair: Mr. Aoyagi,
UNESCO Kabul Office
Provisional List of Participants
Afghan experts and officials
H.E. Mr. Zahir Aziz, Ambassador, Permanent Delegate of Afghanistan to UNESCO
Minister or Deputy Minister (or representative),
Ministry of Information and Culture (MoIC)
Minister or Deputy Minister (or representative),
Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD)
Governor of Bamiyan
Director, Department Historical Monument (MoIC)
Head of MoIC in Bamiyan
Director, Institute of Archaeology (MoIC)
Mr. Amir Foladi, Agha Khan Foundation (Bamiyan),
Program Manager, Bamiyan Ecotourism Program
International participants (alphabetical order)
Ms. Catharina Blaensdorf, Technical University Munich, Germany
Mr. Mounir Bouchenaki, Director General, ICCROM
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Prof. Andrea Bruno, Italy
Prof. Erwin Emmerling, Chair, Conservation Science, Technical University of Munich, Germany
Prof. Edwin Fecker, ICOMOS Germany
Ms. Tomomi Haramoto, Japan Consortium for International Cooperation in Cultural Heritage
Mr. Tomo Ishimura, Japan Center for International
Cooperation in Conservation, NRICPT, Nara
Prof. Michael Jansen, Director of the Dept Urban
History, RWTH Aachen University
Prof. Kosaku Maeda, Visiting Researcher, Japan Center for International Cooperation in Conservation,
NRICPT, Tokyo
Prof. Claudio Margottini, Engineering geologist,
ISPRA (Italian Institute for Protection and Environmental Research) and the Italian Geological Survey
and University of Modena, Advisor on hydro-geological risks to the Italian Minister of Environment
Mr. Edmund Melzl, ICOMOS Germany
Prof. Michael Petzet, President of ICOMOS Germany
Mr. Bert Praxenthaler, ICOMOS Germany
Prof. Zemaryalaï Tarzi, University of Strasbourg
Mr. Georgios Toubekis, RWTH Aachen University Aachen Center for Documentation and Conservation
Mr. Kazuya Yamauchi, Head of Regional Environmental Section, Japan Center for International Cooperation in Conservation, NRICPT, Tokyo
Representative(s), French Authorities
Representative(s), German Foreign Office
Representative(s), Mr. Yoshio Ando, Director, and/or
Ms. Hiroko Moriyama, Multilateral Cultural Cooperation Bureau, Public Diplomacy Department, Ministry of Foreign Affaires of Japan
Representative(s), New Zealand’s International Development Agency, M. Suzanne Loughlin, Humanitarian Programme Manager, NZAID
UNESCO
Mr. Shigeru Aoyagi, Director, UNESCO Kabul Office, UNESCO Representative to Afghanistan
Mr. Giovanni Boccardi, Chief of Unit, Asia and Pacific, World Heritage Centre
Dr. Roland Lin, Programme Specialist, Asia and Pacific, World Heritage Centre
Ms. Junhi Han, Programme Specialist, Asia and Pacific, World Heritage Centre
Mr. Brendan Cassar, Culture Unit, UNESCO Kabul
Office
Mr. Reza Sharifi, Culture Unit, UNESCO Kabul Office

Recommendations of the 8th Expert Working Group on the Preservation of the Cultural Landscape and
Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Munich, 25–26 March 2010)
Introductory Remarks
The participants in the 8th Expert Working Group
note the importance of the participation of the Afghan Government representatives and congratulate
UNESCO and the Afghan authorities for facilitating
their presence at the current Working Group Meeting. Th e participants would also like to sincerely
thank ICOMOS-Germany and the Technical University of Munich (TUM) for hosting the meeting and
providing all the necessary logistical support.
Within the framework of the One UN initiative, the
Bamiyan Expert Working Group recognises that the
current initiatives for the conservation and sustainable management of the World Heritage properties of
Bamiyan and Jam are fully in line with the UNDAF
(United Nations Assistance Development Framework) and the Afghan National Development Strategy. They consider that the conservation of this outstanding heritage site contributes to promoting peace
and fostering sustainable development, in particular
for the people of Bamiyan, and in Afghanistan as a
whole, by demonstrating the possibility of building
sustainable communities on recognition of cultural
diversity and the appropriate use of the natural and
cultural environment.
The Participants of the Working Group:
Overall Issues
1. Acknowledge efforts made by the Afghan authorities in recent years as well as the progress made by
the international experts in their cooperation and
technical assistance to the Afghan authorities for
the World Heritage property of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan
Valley, and also thank the donor institutions and
implementing agencies including UNESCO, ICOMOS-Germany, Aga Khan Foundation (Bamiyan),
ISPRA (Italian Institute for Protection and Environmental Research), National Research Institute
for Cultural Properties (NRICP)Tokyo and Nara,
RWTH Aachen University, Technical University of
Munich and especially the Governments of Japan,
Germany, New Zealand, France and others who
have contributed to the implementation of the activities. The participants express the hope that the
contribution of the German Foreign Office will be
continued.
2. Encourage the Afghan authorities to continue
inter-ministerial coordination as well as discussion

and information-sharing between provincial and
national authorities for the benefit of all tangible
and intangible heritage in Afghanistan;
3. Underline that the various ongoing and future
projects in Bamiyan are all inter-related and the
need to ensure coordinated action among international experts, agencies and the relevant Afghan authorities at all levels;
4. Underline the importance of the involvement of
local people in any on-site activities, in order to
enhance employment and capacity development in
the region;
5. Recommend that documentation of all scientific
activities undertaken on-site be made available to
the Afghan authorities and UNESCO for utilization in future activities. Furthermore, that selected important documentation be summarized and
translated into Afghan languages;
Ensuring site security
6. Note the significant progress made in ensuring the
safety of the World Heritage property by completing the demining of the Bamiyan Valley, which is a
precondition for any conservation and presentation
work, and recognize the efforts of UNESCO and
the Ministry of Information and Culture, in cooperation with UNMAS, UNMACCA and ATC to
achieve this important result;
7. Recommend, however, for the safety of all concerned, that any new archaeological excavations be
carried out with the support of a demining team
in the World Heritage areas cleared in 2008-2009
(Shar-i-Zohak, Shar-i-Gholgholah, Top of Buddha
Cliffs);
8. Recommend that the Afghan Government identify a sustainable solution, as soon as possible, to
maintain guards at the various sites composing the
World Heritage Property;
9. In cooperation with ICCROM and the provincial
government, recommend that a capacity-building
program for the fi ght against illicit traffic of cultural property be developed and implemented, in
cooperation with the Carabinieri per la Tutela del
Patrimonio, a corps of the Italian Army specialized
in the field of protection of movable cultural heritage. Th is should include a training course to take
place at the Bamiyan University and targeting Afghan officials from various institutions, as well as an
awareness-raising component directed to the local
community.
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Ensuring the structural stability of the two standing Giant Buddha niches
10. Note that the work of the Afghan and international specialists and craftsmen in Bamiyan since
2002 has proved that much more can be preserved
than expected, despite the tragic consequences of
the destruction in 2001. By now the consolidated
niches have been cleared of rubble and most of the
fragments of the statues have been safeguarded and
documented. There is even hope that some of these
fragments can be reassembled and put back in their
original position. The participants of the Working
Group appreciate the successful work of the last years
as presented in the ICOMOS publication The Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan/Safeguarding the Remains
(Monuments and Sites XIX).
11. Note with satisfaction that the work undertaken
by the ICOMOS team achieved the recommendations expressed during previous sessions of the
Bamiyan Expert Working Group meetings. In particular, the reconstruction of the partition walls of
the caves at the base of the Eastern Buddha niche;
the stabilization and conservation of the rear wall;
the stabilization and safeguarding measures for the
path leading up to the Eastern Buddha niche; and
the renewal and construction of a semi-permanent
storage for stone fragments from the Western Buddha. For the first time the gigantic feet of the Western Buddha are also visible.
12. Consider that the conservation of the back walls
with the remains of the Giant Buddhas must take
into account the specific characteristics of the rock
within each layer as documented by the research of
the geological and rock-mechanical analyses. For
long-term preservation, a step-by-step strategy reflecting the different location and the mass of still
existing authentic material has to be considered: the
Western Buddha has a much larger amount of massive fragments (up to 70 t), the Eastern Buddha still
has original plaster surfaces (already conserved in
2009), rock fragments in situ (right arm with robe,
fragments of shoulder and head) and a limited
number of loose and rather fragile fragments with
traces of the original surface.
13. Recommend that the following work on the Eastern Buddha niche be undertaken in 2010:
a) Th e conservation of the rear side of the Eastern
Buddha (final stabilization with anchors, fixing all
authentic traces of the statue, etc.) should be completed by September/October, so that the Messerschmitt scaffold could be removed and, if possible,
be used for the consolidation of the rear side of the
Western Buddha;
b) A monitoring system should be established to
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measure the effectiveness of the consolidation measures undertaken within the Buddha niche and regular monitoring conducted;
c) Before the removal of the scaffold, a crane could be
designed and built in the form of a non-intrusive,
movable and reversible construction at the top of the
vault, ensuring that every part of the Eastern Buddha niche will be accessible in the future for maintenance and repair. The design should be shared with
and reviewed by UNESCO and the experts before
finalization and submitted to the Afghan authorities for approval;The work for the repair and stabilization of the path leading up and down the Eastern
Buddha niche should be completed, especially the
upper crossing behind the head of the statue and
the access to the caves behind the feet (for protection of visitors against stones that might fall down
from the back wall);
d) Some stone fragments of the Eastern Buddha with
traces of original surface treatment are very fragile.
At this time the only appropriate procedure for the
stabilization of the fragments appears to be a total
impregnation with silica organic compound in a
vacuum chamber using a newly developed method,
tested with good results and demonstrated during
the excursion to Bamberg to a group of members of
the Working Group (including the Afghan authorities). This technique should be now tested on a limited selection of different fragments during 2010
and possible techniques for reassembling them explored. Every effort should be made to consolidate
these fragments in Bamiyan;
e) The identification of fragments and their consolidation using appropriate chemical agents should continue. A select group of these plastered fragments
from the surface of the statue could be displayed in
the caves on the ground floor of the Eastern Giant
Buddha niche, where information on the site could
also be provided, as part of a future site interpretation area to be developed. The restoration of the
fragments of mural paintings along the path leading up and down the niche should be continued
in 2010 by the Japanese team, as an important additional attraction for visitors;
14. Consider that as soon as the Eastern Buddha
niche has been stabilised, work should start for the
consolidation of the Western Buddha as a matter of
priority, based on an appropriate investigation and
documentation of the niche and the recovered fragments, including through three-dimensional scanning;
15. Consider as well that it is important to continue
the ongoing monitoring and assessment of the level
of structural safety of the Bamiyan cliff to identify

possible areas at imminent risk of collapse and plan
the required emergency stabilization measures. If
feasible, this could be done by means of vibration
analysis technique;
Mid and long term perspectives
16. Consider also that it would be appropriate to begin a reflection on appropriate longterm solutions
for the conservation and presentation of the two
Buddha niches, to be implemented as soon as these
have been stabilised, also as a means to gain further
support by the local community through the implementation of some visible activities. Th ey also
agreed that any longterm solution for the conservation and presentation of the two Buddha niches will
have to be based on complete studies and scientific
analyses. Th e experts further encourage interested
experts to develop specific and – as much as possible – detailed proposals, including the necessary
drawings, for discussion by the Expert Group meeting, the International Coordination Committee for
the Safeguarding of Afghanistan’s Cultural Heritage,
as well as by the World Heritage Committee, and
final consideration by the Afghan authorities;
17. Recommend that, as part of the mentioned longterm solutions for the conservation and presentation
of the two Buddha niches, consideration be given in
particular to the presentation of the remains of the
two Buddha statues, including their possible partial anastylosis, and to the development of a site interpretation area for the two Buddha niches, where
some of the recovered fragments could be displayed,
together with written and photographic explanations, in a sort of open-air “lapidarium”, to convey
to the visitors a sense of what the Buddha statues
looked like in terms of size and material aspect. Any
proposal should be reviewed by the next session of
the International Coordination Committee for the
Safeguarding of Afghanistan’s Cultural Heritage and
the World Heritage Committee, if possible in 2010;
Adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings
18. Recommend to undertake precise documentation
on what has been demined, particularly at Shar-iGholgholah and Shar-i-Zohak, which should be
made available and disseminated;
19. Recommend to complete conservation works at
cave N(a);
20. Consider that Caves A, B, C and D near the Eastern Buddha may be opened to visitors subject to
their conservation and the safety of their access.
These caves could also be selected for conservation
training for Afghan conservators;

21. Recommend that rapid condition assessments
should be conducted at the 7 other component sites
of the World Heritage Property (this activity having
already been completed at the Buddha niches) to
identify priorities for action and implement urgent
conservation measures, including repair and drainage works as appropriate;
22. Consider that archaeological surveys should be
carried out within the province of Bamiyan to identify areas of heritage significance in order to ensure
their protection;
23. Recommend to prepare and undertake a pilotproject for training young Afghan archaeologists in
the Bamiyan valley in the field of preventive archaeology;
24. Urge the Afghan authorities to consider introducing a provision within national legislation that
would make it compulsory for all important development projects to include costs for a preventive
archaeological survey to be carried out under the
supervision of the Ministry of Information and
Culture;
25. Consider that training programmes for Afghan
archaeologists and conservators conducted by
NRICP Tokyo should be further developed in Afghanistan and Japan;
26. Recommend that efforts should be made by the
National and Provincial Afghan authorities to acquire land currently in private hands which contains important heritage features, including the remains of the Buddhist monastic ensemble recently
excavated by the team of Prof. Tarzi;
Implementation of the Management Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan)
27. Urge the local and national authorities to continue coordination of efforts to safeguard the Bamiyan
cultural landscape and the enforcement of building
codes and controls on development in the buffer
zones and core zones of the World Heritage areas
and other areas protected under the Afghan Law on
the Protection of Historical and Cultural Properties
2004;
28. Recommend to complete detailed ground surveys
and site documentation of the remaining World
Heritage areas including archaeological prospection
for determining their possible extension (Kakrak,
Ghoghola, Foladi, Qula-e Kaphari);
29. Consider to contribute to training and curriculum
development for Afghan universities (especially the
Bamiyan University), including scholarships with
universities in countries abroad where possible;
30. Recommend to build up local capacities within
the Provincial Government and the University
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of Bamiyan through the organization of training
workshops in Bamiyan and abroad, if appropriate;
Other recommendations
31. Consider that the photo record and documentation as well as all documentation from the archaeological excavations of Bamiyan by various experts
and institutions should be deposited in the archives
of the MoIC for future generations;
32. Recommend that a Museum should be constructed in Bamiyan to present the World Heritage property and the geo-cultural features of the Bamiyan
province; store the fragments collected as well as
any other materials and findings from conservation
works and archaeological excavations and house a
conservation laboratory (the storage and laboratory
could be constructed first);
33. Encourage that detailed proposals for any new
projects should be prepared in advance of the meeting by their authors for review by experts and discussion at the Expert Working Group meeting. No

projects should be implemented unless they have
been discussed by the Expert Working Group and
cleared by the Afghan authorities. Major interventions, moreover, should be submitted to the World
Heritage Committee according to paragraph 172 of
the Operational Guidelines;
34. Note that the Afghan authorities, together with
its international implementing partners, proposed
that the desired state of conservation should be attained by 2013 for the property in view of its future
removal from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
35. Note that the Afghan authorities expressed the
wish to receive an advisory mission by the World
Heritage Centre, ICOMOS, and ICCROM this
Autumn 2010, if security conditions allow (ideally
in conjunction with the forthcoming Afghan National Conference on safeguarding Afghanistan’s
cultural heritage and promoting a culture of peace),
in order to assist the State Party to identify longterm solutions for the Buddha niches.

International Conference for the Safeguarding of Afghanistan’s Cultural
Heritage (Kabul, Serena Hotel, 18th–20th October 2010)

International Conference for the Safeguarding of
Afghanistan’s Cultural Heritage: Managing Cultural Heritage for the Promotion of Sustainable
Development and a Culture of Peace. The history
and archaeology of Afghanistan stretches back more
than 40 millennia, from Paleolithic sites where stone
tools illustrate aspects of the lives of the first human
settlements in Afghanistan, through to the Bronze
and Iron Ages where civilizations from Kandahar to
Balkh began to flourish, and then into the Islamic Period where Ghazni, Ghor and Herat arose as centres
of high culture and civilization. Numerous great ideas
and defining doctrines were also conceptualized and
subsequently shaped throughout Afghanistan, many of
which have left an indelible mark on the history and
the people of the region. From the birth of Zoroaster
in Balkh to the spread of Hellenism, the development
of Buddhism to the flourishing of Islam and the Islamic arts, the people, monuments, archaeological
sites and literature all bear witness to the multiple layers of an extraordinarily rich cultural heritage. This
historical diversity is also reflected in the contemporary cultures and languages of Afghanistan which are
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equally wealthy in their expression through different
forms of poetry, literature, art, music, dance and traditional forms of craft and architecture representing
the passing on of refined skills, knowledge and ideas
from one generation to the next throughout the centuries. All these are rich assets for the reconstruction
process in Afghanistan and all have made a contribution to the economic and cultural development of the
nation in the past. In contemporary Afghanistan, this
“intangible heritage” is broadly expressed through literary and artistic expression, the survival of traditional skills along with communal memory of the past,
can be the positive foundation for a discourse in peace
and mutual understanding that moves the country
forward in the years to come. It is significant that the
Conference scheduled for October 2010 takes place
within the context of the International Year for the
Rapprochement of Cultures which seeks to highlight
the benefits of cultural diversity, intercultural dialogue and exchange for reconciliation, peacebuilding
and understanding across cultures. Th e Conference
provides an opportunity to mark this year and is part
of UNESCO’s ongoing support to the culture sector

in Afghanistan to encourage the Afghan people and
authorities to safeguard all aspects of their unique
heritage, as a source of history and identity for future
generations and as a platform upon which to build a
culture of peace and sustainable development.
However, this discourse in peace and diversity must
also deliver concrete and visible outcomes through
support for all facets of Afghan heritage and heri-tage
industries, including the rehabilitation of museums,
art galleries, theatre, the media in general, as well as
support for traditional architecture and design that
build locally sustainable industries and provide further opportunities for employment. UNESCO and
the Afghan authorities (the MoIC & the Afghan Permanent Delegation to UNESCO), jointly recognize
the growing potential in the culture sector in Afghanistan for employment and income generation, as it
is in most countries throughout the region, through
the legitimate export of cultural products and the development of cultural industries ranging anywhere
from traditional agricultural products to crafts and an
embryonic film industry. Even in this difficult period
in the reconstruction process in Afghanistan and in a
sector with few resources and donors, cultural industries are already earning millions of dollars of revenue
for Afghanistan through international exhibitions of
the nation’s treasures and an ongoing legitimate trade
in handicrafts of all kinds. Moreover, the benefits to
the national pride from this type of global visibility
are overtly positive and can be further developed and
encouraged through concrete support for the sector
from the international community. These are all reasons for mainstreaming culture within national policies and international development projects and why
it is of the utmost importance to continue to expand
activities in all sectors in Afghanistan within a cultural
development paradigm. Since 2001, much progress
has been made in all areas of cultural heritage development and management. Th e Ministry of Information and Culture, in particular, has taken on and
coordinated large scale conservation interventions
in such provinces as Bamiyan, Herat and Ghor and
made significant progress on the rehabilitation of the
National Museum and regional museums in Afghanistan, with the support of UNESCO, NonGovernmental Organizations and the international
community. Th is Conference hopes to encourage
the continuation and the enhancement of these collective efforts and the positive discourse in cultural
diversity that is emerging in Afghanistan. It hopes to
highlight achievements within the sector, challenges
and opportunities to improve both coordination and
creativity in mobilizing cultural resources to foster
peace and sustainable development in the current en-

vironment. It also aims to highlight the ways in which
better coordination and streamlining of international
assistance in the culture sector to the Afghan authorities can be achieved and encourage creativity through
dialogue on the various approaches to a positive cultural development that are possible.
Provisional programme
Monday 18th October
Session I Welcomes & Introductory Addresses
09:30 Address by the Afghan Authorities (Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Ministry of Information and Culture, Ministry of
Urban Development, Ministry of Education. (Representatives and order to be determined by the Afghan authorities)
Address by the Afghan Ambassador to UNESCO
Address by UNESCO Representative
Address by Nancy Hatch Dupree, Director of the Afghanistan Centre at Kabul University
Overview of the Conference / Aims and Objectives (Ministry of Culture / UNESCO)

Session II Safeguarding and Promoting Tangible Heritage for Development (Case Studies from Ghazni,
Bamiyan, Herat, Jam and Logar):
11:00 Director of the Historical Monuments Department: The
Ministry of Information and Culture Programme for
Conservation of Historical Monuments
11:20 Director of the Institute of Archaeology: The Ministry of
Information and Culture Programme for Archaeology
11:40 Director of the Department of Preservation of Historic
Cities (MoUD): Towards Ghazni 2013
12:00 Director of the Aga Khan Trust for Culture: The Current
Situation Concerning the Built Heritage in Herat
12:20 President of ICOMOS Germany: Activities to Safeguard
the Bamiyan Site since 2003
12:40 Open Discussion and Recommendations: Challenges and
Opportunities for Tangible Heritage Conservation and
Management in Afghanistan

Session III Safeguarding and Promoting Tangible Heritage for Development continued:
14:30 The Director of the Délégation archéologique française
en Afghanistan (DAFA): Report on Activities in Logar
(Mes-e-Ainak)
14:50 Deputy Director of the Historical Monuments Department: Safeguarding the World Heritage Site of Jam
15:10 The Restoration of Kot-e-Baghcha (Prof. Erwin Emmerling, Technical University of Munich)
16:00 Overview of Archaeological Excavation in Afghanistan
(Prof. Zalmai Tarzi, Strasbourg University)
16:20 Policy Framework for the Rehabilitation, Management
and Development of Afghanistan’s Tangible Heritage
(Prof. Michael Jansen, Aachen University)
16:40 Open Discussion and Recommendations: Challenges and
Opportunities for Tangible Heritage Conservation and
Management in Afghanistan
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Tuesday 19th October
Session I Safeguarding and Promoting Intangible Heritage for Development

Wednesday 20th October
Session I Safeguarding and Promoting Museums for
Development

09:00 Director of the Department for the Preservation of
Afghanistan’s CulturalHeritage (MoIC)
09:20 Director of the Department of Music (MoIC) / School
of Music
09:40 Director of the Maimanagi Centre for Fine Arts (MoIC)
10:20 Director of Afghan Film (MoIC)
11:10 Director of the National Archives (MoIC)
11:30 Director of the National Theatre (MoIC)
11:50 Open Discussion and Recommendations: Challenges and
Opportunities for Intangible Heritage in Afghanistan

09:00 Director General of Museums in Afghanistan: The Rehabilitation of the National Museum and Regional Museums in Afghanistan
09:20 Prof. Anna Filigenzi: The Rehabilitation of the Mausoleum of Adbul Razzaq in Ghazni to house the Museum of
Islamic Art
09:40 Dr. Susan Annen: Report on Th e International Exhibition of the Bactrian Gold
10:00 Framework for the Rehabilitation of the National and Regional Museums (Dr. Robert Knox, Former Keeper of the
Asian Collection in the British Museum)
10:20 Open Discussion and Recommendations: Challenges and
Opportunities for the Rehabilitation of the Museum Sector in Afghanistan

Session II Safeguarding and Promoting Intangible
Heritage for Development continued:
14:00 Integrating Culture and Development in Afghanistan
(Prof. Amareswar Galla, ICOM)
14:20 Director of the Turquoise Mountain Foundation: Re‐invigorating Cultural and Creative Industries in Afghanistan
14:40 Director of the Foundation for Civil Society and Culture:
The Role of Civil Society in Promoting Cultural Heritage
15:00 Open Discussion and Recommendations: Challenges and
Opportunities for Intangible Heritage in Afghanistan

Session III Safeguarding and Promoting Intangible
Heritage for Development continued:
16:20 Framework for the Development of Cultural and Creative
Industries (UNESCO) – subject to confirmation
16:40 Open Discussion and Recommendations: Challenges and
Opportunities for Intangible Heritage Promotion and
Management in Afghanistan

Session II The Fight Against the Illicit Traffic of Cultural Property
11:10 Director of the Institute of Archaeology: The Nature of
the Problem of Illicit Traffic of Cultural Property in Afghanistan
11:30 Ministry of Interior / Borders Representatives: Steps Taken to Address the Problem of Illicit Cross-Border Trafficking of Cultural Property in Afghanistan
11:50 Rene Teijeler: Th e Role of National and International
Institutions in Addressing the Illicit Traffic of Cultural
Property
12:10 Open Discussion and Recommendations: What is the
Future for the Prevention of the Illicit Traffic of Cultural
Property in Afghanistan?

Session III Strengthening the Contribution of Culture to Sustainable Development
14:10 Deputy Minister for Tourism (MoIC)
14:30 Open Discussion: outcomes of the conference and recommendations for the mobilization and sustainable management of cultural heritage resources in Afghanistan
16:00 Final Address and Summary by the Afghan Authorities
and UNESCO
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Michael Petzet

Report on Safeguarding the Buddhas of Bamiyan (Kabul, 18 Oct. 2010)*
Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, Dear Colleagues,
On behalf of ICOMOS, the International Council
on Monuments and Sites, I want to thank the Afghan Ministry of Information and Culture, especially Deputy Minister Omar Sultan, for the invitation
to this conference in Kabul, perfectly organised by
Brendan Cassar and the Kabul Office of UNESCO.
In the short report on our activities in cooperation
with RWTH Aachen (Prof. Michael Jansen) and TU
München (Prof. Erwin Emmerling) I can refer to
the publication The Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan, Safeguarding the Remains (Monuments and Sites XIX,
Berlin 2009), with words of greeting by His Excellency Dr. S. Makhdoum Raheen, Minister of Information and Culture, and Habiba Sarabi, Governor
of Bamiyan.
Since our first missions to Afghanistan in 2002 (concerning, among other things, the Babur Garden
project in cooperation with the Aga Khan Trust for
Culture) the German Foreign Office has provided
ICOMOS Germany with funds of about one million
euros for the documentation and securing of monuments and sites of the Bamiyan Valley. Since 2004
when the back walls were secured against rock fall
by means of wire nets approximately 2000 cubic metres of fragments have been recovered; not only sand
and hopelessly deteriorated stone fragments, as was
assumed immediately after the disaster, but identifiable small and large fragments weighing up to 60
tons. In the meantime, most of the fragments are
documented and stored in shelters to protect them
against weathering. Th e giant feet of the 55-metre
Great Buddha (Western Buddha) are once again visible, and the blocked caves in the backward part of
both niches are again accessible. The back wall of the
completely scaffolded niche of the 38-metre Small
Buddha (Eastern Buddha) with original remains in
situ is largely stabilised. Th is niche and the associated galleries can even be presented to the public
soon as a small site museum together with an exhibition of fragments in the partly reconstructed lower
caves. Besides, thousands of plaster fragments from
the surfaces of both statues were recovered and from

the scientific investigation of these and other remains
a wealth of scientific insights was gained, helping to
date the statues to the period between the mid-6th to
the early 7th centuries AD. Even the small selection of
pictures illustrating our activities shows the enormous
challenge when it comes to safeguarding the remains
in the Buddha niches: views of the Great and Small
Buddha niches; condition before and after 2001; fixing of clay plaster fragments in situ and salvaging of
stone fragments; erection of the scaffold provided by
the Messerschmitt Foundation; preparing the reconstruction of the partition walls, in the caves of the
Eastern Buddha according to the building research
coordinated by Georgios Toubekis, etc.
In the last months ICOMOS could continue the work
thanks to a contract of June 2009 of 400,000 USD
within the framework of Phase III of the Japan Fundin-Trust project „Safeguarding the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan
Valley”, including six tasks:
Task 1: Stabilisation and conservation measures on
the back wall of the Eastern Buddha niche.
The stabilisation and conservation measures on the
back wall of the Eastern Buddha were completed at
the end of July 2010. The bad condition of the upper
area, the state of which only became clear after the
scaffold had been fully erected, led (after consultation
with Prof Fecker and Prof Margottini) to a triplication of anchors and drillings compared to the original
plans. At the start of the mission in April 2010 the
scaffold, which for security reasons had been partly
dismantled in October and November 2009, was
completely reassembled and enlarged by additional
temporary scaffolds. Several working groups backfilled
small cracks, grouted gaps, placed needles and drilled
anchor holes. Depending on the size of the cracks either Ledan or different mortars were used. All loose
and unstable areas of the back wall were connected
among each other and with the back wall. 44 anchors
were driven into the rock with a total length of c. 200
m and 15.5 t of special mortar were injected into gaps
and cracks. Th e drillings served especially to fi ll the
great tectonic fissure 4 m behind the niche’s back wall,
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open from below and visible in the ceilings of the
rearward caves. The fragments of the head still in situ
were highly unstable: Continuing to remove the loose
rubble would have meant digging deeper and deeper
into the remains and eventually losing most of them.
For that reason, we decided to stabilise the outside
sections by means of Ledan injections and afterwards
backfilling them also with Ledan through drillings.
Consequently, this very sensitive area could also be
stabilised.
Task 2: Safety and stabilisation measures for the path
leading up and down the Eastern Buddha niche.
The extensive stabilisation and safeguarding of the
path leading up and down the niche via stairs and
corridors have been largely completed, including the
very difficult safeguarding of the upper crossing that
has just been finished. Not yet completed is the safeguarding of the visitor passage on the ground floor in
front of the caves behind the feet of the statue and the
reconstructed pillar on the right.
Task 3: Conservation and documentation of rock
fragments.
The documentation of the salvaged fragments in
due consideration of the geological and rock-magnetic characteristics has not yet been completed. In
the matter of the so far unsolved critical question of
stabilising the stone fragments, which are extremely
fragile and under the influence of humidity dissolve
into sand (even simple lifting is dangerous) a breakthrough could be achieved: The only appropriate procedure for stabilising the fragments appears to be the
total impregnation with silica acid ester (KSE) in a
vacuum chamber, a newly developed method that has
been successfully tested by the team of Prof. Emmerling.
Task 4: Semi-permanent shelter for Western Buddha fragments.
After the erection of an additional hall there are now
three shelters for the salvaged fragments. The planned
“visitor reception building” for administration, staff
and security personnel, urgently needed in the future
also for security reasons, has not yet been started.
Task 5: Permanent crane in the Eastern Buddha
niche for maintenance / conservation access.
The planning for the permanent crane could be completed with a very simple and reversible solution.
Task 6: Kakrak Buddha niche.
It was agreed with Prof. Tarsi during the most recent
UNESCO/ICOMOS Bamiyan Working Group that
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the documentation of the remains of the Kakrak
Buddha should no longer be followed up. Instead, by
request of the local inhabitants two ruinous Islamic
mausoleums (Jafa Bieg and Khoschkharid Bieg) on
the plain in front of the Western Buddha were restored.
All these tasks are part of the step-by-step strategy according to the recommendations of the UNESCO/
ICOMOS 8th Expert Working Group (Munich,
25/26 March 2010). One further recommendation
was “that as soon as the Eastern Buddha niche has
been stabilised, work should start for the consolidation of the Western Buddha as a matter of priority.”
But in any case before other measures the imminent
danger for visitors of the caves caused by stone fall
from the not yet treated rear wall of the Western Buddha niche will need to be averted: loose stone material
which is of no relevance for the entirely lost original
surface on the back wall (only on the right side a fold
of the Buddha’s cloak has been preserved) should be
removed by climbers abseiling from the top of the
cliff.
As in previous meetings the Bamiyan Working Group
also discussed long-term solutions for the conservation and presentation of the two Buddha niches and
recommended that “consideration be given in particular to the presentation of the remains of the two
Buddha statues, including by their possible partial
anastylosis”. In the case of the Bamiyan Buddhas an
anastylosis in the sense of art. 15 of the Venice Charter
(= reassembling of fragments) seems indeed the most
obvious solution, because before the destruction in
2001 the statues had only been partly preserved due
to losses in previous centuries. Consequently, a complete reconstruction of an “original” state unknown
in important details (faces, hands, etc) is not possible.
Besides, the remains of the Buddhas as important witnesses to Afghan history will play an important role
for future tourism, even in their fragmentary condition. Under these circumstances, the concept of an
anastylosis remains an appropriate solution, not least
because the alternative of a museum presentation
does not seem to make much sense, given the gigantic
masses of stone material.
In any case, the necessary decisions on further steps
to secure and preserve the Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan lie in the hands of the Afghan government. Also
in this case ICOMOS is acting as advisory body to
UNESCO, can give advice within the framework of
the international principles of preservation and evaluate with its experts the technical possibilities as well

as make use of its experiences gathered from measures
undertaken with funds from the German Foreign Office and UNESCO. The so far successful work of the
ICOMOS team has only been possible thanks to the
good cooperation with all our partners and friends;
with our Japanese colleagues also working in the
Bamiyan Valley, the team of Prof. Maeda looking after
the remains of wall paintings in the countless caves;
thanks to the close cooperation with the colleagues
of the Afghan Conservation Department, most of all
Abdul Ahad Abassi (Dept. of Historic Monuments),
Wasay Feroozi (Preservation of Cultural Heritage)
and Mohammad N. Rasuli (Institute of Archaeology);
and last but not least thanks to the cooperation with
our Afghan architect Ozod Sekandar Seradj and his
team and the many Afghan craftsmen and workers;
thanks to the untiring commitment of the de-miners.
Statement concerning the conservation/restoration of the Bamiyan Buddhas
Since the first missions to Bamiyan in 2002 UNESCO
and ICOMOS focused on practical and technical solutions in order to secure with funds given by UNESCO
(Japan Fund-in-Trust) and the German Foreign Office
the existing remains of the Western and Eastern Buddha niches threatened by final decay and to consolidate the rock structures and especially the traces of the
giant statues visible on the rear walls of the niches. By
now the consolidated niches have been cleared of rubble, mines and bombs, most of the fragments of the
statues have been safeguarded and documented and
there is even hope that some of these fragments can
be reassembled and put back in the original position.
Following the recommendations of the UNESCO/
ICOMOS Expert Working Group for the Preservation of the Bamiyan Site a series of urgent tasks was
fulfilled: reconstruction of the partition walls of the
caves at the base of the Eastern Buddha niche and
stabilization and conservation of its rear wall, renewal
and construction of a semi-permanent storage (three
shelters) for the stone fragments of the Western Buddha, repair of the path leading up and down the Eastern Buddha niche including the upper crossing.
Now following the recommendations of the 8th Expert Working Group (Munich, 25–26 March 2010)
for a long-term preservation a step-by-step strategy reflecting the different location and the mass of still existing authentic material has to be considered: the Western
Buddha has a much larger amount of massive fragments
(up to 70 t), the Eastern Buddha still has original plaster surfaces (already conserved in 2009) and a limited
number of loose and rather fragile fragments with traces
of the original surface (recommendations point 12).

The appropriate procedure for the stabilization of
these fragments is a total impregnation with silica organic compound in a vacuum chamber using a newly
developed stone conservation method and tested with
good results. It is hoped that the funds will be available to start this conservation work in order to reassemble a series of stone fragments from the surface of
the Eastern Buddha niche (Every effort should be made
to consolidate these fragments in Bamiyan, recommendation point 13 d).
Some of these fi nds can be presented to the public
by the planned site museum (already prepared, not
be opened before spring 2011). Combining the Lapidarium in the shelters and different finds, traces and
information in the lower caves of the niches (A select
group of fragments from the surface of the statue could be
displayed in the caves on the ground floor of the Eastern
Giant Buddha niche, where information on the site could
also be provided as part of a future site interpretation
area … recommendation point 13 e). In connection
with the further development of the new Bamiyan site
museum the plan of a visitor reception building for
administration, staff and security personal is already
accepted by the authorities.
Besides for the safety of visitors some problems have
to be solved in the coming year 2011 as a matter of
priority. When the Messerschmitt scaffold is removed
from the consolidated Eastern niche (and can be used
for the planned work in the Western niche) a reversible steel structure combining before the rear side two
pillars on the spot of the feet with a horizontal cover
following the front line of the former relief and the
partition walls of the caves should protect the visitors
against particles that could fall from the wall in spite
of all the consolidation work: access to the caves behind
the feet for protection of visitors against stones that might
fall down from the back wall (recommendations point
13 c). In addition on the rear side of the upper part of
the niche a simple apparatus was designed to be built
in the form of a non-intrusive movable and reversible
construction at the top of the vault ensuring that every
part of the Eastern Buddha niche will be accessible in the
future for maintenance and repair (recommendations
point 13 c). Another problem to be solved as soon as
possible is the stone fall from the not yet treated rear
wall of the Western Buddha – loose stone material
falling down behind the uncovered gigantic feet, a serious danger for visitors of the caves. Before thinking
about a solution for the remains of the Western Buddha all the loose stone material of the rear side (work
should start for the consolidation of the Western Buddha
as a matter of priority based on an appropriate investiga65

tion and documentation of the niche and the recovered
fragments … recommendations point 14) which apart
from the fold of the outer robe (sangati) on the right
hand side has nothing to do with the surface of the
original very voluminous statue, should be removed
by climbers abseiling from the top of the cliff as practiced by the Italian team during the emergency measures from 2003–2006.
Final considerations of the Afghan authorities reflect
of course on appropriate long term-solutions for the
conservation and presentation of the two Buddha
niches, to be implemented as soon as these have been
stabilized (recommendations point 16) and long-term
solutions for the conservation and presentation of the
two Buddha niches: consideration be given in particular to the presentation of the remains of the two Buddha
statues, including their possible partial anastylosis (recommendations point 17).
One of the criteria for the inscription of cultural properties in UNESCO’s World Heritage List according
to the 1972 convention is, that reconstruction is only
acceptable if it is carried out on the bases of complete
and detailed documentation on the original and to no
extent to the conjecture (Operational Guidelines, 2005,
paragraph 86). Th e method of anastylosis developed
in the field of classical archeology but also applicable
for partially destroyed monuments of later epochs, is
referred to in article 15 of the Venice Charta: Only
Anastylosis, that is to say, the reassembling of existing but
dismembered parts can be permitted. The material used
for integration should always be recognizable and its use
should be the least that will ensure the conservation of a
monument and the reinstatement of its form. This means
in order to be able to show original fragments on their
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original location and in their original context as part
of an anastylosis, there is of course a need for more or
less extensive provisional structures.
Anastylosis, an approach which can indeed help to
protect original material in certain circumstances,
also illustrates the special role of the fragment in archaeological heritage preservation. In the case of the
Bamiyan Buddhas an anastylosis seems the most obvious solution, because before the destruction in 2001
the statues had only been partly preserved due to
losses in previous centuries. Consequently, a complete
reconstruction of the original state which is unknown
in important details (faces, arms etc.) seems to be out
of the question. Besides, the remains of the Buddhas
as important witnesses to Afghan history will play an
important role for future tourism, even in their fragmentary condition.
In this sense the conservation concept for the Buddha statues has continuously been discussed with
representatives of the Afghan government and with
UNESCO since the first meeting of the Expert Working Group (Munich, 21–22 November 2002), for
instance in 2005: The experts welcome that the Afghan
authorities acknowledge the possibility of an anastylosis
as one well-established method of proper relocation of the
rock fragments to their original position. Under these
circumstances the concept of an anastylosis in fact remains an appropriate solution, not least because the
alternative of a museum presentation does not seem
to make much sense, given the gigantic masses of
material. From case to case additional steps in partial
reconstruction could open up future options for the
interpretation and presentation of this unique heritage
of mankind.

ICOMOS Germany

Final Narrative Report of 30th December 2010 Concerning the Contract
with UNESCO
The tasks of the fi nal report are in general identical
with those of the paper of Michael Petzet „Report on
Safeguarding the Buddhas of Bamiyan“ at the Inter-

national Conference for the Safeguarding of Afghanistan’s Cultural Heritage (Serena Hotel, Kabul, 18 October 2010).

Bert Praxenthaler

Eastern Buddha: Stabilization Measures at the Rear Side of the Buddha
Niche in 2010
Situation in general
In April and May there were very wet weather conditions. Longer periods of steady rainfall and heavy
thunderstorms caused floodings and strong stone fall
at the Buddha cliffs in Bamiyan. At times it was not
possible to enter the niches of the Buddhas or to leave,
if one had already been inside. The use of protection
hats was compulsory for every worker. Th e floods
eroded the small road to the Buddha, too. In addition
to the team working in the niche six workers were occupied with rebuilding the road.
Upon arrival in Bamiyan we found our last years’
office emptied. Our office material had been transferred to the former mosque room, our office facility
in 2004. The new director of the Bamiyan branch of
MoIC, Mr. Akbari, was using our office room now.
After some negotiations a small room near the former
mosque was given to us as an office. All in all those
annual conflicts about our office facilities are rather
unpleasant for the project team.
At the start of the project, the scaffolding had to be
completed again and was extented with additional
scaffolds. Th e scaffold had been dismantled partially in October and November 2009 due to security
reasons. As representative of the Department of Historical Monuments (director Mr. Abassy) eng. Mr.
Shafiullah Wahedi was sent to Bamiyan. Mr. Wahedi
is an architect and supported the documentation of
grouting the fissures and drilling of anchors. The local archaeologist Mr. Rasool Shojaei, assistant at the
Bamiyan office of MoIC under director Mr. Akbari,
supported the documentation and the administrative
tasks. After the arrival of stone mason Mujtabah Mirzai in Bamiyan on April 29th the number of workers

had been extended firstly to 12, later on to 16 people. Different working units had to grout small and
larger cracks, set needles, and drill anchor holes. All
loose, unstable areas of the rear side had to be stabilized and connected with steel and mortar with the
rear cliff material.
The question of equipment and measures had been
discussed at the site in 2009 in collaboration with
Prof. Fecker; further support with contributions and
suggestions by Prof. Margottini in October 2009 during his visit to Bamiyan (see report Margottini). So
with a very exact dosage of measures every problem
zone of the Buddha received its special treatment and
therapy.
Anchor drilling
As drilling unit, a core drilling machine with diamond
heads and combined air and water cooling was used
(Schützeichel, d41 diameter). For smaller needles and
anchors roto percussion machines have been in use.
The cooling in general was done with water. In special
areas like the left fold of the clothing at the left side
of the Buddha air cooling was the choice, as water
would have damaged the original parts of in situ mud
plaster. The access of water to the fissures inside the
cliff would have degraded the shear strength and the
adhesion of the cliff.
After fi ve weeks of drilling and 18 drillings with a
total of drilled 80 m just two drill pipes were left.
With new pipes with modified teeth design, better
adapted to the rock material, more drillings could be
performed. In total 45 core drillings with a length of
200 m were done, not included the additional ones,
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which were necessary after grouting the holes, to be
able to set the steel bars.
Fissures and cracks, grouting the bore holes
When drilling, we came again and again upon cracks
and fissures. Before the setting of the steel bars, the
bore holes could be used to fill up fissures with mortar. Into some of those holes we had to fi ll tons of
mortars. In total 19 tons of mortar were filled in (machine: Comdrill infusion jet pump).
Setting of anchors
The material for anchors and nails has been 22 mm,
12 mm, 10 mm girded and threaded steel in stainless quality (V4A, V2A). For setting the anchors
first the material was prepared in suitable size. The
bore hole was filled up with mortar (cement mortar
with BASF super plasticizer). Then the steel bar was
pushed in, an excess length of 15 cm being left for
further use.
Filling up micro fissures with Ledan
Some areas showed a very porose conglomerate rock,
cut by very fine fissures. There with the help of medical injectors Ledan was put into the gaps. So a certain
basic stability for later drilling could be obtained.
Needles
With 10 mm and 6 mm–V2A steel bolts smaller stable or stabilized portions of rock could be fi xed to
the rear side. As mortar in those cases mostly Ledan
was the choice, sometimes cement mortar with super
plasticizer. To give a description of some works in this
context, some are described in detail:
Large fissure in the caves
On level 3/4 three d417.5 m drills were performed
to fi ll up the major tectonic gap, which is situated
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about 4 m behind the rear side of the niche (according to the proposal of Prof. Margottini). This gap is
open to the caves underneath the rear side and clearly
visib-le. Before the grouting process those gaps had to
be sealed provisionally with rags and foamed rubber.
Just for that single grouting action it took 1.2 tons of
mortar in one afternoon. Our machine was a mortar
jet pump with mixer, able to get up the material to a
height of 40 m. After the grouting process some days
later those bore holes had to be drilled again to push
in the anchor steel bars, as the mortar was hardened
already.
Mantle plait of the Buddha
The remains of the mantle plait of the Buddha, whose
basic part had been blown off was now overhanging and showed a lot of fi ne cracks going parallel
to the plait. That part was stabilized with 5 anchors
d20/1400, according to the proposal by Prof. Fecker
and Prof. Margottini.
Fragments of the head of the Buddha
The in situ remains of the head of the Buddha were
most unstable. Removing the loosened debris of the
head further and further would have meant giving
up the fragments. To keep the fragments, thousands
of tiny micro injections had to prepare stable fields,
which could be nailed to the stable material inside
the rock cliff. Additionally a small buttress was constructed, in order to bear the weight of some 2 t upper
rocks.
In summary
The complete rear side of the niche of the Eastern
Buddha with all in situ remains of shoulder, mantle
plait and fragments of the head appear now to be stable and safe.

Fig. 1 Drilling machine with diamant drilling bit d41 and watercooling and sheet zinc gutter fixed with gypsum below the drilling
whole. In ordner not to harm the wall of the niche the drilling water was collected. The gypsum mortar was completly removed after
the drilling process. Position: section 3/4 D, drilling depth 7.5 m.
Fig. 2 Drilling machine.
Fig. 3 Drilling at the folded shell. Position: section 5/6 A, drilling
depth 4 m.
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Fig. 4 Area of the head seen from the right front: small fissures
were injected with Ledan. Larger cracks were covered and filled
up. The white Ledan traces were retouched afterwards.
Fig. 5 The mortar mixer with pump in use. A team was responsible for the correct mortar mixture. The cement was sifted to avoid
clumping. The water supply was provided by cans.
Fig. 6 Responsible team for mortar mixing during their work.
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Fig. 7 Injection of small fissures with Ledan. The white remains of
Ledan were afterwards coulered. Position: section 15/16 D.
Fig. 8 Drilling bit with drilling core.
Fig. 9 Prestabilizing with lushing straps.
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Fig. 10 Eastern Buddha: Position of the 45 anchors with different diameters.
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ICOMOS Deutschland

Einrichtung der Höhlen I–VI des Eastern Buddha als Lapidarium.
Vorschlag vom 17. Juni 2010, der mit Mitteln des Auswärtigen Amtes
realisiert werden konnte (30. Dezember 2010)*
Während die Bergungsräume für die Fragmente des
Western Buddha inzwischen erneuert und erweitert
wurden, stehen für die geborgenen Fragmente des
Eastern Buddha (ca. 400 Steinfragmente, darunter
eine Reihe von Stücken mit originaler Oberfläche)
bisher nur zwei provisorisch überdachte Lagerstätten
an der das Areal auf der Westseite abgrenzenden Mauer zur Verfügung. Ob sich die technisch mögliche
Festigung dieser Fragmente finanzieren lässt und ob
sie im Rahmen einer künftigen Anastylose zum Teil
wieder an ihre ursprüngliche Stelle versetzt werden
können, steht noch nicht fest. Doch jedenfalls sollten
nach den auch für archäologische Ausgrabungen
gültigen internationalen Grundsätzen alle Fundstücke
möglichst im Zusammenhang mit dem Fundort aufbewahrt werden.
Für die Unterbringung eines Teils der vom Eastern
Buddha stammenden kleineren Stein- und Putzfragmente bieten sich deshalb die Höhlen I–VI im unteren Bereich der Buddhanische als eine Art Lapidarium an. Dazu gehören auch die 2001 gesprengten
und 2008 wiederhergestellten Höhlen I, II und V,
deren Zwischenwände aus statischen Gründen rekonstruiert werden mussten. Wie die Expertengespräche
Ende März in München gezeigt haben (8th Expert
Working Group Meeting for the Preservation of the
Bamiyan Site, München 25.–26. März 2010), erwartet man, dass ein solches Lapidarium als Schaudepot
auch im Rahmen von Führungen zu besichtigen sein
wird. Vor allem die Gouverneurin von Bamiyan, Frau
Dr. Habiba Sarabi, und ihre Mitarbeiter haben großes
Interesse an einer solchen Präsentation der Fragmente
im Sinn eines künftigen Tourismus, für den es bereits
erste Ansätze gibt.

Mit den im Jahr 2010 zur Verfügung stehenden Mitteln von Seiten der UNESCO wird ICOMOS die
Konsolidierung der Rückwand und die Instandsetzung des mit verschiedenen Höhlen und Treppenanlagen verbundenen Umgangs der Nische des Eastern Buddha abschließen können. Und nach Abbau
des Baugerüsts kann dann die vor allem dank der
Förderung durch das Auswärtige Amt ermöglichte
Konsolidierung der Rückwand mit den Resten der
Buddhafigur der Öffentlichkeit vorgestellt werden. In
diesem Zusammenhang wären auch die als Schaudepot mit Fragmenten des Eastern Buddha eingerichteten unteren Höhlen zu sehen.
Die Einrichtung der Schaudepots wird von den vor
Ort tätigen Mitarbeitern von ICOMOS überwacht.
Die mit den beantragten Mitteln herzustellenden
Teile werden nach unseren Plänen von einheimischen
Handwerkern ausgeführt. Es geht um die Sicherung
der Höhleneingänge durch Türkonstruktionen, die
ein passendes Klima gewährleisten, außerdem Gerüste
und Sockel zur Aufstellung von Fragmenten, Regalen
und Stellwänden. Die für die Aufsicht zur Verfügung
stehende Höhle IV wird als „Infopoint“ für Besucher
eingerichtet. Die derzeit dort gelagerten Putzfragmente sollen in der benachbarten Höhle II untergebracht werden. Die Höhle I in der Mittelachse, in der
ein Fragment der ursprünglichen Wand- und Deckengliederung erhalten geblieben ist, soll als Schauraum zur Geschichte des Eastern Buddha dienen und
in den Höhlen II, V und VI kann eine Auswahl von
Steinfragmenten präsentiert werden.
M. Pz.

* Das Auswärtige Amt der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, vertreten durch Frau Silvia Nissen-Hülse, finanzierte mit Mitteln des „Kulturerhalt Afghanistan“ 2010 die hier beschriebenen Maßnahmen.
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Plan view of the Eastern Buddha niche with the contours of the destroyed caves and the location of the Buddha fragments KBF (adapted
from 3D Laser Scan and Japanese Investigations by G. Toubekis, 2008). Caves I–VII.
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2011
Michael Petzet/Erwin Emmerling

Safeguarding the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the
Bamiyan Valley, Working Plan of ICOMOS Germany and TU Munich for
Phase IV (Autumn 2011 – Spring 2014), February 2011

Foreseen Activities
The activities proposed by ICOMOS Germany are
to be implemented in connection with the Technical
University Munich, Chair of Restoration, Art technology and Conservation Science. The measures are
planned in such a way that the individual activities
are built upon each other and can be carried out step
by step. The expenditures can therefore be minimised
or maximised. The expenditures printed in bold are
maximum activities. Our approach also allows for an
assignment of a considerable number of workers in
the Province of Bamiyan. From a professional point
of view the individual steps can either be ceased,
modified or complemented after each campaign. This
requires that the proposed campaigns are regularly coordinated with the responsible Afghan authorities and
discussed in the context of the UNESCO/ICOMOS
Bamiyan Working Group.
1. Continuation of the conservation works at the
Eastern Buddha.
2. Continuation of the conservation works at the
Western Buddha.
3. Consolidation and repair of walls and buildings in
the surrounding of the Eastern Buddha.
4. Revitalisation and repair of certain parts of the old
bazaar, including the installation of an archaeological museum / lapidarium.
5. Consolidation work in the antique town of Shar-i
Gholghola.
Training and Capacity Building for Afghan experts
Component
Capacity building in conservation/preservation of
stone material (see new English/German edition of
the ICOMOS Stone Glossary, Monuments and Sites
XV) in cooperation with the Afghan Department of
Historical Monuments (Director: Abdul Ahad Abassi). For the conservation of monuments and sites
stone conservation is a crucial matter, both in the
conservation of archaeological sites and in the conservation of historic buildings.

Further training of a group of craftsmen from the
Bamiyan region, who in the course of the consolidation of the Eastern Buddha’s back wall have already
been entrusted with special responsibilities (future
task: works on the back wall of the Western Buddha).
Further training of a group of craftsmen from the
Bamiyan region in the fi eld of repairing earthen architecture with traditional techniques and material
(special task: the increasingly decaying ruins of Shar-i
Golghola). Th is is also a central task for the repair
of buildings and walls in the old town centres (Tolvara) and in the old bazaar (example: the two already
repaired Islamic mausoleums). Capacity building
for geologists in documentation of stone fragments
from the giant Buddha statues. Together with RWTH
Aachen training of a group of specialists how to establish monument lists. The result could be a list of all
monuments and sites of the Bamiyan Valley, which
would be a basis for the future work within the framework of the monument protection law (Afghan Law
on the Protection of Historical and Cultural Properties, 21 May 2004).
Meanwhile, we are able to fall back on a considerable number of Afghan trained workers who have
been involved (some for years) in the consolidation
and salvaging works in the Bamiyan Valley. As far as
possible, all works are carried out by Afghan trained
or untrained workers. The responsible ministry sends
experts who look after and accompany the works on
site. Furthermore, it seems to make sense to send a
number of Afghans to Germany (or Italy) for one or
two months to familiarise them with the structures
and practical work of monument protection and
monument preservation.
Expected Results and Output
1. Continuation of the conservation works at the
Eastern Buddha
Prerequisite for the foreseen activities are additional
measures in accordance with our application of 30
December 2010 concerning additional work within
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Phase III as part of Contract No. 3240211467: For
May/June 2011 we are planning the dismantling of
the scaffold in the niche after minor repairs on the
back wall (transport to the niche of the Western Buddha) and preparatory measures for safeguarding the
visitors’ passage in front of the lower caves of the Eastern Buddha.
To protect visitors to the “site museum” in the lower
caves against particles that might fall down from the
back wall a reversible steel structure, combining in
front of the rear side two pillars on the spot of the
feet with a horizontal cover that follows the front line
of the former relief and the rear wall. Cladding of the
steel structure with stone fragments.
Permanent crane in the Eastern Buddha niche for
maintenance/conservation access. The largely “invisible”, very simple solution of such a “traveling trolley”
ensures by means of a movable cage not only the accessibility of the rear wall for maintenance and control work but makes possible the option of a step by
step reassembling of consolidated fragments.
Continuing and improving the documentation of all
the rock fragments of the Eastern Buddha in cooperation with Afghan Geologists by 3-D-scans and a
computer aided classification which will enable a virtual return and positioning of the fragments on the
3-D-model.
Conservation of the 400 stone fragments with traces
of original treatment on their sculpted surfaces. Although the stones are now temporarily stored at different sites and protected against rain, they are so
fragile and so traversed with cracks that any unnecessary movement should be avoided. If these fragments are not conserved soon there is the danger that
they might disintegrate into sand and lose all traces
of original surface. The only appropriate and already
successfully tested procedure for stabilising the fragments is the total impregnation with silica acid ester
(KSE).
Step by step reassembling of the consolidated fragments in their original position.
For a durable preservation of the fragments they need
to be consolidated. Th is consolidation can only be
implemented by means of a silica acid ester total impregnation. For this procedure the fragments need to
be evacuated and totally impregnated in a vacuum/
pressure tank. Schesslitz near Bamberg is the only
place worldwide where this method can be applied.
The total impregnation of the fragments can either be
carried out a) in Bamiyan or b) in Germany.
a) Such a pressure tank would be constructed in Germany and transported to Bamiyan (total costs c.
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2.5 to 3 million euros). Operating this machine
would cost an additional 300,000 euros per year.
One has to reckon with additional costs of 10
euros per kilo of stone material. (Also expenses
for the alcohol necessary as solvent and means of
transport for the silica organic compounds.)
b) The fragments would be flown to Germany in adequate containers, impregnated in Schesslitz and
flown back to Bamiyan. Work could start immediately. The costs could thus be reduced to c. 10
euros per kilo of stone. The prerequisite for this
alternative is to make sure that the transport by
airplane can be guaranteed. The impregnation of
c. 400 fragments could be carried out within two
years.
2. Continuation of the conservation works at the
Western Buddha
2.1 Consolidation of the back wall and conservation of
the caves at the Western Buddha
For the protection of staff and visitors large-scale consolidation works need to be carried out at the back
wall of the Western Buddha. In the present situation,
rock fragments are falling down from great heights.
Loose pieces of stone at the back wall need to be taken
off. This can only be done by abseiling from the top
of the niche. The clearing of the back wall should be
combined with a survey of the damages. Especially in
the lower part of the back wall of the Western Buddha
niche large areas are also loose and unstable. Once a
scaffold has been erected, these areas can be reached
up to a height of 10 m. For this purpose, the scaffold
from the Eastern Buddha will be used. In the lower
part of the niche the task is more complex: there large
areas need to be consolidated rock-mechanically and
needled; several stone fragments will also have to be
stabilised by “gluing” or a combination of methods.
Also at the entrances to the niches in the lower part
of the Western Buddha large extents of the surfaces
are loose, some are extremely fragile. Parts at the entrances and on the ceilings of the niches are acutely
threatened. Inside the niches also consolidation works
on the preserved clay plaster surfaces will be necessary to a large extent. These works require professional
skill and experience; due to the quality of the surfaces
difficult work techniques will be unavoidable.
2.2 Continuing and improving the inventorisation and
documentation of all rock fragments of the Western Buddha
About 350 fragments of the Western Buddha, some
of them several cubic metres large and weighing several tons, have been salvaged and stored in temporary
shelters. A few rocks, weighing between 40 and 80
tons, could not be moved yet. Th ey have been “ex-

posed” and encased on site. The provisionally stored
fragments on the eastern side of the niche need to be
moved to the renovated storage halls. These storages
are planned as “display depots”, giving access to interested visitors. In order to properly prepare all options
of a future use and preservation of the salvaged fragments of the Western Buddha, a 3-D documentation
of all parts will be necessary. Only through such a systematic inventory of all parts with regard to their volume, surface texture and state of conservation we will
have an overview where certain fragments originally
come from and what kind of conservation method
will be appropriate. If at all, documentations so far
have been carried out photographically or by drawings. Th is cannot substitute the information a 3-D
documentation can provide. For the 3-D documentation, all fragments will have to be taken out of the
present shelters, scanned and stored properly again.
3. Consolidation and repair of walls and buildings
in the surrounding of the Eastern Buddha niche
Especially near the Eastern Buddha several structures
– walls and buildings of the last centuries – have been
preserved that are essential for the overall appearance
and visual integrity of the site and the valley. These
structures have not been consolidated in the past decades and therefore they are severely threatened. Everywhere there is a lack of consolidation work in the sense
of traditional maintenance. All work in this context
should be carried out with traditional techniques and
building materials. In combination with this maintenance work an adequate amount of measurement
and documentation works will be necessary. All these
works ought to be carried out with local workers.
4. Revitalisation and repair of certain parts of the
old bazaar and installation of an archaeological
museum / lapidarium
5. Consolidation work in the antique town of Shari Gholghola
In the meantime, the area has largely been cleared of
mines. Several buildings are acutely at risk and threaten to collapse. Consolidation work will be necessary
at hundreds of spots. Such work was already carried
out in individual buildings in the past years; however,
in total, the site is at high risk. Th e size of the settlement and the building density require a complex
consolidation of the building fabric of ruins and of
the substructures. For a durable preservation an annual inspection of all accessible areas will be essential.
Meanwhile, for some buildings inventories have been
prepared; individual areas have also been archaeologically documented.

Considering the size and importance of the site only
a pragmatic approach will make sense: Every year, a
selection of buildings is repaired during campaigns
lasting between four and six months so that their conservation can be guaranteed. Without exception these
consolidation works are carried out with traditional
building materials and to a large extent by Afghan
qualified workers. Approximately 20 people are necessary for every campaign. The works need to be supervised by one or two archaeologists. Furthermore,
a site manager and qualified staff for the continuous
documentation and planning of the works will be
necessary.
By and large, building material and scaffold material
are available on site. To a large extent, the transport of
staff and equipment will be necessary.
Presumably during one campaign up to 20 buildings
can be conserved and stabilised – depending on the
size of the buildings. How the above-mentioned proposed Activities and expected Results contribute to
the Bamiyan Valley, no longer faces immediate threats
to its conservation, and can be removed from the List
of World Heritage in Danger. These include:1) ensuring site security; 2) ensuring the structural stability of
the two standing Giant Buddha niches; 3) adequate
state of conservation of archaeological remains and
mural paintings; and, 4) implementation of the Management Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan).
Regarding points 1–4 concerning the removal from
the List of World Heritage in Danger the following
statement can be made: The site security (point 1) in
the Bamiyan Valley has been considerably improved,
especially by means of the successful de-mining actions and the deactivation of the bombs found in the
basement of the Western Buddha niche in 2006. The
planned measures in the Western Buddha niche and
in the associated caves still threatened by rock fall are
also essential for the visitors’ round tour of both Buddha niches – “site museum”. The structural stability of
the Buddha niches (point 2), so far only completely
provided in the case of the Eastern Buddha niche, is
also planned to be achieved for the Western Buddha
niche through the proposed activities, i.e. through
consolidation and conservation of the back wall with
the remains of the statue and through a stabilisation
and conservation of the lower caves. A decisive step
towards an adequate state of conservation of the archaeological remains (point 3) is the proposed conservation measures for the fragments of the Buddha
statues. Th eir reassembling (anastylosis) would give
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back to the Bamiyan Valley ensemble the memory of
an important era in its history. For the mural paintings we would like to refer to the work of our Japanese
colleagues. With regard to point 4 the proposals for
a repair of various areas in the setting of the Buddha
niches are a contribution (see Shar-i Gholghola and
setting of the Eastern Buddha niche, points III, 3, 5).
Proposed estimated budget (in breakdown details):
1. Continuation of the conservation works at the
Eastern Buddha
Autumn 2011 – Spring 2012
steel structure
permanent crane

c. 35,000 $
c. 30,000 $

Autumn 2012 – Spring 2013
3-D scans/3-D model: 2 people with corresponding equipment working on site for 3 months. Labour
costs/person, incl. travel insurance and stay on site, etc.
c. 13,000 $/person/month
c. 72,000 $
processing of data in the office, c. 2 months
2 people/month/12,000 $
c. 24,000 $
expenses for transport and insurance of equipment
c. 20,000 $
expenses for local staff, translators, drivers, local shuttle services c. 10 people/200 $/week
=10,000 $/week
c. 20,000 $
Autumn 2011 – Spring 2012
Autumn 2012 – Spring 2013
Autumn 2013 – Spring 2014
For a total of

201,000 $

[Conservation of the 400 stone fragments
c. 7–12,000 000 $]
2.1 Consolidation of the back wall and conservation of the caves at the Western Buddha
Autumn 2011 – Spring 2012
Expenses for at least three people (number necessary
or safety reasons), professional mountain climbers for
carrying out consolidation and cleaning works on the
back wall 3 persons/c. 13,000 $/month/3 months
c. 117,000 $
1 member of staff c. 10,000 $/month/4 months
c. 40,000 $
Expenses for local staff, translators, drivers, local shuttle services, and untrained workers; c. 10 people/200
$/week = 10,000 $/month/4 months
c. 40,000 $
costs for material
c. 20,000 $
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unforeseen expenses
Autumn 2011 – Spring 2012

c. 10,000 $
c. 227,000 $

Autumn 2012 – Spring 2013
site management:
1 person c. 13,000 $/month/4 months

c. 52,000 $
1 member of staff c. 10,000$/ month/4 months
c. 40,000 $
Expenses for local staff, translators, drivers, local
shuttle services, and untrained workers;
c. 10 people/200 $/week
c. 40,000 $
= 10,000 $/month/4 months
c. 40,000 $
costs for material
c. 20,000 $
Autumn 2012 – Spring 2013
c. 152,000 $
Autumn 2013 – Spring 2014
site management:
1 person c. 13,000 $/month/4 months

c. 52,000 $
1 member of staff c. 10,000$/ month/4 months
c. 40,000 $
Expenses for local staff, translators, drivers, local shuttle services, and untrained workers;
c. 10 people/200 $/week
c. 40,000 $
= 10,000 $/month/4 months
c. 40,000 $
costs for material
c. 20,000 $
Autumn 2013 – Spring 2014
c. 152,000 $
2.2 Inventorisation and documentation of all rock
fragments of the Western Buddha
Autumn 2011 – Spring 2012
working group of 2 people with corresponding equipment, working on site for 3 months. Labour costs/
person, incl. travel insurance and expenses on site, etc.
c. 13,000 $/person/month
c. 72,000 $
processing of data in the office, c. 2 months
2 people/month/12,000 $
c. 24,000 $
expenses for transport and insurance of
equipment
c. 20,000 $
expenses for local staff, translators, drivers,
rental rate for heavy equipment, local shuttle services,
additional untrained workers;
c. 10 people/200 $/week =10,000 $/month
c. 30,000 $
costs for material
c. 10,000 $
unforeseen expenses, costs for
heavy-duty crane (from Kabul)
c. 20,000 $
Autumn 2011 – Spring 2012
c. 176,000 $
For a total of

c. 507,000 $

3. Consolidation and repair of walls and buildings
in the surrounding of the Eastern Buddha

5. Consolidation work in the antique town of Shari Gholghola. Calculation for campaigns of 6 months

expenses for local workers, local shuttle services and
untrained workers; c. 10 people/200 $/week
= 10,000 $/month/4months
c. 40,000 $
costs for material
c. 5,000 $

The expenses below include all required labour costs
and ancillary labour costs, travel expenses and insurances, material and other ancillary expenses. Depending on funds the measures can be reduced or doubled.
20 Afghan workers (50 $/day)
180,000 $
3 qualified Afghan workers (100 $/day)
54,000 $
2 European members of staff (50,000 $/campaign)
100,000 $
material
10,000 $
total/campaign/year
244,000 $

Autumn 2011 – Spring 2012
Autumn 2012 – Spring 2013
Autumn 2013 – Spring 2014

c. 45,000 $
c. 20,000 $
c. 20,000 $

For a total of

c. 85,000 $

4. Revitalisation and repair of certain parts of the
old bazaar, including the installation of an archaeological museum / lapidarium

Autumn 2011 – Spring 2012
Autumn 2012 – Spring 2013
Autumn 2013 – Spring 2014

244,000 $
244,000 $
244,000 $

Autumn 2011 – Spring 2012
Autumn 2012 – Spring 2013
Autumn 2013 – Spring 2014

200,000 $
200,000 $
200,000 $

For a total of

732,000 $

For a total of

600,000 $
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9th Expert Working Group Meeting for the Preservation of the Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property
UNESCO Headquarters, Paris, 3–4 March 2011

Background
In March 2001 the giant Buddha sculptures of Bamiyan were destroyed; the Eastern Buddha is believed to
date back to the sixth century AD and the Western
Buddha to the early seventh century AD. Since their
destruction, international agencies have come together in an emergency effort to safeguard the remains
of this invaluable component of Afghan heritage. In
2003, the cultural landscape of Bamiyan was inscribed
simultaneously on the World Heritage List and on the
List of World Heritage in Danger. Thanks to generous
grants provided by the UNESCO – Japan Funds-inTrust for the Preservation of World Cultural Heritage,
UNESCO has undertaken a major threephase project
for the Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and
Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley.
Substantial progress has been made under this project
and the long-term consolidation of the site has been
ensured. National capacities for conserving cultural
heritage have been enhanced and a strategy for the
development of cultural tourism in Bamiyan has
been initiated. Within the framework of this project,
UNESCO and Afghanistan authorities organize annual review meetings with national Afghan authorities,
international experts and implementing partners. The
purpose of these meetings is to monitor and evaluate
the project activities carried out and to update and coordinate future priority actions for the following year.
The Afghan Government participates fully in the coordination of these meetings with representatives from
the Ministry of Information and Culture and the Ministry of Urban Development, as well as the Governor
of Bamiyan. During the 8th Working Group Meeting, a
consensus was achieved on the need to focus on emergency measures to safeguard the site and the measures
required to ensure the sustainability of the heritage values for which the site was inscribed on the List. Further
technical interventions are still required in order to remove the site from the List in Danger and to ensure
long-term conservation and preservation. March 2011
will mark the tenth anniversary of the devastating destruction of the Bamiyan Buddha statues and other
invaluable cultural objects in Afghanistan. On this
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occasion, UNESCO, in close cooperation with the
Afghanistan authorities, is organizing the 9th Bamiyan
Working Group Meeting at the Organization’s Headquarters on 3 and 4 March 2011. Th e aim of the
meeting is to advise UNESCO and the Afghanistan
authorities on issues related to the conservation of
the Bamiyan World Heritage property by reviewing
and assessing ongoing activities in Bamiyan, as well as
identifying needs and opportunities for future initiatives. Th e meeting will also provide an opportunity
for the coordination of international efforts. A provisional programme and a list of invited participants are
enclosed for your information.
Provisional Programme
Thursday, 3 March 2011 (Day 1)
Opening session, Chair: Dr Roland Lin, UNESCO
World Heritage Centre, Welcome addresses and introduction:
09:00 Welcome by the Assistant Director-General for Culture,
Director a.i., of UNESCO’s World Heritage Centre, or
his representative
Welcome by H.E. Mr Mohammad Kacem Fazelly, Ambassador and Permanent Delegate of the Islamic Republic
of Afghanistan to UNESCO & ISESCO
Speech by H.E. Dr Sayed Makhdoum Raheen, Minister
of Information and Culture of the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan (to be confirmed)
Speech by H.E. Mr Omar Sultan, Deputy Minister of Information and Culture, Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Speech by H.E. Dr Eng. Sultan Husein Hessari, Acting
Minister for Urban Development, Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan.
Speech by H.E. Mrs Habiba Sarabi, Governor of Bamiyan Province, Afghanistan
Greetings from Mr Mounir Bouchenaki, Director-General, International Centre for the Study of the Preservation
and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM)
Greetings from Mr Shigeru Aoyagi, UNESCO Representative in Afghanistan and Director, UNESCO Kabul
Office
Greetings from Mr Takenori Shimizu, Director, Multilateral Cultural Cooperation Division, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Japan
Introduction of the aims and programme of the 9th Expert Working Group Meeting by Mr Feng Jing, Chief
a.i., Asia and Pacific Unit, UNESCO World Heritage
Centre

First session, Chair: Mr Mounir Bouchenaki, Director-General, ICCROM: Various proposals for remedial measures and the future presentation of the two
Buddha niches

Friday, 4 March 2011 (Day 2)
Third session, Chair: Prof. Kosaku Maeda, Visiting Researcher, Japan Centre for International Cooperation in Conservation, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan:
Orientation in view of planning for phase IV of the
UNESCO Japan FIT Bamiyan project

10:20 Presentation by Prof. Michael Petzet, President, International Council on Museums and Sites (ICOMOS), Germany
10:45 Presentation by Prof. Kosaku Maeda and/or Mr Kazuya
Yamauchi, National Research Institute for Cultural Properties (NRICP), Tokyo, Japan
11:10 Presentation by Prof. Michael Jansen, Aachen University,
Germany
11.35 Presentation by Prof. Andrea Bruno, Italy

09:00 Team presentation by Mr Abdul Ahad Abassy, Director
of Historical Monuments Department (MoIC), Afghanistan and Mr Cassar, Programme Specialist for Culture,
UNESCO Kabul Office
10:00 Issues to be addressed

12:00 Debate with Questions and Answers session

Fourth session, Chair: Dr Roland Lin, UNESCO
World Heritage Centre: Other issues

Second session, Chair: Mr Shigeru Aoyagi, Director,
UNESCO Kabul Office: Review of the four components of the Desired State of Conservation for the
Removal of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley from the List of
World Heritage in Danger Site security ensured
14:00 Team presentation by Mr Abdul Ahad Abassy, Director
of Historical Monuments Department (MoIC), Afghanistan and Mr Cassar, Programme Specialist for Culture,
UNESCO Kabul Office
14:30 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Safeguarding the remains of the Buddhas and their
niches
14:50 Team presentation by Prof. Emmerling, Technical University of Munich, Germany, Mr. Praxenthaler, ICOMOS
Germany and Prof. Margottini, Italy
15:40 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Second session continued, Chair: Prof. Petzet, ICOMOS Germany: Adequate state of conservation of
archaeological remains and mural paintings achieved
16:20 Team presentation by Mr Mohammad Nader Rassoli,
Director of the Institute of Archaeology, MoIC, Afghanistan; Prof. Maeda and Mr. Yamauchi, NRICPT, Tokyo,
Japan and Prof. Tarzi, France
17:20 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Implementation of the Management Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan)
17:40 Team presentation by H.E. Mrs Habiba Sarabi, Governor
of Bamiyan, Minister/or representative for Urban Development and Mr Foladi (including Bamiyan City planning situation and Bamiyan Eco Tourism Program); Prof.
Michael Jansen, Aachen University, Germany
18:40 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Evening session: Drafting recommendations

11:00 Other issues, including museums activities and the statements from the representatives of Afghanistan, Japan,
France and Germany etc.

Fifth session, Chair: Ms Junhi Han, Asia and Pacific
Unit, UNESCO World Heritage Centre: Recommendations
14:00 Presentation, discussion and adoption of recommendations
14:30 Issues to be addressed

Provisional List of Participants (as of 23/02/2011)
Afghan experts and officials
H.E. Mr Mohammad Kacem Fazelly, Ambassador,
Permanent Delegate of Afghanistan to UNESCO &
ISESCO
H.E. Dr Sayed Makhdoum Raheen, Minister of Information and Culture of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
H.E. Mr Omar Said Sultan, Deputy Minister of Information and Culture of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
H.E. Dr Eng. Sultan Husein Hessari, Acting Minister
for Urban Development of the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan
H.E. Mrs Habiba Sarabi, Governor of Bamiyan Province
Mr Abdul Ahad Abassy, Director of Historical Monuments Department, Ministry of Information and
Culture, Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Mr Mohammad Nader Rassoli, Director of the Institute of Archaeology, Ministry of Information and
Culture, Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Mr Sayed Mossadeq, Advisor for Cultural Heritage
Conservation, Ministry of Information and Culture,
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Mr Wassey Rahim, Head, Historical Cities Department , Minister for Urban Development of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Mr Amir Foladi, Agha Khan Foundation (Bamiyan),
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Program Manager, Bamiyan Ecotourism Program
Mr. Reza Azemi, Deputy Permanent Delegate of Afghanistan to UNESCO

Mr Kazuya Yamauchi, Head of Regional Environmental Section, Japan Centre for International Cooperation in Conservation, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan

International participants (alphabetical order)
Mr Mounir Bouchenaki, Director-General, ICCROM
Prof. Andrea Bruno, Italy, ICCROM expert, Advisor
on Afghanistan to UNESCO’s Assistant DirectorGeneral for Culture
Mr Roland Besenval, Former Director, Délégation
Archéologique Française en Afghanistan (DAFA),
France
Mr Pierre Cambon, Conservator, Musée Guimet,
France
Mr Fabio Colombo, Freelance Art Conservator, Japan
Center for International Cooperation in Conservation, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan
Mrs Regina Durighello, Director, World Heritage
Programme, ICOMOS
Prof. Erwin Emmerling, Chair, Conservation Science, Technical University of Munich, Germany
Prof. Edwin Fecker, ICOMOS Germany
Mrs Tomomi Haramoto, Japan Consortium for International Co-operation in Cultural Heritage, Japan
Prof. Michael Jansen, Director of the Department of
Urban History, RWTH Aachen University, Germany
Prof. Jukka Jokilehto, ICOMOS Expert
Prof. Kosaku Maeda, Visiting Researcher, Japan Centre for International Co-operation in Conservation,
NRICP, Tokyo, Japan
Mr Philippe Marquis, Director, Délégation
Archéologique Française en Afghanistan (DAFA),
France
Prof. Claudio Margottini, Engineering geologist,
ISPRA (Italian Institute for Protection and Environmental Research) and the Italian Geological Survey
and University of Modena, Advisor on hydro-geological risks to the Italian Minister of Environment, Italy
Mr. Susumu Morimoto, National Research Institute
for Cultural Properties, Nara, Japan
Prof. Michael Petzet, President of ICOMOS Germany
Mr Bert Praxenthaler, ICOMOS Germany
Mr Tarcis Steven, Conservator of Architecture, Belgium
Mrs Yoko Taniguchi, Visiting Researcher, Japan
Center for International Cooperation in Conservation, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan
Ms Akiko Tashiro, National Research Institute for
Cultural Properties, Nara, Japan
Prof. Zemaryalaï Tarzi, University of Strasbourg,
France
Mr Georgios Toubekis, Aachen Center for Documentation and Conservation, RWTH Aachen University,
Germany

Japan, Representative(s)
Mr Takenori Shimizu, Director, Multilateral Cultural
Cooperation Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Japan
Mrs Hiroko Moriyama, Multilateral Cultural Cooperation Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan
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France, Representative(s)
Mme Donatienne Hissard, Sous-directrice des
échanges scientifiques et de la recherche, Direction
générale de la mondialisation, Ministère des Affaires
étrangères et européennes, France
Mme Marie Revel, Sous-direction des échanges scientifiques et de la recherche, Ministère des affaires
étrangères et européennes, France
Mr Gilles Delcourt, chargé de mission Unesco à la
sous-direction des affaires européennes et internationales du ministère de la Culture et de la Communication, France
Germany, Representative(s)
Permanent Delegation of Germany to UNESCO (to
be confirmed)
UNESCO
Mr Francesco Bandarin, Assistant Director-General
for Culture, Director a.i., UNESCO World Heritage
Centre
Mr Kishore Rao, Deputy Director, UNESCO World
Heritage Centre
Mr Shigeru Aoyagi, Director, UNESCO Kabul Office and UNESCO Representative to Afghanistan
Mr Feng Jing, Chief a.i., Asia and Pacific Unit, World
Heritage Centre
Dr Roland Lin, Programme Specialist, Project officer
for Preservation of the Bamiyan Valley, Asia and Pacific, World Heritage Centre
Mrs Junhi Han, Programme Specialist, desk officer for
Afghanistan, Asia and Pacific, World Heritage Centre
Mr Brendan Cassar, Programme Specialist, Culture
Unit, UNESCO Kabul Office
Mr Andy Miller, Consultant, Culture Unit, UNESCO
Kabul Office
Mrs Hye-seung Shim, Asia and Pacific, World Heritage Centre
Mrs Sheela Pimpare, Asia and Pacific Unit, World
Heritage Centre
Mrs Philippa Frayne, Asia and Pacific, World Heritage Centre

Mrs Zohra Diop, Asia and Pacific, World Heritage
Centre
Mrs Judith Michel, Asia and Pacific Unit, World Heritage Centre
Mr A. Junaid Sorosh-Wali, Assistant Programme Specialist, Europe and North America Section, World
Heritage Centre

Mrs Nao Hayashi, Programme Specialist, Section of
Museums and Cultural Objects
Mrs Chiho Horiuchi-Radjai, Programme Specialist,
Division of Cooperation with Extrabudgetary Funding Sources

Michael Petzet

Various Proposals for Remedial Measures and the Future Presentation of
the Two Buddha Niches (Paris, 3 March 2011)*
Since the first meeting organised by ICOMOS Germany in Munich in November 2002 the Working
Group has met three more times in Munich (2003,
2008, 2010), twice in Tokyo (2004, 2008), once
in Kabul (2005) and once in Aachen (2006). Surrounded by colleagues and friends who took part in
the discussions of these meetings, I can refer to my
presentation at the conference in Kabul in October
2010 perfectly organised by the Afghan Ministry of
Information and Culture and the Kabul Office of
UNESCO, and refer especially to the publication The
Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan, Safeguarding the Remains
(Monuments and Sites, XIX, Berlin 2009). This publication describes all activities of ICOMOS Germany,
since 2002 in cooperation with RWTH Aachen (Prof.
Michael Jansen) and since 2007 also in cooperation
with TU Munich (Prof. Erwin Emmerling). With
words of greeting by His Excellency Dr. S. Makhdoum Raheen, Minister of Information and Culture,
and Dr. Habiba Sarabi, Governor of Bamiyan, our
publication is also a report of ICOMOS Germany for
the German Foreign Office, which between 2002 and
2009 supported the work in Bamiyan with approximately one million euros. Only when the most endangered parts of the niches had been consolidated by
an Italian team under the guidance of Claudio Margottini and the back walls had been secured against
rock fall by means of a steel wire mesh, the recovery
of the fragments from approximately 2000 cubic metres of rubble could begin in 2004 (Figs. 3, 4). Meanwhile, the giant feet of the Great Buddha (Western

Buddha) are once again visible, the blocked caves in
the backward part of both niches are again accessible
and the blown-up partition walls in the caves of the
Eastern Buddhas were reconstructed. Besides, thousands of plaster fragments from the surfaces of both
statues were recovered (Fig. 5) and from the scientific
investigation of these and other remains a wealth of
scientific insights was gained, helping to date the statues to the period between the mid-6th and the early 7th
centuries AD, not to forget the unexpected and sensational relics found by our restorers Edmund Melzl
and Bert Praxenthaler.
In the past year, ICOMOS could continue the work in
Bamiyan thanks to a contract of June 2009 within the
framework of Phase III of the Japan Funds-in-Trust
project: the stabilisation and conservation measures
on the back wall of the Eastern Buddha were completed at the end of July 2010, also the renewal of the
shelters for the Western Buddha fragments and the
extensive stabilisation and safeguarding of the path
leading up and down the niche (Fig. 6), including the
very difficult safeguarding of the upper crossing.
Still missing are some measures which hopefully we
will be able to complete in the coming months with
additional funds; the first step (after some minor repairs on the now totally consolidated back wall of the
Eastern Buddha niche) being the dismantling of the
scaffold (Fig. 7). Only after this decisive step we shall
be able to concentrate on the so-called “site museum“

* 9th Expert Working Group Meeting in Paris, 3–4 March 2011.
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Fig. 1 Participants of the 8th Expert Working Group Meeting in Munich, 25–26 March 2010.
Fig. 2 Participants of the International Conference for the Safeguarding of Afghanistan‘s Cultural Heritage in October 2010 visiting the
Darolaman Palace in Kabul together with President Karsai.
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(site interpretation area) with funds fortunately provided once again this year by the German Foreign
Office. Hopefully, this year in June or July a first section of the “site museum” can be opened by Governor Dr. Habiba Sarabi: exhibition of fragments of the
Eastern Buddha in niches I–V, the area in front with
improved encasement of some of the large fragments
stored there, information for the visitors’ round tour,
etc.– exactly in the sense of the recommendations of
the 8th Bamiyan Working Group part of a site interpretation area, where some of the recovered fragments could
be displayed together with written and photographic explanations in a sort of open-air lapidarium.
Besides, we ought to fi nally catch up on what has
been demanded for a long time, namely continuing
and improving the documentation of all the rock
fragments of the Eastern Buddha, now temporarily
stored at different sites and protected against rain.
This work – 3-D scans and a computer-aided classification which will enable a virtual return and positioning of the fragments – should be done in cooperation
with Geologists combining the geological and paleomagnetic approach towards the repositioning of fragments, a method developed by Michael Urbat. Parallel to this work the urgent conservation of up to 400
stone fragments with traces of original treatment on
their sculpted surfaces could be tackled (Figs. 8–10).
The already successfully tested procedure for stabilising these fragments by total impregnation with silica

Fig. 3 Left foot of the Western Buddha during the excavation in
2010.
Fig. 4 Western Buddha, view from the head of the Buddha statue
to the feet during the excavation 2004–2009.
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Fig. 5 Western Buddha protection halls for the fragments (left) and Western Buddha temporary storage for the clay fragments (right).
Fig. 6 Eastern Buddha, concept for the installation of a crane at the top of the Buddha niche.
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Fig. 7 Eastern Buddha niche with partly erected scaffold in 2010.
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Fig. 8 Western Buddha, examples of the collected stone fragments.

Fig. 9 Western Buddha, examples of the collected stone fragments.
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Fig. 10 Western Buddha, examples of the collected stone fragments.

acid ester (KSE) is going to be presented by Prof. Emmerling.
Furthermore, at the Eastern Buddha there will also
be some measures in terms of site security, which we
need to consider as a matter of priority. After the dismantling of the scaffold the lower gallery in front of
caves 2–4 could be protected by means of a horizontal
cover against particles that might fall down, following the front line of the former relief, a solution with
two pillars at the site of the feet, as already discussed
in the last meeting of the Bamiyan Working Group.
Moreover, thoughts can be given to the construction
of a permanent crane, which in future would facilitate the accessibility of the consolidated rear wall for
maintenance and control work (Fig. 6).
The continuation of the conservation works at the
Western Buddha (Fig. 11) seems to be even more urgent. Here, behind the uncovered feet of the statue and
in front of the entrances to the caves, there have been
imminent dangers lately (Fig. 12) caused by stone fall
from the not-yet treated rear wall. As a first step, loose
stone material should be removed by climbers abseiling from the top of the cliff – as long as this material
is of no relevance for the original surface largely lost
at the Western Buddha (only on the right side a fold

of Buddha’s cloak has been preserved and of course
traces of the silhouette with the shoulders need special
attention). Th e clearing of the back wall should be
combined with an improved survey of the damages.
Especially in the lower part of the back wall large areas
are loose and unstable (the scaffold parts, generously
provided by the Messerschmitt Foundation, are not
sufficient for the entire surface). Once our scaffold
has been erected, these areas could be reached up to
a height of approximately 15 m. In the lower part of
the niche the task is more complex: there, large areas
need to be consolidated. Also at the entrances to the
niches (Fig. 13) stone surfaces are loose and extremely
fragile. Inside the niches, consolidation works on the
preserved clay plaster surfaces will also be necessary to
a large extent. The upper parts of the back wall seem
to be a lot more stable so that by and large no problems with additional anchors are likely to come up –
quite in contrast to the difficult consolidation works
on the Eastern Buddha’s rear wall, where thanks to the
experience of Prof. Fecker and Prof. Margottini after
closer inspection from the scaffold the number of anchors had to be more than double of what had originally been planned. On the rear wall of the Western
Buddha, we won’t have to deal with the conservation
of large areas with original surface, and the surrounding with the upper access is also much simpler than
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Fig. 11 Western Buddha, photos taken in the 1950s.

Fig. 12 Western Buddha, rear side of the right feet after the earthquake in spring 2010.
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Fig. 13 Western Buddha, staff members sitting on the feet discussing the ongoing work.

at the Eastern Buddha. And the lower caves at the
Western Buddha are in a comparatively good state.
They only need to be repaired and conserved – ideal
conditions for completing a second part of the “site
museum”, which is planned as a round tour of both
Buddha niches.
An urgent task is also to take up the documentation
of all rock fragments of the Western Buddha again as
soon as possible. About 350 fragments of the Western
Buddha have been salvaged and stored in temporary
shelters. A few rocks, weighing between 40 and 80
tons, could not be moved yet. They have been “uncovered” and encased on site. Some provisionally
stored fragments on the eastern side of the niche need
to be moved to the semi-permanent shelters. These
shelters could at least for some time be used as “display depots” and part of the round tour of the “site
museum”. Besides, in order to properly prepare the
different options for a future use and preservation
of the salvaged fragments of the Western Buddha,
a 3-D documentation of all parts will be necessary.
Only through such a systematic inventory of all parts
with regard to their volume, surface texture and state
of conservation we will have an overview where certain fragments originally come from and what kind
of conservation method will be appropriate (Fig. 14).
Documentations so far have been carried out photographically or by drawings. For the 3-D documenta-

tion, all fragments will have to be taken out of the
present shelters, scanned and stored carefully again.
On the whole, the enormous mass of stone material
from the Western Buddha statue is considerably more
stable and solid in comparison to the much smaller
amount of extremely fragile fragments belonging to
the Eastern Buddha.
So far, I have exclusively dealt with urgent shortterm measures, as demanded already several times
in the Recommendations of the Bamiyan Working
Group; short-term measures urgent for safeguarding
the historic fabric, the rock niches and the recovered
fragments – all of them preconditions for long-term
solutions as asked for at the last meeting of the Bamiyan Working Group: long-term solutions considering “the presentation of the remains of the two Buddha
statues, including their possible partial anastylosis”. The
method of anastylosis, developed in the field of classical archaeology but also applicable to partially destroyed monuments of later epochs, is referred to in
article VI of the Athens Charter (1931) and in article
15 of the Venice Charter as yesterday already quoted
by Omar Sultan: “Only anastylosis, that is to say, the
reassembling of existing but dismembered parts can be
permitted. Th e material used for integration should
always be recognisable and its use should be the least
that will ensure the conservation of a monument and
the reinstatement of its form.” This means, in order to
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Fig. 14 Western Buddha niche, geologic profile with suggested numbering system by Michael Urbat and Jens Aubel, 2006.

be able to show original fragments on their original
location and in their original context as part of an
anastylosis, there is of course a need for more or less
extensive provisional structures. Anastylosis, an approach which can indeed help to protect original
material in certain circumstances, also illustrates the
special role of the fragment in archaeological heritage
preservation.
In the case of the Bamiyan Buddhas an anastylosis
seems the most obvious solution, because before the
destruction ten years ago the statues had only been
partly preserved due to losses in previous centuries.
Consequently, a complete reconstruction of an “original” state unknown in important details (faces, arms,
etc) seems to me out of the question. Besides, Afghanistan is not a Buddhist country where such statues may
be completed in the sense of an authentic religious
use. Here, these archaeological remains are outstanding testimonies to Afghanistan’s past and historic witnesses. And even in their fragmentary condition they
can play an important role for future tourism on the
famous Silk Road, whose inscription on the World
Heritage List has been prepared for some time by
China and several neighbouring countries in Central
Asia. In this sense the conservation concept for the
statues, a concept already presented at the ICOMOS
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General Assembly in Madrid in 2002 in my speech
“Anastylosis or Reconstruction – Considerations on a
Conservation Concept for the Remains of the Buddhas
of Bamiyan”, has been discussed with representatives
of the Afghan government and with UNESCO since
the fi rst meeting of the Expert Working Group in
Munich 2002, for instance in 2005 the recommendation: “The experts welcome that the Afghan authorities
acknowledge the possibility of an anastylosis as one wellestablished method of proper relocation of the rock fragments to their original position.” Moreover one more
quotation: “Consider further proposals for the technical
possibilities of an anastylosis (refer to Article 15 of the
Venice Charter) as a method of reassembling the fragments of the Buddha sculptures based on a re-evaluation
of the specific, “concrete” conditions. Different possibilities of reassembling individual fragments should be considered and be discussed, etc.”
Under these circumstances the concept of anastylosis
in fact remains an appropriate solution, not least because the alternative of a museum presentation does
not seem to make much sense, given the gigantic
masses of material. Th e very fl exible approach followed in the discussions of the Bamiyan Working
Group opens up possibilities of a different treatment,
depending on the differing condition of both statues

and their stone material. It follows the so far successfully pursued step-by-step method and divides the
work into sections on the basis of the funding available. In any case, I believe it will be no disaster if not
all the dreams of a total “resurrection” of the famous
Bamiyan Buddhas, found in the international media
and also taken up by some artists, can be implemented here and now. After all, considering the disaster
of ten years ago we can be quite satisfied with having
saved what could be saved – in the awareness that our
efforts could also open up chances for future generations to continue working on certain parts in the sense
of completion or partial reconstruction. In any case, I
am glad that at this 9th meeting of the Working Group
we will be able to discuss all options, from the abovementioned most urgent measures to the reassembling
of fragments and partial reconstructions. In spite of
the well-known animosities of some colleagues, I allow myself to mention the word reconstruction, because of course this is an “exceptional case” where,
in accordance with the Operational Guidelines of the
World Heritage Convention, reconstruction “carried
out on the basis of complete and detailed documentation on the original and to no extent on the conjecture”
is acceptable. Reconstruction as reaction to a disaster was a normal approach in former centuries and in
many cultural regions. With regard to the reassembling and relocation of thousands of fragments one
could also refer to world-famous works of art, such
as the reassembly of the Terracotta Army of the First
Chinese Emperors in Xi’an smashed by rebels more
than 2000 years ago; or the mosaic-like reassembly of
fragments of wall paintings by Cimabue and others in
S. Francesco in Assisi, crushed into tiny pieces when
the vaults came down during an earthquake. Another
extraordinary example is the reassembly of the statues
of Tell Halaaf (Syria) from the Max Oppenheim Collection, completely smashed into 27 000 fragments
by bombs of the Second World War and recovered
from the rubble. The reassembly in Berlin’s Pergamon
Museum was achieved in nine years by a team of restorers. Finally, I would also like to quote from Dr.
Habiba Sarabi’s preface to the Bamiyan documentation, mentioning “raising hope among Afghans for rebuilding the Buddhas, at least one of the statues, by using
the original remaining pieces and with external materials to exhibit it as one of the memorial monuments of
the historic past and as witness to the cultural journey of
glory and of painful suffering, including the destruction
of the Buddhas.”
Of course, for future visitors of the Bamiyan Valley
the irreparable work of destruction caused ten years
ago will remain visible, – but hopefully visitors will

still be able to recognise the aura and traces of the
past centuries, the authentic spirit of the site with the
giant statues in the middle of an exceptional cultural
landscape. For these reasons, all fragments should be
preserved in situ. In regard to the situation in Bamiyan, I would like to draw your attention to the very
fitting article 6 of the ICOMOS Charter of Lausanne
(1990): “The overall objective of archaeological heritage
management should be the preservation of monuments
and sites in situ, including proper long-term conservation and curation of all related records and collections
etc. Any transfer of elements of the heritage to new locations represents a violation of the principle of preserving
the heritage in its original context.”
The smaller fragments, some of which could be shown
in the caves of the planned site museum, and the mass
of fragments only temporarily stored for the time being in shelters could be used step by step in situ for
a “reassembling” of both statues. The enormous costs
for the conservation of the particularly fragile fragments will perhaps limit the anastylosis at the Eastern Buddha to a few pieces. Th e preserved original
surfaces could deliberately be presented as a document of destruction. Instead at the Western Buddha,
already before its destruction in a fragmentary state,
one could consider gradually taking the anastylosis
further, thus accentuating this giant statue once again
(Figs. 15–17). This would be a huge undertaking that
would not be possible without auxiliary structures. In
view of the size it can be compared with the actions to
save Abu Simbel. ICOMOS acting as advisory body
to UNESCO can only give advice within the framework of the international principles of preservation
and evaluate with its experts the different technical
possibilities. Th e necessary decisions on all further
steps are a matter of the Afghan government within
the framework of the Afghan monument protection
law. In this context, I wish to express my gratitude
for the close cooperation in former years to the colleagues of the Afghan Conservation Department,
most of all to Abdul Ahad Abassi (Dept. of Historic
Monuments) and to Mohammad N. Rasuli (Institute
of Archaeology).
In conclusion, I would like to use a few pictures
(Fig. 18) to point out some matters beyond the presentation of the Giant Buddhas, for instance our hope
that the area in front of the cliff with its archaeological
zones – an area sometimes used for tournaments, festivities, for corn threshing, or playing soccer (Fig. 19)
– and the area where the ICOMOS team by request
of the local inhabitants restored two ruinous Islamic
mausoleums (Fig. 20) (Jafa Bieg and Koschkharid
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Fig. 15 Western Buddha niche in 2010.
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Fig. 16 Western Buddha niche, suggestions by Bert Praxenthaler for reassembling of fragments.
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Fig. 17 Western Buddha niche, suggestions for reassembling of fragments by Bert Praxenthaler combined with the photogrametric
drawing of the Buddha statue.
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Fig. 18 Western Buddha, view from the head of the statue to the historic silk road and parts of the old bazar.
Fig. 19 Area in front of the Western Buddha, now used as a place for events.
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Fig. 20 One of the Islamic mausoleums in front of the cliff of both Buddha niches during the stabilization works and reconstruction of
the clay layers of the roof.
Fig. 21 View from the top of the cliff of the Western Buddha, Bamyian valley with part of the old bazar.
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Fig. 22 View from the top of the cliff of the Western Buddha, Bamyian valley with Shar-i-Gholghola in the background.

Fig. 23 View of the Bamyian valley.
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Bieg) last year will continue to be kept free from any
disturbing new buildings. And we should not forget
that in the surroundings of the Giant Buddhas, the
cultural landscape – the “setting” for further historic
monuments and for characteristic examples of the
area’s clay architecture – is still threatened by decay
and lack of maintenance. Finally, by referring to the
excellent cultural master plan prepared by RWTH
Aachen I would like to remind of the urgently needed
consolidation work in the ruins of the antique town of
Shar-i Gholghola as well as a necessary consolidation
and repair of walls and buildings in the surroundings
of the Eastern Buddha niche, not to forget the his-

toric centre with the old bazaar (Fig. 21) that could
develop into an important area for the management
of the World Heritage Bamiyan Valley: Without totally removing the ruinous character of this site, with
its arcades reminiscent of antique sites this neglected
area could perhaps install an archaeological museum
or a lapidarium of the Bamiyan Province in one of
the large immured areas (Fig. 22). In other buildings
of the old bazaar there could be workshops for craftsmen, etc. Dear Colleagues, with my last picture of the
outstanding cultural landscape (Fig. 23), I have come
to the end of my report and would like to thank you
for your attention.

Erwin Emmerling

Safeguarding the Remains of the Buddhas and their Niches (Paris,
3 March 2011)*
Progress of work in January 2011
The recovery of the fragments at the Eastern Buddha
is completed. Rock fragments – some with clay plasters from different times – are stored in temporary
sheds, some still protected with foil on the fl oor of
the niche. After the scaffolding is removed, these fragments can also be stored.
Significant parts of clay plaster-fragments are stored
in the ground-floor niches. Planned is a “museum”
presentation of the fragments and an explanation of
the findings and finding circumstances.
Completed is the fabrication and installation of handrails and guardrails. Visitors can now use the steps
safely and walk behind the head of the Buddha. Significant portions of broken rock, previously supported only with bricks, were replaced by solid structures.
Wherever possible, traditional materials (stone and
clay mortar) were used.
Protections of openings on the cliff, formed by weathering, were then carried out with metal structures,
where, because of weathering of the original course of
the old walls, they could not be reconstructed. These
new metalelements of the years 2009 to 2011 are rec-

* 9th Expert Working Group Meeting in Paris, 3–4 March 2011.
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ognizable as new elements that only serve to protec
the visitors.
Extensive was the work around the former head of the
Buddha. Not only the head of the figure has been lost
by the blast but also large parts of the cliff behind and
above the head, also large areas left and right above
the shoulder. Existing parts of the rock surfaces make
a reconstruction possible – a reconstruction of the
former areas, however, would have required a large
new construction on the fragmentary fi gure. Th erefore, the new work was done in a minimum size. This
minimum size was necessary to walk safely on the level of the head and to construct a new protective wall.
The new design is so firmly anchored in the rock that,
when needed, on the existing (new) construction additional “layers” can be applied.
The niches on the ground floor were equipped with
doors, whose design is based on doors in the region.
After removing the scaffold (scheduled for spring
2011) at the ground of the niche protection works
are needed, especially on the remains of the feet. Near
the Western Buddha, a hall was built, in which the
fragments of the Great Buddha can be stored. Illustrations see figures 1–22.

Fig. 1 Eastern Buddha, pathway at the level above the head of the statue before stabilization work.

Fig. 2 Eastern Buddha, after completion of the scaffolding on the level of the head of the statue before the stabilization measures.
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Fig. 3 Eastern Buddha, after completion of the scaffolding on the level of the head of the statue before the stabilization measures.

Fig. 4 Eastern Buddha, after completion of the scaffolding on the level of the head of the statue before the stabilization measures.
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Fig. 5 Eastern Buddha, after completion of the scaffolding on the level of the head of the statue with the reconstructed protection wall.

Fig. 6 Eastern Buddha, after completion of the scaffolding on the level of the head of the statue with the reconstructed protection wall.
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Fig. 7 Eastern Buddha, picture from the 1970s with visitors standing on the head of the Buddha statue. In the background there is a
veranda on the east side of the Buddha niche.

Fig. 8 Eastern Buddha, same situation at the veranda (Fig. 7) but after the destruction of the Buddha niche in 2001.
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Fig. 9 Eastern Buddha, stairway inside the cliff on the east side of the niche with provisional protection wall.

Fig. 10 Eastern Buddha, stairway inside the cliff on the east side of the niche with provisional protection wall.
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Fig. 11 Eastern Buddha, stairway inside the cliff on the east side of the niche with provisional protection wall (left) and after the stabilization work with new protection wall (right).
Fig. 12 Eastern Buddha, veranda on the west side of the Buddha niche before (left) and after (right) the stabilization work and reconstruction of destroyed parts of the rock.
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Fig. 13 Eastern Buddha, spiral-like staircase inside the cliff which allows walking around the Buddha statue in vertical direction.

Fig. 14 Eastern Buddha, spiral-like staircase inside the cliff. For ensuring the visitor‘s saftey a handrail was installed during the stabilization measures.
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Fig. 15 Eastern Buddha, staircase inside the cliff with new handrail.

Fig. 16 Eastern Buddha, niche nearby the Buddha niche before the protection measures (see Fig. 17).
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Fig. 17 Eastern Buddha, niche nearby the Buddha niche after the protection measures.

Fig. 18 Traditional wooden door of a house in the Bamyian valley.
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Fig. 19 Eastern Buddha, reconstruction of a wooden door for one of the caves on the west side of the Buddha statue.
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Fig. 20 New metal fittings for the caves‘ wooden doors following traditional examples.

Fig. 21 Eastern Buddha, provisional safety covers with plastic foil in front of the Buddha niche.
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Fig. 22 Planning of the design for a new protection shelter for the fragments, erected as a wood-steel-construction.

Recommendations of the 9th Expert Working Group on the Preservation of the Cultural Landscape and
Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Paris, 3–4 March 2011)
Introductory Remarks
March 2011 marked the tenth anniversary of the devastating destruction of the Bamiyan Buddha statues
and other invaluable cultural objects in Afghanistan.
On this occasion, UNESCO, in close cooperation
with the Afghan authorities, organized the 9th Expert Working Group Meeting at its Headquarters
on the 3rd and 4th of March 2011. Th e aim of the
Expert Working Group is to advise UNESCO and
the Afghanistan authorities on issues related to the
conservation of the Bamiyan World Heritage property by reviewing and assessing ongoing activities in
Bamiyan, as well as identifying needs and opportunities for future initiatives. The Expert Working Group
Meeting also aims to enhance the coordination of
international efforts for the sustainable management
and development of the Bamiyan site.
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The participants at this meeting note the importance
of the participation of the Afghan Government representatives and congratulate UNESCO and the Afghan authorities for facilitating their presence at the
current Working Group Meeting. Th e participants
would also like to sincerely thank UNESCO World
Heritage Centre and the Permenant Delegation of the
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan to UNESCO & ISESCO

for hosting the meeting and providing all the necessary logistical support.

Within the framework of the One UN initiative, the
Bamiyan Expert Working Group recognises that the
current initiatives for the conservation and sustainable management of the World Heritage properties of
Bamiyan are fully in line with the UNDAF (United
Nations Assistance Development Framework) and

the Afghan National Development Strategy. They
consider that the conservation of this outstanding
heritage site contributes to promoting peace and fostering sustainable development, in particular for the
people of Bamiyan, and in Afghanistan as a whole, by
demonstrating the possibility of building sustainable
communities by fostering cultural diversity and an
appropriate use of the natural and cultural environment.
An important outcome of the preceding 8th Bamiyan
Expert Working Group Meeting (Munich, March
2010) was the preliminary discussion on possible
long–term solutions for the conservation, presentation and interpretation of the Buddha niches and
fragments of the statues following their structural stabilization.
The participants of the 9th Expert Working Group:
Proposals for remedial measures and the future
presentation of the two Buddha niches
1. Examined the initial proposals of four international
teams for remedial measures and the future presentation of the two Buddha niches (Prof. A. Bruno/
Italy, Hon. President, Raymond Lemaire International Centre for Conservation (RLICC) of Leuven
University; Prof. M. Jansen, Aachen University,
Germany; Prof. K. Maeda, Visiting Researcher, Japan Centre for International Co-operation in Conservation, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan and the team of
Prof. Emmerling, Munich Technical University and
Prof. M. Petzet, President ICOMOS, Germany).
2. Decided that in view of the available scientific data
and estimated financial requirement, a total reconstruction of either of the Buddha sculptures cannot
be considered at the present time.
3. Recommend that the larger western niche be consolidated and left empty as a testimony to the tragic act
of destruction and that a feasibility study be undertaken to determine whether or not a partial reassembling of fragments of the Eastern Buddha could be
an option in the coming years which could be further
examined by the Expert Working Group, the International Coordination Committee for the Safeguarding of Afghanistan’s Cultural Heritage, as well as by
the World Heritage Committee before final submission to the Afghan authorities for consideration.
4. Recommend that a Central Museum be constructed in Bamiyan and smaller site museums at the
eight specific sites that compose the World Heritage property and the geo-cultural features of the
Bamiyan province; store the fragments collected as
well as any other materials and findings from con-

servation works and archaeological excavations and
house a conservation laboratory.
5. Confirm that the work needs to be pursued to
safeguard and preserve the entire cultural landscape
of the Bamiyan Valley with due regard to all the
archaeological and architectural components necessary for the future development of Bamiyan.
6. Recommend that a Bamiyan Cultural Landscape
management plan needs to be developed and finalized in close collaboration with the local authorities
and should serve as a point of reference for all future
interventions.
Review of the four components of the Desired State
of Conservation
Ensuring site security
7. Note the significant progress made in ensuring the
safety of the World Heritage property by completing the demining of the Bamiyan Valley, which is a
precondition for any conservation and presentation
work, and recognize the efforts of UNESCO and
the Ministry of Information and Culture, in cooperation with UNMAS, MACCA and local partners
to achieve this important result;
8. Recommend, however, for the safety of all concerned, that any new archaeological excavations be
carried out with the support of a demining team
in the World Heritage areas cleared in 2008–2009
(Shar-i-Zohak, Shar-i-Gholghola, Top of Buddha
Cliffs);
9. Recommend the zoning of the sites as Master Plan
and UNESCO recommendations for de-mining,
the cataloguing of the sites/monuments/objects
with an assessment of their significance and damage, the undertaking of a comparative analysis
between the previously collected data and current
data, providing safe pathways and trails for visitors
and communities, prioritizing the conservation and
restoration of the sites/monuments and objects and
preparing a risk management plan for the site, and
last but not the least providing on-site training to
de-mining teams regarding intervention in archaeological/historical areas;
10. Note the appointment of trained guards and an
archaeological police force on site to fi ght against
illicit excavations and looting on the site and urge
the local and national authorities to increase the size
of this force and to provide a minimum of facilities
such as communication devices and use of existing
local buildings;
11. Advocate public awareness and education programs in order to address the issue of the illicit traffic of antiquities.
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Safeguarding the remains of the Buddhas and their
niches
12. Note with satisfaction the work undertaken by
ICOMOS Germany to achieve the recommendations of the previous 8th Expert Group Meeting
with regards to the stabilization of the rear wall of
the Eastern Buddha and the safety of the path leading to the top of the eastern Buddha niche, making
it possible to have visitors back on site. Many major
cracks and loose hanging rocks in this niche have
been consolidated with back filling, grouting, drilling and setting anchors; the more minor cracks received subtle conservation treatment with injection
of materials. A long vertical crack on the side of the
plait was stabilized. For safety of visitors to the site,
various protective elements have been placed on the
stairways and on other parapets, certain steps have
been rebuilt and broken doors replaced with identically made new doors using modern timber;
13. Given the successful completion of the consolidation of the Eastern Buddha, recommend that
the repairs therein be monitored closely and that
its scaffolding be dismantled and transferred to the
Western Buddha with the purpose of starting the
latter’s consolidation work at the earliest. Th e experts called for an urgent intervention particularly
with regards to the entrance to the head of the western niche, containing a crack subject to a constant
seismic vibration and therefore in danger of an imminent collapse;
14. Recommend that special attention be paid to the
sub-surface area in front of the western niche which
may contain archaeological remains. Specific initiatives should be undertaken in order to contain and
control the erosion and alluvial flooding in between
and in front of the niches. Local capacities for the
management of the necessary geological surveys
should be developed at the Bamiyan University.
Adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings
15. Note the severe damages incurred on the murals
in the Bamiyan caves due to adverse environmental
conditions but also as a result of vandalism acts before and after 2000;
16. Note with satisfaction the conservation strategies
adopted by NRICP, Tokyo, Japan, in 2010 which
include keeping Afghanistan-ASI’s gypsum edging;
securing the current state of the murals with minimum intervention; quick and simple treatment; no
coloring on the edges, injecting mortar into cracks
etc.;
17. Recommend that local conservation technicians
be trained with conservators from Kabul;
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18. Urge for the implementation of sustainability activities such as site monitoring and maintenance,
construction of the Bamiyan museum, creation of
tourist routes, cave key management and security,
installation of secured staircases and banisters in the
caves, sign boards and comprehensive site interpretation;
19. Recommend the identification and execution of
emergency conservation actions for mural paintings
and physical remains (consolidation, drainage, repair) for these World Heritage areas;
20. Note with satisfaction, the work accomplished
by the Délégation Archéologique Française en Afghanistan (DAFA) under Prof. Tarzi’s guidance to
uncover, preserve and restore the archaeological
remains on the site - the tombs and Stupa in particular;
21. Encourage the Afghan authorities to secure lands
containing archaeological remains in order to ensure their preservation.
Implementation of the Management Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan)
22. Note the Cultural Master Plan prepared jointly by
Aachen University experts and the local Bamiyan
Authorities, the objectives defined by the Bamiyan
Expert Working Group and duly considering the
Afghan National Development Strategy as well as
the on-site conditions;
23. Recommend however that an archaeological sites
map be established and cross-read with the Cultural
Master Plan in order to avoid damage to potentially
imbedded archaeological remains;
24. Laud the achievements of the local authorities
over the last 10 years in rendering the Bamiyan
province among the safest in Afghanistan despite
the overall security situation in the country. Bamiyan holds the highest school enrolment rate for girls
and the highest women’s participation in elections
in Afghanistan and has registered a net increase in
cultural tourism;
25. Recommend to finalise the Management plan for
Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of
the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property that
this Management and Cultural Master Plan now
be established and shared with all the national and
international actors as a reference for the overall development strategy for the valley;
26. Urge the local and national authorities to continue
coordination of efforts to safeguard and preserve the
entire Bamiyan cultural landscape of the Bamiyan
Valley with due regard to all its archaeological and
architectural components: Enforcement of building
codes and controls on development in the buffer

zones and core zones of the World Heritage areas
and other areas protected under the Afghan Law on
the Protection of Historical and Cultural Properties
2004;
27. Recommend the completion of detailed ground
surveys and site documentation of the remaining World Heritage areas including archaeological
prospection for determining their possible extension (Kakrak, Gholghola, Foladi, Qula-e Kaphari);
28. Urge to reinforce capacity building within the Provincial Government and the University of Bamiyan
through the organization of training workshops (on
Globe Information Systems, Management, Tourism and Archaeology) in Bamiyan and in partnerships with universities abroad, if appropriate;
29. Recommend the creation of a Quality Control
Commission for development projects within area
determined by the Cultural Master Plan with a permanent presence of UNESCO experts, members of
the Afghan Government and other International
Organisations working in the area.
Other recommendations:
30. Taking note of the text of the Kabul Charter for
Sustainable Heritage Development,1 which outlines
a set of principles and guidelines for an integrated
and sustainable heritage development, highlighting
the importance of community engagement, cultural
diversity, cultural mapping and sustainable heritage
tourism, adopt this as the guiding principles for the
formulation of Phase IV of the Japan FIT project
for Bamiyan and its implementation;
31. Encourage the Afghan authorities to continue
inter-ministerial co-ordination as well as discussion
and information-sharing between provincial and
national authorities for the benefit of all tangible
and intangible heritage in Afghanistan;
32. Underline the necessary interconnection between
all ongoing and future initiatives in Bamiyan and
therefore the need to ensure coordination among
international experts, agencies and relevant Afghan
Authorities at all levels;
33. Underline the importance of clear information to
local people and the involvement of the latter with

regards to all decisions and activities on the site in
order to ensure their appropriation of the future developments on the existing cultural landscape;
34. Recommend that documentation related to the
above mentioned scientific activities undertaken
on site should be made available to the Afghan
Authorities and to UNESCO for future utilization
and that it should be translated into the main Afghan languages;
35. Consider that the photo record and documentation as well as all documentation from the archaeological excavations of Bamiyan by various experts
and institutions should be deposited in the archives
of the MoIC for future generations;
36. Encourage that detailed proposals for any new
projects should be prepared in advance of the meeting by their authors for review by experts and discussion at the Expert Working Group meeting. No
projects should be implemented unless they have
been discussed by the Expert Working Group and
cleared by the Afghan authorities. Major interventions, moreover, should be submitted to the World
Heritage Committee according to paragraph 172 of
the Operational Guidelines;
37. Note that the Afghan authorities, together with its
international implementing partners, proposed that
the Desired State of Conservation for the property
should be attained by 2013 in view of its potential
removal from the List of World Heritage in Danger
in that year;
38. Participants also recognize the efforts made to improve the State of Conservation of the property and
conclude that Bamiyan site can be a successful story
for heritage conservation and sustainable development;
39. Participants at the meetings also concluded that
with the tragedy of the destruction now behind
us, the Bamiyan Valley – with its unique history,
tangible and intangible cultural heritage and local
communities – constitutes a fertile environment
for learning how to transform a destructive act
into an opportunity to reinforce tolerance, peace
and development through culture for future generations.

1 Kabul Charter for Sustainable Heritage Development: Bringing
Afghan People and Th eir Heritage Together, Kabul, October
18–21, 2010.
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Working Meeting for the Preservation of the Cultural Landscape and
Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property.
Near Future Activities and Preparation for UNESCO – Japan Funds-inTrust, Bamiyan Phase IV Project
ICCROM, Rome, Italy, 15–16 June 2011

Provisional Programme
Wednesday, 15 June 2011
Opening session, Chair:
ICCROM

Gamini

Wijesuriya,

10:00 Welcome by Mr Mounir Bouchenaki, Director-General,
International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and
Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM) (to be confirmed)
Introduction of the aims and objectives of the Working Meeting by Mr Roland Lin, Asia and Pacific Unit,
UNESCO World Heritage Centre

First session, Chair: Mr Mounir Bouchenaki,
Director-General, ICCROM (to be confirmed)
10:20 Interventions on two main niches where statues were
–
destroyed
12:10 Proposals for the two niches should be part of an overall
strategy for the conservation and presentation of the entire property as a cultural landscape and should be based on
feasibility studies which include: an overall approach to
conservation and presentation of the property an appropriate consevation philosophy based on the OUV of the
property technical and financial feasibility

Second session, Chair: Gamini Wijesuriya or Joe
King, ICCROM
12:10 Steps forward, based on the above-mentioned discussion
–
12:50

Third session, Chair: Mr Roland Lin, Asia and Pacific
Unit, UNESCO World Heritage Centre
14:30 Consultation and preparation for UNESCO Japan
–
FIT Bamiyan phase IV project in line with the four
15:30 components of the Desired State of Conservation for the
Removal of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological
Remains of the Bamiyan Valley from the List of World
Heritage in Danger
Site security ensured
Safeguarding the remains of the Buddhas and their niches
Adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings achieved
Implementation of the Management Plan and Cultural
Master Plan (the protective zoning plan)
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Fourth session, Chair: Chair: Mr Brendan Cassar,
Programme Specialist, Culture Unit, UNESCO
Kabul Office
15:50 Near future activities
–
Other issues
17:30

Thursday, 16 June 2011
10:00 Discussion on the proposed 10th Expert Working Group
–
Meeting for the Preservation of the Cultural Landscape
12:00 and Archaeological remains of the Bamiyan Valley World
Heritage Property, Afghanistan, to be held in Tokyo and
Kyoto, Japan
Follow-up meetings and individual consultation

Provisional List of Participants
ICCROM
Mr Mounir Bouchenaki, Director-General, ICCROM
(to be confirmed)
Mr Gamini Wijesuriya, ICCROM
Mr Joe King, ICCROM (to be confirmed)
International Experts
Prof. Andrea Bruno, Italy, ICCROM expert, Advisor
on Afghanistan to UNESCO’s Assistant DirectorGeneral for Culture
Prof. Erwin Emmerling, Chair, Conservation Science, Technical University of Munich, Germany (to
be confirmed)
Prof. Michael Jansen, Director of the Department of
Urban History, RWTH Aachen University, Germany
Prof. Jukka Jokilehto, ICCROM and ICOMOS Expert
Prof. Claudio Margottini, Engineering geologist, ISPRA (Italian Institute for Protection and Environmental Research) and the Italian Geological Survey
and University of Modena, Advisor on hydro-geological risks to the Italian Minister of Environment, Italy
Prof. Michael Petzet, President of ICOMOS Germany
Prof. Zemaryalaï Tarzi, University of Strasbourg,
France

Mr Kazuya Yamauchi, Head of Regional Environmental Section, Japan Centre for International Cooperation in Conservation, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan
UNESCO
Dr Roland Lin, Programme Specialist, Project officer
for Preservation of the Bamiyan Valley, Asia and Pacific Unit, World Heritage Centre
Mr Brendan Cassar, Programme Specialist, Culture
Unit, UNESCO Kabul Office

Observers
Mr Susumu Morimoto, National Research Institute
for Cultural Properties, Nara, Japan
Mr Georgios Toubekis, Aachen Center for Documentation and Conservation, RWTH Aachen University,
Germany

ICOMOS Germany

Final Report for UNESCO on the Activities of the ICOMOS Team in 2011
Concerning Contract No. 3240247138 of 1 June 2011
At the beginning of this final report on the work of
the ICOMOS team in 2011 we wish to refer to the
final report of 30 December 2010 for Contract No.
3240211467, especially to the comments on task 1,
where we already pointed out the considerable difficulties and problems in our work and the cost increase
for the consolidation of the rear wall. The latter was
due to the fact that in 2010, based on the advice of the
structural engineers, we had to use three times as many
anchors as originally planned and to repair countless
cracks (“triplication of anchors and drillings compared
to the original plans”). Under these circumstances, in
2011 in close cooperation with the Afghan Ministry
of Information and Culture and the UNESCO Kabul
Office we still had to carry out further improvements
and stabilisations before the scaffold could be taken
down. Regarding the work carried out in 2011 we
would also like to refer to the attached report (8 June
2011) and photos by Bert Praxenthaler (figs. 1–12).
Given the unstable situation in Afghanistan and the
well-known difficulties in travelling to Bamiyan, we
were unfortunately not able to take up the additional work in July/August. Th is work could only start
in September thanks to Prof. Emmerling’s personal
commitment and with a team of 40 Afghan workers under his supervision. In the short time we still
had after several delays our ICOMOS team concentrated on the most urgent measures (dismantling the

scaffold, “site museum”, making the accesses to the
lower caves safe), whereas due to a lack of funds the
so-called visitors’ centre (point 1.2a), for which plans
have been provided and coordinated with the responsible institutions, has had to be postponed once more.
From 10 to 26 September 2011, after carrying out
some fi nal works the 40-metre-scaffold in the Eastern Buddha niche (provided to ICOMOS Germany
by the Messerschmitt Foundation) could at last be
dismantled and stored in the hall newly erected in
2010 near the Western Buddha niche (point 1.2b).
The consolidated back wall with remains of the original surface of the Small Buddha dating back to the
mid-6th century can once again be experienced in
situ, now that all damaged spots have been carefully
repaired and the remaining original surfaces of the
statue have been stabilised. The contours of the statue
are silhouetted against the background and for future
visitors – in accordance with the resolutions of the
Bamiyan Working Group – a kind of “site interpretation centre” has been created in combination with
the repair of the staircases at the sides and the partly
reconstructed lower caves. Th e furnishings (doors,
stands for fragments and other details, information
boards) of the six lower caves of the Eastern Buddha
niche, partly funded by the German Foreign Office,
were acquired. Given the unsafe situation in Kabul
and the problems of travel, it seems to us a solemn
opening of this first part of the site interpretation cen117

Fig. 1 Eastern Buddha, the dismantling of the scaffold begins,
September 2011.
Fig. 2 Eastern Buddha during the dismantling of the scaffold during September 2011.
Fig. 3 Dismantling the scaffold.
Fig. 4 Protection wall at the upper transept.
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Fig. 5 Niche of the Eastern Buddha, stabilised stairs on the east side.

Fig. 6 Removing the footings of the scaffold at the height of the shoulder.
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Figs. 7–8 Overall views after the dismantling of the scaffold.
Fig. 9 Ground surface of the Eastern Buddha after removal of the
scaffold footings.
Fig. 10 Right arm with stabilisation.
Fig. 11 Lower part of the Eastern Buddha with reconstructed support and new doors at the front of the lower caves.
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tre together with the Governor Dr. Habiba Sarabi and
the German Embassy will probably not be possible
before spring 2012, when the situation will hopefully
have improved once again. For the future use of the
visitor passage in front of the lower caves of the Eastern Buddha a provisional covering, using the position
of the original feet and the reconstructed pillar on the
right is planned. Besides, in the niche of the Eastern
Buddha the footings of the removed scaffold were dismantled and the ground surface, including the stairs
and the path up and down the niche was cleaned. The
hoarding was also taken down and a new trellised gate
was installed at the eastern access road.

Fig. 12 Fragments of the Eastern Buddha stored in the niche.
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In the Western Buddha niche with its unconsolidated back wall the danger of rock fall has dramatically increased, particularly in the north-western
corner. Th erefore, given this danger it was impossible to refasten the loose-hanging grid in this corner. Instead, in order to allow a safe access to the
lower caves (point 1.2c) a roofed access (35 metres
long) was created on the east side of the niche and
in the south-east corner, using parts of the scaffold
dismantled in front of the Eastern Buddha. This is
only a provisional measure, which will not be able to
protect against larger stones and rocks that might fall
down in spite of the metal grid.
M. Pz.

Bert Praxenthaler

Final Work for the Stabilisation of the Back Wall of the Eastern Buddha
Niche and Transfer of Fragments at the Western Buddha, Report of
8 June 2011
After a close inspection of the entire back wall of the
Eastern Buddha we were able to conclude that no
structural changes had occurred. All areas may be considered to be stable; no further crack formation could
be found. We were able to inspect this reliably as all
cracks had been covered by a highly adhesive claylime mixture. These crack coverings, all of which have
a smooth surface, at best showed minimal shrinkage
cracks, but no broken-off edges that develop if the
surrounding material is in motion. Th e particularly
critical areas, such as head and left shoulder turned
out to be well stabilised, as well.
For aesthetic reasons, the surfaces of the crack coverings were reworked, i.e. their colour and surfaces were
adapted more to their surroundings. Possible shrinkage cracks were closed.
The works could largely be carried out without additional material. On the whole, moistening and reworking the surfaces with a palette-knife were sufficient (figs. pp. 124–126).
Transfer of fragments at the Western Buddha
The newly built western storehouse for fragments
from the Western Buddha still to be stored had not
yet been used. So far only a red container (Rodio,
with material belonging to ICOMOS and Daud/
Seradj) had been placed there. Furthermore, boards
for the scaffold, remains of the protection net against
rock fall from the Eastern Buddha and corrugated
metal sheets were stored there.
The fragments stored so far in interim depots for lack
of space were to be transferred to this new storehouse.
The interim depots were two small depots with flat
roof north of the eastern smaller storage building;
with a larger depot directly at the right entrance to the
niche and inside the niche at the eastern wall. Moreover, small fragments probably from the rear cave entrances were stored on pallets in the large rearmost
cave on the right (northeast).
The machinery available in Bamiyan has much improved compared to former years. Most of the vehicles necessary for our work, such as wheel loaders
and cranes, are presently used for road construction

(roads to Kabul and Yakaulang). In the course of the
progress made in the road construction the quarters
of the Korean road construction company Samwan
Corporation, which in 2009 had helped us out with a
crane, have been moved further west in the direction
of Yakaulang and were therefore out of reach for us.
Consequently, for the transferral of the fragments we
had to improvise. A local building contractor, who
in former years had provided us with wheel loaders,
now only had dredges. Together with a chain these
could be used for heavy-load transports of up to three
tonnes. All his other machinery was in use in road
construction. Th e commander of the PRT unit in
Bamiyan, Colonel McAslan, occasionally made a JCB
wheel loader available to us. However, this machine
only had one shovel in combination with a rather unsuitable pallet fork. Lifting up pallets in a cramped
area turned out to be difficult. Towards the end of
the mission, we were able to hire a Russian lorry (20
tonnes) and an older Russian crane, otherwise used
for the erection of the reinforced safety installations of
the UNAMA compound. This crane had a nominal
lifting capacity of up to 25 tonnes; in reality, however,
this weight could not be reached as the condition of
the hydraulic boom was critical.
Due to lack of time and insufficient machinery it was
not possible to store all fragments in the new depot.
The interim depot to the right of the entrance of
the niche was therefore kept. The rocks stored there
seemed too heavy for the crane. All other interim depots in front of the smaller western hall were dismantled.
Small stone fragments inside the caves were put on
pallets and left on site, because the available wheel
loader with its provisional lifting fork could not lift
them.
For the transferral the roof of two sections of the new
storage hall was taken off so that the crane could lift
the larger fragments into the hall. For this roof removal and reconstruction up to three people had to
work for two days. A team of four people was directly
involved in transporting the fragments – two at the
wheel loader, two at the crane. For the preparation
of the transfer action the smaller depots with flat
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roofs were dismantled. The following day, by means
of a dredge and steel ropes the fragments, which the
dredge could only just lift, were transported into the
storage hall; however, only as far as the boom could
reach. The day after that, the loader sorted the fragments so that the heavy items could be put into the
front row by using the crane. For the transport of
the fragments with crane and lorries the crane had
to move back and forth between old and new depots

several times. For this purpose, the crane and its
booms had to be repositioned horizontally and in a
tilt-resistant way.The niche of the Western Buddha
was fenced off and a safety sign was put up to warn
visitors not to enter this zone threatened by falling
rocks. Especially in the rearmost area of the niche
considerable rockfall was noticeable since last year.
Transfer of fragments see figures pp. 127–128.

Eastern Buddha, levels 12/13 (height above floor of the niche: c. 27 m); workers Karim and Qurban reworking the crack coverings at
the right shoulder of the Eastern Buddha.
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Levels 16/17, head area: smooth crack covering with minor shrinkage cracks.

Levels 16/17, head area: smooth crack covering with minor shrinkage cracks.

Levels 12/13, right shoulder: the structure of the covering of the
crack was adapted to its surroundings.

Levels 14/15, area of the head: pillar to reinforce the detached
upper fragments of the head, adapted in colour.
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Eastern Buddha, levels 13/14: the area of the right shoulder, originally completely destroyed, was stabilised and is now shown in a kind
of terraced form. All loose stones were consolidated, integrated or removed.
Eastern Buddha: cracks at the cross-section of the niche. See also
the two eyelets with steel ropes as possible help for the installation
of a stationary crane
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Eastern Buddha, dismantling of the upper scaffold levels.

Western Buddha: during the process of storing the fragments the roof of the depot had to be removed temporarily.
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In the new storage hall for fragments of the Western Buddha 14 middle to large fragments were placed east of the red container.

10th Expert Working Group Meeting for the Safeguarding of the Cultural
Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley World
Heritage Property
NRICP (National Research Institute for Cultural Properties) Tokyo, 6–8 December 2011, with excursions to
Kyoto (December 11th) and Nara (December 12th)

At the end of the year 2011 a further meeting of the
Bamiyan Working Group took place in Japan: the
10th Expert Working Group Meeting for the Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage
Property, NRICP (National Research Institute for
Cultural Properties), Tokyo, 6–8 December 2011,
with excursions to Kyoto (December 11th) and Nara
(December 12th). During the fifth section of the 10th
Expert Group Meeting in Tokyo (December 7th,
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2011) and in a public meeting in Kyoto (December
11th, 2011) with his speech „Preserving the Fragments
of the Bamiyan Buddhas and their Future Presentation“ Michael Petzet on behalf of ICOMOS Germany summarized the arguments for a step-by-step
conservation concept with partial reconstruction by
reassembling of fragments, perspectives for the future
presentation as already presented to the 9th Expert
Working Group in Paris (see pp. 80–115).

Michael Petzet

Preserving the Fragments of the Bamiyan Buddhas and their Future
Presentation (Tokyo, 7 December 2011)*
Surrounded by colleagues and friends who took
part in the discussions of the 10th Expert Working
Group Meeting for the Preservation and Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological
Remains of the Bamiyan Valley, perfectly organized
by our Japanese collegues and the National Research
Institute for Cultural Property (NRICP), I can refer
to the ICOMOS publication The Giant Buddhas of
Bamiyan, Safeguarding the Remains. This publication
describes all activities of the ICOMOS team under
the guidance of UNESCO, carried out since 2002
in cooperation with RWTH Aachen (Prof. Michael
Jansen) and since 2007 also in cooperation with TU
Munich (Prof. Erwin Emmerling). This publication
is also a report of ICOMOS Germany for the German Foreign Office, which between 2002 and 2009
supported the work in Bamiyan with approximately
one million euros.
Only when the most endangered parts of the niches
had been consolidated and the back walls had been
secured against rock fall by means of a steel wire
mesh, the recovery of the fragments from approximately 2000 cubic metres of rubble could begin in
2004. Meanwhile, the giant feet of the Great Buddha
(Western Buddha) are once again visible, the blocked
caves in the backward part of both niches are again accessible and the blown-up partition walls in the caves
of the Eastern Buddha were reconstructed. Besides,
thousands of plaster fragments from the surfaces of
both statues were recovered and from the scientific
investigation of these and other remains a wealth of
scientific insights was gained, helping to date the statues to the period between the mid-6th and the early 7th
centuries AD, not to forget the unexpected and sensational relics found by our restorers Edmund Melzl
and Bert Praxenthaler (see fig. p. 131).
Last year, we could continue the work in Bamiyan
thanks to a contract within the framework of Phase
III of the Japan Fund-in-Trust project “Safeguarding
the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains
of the Bamiyan Valley”: the stabilisation and conservation measures on the back wall of the Eastern Buddha
were largely completed at the end of July 2010; also

the renewal of the shelters for the Western Buddha
fragments and the extensive stabilisation and safeguarding of the path leading up and down the niche,
including the very difficult safeguarding of the upper
crossing.
This year, after some minor repairs on the now totally
consolidated back wall of the Eastern Buddha niche
we finally succeeded in September in dismantling our
scaffold (see figures pp. 132–134, pp. 136–137) – a
decisive step after working on the scaffold for years
and a crucial precondition for setting up the first section of the planned so called “site museum” in caves
I–V. These steps follow the recommendations of the
8th Bamiyan Working Group that as part of a “site
interpretation area […] some of the recovered fragments
could be displayed together with written and photographic explanations in a sort of open-air lapidarium”.
For this purpose, the interiors of caves I-V have been
repaired and new doors and furnishings for the presentation of selected fragments have been provided.

* 10th Expert Working Group Meeting in Tokyo, 6–8 December 2011.
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Apart from continuing and improving the documentation of all the rock fragments of the Eastern Buddha,
the most urgent concern first and foremost would be
the conservation of up to 300 stone fragments with
traces of original treatment on their sculpted surfaces.
The successfully tested new procedure for stabilising these fragments by total impregnation with silica
acid ester (KSE) was presented during the 8th Expert
Working Group meeting in Munich (see fig. p. 135).
Also the conservation works at the Western Buddha
are a most urgent priority. Here, behind the uncovered
feet of the statue and in front of the entrances to the
lower caves, there have been imminent dangers lately
caused by stone fall from the not-yet treated rear wall.
As a first step, loose stone material could be removed
by climbers abseiling from the top of the cliff – as
long as this material is of no relevance for the original
surface of the statue, largely lost at the Western Buddha: Only on the right side a fold of Buddha’s cloak
has been preserved and of course traces of the silhouette with the shoulders need special attention. The
clearing of the back wall should be combined with
an improved survey of the damages. Especially in the
lower part of the back wall, where in previous centuries the statue was severely damaged, large areas are
loose and unstable and need to be consolidated. Also

Western Buddha, removal of fragments.
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at the entrances to the lower caves some stone surfaces
are loose and extremely fragile. The upper parts of the
rear wall of the Western Buddha niche seem to be
more stable so that by and large fewer problems with
a system of additional anchors are likely to come up –
in contrast to the difficult consolidation works on the
Eastern Buddha’s rear wall. Besides, on the rear wall
of the Western Buddha, we won’t have to deal with
the conservation of large areas with original surface.
And the lower caves at the Western Buddha (at the
Eastern Buddha also for structural reasons reinforced
by new partition walls) are in a comparatively good
state. They only need to be repaired and conserved.
On the whole, the enormous mass of stone material
from the Western Buddha statue is more stable and
solid in comparison to the much smaller amount of
extremely fragile fragments belonging to the Eastern
Buddha.
So far, I have exclusively dealt with urgent short-term
measures all of them preconditions for long-term solutions considering the presentation of the remains of
the two Buddha statues, including their possible partial
anastylosis. The method of “anastylosis”, developed in
the fi eld of classical archaeology but also applicable
to partially destroyed monuments of later epochs, is
referred to in article 15 of the Venice Charter (1964):

Relic with manuscript on birch bark found on 20 July 2006 in the rubble near the Eastern Buddha‘s feet.

„Only anastylosis, that is to say, the reassembling of existing but dismembered parts can be permitted. The material used for integration should always be recognisable
and its use should be the least that will ensure the conservation of a monument and the reinstatement of its
form.“ This means, in order to be able to show original fragments on their original location and in their
original context as part of an anastylosis, there is of
course a need for more or less extensive provisional
structures. The limits of anastylosis are reached when
only few original fragments would appear as a sort
of “decoration” on the provisional structure. Anastylosis, an approach which can indeed help to protect
original material in certain circumstances, also illustrates the special role of the fragment in archaeological heritage preservation. However, in the special case
of the Bamiyan Buddhas we are not dealing with the
normal type of an anastylosis of buildings or parts of
buildings made of stone blocks, as practiced at many
archaeological sites around the world. Instead, this is
a reassembly or recomposition of huge fragments formerly belonging to two gigantic sculptures.
In the case of the Bamiyan Buddhas the re-use of salvaged stone fragments seems to be an obvious solution, also because before the destruction in 2001 the
statues had only been partly preserved due to losses in

previous centuries. Consequently, today a total reconstruction of an “original” state unknown in important
details (faces, arms, etc) seems out of the question.
Furthermore, this is only a matter of complementing the stone material step by step with the preserved
fragments. Th ere is no intention of renewing the
original surface with clay plaster, which has only been
preserved in situ in small areas of the Eastern Buddha (e.g. on the right arm). There are no plans, either
for a reconstruction of the statues’ painted surfaces,
so enthusiastically described around 630 AD in the
report by the Chinese monk Xuanzang. Investigating
the plaster fragments the reconstruction with painted surfaces can be done on paper: Although on the
whole the roughly 10,000 plaster fragments, salvaged
from the rubble, cannot be re-positioned, they will be
important documents in the archive of fi ndings for
future research and could also be displayed in a future
museum.
Besides, Afghanistan is not a Buddhist country where
such statues may be completed in the sense of an authentic religious use. Here, these archaeological remains are outstanding testimonies to Afghanistan’s
past and historic witnesses. And even in their fragmentary condition they can play an important role
for future tourism on the famous Silk Road, whose
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Pages 132, 133: Eastern Buddha niche, dismantling of the scaffold (loan of the Messerschmitt Foundation), September 2011.
Page 134: Eastern Buddha (a, c–e) rear side of the niche after
dismantling of the scaffold, September 2011. View of the consolidated stairs, east-side (b). Fragments of the Eastern Buddha (f, g).
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Test vacuum chamber for the
successfully tested procedure for
stabilising the fragments by total
impregnation with silica acid ester (KSE).

inscription on the World Heritage List is prepared in
between by China and several neighbouring countries
in Central Asia. In this sense the conservation concept for the statues, a concept already presented at
the ICOMOS General Assembly in Madrid in 2002,
has been discussed with representatives of the Afghan
government and with UNESCO since the first meeting of the Expert Working Group in Munich 2002.
To this effect, at least a partial re-use of the stone
fragments, in between safely stored for the time being in special shelters, is an appropriate solution, not
least because the alternative of a museum presentation does not seem to make much sense, given the gigantic masses of material. The very flexible approach
followed in the discussions of the Bamiyan Working
Group has opened up possibilities of a different treatment, depending on the differing condition of both
statues and their stone material. It follows the so far
successfully pursued step-by-step method and divides
the work into sections on the basis of the funding
available. In any case, I believe it will be no disaster if
not all the dreams of a total resurrection of the famous
Bamiyan Buddhas, found in the international media
can be implemented here and now. After all, considering the disaster of 2001 we can be quite satisfied
with having saved what could be saved – always in
the awareness that our efforts could open up chances
for future generations to continue working on certain parts in the sense of completion. In any case, we
have to discuss all options, from the above-mentioned
most urgent measures to the reassembling of frag-

ments, without excluding the future option of partial
reconstructions.
Reconstruction as reaction to a disaster was a normal approach in former centuries and in “exceptional
cases” in accordance with the Operational Guidelines
of the World Heritage Convention, reconstruction of
course is acceptable if carried out on the basis of complete and detailed documentation on the original and to
no extent on the conjecture. However, in the exceptional
case of the Bamiyan Buddhas it is not a matter of a
reconstruction or partial reconstruction of a historic
building; it is a recomposition of sculptures of huge
dimensions, precious remains of unique works of art
from the Gandhara era. With regard to the reassembling of thousands of fragments one could refer to other world-famous works of art, such as the reassembly of
the Terracotta Army of the First Chinese Emperors in
Xi’an smashed by rebels more than 2000 years ago; or
the mosaic-like reassembly of fragments of wall paintings by Cimabue and others in S. Francesco in Assisi,
crushed into tiny pieces when the vaults came down
during an earthquake. Another extraordinary example
is the reassembly of the statues of Tell Halaaf (Syria)
from the Max Oppenheim Collection, completely
smashed into 27 000 fragments by bombs of the Second World War and recovered from the rubble. The
reassembly in Berlin’s Pergamon Museum was achieved
in nine years by a team of restorers (see fig. p. 140).
Finally, I would like to quote from Dr. Habiba Sarabi’s preface to our Bamiyan documentation, men135

Page 136–137: Eastern Buddha niche, dismantling of the scaffold (loan of the Messerschmitt Foundation), September 2011.
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Page 138: Eastern Buddha, shoulder after consolidation, September 2011.
Page 139: Eastern Buddha, the relief of the statue after consolidation, September 2011.
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tioning „raising hope among Afghans for rebuilding the
Buddhas, at least one of the statues, by using the original
remaining pieces and with external materials to exhibit
it as one of the memorial monuments of the historic past
and as witness to the cultural journey of glory and of
painful suffering, including the destruction of the Buddhas. I strongly support the idea and initiatives to restore
this rich cultural heritage …“
Of course, for future visitors of the Bamiyan Valley the
traces of the destruction by the Taliban ten years ago
will remain visible, - but hopefully visitors will also be
able to recognise the aura and traces of the past centuries, the authentic spirit of the site with the giant statues in the middle of an exceptional cultural landscape.
ICOMOS acting as advisory body to UNESCO can
only give advice within the framework of the international principles of preservation and its experts can
only evaluate the different technical possibilities. The
necessary decisions on all further steps are a matter of
the Afghan government within the framework of the
Afghan monument protection law. Saving the fragments of the Buddhas of Bamiyan will only be pos-
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Page 140: Reassembly at the Pergamon Museum, Berlin: a statue
of Tel Hallaf (Syria) from the Max Oppenheim collection and the
recovered fragments (below).
Page 141: Islamic mausoleums in front of the cliff of both Buddha
niches during the stabilization works and reconstruction of the
clay layers of the roof, 2010.

sible in cooperation and under the guidance of our
Afghan colleagues, and I wish to express my gratitude
for the close cooperation in former years to the responsible Ministers and Vice Ministers (especially to
Omar Sultan) and to our colleagues in the Afghan
Conservation Department, most of all to Abdul Ahad
Abassi (Dept. of Historic Monuments). Besides I cannot imagine a successful continuation of the works
in Bamiyan, without a close collaboration with our
Japanese colleagues, Prof. Maeda and Prof. Yamauchi,
and with our colleagues from UNESCO.
In conclusion, I would like to use a few pictures
to point out some matters beyond the presentation of the Giant Buddhas, for instance our hope
that the area in front of the cliff with its archaeological zones – an area sometimes used for tournaments, festivities, for corn threshing, or playing soccer (compare fig. 19, p. 97) – and the area where in
2010 the ICOMOS team, by request of the local
inhabitants, restored two ruinous Islamic mausoleums (Jafa Bieg and Koschkharid Bieg) will continue
to be kept free from any disturbing new buildings.
And we should not forget that in the surroundings
of the Giant Buddhas, the cultural landscape – also

the “setting” for further historic monuments and for
characteristic examples of the area’s clay architecture –
is still threatened by decay and lack of maintenance.
Finally, referring to the excellent cultural master plan
prepared by RWTH Aachen I would like to remind
you of the urgently needed consolidation work in the
ruins of the antique town of Shar-i Gholghola as well
as a necessary consolidation and repair of walls and
buildings in the surroundings of the Eastern Buddha
niche, not to forget the historic centre with the old
bazaar that could develop into an important area for
the management of the World Heritage Bamiyan Valley: Without totally removing the ruinous character
of this site, with its arcades reminiscent of antique
sites this neglected area could install a lapidarium in
one of the large immured areas. In other buildings of
the old bazaar there could be workshops for craftsmen – perhaps a Bamiyan School for traditional techniques – not only archaeological research, but practical work in conservation of archaeological traces, not
only maintenance of the Buddha niches. With my last
picture of the outstanding cultural landscape I have
come to the end of my report and would like to thank
you for your attention.
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Recommendations of the 10th Expert Working Group on the Preservation of the Cultural Landscape and
Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Tokyo, 6–8 December 2011)
Introductory Remarks:
The year 2011 marked the tenth anniversary of the
devastating destruction of the Bamiyan Buddha
statues. UNESCO and the Afghan authorities coorganized an International Forum for Tolerance at
UNESCO Headquarters in March 2011 and the 9th
Bamiyan Expert Working Group meeting to commemorate the tragic events surrounding the destruction of cultural heritage in Bamiyan and Afghanistan
in 2001. These meetings recognized that, while commendable results have been obtained with regards to
the overall safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape
and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley,
much work needs to be done to secure the site and to
remove it from the List of World Heritage in Danger.
Within this framework, UNESCO, in close cooperation with the Afghan authorities and the NRICP
Tokyo, organized the 10th Bamiyan Expert Working
Group Meeting in Tokyo, Japan, 6–8 December 2011
to clarify a programme of safeguarding to be implemented in the future JFIT Bamiyan Phase IV project.
The aim of this meeting was to advise UNESCO and
the Afghanistan authorities on issues related to the
conservation of the Bamiyan World Heritage property by reviewing and assessing ongoing activities in
Bamiyan, as well as identifying needs and opportunities for future initiatives.
The discussion recognized the importance of a cultural development approach for future projects in
Bamiyan that incorporates and demonstrates the
contribution of culture to sustainable livelihoods,
education and the promotion of peace in Afghanistan. Within this context, the meeting also provided
an opportunity for the coordination of international
efforts and discussion concerning a range of issues
that included infrastructure and development plans
of the Afghan Government for Bamiyan in the short
and long term and the broader spectrum of heritage management challenges facing Bamiyan and its
population.
Within the framework of the One UN initiative,
the Bamiyan Expert Working Group further recognises that the current initiatives for the conservation
and sustainable management of the World Heritage properties of Bamiyan are fully in line with the
UNDAF (United Nations Assistance Development
Framework) and the Afghan National Development
Strategy. The participants consider that the conserva142

tion of this outstanding heritage site contributes to
promoting peace and fostering sustainable development, in particular for the people of Bamiyan, and
in Afghanistan as a whole, by demonstrating the possibility of building sustainable communities by fostering cultural diversity and an appropriate use of the
natural and cultural environment.
An important outcome of the preceding 8th and 9th
Bamiyan Expert Working Group meetings (Munich,
March 2010, UNESCO, Paris March 2011) was the
preliminary discussion on possible long–term solutions for the conservation, presentation and interpretation of the Buddha niches and fragments of the
statues following their structural stabilization. Following Decision 35 COM 7A.25 of the World Heritage Committee at its 35th Session, when considering
options for the treatment of the Buddha niches, the
Afghan Government should ensure that proposals are
based on feasibility studies which include:
a) An overall approach to conservation and presentation of the property,
b) An appropriate conservation philosophy based on
the Outstanding Universal Value of the property,
c) Technical and financial possibilities for the implementation of the project proposals.
The participants proposed that the 10th Bamiyan
Expert Working Group adopt the principle recommendations from the 9th Working Group in the areas
of conservation of the property, site interpretation,
archaeology, management plan and cultural master
plan, capacitybuilding and other issues still outstanding for implementation during the Phase IV JFIT
project, the Swiss Development and Cooperation
(SDC) Project to revitalize parts of the cultural landscape and emergency measures for the site of Chehel
Burj and other possible fund-raising efforts of institutional participants in the Working Group.
The participants of the 10th Expert Working Group
meeting, building on the 9th Expert Working Group
meeting:
1. Taking note of the text of the Kabul Charter for
Sustainable Heritage Development [Kabul Charter for Sustainable Heritage Development: Bringing Afghan People and Th eir Heritage Together,
Kabul, October 18–21, 2010] which outlines a set
of principles and guidelines for an integrated and
sustainable heritage development, highlighting the

importance of community engagement, cultural
diversity, cultural mapping and sustainable heritage tourism, adopted this as the guiding principles
for the formulation of Phase IV of the Japan FIT
project for Bamiyan and its implementation which
should bring forward a holistic approach to culture
in development and promoting a culture of peace
in Afghanistan;
2. Recommended a harmonization of conservation
and development approaches to heritage management;
3. Recommended to further promote the preservation and revitalization of the cultural landscape
through the ongoing implementation of the SDC /
UNESCO Kabul Office project to address conservation issues in living.
Bamiyan Museum for Peace
4. Recognized the importance and necessity of a Museum for Peace in Bamiyan;
5. Recommended that a Provincial Museum be constructed in Bamiyan and smaller site interpretation
centres at the eight specific sites that compose the
World Heritage property and the geo-cultural features of the Bamiyan province; this Bamiyan Museum should store the fragments collected as well as
any other materials and findings from conservation
works and archaeological excavations and house a
conservation laboratory;
6. Encouraged Bamiyan Experts Working Group to
create links between ongoing activities and future
museum development;
7. Recommended that the UNESCO Kabul Office
continues to develop, advocate and raise funds for
the Bamiyan Museum for Peace project in cooperation with the Afghan authorities (the Ministry of
Information and Culture and the local authorities
in Bamiyan), expert institutions and stakeholders.
The inclusion of a feasibility study for the Bamiyan
Museum should be explored within the proposal
for the Phase IV project and implemented by the
UNESCO Kabul Office and relevant expert national and international implementing partners.
Proposals for remedial measures and the future
presentation of the two Buddha niches
8. Examined the initial proposals of four international
teams for remedial measures and the future presentation of the two Buddha niches (Prof. A. Bruno/
Italy, Hon. President, Raymond Lemaire International Centre for Conservation (RLICC) of Leuven
University; Prof. M. Jansen, Aachen University,
Germany; Prof. K. Maeda, Visiting Researcher, Japan Centre for International Co-operation in Con-

servation, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan and the team of
Prof. Emmerling, Munich Technical University and
Prof. M. Petzet, President ICOMOS, Germany);
9. Decided that in view of the available scientific data
and estimated financial requirement, a total reconstruction of either of the Buddha sculptures cannot
be considered at the present time;
10. Recommended that the larger western niche be
consolidated and left empty as a testimony to the
tragic act of destruction and that a feasibility study
be undertaken to determine whether or not a partial reassembling of fragments of the eastern Buddha could be an option in the coming years which
could be further examined by the Expert Working
Group, the International Coordination Committee for the Safeguarding of Afghanistan’s Cultural
Heritage, as well as by the World Heritage Committee before fi nal submission to the Afghan authorities for consideration;
11. Confirmed that the work needs to be pursued to
safeguard and preserve the entire cultural landscape
of the Bamiyan Valley with due regard to all the
archaeological and architectural components necessary for the future development of Bamiyan;
12. Recommended that a Bamiyan Cultural Landscape management plan needs to be developed and
finalized in close collaboration with the local authorities and should serve as a point of reference for
all future interventions;
13. Encouraged ICOMOS Germany to share the
concept for a site interpretation centre at the Eastern Buddha niche with the participants for comment and advice.
Ensuring site security
14. Noted the significant progress made in ensuring
the safety of the World Heritage property by completing the demining of the Bamiyan Valley, which
is a precondition for any conservation and presentation work, and recognized the efforts of UNESCO
and the Ministry of Information and Culture, in
cooperation with UNMAS, MACCA and local
partners to achieve this important result;
15. Recommended, however, for the safety of all concerned, that any new archaeological excavations be
carried out with the support of a demining team
in the World Heritage areas cleared in 2008–2009
(Shar-i-Zohak, Shar-i-Gholghola, Top of Buddha
Cliffs);
16. Recommended the zoning of the sites as per the
Master Plan and UNESCO recommendations for
de-mining, the cataloguing of the sites/monuments/
objects with an assessment of their significance and
damage, the undertaking of a comparative analysis
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between the previously collected data and current
data, providing safe pathways and trails for visitors
and communities, prioritizing the conservation and
restoration of the sites/monuments and objects and
preparing a risk management plan for the site, and
last but not the least providing on-site training to
de-mining teams regarding intervention in archaeological / historical areas;
17. Noted the appointment of trained guards and an
archaeological police force on site to fi ght against
illicit excavations and looting on the site and urge
the local and national authorities to increase the size
of this force and to provide a minimum of facilities
such as communication devices and use of existing
local buildings;
18. Advocated public awareness and education programs in order to address the issue of the illicit traffic of antiquities;
19. Recommended the incorporation of recent excavations into the site security plan of the MoIC (e.g.
MO/Oriental Monastery, MR/ Royal Monastery).
Safeguarding the remains of the Buddhas and their
niches
20. Noted with satisfaction the work undertaken by
ICOMOS Germany to achieve the recommendations of the 8th and the 9th Expert Group Meetings
with regards to the stabilization of the rear wall of
the Eastern Buddha and the safety of the path leading to the top of the eastern Buddha niche, making
it possible to have visitors back on site. Many major
cracks and loose hanging rocks in this niche have
been consolidated with back filling, grouting, drilling and setting anchors; the more minor cracks received subtle conservation treatment with injection
of materials. A long vertical crack on the side of the
plait was stabilized. For safety of visitors to the site,
various protective elements have been placed on the
stairways and on other parapets, certain steps have
been rebuilt and broken doors replaced with identically made new doors using modern timber;
21. Given the successful completion of the consolidation of the Eastern Buddha recommended that
the repairs therein be monitored closely and that
its scaffolding be dismantled and transferred to the
Western Buddha with the purpose of starting the
latter’s consolidation work at the earliest. Th e experts called for an urgent intervention particularly
with regards to the entrance to the head of the western niche, containing a crack subject to a constant
seismic vibration and therefore in danger of an imminent collapse;
22. Recommended that special attention be paid to
the sub-surface area in front of the western niche
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which may contain archaeological remains. Specific
initiatives should be undertaken in order to contain
and control the erosion and alluvial flooding in between and in front of the niches. Local capacities for
the management of the necessary geological surveys
should be developed at the Bamiyan University;
23. Noted that safe accessibility to the lower gallery
of the Eastern Buddha niche should be improved.
Adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings
24. Noted the severe damages incurred on the murals
in the Bamiyan caves due to adverse environmental
conditions but also as a result of vandalism acts before and after 2000;
25. Noted with satisfaction the conservation strategies
adopted by NRICP, Tokyo, Japan, in 2010 which
include keeping Afghanistan-ASI’s gypsum edging;
securing the current state of the murals with minimum intervention; quick and simple treatment; no
coloring on the edges, injecting mortar into cracks
and the completion of the pilot project in Cave
N(a) etc.;
26. Recommended that local conservation technicians be trained with conservators from Kabul;
27. Urged for the implementation of sustainability
activities such as site monitoring and maintenance,
construction of the Bamiyan museum, creation of
tourist routes, cave key management and security,
installation of secured staircases and banisters in the
caves, sign boards and comprehensive site interpretation;
28. Recommended the identification and execution
of emergency conservation actions for mural paintings and physical remains (consolidation, drainage,
repair) for these World Heritage areas; as well as
the archaeological investigation, cleaning, drainage,
repairing and protection be carried out for these
World Heritage areas (notably for Shar-i-Zohak,
Shar-i-Gholghola, Quala-i-Kaphari, Kakrak and
Foladi);
29. Noted with satisfaction, the work accomplished
by the French archaeological mission in Bamiyan
(French Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs)
under Prof. Tarzi’s guidance to uncover, preserve
and restore the archaeological remains on the MO
(Oriental Monastery) and MR (Royal Monastery)
sites and their transformation into a site Museum
(in situ Museum); DAFA (Délégation d’Archéologie
Française en Afghanistan) will continue to support
scientifically and financially the work of Prof. Tarzi;
30. Encouraged the Afghan authorities to secure
lands containing archaeological remains in order to
ensure their preservation;

31. Recommended the conduct of an archaeological
survey in the Bamiyan Valley and the results published in comparison with previous results in 2005
and 2006 to investigate and identify the presence of
buried cultural property and the size of archaeological sites.
Implementation of the Management Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan)
32. Noted the Cultural Master Plan prepared jointly
by Aachen University experts and the local Bamiyan
Authorities, the objectives defined by the Bamiyan
Expert Working Group and duly considering the
Afghan National Development Strategy as well as
the on-site conditions;
33. Recommended however that an archaeological
sites map be established and crossread with the
Cultural Master Plan in order to avoid damage to
potentially imbedded archaeological remains;
34. Lauded the achievements of the local authorities over the last 10 years in rendering the Bamiyan
province among the safest in Afghanistan despite
the overall security situation in the country. Bamiyan holds the highest school enrolment rate for girls
and the highest women’s participation in elections
in Afghanistan and has registered a net increase in
cultural tourism;
35. Recommended that, in order to fi nalise the
Management plan for Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley World
Heritage Property, this Management and Cultural
Master Plan now be established and shared with all
the national and international actors as a reference
for the overall development strategy for the valley;
36. Urged the local and national authorities to continue coordination of efforts to safeguard and preserve the entire Bamiyan cultural landscape of the
Bamiyan Valley with due regard to all its archaeological and architectural components: Enforcement
of building codes and controls on development in
the buffer zones and core zones of the World Heritage areas and other areas protected under the Afghan Law on the Protection of Historical and Cultural Properties 2004;
37. Recommended the completion of detailed
ground surveys and site documentation of the remaining World Heritage areas including archaeological prospection for determining their possible
extension (Kakrak, Gholghola, Foladi, Qula-e Kaphari);
38. Urged to reinforce capacity building within the
Provincial Government and the University of Bamiyan through the organization of training workshops
(on Globe Information Systems, Management,

Tourism and Archaeology) in Bamiyan and in partnerships with universities abroad, if appropriate;
39. Recommended the creation of a Quality Control
Commission for development projects within area
determined by the Cultural Master Plan with a permanent presence of UNESCO experts, members of
the Afghan Government and other International
Organisations working in the area;
40. Welcomed the proposition of the Ministry of
Urban Development to share the Master Plan for
Bamiyan with the MoIC, Bamiyan authorities and
the BWG for comment and advice for the formal
approval;
41. Encouraged that all archaeological surveys, documentation, excavations, conservation activities, be
integrated into the Cultural Master Plan under the
supervision of the MoIC;
42. Welcomed the presentation of UNOPS on the
Foladi road and their intentions for fl exibility,
consultation and information sharing prior to and
during the construction. A heritage impact assessment will be provided by the Ministry of Culture
for inclusion in their annual state of conservation
report (due February 2012) to the World Heritage
Committee.
Other recommendations
43. Encouraged the Afghan authorities to continue
inter-ministerial co-ordination as well as discussion
and information-sharing between provincial and
national authorities for the benefit of all tangible
and intangible heritage in Afghanistan;
44. Underlined the necessary interconnection between all ongoing and future initiatives in Bamiyan and therefore the need to ensure coordination
among international experts, agencies and relevant
Afghan Authorities at all levels;
45. Underlined the importance of clear information
to local people and the involvement of the latter
with regards to all decisions and activities on the
site in order to ensure their appropriation of the
future developments on the existing cultural landscape;
46. Recommended that documentation related to the
above mentioned scientific activities undertaken on
site should be made available to the Afghan Authorities and to UNESCO for future utilization and
that it should be translated into the main Afghan
languages;
47. Considered that the photo record and documentation as well as all documentation from the archaeological excavations of Bamiyan by various experts
and institutions should be deposited in the archives
of the MoIC for future generations;
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48. Encouraged that detailed proposals for any new
projects should be prepared in advance of the meeting by their authors for review by experts and discussion at the Expert Working Group meeting. No
projects should be implemented unless they have
been discussed by the Expert Working Group and
cleared by the Afghan authorities. Major interventions, moreover, should be submitted to the World
Heritage Committee according to paragraph 172 of
the Operational Guidelines;
49. Noted that the Afghan authorities, together with
its international implementing partners, proposed
that the Desired State of Conservation for the property should be attained gradually in view of its potential removal from the List of World Heritage in
Danger;
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50. Participants also recognize the efforts made to improve the State of Conservation of the property and
conclude that Bamiyan site can be a successful story
for heritage conservation and sustainable development;
51. Participants at the meetings also concluded that
with the tragedy of the destruction now behind
us, the Bamiyan Valley - with its unique history,
tangible and intangible cultural heritage and local
communities - constitutes a fertile environment for
learning how to transform a destructive act into an
opportunity to reinforce tolerance, peace and development through culture for future generations.

2012
In 2012 ICOMOS Germany could continue the
work in Bamiyan thanks to 10,000 euros provided
by the German Foreign Office for conservation
measurements in the decaying lower caves II–VI of
the Western Buddha and a contract for 2012–2014
with c. 1.5 mio. USD in the program of Phase IV of
the Japan Funds-in-Trust project „Safeguarding the
Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of
the Bamiyan Valley“. The conservation measures addressed the following tasks:
Conservation and consolidation measures in caves I–V
of the Western Buddha (model restoration of original
fragments): Examples for the reuse of stone fragments
stored in the caves and for the stabilisation of rock parts
as well as for the conservation of plaster and vault structures in situ, through the ICOMOS team and with the
help of already trained Afghan craftsmen, supervised
by a restorer. Three-week work campaign planned for
end of June / beginning of July 2012. Preparation of a
feasibility study by means of supplementary plans and
documentations concerning the rear sides of the Eastern and Western Buddha niches: The documentation
of the Eastern Buddha is still work in progress (documentation of the stabilisation measures carried out, of
fragments with remains of sculptural surface, etc) and
can only now be finished, after the dismantling of the
scaffold. Plans for an improved documentation of the
Western Buddha’s rear wall and thus preparations for

corresponding feasibility studies must also be carried
out now, before the erection of scaffolds in connection
with the necessary safety measures (cracks, stone fall,
etc). Two-week work campaign at the site in June/July
2012, elaboration of the results at the TU in Munich.
Construction of a “visitor reception centre” for administration and staff security personnel based on the
enclosed cost estimate and plan. Realisation of the
measure by a German/Afghan team before October
2012 (as soon as the funding is secure).
These actions were taken also within the framework
of the Japan Funds-in-Trust-Project „Safeguarding of
the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains
of the Bamiyan Valley, Phase IV“, which is described
in detail in the following report. Before the successful Stakeholder Meeting in Bamiyan organized by
UNSECO Kabul 18–19 June 2012 it was possible to
arrange in the reconstructed lower caves of the Eastern Buddha a small „site museum“, opened for the
first time on 19th June and highly welcomed by the
participants of the meeting, among them four Afghan
Ministers (see also p. 159). Some results of the work
in Bamiyan could be presented during the opening of
the documenta (13) exhibition in Kabul on June 20th
with the work of artists and a short introduction by
Michael Petzet.

Japan Funds-in-Trust Project

Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of
the Bamiyan Valley, Phase IV, 2012
Executive summary
The Cultural Landscape and Archaeological remains
of the Bamiyan Valley represent the artistic and religious developments that characterized ancient Bakhtria from the 1st to the 13th centuries, integrating
various cultural influences into the Gandhara school
of Buddhist art as well as fortified edifices from the
Islamic period. Although these treasures have suffered
in the past from neglect, abandon and invasions, the
deliberate destruction of two giant Buddha statues in
the valley by the Taliban in 2001 triggered international condemnation as well as emergency operations
to safeguard what remained in the valley.

The Cultural Landscape of Bamiyan was inscribed on
the World Heritage List in 2003 and simultaneously
placed on the List of World Heritage in Danger. A
major three phase project was undertaken from 2003
to 2011 for the Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape
and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley with
a contribution of over US$ 4.5 million from the Japan Funds-in-Trust.
Phases I and II were emergency phases aimed at securing the site. In July 2007, the World Heritage
Committee, at its 31st session held in New Zealand,
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defined the benchmarks to achieve a “Desired State of
Conservation” enabling the removal of the site from
the List of World Heritage in Danger, to ensure:
t Site security
t The structural stability of the two standing Giant
Buddha niches;
t An adequate state of conservation of the archaeological remains and mural paintings; and
t The implementation of the Management Plan and
Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan).
The timeframe proposed for the above was 2013 and
consequently Phase III was designed to meet the above
benchmarks. The 9th Expert Working Group that met
in Paris on 3 and 4 March 2011, the 10th Expert
Working Group that met in Tokyo, 6–8 December
2011, as well as the Advisory mission to Bamiyan
undertaken in November 2010 and April 2011, confirmed that the situation has improved considerably
over the last 10 years. The Bamiyan region is considered one of the safest in Afghanistan, the safeguarding
operations assisted by international organisations and
expertise are beginning to show concrete results.
The risk of collapse of the Giant Buddha niches has
been reduced. The 9th and 10th Expert Working Group
meetings recommended that the larger western niche
be consolidated and left empty as a testimony to the
tragic act of destruction and that a feasibility study be
undertaken to determine whether or not a partial reassembling of fragments of the eastern Buddha could
be an option in the coming years. Considerable work
has been accomplished on the conservation of the
murals and documentation of the decoration. The
geotechnical behaviour of the site is being observed.
The site is protected to a certain extent against looting and illicit excavation and the removal of antipersonnel mines has been completed. Local conservation
technicians need to be trained along with conservators from Kabul. Site monitoring and maintenance
must be reinforced. Sections of murals are still in
need of protective measures to prevent looting. Even
though the political situation in the country remains
unstable, the above mentioned Advisory mission asserts that the level of direct threats to the property is
relatively low. The principal challenges to the property come mainly from the pressures of local development, due to increasing population and economic
growth requiring improved control mechanisms, and
more systematic implementation of the planning instruments.
The Cultural Master Plan developed by the local authorities, in consultation with UNESCO and imple148

menting partners has now been finalised and adopted
by the local government in Bamiyan and the Ministries of Urban Development and Information and
Culture at the national level. It provides the overall
development strategy for the valley and within the
boundaries of the World Heritage Property. This Plan
needs to be reinforced with the enforcement of building codes and controls on the development in the
buffer zones and the World Heritage property areas
and other areas protected under the Afghan Law on
the Protection of Historical and Cultural Properties
2004. Following the technical conservation and safeguarding interventions essentially undertaken so far
with international expertise, the main future orientation of the project will be to consolidate these interventions at a technical level and ensure institutional
and community capacity building in order to take
over site management and maintenance and ensure
the promotion of sustainable development in the region. In this context, Culture for Development for
Bamiyan and the creation of a Bamiyan Museum for
Peace could be important conception for the longterm sustainable development in the region.
As agreed in the framework of the Mid-term Strategy
2008–2013, the current proposal is for Phase IV. The
main objectives of this phase will be:
t To achieve the Desired State of Conservation as defined above for the removal of the property from
the list of World Heritage in Danger and to facilitate a feasibility study for the long-term presentation of the Buddha niches;
t To promote institutional and community capacity building in conservation, monitoring, planning,
management and community awareness for a cultural
heritage based sustainable development program; including the linkage of this phase IV project with the
Concept of Culture for Development for Bamiyan
and the creation of a Bamiyan Museum for Peace.
t To ensure a scientific documentation of site find ings and operations.
Background / Context
Afghanistan, an important junction on the ancient
Silk Road is marked by encounters and exchanges between Central Asian, Achaemenid Persian, Hellenistic Greek, Buddhist, Hindu, Zoroastrian and Islamic
cultures. Th e country’s numerous treasures include
the monumental temples and statues of the Kushan
site of Surkh Kotal; the 9th century, exquisitely ornamented Nine Domes Mosque of Haji Piyada; the
soaring, 65 m-tall 12th century Minaret of Jam; the
walled city of Herat, home to the richly painted Friday Mosque and the Musallah complex.

The Cultural Landscape and Archaeological remains
of the Bamiyan Valley represent the artistic and religious developments that characterized ancient Bakhtria from the 1st to the 13th centuries, integrating
various cultural influences into the Gandhara school
of Buddhist art. Th e area contains numerous Buddhist monastic ensembles and sanctuaries, as well as
fortified edifices from the Islamic period and is testimony to the destruction by the Talibans of the two
5th century standing Buddha statues in March 2001
– the tragic event that triggered an internationally
supported emergency operation in order to safeguard
what remained of that invaluable Afghan heritage in
the valley.
Thus in 2003, the Cultural Landscape of Bamiyan
was inscribed on the World Heritage List, and simultaneously placed on the List of World Heritage
in Danger. This was followed by a major three phase
project undertaken by UNESCO for Safeguarding of
the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of
the Bamiyan Valley with a contribution of over US$
4.5 million from the Japan Funds-in-Trust. Th e activities were coordinated and implemented in close
cooperation with the Afghan Ministry of Information
and Culture, the Ministry of Urban Development
and the Provincial authorities of Bamiyan and several specialised institutions, such as universities and
ICOMOS-Germany. The first and second phases of
the project were successfully completed in December
2004 and in March 2008 respectively and the third
phase was completed in September 2011.
Objectives
The objectives of the Phase IV of the project to Preserve and Safeguard the Cultural Landscape of the
Bamiyan Valley follow in line with the achievements
of the fi rst three phases. Apart from the required
technical and safety interventions keeping in view its
removal from the List in Danger in particular, phase
IV will focus on institutional and community capacity building in order to ensure suitable site security
and management and enable sustainable development processes to unfold in the coming years. Indeed, throughout this project, UNESCO’s concern
has not only been to safeguard the remains of the
tangible heritage sites and train local conservation
specialists in the process but also to unleash a dynamic process for intercultural dialogue and local
sustainable development. In this context, Culture
for Development for Bamiyan and the creation of
a Bamiyan Museum for Peace could be important
conception for the long-term sustainable development in the region.

Development Goals
The development goal fully in line with the UNDAF
(United Nations Assistance Development Framework) and the ANDS (Afghan National Development Strategy) is to promote peace and sustainable
development for the people (sustainable livelihoods)
of Bamiyan with an appropriate use of the natural and
cultural environment and for Afghanistan as a whole
by reviving a rich history of intercultural exchanges
and fostering cultural diversity. The proposed project
will contribute to the protection, enhancement and
sustainable development of a World Heritage Property whose unique history, and tangible and intangible cultural heritage make it a fertile laboratory for
learning how to transform a destructive act into a an
opportunity for tolerance, peace and development
through culture.
Strategic Objectives of UNESCO
The project contributes to achieving Strategic Program Objective 11 of UNESCO’s Medium-Term
Strategy 2008–2013 – “Sustainably Protecting and
Enhancing Cultural Heritage”, and to Strategic Program Objective 14 – “Support through UNESCO’s
Domains to Countries in Post-conflict and Post-disaster Situations”. This corresponds to the Biennial Sectoral Priority 1 for Culture in UNESCO’s Program
and Budget 2010–2011 - 35C/5 and 2012–2013
- 36 C/5, and to the strategies and expected results
of the Coordinating Intersectoral Platform for Support to Countries in Post-conflict and Post-disaster
Situations, also in 35C/5. Afghanistan falls in the
list of Least Developed Countries (LDC), one of the
Organization’s priorities as identified in its MediumTerm Strategy 2008–2013.
Immediate Objectives
The immediate objectives of the project are as follows:
1. Achieving the Desired State of Conservation for
the removal of the property from the list of World
Heritage in Danger gradually
t Ensuring site security
t Safeguarding the remains of the two Buddhas and
their niches
t Adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings
t Implementation of the Management Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan).
2. Promoting institutional and community capacity
building in conservation, monitoring, planning, management and community awareness for a cultural heritage based sustainable development program, including
the linkage of this phase IV project with the Concept of
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Culture for Development for Bamiyan and the creation
of a Bamiyan Museum for Peace. Ensuring a scientific
documentation of site findings and operations.

t Training of Afghan experts (conservators, archaeologists, architects, heritage professionals) in heritage
management and conservation.

Project justification
Priority of Bamiyan World Heritage Property
The Bamiyan valley came into the limelight, following the destruction of the two giant Buddha statues
in the valley by the Talibans in 2001. Th e national
and international community’s interventions to safeguard the remains further brought to light the art, architectural and archaeological treasures in the valley.
The Bamiyan World Heritage property, on the World
Heritage in Danger list since 2003, with its numerous Buddhist monastic ensembles and sanctuaries and
fortified edifices from the Islamic period is not only
a unique example of historical intercultural encounters but also, in today’s post-conflict era, represents
a fertile learning space for an “intercultural dialogue
triggered sustainable development”. UNESCO’s intervention over the last 8 years has raised the community’s awareness on the cultural treasures residing
in their region and the vast cultural potential within
Bamiyan for sustainable development. In this context, Culture for Development for Bamiyan and the
creation of a Bamiyan Museum for Peace could be
important conception for the long-term sustainable
development in the region.

In July 2007, the World Heritage Committee, at its
31st session held in New Zealand, defined the benchmarks to achieve a “Desired State of Conservation”
enabling the removal of the site from the List of
World Heritage in Danger, to ensure:
t Site security;
t The structural stability of the two standing Giant
Buddha niches;
t An adequate state of conservation of the archaeological remains and mural paintings; and
t The implementation of the Management Plan and
Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan).

Current situation of the site
Accomplishments of Phase 1–3 (2003–2011)
Phases I and II were emergency phases aimed at securing the site during which the main activities undertaken were:
t Stabilization and consolidation of the cliffs and of
the two Buddha niches that were threatening to collapse;
t Conservation, monitoring and documentation of
the fragments of the two destroyed Buddha statues
(German funded project executed by ICOMOS
Germany);
t Safeguarding the remains of the mural paintings in
the Buddhist caves along the cliff as well as in the
adjacent valleys of Kakrak and Foladi;
t Archaeological research in order to define the exact
boundaries of the various archaeological zones;
t Registration and documentation of historical monuments, traditional settlements, irrigation systems etc.;
t Elaboration of a Cultural Master Plan and definition of protective zones with corresponding regulations to control urban development;
t Elaboration of a Management Plan which included
site surveillance plans in order to fight against illicit
excavations and
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The timeframe proposed for the above was 2013 and
consequently, the Plan of Action for Phase III was
designed to meet the above benchmarks. A parallel demining project funded by the United Nations
Mine Action Service (UNMAS) (US$ 410,000) and
implemented in collaboration with the UN Mine Action Centre in Afghanistan (UNMACA) in the four
archaeological areas of the Bamiyan site has been
completed in early 2010.
The 8th Bamiyan Expert Working Group meeting
(Munich, March 2010) discussed in particular the
options in the long-term for the conservation, presentation and interpretation of the Buddha niches after
their structural stabilization. The meeting agreed that
keeping in view the re-appropriation of the project
by the local communities, the project should enter a
phase that can generate a more concrete and visible
impact. Th e 9th and 10th Bamiyan Expert Working
Group Meetings held in March and in December
2011 reviewed the progress of the project towards
the four benchmarks mentioned above and concluded that the site would be ready for a removal from
the Heritage in Danger list gradually. Having clearly
identified what remains to be done with regards to
the 2013 deadline, it also called for a shift of focus in
Phase IV from the main cliff and the Buddha niches
to the safeguard and preservation of the entire cultural landscape of Bamiyan which covers 8 specific sites.
See recommendations of the 10th Bamiyan Working
Group Meeting [pp. 142–146].
Current needs of the project
Future presentation of the Buddha niches
The Bamiyan Main Cliff with the niches of the destroyed Giant Buddhas has been under consolidation
and conservation work since 2003. At present, the

stabilization of the Eastern Buddha niche, in particular its rear wall and the remains of the sculpture within, has been successfully completed. The safety of the
path leading to the top of the eastern Buddha niche
has also been ensured. For safety of visitors to the site,
various protective elements have been placed on the
stairways and on other parapets, certain steps have
been rebuilt and broken doors replaced. The scaffolding used for the Eastern Buddha will now be shifted
in order to start stabilization work on the Western
niche. Th e back and the surrounding rock of the
Western Buddha niche, which are currently unstable,
will have to be consolidated and stabilized. Necessary
measures have to be taken with regards to the niche’s
monitoring, the study of seismic stability, the maintenance of drainage systems, documentation etc. All
stone blocks and fragments spread at the bottom of
the niche have to be documented and identified and
subsequently removed.
The temporary constructions for the storage of
the fragments of the Buddhas, built in front of the
Western Buddha niche, should be replaced by suitable and permanent storage spaces at a reasonable
distance from the site; Substantial work has been accomplished by the French archaeological mission in
Bamiyan (French Ministry of Foreign and European
Affairs) in front of the Eastern Buddha to uncover,
preserve and restore the archaeological remains (Oriental Monastery and Royal Monastery sites and their
transformation into a site Museum (in situ Museum).
After the examination of four proposals for remedial
measures and the future presentation of the two Buddha niches, the 9th Bamiyan Expert Working Group
(Paris, 3 and 4 March, 2011) concluded that in view
of the available scientific data and estimated finan cial requirement, a total reconstruction of either of
the Buddha sculptures cannot be considered at the
present time. It recommended that the larger western
niche be consolidated and left empty as a testimony
to the tragic act of destruction and that a feasibility
study be undertaken to determine whether or not a
partial reassembling of fragments of the eastern Buddha could be an option in the coming years.
In addition, an advisory mission undertaken in two
parts in November 2010 and April 2011 recommended that the presentation of the Buddha niches should
be examined under a larger framework of restoration
work on the said property. The tragic destruction of
the West Buddha statue forms part of the World Heritage property’s history; therefore, a proposal for the
presentation of the site should take into consideration

this aspect of the monument’s history and be compatible with the necessary conservation measures.
Removability of the property from the World Heritage in Danger List gradually. When the Bamiyan
Valley was inscribed on the World Heritage List and
the List in Danger, it was in a fragile state of conservation having suffered from abandonment, military
action and dynamite explosions. Th e major dangers
included: risk of imminent collapse of the Buddha
niches, further deterioration of the still existing mural
paintings in the caves, looting and illicit excavation.
Parts of the site were inaccessible due to the presence
of antipersonnel mines.
The Expert Working Group and the advisory mission
confirmed that the situation has improved considerably over the last 10 years. The Bamiyan region is
considered one of the safest in Afghanistan, the safeguarding operations assisted by international organizations and expertise are beginning to show concrete
results.
As mentioned above, the risk of collapse of the Giant
Buddha niches has been reduced. The NRICP, Tokyo,
has accomplished considerable work on the conservation of the murals and documentation of the decoration. Th e geotechnical behavior of the site is being
observed as a result of the installation of a monitoring
system. The site is protected to a certain extent against
looting and illicit excavation and the removal of antipersonnel mines has been completed. Local conservation technicians need to be trained along with conservators from Kabul. Site monitoring and maintenance
must be reinforced. Sections of murals are still in need
of protective measures to prevent looting.
Even though the political situation in the country remains unstable, the mission asserts that the level of
direct threats to the property is relatively low. The
principal challenges to the property come mainly
from the pressures of local development, due to increasing population and economic growth. Therefore,
there is need for improved control mechanisms, and
more systematic implementation of the planning instruments.
The Cultural Master Plan developed by the local authorities, in consultation with UNESCO and implementing partners has now been finalized and adopted
by the local government in Bamiyan and the Ministries of Urban Development and Information and
Culture at the national level. It provides the overall
development strategy for the valley and within the
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boundaries of the World Heritage Property. Th ere
have been minor encroachments within the boundaries of the Buddha Cliff in particular which have however not yet impacted negatively on the Outstanding
Universal Value of the Buddha Cliff and are being
controlled within the framework of the Master Plan.
This Plan needs to be reinforced with the enforcement
of building codes and controls on the development in
the buffer zones and the World Heritage property areas and other areas protected under the Afghan Law
on the Protection of Historical and Cultural Properties 2004. Detailed ground surveys and site documentation of the remaining sites in the concerned landscape including archaeological prospection in Kakrak,
Gholghola, Foladi and Qula-e Kaphari need to be undertaken. The above mentioned plan should serve as a
point of reference for all future interventions.
Future orientations for the project
Following the technical conservation and safeguarding interventions essentially undertaken so far with
international expertise, the main future orientation of
the project will be to consolidate these interventions
at a technical level and ensure institutional and community capacity building in order to take over site
management and maintenance and ensure the promotion of sustainable development in the region. It
is desirable to facilitate the linkage of this phase IV
project with the Concept of Culture for Development
for Bamiyan and the creation of a Bamiyan Museum
for Peace.
National Institutional framework for the management of World Heritage Properties
The State party of Afghanistan adheres to several international conventions:
t Convention concerning the Protection of the World
Cultural and Natural Heritage. Paris, 16 November
1972. Ratification 20/03/1979
t Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of
Ownership of Cultural Property. Paris, 14 November 1970. Acceptance 08/09/2005
t UNIDROIT Convention. Ratification 23/09/2005
t Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage. Paris, 17 October 2003. Acceptance 30/03/2009
t Convention on the Protection and Promotion of
the Diversity of Cultural Expressions. Paris, 20 October 2005. Acceptance 30/03/2009.
Further the Law on the Protection of Historical and
Cultural Properties (2004) (Ministry of Justice No.
828) ensures that all cultural assets of the country (mov152

able and immovable older than 100 years or due to their
value regarded worthy of protection) can be protected.
The declared monuments and archaeological remains
of Bamiyan Valley are public property by law, owned
by the State of Afghanistan. However, large parts of
the buffer zone and the rest of the cultural landscape
are not protected and in private ownership. In many
cases, the archival documents defining ownership were
destroyed during times of military conflict. Resolving
land disputes is indeed regarded one of the priority
objectives for long-term stabilization at the national
level and it is addressed with series of international
aid programs. Afghanistan’s National Environmental
Protection Agency (NEPA) was established in 2005.
Afghanistan’s first Environment Law (No 912) became
effective in 2007. It defines the notions of national
park, and protected landscape. Land Reform in Afghanistan (LARA) is an activity within the Economic
Growth Program by USAID (Reducing poverty by
promoting economic growth). Bamiyan is one of the
focus areas of the program.
Due to the lack of capacities within the responsible
national institutions the procedure of identifying the
property and creation of appropriate plans has been
realized by international experts with the support of
UNESCO in the last years. The designated protected
areas have been specified within the “Cultural Master
Plan Bamiyan” and officially adopted by Ministry of
Urban Development Affairs on behalf of the Afghan
Government in March 2006.
The 2004 law stipulates that for “study and research”
the Archaeological Committee is formed to legally
advice the Ministry of Information and Culture on
matters regarding the “scientific, artistic and cultural value” of cultural properties. Th e Archaeological
Commission determines the boundaries of the immovable historical structures as well as the archaeological areas (Article 14, 2004 Law).
Regional and local management and organisation
on site
The management of the World Heritage Site is under the authority of the Ministry of Information
and Culture (MoIC). Under the direct supervision
of the Deputy Minister for Culture, the Institute of
Archaeology and the Department for the Protection
and Rehabilitation of Historical Monuments within
the MoIC in Kabul, share the responsibility for cultural sites on operational level between. The Deputy
Minister for Culture participates in various sub-commissions of other ministries. If disputes cannot be re-

solved at ministerial level decisions is requested from
the Presidential Office by direct presidential decree.
The Ministry of Information and Culture has a provincial local office representative in Bamiyan under
the direct authority of the Governor of the Bamiyan
Province. Th e provincial governor has to ensure the
implementation of law and national policies and controls the performance of the various local directorates
of the different ministries.
Currently the Ministry of Information and Culture has
endorsed a special police unit for protection of historic
sites. The local village committees, Shura, decide upon
land use and water management. Larger meetings,
Jirgas, are held with the Governor of the Province for
land or water issues concerning larger areas in valley.
The provincial Governor is responsible for the implementation of the Provincial Development Plan (PPD)
as defined within the Afghan National Development
Strategy (ANDS) which includes rehabilitation of
housing, provision of health and educational services
and development of infrastructures and agriculture.
At the moment the management system of the World
Heritage Site is provisional with help from UNESCO
and the international community awaiting the development of a revised legal framework and appropriate
administrative, scientific and technical resources. This
includes preparation and implementation of a program for the protection, conservation and presentation of the OUV of the Bamiyan Valley, to undertake
exploration and interpretation of the archaeological
remains and to prepare and implement a program for
its long term conservation.
The 1981 Master Plan for the “Rehabilitation and
revitalization of the Bamiyan Valley cultural heritage”, has been reactivated and has the objective to
prepare and implement a program for the protection, conservation and presentation of the Bamiyan
Valley, to undertake exploration and excavation of
the archaeological remains, and to prepare and implement a program for sustainable cultural tourism
in the valley.
In 2006, the Governor of Bamiyan officially established the Bamiyan Cultural Landscape Coordination
Committee (BCLCC). A Draft annual progress report
of the Management Plan for the property has been
elaborated by the Aachen Conservation and Documentation Centre (Aachen University) in November
2011, summarizing the key issues to be addressed.

World Heritage Committee Decisions
Here after, some essential World Heritage Committee
Decisions:
27COM 8C.43 (2003)
The World Heritage Committee,
1. Inscribes the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley, Afghanistan, on
the World Heritage List on the basis of cultural criteria (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (vi).
2. The serial property contains the following elements:
Name
Bamiyan Cliff including niches of the 38 meter Buddha,
seated Buddhas, 55 meter
Buddha and surrounding
caves
Kakrak Valley caves including
the niche of the standing
Buddha
Qoul-I Akram Caves in the
Fuladi Valley
Kalai Ghamai Caves in the
Fuladi Valley
Shahr-i-Zuhak
Qallay Kaphari A
Qallay Kaphari B
Shahr-i-Gholgholah
total

Area (ha) Buffer Zone (ha)
10.500
22.525

15.00

33.00

6.00
5.50

40.50

18.00
0.0625

13.00

0.0640
9.30
158.9265

17.00
13.20
341.95

3. Further urges the international community and
various organizations active in the fi eld of heritage
protection in the Bamiyan Valley to continue its cooperation and assistance to the Afghan authorities to
enhance the conservation and protection of the property;
4. Recognizing the significant and persisting danger
posed by anti-personnel mines in various areas of
the Bamiyan Valley and noting the request from the
Afghan authorities that all cultural projects include
funds for demining;
5. Strongly encourages Member States, IGOs, NGOs,
and other institutions to take this request into consideration when planning cultural heritage activities in
the Bamiyan Valley, and to this end, appeals for financial and technical assistance for de-mining activities
in the Valley;
6. Requests the Director-General of UNESCO to
continue his efforts to effectively coordinate the various initiatives and activities benefitting the conservation process in the Bamiyan Valley, and in particular,
ensure that the work of the World Heritage Committee and the Advisory Bodies are fully taken into account at the International Co-ordination Committee
sessions and associated Working Groups;
7. Requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to assist the Afghan authorities, in close
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co-operation with the UNESCO Kabul Office and
the Division for Cultural Heritage, to elaborate a
comprehensive and effective management plan for
the Bamiyan Valley;
8. Requests a report on the state of conservation of
the Bamiyan Valley to be submitted by the State Party with assistance from the World Heritage Centre,
UNESCO Kabul and the Division of Cultural Heritage by 1 February 2004 for examination at the 28th
session of the World Heritage Committee in 2004.
31COM 7A.21 (2007)
4. Adopts the following as the desired state of conservation for the property in view of its future removal
from the List of World Heritage in Danger:
t ensured site security,
t ensured long-term stability of the Giant Buddha
niches,
t adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings, and
t implemented Management Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan);
5. Encourages the State Party to implement corrective
measures for:
a) Ensured site security by
t exerting strict control of illicit excavations and looting through hiring of adequate number of trained
site guards, and
t clearing unexploded ordinances and anti-personnel
mines from the property;
b) Ensured long-term stability of the Giant Buddha
niches by installing a permanent monitoring system;
c) Adequate state of conservation of archaeological
remains and mural paintings by
t completing the conservation of the fragments of the
Giant Buddha statues
t completing the conservation of the mural paintings
in the prioritized Buddhist caves;
d) the Management Plan and the Cultural Master
Plan (the protective zoning plan) both implemented
by developing institutional capacity, notably for the
Ministry of Culture and the inter-sectoral Bamiyan Cultural Landscape Coordination Committee
(BCLCC);
6. Invites the international community to continue its
technical and financial support, in particular to achieve
the above indicated desired state of conservation;
7. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the
World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a
draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity,
for examination by the Committee at its 32nd session
in 2008;
9. Decides to retain the Cultural Landscape and Ar154

chaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Afghanistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.
34COM 7A.23 (2010)
3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a state
of conservation report and a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, as requested by the World
Heritage Committee at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009);
4. Notes the efforts and commitment of the State Party, and the international community, for safeguarding
the property, notably by completing the de-mining of
the eight component sites, consolidating the eastern
Buddha niche, and conserving mural paintings;
6. Also notes that the State Party proposes 2013 as
the timeframe for reaching the Desired State of Conservation for removal of the property from the List of
World Heritage in Danger;
8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre
and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions
of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the
World Heritage Committee;
9. Also reiterates its request to the State Party, in line
with the provisions of Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to inform the World Heritage Centre of any proposed restoration or new construction
within the property, before making any decision that
would be difficult to reverse, and requests that the design proposals for the installation of a crane in the
eastern Buddha niche be shared with the World Heritage Centre before its construction begins;
10. Welcomes the State Party’s invitation of a joint
World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM advisory mission to the property in 2010 to assist the State
Party to identify longterm solutions for the Buddha
niches, if security conditions allow;
12. Decides to retain the Cultural Landscape and
Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Afghanistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.
World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM Advisory mission
The International Advisory mission to the property,
requested by the State Party, was undertaken in two
parts. Th e fi rst part of the mission was undertaken
from 21 to 25 November 2010 and the team consisted of Dr. Roland Lin, UNESCO Program Specialist,
Prof. Andrea Bruno, ICCROM international expert
and Prof. Claudio Margottini, UNESCO expert, Mr
Brendan Cassar, Mr Andy Miller and Mr Reza Sharifi
UNESCO Kabul Office. The ICOMOS representative, Prof. Dr. Jukka Jokilehto, unable to join the mis-

sion in November 2010, undertook the second part
of the mission in April 2011.
The objective of this mission was to conduct:
t A technical review of the State of Conservation of
the two Buddha niches in Bamiyan and the priority
measures to be taken;
t A technical review of the State of Conservation of
the Bamiyan Valley Cultural Landscape and the priority measures to be taken.
Reasons for proposing UNESCO’s assistance
UNESCO has been coordinating the international efforts in safeguarding the remains of the cultural treasures in the valley after the severe damages incurred
in 2001. After its inscription on the list of World
Heritage in Danger in 2003, and in the absence of
substantial technical expertise and financing resources for cultural heritage preservation in the country,
UNESCO has mobilized the necessary expertise and
financial resources for urgent interventions and has
successfully coordinated the operations in the first
three phases. Although technical assistance continues to be required from both a practical and strategic
point of view, there is also a need for capacity building
in the area of management of such heritage as well as
the monitoring and use of it for the purpose of local
sustainable development.
Target beneficiaries
1. Afghani experts in the field of material conservation and archaeological research whose expertise will
be reinforced from onsite collaboration with international experts.
2. Local and regional authorities and departments
whose capacities will be reinforced in the field of heritage sites management, planning and monitoring,
culture based sustainable development programs, and
implementation of the Management plan and the
Cultural Master Plan.
3. Local communities in Bamiyan will be the direct
beneficiaries of all sustainable development programs
in the region.
4. Youth and school children whose respect and esteem for their own intercultural history will rise.
Bamiyan will provide the learning ground for the
transformation of a post-conflict situation into a successful story for heritage conservation and sustainable
development.
Description of activities and outputs
The project has been designed on the basis of the recommendations made by the 9th and 10th Expert Working Group Meetings that took place in Paris from 2 to

4 March 2011, in Tokyo from 6 to 8 December 2011
and those emerging from the International Advisory
mission undertaken in November 2010 and April
2011. However, given the budgetary limitations, this
project cannot address all of the recommendations.
Those that have been specifically prioritised in this
project aim to ensure the removal of the property
from the World Heritage in danger List gradually and
enhance local capacities in site management and sustainable development programs. The project activities
will come to a definite conclusion, but they must be
seen within the broader scope of activities necessary
for the long term sustainable conservation of the cultural landscape of the Bamiyan Valley and its use for
local sustainable development. It is desirable to facilitate the linkage of this phase IV project with the Concept of Culture for Development for Bamiyan and the
creation of a Bamiyan Museum for Peace.
The project has three components:
1. Achieving the Desired State of Conservation for
the removal of the property from the list of
World Heritage in Danger gradually
t Ensuring site security
t Safeguarding the remains of the two Buddhas and
their niches
t Adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings
t Implementation of the Management Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan).
2. Promoting institutional and community capacity building in conservation, monitoring, planning,
management and community awareness for a cultural
heritage based sustainable development program;
including to facilitate the linkage of this phase IV
project with the Concept of Culture for Development
for Bamiyan and the creation of a Bamiyan Museum
for Peace.
3. Ensuring a scientific documentation of site findings
and operations The proposed above-mentioned three
components and the below eleven activities have been
discussed and agreed between representatives of the
UNESCO, Advisory Body (ICCROM) and major international implementation partners in the Working
Meeting for the Preservation of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological remains of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property, Afghanistan: There had
been activities and preparation for UNESCO JFIT
Bamiyan phase IV project, in ICCROM, Rome, Italy (15–16 June 2011), as well as with the Afghanistan authorities in the 10th Bamiyan Expert Working Group meeting, in Tokyo, 6–8 December 2011.
More precisely, the activities to be undertaken under
each of the above components are as follows.
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REF 1:
1. Completion of consolidation and conservation
work on the Eastern Buddha niche including monitoring, and the start of the survey, documentation,
consolidation and conservation of the Western Buddha niche.
a. Completion of the consolidation of the Eastern
Buddha niche and monitoring the efficiency of the
executed intervention, in terms of residual small rock
falling and crack evolution.
b. Transferring of scaffolds to the Western Buddha
niche, and if the above mentioned monitoring on the
Eastern Buddha niche reveals positive results, completion of installation of the scaffolding in Western
Buddha niche, followed by the start of the survey,
documentation, consolidation and conservation of
the back wall of the Western Buddha niche and the
sites within it, such as the ground floor caves and lateral walls of the niche.
c. Conservation of fragments of the two standing Giant Buddha statues and the long-term storage of fragments should be identified, studied and considered.
2. Emergency preservation in the world heritage
zones other than the Buddha niches, such as Shar-i
Gholghola, Shahr-i-Zuhak and Kakrak, including the
conservation of Buddhist monastery in front of the
cliff.
3. Ensuring site maintenance and basic infrastructure
including site interpretation houses, signage, public
access facilities and the site guardians (with MoIC)
in other world heritage zones, besides the Buddha
niches, such as Shar-i Gholghola, Shahr-i-Zuhak and
Kakrak.
a. Th e size of the settlement and the density of the
building fabric and the substructures require complex
consolidation procedures. For a durable preservation an annual inspection of all accessible areas will
be essential. Some of the buildings’ inventories have
been prepared and individual areas have also been archaeologically documented. Considering the size and
importance of the site, there will be a 4 to 6 month
campaign every year to undertake conservation and
stabilization of pre-defined sections of around 20
buildings in the said fabric. This will be undertaken
with traditional building materials and to a large extent by qualified Afghan workers. Each conservation
campaign will require 20 people supervised by one or
two archaeologists. A site manager and qualified staff
will be recruited for planning and regular documentation. While most building and scaffolding material
are available on site, transport of staff and equipment
will have to be organized.
b. Shahr-i-Zuhak is presently suffering from soil erosion, landslides and uncontrolled water fl owing. A
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complete survey of local geological, geomorphological and geomechanical conditions has to be undertaken. Some preliminary mitigation works to be undertaken include the realisation of simple rock-channels
to channel rainwater. A detailed topography will be
conducted to enable a long term stabilisation of the
site. Such topography could be implemented by laser
scanning techniques.
c. Setting up the site interpretation houses, signage,
public access facilities and the Sites guardians for ensuring security at sites.
4. Continuation of assessments and conservation of
Buddhist wall paintings in Bamiyan cultural landscape.
5. Archaeological survey and publication of an archaeological map.
a. A new archaeological survey will be undertaken in
the Bamiyan valley and the results will be published
in comparison with the 2005 and 2006 results. Archaeological investigation and archaeological survey
will be undertaken for the conservation of each property area. The presence of buried cultural properties
will be determined and the size of the archaeological
sites will be assessed through geophysical prospection.
All these activities will involve Afghan experts in order to build local technical expertise.
b. An archaeological map for the Bamiyan valley will
be published in view of the protection of all archaeological sites in any future intervention.
6. Facilitation for the finalization of the Bamiyan Cultural Landscape Management plan, including sites
documentation.
a. Th e infrastructure needs prioritized by the Management Plan will be addressed. This will include the
elaboration of a Micro Management Plan for the 8
sites with a focus on Cultural Landscape preservation:
i. Security gates and doors, Sign boards and Fencing
around caves or sites;
ii. Maintenance of access roads to the site. In some
cases this involves private land purchase and therefore depends on the Bamiyan provincial government’s
support;
iii. Organization of approaches and accesses to caves
with the help of sign boards.
b. Publication of a tourist guide with site interpretation and site map using satellite images.
c. Facilitation for the creation of small site management and interpretation centers within locally available infrastructure at different sites.
7. The organization of annual Expert Working Group
meetings for the Preservation of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological remains of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property, Afghanistan.
a. The location and dates for the two annual Expert

Working Group meetings (11th and 12th) to be held in
2012 and 2013 (preference in early December each
year) will be determined at a later date.
REF 2:
8. Program for institutional and community capacity
building.
a. The following themes have been specifically identified for local training and capacity building.
i. Archaeological research and conservation
ii. Traditional architecture conservation
iii. Site planning, damage assessment and monitoring
iv. Site management and adaptive management process
v. Geographic Information System
vi. Field survey training with advanced Differential
Global Positioning System.
b. Workshops will be organized with all concerned
stakeholders (Ministry for Information and Culture,
Ministry for Urban Development, Other national and
regional authorities, local experts from the University
of Bamiyan, Institute of Archaeology, Department of
Historical Monuments, Afghanistan National Museum and community leaders) and concerned international experts. In this framework, small theme-based
working groups will be established for training.
9. Community awareness campaign on the potential
within Bamiyan for a successful sustainable development program, including to facilitate the linkage of
this phase IV project with the Concept of Culture
for Development for Bamiyan and the creation of a
Bamiyan Museum for Peace.
a. In the framework of the above mentioned workshop and in cooperation with the Bamiyan eco-tourism center, a training session will also be organized
for grass roots groups and other local organizations in
sustainable development and tourism.
b. A website concerning Bamiyan Cultural Landscape
preservation projects will be established notably for
community awareness.
c. Facilitating activities for the linkage of this phase
IV project with the Concept of Culture for Development for Bamiyan and the creation of a Bamiyan
Museum for Peace.
REF 3:
10. Ensuring a scientific documentation of site findings and other details and its potential dissemination.
a. Documentation survey in Shahr-i-Zuhak, Kakrak
and Shahr-i-Gholghola sites in order to clearly assess
the condition, archaeological potential, architectural
survey, conservation practices, preparation and implementation of management plan.
b. A detailed topographic plan will be prepared and
the damage assessment and treatment plans will be

established for all the 8 sites. This documentation will
be published
c. Scientific documentation of the mural conservation
activities and publication of the same.
d. Th e selected results of architectural and archaeological surveys undertaken in Phases I–III will be
published.
11. Completion and evaluation of main cliffs monitoring system including Hazard mapping of the main
cliffs.
a. A hazard map of cultural properties will be created
and published for the partial consolidation and conservation of the main cliff and for the safety of and
guidance to tourists. For this purpose, the measurement and condition survey of Buddhist caves in the
Bamiyan and Kakrak valley will be carried out and
the decay mechanism and change of the main cliffs
landscape will be studied and documented.
Project coordination and inputs
UNESCO
UNESCO will play an institutional role of coordinating between the national partners, the donor and
the international expert team. Th e project will be
executed under the direct supervision of the Director of the UNESCO World Heritage Centre and his
team including a Project officer, who will provide institutional support to the State Party of Afghanistan
and the international expert team, and assure liaison
with the UNESCO Kabul office providing field implementation and collaboration together with the Afghan related stakeholders and the related other UN
Agencies in Afghanistan as may be required.
Implementation Partnership Agreement between
UNESCO and NRICP, Tokyo
The NRICP (National Research Institute for Cultural
Properties), Tokyo, Japan, participated actively and
advised constantly the UNESCO and the Japanese
Donors on this Bamiyan programme preparation,
coordination and implementation. Th e above-mentioned accomplishments of Phase I–III (2003–2011)
is partly due to their collaborative effort, notable for
the mural painting preservation. It is proposed to establish the Implementation Partnership Agreement
between UNESCO and NRICP, Tokyo, for efficient
implementation of this phase IV project.
Government of Afghanistan
The Government of Afghanistan will assure the collaboration with the Ministry of Information and Culture, Ministry for Urban Development, Provisional
authorities of Bamiyan and specialists within the
framework of the project, and provide data, reports,
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maps, photos and information that will be of utility in its execution. It will also provide security and
assure freedom of movement of all staff involved in
the project. The Bamiyan Province Regional authorities will ensure the coordination between the various
stakeholders.
Expert Working Group
The Expert Working Group will
a) Advise the Government of Afghanistan and
UNESCO on technical progress of operations carried
out under the project;
b) Review the preceding year’s work and set forth and
agree on the entire program for the coming year;
Assist in any other points, which may arise in connection with the implementation of the project.
Project Inputs
For achieving the above-mentioned project activities
and outputs, the following project inputs are foreseen
within the proposed budget and framework:
Personnels
Within UNESCO World Heritage Centre, the
Chief of Asia and the Pacific Unit will supervise the
overall implementation of the project activities; and
a responsible officer within the Asia and the Pacific
Unit will ensure the day to day desk work and coordination of international partners for this project
implementation. Th e administrative personnel for
this project implementation will ensure the necessary support from the World Heritage Centre Administrative Unit and the related UNESCO Central
Services. Within the UNESCO Kabul Office, the
Culture Officer will contribute the in-country coordination, particularly with the national partners and
national authorities, a technical support staff and
an administrative support staff will be based in the
UNESCO Kabul Office.
An international resident expert will be appointed,
under the direct supervision of the UNESCO Kabul
culture officer, as project site Director in Bamiyan for
the facilitation of the project implementation and will
operate from the UNAMA Bamiyan regional office.
The presence of the expert will be ensured for a period
of 6 months per year for 2 years.
Sub-contractor Services
It is foreseen to have the following sub-contractor
services for achieving the abovementioned project activities and outputs:
1. Sub-Contract Service for the Completion of consolidation and conservation work on the Eastern
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Buddha niche including monitoring, and the start of
the survey, documentation, consolidation and conservation of the Western Buddha niche.
2. Sub-Contract Service for the Emergency preservation in the world heritage zones other than the Buddha niches, such as Shar-i-Gholghola, Shahr-i-Zuhak
and Kakrak, including the conservation of Buddhist
monastery in front of the cliff.
3. Sub-Contract Service for the Ensuring site maintenance and basic infrastructure including site interpretation houses, signage, public access facilities and
the site guardians (with MoIC) in other world heritage zones, besides the Buddha niches, such as Shar-iGholghola, Shahr-i-Zuhak and Kakrak.
4. Sub-Contract Service for the Continuation of assessments and conservation of Buddhist wall paintings in Bamiyan cultural landscape.
5. Sub-Contract Service for the Archaeological survey
and publication of an archaeological map.
6. Sub-Contract Service for the Facilitation for the
finalization of the Bamiyan Cultural Landscape Management plan, including sites documentation.
7. Sub-Contract Service for the organization of annual Expert Working Group meetings for the Preservation of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological
remains of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property, Afghanistan.
8. Sub-Contract Service for the institutional and
community capacity building.
9. Sub-Contract Services for the Community awareness campaign on the potential within Bamiyan for
a successful sustainable development program, including the facilitating activities for the linkage of
this phase IV project with the Concept of Culture
for Development for Bamiyan and the creation of a
Bamiyan Museum for Peace.
10. Sub-Contract Service for the Ensuring a scientific
documentation of site findings and other details and
its potential dissemination.
11. Sub-Contract Service for the Completion and
evaluation of main cliffs monitoring system including
Hazard mapping of the main cliffs.
Equipment
Although there will be no major equipment to be purchased within this Bamiyan phase IV project, simple
basic computer, printer and scanner, as well as general
office supplies will be financed through this proposed
project budget. It is foreseen to rent a project office 6
months per year from the UNAMA Bamiyan regional
office for hosting the international resident expert, as
project site Director in Bamiyan for the facilitation of
the project implementation.

Timing/modalities of project monitoring and reporting
Project Monitoring, Reporting and Evaluation
1. Project monitoring will be carried out jointly by
the World Heritage Centre and UNESCO Kabul
Office, which will report to the donor through the
World Heritage Centre, at the end of each year for the
annual UNESCO-Japan FIT review meeting, and at
the end of the project.
2. The Government of Afghanistan will assure the collaboration with the Ministry of Information and Culture, Ministry for Urban Development, Provisional
authorities of Bamiyan and specialists with the help

of the UNESCO Kabul Office to submit the annual
report to the UNESCO World Heritage Centre on
progress made on the implementation of corrective
measures.
Visibility of the Project
During project implementation, a comprehensive
information and publicity plan will be developed by
UNESCO in order to publicize the project’s aims,
progress and outputs. It will be clearly stated in all reports and press releases that the project was made possible with the financial support of the Japan Fundsin-Trust.

ICOMOS Germany

Interim Technical Report on Conservation and Consolidation Measures
in Caves II–VI of the Western Buddha in Bamiyan 2012 with Opening
of the Site Museum and Participation in the 18–19 June Stakeholder
Meeting
At the Bamiyan Meeting on 18–19 June ICOMOS
Germany was represented by Prof. Erwin Emmerling,
Prof. Michael Petzet and restorer Bert Praxenthaler,
who gave reports and contributed to the discussions
(see the attached paper Preserving the Fragments
and Future Presentation of the Bamiyan Buddhas).
As preparation for the visit to the site interpretation
centre with lapidarium at the Eastern Buddha in connection with the stakeholder meeting the ICOMOS
experts travelled to Bamiyan on 14 June and spent
the four days before the conference to install the
“site museum” together with a small team of Afghan
craftsmen (transport of fragments, exhibition of posters, etc). This could be carried out after the necessary
doors and racks as well as the coverings for the fragments had been made the previous year with funds
from the German Foreign Office (compare p. 129).
The successful “opening” of this museum area on 19
June, which in future will be accessible to visitors together with the side staircases of the Buddha niche,
was highly welcomed by the members of the conference, among them four Afghan ministers.

Before their return to Kabul on 20 June Erwin Emmerling and Michael Petzet as well as Bert Praxenthaler had the opportunity to discuss the conservation
and consolidation measures in the caves of the Western Buddha. It turned out that the present condition
of the Western Buddha niche is far worse than expected. The risk of rock fall still exists and the consolidation of the entire back wall, for which unfortunately
there are no funds, is very urgent. This consolidation
has already been recommended several times in the
Bamiyan Working Group meetings.
The works carried out between 18 June and 9 July
by the ICOMOS team (up to 12 Afghan craftsmen
and workers) under the guidance of Bert Praxenthaler
concentrated on caves II–VI, not on I and V. This was
because for the sorting of the material in cave I, which
should be done by ICOMOS restorer Edmund Melzl,
there are no funds.
A first step was the necessary repair and reattachment
of the loosened rock fall net at the back wall of the
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niche, also a precondition for the preparation of a feasibility study planned for August. Furthermore, the
rubble caused by the rock fall on the ground of the
Western Buddha niche in front of the entrances to
the caves and between the feet of the Buddha had to
be removed. Th e fl oors inside the caves were partly
exposed and cleaned, and related stone fragments
were placed as display objects for a future visitors’
walkabout. The return of individual stone fragments
to their original position in the entrance area of the
caves was considered to be too dangerous, because
every vibration caused by the necessary drillings leads
to additional rock fall. Fortunately, in central cave V,
whose condition was considered to be very critical,

since many areas of the richly moulded original surface were at risk of falling down, it has been possible
to preserve all clay plaster and clay stucco fragments
as well as to pigment the secured edges accordingly
(mixture of Ledan/clay/scotchlite).
The following report by Bert Praxenthaler shows the
successful stabilisation of the fragments in their pre-,
interim and final condition; as well as the repair and
reattachment of the rock fall net, the display of stone
fragments in caves IV and V and finally the enlargement of the scaffold in front of the caves as (limited)
protection against loosened stones.

Bert Praxenthaler

Reassembling of Stone Fragments, Stabilisation of the Clay Plaster and
other Conservation Measures in the Lower Caves of the Western Buddha
Niche (November 2012)
The 2012 ICOMOS project in Bamiyan included the
exemplary conservation of fragments of clay plaster
and moulding in the sacred rooms at the feet of the
Western Buddha as well as the reassembling of stone
fragments of the cave entrances. During the last year
there were repeated reports about severe rock fall at
the Western Buddha. Th erefore it was questionable
if work outside the caves would be possible without
appropriate safety measures. Onsite the situation
turned out to be the following: the protective steel
grid, installed several years ago was damaged and had
come off the rear wall of the niche. There were a lot
of stone fragments, obviously fallen from the rear side
of the niche lying in the western part of the niche
in front of caves V–VI and between the ruins of the
Buddhas’ feet. The protection platform, erected in autumn 2011 in the eastern part of the niche was covered with smaller stones. These circumstances necessitated a slight modification of the planned working
campaign.
A sound solution for the problem of stone fall would
have been to stabilise the whole rear wall of the niche.
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This was not feasible due to a lack of time and financial resources. But during the presence in Bamiyan it
was possible to erect additional safety platforms and
to repair the safety grid. The measures for the working period were split into three main tasks: erection of
platforms, repair of the safety grid as well as conservation and restoration work on clay plaster and stones.
Scaffolding
Extension of the safety platform
The existing platform with its three centimetre thick
panels made of softwood is a sufficient protection
against smaller stone falls but panels are in danger of
breaking under the burden of larger rockfalls. Ensuring daily access to the working places in front of and
inside the caves II–VI it seemed sufficient to enlarge
the platform with a northern unit.
Working platform in cave V
In order to perform the conservation and consolidation measures on the endangered clay moulding in
the octagonal cave V a platform was needed. The
height of the cave is 7.8 metres and the dimension is

8 metres (mean). Th e three-coat platform was built
comparable to the outside platform with steel bars,
couplings and wooden planks. All works were completed by Bamiyan staff.
Repair of the protective grid
The damages to the steel grid were obviously caused
by stone fall. Th e lower anchors of the grid on the
rear wall were completely severed. The grid dangled
in front of the overhanging rear side of the niche.
In some cases the grid was cut from the edgy rocks
while falling down. These gaps were repaired and the
loose grid fixed on the rear wall with anchors and steal
ropes.
Conservation and restoration measures
Cleaning of caves II, III, IV, V and VI
All caves except for cave I which was not accessible
were cleaned. The litter (mostly plastic bags and bottles) gathered over the years was removed. The walls
and floors were cleaned.
Cave V: new arrangement of fragments inside the caves
During the last salvaging measures in 2009 those
stone fragments that could be assigned to the caves’
entrances were put in the caves and stored there. At
that time cave V was accessible with a small wheel
loader and it was possible to drop there even larger
fragments. Since a growing number of tourists are visiting the Bamiyan Buddhas it seemed to be feasible to

rearrange the fragments in a more aesthetic way. The
stone fragments were rearranged and are now presented on wooden support in the niches of the caves
which now look more like a lapidarium. The previous
tight storage was relaxed and this also improved the
accessibility for visitors. Another advantage is that the
clay plaster fragments which survived the blowing-up
of the Buddha statues could now be better viewed.
Cave V: conservation measures on clay plaster and
moulding
Cave V and the adjacent former Buddhist sacred
rooms were mostly affected by the explosions. During
the first Taliban attempt of destruction, they placed
large amounts of explosives under the Buddha‘s feet
in front of the caves. Blowing up a mixture of dynamite, bombs, tank mines, grenades etc. the Buddha
should have been destroyed. This partly failed but the
power of the explosion and its heat damaged the entrances of the caves and provoked the falling down
of the major part of the clay plaster and moulding.
The wooden parts, stabilising the moulding were carbonised. The few remaining parts of the clay plaster
had just a minimum of adhesion to the ground and
were in danger of falling down. These few fragments
should be consolidated at their original positions because they allow the decoding of the sacred rooms’
original decoration. The conservation and consolidation measures were performed with a method comparable to that at the Eastern Buddha a few years

Provisional protection scaffold at Western Buddha.
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View from West to the heel of the foot. Remains of stonefall.

Provisional protection scaffold.
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Stonefall at the Western Buddha after the earthquake in spring
2011.

ago. Clay was mixed with Ledan and Scothlight. This
mixture was used as background adhesive. Th e embankment of the edges was done with the same but
coloured mixture. The sometimes brittle clay plaster
fragments were moisturised on their backs so that
they became more flexible and could be fixed on the
walls. The stone wall was cleaned. The fragments were
back-filled with adhesive and fixed on the wall with
elastic battens and cushioning. The day after the battens could be removed and the bond was inspected.
The next step was to consolidate the fragments’ edges
with embankments which were retouched after the
hardening time. With these methods all existing clay
plaster and clay mouldings could be stabilised.
A future project would be to continue the stabilisation and consolidation of the clay plaster in all other
caves. Another desirable and important project would
be the stabilisation of the rear wall of the niche of
the Western Buddha in order to prevent the ongoing
losses of the sparse original remains of the Buddha.

Behind the feet of the Western Buddha.

Repair of the protection net.
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Western Buddha: protection scaffold.
Western Buddha: protection scaffold.
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Above: Western Buddha: damaged stone fall protection net.
Below: Western Buddha: repair of the protection net.
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Western Buddha, cave II.
Western Buddha, cave I, stabilizing clay stucco.
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Above: Western Buddha, cave I, remains of clay stucco.
Below: Western Buddha, cave I, remains of pillars with core of
wood.
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Western Buddha, cave I, restoration work.
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Western Buddha, cave I, restoration of clay stucco, edging.
Above right: Western Buddha, cave I, stucco pillars with core of
wood.
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Western Buddha, cave I, stabilized remains of clay stucco.
Western Buddha, cave I, stabilized remains of clay stucco.
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11th Expert Working Group Meeting for the Preservation of the Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains
of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property, Afghanistan
Aachen University, 10–11 December 2012

In March 2001, two Buddha statues located in the
Bamiyan Valley and believed to be dating back respectively to the mid sixth and the early seventh century AD, were destroyed. This destruction led to the
mobilization of the international community to safeguard the remains of this outstanding component of
Afghan heritage. These unique Buddhist monuments
attested to the successive interactions between the
peoples living in this Bamiyan Valley and those who
traversed it on their journeys along the legendary
Silk Roads. The outstanding value of this landscape
was recognized by the World Heritage Committee
in 2003, the year in which the site was inscribed on
the World Heritage List. At that time, the Valley was
simultaneously placed on the List of World Heritage in Danger in testimony to the destroyed Buddha
statues.
Over the past decade, UNESCO, in close collaboration with Afghan authorities and the international
community, has undertaken a series of actions to safeguard the remains of the Buddha statues, as well as
other important cultural heritage sites in the Bamiyan
Valley. This has been made possible mainly through
the generous contributions from the UNESCO –
Japan Funds-in-Trust for the Preservation of World
Cultural Heritage. From 2002 to 2011, UNESCO,
in close consultation with Afghan authorities and international implementation partners, coordinated a
series of ten meetings of the Expert Working Group
on the Preservation of the Bamiyan Site. This working group is composed of international specialists
committed to supporting the Afghan authorities in
their conservation efforts.
UNESCO (World Heritage Centre and Kabul office)
and the RWTH Aachen University, Aachen Center
for Documentation and Conservation (ACDC),
Germany, are co-organizing, in close collaboration
with the Afghan authorities, the 11th Expert Working Group Meeting for the Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the
Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property, which will
be held at Aachen University, Germany, from 10 to
11 December 2012. The aim of the meeting is to ad-

vise UNESCO and the Afghan authorities on issues
related to the conservation of the Bamiyan World
Heritage property by reviewing and assessing ongoing
activities in Bamiyan, as well as identifying needs and
opportunities for future initiatives. In this respect, the
meeting will also provide an opportunity for the coordination of international efforts.
Provisional Programme
Monday, 10 December 2012 (Day 1)
Opening session, Chair: Prof. Michael Jansen, Aachen
University
10:00 Welcome speech by Aachen University

Welcome speech and delivery of welcome message from
UNESCO Assistant Director for Culture, by Paolo Fontani, Head of Office and UNESCO Representative to
Afghanistan
Welcome speeches from Afghan Government representatives by H.E. Dr Sayed Makhdoum Raheen, Minister or
his representative, Ministry of Information and Culture
of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and by H. E. Mr
Mohamma Kacem Fazelly, Ambassador & Permanent
Delegate of Afdghanistan to UNESCO & ISESCO
Greeting from Multilateral Cultural Cooperation Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan
Greeting from Mr Mohd Asif Moballigh, Deputy
Governor of Bamiyan Province, Afghanistan
Introduction of the objectives and programme of the 11th
Expert Working Group Meeting by Dr. Roland Lin, Asia
and Pacific Unit, World Heritage Centre, UNESCO

First Session: Adequate state of conservation of archaological remains and mural paintings achieved,
Chair: H. E. Mr Mossadeq Khalili, Deputy Minister,
Information and Culture of the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan
11:15 Presentation by Mr Yamauchi, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan and
Mr Fabio Colombo, Painting Censervator, Italy & Japan
Presentation by Prof. Zemaryalai Tarzi, France
12:15 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions
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Second Session: Safeguarding the Remains of the
Buddhas and Niches, Chair: Mr Mounir Bouchenaki,
Advisor for UNESCO Assistant Director-General for
Culture
01:30 Presentation by Prof. Michael Petzet, President of ICOMOS Germany
Presentation by Prof. Erwin Emmerling, Chair, Conservation Science, Technical University of Munich, Germany
Presentation by Prof. Kosaku Maeda, Visiting researcher,
Japan Centre for International Cooperation in Conservation, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan
Presentation by Prof. Claudio Margottini, Engineering
geologist, ISPRA (Italian Institute for Protection and Environmental Research), Italy
15:00 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Third Session: Preservation and conservation interventions in the World Heritage property of Bamiyan Valley, Chair: Prof. M. Petzet, Former President ICOMOS
International, President of ICOMOS Germany
15:30 Presentation on preservation of the Bamiyan Cultural Landscape, by Mr Abdul Ahad Abassi, Director, Department for
the Preservation of Historical Monuments, Ministry of Information and Culture, Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Presentation on the Foladi Valley Road Construction, by
Dr. Ahmad Shah Wahid, Deputy Minister of Maintenance and Construction, Ministry of the Public Works,
Afghanistan
Presentation on 2011–2012 documentation activities, by
Mr Georgios Toubekis, Aachen Center for Documentation and Conservation, RWTH Aachen, Germany
16:15 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Tuesday, 11 December 2012 (Day 2)
Fourth Session: Activities and future conservation
interventions in the World Heritage Property, Chair:
Mr Brendan Cassar, UNESCO Kabul Office
09:30 Conclusion of Swiss funded Project and Launching of
Bamiyan Component of Italian Project, by Mrs Sara
Noshadi, UNESCO Kabul
Report of results of Swiss funded project for the cultural
landscape of Bamiyan, by Mr Bert Praxenthaler, ICOMOS Germany
Presentation on activities for Shar-i-Zodak and Shar-iGholghola, by Mr Philippe Marquis
Presentation by Architect Andrea Bruno, Italy, Advisor
for UNESCO Assistant Director-General for Culture
Presentation on the draft design of potential Bamiyan Museum, by Prof. Shigeyuki Okazaki, Mukogawa
Women‘s University, Japan
10:50 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions
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Fifth Session: Implementation of the Management
Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan), Chair: Prof. Kosaku Maeda, Visiting Researcher, Japan Centre for International Co-operation
in Conservation, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan
11:15 Presentation on the Master Plan for Bamiyan, by Dr.
Sayed Zia Hosaini, Advisor to the Minister, Ministry of
Urban Development, Afghanistan
Presentation by Mr Mohd Asif Moballigh, Deputy
Governor of Bamiyan, Afghanistan
Presentation by Mr K. H. Fetrat, Mayor of Bamiyan Municipality, Afghanistan
Presentation by UNOPS AGOC (Afghanistan Operations Centre)
Presentation by Prof. Michael Jansen, ACDC, Aachen
University, Germany
12:45 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Sixth Session: Recommendations, Co-Chairs: Prof.
Michael Jansen, Aachen University and Mr Paolo
Fontani, Head of Office and UNESCO Representative to Afghanistan
14:00 Presentation, discussion and adoption of recommendations
15:30 Issues to be addressed

Closing Session, Chair: Dr. Roland Lin, Asia and Pacific Unit, World Heritage Centre, UNESCO
16:30 Closure speech by Afghan Government representatives
Closure speech by representative of Aachen University
Closure speech/message from Mr Paolo Fontani, Head
of Office and UNESCO Representative to Afghanistan,
UNESCO Kabul Office

Provisional List of Participants
Afghan experts and officials
H.E. Dr. Sayed Makhdoum Raheen, Minister of Information and Culture of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
H.E. Mr Mohammad Kacem Fazelly, Ambassador &
Permanent Delegate of Afghanistan to UNESCO &
ISESCO
H.E. Mr Mossadeq Khalili, Deputy Minister of Information and Culture of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
H.E. Dr. Agmad Sha Wahid, Deputy Minister of
Maintenance and Construction, Ministry of the Public Works of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Dr. Sayed Zia Hosiani, Advisor to the Minister, Ministry of Urban Development of the Islamic Republic
of Afghanistan

Mr Mohd Asif Moballigh, Deputy Govenor, Bamiyan
Province of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Mr K. H. Fetrat, Mayor of Bamiyan Municipality of
the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (to be confirmed)
Mr Omar Sultan, Former Deputy Minister of Information and Culture, Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Mr Abdul Ahad Abassis, Director, Department for
the Preservation of Historical Monuments, Ministry
of Information and Culture, Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Mr Abdul Qadeer Timori, Director of the Institute
of Archaeology, Ministry of Information and Culture,
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Mr Mohammad Amir Foladi, National Ecotourism
Program Coordinator, Agha Khan Foundation, Afghanistan
International Experts (alphabetical order)
Mr Mounir Bouchenaki, Advisor for UNESCO Assistant-Director-General for Culture
Mr Andrea Bruno, Architect, Italy, Advisor for
UNESCO Assisstant-Director-General for Culture
Mr Fabio Colombo, Painting Conservator, Italy &
Japan
Prof. Erwin Emmerling, Chair, Conservation Science, Technical University of Munich, Germany
Mr Nicolas Engel, Chargé de mission, Délégation
Archéologique FranÇaise en Afghanistan (DAFA),
France
Prof. Michael Jansen, Director, Aachen Center for
Documentation and Conservation, RWTH Aachen
University, Germany
Mr Shogo Kume, Research Fellow, Japan Centre for
International Cooperation in Conservation, NRICP,
Tokyo, Japan
Prof. Kosaku Maeda, Visiting Researcher, Japan Centre for International Cooperation in Conservation,
NRICP, Tokyo, Japan
Prof. Claudio Margottini, Engineering geologist, ISPRA (Italian Institute for Protection and Environmental Research), Italy
Mr Philippe Marquis, Director, Délégation
Archéologique FranÇaise en Afghanistan (DAFA),
France
Prof. Shigeyuki Okazaki, Deparment of Architecture,
School of Human Environmental Sciences, Mukogawa Women‘s University, Japan
Prof. Michael Petzet, President of ICOMOS Germany
Mr Bert Praxenthaler, ICOMOS Germany
Prof. Zemaryalai Tarzi, University of Strasbourg,
France
Mr Akiko Tashiro, Associate Fellow, Internation Cooperation Section, NRICP, Nara, Japan

Mr Georgios Toubekis, Aachen Center for Documentation and Conservation, RWTH Aachen University,
Germany
Mr Kazauya Yamauchi, Head, Regional Environment
Research Section, Japan, Japan Centre for International Cooperation in Conservation, NRICP, Tokyo,
Japan
UNESCO representatives
Mr Paolo Fontani, Head of Office and UNESCO
Representative to Afghanistan
Dr. Roland Lin, Programme Specialist, Project officer
for Preservation of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property, Asia and Pacific Unit, World Heritage
Centre, UNESCO
Mr Brendan Cassar, Assistant Programme Specialist,
Culture Unit, UNESCO Kabul Office
Ms Sara Noshadi, Consultant, Culture Unit,
UNESCO Kabul Office
International Donor representatives
Representative of Japan: Mr Shinji Nagashima, Director, Multilateral Cultural Cooperation Division,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan Representative
of Japan (2): Ms Hiroko Moriyama, Multilateral Cultural Cooperation Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan
Representative of France: Mr Bruno Favel, Départment
des affairs européennes et internationales de la Direction Générale des Patrimoines, Ministère de la Culture
et de la Communication, France
Representative of Germany: Ms Silvia Nissen-Huelse,
Auswärtiges Amt, Foreign Office Germany
Representative of Italy: Mr Filippo Alessi, Italian Development Cooperation, Italy
Representative of Switzerland: H.E. Rodolphe Imhoof, Ambassador, Permanent Delegate, Permanent
Delegation of Swiss Confederation to UNESCO
UNOPS AGOC (Afghanistan Operations Centre)
Mr Maximin Addra, Project Manager for Foladi Valley Road construction project, Afghanistan Operations Centre (AGOC), UNOPS, Afghanistan
Observers & local participants
Dr.-Ing. Karsten Ley, History of Urbanization,
RWTH Aachen University, Germany
Mr Rene Teijgeler, Afghanistan Cultural Heritage Expert, Culture in Development
Prof. Amareswas Galla, Executive Director Internation Institute for the Inclusive Museum
Mr Sekandar Ozod-Seradj, Dipl.-Ing. Architect, Germany
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Recommendations of the 11th Expert Working Group for the Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and
Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property, Afghanistan (Aachen, 10–11
December 2012)
Introductory Remarks
Since the destruction of the Giant Buddha statues of
Bamiyan in March 2001, the international community has joined together to safeguard the remains of
this invaluable Afghan heritage. In 2003, the Cultural
Landscape and Achaeological Remains of the Bamiyan
Valley was inscribed on the World Heritage List and
simultaneously placed on the List of World Heritage in
Danger. Since then, thanks to generous grants through
the UNESCO – Japan Funds-in-Trust for the Preservation of World Cultural Heritage, UNESCO has completed three phases of the major project for the Preservation of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological
Remains of the Bamiyan Valley, and is now working on
the frouth phase. Substantial progress has been made in
relation to the state of conservation of the Bamiyan site,
the long-term consolidation of the site, the increase in
national capacities in the conservation of cultural heritage and the creation of a basis for sustainable development and cultural tourism in Bamiyan. The World
Heritage Committee adopted several benchmarks (criteria for a “Desired State of Conservation”), which, if
met, will indicate that the Bamiyan Valley no longer
faces immediate threats to its conservation and can be
removed from the List of World Heritage in Danger.
These include: 1) ensuring site security; 2) ensuring the
structural stability of the two standing Giant Buddha
niches; 3) adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings; and 4) implementation of the Management Plan und Cultural Master
Plan (the protective zoning plan).
The World Heritage Committee, in its Decision
36 COM 7A.26, taken at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012) for the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of Bamiyan Valley, reiterates its
request to the Afghanistan authorities, when considering options for the treatment of the Buddha niches,
to ensure that proposals are based on feasibility studies which include:
a) An overall approach to conservation and preservation of the property,
b) An appropriate conservation philosophy based on
the Outstanding Universal Value of the property,
c) Technical and financial possibilities for the implementation of the project proposals.
The Afghanistan authorities (led by H. E. Dr. Sayed
Makhdoum Raheen, Minister of Information and
Culture of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan) par174

ticipated actively in the 11th Bamiyan Expert Working
Group meeting (Aachen, Germany 10–11 December
2012). During this meeting, the Afghan authorities
requested the Expert Working Group Meeting to assist them particularly on the following four points:
1. At least partial-reconstruction of one Buddha niche
(Eastern Buddha, small Buddha of 38 meters),
2. Bamiyan Museum for Peace,
3. Urgent intervention and consolidation of the large
Western Buddha niche rear wall,
4. Achieving the Desired State of Conservation for
the removal of the property from the List of World
Heritage in Danger and the preservation of all the
related monuments of Bamiyan Cultural Landscape
as well as the cliff niches.
The participants of the 11th Expert Working Group
Meeting, building from the 10th Expert Working
Group meeting:
Culture and Development and General issues
1. Took note of the text of the Kabul Charter for Sustainable Heritage Development, which outlines a
set of principles and guidelines for integrated and
sustainable heritage development, highlighting the
importance of community engagement, cultural diversity, cultural mapping and sustainable heritage
tourism, adopted this as the guiding principles for
the formulation of Phase IV of the Japan Funds-inTrust project for Bamiyan and its implementation,
which should bring forward a holistic approach to
culture in development and to promoting a culture
of peace in Afghanistan;
2. Recommended a harmonization of conservation and
development approaches to heritage management;
3. Recommended to further promote the preservation
and revitalization of the cultural landscape through
activities such as the 2011–2012 SDC / UNESCO
Kabul office project to address conservation issues
in living landscapes;
4. Took note of the recently-approved UNESCO-Italy FIT project for “Heritage Conservation, Development and Coordination Project for Afghanistan”
to promote a positive public discourse through
awareness-raising activities focusing on social cohesion, intercultural dialogue and peace through
the preservation of cultural heritage, to be demonstrated through the conservation and preservation
of part of the Bamiyan World Heritage Property

(Shar-i-Gholghola) to the general public;
5. Took note of the theme of the World Heritage Convention’s 40th anniversary “World Heritage Convention and Sustainable Development: The Role of Local Communities” and the Kyoto Vision, launched
at the end of the closing ceremony of the World
Heritage Convention’s 40th anniversary celebration in Kyoto, Japan, on 8 November 2012, which
highlighted the importance of a people-centred approach to the conservation of World Heritage as
the best way to ensure the long-term protection of
the Outstanding Universal Value of World Heritage
sites, concluding with a call for action appealing to
the international community to ensure the “effective involvement of local communities, indignous
peoples, experts and youth” in all aspects of World
Heritage conservation, from the nomination of the
site to long-term conservation practice;
6. Took note that the 11th Expert Working Group
meeting which brought together approximately 45
Afghan authorities and internationl experts activly
involved in the safeguarding of this site, together
with the representatives of donor institutions and
implementing agencies, including UNESCO,
ICOMOS-Germany, SPRA (Italian Institute fro
Protection and Environmental Research), National
Institute for Cultural Properties (NRICP) Tokyo
and Nara, RWTH Aachen University, and especially the representatives of the Government of Japan have contributed to the implementation of the
activities;
7. Regretted that in spite of tremendous efforts made
by organisers, two local representatives from Bamiyan – the Vice Governor of Bamiyan province and
the Mayor of the city of Bamiyan – who have attended previous meetings – were not able to join
this meeting;
8. Expressed its appreciation for the active participation, contribution and comments of the four Afghan high officials (Minister of Culture & Information, two Vice Ministers of Public Works and
Urban Development and advisors), which substantially shaped the outcomes of the meeting.
Bamiyan Museums for Peace
9. Recognized the importance of a Museum for Peace
in Bamiyan;
10. Recommended that a Provincial Museum be constructed in Bamiyan and smaller site interpretation
centres at specific sites that compose the World
Heritage property and the geo-cultural features of
the Bamiyan province, and that this Bamiyan Museum should store the fragments collected as well
as other materials and fi ndings from conservation

works and archaeological excavations and house a
conservation laboratory;
11. Took note that during this 11th Bamiyan Experts
Working Group Meeting, Prof. Shigeyuki Okazaki
from the Japanese Mukogawa Women’s University
presented the draft design for a potential Bamiyan
Museum, along with the model, and that Prof.
Michael Jansen of Aachen University, Germany,
presented the draft guidance and planning of basic infrastructure for site maintenance, including
the designing of the site interpretation centre, signance, public access facilities and the site guardians
for Shar-i-Gholghola, in close vicinity to the World
Heritage property;
12. Encouraged the Bamiyan Expert Working Group
to create links between ongoing activities and future
museum development;
13. Recommended that the UNESCO Kabul Office
continue to develop, advocate and raise funds for
the Bamiyan Museum for Peace project in cooperation with the Afghan authorities (the Ministry of
Information and Culture and the local authorities
in Bamiyan), expert institutions and stakeholders,
and that the inclusion of a feasibility study for the
Bamiyan Museum should be explored within the activities of the Bamiyan Phase IV project and implemented by the UNSECO Kabul Office and relevant
expert national and international implementing
partners.
Proposals for remedial measures and the future presentation of the two Buddha niches
14. Took note of the initial proposals of four international teams of remedial measures and the future
presentation of the two Buddha niches presented at
the 10th Expert Working group in Tokyo in 2011
(Prof. A. Bruno/ Italy, Hon. President, Raymond
Lemaire International Centre for Conservation
(RLICC) of Leuven University; Prof. M. Jansen,
Aachen University, Germany; Prof. K. Maeda, Visiting Researcher, Japan Centre for International
Co-operation, NRICP, Tokyo, Japan and the team
of Prof. Emmerling, Munich Technical University
and Prof. M. Petzet, President of ICOMOS, Germany);
15. Reiterated that in view of the available scientific
data and estimated fi nancial requirements, a total
reconstruction of either of the Buddha sculptures
cannot be considered at the present time, as conducted at the 9th Working Group Meeting in Paris,
March 2011;
16. Recommended in light of the policy statement of
the Minister for Information and Culture in regard
to the reconstruction of at least one of the Buddha
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sculptures, that the large Western Buddha niche be
consolidated and left empty at the present time as
testimony to the tragic act of destruction, but that a
feasibility study be undertaken to determine whether or not a partial reassembling of fragments of the
Eastern Buddha could be an option in the coming
years. This feasibility study or studies should be in
line with the World Heritage Committee’s Decision 36 COM 7A.26 (see page 1) and should be
further examined by the Expert Working Group,
the International Coordination Committee for the
Safeguarding of Afghanistan’s Cultural Heritage, as
well as by the World Heritage Committee before
final submission to the Afghan authorities for their
consideration;
17. Recommended that if the partial reassembly of
one Buddha niche (Eastern Buddha, small Buddha of 38 metres) is considered, more scientific and
technical data should be aquired and the process
should be undertaken with a flexible, step-by-step
approach;
18. Confirmed that work needs to be pursued to safeguard and preserve the entire cultural landscape
of the Bamiyan Valley with due regard to all the
archaeological and architectural components necessary for the future development of Bamiyan;
19. Recommended that a Bamiyan Cultural Landscape management plan be developed and finalized
in close collaboration with the local authorities and
should serve as a point of reference for all future
interventions;
20. Encouraged ICOMOS Germany to share the concept for a site interpretation centre at the Eastern
Buddha niche with the participants for comment
and advice.
Ensuring site security
21. Noted the significant progress made in ensuring
the safety of the World Heritage property by completing the demining of the Bamiyan Valley, which
is a precondition for any conservation and presentation work, and recognized the efforts of UNESCO
and the Ministry of Information and Culture, in
cooperation with UNMAS, MACCA and local
partners to achieve this important result;
22. Recommended, however, for the safety of all concerned, that any new archaeological excavations be
carried out with the support of a demining team
in the World Heritage areas cleared in 2008–2009
(Shar-i-Zohak, Shar-i-Gholghola, Top of Buddha
cliffs);
23. Recommended the zoning of the sites as per the
Master Plan and UNESCO recommendations for
de-mining, the cataloguing of the sites/monuments/
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objects with an assessment of their significance and
damage, the undertaking of a comparative analysis
between the previously collected data and current
data, providing safe pathways and trails for visitors
and communities, priorizing the conservation and
restoration of the sites/monuments and objects and
preparing a risk management plan for the site, and
last but not the least providing on-site training to
de-mining teams regarding intervention in archaeological / historical areas;
24. Noted the appointment of trained guards and an
archaological police force on site to fight against illicit excavations and looting on the site, and urged
the local and national authoritites to increase the
size of this force and to provide a minimum of facilities such as communication devices and use of
existing local buildings;
25. Advocated public awareness and education programs in order to address the issue of the illicit traffic of antiquities;
26. Recommended the incorporation of recent excavations into the site security plan of the MoIC (e. g.
MO/Oriental Monastery, MR / Royal Monastery).
Safeguarding the remains of the Buddhas and their niches
27. Noted with satisfaction the work undertaken by
ICOMOS Germany within the UNESCO project
framework to achieve the recommendations of the
9th and the 10th Expert Group Meetings with regards to the stabilization of the rear wall of the Eastern Buddha and the safety to the path leading to the
top of the Eastern Buddha niche, making it possible
to have visitors back on site;
28. Noted that safe accessibility to the lower gallery
of the Eastern Buddha niche should be improved;
29. Given the successful completion of the consolidation of the Eastern Buddha, recommended that
the repairs therein be monitored closely and that
the scaffolding be transferred to the large Western
Buddha with the purpose of starting the latter’s
consolidation work at the earliest, and called for an
urgent intervention with regards to the entrance to
the head of the western niches, containing a crack
subject to a constant seismic vibration and therefore
in danger of imminent collapse;
30. Recommended that special attention be paid to
the sub-surface area in front of the western niche,
wich may contain archaological remains, and that
specific intitiatives be undertaken in order to contain and control the erosion and alluvial flooding in
between and in front of the niches, including the
development of local capacities for the management
of the necessary geological surveys at the Bamiyan
University;

31. Took note that this 11th Bamiyan Expert Working Group Meeting, Prof. Margottini (Italy) presented a measurement of volumetric joint and rock
block volume for each area of 1 square meter of the
large Western Buddha niche to define how the reinforcement may be applied, according to which it is
further noted that if using the same consolidation
supporting anchors method as with the Eastern
Buddha niche, the operational and material cost is
estimated at 708 000–770 000 US$ (without calculating the scaffolding cost).
Adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains
and mural paintings
32. Noted the severe damage incurred on the murals
in the Bamiyan caves due to adverse environmental
conditions, but also as a result of vandalism acts before and after 2000;
33. Noted with satisfaction the conservation strategies
adopted by NRICP, Tokyo, Japan, in 2010, which
include keeping Afghanistan-ASI’s gypsum edging,
securing the current state of the murals with minimum intervention, quick and simple treatment, no
coloring on the edges, injecting motar into cracks
and completing the pilot project Cave N(a) etc.;
34. Recommended that local conservation technicans
be trained with conservators from Kabul;
35. Urged the implementation of sustainability activities such as the site monitoring and maintenance,
the construction of the Bamiyan museum, the creation of tourist routes, cave key management and security and the installation of secured staircases and
banisters in the caves, sign boards and comprehensive site interpretation;
36. Recommended the identification and execution
of emergency conservation actions for mural paintings and physical remains (consolidation, drainage,
repair) for these World Heritage areas; as well as
the archaeological investigation, cleaning, drainage,
repairing and protection of these World Heritage
areas (notably Shar-i-Zohak, Shar-i-Gholghola,
Quala-i-Kaphari, Kakrak and Foladi);
37. Noted with satisfaction the work accomplished
by the French archaological mission in Bamiyan
(French Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs)
under Prof. Tarzi’s guidance, to uncover, preserve
and restore the archaeological remains on the MO
(Oriental Monastery) and MR (Royal Monastery)
sites and their transformation into a site Museum
(in situ Museum) and that DAFA (Délégation
d’Archéologie FranÇaise en Afghanistan) will continue to support scientifically and fi nacially the
work of Prof. Tarzi;
38. Encouraged the Afghan authorities to secure

lands containing archaeological remains in order to
ensure their preservation;
39. Recommended the conducting of an archaeological survey in the Bamiyan Valley and the publication of results in comparison with previous results
in 2005 and 2006 to investigate and identify the
presence of buried cultural property and the extent
of archaological sites;
40. Took note of the “Documentations of the Bamiyan
Sites: Vol. 1: “Cultural Landscape of the Central
Part of the Bamiyan Valley in the 1970s” as well as
Vol. 2: “Topographical Survey of the Central Part
of the Bamiyan Valley” produced by NRICP Tokyo
and further took note that the Vol. 3: “Conservation of the Mural Paintings of the Bamiyan Buddhist Caves” and Vol. 4: “Architectural Survey of
the Bamiyan Caves” are under preparation.
Implementation of the Management Plan and Cultural
Master Plan (the protective zoning plan)
41. Noted the Cultural Master Plan prepared jointly
by Aachen University experts and the local Bamiyan
Authorities, the objectives defined by the Bamiyan
Expert Working Group and duly considering the
Afghan National Development Strategy as well as
the on-site conditions;
42. Recommended however that an archaological site
map be stablished and cross-read with the Cultural
Master Plan in order to avaoid damage to potentially imbedded archaological remains;
43. Lauded the achievments of the local authorities
over the last 10 years in rendering the Bamiyan
province among the safest in Afghanistan despite
the overall security situation in the country and in
attaining the highest school enrolment rate for girls,
the highest women’s participation in elections in
Afghanistan and a net increase in cultural tourism;
44. Took note of the production of the fi rst “Annual Progress Report (June 2010–June 2011) for
the Preparation of a Management Plan for Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of
the Bamiyan Valley” and further took note that the
second “Annual Progress Report (January to December 2012) for the Preparation of a Management
Plan for the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological
Remains of the Bamiyan Valley” is under production;
45. Recommended that, in order to finalize the Management Plan for the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley World
Heritage Property, this Management and Cultural
Master Plan now be established and shared with all
the national and international actors as a reference
for the overall development strategy for the valley;
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46. Urged the local and national authorities to continue coordination of efforts to safeguard and preserve the entire Bamiyan cultural landscape of the
Bamiyan Valley with due regard to all its archaeological and architectural components, including enforcement of building codes and controls on development in the buffer zones and proprety boundary
of the World Heritage areas and other areas protected under the Afghan Law on the Protection of
Historical and Cultural Properties 2004;
47. Recommended the completion of detailed building ground surveys and site documentation of the
remaining World Heritage areaes, including archaeological prospection for determining their possible
extension (Kakrak, Shar-i-Gholghola, Foladi; Qulae-Kaphari);
48. Urged the reinforcement of capacity building
within the Provincial Government and the University of Bamiyan through the organization of training workshops (on Global Information systems,
Management, Tourism and Archaeology) in Bamiyan and in partnerships with universities abroad
where appropriate;
49. Recommended the creation of a Quality Control
Commission for development projects within the
area determined by the Cultural Master Plan with
a permanent presence of UNESCO experts, members of the Afghan Government and other International Organisations working in the area;
50. Welcome the proposition of the Ministry of Urban Development to share their Master Plan for
Bamiyan with the MoIC, Bamiyan authorities and
the BWG for comment and advice for the formal
approval;
51. Encouraged that all archaeological survey, documentation, excavations, conservation activities, be
integrated into the Cultural Master Plan under the
supervision of the MoIC;
52. Welcomed the presentation of the Afghanistan
Operations Centre (AGOC) of UNOPS (United
Nations Office for Project Services) on the Foladi
road and their intentions for fl exibility, consultation and information sharing prior to and during
the construction, welcomed the provision of a heritage impact assessment by the Ministry of Culture
for inclusion in their annual state of conservation
report (due February 2013) to the World Heritage
Committee and took note that UNOPS has presented during the meeting the foreseen upgrading
of the Bamiyan expert project, funded by the Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA).
Other recommendations
53. Encouraged the Afghan authortities to continue
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inter-ministerial co-ordination as well as discussion
and information-sharing between provincial and
national authorities for the benefit of all tangible
and intangible heritage in Afghanistan;
54. Underlined the necessary interconnection between all ongoing and future initiatives in Bamiyan and therefore the need to ensure coordination
among international experts, agencies and relevant
Afghan Authorities at all levels;
55. Underlined the importance of clear information
to local people and the involvement of the latter
with regards to all decisions and activities on the site
in order to ensure their appropriation of the future
developments on the existing cultural landscape;
56. Recommended that documentation related to the
above mentioned scientific activities undertaken on
site should be made available to the Afghan authorities and to UNESCO for future ultilization and
that it should be translated into the main Afghan
languages;
57. Considered that the photo record and documentation as well as documentation from the archaeological excavations of Bamiyan by various experts
and institutions should be deposited in the archives
of the MoIC for future generations;
58. Encouraged that detailed proposals for any
projects should be prepared in advance of the meeting by their authors for review by experts and discussion at the Expert Working Group meeting, that
no projects should be implemented unless they have
been discussed by the Expert Working Group and
cleared by the Afghan authorities, and the major interventions, moreover, should be submitted to the
World Heritage Committee according to paragraph
172 of the Operational Guidelines;
59. Noted that the Afghan authorities, together with
its international implementing partners, proposed
that the Desired State of Conservation for the property should be attained gradually in view of its potential removal from the List of World Heritage in
Danger;
60. Recognized that the efforts made improve the
State of Conservation of the property and conclude
that the Bamiyan site can be successful story for
heritage conservation and sustainable development;
61. Concluded that with the tragedy of the destruction now behind us, the Bamiyan Valley – with
unique history, tangible and intangible cultural
heritage and local communities – constitutes a fertile environment for learning how to transform a
destructive act into an opportunity to reinforce tolerance, peace and development through culture for
future generations.

Michael Petzet

Safeguarding the Remains of the Eastern and Western Buddha Niches in
Bamiyan, Technical and Financial Report (14 December 2012)
The report of 12 November 2012, amended after
the discussions and suggestions of the 11th Expert
Working Group meeting in Aachen, is once again
presented here together with an extended picture
documentation. The following report also amends as
final report the Interim Technical Report of 30 July
2012 on Conservation Matters in Caves II–VI of
the Western Buddha and Participation in the 18–19
June Stakeholder Meeting (Management Coordination Meeting) and refers especially to art. I.3 of the
contract No. 4500177561 (A1): Prepare the feasibility
study concerning the Eastern and Western Buddha niches
of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains
of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage property to collect
supplementary plans and documentations on the property including the documentation of the Eastern Buddha
such as documentation of the stabilization measures carried out of fragments with remains of sculptural surface
etc. as well as the plans for an improved documentation
of the Western Buddha’s rear wall.
With reference to the statement of costs the report
explains the results of three ICOMOS Missions to
Bamiyan in 2012: the mission of 14–19 June on the
occasion of the Bamiyan stakeholder meeting coorganised by UNESCO Kabul Office and the related
Afghan authorities, the mission of 18 June to 9 July,
and the mission of 8–20 September.
At the Bamiyan Meeting on 18–19 June ICOMOS
Germany was represented by Prof. Erwin Emmerling,
Prof. Michael Petzet and restorer Bert Praxenthaler,
who gave reports and contributed to the discussions.
As preparation for the visit to the site interpretation
centre with lapidarium at the Eastern Buddha in connection with the stakeholder meeting the ICOMOS
experts travelled to Bamiyan on 14 June and spent
the four days before the conference to install the “site
museum” together with a small team of Afghan craftsmen (transport of fragments, exhibition of posters,
etc.). Th e successful “opening” of this museum area
on 19 June, which in future will be accessible to visitors together with the side staircases of the Buddha
niche, was highly welcomed by the members of the
conference, among them four Afghan ministers. Before their return to Kabul on 22 June Emmerling and
Petzet as well as Restorer Bert Praxenthaler had the

opportunity to discuss the conservation and consolidation measures in the caves of the Western Buddha.
It turned out that the present condition of the Western Buddha niche is much worse than expected.
The mission between 18 June and 9 July under the
guidance of Bert Praxenthaler concentrated on caves
II–VI, not on I–V (no funds for the sorting of the
material in cave I, which should be done by ICOMOS restorer Edmund Melzl); see also the series of
photos sent with the Interim Report of 30 July 2012.
During the campaign in June/July the fl oors inside
the caves were partly exposed and cleaned, and the
related stone fragments were placed as display objects for a future visitors’ walkabout. Considering the
present unstable condition of the monument the return of individual stone fragments to their original
position in the entrance area of the caves was considered to be too dangerous; every vibration caused by
the necessary drillings could lead to additional rock
fall. In central cave V, whose condition was considered to be most critical since many areas of the richly
moulded original surface were at risk of falling down,
it has been possible to preserve all clay plaster and
clay stucco fragments as well as to consolidate the secured edges accordingly. Besides the enlargement of
the scaffold in front of the caves as (limited) protection a fi rst step for an improved documentation of
the Western Buddha rear wall was the necessary repair and reattachment of the loosened rock fall net.
Furthermore, the rubble caused by the rock fall on
the ground of the Western Buddha niche in front of
the entrances to the caves and between the feet of the
Buddha was removed.
The result of the September mission of Prof. Erwin
Emmerling and architect Sekandar Seradj was the
now completed scanning of both Buddha niches and
the scans of the stone fragments of the Eastern Buddha, presented at the 11th Expert Working Group in
Aachen (10–11 December 2012). As basis for further
considerations we have now theses scans of the rear
wall of the Eastern Buddha, for the fi rst time completely documented without the scaffold dismanteled
in 2011 and including the reconstructed interim walls
and pillars on the lower floor; as well as the scans of
the rear wall of the Western Buddha, completely doc179

umented for the first time without the gigantic rubble heap gradually removed in the past years (compare the first attempts for an initial geologic reference
profile of the Western Buddha, fig. 13, p. 98 in M.
Petzet (ed.): The Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan, Monuments and Sites, XIX). Scanning of Eastern Buddha
see pp. 182–192.
Essential for feasibility studies are also the long-term
solutions discussed several times in the Bamiyan
Working Group, considering the presentation of the
remains of the two Buddha statues, including their possible partial anastylosis. The method for “anastylosis”,
developed in the field of classical archaeology but also
applicable to partially destroyed monuments of later
epochs, is referred to in article 15 of the Venice Charter: Only anastylosis, that is to say, the reassembling of
existing but dismembered parts can be permitted. The
material used for integration should always be recognisable and its use should be the least that will ensure the
conservation of a monument and the reinstalement of its
form. This means, in order to be able to show original
fragments on their original location and their original
contect as part of an anastylosis, there is of course a
need for more or less extensive provisional structures.
The limits of anastyloses are reached when the original
fragments are too sparse and would appear as a sort of
“decoration” on the provisional structure. Anastylosis,
an approach which can indeed help to protect original
material in certain circumstances, also illustrates the
special role of the fragment in archaeological heritage
preservation. However, in the special case of Bamiyan
Buddhas we are not dealing with the normal type of
an anastylosis of buildings or parts of buildings made
of stone blocks, as practiced at many archaeological
sites around the world. Instead, this is a reassembly or
recomposition of huge fragments formerly belonging
to two gigantic sculptures. In the case of the Bamiyan
Buddhas the re-use of salvaged stone fragments seems
to be an obvious solution, also because before the
destruction in 2001 the statues had only been partly
preserved due to losses in previous centuries. Consequently, today a total reconstruction of an “original”
state unknown in important details (faces, arms, etc.)
seems out of the question. Furthermore, this is only a
matter of complementing the stone material step by
step with the preserved fragments. There is no intention of renewing the original surface with clay plaster,
which has only been preserved in situ in small areas
of the Eastern Buddha (e. g. on the right arm). There
are no plans either for reconstruction of the statues’
painted surfaces, so enthusiastically described 630 AD
in a report by the Chinese monk Xuanzang. Investigating the plaster fragments this type of reconstruc180

tion can be done on paper. Although on the whole
the roughly 9,000 plaster fragments salvaged from the
rubble cannot be repositioned, they will be important documents in the archive of findings for future
research and could be displayed in a future museum.
Under these circumstances, at least a partial re-use of
the stone fragments now safely stored for the time being in special shelters is an appropriate solution, not
least because the alternative of a museum presentation does not seem to make much sense, given the gigantic masses of material. The very flexible approach
followed in the discussions of the Bamiyan Working
Group has opened up possibilities of a different treatment, depending on the differing condition of both
statues and their stone material. It follows the so far
successfully pursued step-by-step method and divides the work into sections on the basis of the funding available. In any case, it will be no disaster if not
all the dreams of a total resurrection of the famous
Bamiyan Buddhas, found in the international media
can be implemented here and now. After all, considering the disaster of 2001 we can be quite satisfied
with having saved what could be saved – always in
the awareness that our efforts could open up chances
for future generations to continue working on certain
parts in the sense of completion. In any case, a feasibility study has to discuss all options, from the abovementioned most urgent measures to the reassembling
of fragments, without excluding the future option for
partial reconstructions.
Reconstruction as reaction to a disaster was a normal approach in former centuries and in “exceptional
cases” in accordance with the Operational Guidelines
of the World Heritage Convention, reconstruction is
of course acceptable if carried out on the basis of complete and detailed documentation on the original and
to no extent on the conjecture. However, in the case of
Bamiyan Buddhas it is not a matter of a reconstruction or partial reconstruction of a historic building;
it is a recomposition of sculptures of huge dimensions, precious remains of unique works of art from
the Gandhara era. With regard to the reassembling
of thousands of fragments one could refer to other
world-famous works of art, such as the reasembly of
the Terracotta Army of the First Chinese Emperors in
Xi’an smashed by rebels more than 2000 years ago,
or the mosaic-like reassembly of fragments of wall
paintings by Cimabue and others in S. Francesco in
Assisi, crushed into tiny pieces when the vaults came
down during an earthquake. Another extraordinary
example is the reassembly of the statues of Tell Halaaf
(Syria) from the Max Oppenheim Collection, com-

pletely smashed into 27 000 fragments by bombs of
the Second World War and recovered from the rubble. Th e reassembly in Berlin’s Pergamon Museum
was achieved in nine years by a team of restorers (see
figs. p. 140).
With the following suggestions ICOMOS, acting
as advisory body to UNESCO can only give advice
within the framework of the international principles
of preservation and its experts can only evaluate the
different technical possibilities. Th e necessary decisions on all further steps are a matter of the Afghan
government within the framework of the Afghan
monument protection law. Saving the fragments
of the Buddahs of Bamiyan will only be possible in
cooperation and under the guidance of our Afghan
colleagues. As guideline we would like to put at the
beginning of the following considerations the statement by Dr. Habiba Sarabi, Governor Bamiyan, in
the preface to the above documentation mentioning
raising hope among Afghans for rebuilding the Buddhas,
at least one of the statues, by using the original remaining pieces and with external materials to exhibit it as
one of the memorial monuments of the historic past and
as witness to the cultural journey of glory and of painful suffering, including the destruction of the Buddhas.
I strongly support the idea and initiatives to restore this
rich cultural heritage.
In the following proposals, there is not only a distiction between the different preconditions at the
Eastern and Western Buddha, but also a distrinction
between very urgent measures (stone conservation,
rockfall, safety of future visitors, etc.) and measures
desirable in the long run.
At the Eastern Buddha not only the entire rear wall
was scanned with the aid of a scaffold tower installed
in front of the niche, but also important fragments
now stored under new covers in front of the niche or
in the shelters at the entrance to the related grounds.
The 3D scans and a computer-aided classification will
at least enable a virtual return and positioning of the
fragments. By means of an (invisible) steel construction these fragments can then be returned to their
former position. Thus, the surfaces preserved in situ,
including the authentic fragments of the statue, will
remain clearly visible and the relief of the “Small Buddha” will once again be recognisable. However, given
the fragile statue a precondition for this measure is
the extremly urgent conservation of up to 300 stone
fragments with traces of original treatment on their
sculptured surfaces. Th e successfully new procedure
for stabilising these fragments by total impregnition

with silica acid ester (KSE) was already presented
by Prof. Emmlering during the 8th Expert Working
Group meeting in Munich.
Furthermore, at the Eastern Buddha there are some
measures in terms of future site security, which we
consider as a matter or preority: The lower gallery in
front of the caves 2–4 should be protected by means
of a horizontal cover against particles that might fall
down, following the front line of the former relief, –
a solution with two pillars to commemorate the feet
of the statue that were already reconstructed in the
1970s during the restoration campaign carried out by
the Indian-Afghan team.
At the Western Buddha the relocation of individual
fragments (e. g. at the entrances to the lower caves)
will be possible on the basis of the new scan documentation of the rear wall. In the long run, a “reassembling” of certain blocks would be an impressive
commemoration of the disaster of 2001. Independently of that, the consolidation of the rear wall of
the Western Buddha threatened by rockfall, should
be started as soon as possible. Behind the uncovered
feet of the statue and in front of the entrances to the
lower caves, there is imminent danger lately caused by
stone fall from the not-yet treated rear wall. As a first
step, loose stone material could be removed by climbers abseiling from the top of the cliff, – as long as this
material is of no relevance for the original surface of
the statue, largely lost at the Western Buddha: Only
on the right side a fold of Buddha’s cloak has been
preserved and of course traces of the silhouette with
the shoulders need special attention. The cleaning of
the back wall should be combined with an improved
survey of the damages. Especially in the lower part of
the back wall, where in previous centuries the statue
was serverly damaged, large areas are loose and unstable and need to be consolidated. Also at the entrances
to the lower caves some stone surfaces are loose and
extremly fragile. Th e upper parts of the rear wall of
the Western Buddha niche seem to be more stable so
that by and large fewer problems with a system of additional anchors are likely to come up – in contrast to
the difficult consolidation works on the Eastern Buddha’s rear wall, where after closer inspection from the
scaffold the number of anchors had to be more than
double of what had originally been planned. Besides,
on the rear wall of the Western Buddha, we won’t
have to deal with the conservation of large areas with
original surface. The surrounding with the upper access is also much simpler than at the Eastern Buddha.
And the lower caves at the Western Buddha (at the
Eastern Buddha also for structural reasons reinforced
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by new partition walls) are in a comparatively better
state. They only need to be repaired and conserved –
ideal conditions for completing a second part of the
so-called “site museum” or site interpretation centre
which is planned as a round tour of both Buddha
niches. On the whole, the enormous mass of stone
material from the Western Buddha statue seems considerably more stable and solid in comparison to the
much smaller amount of extremly fragile fragments
belonging to the Eastern Buddha.
Independently of all possible considerations for
the future, the consolidation of the rear wall of the

Dipl.-Ing. Sekandar Seradj during scan-work in September 2012.
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Western Buddha, not possible without the necessary
funds, remains the most urgent priority in Bamiyan,
especially for the safety of future visitors. By means
of comparatively low funds it would be possible to
achieve at least a better order in front of the Western
Buddha niche, including an impressive presentation
of large fragments of the statue as testimonies to the
disaster. In this context, the old shelters, obstructing
the view of the terrain, could be considerably reduced
and, integrating the new shelter on the west side, the
whole situation could be seriously improved for future visitors.

Eastern Buddha, scan by Sekandar Seradj, view of the whole Buddha niche, 9/2012.
Eastern Buddha, scan combined with photo by Sekandar Seradj, view of the whole Buddha niche, 9/2012.
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Western Buddha niche, groundfloor plan, scan and drawing by Sekandar Seradj, 2012–2015.
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Western Buddha niche, back wall, scan and drawing by Sekandar Seradj, 2012–2015.
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Western Buddha niche, cross section, scan and drawing by Sekandar Seradj, 2012–2015.
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Western Buddha niche, isometric visualisation, scan and drawing by Sekandar Seradj, 2012–2015.
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Eastern Buddha niche, front view of the back wall, scan and drawing by Sekandar Seradj, 2012–2015.
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Eastern Buddha niche, back wall; "inside" view of the statue, scan and drawing by Sekandar Seradj, 2012–2015.
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Eastern Buddha niche, cross section, scan and drawing by Sekandar Seradj, 2012–2015.
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Eastern Buddha, rock fragments 1–3 as examples for scanning work by Sekandar Seradj, 2012–2015.
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Dipl.-Ing. Sekandar Seradj during scan-work in September 2012.

Eastern Buddha after dismantling the scaffold in autumn 2012.
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Eastern Buddha, scaffolding for scan-work in September 2012.
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Eastern Buddha in September 2012.
Eastern Buddha in September 2012.
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Fragments of Eastern Buddha in September 2012, stored in the provisional storage shelters.
Western Buddha in September 2012 with iron protection net.
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Western Buddha, photo (1958–1962) by Edmund Melzl (†).

2013
After the Bamiyan missions in 2012 with the opening
of a “site museum” in the reconstructed lower caves
of the Eastern Buddha niche (June 19th 2012, see

pp. 159–160) ICOMOS initiated a series of proposals for 2013 with the most urgent activities summarized in the following paper:

Michael Petzet

2013 Activities of ICOMOS Germany in Bamiyan, Project Proposals
(24 April 2013)
A guideline for the proposed 2013 activities of ICOMOS Germany in Bamiyan is the speech of H. E. Dr
Raheen at the 11th Expert Working Group Meeting in
Aachen, where he in his capacity as Minister of Information and Culture responsible for the monuments
and sites of Afghanistan summed up four major issues
of the World Heritage Bamiyan Valley: issues of the
museum, conservation of the entire property to remove
it from the danger list, the stabilization of the Western
Buddha and reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha will
take our collective efforts to realize, technical and scientific, political and financial …
Apart from the issue museum for which an interesting project was presented in Aachen, the second issue
concerns the necessary conservation measures in Shari-Gholghola, Shar-i-Zohak, Foladi Valley and Kakrak,
i.e. repairs using traditional materials and methods.
As in previous years, ICOMOS will be pleased to give
advice and be practically involved (cf. the repair of
the two mausoleums in the surroundings of the Western Buddha). For the team of Afghan craftsmen and
workers which has been working for ICOMOS in the
past years here in the future a permanent field of work
will open up in the sense of repair and maintenance.
As ICOMOS has increasingly concentrated on solving the most demanding technical and scientific, political and financial matters in saving the fragments
of the world-famous Bamiyan Buddhas, the following issues 3 and 4 in Minister Raheen’s speech are of
course also a guideline for future measures: The third
issue is the Western or Big Buddha. This monument is at
the heart of the World Heritage property and the stabilization issues need to be addressed. It is obviously a huge

task...There are major cracks in the c1iffs and there is
continual rock fall from the back of the niche. To allow
the site to collapse would be to allow the destruction of
2001 to continue and we must not allow this to happen… We therefore encourage UNESCO to address the
problem as soon as possible and to advocate widely for
funding that will enable them to meet this important
challenge… The fourth issue is the need to find a solution
for the Buddha niches and fragments: We saw last year
that the Eastern or Small Buddha has been stabilized
and repaired. I therefore think it is an appropriate time
to return to the question of the reconstruction or the socalled “anastylosis” of the Small Buddha. Th ere is still
strong support in Afghanistan for the reconstruction of
at least one of the Buddha sculptures destroyed by the
Taliban in 2001. This can be a symbol for Afghanistan
and the World that the new Afghanistan is ready to stand
for peace, democracy and an open society against fanaticism. Reconstruction itself is a common practice at sites
all around the world destroyed by war and natural disasters and so we should fi nd a way for Afghanistan to
repair this damage also …
Of course, given the constant rock fall the consolidation of the rear wall of the Western Buddha (see
my report of 14 December 2012) remains the most
urgent priority in Bamiyan. However, without a corresponding amount of funds (2 million US$) neither
this measure can be started nor the very urgent conservation of the fragile fragments from the Eastern
Buddha, which also requires considerable funds (a solution would be a new method of total impregnation
as demonstrated by Prof. Emmerling already during
the 8th Expert Working Group Meeting in Munich).
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In connection with the ICOMOS mission of our colleagues Emmerling, Fecker, Seradj, Praxenthaler and
Melzl, hopefully joined by Prof. Margottini for a few
days (exact dates not yet known), it will be possible to
prepare the stabilisation of the Western Buddha niche
to a certain degree and through joint considerations:
matters of erecting the scaffold (the scaffold lent to
us by the Messerschmitt Foundation would only be
enough for half of the niche), the necessary preparation of the building site, time planning, funding,
considerations of material requirements, etc – considerations on the basis of the experience gathered
during the successful stabilisation of the Eastern Buddha niche and the documentations prepared in 2012
(scans of the niche’s rear walls). Th e stabilisation of
the Western Buddha niche ought to be carried out in
one go and will probably require 2–3 years. In 2013,
at least a plan and cost estimate for the stabilisation of
the dangerous rock in the upper access of the Western Buddha niche could be prepared together with
Prof. Margottini (this includes checking the existing
machinery used for the consolidation of the Eastern
Buddha niche).
Concerning the Eastern Buddha niche the abovementioned experts could also evaluate the existing
plans for a simple elevator, which could be useful
for the relocation of certain fragments (anastylosis)
as well as for the future maintenance of the site. A
decisive progress in terms of future site security for
visitors to the small “Site Interpretation Centre” in
the lower caves, visited on 19 June 2012 on the occasion of the Bamiyan conference with several Afghan
ministers, is the reinforcement of the lower gallery in
front of caves 2–4. This would be a protection against
particles that might fall down by means of a horizontal cover following the front line of the former relief
– a stone-clad steel structure in the shape of two pillars commemorating the feet of the statue. These were
already reinforced once in the 1970s during the restoration campaign carried out by the Indian-Afghan
team. In comparison to the present condition (with
the visually rather unfortunate pillar on the right reconstructed for structural reasons) the overall appearance of the statue would be considerably improved
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with the new support structure – in accordance with
the above-quoted words of Minister Raheen.
The objectives of the ICOMOS missions in 2013
are also a number of regulatory measures in the surroundings of the two Buddha niches. The plan is to
replace the provisional storage of stone fragments by
semi-permanent solutions within the framework of a
“Site Interpretation Centre”. In the area of the Eastern Buddha surrounded by an old wall the provisional
cladding and covering of the two lapidaries near the
access to the grounds is to be replaced by more durable material. In the area of the Western Buddha the
fragments still stored under provisional covers need
to be transferred to the new shelter on the west side.
The large fragments of the Western Buddha weighing
60–70 tons cannot be moved without considerable
financial effort (a crane powerful enough is not available in Bamiyan). But the heaps of sand and rubble
in front of the niche should be moved further to the
west, underneath the cliff and covered by a protective
sand layer preventing further decay. Th ese measures
would not only provide space for the future building site to start the urgently necessary consolidation
of the back wall of the Western Buddha niche, but
together with the huge fragments and the exposed gigantic feet of the colossal statue they would form a
very impressive view.
The new arrangement in front of the Western Buddha
niche in connection with the regrouping of groups of
fragments with remains of the giant statue’s surface
also facilitates the planned scanning of the fragments
belonging to the back wall, scanned for the first time
last year (see also my report of 14 December 2012).
So far these fragments are only listed and by and large
photographically documented. Th e stone material
stored in one part of the lower caves should also be
scanned, and the relocation of fragments in the severely damaged entrance areas of caves I–VI should
be considered from case to case. Together with the
fragments of the Eastern Buddha documented last
year this will provide a documentation of the entire
stock of original stone material available for future
measures.

Michael Petzet

Working Plan According to the Implementation Partners Agreement of
10 July 2013*
A result of our proposals was a new Implementation
Partners Agreement between UNESCO and ICOMOS Germany of July 10th 2013, according to article I, 3a–k comprising the following activities within
the framework of the UNESCO – Japan Funds-inTrust project for Safeguarding the Cultural Landscape
and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley,
Phase IV (contract No 4500210306) and within the
framework of the UNESCO/Italian contribution to
Heritage Conservation, Promotion and Development
in Afghanistan (contract No 4500210307 concerning
the activities in Shar-i-Gholghola):
3a) Provide a detailed budget, work plan and treatment
plan for conservation activities at the Buddha niches
and at Shar-i-Gholghola within the Bamiyan World
Heritage Property including;
3b) Feasability study for Western Buddha: scaffolding,
available documentations (Pasco drawing), including items lists for scaffolding material and alternative
plans for Western Buddha scaffolding;
3c) Documentations of fragments of the Western Buddha
niche (scanning) including lower part of the niche (not
documented by PASCO 2003/04);
3d) In the area of the proposed scaffolding in the Western Buddha niche, regrouping and salvaging of selected
fragments in front of the Western Buddha, including
some areas covered by protective sand layer preventing
further decay;
3e) Following the outcome of the feasability study, erect
partial scaffolding (with existing materials) and protection scaffold and most urgent consolidation measures, including purchasing necessary materials;
3f ) Stabilisation of the dangerous rock in the upper access of the Western Buddha niche;
3g) Geo-radar in Western Buddha niche by specialist for
undergroud prospection;

3h) Conversion of two lapidaries of Eastern Buddha
niche with more durable material, including partial
repair of the surrounding wall;
3i) Reinforcement of the lower gallery in front of the
caves of the Eastern Buddha niche;
3j) Sending two participants to the 12th Bamiyan Expert
Working Group foreseen in Orvieto, Italy, in October
2013;
3k) Undertaking conservation of Shar-i-Gholghola according to the treatment and development plan attached to this contract; namely in relation to emergency conservation of the range of buildings specified,
developing visitor access and a visitor centre at the site,
solving the problem of water erosion in relation to the
buildings conserved, stabilization of dangerous rocks
threatening the site and the installation of appropriate signage at the site to aid visitor interpretation and
access.
Many of these activities could be finished according
to the Implementation Partners Agreement in 2013
(see different interim reports and the final report of
July 29th 2014 with comments on the items 3a–f, 3h,
pp. 245–273) and the Shar-i-Gholghola conservation
project (item 3k) could be continued in 2014. Further activities as the completion of the scaffolding in
the Western Buddha niche (item 3e) and the planned
georadar prospection (item 3g) had to wait for 2014.
The reinforcement of the lower gallery in front of
the caves of the Eastern Buddha niche (item 3i) was
stopped unfinished in September, in order to wait
for the recommendations of the 12th Bamiyan Expert
Working Group foreseen in Orvieto (see pp. 210–
214). The state of conservation in September 2013 is
presented in the following interim report, presented
to UNESCO October 31st 2013 (abridged version).

* Implementation Partners Agreement between The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, hereinafter referred
to as “UNESCO” and ICOMOS Deutsches Nationalkomitee, hereinafter referred to as “the Partner” (10 July 2013).
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Edwin Fecker/Erwin Emmerling/Sekandar Seradj

Conservation of the Buddha Niches within the World Heritage Site
of Bamiyan, Report of 31 October 2013
Reinforcement of the lower gallery in front of the
caves of the Eastern Buddha
For the 2013 work stay, UNESCO commissioned the
stabilization of the lower gallery in front of the caves
of the Eastern Buddha [Compare Implementation
Partners Agreement, 10 July, (item 3i), Final Report
of ICOMOS Germany, pp. 245–273]. Due to safety
concerns, visitors must be able to reach the caves under a protective structure. Even after the stabilization
of the back wall of the Eastern Buddha niche it cannot be ruled out that small pebbles will drop (peasized pebbles are frequently found on top of the current protective structure – such pebbles come down
daily due to natural weathering).
The construction of a modern steel and concrete
support structure was considered and rejected. Reusing the feet as the foundation of the new shelter
was deemed most suitable, similarly to plans implemented during the Afghan-Indian restoration of the
1970s. At that time, the feet were almost completely
reconstructed and the lower legs largely remodeled.
At the same time, the brick lining of the back wall of
the niche was redone, and the ceiling areas in front of
the back wall (transition back wall to the legs) were
partially rebuilt and entirely re-plastered.
Once all options had been considered, the plan for
the formation of a new support structure commemorating the feet of the statue was submitted to Director Abassi. This plan conceptualized the building of a
reversible support structure located at the feet. After
consulting with Minister Raheen, Mr Abassi authorized the implementation of the plan. In order to ensure a future reassemblage of the rock fragments, the
new support structure will be planned and executed
in such a way that it can bear heavy loads. For formal
reasons, to avoid introducing straight contours into
the rock surface (break-off edge of the former body),
the former hem line was “recreated”. Bricks were used
as casing material, for technical reasons as well as efficiency. They were staggered in such a way that clay
plaster may be applied eventually, similar to previous
restoration work.
The support structures will allow visitors of the lower
caves with their collections of small fragments to walk
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along the optimally secured path along the outer walls
of the niche – the new feet and some currently existing covers for big rock fragments prevent visitors from
lingering in the “free” area of the niche.
The oldest known photos that show the restored legs
of the Eastern Buddha date from the 1970s. The
pictures published in 1971 in the Indian-AfghanRestoration Report are particularly informative.1 The
report shows the condition of the feet before and
after the restoration. Th e two pictures indicate that
there were brick walls at the location of the feet which
were erected by peasants who used the lower part of
the niche of the Eastern Buddha for habitation and
stables. These historical pictures do not allow an exact determination of the position of the feet, which
apparently had been largely destroyed. The explanatory passage in the Indian-Afghan-Report reads as
follows: “Behind the Small Buddha, also in the wall
behind and to the left (Cells 2–4) underpinning in cement mortar was done. The debris clearance in the cell
behind the Small Buddha revealed its octagonal layout.
The damaged jambs of Cell 1 in the ground floor were
reinforced apart from providing a cement concrete lintel
for the opening. The damaged legs of the Small Buddha
were cleared of debris and strengthened by concealed tie
bolts. Th e cracks were fi lled in and the feet were rendered watertight by finishing them in cement concrete.
No attempts to restore the details of the feet were made.”
In all other known historical pictures a wall, erected
roughly in the same place as the present-day walking
level on the southern side of the niche of the Eastern
Buddha, prevents a view of the feet.
Tarzi’s2 publication includes a floor plan of the niche
of the Eastern Buddha, which shows the sanctuaries
and their measurements as well as the presumed position of the feet. Some details of the drawing are inaccurate, as demonstrated for instance by the fact that
the layout of the middle sanctuary does not reflect its
actual shape. Th is fl oor plan drawing is nonetheless
significant – it is the only known representation of the
position of the feet.
There is very little reliable information on the original
position of the feet. It was unknown whether the feet
of the Eastern Buddha originally rested on a pedes-

tal and what the appearance of such a pedestal might
have been; whether the feet stood parallel to each
other, and what the exact distance between them was;
how big the bottoms of the feet were (i.e. their actual
footprint). If the feet were not parallel, the exact angle
of the feet to the wall behind them is uncertain. The
exact level of elevation of the feet, or the pedestals,
and original appearance of the feet in former centuries
before the Indian-Afghan-restoration is unknown.
In order to gather as much reliable information as possible on the original position of both feet, the original
ground level of the niche of the Eastern Buddha was
largely uncovered in August 2013. Primarily, remainders of the rubble of the last several years’ work was
cleared away, including remnants of concrete foundations of the last complete scaffolding, as well as fill used
to level out uneven areas in the present-day walking
level. The exposed floor area was swept clean. No sherds
or relics were found. In all likelihood the heel of the
left foot is visible in the bedrock as a “semi-circle”. This
interpretation is supported by the fact that the same
contour was stabilized with gravel and lime mortar
during the Afghan-Indian restoration of 1970/71. This
location is at the highest point of elevation and can be
safely assumed to be the actual, original position of the
heel. The outermost rear points of these “original” heels
are positioned 90 cm in front of the rebuilt back wall
for the left foot, and 120 cm for the right foot. (The
back wall had already been stabilized in 1970/71.) The
lowest point of this “original” heel is at the same level of
elevation as the walking level behind both legs.
Rising ground levels in the probable area of the left
foot were visible without yielding reliable clues to the
actual position of the foot:
t At the presumed tip of the left foot large pieces of
gravel set in lime mortar were found, which are also
clearly the results of the Afghan-Indian restoration.
The placement of this mortar area is rather far in
front of the tip of the foot; based on anatomy it can
therefore be concluded that they do not belong to
the historical foot. However, the mortar remnants
might point to an effort to stabilize a previously existing pedestal. The remnants of mortar at the “tip”
of the left foot, their level of elevation, and the remaining rock formations in the area of the probable sole allow the conclusion that the left foot must
have rested on a pedestal – the tips of the toes would
otherwise have been disproportionately high.
t In the case of the left foot, the original position of
the heel can be ascertained with virtual certainty.
Based on the levels of elevation, the existence of a
pedestal also appears certain. Th e precise angle of

the foot placement cannot be established.
t Additionally, the original position and approximate
dimension of the left foot can be deduced from the
contour lines of the surrounding terrain.
t The terrain’s contour lines yield decisive clues regarding the placement of the right foot. The elevations and depressions in the terrain constitute reliable evidence of its precise dimensions.
Based on the observations described above, the historical pictures, as well as the contour lines, the original
position of the feet can be deduced from the following facts:
t Each foot must have rested on its own pedestal.
Both pedestals were reconstructed during the Afghan-Indian restoration of 1970/71.
t The feet were not parallel to each other, but pointed
slightly outward.
t The terrain slopes down significantly towards the
South. Th e current “level” walking plane on the
Southern side of the niche is the result of fill added
during the Afghan-Indian restoration. Th e original appearance of the southern end of the Buddha
niche is unknown.
The technical execution of the lower gallery
At the presumed tip of the right foot was a stone fragment weighing 5,000 kg from the body of the Buddha (without traces of the surface of the statue). This
fragment was moved south by roughly two meters.
Prior to this, the probable outline of the feet was
marked by laying bricks on the previously cleaned
ground, taking into account all known facts. Newly
discovered structures were measured and added to
the site plans. A compensating foundation (blinding
layer) of the same size as the probable dimensions of
the bottoms of both feet was made of quarry stones
and cement.
Two pedestals were erected following the documented
work of the Afghan-Indian restoration project. Towards the north some parts of the pedestals level off
at zero; the heels of both feet rest nearly on the natural terrain due to the rising ground; and due to the
sloping terrain of the niche towards the west a higher
pedestal is required for the right foot.
Both pedestals are built in such a way that the feet
are at identical levels of elevation. The slight outward
rotation of the feet was chosen with due consideration
of all available information, without any conclusive
proof however that the chosen angle is identical to
the original position. The areas of the pedestals were
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deduced from the structures of the terrain and the
pedestals were built using quarry stones and cement.
The resulting surface areas were covered with a layer
of brick and lime mortar.
A formwork of brick and cement mortar was constructed for the projected supports of the new shelter,
taking into account the probable shape of the feet.
This support structure, i.e. feet and lower legs, is divided into three parts: A lower part, about 60 cm tall;
topped by a significantly smaller cube; and ultimately
the lower legs in elliptical shape. The bricks are from
Afghan production and were sourced in Kabul (size
of bricks: 7 x 11 x 22 cm). The cement was produced
in Pakistan.3
The lime used was quicklime made in China, which
was available in unlabelled bags and mixed with water
on-site. Gravel and sand were sourced locally.
The quality of the concrete that can be attained with
the above mentioned materials roughly corresponds
to B 35 concrete by European standards (8 bags of
cement at 50 kg each to 1 m3 sand-gravel mix; mixing
was done by hand; a concrete vibrator was bought to
ensure norm-compliant processing. Based on empirical data acc. to engineer Daud).
Rebar was sourced in Bamiyan. Diameters of 22 mm
for the main bars, and 10 mm for the secondary
bars, were readily available. According to the steel
merchant, the steel was made in Russia (trademark
GOST 60, equivalent to 420 MPa yield strength).
Unconfined compressive strength4 of the bedrock
(clay and conglomerate, respectively): 6 Mega Pascal5.
Unconfined compressive strength of the blinding layer: Th e allowable compressive stress of the blinding
layer, which is made of high-strength natural stone
and mortar, is between 5 and 7 MPa.
A total of 10 m3 of quarry stones, 26 m3 of concrete
(cf. site plans for concrete reinforcement), and 7000
bricks were used to build the pedestals and the supports/feet and lower legs.
Future plans
The demolition blasts at the Western Buddha caused
large areas of the back wall of the niche to become unstable. The areas around the former base of the neck
and the lower zone above the legs are especially problematic. Even minor vibrations can precipitate the fall
of rocks weighing from a few kilos to several thousand kg. Every day, fragments the size of a fi st that
fell during the night can be found at the ground level.
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Work on the rear wall is thus currently quite dangerous – the threat posed by falling rock fragments is
unpredictable.
The only area where stabilization could be safely begun is at the head of the Western Buddha. This would
require a complete scaffolding of the Buddha niche,
which is currently (2013) not feasible for financial reasons. Therefore, a partial scaffold was erected at the rear
wall of the niche using existing scaffolding material. The
scaffold is roughly 14 m tall and constructed in such a
way that the entire back wall could be scaffolded if the
resources became available. Using the existing scaffolding material constitutes a compromise that is owed to
the current financial situation. The danger to anyone
working at the site is significant; the insurance situation
of the Afghan co-workers is unclear. A possible “cleanup” of the rear wall of the Western Buddha, consisting
of chipping away all loose rock fragments by specialists
who would work suspended from ropes, would eliminate the danger faced by anyone working at the site.
However, it would also destroy numerous “traces” in
the surface of the rear wall of the niche and possibly
complicate the attribution of recovered fragments.
The large stone fragments that are currently where
they fell near the right foot of the Western Buddha
are so large and heavy that it seems impossible to
re-attach them to the back wall. The authors are not
aware of any method that would allow the return of
these fragments to their original place in the Buddha’s
body. This holds true for the large fragment that currently (2013) rests between the feet of the Buddha.
Even moving this fragment weighing roughly 80 000
kg on level ground has so far been impossible due to
the lack of adequate salvage equipment. The only mechanical method that might make the return of the
extremely heavy fragments to their original position
possible at least in theory would require the construction of support structures 20 to 40 m tall and made of
reinforced concrete – an unlikely option.
The following option seems feasible: Th e large fragments at the tip of the right foot of the Western Buddha will be stabilized in situ. To this end, the rubble
under and between the fragments will be removed
and some smaller rock fragments on the north side
will be moved to a shelter. Th e large fragments are
tilted against each other, with some of them leaning
against the west wall of the niche, and are thus relatively stable. As soon as the rubble between and under
the fragments is removed, new concrete supports will
be needed to keep the fragments from tilting. Once
this is accomplished, most of the tip of the right foot

Eastern Buddha before (above) and after (below) reconstruction of the feet, 1970.

of the Western Buddha would be visible. To protect
the fragments, their top surfaces will be covered with
lead foil to prevent moisture from seeping in, or they
will be sealed with clay poultices and covered with
zinc sheets cut to the appropriate dimensions. Some
smaller areas of the fragments will be protected from
weathering with clay poultices, but the surface will
largely be visible – the threat posed by weathering is
considered acceptable.

The large fragment between the feet of the Western
Buddha will be stabilized in situ. The feet of the Western Buddha consist primarily of cement and reinforced concrete, modeled during the Afghan-Indian
restoration of the 1970s. Th e current situation will
be maintained – both rock fragments as well as cement and concrete fragments will be stabilized, without any additions. The partially collapsed walls along
the outer periphery, belonging to the sanctuaries in
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Western Buddha, September 2010.

Western Buddha scaffolding, October 2013.

the gallery around the feet, will be stabilized, fragments that can be assigned will be returned to their
location and the original shape of the sanctuaries will
be restored. Visitors would thus have the opportunity to walk around the feet and to walk through
the sanctuaries. Under the right circumstances, the
niches might be used to exhibit fragments or they
might be used for museum purposes. If all remaining
fragments are stabilized – which would require ade-

quate scaffolding – securing the back wall will take at
least three, more likely five years. If in the meantime
a method for installing the large fragments is discovered, the necessary work could be started. The efforts
for stabilizing the large fragments in situ as described
above would then be less important. The advantage
of this option would be the realistic implementation
of what is currently attainable as well as the resulting
planning accuracy.

1 Archaeological Survey of India (ed.): Bamiyan. Challenge to
World Heritage.
2 Tarzi, Zemaryai: L’Architecture et le Décor rupestre des Grottes de
Bamiyan, Paris 1977.
3 Two products were used as cement: BESTWEY, Made in Pakistan; BS:12:1991 (BS = British Standard); Strength Class
42,5; PS 232-1983 (R). AKARI, Pakistan Standard; PS No.
232-2008 (R); 28 Days strength up to 10000 PSI. Pakistan
Standard; ISO 9001.
4 Fecker, Edwin: Report on Rock Mechanical Aspects Concerning

the Eastern Buddha Niche, in: Michael Petzet/Erwin Emmerling (eds): The Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan. Safeguarding the Remains, Munich 2009, pp. 103–116. As explained in: Margottini, Claudio: Instability and geotechnical problems of the niches
and surrounding cliff in Bamiyan Valley, central Afghanistan, in:
Landslides, vol. 1, pp. 4–51, 2004. He assumes values of up to
30 Mega Pascal based on local measurements; Prof. Fecker’s values are based on lab measurements done in Karlsruhe and were
used as the basis for the present calculations as a precaution.
5 1 Mega Pascal equals roughly 100 tonnes/m2.
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The Western Buddha [item 3c]
Some of the very large fragments of the Western Buddha had been provisionally covered with foil in the location where they were found. Other large fragments
had been stored in a provisional shelter constructed of
wood and foil to the north of the niche of the Western Buddha. The northern temporary protective foil
structure was taken down. Fragments weighing between roughly one and 20 000 kg were moved to the
east depot at the Western Buddha. The smaller fragments that had been stored at this site were relocated.
The foil covering of the large fragments still lying were
they fell was taken down. Th e huge rock fragments
were covered with a clay poultice containing protective foil, and rainwater was diverted with zinc sheets
as necessary.

of the former fort. These structures have foundations
of large-size gravel, the north wall is made of clay
bricks. The remaining construction consists of wood
beams covered with foil. The roofs are made of corrugated sheet metal.

Conversion of two lapidaries of the Eastern Buddha niche with more durable material, including
partial repair of the surrounding wall [item 3h]
During the recovery of fragments from the Eastern
Buddha, two makeshift depot structures had been
erected in the last several years at the western entrance

At the south structure, the foil covering was replaced
by a clay brick wall. The fragments that had remained
near the access road to the Eastern Buddha were
transferred to the north depot. Thus all the fragments
with original surfaces are safely in depots or sheltered
under protective roofs.

The foundation of the north structure had become
unstable due to subsurface runoff; the damaged areas
(about 8 m) were removed and rebuilt, again using
large-size gravel and clay mortar with added chaff.
The wood construction of the north depot was taken
down and its south wall rebuilt using clay bricks. A
new roof was erected, at a much lower height than the
previous one, using existing beams. A new doorway
was built on the east side so that the depot remains
accessible to heavy machinery.

Daily Reports (14–27 August 2013)
Work hours for both Buddha statues: 7 am to 5 pm;
lunch break noon to 1 pm; frequently work continued until 6:30 pm (dusk). On Fridays, work ended
at 2 pm.
Western Buddha
Wednesday, August 14, 2013
Prof. Emmerling, Prof. Fecker
Flight Germany – Dubai.
Thursday, August 15, 2013
Arrival in Kabul 9 am
Met at airport by Mr Seradj
Meeting with UNESCO, Brendan Cassar
Architect Seradj procures plane tickets to Bamiyan
Overnight stay at Park Palace Hotel Kabul
Friday, August 16, 2013
Departure Kabul 6 am; arrival Bamiyan 7 am
Met by Mr Kabir, transfer to Silk Road Hotel
9am arrival at Buddhas, meeting with Mr Abdul Hamid (local director)
Saturday, August 17, 2013
Architect Seradj informs Mr Abassi, President of the
Afghan Department of Historical Monuments, of

the intended measures and submits the plans for approval. Mr Abassi confirms that they match previous
protocols and issues a permit. Also present were Ahmad Zai, engineer, local representative of the Office
of Historical Monuments Bamiyan. Architect Seradj
informs Minister Rahin of the intended measures.
Minister Rahin approves and deems the plans “historical”, since they envision the reconstruction of the
Eastern Buddha.
Thursday, August 22, 2013
Viewing of the Western Buddha: Design of the feet.
The feet of the Western Buddha were rebuilt during
the Afghan-Indian restoration using reinforced concrete, quarry stones, gravel and lime mortar. Some
areas were covered with a layer of brick. Clearly pedestals had been built under both feet; presumably there
were clues found at the beginning of the Afghan-Indian restoration. Today (2013) those pedestals have
been largely covered up, a design using the bedrock is
not identifiable with any certainty. Conclusions were
drawn based on the design of the feet of the Eastern
Buddha. The pertinent details of the Eastern Buddha
were documented photographically. Prof. Fecker and
Prof. Emmerling discuss the stability of the back wall
and the possibility of moving the huge stone frag205

ments. One of them remains in situ between the feet,
others are located at the west side of the niche and
conceal the right foot of the Western Buddha to some
extent. Large areas of the back wall are extremely unstable, especially in the area of the shoulders there are
numerous large loose fragments. The bottom 15 m of
the back wall are extremely unstable as well. The stability is significantly better between the shoulders and
the lower area. Anyone working at the site is at significant risk and insurance issues need to be clarified. The
return of the above mentioned large fragments (each
60 000 to 90 000 kg) to the back wall seems currently
unfeasible, especially since it has so far been impossible to move these fragments at level ground.
Friday, August 23, 2013
Dismantling of the foil covering of the western fragments.
Saturday, August 24, 2013
Dismantling of the wood construction at the western
fragments.
Continuation of the discussion about the Western
Buddha (Fecker/Emmerling).
Sunday, August 25, 2013
Architect Seradj scans the terrain around the Western
Buddha, including the large rock fragments.
Begin of dismantling the provisional shelter east of
the niche. Dismantling of the foil cover at the north
wall of the eastern depot in front of the Western Buddha.
Monday, August 26, 2013
Continued dismantling of foil covering of the large
fragments.

Eastern Buddha, autumn 2013. View from the head of the statue
during the works on the new construction on the place of the
former feet of the Buddha statue.

Tuesday, August 27, 2013
Architect Seradj scans the large stone blocks of the
former provisional depot structure.
Monday, September 2, 2013
Start clean-up of the gallery behind the head.
Tuesday, September 3, 2013
Discontinued clean-up because ordnance was found.
Eastern Buddha
Wednesday, August 14, 2013
Flight Germany – Dubai (Fecker/Emmerling).
Thursday, August 15, 2013
Arrival Kabul 9 am.
Met at airport by Architect Seradj.
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Architect Seradj delivers 400.000 Afghani to Prof.
Emmerling for necessary expenses.
Meeting with UNESCO, Brendan Cassar.
Architect Seradj procures plane tickets to Bamiyan.
Overnight stay at Park Palace Hotel, Kabul.
Friday, August 16, 2013
Departure Kabul 6 am; arrival Bamiyan 7 am.
Met by Mr Kabir, transfer to Silk Road Hotel.
Mr Shukerullah served as interpreter from August 16
to 23.
9 am arrival at Buddhas and meeting with Mr Abdul
Hamid (local director). 10 am: begin excavation work
at the terrain of the Eastern Buddha.
Saturday, August 17, 2013
Continuation of excavation work at the Eastern Buddha.
9 am: Meeting with Director Dadras; informed of
all planned work; present: Mr Abdul Hamid, Prof.
Fecker, Prof. Emmerling.
Suggestions made by Director Dadras: he wishes to
be informed of Afghan workers, primarily because
of safety measures; regular meetings; Mr Dadras will
keep the local security offices and the governor up
to date on the work. Mr Dadras suggests meeting as
soon as possible with all interested parties.

Monday, August 19, 2013
Prepared for the relocation of the large rock fragment:
Formation of an inclined plane; laying out of appropriate pipes (scaffolding material); procurement of a
caterpillar vehicle; transport of said vehicle via heavy
duty truck; procurement of winches (still at the site
from Trevi’s work; repair of the winches).
Relocation of the rock fragment and rebuilding of the
protective roof; rebuilding of the associated wooden
cover. Clean-up of transport material.
A worker injures his foot. Reason: Th e steel framework of the protective cover needed to be altered using an angle grinder, the angle grinder jumped off and
caused a laceration. First aid was provided at the site,
followed by transport to the hospital. The cut was sutured; according to the doctor there will be no lasting
damage. The worker will be out for 14 days.
Tuesday, August 20, 2013
Continued rebuilding of protective roof above rock
fragment. Started work on the blinding layer at the
left and the right foot. For this purpose, soil was removed up to 30 cm in some places.
Mr Mujtabah Mirzai arrives from Kabul and visits the
Buddha statues.

Sunday, August 18, 2013
Continuation of excavation work at the terrain of the
Eastern Buddha. Uncovering of foundation work of
the Afghan-Indian restoration. These were always executed with lime mortar and gravel and are therefore
easily recognizable. Unearthed two fire pits in the east,
most probably created by peasants in recent history.
Foundations made during the Afghan-Indian restoration were found at both tips of the feet of the Eastern Buddha, at a maximum elevation of 20 cm above
ground level.

Wednesday, August 21, 2013
Left foot: Extension of the blinding layer for the future foundation slab to 4.30 m.
Right foot: Rebuilt heel to the height of the future
foundation slab; extended blinding layer to 4.00 m.

Foundation and other fi ndings were measured and
photographed. Based on the remaining foundations,
historical photos, as well as terrain features, the outer
perimeters of the bottoms of the feet were marked
with bricks. It became clear that a rock fragment
weighing roughly 5000 kg was in the way of the tip
of the right foot – the fragment as well as the corresponding protective roof needed to be moved. The
roof had to be taken down. Scaffolding material was
procured from the depot at the Western Buddha and
a small scaffold was erected. The purpose of the scaffold was to plumb a fixed point for future work on the
feet. Delivery of 4 m3 of quarry stones for the foundations; delivery of cement, water, and sand.

Continued work on both blinding layers.
Compared plans with site measurements. Built three
layers of brick (about 35 cm tall) for the future concrete foundation slab for both feet.

Thursday, August 22, 2013
Architect Sekandar Seradj and engineer Daud arrive
from Kabul; transfer airport – hotel – work site by
Mr Kabir. 9 am: Meeting Seradj, Fecker, Daud, Emmerling.

Construction of the pedestal at the left foot.
Friday, August 23, 2013
Built up brick casing for the foundation slab for the
left foot to a height of about 30 cm.
Saturday, August 24, 2013
Erection of the pedestal for at the right foot. Bought
rebar. Gravel, sand and cement delivered.
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Sunday, August 25, 2013
Pedestals at the right foot and the left foot lengthened
to the heel. Built up with another layer of brick. Start
bending the rebar for the foundation slab.

Saturday, August 31, 2013
Brick casing finished at both feet. Delivery of sand,
gravel, water and cement for the concrete. Mixing of
concrete and concreting of right foot (ellipsis).

Monday, August 26, 2013
Weaving the rebar for the left foot. Concreting the
foundation slab at the left foot. Bending the rebar for
the foundation slab of the right foot.
Material delivered: Rebar.

Since there was relatively little time for the cement
joints in the brick casing to harden, the exterior of
the casing was stabilized with floor boards and lashing straps.

Tuesday, August 27, 2013
Wove rebar for right foot, inserted and cemented.
Erection of brick wall at the left foot for foundation
trough. Delivery of materials (sand, cement, gravel).
Prof. Fecker/Emmerling: create documentation.
Architect Seradj/Emmerling: billing.
Wednesday, August 28, 2013
Built second trough for right foot.
Rebar for foundation slab of left foot installed. Foundation slab at right foot concreted. Continued erection of clay brick wall at north depot structure.
Prof. Fecker, Architect Seradj and Prof. Emmerling discuss the work on Shar-i-Gholghola with Mr
Mujtabah Mirzai at the site.
At the Western Buddha, a drawing is made of the large
fragments inside the niche; measurements are taken.
At the Western Buddha inside the west depot building, the surfaces of the rock fragments are cleaned in
preparation for scans.
Thursday, August 29, 2013
Bent steel rebar for both elliptical casings at the legs
of the Eastern Buddha. The brackets of the previously
concreted vertical rebar were installed at the left foot.
Continued building the clay brick wall at the north
depot.
Friday, August 30, 2013
Ahmad Zai, engineer, and Mr Aqil, archaeologist
(both from the Office of Historical Monuments Kabul) visit the Eastern Buddha and are updated on the
progress.
Delivery of sand, cement, water, and 3000 bricks.
Finished steel rebar for the brick casing at both feet.
Construction of scaffolding for the brick casing at
both feet.
The elliptical casings for the lower legs consists of 30
layers of brick each. Each layer is formed of 45 bricks.
A total of 2700 bricks was used. Cleaning of fragments in the northern depot of the Eastern Buddha.
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The concrete mix was poured into the casing by hand,
using aluminum bowls.
Prof. Fecker, Architect Seradj and Emmerling walk
along the upper gallery at the Western Buddha to develop alternatives to scaffolding.
Architect Seradj scans the fragments in the northern
depot of the Eastern Buddha.
In the evening, Prof. Fecker, Architect Seradj and
Emmerling visit Mr Mujtabah Mirzai at the Hotel
“Carawanserei” and discuss the documentation of
Shar-i-Gholghola.
Sunday, September 1, 2013
Prof. Fecker, Architect Seradj and Emmerling write
a work report. Engineer Daud concretes the left foot
and prepares the casing for the cover slab. Pouring of
concrete mix into both support structures.
Monday, September 2, 2013
Eastern Buddha: Scaffolding of both support structures and erection of scaffolding needed to build casing for topmost platform.
In the afternoon, Architect Seradj lectures at the University of Bamiyan (UNESCO event).
Evening invitation by Mr Mujtabah Mirzai to the
Hotel Carawanserei. Also present were Mr Abdul Hamid (local director) and Mr Abassi’s coworkers, who
supervise the local work, as well as a representative of
the local UNESCO office.
Engineer Daud returns to Kabul.
Tuesday, September 3, 2013
Laid top brick layers at both legs. Finished work on
casings for Eastern Buddha, work supervised by Prof.
Fecker. Brick laid for some parts of the “feet”.
Discussed work on the Eastern Buddha and the Western Buddha with Mr Abassi. Dinner with Mr Abassi
at the Silk Road Hotel.
Event at the University of Bamiyan: Architect
Sekandar Seradj, Prof. Emmerling, Mr Mujtabah

Mirzai, and Mr Bert Praxenthaler give lectures about
Bamiyan. Introduction: Conservator General Abassi
and Mrs. Sarah Noshadi.
Wednesday, September 4, 2013
Return flight from Bamiyan to Kabul; arrival Kabul
7:30 am.
Prof. Fecker and Prof. Emmerling visit the national
museum; meeting with Mrs. Susanne Annen and restorer Fabio Colombo. Photo documentation of the
buddha statues at the museum.
Visit to the national archives (admission with advance
notification only).
Dinner with Cassar Brendan, Prof. Claudio Margottini, Sekandar Seradj, Prof. Fecker and Prof. Emmerling at the UNESCO guest house. Discussion of work
in Bamiyan and planning of future work.
Western Buddha scaffolding: All present believe the
erection of a work platform (suspended scaffolding)
would make sense. Due to safety concerns, the work
on the Western Buddha should start at the head. Existing scaffolding from the Messerschmitt foundation
shall be erected in the bottom 12 m; engineer Beckh’s
plans allow for a complete scaffolding if required.
Information provided by Mr Brendan Cassar about
the future storage of the fragments at the Western
Buddha: agreed.
Information provided on the work at Shahr-e-Gholgholeh. Discussed the documentation of Shahr-eGholgholeh: Prof. Emmerling contacts Prof. Schuller,
TUM, in order to ensure adequate building research
documentation.
Discussed appropriate archiving of all documents related to Bamiyan. Mr Brendan Cassar asks for recommendations regarding the proper storage on an
UNESCO server; the future safekeeping of the documents will be discussed at the December meeting in
Orvieto.

Thursday, September 5, 2013
Visit Kabul, ARG, Del Kosha Palace. President Karzai visits the palace, no meeting. Evening invitation
to the Agha Khan Foundation, with Architect Agmal
Maiwandi. Mr Maiwandi is a member of the World
Heritage Commission and involved in the “master
plan” for Bamiyan, among other things. Discussion of
the master plan and its modification. Discussion Maiwandi/Emmerling continued in late September 2013.
Friday, September 6, 2013
Finished work report in Kabul. Lunch with Mr Abassi.
Eastern Buddha, Depots
Monday, August 19, 2013
Start partial dismantling of north depot (take down
of tin roof ).
Tuesday, August 20, 2013
Continued dismantling of north depot (take down of
foil covering).
Wednesday, August 21, 2013
Dismantling of north depot (disassembly of wood
beam construction).
Thursday, August 22, 2013
Dismantling of north depot (removal of all nails from
wood beam construction so that beams can be reused;
clean-up of floor areas at depot and cleaning of stored
fragments).
Friday, August 23, 2013
Repair of foundation walls at north depot using gravel and clay mortar with added chaff. Begin laying clay
wall at north depot.
Saturday, August 24, 2013
Continued brick laying at north depot.
Tuesday, August 27, 2013
Continued brick laying. Architect Seradj stakes out
new perimeter walls on the east side.
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12th Expert Working Group Meeting for the Preservation of the Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the
Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property
Orvieto 10–11 December 2013, Palazzo del Capitano del Popolo
Provisional Programme
Tuesday 10 December 2013
Opening Session
09:00 Welcome speech by Prof. Claudio Margottini, ISPRA
Welcome speech by Mr Antonio Concine, Mayor of Orvieto
Welcome speech by Dr. Sayed Makhdoum Raheen, Minister of Information an Culture of the Islamic Republic
of Afghanistan
Welcome speech by Mr Paolo Fontani, Director of the
UNESCO Kabul Office and UNESCO Representative to
Afghanistan
Greeting from H.E. Mr Luciano Pezzotti, Ambassador of
Italy to Afghanistan
Greeting from H.E. Mr Mohammad Kacem Fazelly,
Ambassador and Permanent Delegate of Afghanistan to
UNESCO and ISECO
Greeting from Mr Tatsuhiko Kasai, Director, Multilateral
Cultural Cooperation Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan
Greeting from H.E. General Ghulam Ali Wahdat, Governor of Bamiyan Province
Greeting from Mr Giampaolo Cantini, Director General
for Development Cooperation, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Italy
10:45 Presentation of the agenda of the meeting. UNESCO recent activities in Bamiyan and recommendations for the
future, by Mr Brendan Cassar, Chief of the Culture Unit,
UNESCO Kabul Office

First Session, Chair: Prof. Kosaku Maeda, Visiting
Researcher, National Research Institute for Cultural
Properties, Tokyo, Japan
11:00 Presentation of Decision 37 COM 7A.30, adopted by
the World Heritage Committee at its 37th session (2013)
on the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains
of the Bamiyan Valley and progress on the Management Plan, by Dr. Roland Lin, Asia and the Pacific Unit,
UNESCO World Heritage Centre
11:15 The preservation of the Bamiyan Cultural Landscape,
by Mr Abdul Ahad Abassi, Director of the Department
for the Preservation of Historical Monuments, Ministry
of Information and Culture of the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan
11:30 Presentation on Shar-i-Gholgholah, by Mr Bert
Praxenthaler, ICOMOS Germany
11:45 Presentation on the state of conservation of archaeological
remains and mural paintings, by Mr Kazuya Yamauchi,
Head, Regional Environment Research Section, National
Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo, Japan
12:00 Presentation on Shahr-i-Zohak, by Prof. Claudio Margottini, Coordination and Development of International
Affairs, Department of the Geological Service of Italy,
ISPRA
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12:15 Presentation on documentation of the World Heritage property, by Mr Philippe Marquis, Délégation
Archéologique Française en Afghanistan (DAFA), France
12:30 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Second Session, Chair: Prof. Michael Jansen, Director, Aachen Center for Documentation and Conservation, RWTH Aachen University Germany
14:30 Presentation by H.E. Dr. Ahmad Shah Waheed, Deputy
Minister for Maintenance and Construction, Ministry of
Public Works
14:45 Presentation on the Master Plan for Bamiyan, by Dr.
Sayed Zia Hosaini, Advisor to the Minister, Ministry of
Urban Development Affairs
15:00 Presentation on the Foladi Valley and Bamiyan airport
projects, by Mr Abdul Sattar Raufi, Deputy Program
Manager – Transport Sector Portfolio, United Nations
Office for Project Services (UNOPS), Afghanistan
15:15 Presentation on the City Plan in Bamiyan, by Khadem
Hossein Fetrat, Mayor of Bamiyan
15:30 Rural Access and Cultural Heritage Protection, by Mr
Mohammad Yaseen Noori, Social Development Specialist, World Bank South Asia Region – Afghanistan, Kabul
15:45 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Wednesday 11 December 2013
First Session, Chair: Mr Brendan Cassar, Chief of the
Cultural Unit, UNESCO Kabul Office
Development of cultural infrastructure and tourism
in the Central Highlands Region
09:00 Presentation by Mr Mohammad Amir Foladi, National
Ecotourism Programme Coordinator, Aga Khan Foundation
09:15 Presentation on the draft design of a Museum for Bamiyan, by Prof. Shigeyuki Okazaki, Department of Architecture, School of Human Environmental Sciences, Mukogawa Women’s University, Japan
09:30 Recent activities in the Museum Sector, by Mr Omara
Khan Massoudi, Director, National Museum of Afghanistan
09:45 Developing cultural infrastructure in the Bamiyan Valley,
by Prof. Andrea Bruno, Studio Bruno, Italy
10:00 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Second session, Chair: H.E. Mr Omar Sultan, Senior
Advisor to the Minister, Ministry of Information and
Culture of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
The state of conservation of the Buddha niches and
fragments

10:45 Conservation efforts on the Eastern and Western Buddha
by ICOMOS Germany, by Prof. Michael Petzet, President of ICOMOS Germany, former President of ICOMOS International
11:05 Conservation efforts on the Eastern and Western Buddha,
by Prof. Erwin Emmerling, Chair, Conservation Science,
Technical University of Munich, Germany
11:25 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Third Session, Chair: Mr Paolo Fontani, Director of
the UNESCO Kabul Office and UNESCO Representative to Afghanistan
Recommendations
12:30 Presentation, discussion and adoption of recommendations

Extraordinary Session of the Afghanistan World Heritage Management Advisory Board, Chair: H. E.
Omar Sultan, Senior Advisor to the Minister, Ministry of Information and Culture of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Secretary: Mr Brendan Cassar, Chief of the Culture
Unit, UNESCO Kabul Office
14:30 Update on extractive industries and cultural activities,
by Mr Farhad Yavazi, Director, Mes Aynak Archaeological Project, Programme Management Unit, Ministry of
Mines and Petroleum
14:45 Presentation on the current situation in Herat, by Mr Ajmal Maiwandi, Chief Executive Officer, Aga Khan Trust
for Culture-Afghanistan
15:00 Presentation on the recommendations for future action
on the Gawhar Shad Mausoleum, by Mr Tarcis Stevens,
T.AR.S. Architectenvennootschapbvba (B), Belgium
15:15 Future actions for the safeguarding of the Fifth Minaret,
by Eng. Alberto Lodigiani, Structural Engineer, ALGA
S.p.A, Italy
15:30 Presentation on the current situation and recommendations for Jam, by Mr Abdul Ahad Abassi, Director, Department for the Preservation of Historical Monuments
15:45 Issues to be addressed and possible remedial actions

Closing Session
16:30 Closure speech by H.E. Dr. Sayed Makhdoum Raheen,
Minister of Information and Culture of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Closure speech by Prof. Claudio Margottini, Coordination and Development of International Affairs, Department of the Geological Service of Italy, ISPRA
Closure speech by Mr Alessandro Gaudiano, Chief of the
Task Forces Afghanistan Pakistan Myanmar and Iraq, Italian Development Cooperation Office, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Closure speech by Mr Paolo Fontani, Director of the
UNESCO Kabul Office and UNESCO Representative to
Afghanistan

List of Participants
Afghan authorities
1. H.E. Dr. Sayed Makhdoum Raheen, Minister of
Information and Culture
2. H.E. General Ghulam Ali Wahdat, Governor of
Bamiyan, Bamiyan Provincial Government
3. H.E. Mr Mohammad Kacem Fazelly, Ambassador,
Permanent Delegate of Afghanistan to UNESCO
and ISESCO
4. H.E. Mr Zia Nezam, Ambassador of Afghanistan
to Italy
5. H.E. Mr Omar Sultan, Senior Advisor to the Minister, Ministry of Information and Culture
6. H.E. Dr. Ahmad Shah Waheed, Deputy Minister
for Maintenance and Construction, Ministry of
Public Works
8. Mr Khadem Hossein Fetrat, Mayor of Bamiyan,
Bamiyan Municipality
9. Mr Abdul Ahad Abassi, Director, Department for
the Preservation of Historical Monuments
10. Mr Abdul Qader Timori, Director of the Institute
of Archaeology
11. Mr Omara Khan Massoudi, Director, National
Museum of Afghanistan
12. Dr. Sayed Zia Hosaini, Advisor to the Minister,
Ministry of Urban Development Affairs
13. Ms Susanne Annen, Senior Advisor to the Ministry of Information and Culture
14. Mr Mohammad Arash Faqirzad, First Secretary,
Embassy of Afghanistan to Italy
15. Mr Kabir Dadras, Ministry of Information and
Culture, Bamiyan Office
16. Mr Farhad Yavazi, Director, Mes Aynak Archaeological Project, Programme Management Unit,
Ministry of Mines and Petroleum
Italian authorities and Italian Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA)
17. Mr Giampaolo Cantini, Director-General for Development Cooperation, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
18. H.E. Mr Luciano Pezzotti, Ambassador of Italy
to Afghanistan
19. Mr Alessandro Gaudiano, Chief of the Task Forces Afghanistan Pakistan Myanmar and Iraq, Italian
Development Cooperation Office, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
20. Mr Antonio Concina, Mayor of Orvieto
21. Prof. Claudio Margottini, Coordination and Development of International Affairs, Department of
the Geological Service of Italy, ISPRA
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UNESCO representatives
22. Mr Paolo Fontani, Director of the UNESCO
Kabul Office and UNESCO Representative to Afghanistan
23. Mr Brendan Cassar, Chief, Culture Unit,
UNESCO Kabul Office
24. Dr. Roland Lin, Programme Specialist, Asia and
the Pacific Unit, UNESCO World Heritage Centre
25. Ms Sara Noshadi, Consultant, Culture Unit,
UNESCO Kabul Office
26. Ms Alessandra Borchi, Consultant, Culture Unit,
UNESCO Kabul Office
International experts (alphabetical order)
27. Prof. Marcello Balzani, Director, Department
Centre for the Development of Integrated Automatic Procedures for the Restoration of Monuments, University of Ferrara, Italy
28. Dr. Matthias Beckh, ICOMOS Germany
29. Mr Arash Boostani, Aga Khan Trust for CultureAfghanistan
30. Mr Giorgio Bosio, Studio Bruno, Italy
31. Prof. Andrea Bruno, Studio Bruno, Italy
32. Mr Fabio Colombo, National Research Institute
for Cultural Properties, Tokyo, Japan
33. Prof. Erwin Emmerling, Chair, Conservation Science, Technical University of Munich, Germany
34. Mr Nicolas Engel, Expert on Afghan Heritage,
France
35. Dr. Anna Filigenzi, Temporary Researcher, Department of Africa, Asia and the Mediterranean,
University of Naples “L’Orientale”, Italy
36. Mr Mohammad Amir Foladi, National Ecotourism Programme Coordinator, Aga Khan Foundation
37. Mr Duilio Giammaria, Journalist, Italy
38. Dr. Roberta Giunta, Researcher, Department of
Africa, Asia and the Mediterranean, University of
Naples “L’Orientale”, Italy
39. Prof. Michael Jansen, Director, Aachen Center for
Documentation and Conservation, RWTH Aachen
University, Germany
40. Mr Shogo Kume, Research Fellow, National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo, Japan
41. Eng. Alberto Lodigiani, Structural Engineer,
ALGA S.p.A, Italy
42. Prof. Kosaku Maeda, Visiting Researcher, National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo,
Japan
43. Mr Ajmal Maiwandi, Chief Executive Officer,
Aga Khan Trust for Culture-Afghanistan
44. Mr Philippe Marquis, Director, Délégation
Archéologique Française en Afghanistan (DAFA),
France
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45. Mr Andy Miller, Expert, United Kingdom
46. Mr Susumu Morimoto, Head, International Cooperation Section, National Research Institute for
Cultural Properties, Nara, Japan
47. Mr Mujtaba Mirzai, ICOMOS Germany
48. Prof. Shigeyuki Okazaki, Department of Architecture, School of Human Environmental Sciences,
Mukogawa Women’s University, Japan
49. Prof. Michael Petzet, President of ICOMOS Germany and former President of ICOMOS International
50. Mr Bert Praxenthaler, ICOMOS Germany
51. Arch. Luca Rossato, International Projects Coordinator, Department Centre for the Development
of Integrated Automatic Procedures for the Restoration of Monuments, University of Ferrara, Italy
52. Mr Tarcis Stevens, T.AR.S. Architectenvennootschap bvba (B), Belgium
53. Ms Yoko Taniguchi, Associate Professor in Archaeological Science/Conservation Science, Graduate School of Humanities and Anthropology, University of Tsukuba, Japan
54. Ms Akiko Tashiro, Associate Fellow, International
Cooperation Section, National Research Institute
for Cultural Properties, Nara, Japan
55. Mr Georgios Toubekis, Aachen Center for Documentation and Conservation, RWTH Aachen University, Germany
56. Mr Kazuya Yamauchi, Head, Regional Environment Research Section, National Research Institute
for Cultural Properties, Tokyo, Japan
International Donors representatives
57. Mr Tatsuhiko Kasai, Director, Multilateral Cultural Cooperation Division, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Japan
UNOPS
58. Mr Abdul Sattar Raufi, Deputy Program Manager
– Transport Sector Portfolio, United Nations Office
for Project Services (UNOPS), Afghanistan
WORLD BANK
59. Mr Mohammad Yaseen Noori, Social Development Specialist, World Bank South Asia Region –
Afghanistan
60. Mr Ajmal Askerzoy, Operations Officer, World
Bank South Asia Region – Afghanistan
61. Mr Mohammad Haroon Naim, Director of
Operations, World Bank Sustainable Development
of Natural Resources Project, Programme Management Unit, Ministry of Mines and Petroleum

At the end of the year 2013 during the meeting of the
12th Expert Working Group in Orvieto the stopped –
and therefore unfinished – reinforcement of the lower
galery of the Eastern Buddha niche (item 3i of the
Implementation Partners Agreement of 10. July 2013)
with the two pillars commemorating the feet of the
statue, as already reconstructed 1970/71 by the Indian-Afghan team, was in heavy dispute condemned
especially by Japanese experts as a starting-point for
reconstruction. On the other hand considering the
concept of the Afghan authorities reiterating their request “to provide technical and financial support for at

least the partial reconstruction of one Buddha niche”
the introduction of the following recommendations
demands not only more time “during such expert meetings to consider all the technical conservation issues in
the necessary detail required to give sound advice to the
Afghan authorities on how to proceed in regard to such
complex issues as the appropriate treatment of the Buddha niches”, but also that “under the leadership of the
Afghan Ministry of Information and Culture, a new format is found for the working group, particularly having
regard to the establishment of the Afghan World Heritage
Management Advisory Board in May 2013.”

Recommendations of the 12th Expert Working Group Meeting for Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape
and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property (Orvieto 10–11 December
2013)
Abridged version without introductory Remarks and General Issues, State of Conservation of the components of the World Heritage property (excluding Buddha cliff), Development of the urban environment and infrastructure in the Bamiyan Valley, Development of cultural infrastructure
and tourism in the Central Highland Region.

State of Conservation of the Buddha Niches and
Fragments:
40. Noted the work undertaken by ICOMOS Germany within the UNESCO project framework to
achieve the recommendations of past Expert Group
Meetings with regards to the stabilization of the rear
wall of the Eastern Buddha and the safety of the
path leading to the top of the Eastern Buddha niche;
41. Noted that safe accessibility to the lower gallery
of the Eastern Buddha niche still needs to be addressed;
42. Noted with satisfaction that the dismantling of
the scaffolding in the Eastern Buddha niche and
the partial establishment of the scaffolding in the
Western Buddha niche with the purpose of starting the consolidation work at the earliest, once fully
erected;
43. Took note of Professor Margottini’s ongoing work
from 2011 to the present on the measurement of
volumetric joint and rock block volume for each
area of 1 square meter of the Western Buddha niche
to define how the reinforcement / consolidation
may be applied, according to which it is further
noted that if using the same consolidation supporting anchors method as with the Eastern Buddha
niche, the operational and material cost is estimated at between 700,000 – 1,000,000 USD (without
calculating the scaffolding cost which has already
been budgeted);

44. Having regard for Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the
World Heritage Convention concerning major
interventions at World Heritage properties, the
Bamiyan Working Group recommends that an assessment be made of the intervention undertaken
by ICOMOS Germany at the Eastern Buddha
niche (specifically the pillars and platform partially constructed and postponed by the Ministry of
Information and Culture pending the outcome of
the Working Group discussion and a pending site
assessment). Th e Working Group suggests that a
mission from ICOMOS International should assess as soon as possible the intervention and report
its recommendations to the Afghan authorities for
their consideration. Th e Afghan Government will
include the fi ndings of the report in its State of
Conservation Report to the World Heritage Committee in 2014. ICOMOS Germany will provide
the Afghan authorities with all the necessary technical information related to the intervention.
Considering Proposals for remedial measures and
the future presentation of the two Buddha niches:
45. Reiterated that in view of the available scientific
data and estimated fi nancial requirements, a total
reconstruction of either of the Buddha sculptures
cannot be considered at the present time;
46. Recommended that the Western Buddha niche be
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consolidated and left empty at the present time as a
testimony to the tragic acts of destruction;
47. In regard to H.E. the Minister of information and
Culture’s request to the international community to
provide technical and financial support for at least
the partial reconstruction of one Buddha niche
(particularly the Eastern Buddha of 38 meters) it
is recommended that a feasibility study be undertaken to determine whether or not a partial reassembling of fragments of the Eastern Buddha could
be an option in the coming years. Th is feasibility
study or studies should be in line with the Decision
37 COM 7A.30 of the World Heritage Committee at its 37th Session (Phnom Penh, 2013) for the
Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains
of the Bamiyan Valley, Afghanistan (C 208 rev).
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The details of this decision have been mentioned
on page 2 of this document. Any feasibility study
or studies should be further examined by the appropriate technical and advisory mechanisms to the
Afghan authorities, such as the Afghan World Heritage Management Advisory Board, as well as by the
World Heritage Committee before final submission
to the Afghan Government for their consideration
and decision;
48. Recommended that if the partial reassembly of
one Buddha niche (Eastern Buddha, small Buddha of 38 metres) is considered, more scientific and
technical data should be acquired and the process
should be undertaken with a flexible, step-by-step
approach […]

2014/15
In the sense of item 44 of the recommendations of the
12th Expert Working Group distributed by UNESCO
Kabul Office on 17 April 2014 an ICOMOS Technical Advisory Mission to Bamiyan took place from 26th
to 31th May 2014 “to assess the effectiveness of the conservation work at the lower galery of the Eastern Buddha
niche, particularly the construction of two pillars in cement and bricks in the position of the original Eastern
Buddha feet, designed to support a proposed horizontal
platform”.
The following ICOMOS Germany Report of 29 July
2014 also deals with the results of this advisory mission [see pp. 225–243, Report on the ICOMOS Advi-

sory Mission to Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley 26th to 31th May
2014] and with the foregoing “Statements on Bamiyan Buddha Statue Resurrection” of the 30th April Expert Meeting in Tokyo [see pp. 215–224, Statements
on Bamiyan Buddha Statue Reconstruction, 30 April
Expert Meeting, Tokyo, Japan, concerning the construction of “foot-like” structures and the future reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha statue (13 June
2014, contact: Bamiyanbuddha.jp@gmail.com/contact persons: Maeda, Konsaku/Yamauchi, Kazuga)].
M. Pz.

Expert Meeting of ICOMOS Japan and Japan National Research Institute for Cultural Properties (NRICPT), Tokyo, 30 April 2014
Statements on Bamiyan Buddha Statue Reconstruction with Questions for
Clarification to the Munich Group and the UNESCO Kabul Office

Preface
The foot-like structures (hereinafter referred to as the
“Feet”) recently constructed at the Eastern Buddha
niche in the Bamiyan World Heritage site in Afghanistan caught worldwide attention. The case may reflect
not only on arguments over the reconstruction of the
Buddha statues of Bamiyan as heritage of humanity
but also on the issues regarding reconstruction and
authenticity of World Heritage in a wider perspective.
Furthermore, the case may set a precedent in the ways
we think about the reconstruction of cultural heritage.
The Japan ICOMOS National Committee and National Research Institute for the Cultural Properties, Tokyo (hereinafter, NRICPT) co-organized the
expert meeting about this issue on 30 April 2014.
Participants of the meeting included experts on the
conservation of cultural heritage, some of whom are
members of the Bamiyan Experts Working Group
Meeting (BEWGM). The meeting first reviewed the
process of how the “Feet” of the Eastern Buddha
niche came about, and then discussed the possibilities

and problems of the case extensively. This conclusion
statement is the outcome based on this April 30 meeting.
Background of the construction of the “Feet” in
the Eastern Buddha niche of Bamiyan
(1) The “Feet” dealt with in this document were constructed by the team led by Prof. M. Petzet and Prof.
E. Emmerling (hereinafter referred to as the Munich
group) in August and September 2013. Th e project
was to attain “reinforcement of the lower gallery in
front of the Eastern Buddha niche (10 July 2013, Art.
I, point 3i)” in the framework of the “Partners agreement” exchanged between UNESCO and ICOMOS
Germany. According to this agreement, the Munich
group is “contracted to build a platform in the lower
gallery of the Eastern Buddha niche to protect visitors from rockfall and stabilize the rear wall against
shearing forces caused by a major crack” (Draft Decision: 38 COM 7A.15 of State of Conservation of
World Heritage properties inscribed on the List of
World Heritage in Danger [hereinafter, SOC report],
WHC-14/38.COM/7A,).
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In the meantime, the structure, the so-called “pillars,”
constructed in August 2013 apparently take the shape
of the feet of the Buddha. Th e report compiled by
Prof. E. Fecker, Prof. E. Emmerling and architect S.
Seradj (dated 6 September 2013) says, “In order to
ensure a future reassemblage of the rock fragments,
the new support structures will be planned and executed in such a way that it can bear heavy loads”
(underlined by the proposers). This quote is an example of how the “Feet” were constructed with a presupposition of the reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha
in the future, not a structure merely for protection
from falling rocks.
After recognizing the construction of the “Feet”,
UNESCO recommended that the Munich group and
the Afghanistan authorities suspend the work in September 2013. Th e construction work has been thus
suspended until now.
Furthermore, the draft decision of the SOC report in
2014 (38COM 7A. 15) shows the recognition that
“the two pillars supporting the platform were considered to be a reconstruction of the Buddha’s feet and
had not previously been reviewed by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies.” In addition, it is
recommended that the work should be implemented
after the agreement of the related organizations, and
that the dispatch of an ICOMOS technical mission
be planned from the end of May to June 2014.
(2) Although international codes of conduct for reconstruction of Buddha statues of Bamiyan have not
been set, a variety of discussions had already been
held in a number of international meetings and working groups.1
But the experts related to the project all recognize the
necessity of much more discussion2 on various issues
of both philosophical and technical aspects for reconstruction. Such issues range from the appropriateness
of application of anastylosis to the choice of technical
details of conservation. In all cases, feasibility studies,
information sharing of results and feedback are necessary to further develop the level of discussion.
The construction of the “Feet” by the Munich group
can easily be understood as a step of “heavy intervention” toward the reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha, but without international acceptance. We were
puzzled about why it had happened even though the
basic policy has been gone over repeatedly at international meetings as to how to take deliberate action
in the case of planning reconstruction of the Buddha
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statue. In addition, the results of the feasibility studies, whose implementation had been strongly required
in the discussion of the reconstruction of the Buddha
statue, were not published or shared. Th e Munich
group, therefore, had constructed the “Feet” without
prior scientific consultations based on the results of
the feasibility studies at BEWGM, the International
Coordinating Committee for the Safeguarding of Afghanistan’s Cultural Heritage or the World Heritage
Committee.
As seen above, the construction of the “Feet” without obtaining international consensus caught the eyes
and attention of related organizations and individuals including ICOMOS. Japanese experts also took
the matter seriously, particularly those who had been
involved with conservation efforts of the Bamiyan
site from the beginning in 2002. Based on this background, all the participants of the meeting held on
30 April 2014 felt the need of writing up a conclusion statement as a result of the discussion during the
meeting.
Statements on Bamiyan Buddha Statue Reconstruction
Due Process
1. The recommendation of BEWGM and the decisions of
the World Heritage Committee must be respected
The recommendations of BEWGM and the decisions of the World Heritage Committee emphasize
the indispensability of prior consultation regarding
reconstruction of the Buddha statue(s) and the necessity and importance of the feasibility studies. Such recommendations and decisions must be respected, because the Bamiyan site inscribed in the List of World
Heritage in Danger and the conservation project of
the site is considered to be an act of international cooperation.
2. The Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of
the World Heritage Convention must be followed
The “Feet” in the Eastern Buddha niche are located
within the World Heritage site. This means that the
construction or development activities have to be
informed to the World Heritage Committee, based
on paragraph nos. 169 and 172 of the Operational
Guidelines for the Implementation of the World
Heritage Convention. The Paragraph no. 172 formulates the need for State Parties to inform the World
Heritage Committee in advance when they intend to
undertake new constructions which may affect the
Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property
in the protected area. The present case corresponds to

such situations, and thus the state party was expected
to inform the World Heritage Centre. Nevertheless,
the plan had not been informed to the Committee.
We recommend strongly that the state party make it
compulsory to take the above-mentioned procedural
steps before such actions are taken in the future.
The Reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha Statue
3. Sharing the future vision of the overall plan
It is necessary that the entire plan must be laid out
and presented with a shared visualization of the postreconstruction plan to the involved parties when discussing the case. In that case, the reconstruction plans
must incorporate historical and theoretical consultations based on careful scientific approaches regarding
the Buddha Statues in Bamiyan. Consent regarding
the results should be obtained among the experts and
stakeholders in advance.
4. Consideration of the Outstanding Universal Value as
World Heritage
The OUV as World Heritage must be considered
closely when discussing the reconstruction of the
Buddha statue. The text “including the deliberate destruction in 2001” is included in criterion (vi). In the
case of a debate over reconstruction possibilities, one
must consider how those would affect this criterion.
Furthermore, the authenticity of the cultural landscape must also be considered, owing to the cultural
landscape of the Bamiyan valley including the Buddha niches as the OUV stated in criterion (iv).
5. Clarification of wordings and what is meant by them
According to the report, the “Feet” are explained as
the “structural supports” of a shelter to protect against
falling gravel in the Eastern Buddha niche to ensure
visitors’ safety. If they were really to be “structural
supports (resembling pillars)” for stabilization, they
would have to function effectively as supports, and, as
well, their reversibility would have to be ensured. On
the other hand, the actual structures clearly seem to
represent feet, and are explained as the “foundation of
the reassembly” for the future. These facts mean that
the work was implemented without clarifying the difference of the purposes and the functions of the structures, whether as “structural supports” in the shape of
feet, or as the “feet” for the foundation of the reassembly. More specific and sincere use of words and what
they represent is needed to avoid such confusion.
6. Clarification and sharing concepts and definitions of
technical terms
Some terms, such as “reconstruction” or “reassembly,”
reconstruction of the “Buddha statues” or that of the

“Buddha niches;” “reconstruction” or “partial reconstruction,” are often used without consensus among
experts, even though they are the basis of the discussions. In view of the above-mentioned case, it is necessary to clarify the definitions and concepts of the
terms, and to share them with all interested parties,
in order to continue on the deeper discussion without
further misunderstanding.
Technical Aspects
7. Necessity of the feasibility studies and sharing the scientific data
As stated in the recommendations of BEWGM and
the decisions of the World Heritage Committee, the
state party has to confirm whether each plan is based
on the feasibility studies including “an overall approach to conservation and presentation of the property,” “an appropriate conservation philosophy based
on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property”
and “Technical and financial possibilities for the implementation of the project proposals.” Therefore, the
feasibility studies must be conducted at first to verify
whether the “partial reassembly” of the fragments of
the Eastern Buddha could be a desirable alternative,
and then the methods and techniques would have
to be evaluated based on the scientific data collected
from the studies. Furthermore, all scientific data, such
as stabilization and reinforcement of the fragments,
specification of the original locations of the fragments
based on geological and paleomagnetic studies, relocation of the specified fragments, methods of reassembly, methods of reconstruction, structural systems
to support the huge and heavy loads (Buddha statue),
would have to be opened to the public, shared and
evaluated.
8. Necessities of the reconsideration of the possibility of
the “reassembly” of fragments in the scope of the comprehensive conservation and management plan
It is extremely difficult now to decide the possibility
of “reconstruction” or “partial reconstruction” using
“reassembly” (anastylosis as defined in the “Venice
Charter Article 15”), because the collected fragments
themselves and the scientific data about specification
of their original location are insufficient. Th erefore,
it is desirable not just to consider either “reconstruction” by “reassembly,” or non-reconstruction. Instead,
we should examine the issue more holistically. The
Buddha statues, for example, must also be considered
within the scope of a comprehensive conservation
and management plan incorporating requests of the
Afghanistan government, which should represent the
wishes of the Afghans.
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9. Appropriate conservation of the collected fragments of
the Buddha statues
To secure the collected fragments of the Buddha
statues is more important and indispensable. Relocating fragments from the present interim storage situation to a more appropriate storage facility
should be prioritized since a long-term conservation
plan is not achievable at the present time. As mentioned above, examination of the appropriateness of
“reconstruction” or “partial reconstruction” will not
be able to be determined among experts in a short
period of time.
10. Safety verification of the rear wall of the Eastern
Buddha niche
Stabilization of the rear wall of the Eastern Buddha niche is the prerequisite of the presentation of
the lower gallery. Therefore making haste in opening
the lower gallery to the public before verification of
the structural stabilization is not recommended. It is
prerequisite not to diminish its OUV, in the case of
touching the property for presentation purposes. The
stabilization work has already been conducted, but it
is necessary to verify the stability and safety of that
work. Before that verification work, it is desirable to
prohibit public entry into the Eastern Buddha niche
to ensure the safety of the visitors.
11. Sharing information on the construction implementation plan concerning the “Feet” and ensuring the appropriate construction system
It is extremely regrettable that the overall work plan,
the process and the results of the work have not been
shared openly. Th e discussions concerned with the
“Feet” construction have not been done in public,
but henceforth the sharing of all information and
the transparency of the process are strongly required.
Moreover, in regards to the work on site, it is also
necessary to present the work plan in advance, to obtain the necessary approvals of the Stakeholders and
to carry out the appropriate supervision and reporting during construction. In the case that academic
research is required during or after construction, the
construction supervisor should report this to the site
manager, who should call in the experts for follow-up
measures.
Concluding remarks
12. The Eastern and Western Buddha niches in the future
There are a considerable number of unresolved issues involving the “Feet” and the “reconstruction/
partial-reconstruction” matters related to the Eastern
Buddha as described above. Therefore, we should not
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determine the future direction of the Eastern Buddha
without serious discussion. Accountability to future
generations is needed. Consensus from the majority
of those who are involved is required. Ideas and possibilities for the future of the fragments of the Buddha
statues and the Buddha niches are not limited to reconstruction by reassembly. To leave them untouched
as much as we can as in the case of the Atomic Bomb
Dome in Hiroshima, Japan, could be one approach,
or to create reconstruction models for exhibition purposes could be another. We should not just discuss
the pros and cons of reconstruction but rather should
think together with the public community of Afghanistan about the new future of the Buddha statues and
Buddha niches. For that, we need diversified information and scientific data, but also need official requests
from the Government of Afghanistan. It is necessary
to consider all the issues with the Afghanistan people
in order to let them become familiar with the process
of the decision. We also emphasize that the conservation activities involving the Buddha niches are a great
opportunity for the capacity building of experts in
Afghanistan.
13. The necessity of further discussion on the reconstruction
It is strongly required to have a place for discussions
on the reconstruction, one which is open to the public of Afghanistan. We propose, therefore, that an
international conference on “Future reconstruction
policies for the Buddha niche(s)/statue(s)” be held.
We also propose that on the basis of the arguments
at the conference, the Government of Afghanistan
should make the final decision based upon the results
of the feasibility studies on this issue, as has been suggested in the SOC report that was included on the
agenda for debate at the World Heritage Committee
in 2014. After the blasting of the Eastern and the
Western Buddha statues that are symbolic properties of the site, Bamiyan has continuously attracted
global attention. At present, the site of Bamiyan is
not only on the List of World Heritage, but also on
the List of World Heritage in Danger. In a sense, the
status of the site listed in World Heritage in Danger
would draw particular international attention, allowing for international cooperation of the protection
of the site. Accordingly, we should not move faster
toward the elimination of the site from the List of
World Heritage in Danger at present. Our responsibility is to discuss the issue of the reconstruction
of the Eastern Buddha, which is a central property
of the site of Bamiyan as common heritage for all
humanity, with international communities and with
the public of Afghanistan.

Participants list of the discussion in Japan on 30
April 2014 (Alphabetical order)
Futugami, Yoko (Head, Research Information Section Department of Art Research, Archives and Information Systems, National Research Institute for
Cultural Properties, Tokyo)
Inaba, Nobuko (Prof. / Chair, World Heritage Studies, University of Tsukuba)
Kume, Shogo (Associate Fellow, Japan Center for International Cooperation in Conservation, National
Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo)
Kouno, Toshiyuki (Professor, Graduate School of
Law, Kyushu University)
Maeda, Kousaku (Vice-Chairperson, JCIC-Heritage)
Morimoto, Susumu (Head, International Cooperation Section, Nara National Research Institute for
Cultural Properties)
Nishikawa, Koji (Prof. Emeritus, Kyoto University)
Nishimura, Yukio (Director (Prof.), Research Center
for Advanced Science and Technology, the University of Tokyo)
Okada, Yasuyoshi (Director (Prof.), the Institute for
Cultural Studies of Ancient Iraq, Kokushikan University)
Taniguchi, Yoko (Associate Prof., Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Tsukuba)
Toriumi, Hidemi (Conservator)
Yamada, Hiroki (Associate Fellow, Japan Center for
International Cooperation in Conservation, National Research Institute for Cultural Properties,
Tokyo)
Yamauchi, Kazuya (Head, Regional Environmental
Section, Japan Center for International Cooperation in Conservation, National Research Institute
for Cultural Properties, Tokyo)
Yano, Kazuyuki (CEO, Japan Cultural Heritage Consultancy)

Annotations

1 “The Seminar participants agreed that the concept of reconstruction
was not a priority when humanitarian aid for the Afghan people
was urgently needed today. The Seminar participants emphasized
that the authenticity and integrity and historical importance of
this great place need to be memorialized in an appropriate way,
and that the reconstruction of the statues of Bamiyan requires
further discussion and careful consideration by the appropriate
authorities, taking into full account the intention of the authorities to nominate the Monuments and Sites of Bamiyan Valley for
eventual inscription on the World Heritage List.” (International
Seminar on The Rehabilitation of Afghanistan’s Cultural Heritage, Kabul, Afghanistan, May. 2002.)
“Reiterated that in view of the available scientific data and estimated financial requirements, a total reconstruction of either of
the Buddha sculptures cannot be considered at the present time.”
“Recommended that the Western Buddha niche be consolidated
and left empty at the present time as a testimony to the tragic acts
of destruction.” (The 12th BEWGM, Orvieto, Italy, Dec. 2013.
Similar recommendations were also issued consecutively following the 9th BEWGM, Paris, France, Mar. 2011.)
“Following the Decision 37 COM 7A.30 of the World Heritage Committee at its 37th Session (Phnom Penh, 2013) for the
Cultural landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan
Valley (C 208 rev), when considering options for the treatment
of the Buddha niches (as was requested by H.E. the Minister in
his opening address), the Afghan Government should ensure that
proposals are based on feasibility studies which include:
1) An overall approach to conservation and presentation of the
property,
2) An appropriate conservation philosophy based on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property,
3) Technical and financial possibilities for the implementation of
the project proposals.” (The 12th BEWGM, Orvieto, Italy, Dec.
2013. Similar recommendations were also issued consecutively following the 10th BEWGM, Tokyo, Japan, Dec. 2011.)
“The Afghanistan authorities [led by H.E. Dr Sayed Makhdoum
Raheen, Minister of Information and Culture of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan] participated actively in the 11th Bamiyan
Expert Working Group meeting (Aachen, Germany, 10–11
December 2012). During this meeting, the Afghan authorities
requested the Expert Working Group Meeting to assist them particularly on the following four points:
1. At least partial-reconstruction of one Buddha niche (Eastern
Buddha, small Buddha of 38 meters)
2. Bamiyan Museum for Peace,
3. Urgent intervention and consolidation of the large Western
Buddha niche rear wall,
4. Achieving the Desired State of Conservation for the removal of
the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and the
preservation of all the related monuments of Bamiyan Cultural
Landscape as well as the cliff niches.” (Similar recommendations were also issued consecutively following the 11th BEWGM, Aachen, Germany, Dec. 2012.)
2 “The ICOMOS conservation concept, in accordance with the relevant international guidelines (Charter of Venice etc), should
be implemented. All fragments, sculptured and non-sculptured,
should be preserved.” “ICOMOS is encouraged to propose appropriate ways to conserve and to present the fragments. The technical possibilities of an anastylosis should be considered.” (The 3rd
BEWGM, Tokyo, Japan, Dec. 2004. Similar recommenda-
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tions were also issued consecutively until The 6th BEWGM,
Tokyo, Japan, Jun. 2008.)
“Acknowledge the latest results of the geological mapping of the
rock material, and the finalization of documentation of all reserved/salvaged fragments in both niches upon geological and
paleomagnetic analysis and 3D recording. The creation of a 3D
model, already proposed for the Eastern Buddha statue, contribute to the virtual positioning of the fragments.” (The 5th BEWGM, Aachen, Germany, Dec. 2006. The recommendations
on the geological paleomagnetic analysis were also issued in
the 4th BEWGM, Kabul, Afghanistan, Dec. 2005)
“Consider further proposals for the technical possibilities of an
anastylosis (refer to Article 15 of the Venice Charter) as a method
of reassembling the fragments of the Buddha statues. Different
possibilities of reassembling individual fragments should be considered and be discussed by a Special Advisory Board as suggested
in the recommendations of the UNESCO / ICOMOS Expert
Working group for the Preservation of the Bamiyan Site” (The
6th BEWGM, Tokyo, Japan, Jun. 2008.)
“Recommend as a priority the conservation of the original surface
fragments in-situ at the back wall of the East Buddha niche by
a restorer. The appropriate conservation strategy for the endangered parts of the backside (e.g. shoulders, head) has to be defined
jointly using all the necessary technical expertise. Note that the
conservation of the back walls of the Western and Eastern Buddha niches has to take into account the specific qualities of the
cliff material within each layer, as documented by the research
of the geological and rock-mechanical analysis executed by the
ICOMOS team and other international experts.” (The 7th BEWGM, Munich, Germany, Jun. 2008.)
“Consider further proposals for the technical possibilities of an
anastylosis (refer to Article 15 of the Venice Charter) as a method
of reassembling the fragments of the Buddha sculptures based on
a re-evaluation of the specific, “concrete” conditions. Different
possibilities of reassembling individual fragments should be considered and be discussed by the Advisory Board (Overall Issues,
Point 14) at the appropriate time;” (The 7th BEWGM, Munich, Germany, Jun. 2008.)
“Some stone fragments of the Eastern Buddha with traces of
original surface treatment are very fragile. At this time the only
appropriate procedure for the stabilization of the fragments appears to be a total impregnation with silica organic compound
in a vacuum chamber using a newly developed method, tested
with good results and demonstrated during the excursion to Bamberg to a group of members of the Working Group (including the
Afghan authorities). Th is technique should be now tested on a
limited selection of different fragments during 2010 and possible
techniques for reassembling them explored. Every effort should
be made to consolidate these fragments in Bamiyan;” (The 8th
BEWGM, Munich, Germany, Mar. 2010.)
“Recommend that, as part of the mentioned long-term solutions for
the conservation and presentation of the two Buddha niches, consideration be given in particular to the presentation of the remains
of the two Buddha statues, including by their possible partial anastylosis” (The 8th BEWGM, Munich, Germany, Mar. 2010.)
“Noted that safe accessibility to the lower gallery of the Eastern
Buddha niche still needs to be addressed;”
(The 12th BEWGM, Orvieto, Italy, Dec. 2013.)
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Questions to the Munich group (Professor Michael
Petzet and Professor Erwin Emmerling)
1. We would like to request the explanation of the
concept under the term of „the partial reconstruction“ or „the partial reassembly“ which they defined.
We further request the presentation of a total and
concrete image of the construction at the final stage
of reconstruction or reassembly activities at the site.
t Although “the partial reconstruction” requested by
the Afghan authorities was discussed at Bamiyan
Experts Working Group Meetings (hereafter BEWGM), there were no concrete discussions on the
definition of “the partial reconstruction” at BEWGM.
t Discussions concerned with “reconstruction” of the
Buddha(s) have thus far been held at BEWGM,
however there are no concrete output images based
on scientific data (see also questions nos.10–13) so
far acquired.
t For these reasons, discussions on the issues have
simply been dichotomized between “reconstruction” and “anti-reconstruction” or “partial reconstruction” and “overall reconstruction.”
t Furthermore, it is not clear whether „partial reconstruction“ is subsumed into “overall reconstruction”
or isolated from it. In the case of the latter, „partial
reconstruction“ should simply mean “reassembly”
of a part of the Buddha statue.
2. Recommendations by BEWGM described “the
partial reconstruction/reassembly of one Buddha
niche (Eastern Buddha)” (e.g. 12th BEWGM: paragraph 48). What is the definition of “the partial reconstruction/reassembly of one Buddha niche”?
t If the above words and terms are “the partial reconstruction/reassembly of one Buddha statue”, it is
understandable that “reconstruction/reassembly” is
applied to “the Eastern Buddha statue”, using “fragments of the Eastern Buddha.” However, the exact
meaning of “the partial reconstruction/reassembly
of one Buddha niche” is not clear. Also, the reason
why they use the word “Buddha niche” instead of
“Buddha statue” is not understandable.
3. The Munich group has frequently argued that anastylosis based upon “Venice Charter Article 15” is a
possible measure for “partial reconstruction or partial
reassembly” or “reconstruction.” However, “Venice
Charter Article 15” also states that “the reassembling
of existing but dismembered parts can be permitted”
as well as “The material used for integration…should
be the least.” It seems, from a practical point of view,

that previously anastylosis was only applied to partial reconstructions of architectural remains that were
relatively well preserved. The fragments of the Eastern Buddha have not entirely preserved the original
shapes of the Buddha. In that case, we ask the Munich
group about the following questions.
a. What percentage of the fragments can be replaced
to the original in-situ locations of the Eastern Buddha?
b. Was scientific analysis for the replacement procedures completed?
c. Based on the answers to the above questions, we
further request to explain the methods of reassembly of the fragments, the range and quantity of required supplemental materials of the reassembly,
and request to provide a concrete design of the reassembly.
4. We would like to request the explanation of how
and why the foot-like structures (“Feet”) were constructed.
t Information sharing and policy-making of the various activities for the protection of the Bamiyan site
have been discussed by the organizations concerned
including BEWGM so far. Before severe interventions to components of the properties (i.e. construction of the “Feet” and partial reconstruction
of the Eastern Buddha), it is required to report to
WHC through the Government of Afghanistan on
proposed changes to the current conditions before
interventions.
t However, concerning the interventions by the Munich group, there was no information sharing among
the organizations concerned including BEWGM
and the experts concerned before the interventions.
Accordingly, the process of the interventions of the
construction of the “Feet” is still unclear.
5. Were the “Feet” constructed as a part of the reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha in the future?
t It is important to define the pillars as either “Feet”
as parts of the reconstruction/partial reconstruction
of the Eastern Buddha, or “structural supports” for
the Eastern Buddha niche. If the pillars were “Feet”
or the reconstruction of the Buddha, the pillars are
subject to debate on the reassembly of the fragments
of the Eastern Buddha and its authenticity. On the
other hand, if the pillars were “structural supports”
for the Eastern Buddha niche, the structures should
efficiently meet their intended functions, and reversibility of the structures should be retained.
t A report compiled by Prof. Edwin Fecker, Prof.
Erwin Emmerling, and Architect Sekandar Seradj

dated September 6, 2013 describes that “In order
to ensure a future reassemblage of the rock fragments,
the new support structure will be planned and executed in such a way that it can bear heavy loads.”
This sentence obviously suggests that the feet-like
structures were constructed in expectation of future
reconstruction or partial reconstruction/reassembly
of the Eastern Buddha.
t In addition, according to “daily reports” in the report of September 6, 2013 described above, the
Munich group has mentioned the pillars as “feet/
foot”. Th is suggests that the Munich group recognized that the pillars were “Feet” from the beginning of the work of the construction of the pillars.
t A shelter (a roof ) for visitors was supposed to be
constructed on the pillars or “Feet”. A conventional
image of the top of the roof demonstrates that it is
closely similar to the end of the skirt of the Eastern
Buddha (see http://www.icomos.de/01scripts/01fil
es/6b59c5b0ab36754.pdf.).
6. We would like to request explanations of the following:
a) The appropriateness of presupposing the trespassing of visitors to the lower gallery.
b) The decision-making process of the choice of the
“Feet” as the most suitable security measure for visitors to the Eastern Buddha niche and the lower gallery.
t A report, compiled by Prof. Edwin Fecker, Prof.
Erwin Emmerling, and Architect Sekandar Seradj
dated September 6, 2013, describes that the aim
of the construction of the “Feet” was to ensure the
safety of visitors to the Eastern Buddha niche (the
Lower Gallery and the site museum).
t However, stabilization of the rear wall of the Buddha niche seems not to have been completed. It is
also impossible to protect against the physical processes of falling gravel. For these reasons, the best
measure for the securing of visitors’ safety is to prohibit their access to the Eastern Buddha niche.
t In addition, in order to achieve the aim of the securing of visitors’ safety from the falling gravel from
the rear wall, alternative measures without the pillars would also be pushed forward. Th ere was no
necessity to build the pillars as well as to make feetlike structures at the site.
t Furthermore, in case that a shelter for visitors was
to be installed around the rear wall, it is required to
secure the safety of traffic lines to the shelter. The
current status of the plan as a security measure is
insufficient for the securing of visitors’ safety.
t Consequently, it is required to release information
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on the decision-making process leading to the selection of the “Feet” as the most suitable security
measure for visitors, including whether alternative
measures were seriously considered or not.
7. The Munich group described that “The lower gallery
as stable foundation allows a step-by-step reassembling of
salvaged fragments at their original site (reassembling in
accordance with article 14 of the Venice Charter) that
will emphasize the outline of the statue without hiding
the condition of destruction. The lower gallery integrates
the existing pillar on the right side with fragments of the
ancient vault of the gallery into the overall appearance
of the rear front with the original lateral layers of clay
plaster still preserved in situ. Under these circumstances
the concept of the lower gallery improves the overall appearance in terms of integrity and authenticity of the
World Heritage site considerably.” (24 January 2014,
Prof. Michael Petzet and Prof. Erwin Emmerling).
The meaning of the text is obscure. We would like to
request explanations of the details of the meaning of
the sentence with illustrations.
t Criterion (vi) in the registration documents of the
Bamiyan site as World Heritage describes “including the deliberate destruction in 2001, which shook
the whole world.” This means that the OUV of the
Bamiyan site always needs to be considered in the
context of criterion (vi).
8. We would like to request to share the data of the
evaluation of the stabilization work of the rear wall of
the Eastern Buddha niche undertaken by the Munich
group and the monitoring data after the work if it has
been done.
t The Munich group argues that the stabilization
work of the rear wall conducted by them boosted
the strength of the rear wall to some extent (e.g. M.
Petzet ed. 2009 Th e Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan).
However, further stabilization work of the rear wall
of the Eastern Buddha niche and the construction
of the shelter protected from the falling gravel have
been planned.
t There is data on the stabilization work in the After
the Destruction of Giant Buddha Statues in Bamiyan (Afghanistan) in 2001 edited by Prof. Claudio
Margottini. However, some points are still unclear.
For example,
- Precise locations where cement was used for stabilization and the amount of cement at the individual locations
- Detailed information on the stabilization agents
and their chemical compositions
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- Detailed scientific data that shows how much the
stabilization work has strengthened the rear wall
of the Eastern Buddha niche
t Although the achievement level on the stabilization
work of the rear wall is the key factor to decide the
future policies, it is not clear how far the work has
been achieved. For that reason, the evaluation of
the stabilization work and the monitoring data are
important.
9. We would like to request to release and share the
detailed information on the salvaged original fragments of the Eastern Buddha, in particular, of the
following:
a. Approximately what percentage of the overall
amount of the Eastern Buddha before the destruction in March 2001 is being stored in temporary
storage?
b. What percentage of the total amount of the stored
fragments in the temporary storage can be used
for the partial reconstruction/reassembly of the
Eastern Buddha? Furthermore, among the usable
fragments for the partial reconstruction/reassembly, for what percentage of the total amount of
the stored fragments can their in-situ locations be
identified?
c. Among the usable fragments for the partial reconstruction/reassembly of the Eastern Buddha, what
percentage of the total amount of the stored fragments retains the original surfaces? Furthermore,
among the fragments with their original surfaces
described above, what percentage of the total
amount of the stored fragments can their in-situ
surface locations be identified?
t For the partial reconstruction/reassembly of the
Eastern Buddha, original fragments of the Eastern
Buddha are essential.
t However, there is no detailed information on the
fragments of the Eastern Buddha and the assessment data.
10. We would like to request to present the detailed
method of the reinforcement of the fragments (see
also question no.9).
a. What are the methods applied to reinforcement of
the fragments, their processes, information on stabilization agents and chemical compositions?
b. According to the recommendation 13.d) of the 8th
BEWGM, the Munich group has already conducted research on techniques to stabilize and reinforce
the fragments. We would like to request to share
those results (information on stabilization agents,
chemical compositions of the stabilization agents,

depth of the impregnation of the stabilization
agents when those were applied to the fragments of
the Buddha statues, and scientific evaluation data
on the transition of strength and color tone of the
fragments).
t The fragments of the Buddha statues are mainly
comprised of the conglomerate and silt layers. It is
extremely difficult to transfer and reassemble those
fragile fragments. Moreover, the fragments have
been gradually eroded by winds and rains. Such
current conditions of the fragments prevent us from
conducting “the reassembly” of the statue. That is
why it requires the reinforcement of the fragments.
t It is necessary to share and evaluate the research results of the method to stabilize and strengthen the
fragments conducted by Munich Technical University led by Prof. Emmerling.
11. In case that “the partial reconstruction” or “the
partial reassembly” of the Eastern Buddha statue is
conducted, has research or assessment of possible
negative effects against the ground bedrock and the
rear wall already been conducted? If such research or
assessment has already been done, we would like to
request to share the results.
t The report dated 6 September 2013, compiled by
Prof. Edwin Fecker, Prof. Erwin Emmerling, and
Architect Sekandar Seradj, states that „In order to
ensure a future reassembly of the rock fragments,
the new support structure will be planned and executed there and in such a way that it can bear heavy
loads.“ However it is not clear whether a survey of
the ground bedrock in the Eastern Buddha niche
has been conducted or not, assuming that there will
be “reconstruction” or “partial reassembly”.
t In addition, there is little information on the possible impact to the ground bedrock and the rear wall,
which comprise part of the significant components
of the world heritage site, in the Eastern Buddha
niche after “the reconstruction” of the Buddha
statue.
12. We would like to request disclosure of the information on the engineering technical studies to realize
“the reconstruction” or “the partial reconstruction” of
the Eastern Buddha statue.
a. What kind of materials and methods will be applied to reconstruct or reassemble the parts of the
Eastern Buddha statue without original fragments?
b. In the case that “the reconstruction” or “the partial
reconstruction” of the Eastern Buddha was realized,
do the “Feet” have enough strength to support the

weight of the reassembled fragments of the upper
part of the statue?
c. Is it possible to ensure the reversibility of the properties including the fragments of the Eastern Buddha statue and the Eastern Buddha niche by the
planned techniques of “the reconstruction” or “the
reassembly?”
13. It seems, logically, that the structural characteristics of the “Feet” or the pillars are not sufficient to
achieve the aims of “the stabilization of the rear wall”
and “the protection from falling gravel.“ Do you have
some comments as to our opinion?
t The “Feet” have little contact surface with the cliff.
As a result, the structures are obviously insufficient
to stabilize the rear wall. In case that the upper part
of the rear wall could largely collapse, regardless of
the strength of the “Feet”, and the collapse could
seriously endanger visitors.
t The shapes of the “Feet” are functionally inefficient, since they enlarge the area of the base of the
structures. As a result, the base area decreases the
walkable and shelter space for visitors. On the other
hand, the approximately 2-meter-diameter “Feet”
made of reinforced concrete are, obviously, over-designed installations in terms of serving as supporting pillars of the shelter which is to protect visitors
from falling gravel.
t So far, unlike the drawing of July 2013, the “Feet”
are not connected with the lower gallery by a concrete reinforcement beam. Iron anchors also have
not yet been installed between the rear wall and the
“Feet”. Th erefore, these structures are not able to
withstand horizontal forces from the rear wall.
14. Are the “Feet” reversible? If there are pre-investment studies on this matter, we would like to know
how they were conducted.
t We agree that some structures were required to
prevent the collapse of the Eastern Buddha niche.
However, it is desired that reversibility-ensured
and structurally-efficient installations should be
constructed without the presupposition of the
“Feet”, until the argument of the reconstruction of
the Eastern Buddha reaches its logical conclusion
among those concerned. The “Feet” made of reinforced concrete were robustly constructed without
ensuring the reversibility. Rather, there is a fear that
structural motion at the time of removal of the feetlike structures could cause further damage to the
properties.
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15.We would like to request an explanation about the
construction process of the “Feet”
a. Why are the shapes of the actually constructed pillars different from the plan drawn by the Munich
group? (For example, the shapes of the bases of the
pillars and the shelter location)
b. Why were beams to connect the rear wall of the
lower gallery and the “Feet”, which were clearly
shown in the drawing of July 2013, not constructed? If the Munich group changed the plan, why
weren’t steel anchors installed with the construction
of the “Feet” at the same time?
Questions to the UNESCO Kabul Office
1. We would like to request disclosure of detailed
information about the partnership contract between
UNESCO and the German ICOMOS, and usage
conditions of theUNESCO/Japanese Funds-in-Trust
in the contract.
2. We would like to request to explain how much
UNESCO grasps the situation of the “Feet” construction by the Munich group. More specifically:
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a. Whether UNESCO received a report about the
shapes of the pillars would be Buddha’s feet-like
structures from the Munich group before the construction?
b. Whether UNESCO approved the plan of the
“Feet” drawn by the Munich group in July 2013?
c. If UNESCO approved the plan, did UNESCO
confirm that the shapes of the pillars resembled feet?
3. Concerning the construction of the “Feet” by the
Munich group, is UNESCO recognizing that the
constructed “Feet” were different from the partnership instructions signed between UNESCO and
ICOMOS Germany or not?
4. When (with exact date) and how (with the detailed
processes) did UNESCO recommend that the Afghanistan Government and the Munich group halt
the construction of the “Feet”?

Report on the ICOMOS Advisory Mission to Cultural Landscape and
Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (26–31 May 2014)*
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Executive summary and list of recommendations
At the end of May 2014, an ICOMOS Technical Advisory mission to the World Heritage property Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the
Bamiyan Valley took place to assess the effectiveness
of the conservation work at the lower gallery of the
Eastern Buddha niche, particularly the construction
of two pillars in cement and bricks, in the position of
the original Eastern Buddha’s feet, designed to support a proposed horizontal platform.
This mission, led by Mr. Guo Zhan (archaeologist,
ICOMOS China‘s Vice President and SecretariatGeneral) and Mr. Harry Wardill (structural engineer,
Project Adviser with The Prince‘s Regeneration Trust
(UK)), received the full support of Afghanistan‘s Ministry of Information and Culture and the UNESCO
Office in Kabul.
During the mission the two experts saw the completed work at first hand, and met with various local,
national and international stakeholders. The work has
been evaluated on the basis of technical, visual and
philosophical conservation factors, which are considered in detail in the following report. From a technical viewpoint, there were three main stated aims given
by the ICOMOS Germany team for the work:
1. To provide a protective canopy for visitors to the
Buddha niche and rearward lower caves from
small particles falling from the cliff and rock fall in
the case of severe tremors.
2. To provide structural stability to the rear side of
the Eastern Buddha niche, especially in view of
the large crack (systems of cracks) that runs parallel with and behind the rear side of the niche (see
figure 9 below)
3. To provide a stable platform for the partial reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha from salvaged
fragments to emphasise the outline of the statue.

* Report with the original content (annex excluded), design modified to fit the layout of this publication.
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Having carefully considered these three points, the
mission concluded the following:
1. Although the concrete slab proposed for the top of
the pillars provides a small amount of additional
cover, it does not provide significant additional
safety from rock fall for visitors.
2. There is little evidence available to show how the
reinforced concrete pillar and slab construction
provides structural stability to the rear side of the
Eastern Buddha niche.
3. The intervention does appear to have the capacity
to take the vertical loads from a partial reconstruction. However, given that any options for reconstruction are yet to be developed, it is very difficult
to evaluate this in detail. Furthermore by constructing the ‘foundations’ before the superstructure is
agreed, if a partial reconstruction is given approval
in the future, options may be limited both technically and visually by this intervention.
In light of the above, the mission recommends that
the two pillars currently constructed and their foundations should be carefully removed in line with the
detailed recommendations set out below in this report. It is acknowledged that the recommended action
above may have implications due to the perception
that these works were the beginning of the rebuilding
of the Eastern Buddha – something that has significant support at a national level. It is therefore a process that would need to be very carefully managed. The
mission further recommends that a well-researched
study is commissioned on the feasibility and options
for the reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha as a basis for a well-informed debate on this issue, involving
all the many stakeholders at local, national and international levels.
The mission stresses the need to ensure that this recommendation does not overshadow the extensive and
appropriate conservation works, carried out over a
number of years by the ICOMOS Germany team, to
consolidate the rear face of the Eastern Buddha, and
to rebuild caves at the rear of the niche, all of which
has been invaluable in terms of securing the fabric of
this part of the World Heritage property.
The mission further considers that there is an urgent
need to put in place an overall supportive framework
for the property. To this end, the master plan, management plan and a monitoring system for the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the
Bamiyan Valley need to be completed, approved and
implemented at the earliest possible date.
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Background to the mission
Inscription history
The Bamiyan Valley is most famous for being the
home of two huge statues of the Buddha carved into
the eastern and western end of a high cliff facing the
river, the one to the east 38 meters high and the one
to the west 58 meters high. Before the property was
inscribed on the World Heritage List, it was subject
to the bombing of the Buddha statues by the Taliban
in March 2001.
The inscription of the property on the World Heritage
List as the „Cultural Landscape and Archaeological
Remains of the Bamiyan Valley“ at the 27th session of
the World Heritage Committee on July 5 2003 recognised not only the remains of the two Buddha statues
but also the wider cultural landscape and its position
at a crossroad of civilizations.
The destruction of the statues was recognised in the
justification for criterion (vi).
The Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains
of the Bamiyan Valley were also simultaneously inscribed on the List of World Heritage in Danger at
the 27th session of the World Heritage Committee.
The Threats to the Site were seen to be that the property is in a fragile state of conservation considering
that it has suffered from abandonment, military action and dynamite explosions. The major dangers include the risk of imminent collapse of the Buddha
niches with the remaining fragments of the statues,
further deterioration of still-existing mural paintings
in the caves, as well as looting and illicit excavation.
Parts of the site are inaccessible due to the presence of
antipersonnel mines.
World Heritage OUV
The property was inscribed under criteria (i)(ii)(iii)
(iv) and (vi).
A Retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal
Value for the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological
Remains of the Bamiyan Valley in Afghanistan, was
adopted by the WH Committee at its 35th session
(Paris, UNESCO Headquarters, 19–29 June 2011).
The statement excerpts are as follows.
Brief synthesis
Enclosed between the high mountains of the Hindu Kush in the central highlands of Afghanistan,
the Bamiyan Valley opens out into a large basin
bordered to the north by a long, high stretch of
rocky cliffs. The Cultural Landscape and Archaeo-

logical Remains of the Bamiyan Valley comprise
a serial property consisting of eight separate sites
within the Valley and its tributaries. Carved into
the Bamiyan Cliffs are the two niches of the giant
Buddha statues (55 m and 38 m high) destroyed
by the Taliban in 2001, and numerous caves forming a large ensemble of Buddhist monasteries,
chapels and sanctuaries along the foothills of the
valley dating from the 3rd to the 5th century CE In
several of the caves and niches, often linked by galleries, there are remains of wall paintings and seated Buddha figures. In the valleys of the Bamiyan’s
tributaries are further groups of caves including the
Kakrak Valley Caves, some 3 km south-east of the
Bamiyan Cliffs where among the more than one
hundred caves dating from the 6th to 13th centuries are fragments of a 10 m tall standing Buddha
figure and a sanctuary with painted decorations
from the Sasanian period. Along the Foladi valley
around 2 km southwest of the Bamiyan Cliffs are
the caves of Qoul-i-Akram and LalaiGhami, also
containing decorative features.
Punctuating the centre of the valley basin to the
south of the great cliff are the remains of the fortress of Shahr-i-Gholgholah. Dating from the
6th to 10th centuries CE, this marks the original
settlement of Bamiyan as stopping place on the
branch of the Silk Route, which linked China and
India via ancient Bactria. Further to the east along
the Bamiyan Valley are the remains of fortification walls and settlements, dating from the 6th to
8th centuries at QallaiKaphari A and B and further east still (around 15 km east of the Bamiyan
Cliffs) at Shahr-i-Zohak, where the earlier remains
are overlaid by developments of the 10th to 13th
centuries under the rule of the Islamic Ghaznavid
and Ghorid dynasties […]
Criterion (i): The Buddha statues and the cave art in
Bamiyan Valley are an outstanding representation of
the Gandharan school in Buddhist art in the Central
Asian region.
Criterion (ii): The artistic and architectural remains
of Bamiyan Valley, and an important Buddhist centre
on the Silk Road, are an exceptional testimony to the
interchange of Indian, Hellenistic, Roman, Sasanian
influences as the basis for the development of a particular artistic expression in the Gandharan school.
To this can be added the Islamic influence in a later
period.
Criterion (iii): The Bamiyan Valley bears an exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition in the Central
Asian region, which has disappeared.

Criterion (iv): The Bamiyan Valley is an outstanding
example of a cultural landscape which illustrates a significant period in Buddhism.
Criterion (vi): The Bamiyan Valley is the most monumental expression of the western Buddhism. It was an
important centre of pilgrimage over many centuries.
Due to their symbolic values, the monuments have
suffered at different times of their existence, including
the deliberate destruction in 2001, which shook the
whole world.
Integrity (2011)
The heritage resources in Bamiyan Valley have suffered from various disasters and some parts are in a
fragile state. A major loss to the integrity of the site
was the destruction of the large Buddha statues in
2001. However, a significant proportion of all the
attributes that express the Outstanding Universal
Value of the site, such as Buddhist and Islamic architectural forms and their setting in the Bamiyan
landscape, remain intact at all 8 sites within the
boundaries, including the vast Buddhist monastery in the Bamiyan Cliffs which contained the
two colossal sculptures of the Buddha.
Authenticity (2003)
The cultural landscape and archaeological remains
of the Bamiyan Valley continue to testify to the
different cultural phases of its history. Seen as a
cultural landscape, the Bamiyan Valley, with its
artistic and architectural remains, the traditional
land use and the simple mud brick constructions
continues to express its Outstanding Universal
Value in terms of form and materials, location and
setting, but may be vulnerable in the face of development and requires careful conservation and
management.
Examination of the State of Conservation by the
World Heritage Committee
Since the inscription of the Cultural Landscape and
Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley on the
World Heritage List and the List of World Heritage in
Danger, the World Heritage Committee has each year
assessed its state of conservation (SOC). These assessments and decisions cover several main issues such as:
t Encouragement of international support and cooperation;
t Setting out of an integrated conservation strategy to
mitigate pressure;
t Development of conservation and management
plans;
t Increasing awareness of Bamiyan‘s OUV and improvement of capacity-building for its conservation
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and management;
Implementation and facilitation of appropriate
measures;
Strengthening of protection to stop illicit excavation and trafficking;
Setting up of monitoring scheme;
Other more concrete issues such as consolidating
the eastern Buddha niche, and conserving mural
paintings.

The Committee has agreed a Desired State of Conservation for the removal of the property from the WH
List in Danger, as well as necessary Corrective Measures and timeframe as follows:
Desired state of conservation for the removal of the
property from the List of World Heritage in Danger
a) Site security ensured;
b) Long-term stability of the Giant Buddha niches
ensured;
c) Adequate state of conservation of archaeological
remains and mural paintings achieved;
d) Management plan and cultural master plan (the
protective zoning plan) implemented.
Corrective measures identified
a) Ensure site security by:
(i) exerting strict control of illicit excavations
and looting through hiring of adequate number
of trained site guards, and
(ii) clearing unexploded ordnances and antipersonnel mines from the property;
b) Ensure long-term stability of the Giant Buddha niches by installing a permanent monitoring
system;
c) Ensure adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings by:
(i) completing the conservation of the fragments
of the Giant Buddha statues;
(ii) completing the conservation of the mural
paintings in the prioritized Buddhist caves;
d) Implement the management plan and the cultural master plan (the protective zoning plan)
by developing institutional capacity, notably for
the Ministry of Culture and the
intersectoral Bamiyan Cultural Landscape Coordination Committee (BCLCC).
The Decisions of the World Heritage Committee in
2012 and 2013 highlighted the following points:
[Extract from Decision 37 COM 7A.30]
The World Heritage Committee
5. Urges the State Party to:
a) finalise the Management Plan with an overall
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strategy of managing the property as a Cultural
Landscape,
b) ensure that the Cultural Master Plan is shared
with other stakeholders intervening in the valley, and
c) enforce building codes and regulations on development in the buffer zones of the property
and other areas protected under the 2004 Afghan Law on the Protection of Historical and
Cultural Properties.
6. Encourages the State Party to elaborate and implement a capacity building strategy with a view
to reinforcing national capacity in the field of conservation and management of important historical
and archaeological sites within the property, with
the support of international donors.
7. Reiterates its request to the State Party, when
considering options for the treatment of the Buddha niches, to ensure that proposals are based on
feasibility studies which include:
a) an overall approach to conservation and presentation of the property,
b) an appropriate conservation philosophy
based on the Outstanding Universal Value of
the property,
c) technical and financial possibilities for the implementation of the project proposals.
8. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to
submit detailed information on any planned development within or nearby the property, in particular the proposed Foladi Valley Road, to the
World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory
Bodies, including a Heritage Impact Assessment
(HIA), in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the
Operational Guidelines.
9. Requests the State Party to continue its work
on the implementation of the adopted corrective
measures and to develop, in consultation with the
World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies,
a revised timeframe for the implementation of the
corrective measures, for examination by the World
Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.
The SOC report on the property to be discussed at
the upcoming 38th session of the World Heritage
Committee (15–25 June 2014 in Doha, Qatar) includes the following:
UNESCO Kabul and an ICOMOS Germany
team signed a Partnership Agreement in 2013 for
the construction of scaffolding to facilitate emer-

gency consolidation of the Western Buddha niche.
The ICOMOS Germany team was also contracted to build a platform in the lower gallery of the
Eastern Buddha niche to protect visitors from
rockfall and stabilize the rear wall against shearing
forces caused by a major crack. As the two pillars
supporting the platform were considered to be a
reconstruction of the Buddha’s feet and had not
previously been reviewed by the World Heritage
Centre and the Advisory Bodies, UNESCO suggested in September 2013 that work be halted
pending a review of the project. The appropriateness of the extensive intervention was debated at
the 12th BEWGM and it was recommended that
an ICOMOS Technical Advisory Mission be
undertaken as soon as possible […]
The progress of the State Party in the implementation of corrective measures and in capacity building should be commended, as well as the improved
inclusion of stakeholders in the finalization of the
Management Plan and dissemination of the CMP.
There has been progress in the conservation efforts
at the Buddha niches and other component parts
of the property, including Shahr-i-Gholghola
and in particular, progress towards the establishment of scaffolding in the Western Buddha niche,
whose consolidation remains an urgency.
Concern has been expressed at the appropriateness
of the intervention in the lower gallery of the Eastern Buddha niche. The World Heritage Committee is recommended to encourage the State Party
to implement the recommendations of the forthcoming ICOMOS Technical Review Mission.
Long-term treatment of the Buddha niches should
take into account an overall agreed approach to
conservation and presentation of the property,
based on its OUV, as well as on the technical and
financial feasibilities. Moreover, there is an urgent
need for the World Heritage Committee to review,
in line with the Operational Guidelines, any intervention with a potential impact on the OUV
of the property prior to work being undertaken.
The draft decision recommends that the World Heritage Committee:
4. Takes note of the continued concern expressed
by the State Party on the critical condition of the
large Western Buddha niche; also takes note of
the need to consider the appropriateness of the
interventions at the lower gallery of the Eastern
Buddha niche, and future reconstruction policies

for the Buddha niches; and further notes that an
ICOMOS Technical Advisory Mission will shortly visit the property to assess these issues;
5. Reiterates its request to the State Party, when
considering options for the treatment of the Buddha niches, to ensure that proposals are based on
feasibility studies which include:
a. an agreed overall approach to conservation
and presentation of the property,
b. an appropriate conservation philosophy based
on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of
the property,
c. technical and financial feasibilities for the implementation of the project proposals.
Justification of the mission
The main objective of the ICOMOS Technical Advisory mission to the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage property was to assess the effectiveness of the
current conservation activities at the lower gallery of
the Eastern Buddha niche, particularly the construction of two pillars in cement and brick, in the original
position of the Eastern Buddha’s feet, designed to
support a proposed horizontal platform.
National policy for the preservation and management of the World Heritage Property
Protective legislation
All cultural heritage sites in Afghanistan are protected
under the Afghan Law on the Protection of Historical
and Cultural Properties (2004). However, so far there
is no specific law or regulation for the protection of
World Heritage in particular.
Institutional framework
The management of the World Heritage properties in
Afghanistan is under the authority of the Ministry of
Information and Culture of the Central Government,
and under the administration of the provincial and
local government at the property level.
The World Heritage Management Advisory Board
for the Bamiyan Valley was established upon the request of the Minister of Culture in May 2013 and
the UNESCO Kabul office given the role of the secretariat of the board until the ministry was ready to
take over. The board members are the principal cultural partners and individual experts. The board usually meets upon the request of the ministry, but the
members can also request a meeting (via the ministry)
if necessary. Th e chair of the board is the Minister
of Culture himself but he is usually represented by
his deputy (Mr. Khalili) or his advisor (Mr. Sultan).
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The board is thus an advisory body that assists the
decision-making of the Ministry of Information and
Culture through irregular meetings.
The Bamiyan Expert Working Group Meeting (BEWGM) is a consultative body. Its annual meetings are
organised by the UNESCO World Heritage Centre
in collaboration with the UNESCO Kabul office.
Participants include representatives from the State
Party’s Ministry of Information and Culture and from
Germany, Japan, and Italy.
Management structure
Decisions made by the World Heritage Committee
in all their sessions have highlighted, with serious
concern, the urgent necessity for the establishment of
conservation and management master plans to deal
with the following:
1. ensuring site security;
2. ensuring the structural stability of the two standing Giant Buddha niches;
3. ensuring an adequate state of conservation of archaeological remains and mural paintings;
4. the completion and implementation of the Management Plan and Cultural Master Plan (the protective zoning plan).
The State Party has entrusted a relevant professional
agency for the drafting of the two plans, but these
remain to be completed and no action has been made
yet for their implementation.
Response to the recognition of values under international treaties and programmes (World Heritage, Biosphere Reserve designation)
The Retrospective Statement of OUV includes the
following agreed Protection and Management requirements:
The monuments and archaeological remains of the
Bamiyan Valley are public property, owned by the
State of Afghanistan. However, large parts of the
buffer zone are in private ownership. Many documents defining the ownership were destroyed during the decades of conflict and civil unrest, and
are now being reestablished. The State Law on the
Protection of Historical and Cultural Properties
(Ministry of Justice, May 21st 2004) is in force
and provides the basis for financial and technical
resources.
The management of the serial property is under
the authority of the Ministry of Information and
Culture (MoIC) and its relevant departments (Institute of Archaeology and the Department for the
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Preservation of Historical Monuments), as well as
the Governor of the Bamiyan Province. The Ministry of Information and Culture has a provincial
local office representative in Bamiyan. There are 8
guards specifically protecting the site against vandalism and looting, with additional resources provided by the Ministry of Interior in the form of a
dedicated police contingent for the protection of
cultural property (Police unit 012).
At present, the management system is provisional
with help from the international community for
the appropriate administrative, scientific and technical resources. Since 2003, UNESCO has been
leading a three-phase safe-guarding plan for the
property. Its focus has been to consolidate the
Buddha niches, to safeguard the artefacts that survived the destruction of the Buddha statues and
to render the site safe, notably by pursuing the
complex de-mining operations at the site. A Management Plan for the property is under preparation with the objective to prepare and implement
a programme for the protection, conservation and
presentation of the Bamiyan Valley, to undertake
exploration and excavation of the archaeological
remains, and to prepare and implement a programme for sustainable cultural tourism in the
Valley. The Governor of the Province is responsible
for the implementation of a regional development
plan, which includes rehabilitation of housing,
provision of health and educational services, and
development of in-frastructure and agriculture.
In March 2011, it was concluded by Afghan officials and international experts at a meeting of
the 9th Bamiyan Expert Working Group hosted by
UNESCO that the World Heritage site is potentially ready to be removed from the List of World
Heritage in Danger by 2013, pending continued
progress in addressing security risks, the structural
stability of the remains of the two giant Buddha
sculptures and their niches, the conservation of
the archaeological remains and mural paintings
and implementation of the Management Plan.
The State Party’s government has prepared drafts of
the Master Plan and Management Plan for the Bamiyan Valley property, however these plans need further
improvements before being put into force. As the
World Heritage Committee has repeatedly noted, the
Outstanding Universal Value of Cultural Landscape
and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley is
not merely limited to the two Giant Buddha statues
destroyed by the Taliban and the two empty Buddha

Fig. 1 Photo showing the panoramic view of the Bamiyan Valley.

niches which remain but it also relates to the extensive
integral cultural landscape of the whole Bamiyan Valley (see Fig. 1).
Therefore, it is of critical importance to survey, analyse, identify, inventory, archive, monitor and manage this cultural landscape as a whole and, based on
these results, formulate the Master Plan and the Management Plan at the earliest possible date. With the
assistance of the international community, the State
Party has made tremendous efforts and achieved corresponding progress in this regard, which deserves
recognition and appreciation. But this work remains
to be finalised, approved and implemented.
The exact number of Buddhist caves in the whole
valley has yet to be determined, though local peers
estimate it to be between 700 and 1,000. Some of
these Buddhist caves are still inhabited by local people. Solutions to this issue need pertinent policies and
administrative measures.
Identification and assessment of issues
a) Conservation of the Eastern Buddha Niche
The key focus of the mission was the recent work undertaken by ICOMOS Germany in the Eastern Buddha Niche. In coordination with the UNESCO Kabul
Office, the State Party suspended in September 2013
the German team’s construction of two foot-shaped
pillars for the consolidation of the eastern Giant Buddha niche. It was agreed that the existing consolidation work and any future work would be subject to
assessment by the World Heritage Committee, taking
into consideration the evaluation and recommendations of this ICOMOS Advisory mission.
The cliffs housing the niche of the eastern Giant Buddha are potentially in a state of instability. Small rock
fragments often fall from the cliffs and the possibility
of a large rock fall cannot be ruled out. It should be
noted that rock fall is not unusual for a natural rock
form or cliff of this nature.
Although extensive work has been carried out to con-

solidate the Buddha niche, no data at present seems to
exist on the monitoring or evaluation of the success of
this consolidation work. It is also believed that there
is a serious risk of instability in the niche of the Western Giant Buddha where cracks in the cliff caused
by the Taliban’s explosive destructions are highly visible. Further surveys and analysis, with corresponding
protective and consolidative measures, are therefore
evidently necessary and urgent.The mission understands that there are plans for this work, and that access scaffolding has already commenced under the supervision of ICOMOS Germany, although this work
halted when the works to the lower gallery of the
Eastern Buddha were stopped. From conversations on
site, the proposed approach to consolidate the Western Buddha niche seems to be similar to that used to
consolidate the rear of the Eastern Buddha niche (i.e.
insertion of long stainless steel anchors, grouting of
cracks and localised plaster consolidation), although
details of this have not been seen or reviewed by the
mission.
At both national and local level there is great enthusiasm for and strong expectations of the reconstruction
of the two Giant Buddha statues. The restoration is
seen as a symbolic action pertaining to the identity
of the nation and the valley. It is considered that all
technical conditions for reconstruction are already in
place. Meanwhile, the stakeholders also expect that
the restoration will stimulate local tourism.
The mission considered that reconstruction efforts
could face the following challenges:
a) The possibility and credibility of the restoration
of the remaining fragments of the Buddha statues
to their original positions. Some sources claim
that a high percentage of the original fragments
exist in a reusable form, but German expert Mr.
Bert Praxenthaler argues that at most merely 40 to
45 % are available for the restoration works, based
on his analysis of the relevant data and number
and size of remaining fragments. Numerous tiny
stone fragments, apparently unavailable for resto231

well as the continuation of the appropriate consolidation work. Without reliable solutions to these
issues, it is premature to discuss reconstruction.
The two foot-shaped structures built by ICOMOS
Germany have triggered serious disputes in terms of
their nature, function or relation to future possible
reconstruction. They have even been doubted by the
BEWGM. Having learnt about this mission, Japanese
counterparts gathered members of ICOMOS Japan
and the BEWGH for a meeting on this issue, expressing their serious doubts on the work. These comments
were provided in written form to mission expert Guo
Zhan. The Japanese counterparts noted however that
their submission is an initial document for cautious
use and it is therefore not attached to this report.

Fig. 2 Photo showing cracks at the Western Buddha.

ration, are piled up at the foot of the Eastern Buddha. Of the available fragments, he estimates that
the original location of up to 90 % can be ascertained using a combination of their remaining surface form and by matching their geological strata
to that of the cliff, but clearly this is a difficult and
complex process. Most of the remaining fragments
recognisable in shape are inventoried and properly
preserved in the newly-built protection shelters
near the Buddha niche.
b) As any proposed anastylosis of the Giant Buddha statues would require numerous newly added
materials, a detailed justification of the chosen approach, in line with the philosophy and principles
of World Heritage conservation, needs to be developed as the basis for detailed discussion.
c) There is a need for a detailed technical road map
and a feasible and reliable implementation plan to
be drafted as a basis for estimating fi nancial requirements. According to rough estimates by representatives of the State Party and international
experts surveying the site, the budget for the reconstruction of each Giant Buddha could reach
30 million USD, and this funding has yet to be
sourced.
d) Th e most critical matter now is that the two
Buddhas, destroyed by explosions, urgently need
further surveys and an analysis of their stability as
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Summary of the intervention by ICOMOS Germany at the lower gallery of the Eastern Buddha
ICOMOS Germany, under their Partnership Agreement with the UNESCO Kabul Office, constructed
two reinforced concrete pillars approximately in the
place of the Buddha’s feet, with shuttering to support
a 600 mm-deep reinforced concrete platform that has
yet to be constructed. These reinforced concrete pillars are formed using permanent brick shuttering, and
bear onto a reinforced concrete slab, which in turn
bears onto a mass concrete and stone platform on the
Fig. 3 Piles of Buddha debris at the foot of the Eastern Buddha.

Fig. 4 Buddha statue fragments moved to temporary shelter.

Fig. 5 Buddha statue fragments left within the niche.

bedrock remains of the original feet. Details of the
pillars and their construction can be seen in fi gures
6, 7 and 8.

representation of the Buddha’s feet, as shown specifically in figure 6.

These works began in August 2013 and were halted by
UNESCO Kabul in September 2013 amid concerns
as to the legitimacy of the intervention. The mission
understands that the intention of ICOMOS Germany was to complete the works by adding a 600mm
deep reinforced concrete platform and to plaster the
pillars and platform with an earth plaster to create a

Stated purpose of the intervention by ICOMOS
Germany at the lower gallery of the Eastern Buddha
The following is based on input from the ICOMOS
Germany team through a presentation given by
Sekander Seradj entitled ‘Bamiyan Work in 2013’, a
site visit to the Eastern Buddha accompanied by Bert
Praxenthaler, the ‘Report on the Reinforcement of the
Lower Gallery in Front of the Eastern Buddha Niche

Fig. 6 Edited extract from ICOMOS Germany‘s drawing no. 4 showing the section through the pillars and slab (see Fig. 18).

5–10 cm clay plaster (not yet constructed)
600 mm deep concrete platform (not yet constructed)
reinforced concrete pillar
clay brick permanent shuttering
clay tiles (not yet constructed)
5–10 cm clay plaster (not yet constructed)
indicative edge of Buddha‘s foot (not yet constructed)
steel anchor inserted into the rock wall (not yet constructed)

mass concrete base with stone edging
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Fig. 7 A series of photos showing the construction of the pillars
lead by the ICOMOS Germany team.

Fig. 8 Photo of pillars as viewed May 2014.
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with Additional Plans and Documentation’ dated 24
January 2014 by Prof. Dr. Michael Petzet and Prof.
Erwin Emmerling, and a note from Prof. Emmerling
dated 12th June 2014.
From the above sources, the mission considers that
the principle aims of the lower gallery works were the
following:
1. To provide a protective canopy for visitors to the
Buddha niche and rearward lower caves from
small particles falling from the cliff and rock fall in
the case of severe tremors.
2. To provide structural stability to the rear side of
the Eastern Buddha niche, especially in view of
the large crack (systems of cracks) that runs parallel with and behind the rear side of the niche (see
Fig. 9).
3. To provide a stable platform for partial reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha from salvaged fragments to emphasise the outline of the statue.
Evaluation by the Mission of the stated purpose of
the intervention by ICOMOS Germany at the lower gallery of the Eastern Buddha
The following section aims to evaluate the effective-

approximate
course of the
crack caused by
the blast

Fig. 9 Edited extract from ICOMOS Germany‘s drawing no. 4
showing in section the approximate position of the crack caused
by the blast.

ness from a technical viewpoint of the works to the
lower gallery of the Eastern Buddha. For the purpose
of this report, unless stated otherwise, it assumes that
works are completed in line with figure 6 i.e. the pillars have been plastered and the 600 mm deep concrete slab constructed. The question of the clay plaster
to the approximate line of the original Buddha’s feet is
irrelevant to this section.
1. To provide a protective canopy for visitors
to the Buddha niche and rearward lower caves
from small particles falling from the cliff and
rock fall in the case of severe tremors.
One key aspect of the work that has been highlighted
is the aim to improve the safety of visitors to the site
from falling debris. Figure 10 shows the extent of the
additional protected area, shaded in blue. It can be
seen from this diagram that this area is relatively small
compared to the covered area already created by the
existing overhang (between the red line and the dark
grey shaded area of the reconstructed caves). By way
of a rough calculation, which also takes into account
the area lost by the new heels of the feet, there is at
best around a 10 % increase in the covered area (approximately 2.5 m sq.) which would only accommodate around 3 more people comfortably. Th ere also
remains the issue that people would have to get to the
cover of the platform, and at present these proposed
works do not provide a solution to this.
In terms of the structural capacity of the concrete slab
to resist rock fall, it is not possible to calculate this as
details of the proposed reinforcement have not been
made available, but given that it is a 600 mm deep
slab and that the spans are relatively short (the longest span being the cantilever to the east of the pillars which is just over 2 m) it is envisaged that this
structure would easily be robust enough to serve its
purpose.
There are clearly numerous other solutions that
could be implemented however to protect from rock
fall, such as a relatively light-weight and attractively
designed stainless steel net around three sides of the
niche, anchored into the rock face. This would create
an almost transparent protected corridor in which
to view the Buddha niche from, with protected access, and would be much less visually intrusive from
a distance. Also, given the minor fi xings required,
it could be easily removed should there be a will to
pursue a different option for the Buddha niche in
the future.
It should also be noted that the risk of standing with235

extent of previous
reconstruction works
to caves, shaded dark
grey

line of existing edge of
overhang, shown in red

extent of additional
protection provided by
proposed concrete slab,
shown in blue (not
constructed yet)
edge of new proposed
concrete slab, with
brick / plaster edge,
shown in blue (not
constructed yet)
outline of plastered feet
(not constructed yet)

Fig. 10 Extract from drawing no. 3 that shows the extent of additional cover provided by new reinforced concrete platform.
Fig. 11 Photo of the destroyed rear caves.
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Fig. 12 Photo of rear cave wall being rebuilt.
Fig. 13 Photo of walls to rear cave rebuilt.
Fig. 14 Photo of installation of anchors.
Fig. 15 Photo of grouting works to main fault.
Fig. 16 Diagramm showing location of anchors.

in the Eastern Buddha is unlikely to be any greater
than walking along any other stretch of the adjacent
cliffs. In fact it may even be smaller given the extensive consolidation works that have gone on.
2. To provide structural stability to the rear side
of the Eastern Buddha niche, especially in view
of the large crack (systems of cracks) that runs
parallel with and behind the rear side of the
niche
When considering the above, it is important to summarise the significant stabilisation work that has
been carried out by ICOMOS Germany prior to the
lower gallery works. As shown in the photos (Figs.
11,12 and 13), in 2008 the walls to the rear caves
were rebuilt as was the eastern pillar, which clearly

had a significant improvement on the stability of the
rear of the niche of the Buddha. Over the course of
2008, 2009 and 2010 significant stabilisation works
were carried out to the rear wall of the Eastern Buddha, which included pinning back smaller, loose areas
of rock by grouting in stainless steel anchors, as well
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as anchoring much larger pieces with more significant stainless steel anchors, some up to 7.4 metres in
length. This process of drilling and grouting in larger
stainless steel anchors was combined with the injection of significant amounts of cementitious grout to
fissures in the rock behind the rear face of the Buddha.
The principle fissure shown in figure 9 was sealed at its
base and filled up with numerous layers of grout. One
of the larger anchor holes had 2500 kg of cement and
1000 litres of water injected into it. In conjunction
with these works, more delicate micro grouting was
conducted to consolidate the surface as well as edging
and grouting areas of original plaster.
It is assumed for the purpose of this report that the
above works served their purpose and that the rear
wall of the Eastern Buddha can be considered to be
stable and not prone to major collapse or rock fall, except perhaps in the event of major movement during
an earthquake. There is still clearly evidence of minor
rock fall on a day-to-day basis, which can be seen by
the build-up of small debris on the timber shelters
previously constructed to give shelter to the large fragments on the ground.
When it comes to an evaluation of the effectiveness of
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inclined fault line
shown in red (friction
force in opposite
direction

the new pillars, slab and proposed platform to stabilise the rear of the niche to the Eastern Buddha, it is
a little difficult to undertake this as the claim is very
general, and there is little communication of the underlying design principles that support the construction work. However, Prof. Emmerling in a note dated
12th June 2014 to the mission stated that:
“With regard to earthquakes which have to be
expected and the long-term stability of the restoration treatments on the niche and the Buddha
figure, it seems favorable to stabilise the detached
stone surface with heavy weights mounted in front
of the rear wall. Th is intervention will not be a
reinforcement based on pressure, but it will help
to prevent the detached stone surface to shear off
from the cliff.”
In light of this information, due to the relationship of
the pillars and proposed capping slab to the existing
rear face of the Buddha, to its side rather than below
it (see Fig. 6), it is assumed that it is only intended to
provide horizontal rather than vertical support to the
rear face. Based on this there would appear to be one
major failure mechanism that the pillars may be seen
to help mitigate against: the whole scale slippage of
the rear plane of the niche along the previously mentioned fault line. A similar failure mechanism is discussed in Claudio Margottini’s 2009 report on ‘The
destruction of the giant Buddha Statues in Bamiyan’,
where he discusses wedge failure, and planar sliding
triggered by the reduction of cohesion in the lower
siltstone due to weathering. Th is failure is seen historically in numerous places along the cliff. Relating
to the Eastern Buddha, this mechanism is depicted
simply in Figure 17.

potential resistive
horizontal force from
proposed slab and
pillars

Here, because the crack is shown on a slope, in the
event of a failure along this plane, the weight of stone
acting down would be opposed by the reaction force
from the solid portion of the cliff acting perpendicular
to the line of the crack. This force would have a net
horizontal component that would have to be reacted
by the horizontal component of friction between the
two surfaces and the horizontal reaction from the pillars and slab. How this large horizontal force might be
opposed by the pillars and slab is explored in figure 18.

Fig. 17 Edited extract from ICOMOS Germany‘s drawing no. 4
showing possible failure mechanism for slippage of the rear side
of the Eastern Buddha.

The above shows the kind of forces that the pillar and
slab construction would have to resist to provide horizontal stability to the rear side of the niche. However,
the ability of the pillar and slab construction to resist
this potentially very large horizontal force is limited
by the fact that there is no shear connection between

weight of potential
slipped rock
reaction force perpendicular to line of fault
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Fig. 18 Edited extract from drawing no. 4 to show its potential to resist horizontal forces from a potential rock slippage.

the mass concrete base and the reinforced concrete pillar construction, and no shear connection ultimately
into the bedrock. In addition to this, a holding down
mechanism would be required at the ‘heal’ to resist
the overturning moment, over and above the resistive moment from the self-weight of the construction.
In one previous design iteration seen by the mission,
there was a connecting concrete slab shown between
the existing concrete beam over the rear caves and the
pillars which would have helped to resist this horizontal force and reduce the moment, but this has not
been installed and is not shown on the most recent
drawings. It should be noted to avoid undue concern
that the chances of the failure mechanism described
above happening are slight due to the extensive grouting and deep anchoring works (which tie across this
crack) conducted by ICOMOS Germany, which are
assumed to be effective.
Considering the above, the mission concluded that
the pillars and slab do not bring significant additional
stability to the existing rear face of the Buddha niche.
3. To provide a stable platform for partial reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha from salvaged fragments to emphasise the outline of the
statue.
There are many potential options for the partial reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha, and at this time
no decision has been made as to whether partial reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha should go ahead

or not. In addition to this, no detailed feasibility
study has been conducted for the different options.
An approach of anastylosis has been discussed, and
is mentioned in Michael Petzet’s 2009 report on the
Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan. This would involve taking the existing fragments of the Eastern Buddha that
remain and, using various different techniques for
locating their original position, supporting them on
some kind of secondary structure within the niche.
This is however only one possible approach. Thus, in
the absence of any description or agreement of what
the pillars and platform were designed to support, the
evaluation of their effectiveness has to be based on a
series of very broad assumptions.
The key assumption here is that all vertical loads
from any partial reconstruction would be transmitted
down through a supporting structure onto the platform and pillars, and spread into the ground via the
pillar’s foundations. It is assumed that any horizontal stability would come from tying the supporting
structure back to the stabilised niche, most probably
making use of the existing protruding stainless steel
anchors. Anecdotal reports claim that there is perhaps
between 40 % and 45 % of the surface of the original Buddha that remains, and a proportion of this is
still in situ in the niche (say 7 %). To make any meaningful assessment a further assumption also has to
be made on what weight the platform has to support.
Taking a very rough percentage that it will have to
support an additional 35 % by volume of the original Buddha, and calculating that the original Buddha
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Fig. 19 Photo of current pillars.

Fig. 20 ICOMOS Germany‘s visualisation of the completed feet
and plattform.

(that was lost) had a rough volume of 500 m3 then the
approximate weight could be calculated as 3500 kN
(using a specific weight of 20 kN/m3), resulting in
a pressure under the reinforced concrete part of the
footing of around 0.28 MPa, which is much less than
even the lowest uniaxial compressive strength for conglomerate given in Michael Petzet’s 2009 Giant Buddhas report of 2.99 MPa.

to settlement when fully loaded up with any partial
reconstruction. This will be a particular issue as horizontal connections will be required to the existing
niche for stability, and this would have to be carefully
detailed to allow for differential settlement.

This is a very basic analysis, and the stresses in the
rock are not going to be uniform due to the eccentricity of loads etc. and the fact that the ‘heals’ are
likely to attract more load than the ‘toes’. Given these
low stresses in the rock, by inspection the stresses in
the reinforced concrete pillars will be well within
acceptable limits. The pillars are reinforced with 22
mm diameter bars at approximately 250 mm centres
which, combined with the 600 mm deep reinforced
concrete slab connecting them, are sufficient to deal
with any moments regenerated from eccentric loadings.
The above analysis is in line with Prof. Emmerling’s
note dated 12th June 2014, which states: “The ‘feet’
were designed and calculated to support in a way that
the horizontal ledge which is not fi nished yet (only
the armouring irons and the formwork are realized
yet) can support a weight up to 500 000 kg. This
weight is not reached by the preserved original stone
fragments, so additional steel constructions or fittings
with stones are possible”.
In terms of evaluating the effectiveness of the pillars
and slab for supporting possible future reconstruction, based on the above assumption, the mission
considers that they would appear to perform the function of transmitting the vertical loads to the ground
and spreading them sufficiently. However, what is not
considered above is the sensitivity of the construction
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It should also be noted that before their destruction,
all the vertical load of the Buddha was effectively transferred back to the cliff and not carried to ground via
the feet. The current solution with the pillars would
significantly change this original load path, putting
concentrated loads into the ground at the base of the
niche, which would have to be carefully considered
from a loading and movement perspective.
The mission notes that it is very unusual to build a
structure’s foundations before any agreement on what
it is to support, especially in the context of a highly
sensitive World Heritage property. In the case of the
Eastern Buddha niche, the current new structures may
limit future options for reconstruction, not only from
a structural viewpoint, but also in an aesthetic sense.
Consideration of the Views and Opinions of the
Afghan Representatives Consulted During the
Mission
During the ICOMOS mission, a number of local and
national stakeholders were consulted, including the
Mayor of Bamiyan, the Deputy Governor of Bamiyan province, Civil Society (a group of representatives
from the local community) and the Afghan Ministry
of Information and Culture. All these groups were
very passionate about the Giant Buddhas and clearly
felt that they were a key part of their cultural heritage. Although everyone had a clear view in favour
of the reconstruction or partial reconstruction of one
or both of the Buddhas, there wasn’t a clear view on
what form either of these might take. What was clear
however, was that the recent works to the lower gal-

lery of the Eastern Buddha were perceived to be the
start of the reconstruction or part reconstruction of
the Eastern Buddha. People did not have particularly
strong views for keeping the recent works in isolation, but as part of a future reconstruction they were
viewed positively. The mission noted that there could
be a significant negative reaction to the removal of the
works as this might be seen as a backward step on the
road to reconstruction.
Feasibility of the Removal of the Works to the
Lower Gallery of the Eastern Buddha
As previously described, the pillars and their foundations currently constructed are of a robust reinforced
concrete design, installed to a high standard and built
to last. They are however standalone items that simply bear onto the bedrock at the base of the niche,
and therefore there is no reason why they should not,
as Prof. Petzet states in his report dated 24 January
2014, be ‘reversible’.
It should however be noted that their removal is not
a quick and simple task. The main thing to consider
is mitigating the risk of causing damage to any of the
original fabric to the Buddha, which could be caused
by excessive vibrations from demolition equipment
or direct damage to the bedrock on which the pillar foundations sit. Any demolition would have to be
done carefully using power drills and hand tools only
to avoid excessive vibration, and therefore the demolition of the reinforced concrete pillars in particularly
would be a long and arduous task. When the demolition was down to the final mass concrete footing, its
removal would have to be carried out with particular
care so as not to damage the bedrock below forming
the original remains of the Buddha’s feet.

Fig. 21 Photo of the long view of the current pillars.

Materiality and Longevity of the Works to the
Lower Gallery of the Eastern Buddha
The core choice of materials for the intervention at the
lower gallery of the Eastern Buddha reflects a modern
and pragmatic approach to achieving something that
will last, is robust and has a certain amount of redundancy. All the materials used are locally available, simple to construct and not alien to the local workforce
who have the skills to work with them. The only precedent for their use in the context of the Buddhas is
their use by the Indo-Afghan team that reconstructed
the feet in the 1970s. The outer clay plaster that has
yet to be installed will give an appearance to the ‘feet’
that is in keeping with the Buddha’s niche, not least
because it will be made of earth from the local area
and is a similar material to which the Buddhas were
originally clad. However, this is a sacrificial layer in
most Afghan buildings and will weather, hence needing annual maintenance to keep up its appearance. If
it were left to ‘age’ naturally, what would be exposed
is the fi red clay brick behind, which would not sit
quite so well within the niche. It must therefore be
acknowledged that the ‘feet’ will either always appear
new and will not gain a patina of age, or deteriorate
with fired brick grinning through a weathered earth
plaster.
In contrast to this, the original construction of the
Buddha was of carved rock with fine decoration applied to an earth plaster render. This earth plaster was
fixed back to the rock using timber pegs. Th is construction, as can be seen today in parts that have survived, has aged well because even when the substrate
is exposed, it is something pleasing to view. Another
more academic point regarding the material choice is
that it is alien to the original construction. A more appropriate material could have been to use large carved

Fig. 22 Photo from 1977 (Blume) showing the Buddha‘s feet post
Indo-Afghan restoration.
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stone blocks to form the pillars, perhaps even with
a decorative plaster. These could be seen to be more
compatible with the surroundings and would have
aged ‘gracefully’. Their construction would have also
had the added advantage that it would have kept skills
alive (or reintroduced them) and what would have
been created would have been a product of craft. The
disadvantage would have been that they would limit
any possible future plans for a partial reconstruction
due to their reduced load capacity and stability.
Visual Impact of the Works to the Lower Gallery of
the Eastern Buddha
The photos in figures 19 and 21 show the visual impact of the pillars from close up and from a distance.
Their appearance would be different if the works has
been completed, and figure 20 is a visualisation produced by ICOMOS Germany that attempts to show
what the fi nished plastered ‘feet’ might look like. It
is interesting to observe the long view in fi gure 21
because it shows the extent of the existing outline of
the Buddha and the pillars do complete the image,
even in their un-plastered form. In the closer view
how-ever, the ‘feet’ in isolation may appear clumsy,
isolated and without context. Even within the context of a wider approach of anastylosis it would appear
strange to have a complete set of feet and ankles and
then an abstract representation of the remaining fragments above- this has the potential to expose what
little percentage of the original fabric remains.
Conclusions of the Technical Advisory Mission on
the Work in the Eastern Niche
The text above has evaluated the effectiveness of the
conservation works to the lower gallery of the Eastern
Buddha against the three main stated purposes; providing improved safety for visitors, helping stabilise
the rear of the niche, and providing a platform for any
future possible part reconstruction.
In relation to improved visitor access, it would appear
that although the intervention might provide slight
extra protection for visitors, it does not create significant improved cover from falling debris. In terms of
improving the stability of the rear side of the Buddha,
little evidence is available for how it would actually
achieve this. Finally relating to the stable platform
that the works might provide for a possible future
reconstruction, the intervention does appear to have
the capacity to take the vertical loads needed for a
partial reconstruction. However, given that any options for reconstruction have yet to be developed, it is
very difficult to evaluate this in detail. Furthermore,
by constructing the ‘foundations’ before the super242

structure, if it is agreed that a partial reconstruction is
to be undertaken in the future, options may be limited both technically and visually by this intervention.
In light of the above, the mission recommends that
the two pillars currently constructed, and their foundations, should be carefully removed in line with the
detailed recommendations set out above.
b) Overall Conservation and Management of the
property
The Bamiyan Valley has been the focus of many international projects since it was inscribed in 2003 with
considerable positive outcomes.
The Mission considers that the difficulties associated
with the conservation work in the Eastern Buddha
niche have highlighted the need for an agreed, overall approach to conservation and presentation of the
property that reflects an appropriate conservation
philosophy with respect to OUV, as well as acknowledging technical and financial feasibilities.
The World Heritage Committee has on numerous occasions urged work to be undertaken on the Management and Master Plans for the whole property as part
of the agreed Corrective Measures. The Mission considers that these need to be supported by an agreed
Conservation Approach that clearly sets out a vision
for the whole property based on philosophical justification and adequate practical surveys and research.
This could form the basis for all future conservation interventions both by national and international teams.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Eastern Buddha Niche
In the above report, the mission has evaluated the
effectiveness of the conservation works to the lower
gallery of the Eastern Buddha against the three main
stated purposes: providing improved safety for visitors,
helping stabilise the rear of the niche, and providing a
platform for any future possible part reconstruction.
In relation to improved visitor access, it would appear
that the intervention does not create significant improved cover from falling debris. In terms of improving the stability of the rear side of the Buddha, little
evidence is available for how it would actually achieve
this. Finally relating to the stable platform that the
works provided for a possible future reconstruction,
the intervention does appear to have the capacity to
take the vertical loads from a partial reconstruction.
However, given that any options for reconstruction
have yet to be developed, it is very difficult to evaluate this in detail. Furthermore, by constructing the

Fig. 23 Photos showing Buddha caves occupied by local people.

‘foundations’ before the superstructure, if a partial
reconstruction is agreed to go ahead in the future,
options may be limited both technically and visually
by this intervention. In light of the above, the mission recommends that the two pillars currently constructed, and their foundations, should be carefully
removed in line with the detailed recommendations
set out above.

Any overall or partial reconstruction works should be
based on the results of comprehensive research, analysis and evaluation activities that have been completed
or need to be launched. These include research activities and conclusions concerning historical evidence,
remaining fragments available, potential supplementary materials, techniques, designs and implementation activities for restoration works.

It is acknowledged that the recommended action
above may have some implications due to the perception that these works were the beginning of the
rebuilding of the Eastern Buddha something that has
significant support at a national level. It is therefore
a process that has to be very carefully managed. The
mission further recommends that a study is commissioned on the feasibility and options for the reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha as a basis for a wellinformed debate on this issue, involving all the many
stakeholders at local, national and international levels.

Overall Conservation and Management
As its overall supportive framework, the master plan,
management plan and monitoring system for the
Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of
the Bamiyan Valley still remain the comprehensive
priority and need to be implemented and completed
at the earliest possible date.

The mission stresses the need to ensure that these recommendations do not overshadow the extensive and
appropriate work carried out over a number of years
by the ICOMOS Germany team to consolidate the
rear face of the Eastern Buddha, and to rebuild caves
at the rear of the niche, all of which have been invaluable in terms of securing the fabric of this part of the
World Heritage property.
For the Eastern and Western niches, reliable research
results and judgments regarding the state of stability
of the niche cliffs and all individual parts, as well as
thorough repairs and consolidations thereafter, are
urgent and constitute the basis for any choices in the
future. It is acknowledged that extensive works have
been carried out to date with regard to the Eastern
Buddha niche, but monitoring data on the effectiveness of these works should be compiled.

The mission considers that the debate engendered by
the conservation work on the Eastern Buddha niche
has brought into focus the need for an agreed overall Conservation Approach for the conservation and
presentation of the property that reflects an appropriate conservation philosophy with respect to OUV, as
well as acknowledging technical and fi nancial feasibilities.
The Mission considers that an agreed Conservation Approach that clearly sets out a vision for the
whole property based on philosophical justification
and practical surveys and research, should form the
basis for all future conservation interventions both by
national and international teams across the property.
It suggests that a draft Conservation Approach should
be submitted to the Advisory Bodies for review before
being considered by the World Heritage Committee.
The Mission also suggests that ICOMOS would be
ready and willing to offer advice on the drafting of
such a document.
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Western Buddha, photo (1958–1962) by Edmund Melzl (†).

Final Report of ICOMOS Germany (29 July 2014) concerning the Implementation Partners Agreement no. 10109812 and no. 10109813,
contracts no. 4500210306 and no. 45002100307

The safeguarding of the remains of the Bamiyan Buddhas, a project that receives world wide attention, was
started by ICOMOS Germany thanks to funds provided by the German Foreign Office for rescuing cultural propertiies in Afghanistan with it’s first mission
to Bamiyan in 2002. The activities of the ICOMOS
team in Barniyan, supported between 2002 and 2009
by the German Foreign Office with approximately
one million Euro, were carried out in cooperation
with RWTH Aachen and TU Munich and supervised
by the Afghan Ministry of Information and Culture
(representatives of MOIC take part in the ICOMOS
missions) within the framework of the Afghan monument protection law. The ICOMOS team combines
German and Afghan conservation specialists (the
restorers Bert Praxenthaler and Edmund Melzl, the
architect Dipl-Ing. Sekandar Ozod-Seradj and the
stone mason Mujtabah Mirzai) and can rely on an
experienced group of Afghan workers and craftsmen
from the Bamiyan region, in the last years sometimes
up to forty workers who took great care in tackling
the difficult tasks of salvaging the fragments. For close
cooperation in the last years ICOMOS Germany
also expresses its gratitude to the Bamiyan governor
Dr. Habiba Sarabi and the responsible Ministers and
Deputy Ministers especially to H.E. Dr. S. M. Raheen, Minister of Information and Culture, to Deputy Minister Sayed Mossadeg Khalili and his predecessor Omar Sultan and to our colleagues Abdul Ahad
Abassi (Department of Monuments) and Mohammad N. Rasuli (Institute of Archaeology).
Of course, given the constant rock fall the consolidation of the rear wall of the Western Buddha remains
the most urgent priority in Bamiyan. However, at
present without hope of longstanding financial support such a project cannot be started: On the basis of
the experience gathered during the successful stabilisation of the Eastern Buddha niche and the documentations. The final stabilisation of the Western Buddha
niche ought to be carried out in one go and will probably require 2–3 years. At least it was possible to prepare the stabilisation of the Western Buddha niche to

a certain degree and through considerations on the
basis of the experience gathered during the successful
stabilisation of the Eastern Buddha niche (scans of the
niche‘s rear walls were prepared in 2012).
In spite of the actual problems with the urgent stabilization of the Western Buddha niche the progress since
2004 when the rear walls of both niches were secured
against rock fall by means of wire-nets is extraordinary.
The giant feet of the 55-metre high Western Buddha, originally hidden under a rubble heap, are once
again visible, and the blocked caves in the backward
part of the niche are again accessible. The niches are
cleared of mines and bombs (Russian aircraft bombs
found under the rubble at the east side of the Western Buddha niche 2006), and approximately 2000
cubic metres off fragments have been recovered; not
only sand and hopelessly deteriorated stone fragments
but identifiable small and large fragments weighing
up to 60 tons. Most of the fragments are stored now
in specially erected shelters to protect them against
weathering. Apart from two sensational finds of Buddhist relics thousands of clay plaster fragments from
the surfaces of both statues were recovered. From the
scientific investigation of these and other remains a
wealth of scientific insights was gained, helping to
date the statues in the period between the mid-6th to
the early 7th centuries AD. Since the removal of the
scaffold in the niche oft he Eastern Buddha to the site
of the Western Buddha in 2010 the stabilized niche
of the 38-metre high Eastern Buddha presents on the
rear wall the silhouette of the former relief with its
conserved original remains.
In the years since 2009 the work of ICOMOS Germany in Bamiyan could be continued, first of all thanks
to the fi nancial support of UNESCO with help by
Japan Funds-in-Trust within the framework of phase
III of the project “Safeguarding in the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remians of the Bamiyan
Valley” (see our narrative reports on Safeguarding the
Remains of the Eastern and Western Buddha Niches
from September 26, 2011, contract no. 3240247138
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from June 1st 2011, and contract no. 4500177561/A1
from December 14th 2012). In the following excerpts
from our report from 2012 [see pp. 179–195] the
strategy in safeguarding the remains of the Bamiyan
Buddhas is again summarized:
Essential for feasibility studies are also the long-term solutions discussed several times in the Bamiyan Working
Group, ”considering the presentation of the remains of
the two Buddha statues, including their possible partial
anastylosis.“ Th e method of “anastylosis“, developed in
the fi eld of classical archaeology but also applicable to
partially destroyed monuments of later epochs, is referred
to in article 15 of the Venice Charter: “Only anastylosis, that is to say, the reassembling of existing but dismembered parts can be permitted. Th e material used
for Integration should always be recognisable and its use
should be the least that will ensure the conservation of
a monument and the reinstatement of its form.” This
means, in order to be able to show original fragments
on their original location and in their original context
as part of an anastylosis, there is of course a need for
more or less extensive provisional structures. Th e limits
of anastylosis are reached when the original fragments
are too sparse and would appear as a sort of “decoration”
on the provisional structure. Anastylosis, an approach
which can indeed help to protect original material in
certain circumstances, also illustrates the special role of
the fragment in archaeological heritage preservation.
However, in the special case of the Bamiyan Buddhas we
are not dealing with the normal type of an anastylosis of
buildings or parts of buildings made of stone blocks, as
practiced at many archaeological sites around the world.
Instead, this is a reassembly or recomposition of huge
fragments formerly belonging to two gigantic sculptures.
In the case of the Bamiyan Buddhas the re-use of salvaged stone fragments seems to be an obvious solution,
also because before the destruction in 2001 the statues
had only been partly preserved due to losses in previous
centuries. Consequently, today a total reconstruction of
an “original”-state unknown in important details (faces,
arms, etc) seems out of the question. Furthermore, this is
only a matter of complementing the stone material step
by step with the preserved fragments. There is no intention of renewing the original surface with clay plaster,
which has only been preserved in situ in small areas of
the Eastern Buddha (e.g. on the right arm). There are no
plans, either for a reconstruction of the statues‘ painted
surfaces, so enthusiastically described around 630 AD
in a report by the Chinese monk Xuanzang. lnvestigating the plaster fragments this type of reconstruction can
be done on paper: Although on the whole the roughly
9,000 plaster fragments salvaged from the rubble cannot be repositioned, they will be important documents in
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the archive of findings for future research and could also
be displayed in a future museum. Under these circumstances, at least a partial re-use of the stone fragments
now safely stored for the time being in special shelters is
an appropriate solution, not least because the alternative
of a museum presentation does not seem to make much
sense, given the gigantic masses of material.
The flexible approach followed in the discussions of the
Bamiyan Working Group has opened up possibilities of a
different treatment, depending on the differing condition
of both statues and their stone material. It follows the so
far successfully pursued step-by-step method and divides
the work into sections on the basis of the funding available. In any case, it will be no disaster if not all the dreams
of a total resurrection of the famous Bamiyan Buddhas,
found in the international media can be implemented
here and now. After all, considering the disaster of 2001
we can be quite satisfied with having saved what could
be saved – always in the awareness that our efforts could
open up chances for future generations to continue working on certain parts in the sense of completion. In any
case, a feasibility study has to discuss all options, from the
above-mentioned most urgent measures to the reassembling of fragments, without excluding the future option
of partial reconstructions.
Reconstruction as reaction to a disaster was a normal
approach in former centuries and in “exceptional cases”
in accordance with the Operational Guidelines of the
World Heritage Convention, reconstruction is of course
acceptable if “carried out on the basis of complete and
detailed documentation on the original and to no extent
on the conjecture”. However, in the exceptional case of
the Bamiyan Buddhas it is not a matter of a reconstruction or partial reconstruction of a historic building; it is
a recomposition of sculptures of huge dimensions, precious remains of unique works of art from the Gandhara era. With regard to the reassembling of thousands
of fragments one could refer to other world-famous works
of art, such as the reassembly of the Terracotta Army of
the First Chinese Emperors in Xi’an smashed by rebels
more than 2000 years ago; or the mosaic-like reassembly
of fragments of wall paintings by Cimabue and others
in S. Francesco in Assisi, crushed into tiny pieces when
the vaults came down during an earthquake. Another
extraordinary example is the reassembly of the statues of
Tell Halaf (Syria) from the Max Oppenheim Collection,
completely smashed into 27 000 fragments by bombs of
the Second World War and recovered from the rubble.
At the Eastern Buddha 2012 not only the entire rear wall
was scanned with the aid of a scaffold tower installed in
front of the niche, but also all important fragments now
stored under new covers in front of the niche or in the

Fig. 1, 2 Western Buddha niche, siutation in August 2013 with stone fragments after dismanteling of the protection foil with wooden
support.
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Fig. 3, 4 Western Buddha niche, siutation in August 2013 with stone fragments after dismanteling of the protection foil with wooden
support and after removing the wooden support.
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Fig. 5, 6 Western Buddha. The large stone fragments of the destroyed Buddha statue in front of the niche were covered with layers of
clay in order to prevent them against rain and snow.
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Fig. 7 Some impressions from the works on the Western Buddha fragments during the campaign 2013.

Fig. 8 Drawing of the temporary shelters for stone fragments and the big debris of the Western Buddha statue in front of the Buddha cliff.
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shelters at the entrance to the related grounds. The 3D
scans and a computer-aided classification will at least enable a virtual return and positioning of the fragments. By
means of an (invisible) steel construction these fragments
can then be returned to their former position. Thus, the
surfaces preserved in situ, including the authentic fragments of the statue, will remain clearly visible and the
relief of the “Small Buddha” will once again be recognisable. However, given the fragile state a precondition for
this measure is the extremely urgent conservation of up to
300 stone fragments with traces of original treatment on
their sculpted surfaces. The successfully tested new procedure for stabilising these fragments by total impregnation with silica acid ester (KSE) was already presented by
Prof. Emmerling during the 8th Expert Working Group
meeting in Munich.
Furthermore, at the Eastern Buddha there are some
measures in terms of future site security, which we consider as a matter of priority: The lower gallery in front of
caves 2–4 should be protected by means of a horizontal
cover against particles that might fall down, following
the frontline of the former relief, – a solution with two
pillars to commemorate the feet of the statue that were

already reconstructed in the 1970s during the restoration
campaign carried out by the Indian-Afghan team.
The feasibility studies could be completed in the
framework of the Implementation Partners Agreement of 10th July 2013 between UNESCO and
ICOMOS Germany (Contract No 4500210306 and
4500210307) comprising according to articles 3a–k
see p. 199), among other issues, the items 3a (treatment plan for conservation), 3b (alternative plans for
[the] Western Buddha’s scaffolding) and the following
item 3c of the Agreement. Documentation of fragments of the Western Buddha niche (scanning) including lower part of the niche, not documented by
Pasco 2003/04. In the context of this work the storage
of the fragments has been improved or protected as
far as possible against further decay: Some of the very
large fragments of the Western Buddha had been provisionally covered with foil in the location were they
were found. Other large fragments had been stored
in a provisional shelter constructed of wood and foil
to the north of the niche of the Western Buddha.
The northern temporary protective foil structure was
taken down. Fragments weighing between roughly

Fig. 9 Western Buddha niche, sketch for the scaffolding, erected during the campaign 2013.
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Fig. 10 Western Buddha niche, sketch for the scaffolding, erected
during the campaign 2013.
Fig. 11 Western Buddha niche after the erection of the partial
scaffolding.

one and 20 000 kg were moved to the east depot at
the Western Buddha. The smaller fragments that had
been stored at this site were relocated. The foil covering of the large fragments still lying were they fell was
taken down. The huge rock fragments were covered
with a clay poultice containing protective foil, and
rainwater was diverted with zinc sheets as necessary.
The following items 3d, 3e, 3f, 3h of the Implementation Partners Agreement were accomplished between
July and October 2013.
Regrouping and salvaging of selected fragments
in front of the Western Buddha niche, including
some areas covered by a layer of sand preventing
further decay (item 3d)
In order to expand the access area to the niche and the
proposed scaffolding and to improve the view of the
niche at two areas in front of the niche rock fragments
of the destroyed Western Buddha had to be relocated
and regrouped. At the east side of the niche already
documented rock fragments with sculpted surface
had been deposited. Th ey had been placed there in
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Fig. 12 Western Buddha niche. Some impressions of the work for the stabilization of the dangerous rock block of the upper access of
the niche.

the course of the former salvaging missions in a provisional hut in 2007, because there was no space left in
the two existing storages at that time. This temporary
hut was abandoned now. The content was deposited
in the smaller, eastern storage hall. Th ere the space
was extended by shifting some fragments to the large
western storage hall and enlarging capacities with the
installation of heavy shelves, made of bricks and steel
bars. A heavy loader and additionally a truck crane
were hired for these tasks. Partly the fragments had
such weight that only a joint use of both enabled the
transportation. At the western, left hand side of the
niche a larger deposit of concrete material (conservation mission of Afghan Government and ASI, 1970)
and also fragment materials without any significant
traces of sculpting had been deposited. The concrete
material was relocated with a loader and a truck and
stored west to the hill of debris. The fragments of the
Buddha were relocated to and deposited partly on top
or on the western slopes of the large hill of debris.
Many of those fragments had been regrouped, i. e.
also a separating of rock fragments and sand has been
undertaken. On top of the newly regrouped fragments the sand was deposited as a protective layer
for the fragments. The boundary to the cliff is given
by a stone wall erected during the former salvaging
missions which now was repaired and extended. Different loaders, excavators and hand labour for the final levelling of the hill of debris, which contains the
undocumented stone material of the Buddha debris
have been used. The result was a hill evenly levelled, a
tumulus of the destroyed Buddha statue (fig. 8).
Erect a partial scaffolding with existing materials
(item 3e)
A partial scaffolding of the Western Buddha niche for
which Dipl. Engineer Matthias Beckh planned several
alternatives on the base of the existing materials could
be erected with the elements of scaffolding used for
the successful consolidation of the Eastern Buddha.

It is, however, incomplete, because the much larger
niche of the Western Buddha requires additional material. In the current provisional state, especially the
diagonal braces and scaffolding anchors for the attachment to the rock are missing (figs. 10–11). If our
activities would not have been stopped in 2013 at the
instigation of UNESCO Kabul, we had acquired the
missing elements and thus improved the provisional
scaffolding. This would have especially concerned replacing the Iranian couplings (which are not suited
for fixing the horizontal rails carrying the scaffolding
decks) by Layer couplings.
As we received no information if there is an interest
to continue the cooperation with ICOMOS Germany on the very urgent consolidation of the severely
endangered rear wall of the Western Buddha niche,
ICOMOS Germany asked UNESCO Kabul for reply
if the provisional partial scaffolding shall still, as originally planned, be improved this year or if it should be
dismantled. Th e scaffolding we could use thanks to
the Messerschmitt foundation Munich: the foundation provided it as a loan for our activities in Afghanistan. The further use of the scaffolding by ICOMOS
Germany therefore can only be decided in agreement
with the foundation. If ICOMOS finishes the work
in Bamiyan, the scaffolding could be dismantled and
under circumstances returned to Germany or used
for different tasks in conservation of monuments and
sites.
Stabilization of the “dangerous rock” in the upper
access of the Western Buddha niche (item 3f )
The original access to the top area of the Western
Buddha by a system of stairways similar to the situation at the Eastern Buddha is not longer possible.
That ancient access remained only partly, most of
the stairways have been eroded in the course of the
last centuries. Now the only access to the head area is
by a pathway, which comes from the Western slope,
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Fig. 13 Eastern Buddha niche, “Gate” from the historic islamic fortification wall. View in eastern direction.
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Fig. 14, 15 Eastern Buddha niche, lapidaries of the niche during the stabilization work in August 2013.
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Fig. 16 Western Buddha niche: some impressions of the work for the stabilization of the dangerous rock block of the upper access of
the niche and the repair of damaged water channels on top of the Western Buddha. The damage at the channels and their blockage with
debris had caused the erosion of the upper access.
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alongside a system of water channels and enters the
niche by a tunnel. Th is only access was endangered
due to a damage of those water channels. Water not
flowing the intended way by the channels penetrated
into the tunnel and deteriorated the southern wall of
the tunnel. A large boulder – the „dangerous rock”
– has been washed out due to a lack of maintaining
the channels and was going to fall off the cliff, from
a height of about 65 m (fig. 16). On top of that rock
there is a platform collecting the water of some drainage channels, which serve to minimize the erosion of
the cliff. This channel system was constructed by the
Afghan-Indian conservation project around 1970.
The following stabilization measures have been advised and accompanied by Prof Claudio Margottini.
In order to stabilize this critical dangerous rock block
a provisional safeguarding by steel ropes and heavy
load belts was contructed. These anchors were set by
chem. dowels (HILTI). Th ese preliminary stabilization measures followed grouting cracks and fissures.
The following step was deep anchor drilling with a
diamond core head. The use of bigger rotopercussion
drills seemed too be to dangerous. The rather exposed
position with a height of 65 m above ground required
a scaffolding construction outside at the cliff with
security nets. Three long anchors (V2A, diam- = 22
mm, 1 = 400 cm) were set. These anchors provided a
cross-stabilization.
After stabilization of the rock block the cause of the
damage, i.e. the water channels had to be repaired.
The damaged wall of the tunnel was reconstructed by
a mixture of anchored concrete steel foundation and
stone masonry work. The water collector on the damaged channel plattformon top of the arch could be
repaired. In the course of the work the adjacent water channels were cleaned and repaired. The work was
accompanied by a demining action. On top of the
Western Buddha inside the circumambulatory EODs
had been found, although the aera had been declared
three times. The demining team removed four mortar
shells, that most likely had been deposited during the
Taliban times there to blow up parts of the Buddha
niche.
Geo-radar-prospection in the area oft he Western
Buddha (item 3g)
As reported by us on December 18th 2013 it was impossible to fi nish this item of the Implementation
Partners Agreement. The very interesting prospection,
that already started in 2003, but had to be stopped
because of mines, was scheduled for September 2014
and could still be financed with money from the contract.

Conversion of two lapidaries of the Eastern Buddha niche with more durable material, including
partial repair of the surrounding wall (item 3h)
During the recovery of fragments from the Eastern
Buddha, two makeshift depot structures had been
erected in the last years at the western entrance of
the former fort. Th ese structures have foundations
of large-size gravel, the north wall is made of clay
bricks. The remaining construction consists of wooden beams covered with foil. Th e roofs are made of
corrugated sheet metal. The foundation of the north
structure had become unstable due to subsurface runoff; the damaged areas (about 8 m) were removed and
rebuilt, again using large-size gravel and clay mortar
with added chaff. The wood construction of the north
depot was taken down and its south wall rebuilt using
clay bricks. A new roof was erected, at a much lower
height than the previous one, using existing beams.
A new doorway was built on the east side so that the
depot remains accessible to heavy machinery. At the
south structure, the foil covering was replaced by a
clay brick wall. The fragments that had remained near
the access road to the Eastern Buddha were transferred to the northern depot. Thus all the fragments
with original surfaces are now safely in depots or sheltered under protective roofs (figs. 14–15).
Shar-i-Gholghola Conservation Project, report
2013/14 (item 3k)
Since the fi rst missions to Bamiyan, the team of
ICOMOS Germany was not only engaged with the
options for safeguarding the remains of the Buddha
statues, but also with the documentation of the cultural landscape which is part of the World Cultural
Heritage as well as the repair and conservation of single, selected monuments. These included two Islamic
mausoleums on the plain in front of the cliff and the
buildings of the cemetery at the Foladi road. Additionally, possible ways to treat the ruins of the old Bazar were mentioned several times.
After this report, the results of the works are presented
which were carried out as part of the Implementation Partners Agreement under the supervision of
Bert Praxenthaler in May to July 2014, referring also
to the fi rst Shar-i-Gholgola ICOMOS Component
Report for August and September 2013 presented
by Bert Praxenthaler already to ICOMOS Kabul [see
pp. 299–314].
Reinforcement of the Lower Gallery in Front of the
Caves of the Eastern Buddha Niche (item 3i)
Since the relocation of the scaffolding to the site of
the Western Buddha in 2010 the completely stabi257

lised niche of the Eastern Buddha presents on the rear
side the silhouette of the former relief with its conserved original remains. Here in the niche and in the
lower caves, thanks to funds from the German Foreign Office in 2010 and 2011, a small “site museum”
or “site interpretation centre” (fragments, exhibition
of posters, etc) with a lapidarium was installed. The
successful “opening” of this area, which in future will
be accessible to visitors together with the lateral staircases of the Buddha niche, was highly welcomed on
19 June 2012 by the participants of a stake holder
meeting in Bamiyan (Management Coordination
Meeting) with four Afghan Ministers [see p. 159].
The chances of partial reconstruction of the famous
Buddhas of Bamiyan – in the sense of a “reassembling
of existing but dismembered parts” (anastylosis, article 14 of the Venice Charter) has been discussed since
2002 in the Expert Working Group Meetings for the
Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Property (for example, recommendation of the
meeting in Tokyo, December 2011, point 10: “feasibility study be undertaken to determine whether or
not a partial reassembling of fragments of the Eastern
Buddha could be an option ...”) and representatives of
the Afghan Government strongly supported this idea:
t I believe that if we are to undertake any sort of remedial measures to rebuild or partially rebuild the statues
of Bamiyan, it should be for this higher goal of the site
of Bamiyan as a symbol of memory of the tragedy of
war and conflict in Afghanistan and as a statement of
peace and hope for a better future (H. E. Omar Sultan, Deputy Minister of Information and Culture,
2 March 2011 at the Forum in UNESCO).
t We saw last year that the Eastern or Small Buddha
has been stabilized and repaired. I therefore think it
is an appropriate time to return to the question of the
reconstruction or the so-called ‘anastylosis’ of the Small
Buddha. Th ere is still strong support in Afghanistan
for the reconstruction of at least one of the Buddha
sculptures destroyed by the Taliban in 2001. Reconstruction itself is a common practice at sites all around
the world destroyed by war and natural disasters and
so we should find a way for Afghanistan to repair this
damage also (H. E. Minister Dr. Sayed Makhdoum
Raheen, speech in Aachen, 11th Expert Working
Group Meeting, Aachen, December 2012).
Also under measures in terms of site security the
ICOMOS reports since 2011 have presented several
times the reinforcement of the lower gallery of the
Eastern Buddha as a matter of priority: “The lower gallery in front of caves 2–4 should be protected by means of
a horizontal cover against particles that might fall down,
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following the front line of the former relief – a solution
with two pillars to commemorate the feet of the statue
that were already reconstructed in the 1970s during the
restoration campaign carried out by the Indian-Afghan
team” (Technical and Financial Report, 14 December
2012). See also Final Narrative Report of 26 September 2011 concerning contract no. 3240247138: “For
the future use of the visitor passage in front of the lower
caves of the Eastern Buddha a provisional covering, using the position of the original feet and the reconstructed pillar on the right is planned.” For the 2013 work
campaign the Implementation Partners Agreement of
10 July 2013 commissions under art. 1, item 3i “the
reinforcement of the lower gallery in front of the caves
of the Eastern Buddha niche”. Th e plans of the new
support structure conceptualized by Prof. Fecker and
Prof. Emmerling were discussed at the Bamiyan Field
Activities Working Meeting in Munich (16–18 April
2013) and submitted to the Afghan authorities for
monument conservation. Th e plans were discussed
also in Bamiyan with director Abdul Ahad Abassi,
Department for the Preservation of Historical Monuments, who after consulting with H.E. Minister Raheen authorized the implementation. Compare in
this respect the report compiled by Prof. Fecker, Prof.
Emmerlig and architect Sekandar Seradj as presented
to UNESCO according to the Implementation Partners Agreement on 31 October 2013 [see pp. 200–
209] with its detailed daily reports, e.g. August 17,
2013: “Architect Seradj informs Mr Abassi, President of
the Afghan Department of Historical Monuments, of the
intended measures and submits plans for approval. Mr
Abassi confirms that they match previous protocols and
issues a permit …”
According to the Operational Guidelines of the World
Heritage Convention reconstruction is “acceptable
only on the basis of complete and detailed documentation and to no extent on conjecture” (OG § 86). Compare “Anastylosis or Reconstruction – Considerations on
a Conservation Concept for the Remains of the Buddhas of Bamiyan”, 2002, Monuments and Sites XIX,
pp. 46–51, and the contributions to the meetings of
the Bamiyan Working Group, e.g. to the 10th Expert
Working Group, Tokyo, December 2011: (“Preserving the Fragments of the Bamiyan Buddhas and their
Future Presentation”).
The safeguarding measures of ICOMOS Germany
carried out since 2002 have contributed considerably
to the history of the Bamiyan Buddhas by a wealth of
insights and outstanding findings – for instance, the
Buddhist relics from the time the Eastern Buddha was
erected, discovered by the conservators Edmund Melzl
and Bert Praxenthaler in 2006 and 2008 (Monuments

and Sites XIX, pp. 85, 142). In connection with the
lower caves and the lower gallery largely destroyed by
the blowing-up in 2001 the historic condition of the
lower zone with the feet of the Eastern Buddha had
to be taken into consideration: the condition around
1886 handed down in drawings and engravings (Monuments and Sites XIX, p. 22, figs. 7, 8); illustrations
showing buildings for habitation and stables, involving the feet, probably erected in the first decades of the
20th century (Monuments and Sites XIX, p. 24, figs.
15, 16, photos by DAFA, 1928 and 1933); and the
ASI photo documentation of the restoration measures
carried out by the Indian-Afghan team since 1969.
Of particular relevance in this context is the condition after the demolition of the annex buildings and
the visible historic remains of the feet that were included in the restoration (Monuments and Sites XIX,
p. 31, figs. 33, 34); finally, the photo documentation

Fig. 17 Eastern Buddha [engraving after P. J. Maitland, in: The
Illustrated London News, Nov. 13, 1886, p. 535].
Fig. 18 Cliff with the Eastern Buddha niche [photo: Maynard
Owen Williams, 1931].
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of ICOMOS Germany of the lower caves with lower
gallery after the removal of the rubble. In the latter
case, the largely destroyed enclosing walls and partition walls, partly already heavily rebuilt by ASI, had to
be reconstructed for structural reasons, as base for the
rear side of the Eastern Buddha niche (compare the
ground plan (fig. 24) and Monuments and Sites XIX,
p. 88, 126). Besides, the very solid and conscientious
work of ASI since 1969, which certainly contributed a
lot to the survival of the rather fragile Eastern Buddha
niche with its caves and the lateral accesses to the upper gallery during the disastrous attacks of 2001, was
as far as possible included and maintained for structural reasons in the work of the ICOMOS team during the past years and, as far as necessary, completed
with corresponding materials and technologies.
Part of this concept, which to a certain extent considers the restoration carried out by the Indian-Afghan
team as the most recent “historic” condition, is also
the reconstruction of the lower gallery. In connection with the partition walls of the caves, safeguarding the enormous crack behind the surface of the rear
side with the original fragments of the statue, leading
from the lower vaults up to the height of the statue‘s

head, the lower gallery is part of a structural system
which will not only protect future visitors from falling
particles but also facilitating in future, step by step, a
reassembling of individual salvaged fragments of the
figure. Such reflections in connection with the lower
gallery and its pillars commemorating the feet reconstructed by the Indian-Afghan team of ASI, based on
an investigation of the picture sources of the preserved
historic stock, were already described in depth in the
text by Fecker/Emmerling/Seradj (Kabul, September
6, 2013), as part of the report by ICOMOS Germany
presented to UNESCO on 31th October 2013 [see
pp. 200–209]:
The support structures will allow visitors of the lower
caves to walk along an optimally secured path along the
outer walls of the niche …
Due to safety concerns, visitors must be able to reach the
caves under a protective structure. Even after the stabilization of the back wall of the Eastern Buddha niche it
cannot be ruled out that small pebbles will drop (peasized pebbles are frequently found on top of the current
protective structure - such pebbles come down daily due

Fig. 19 Lower gallery before the beginning of the Indian-Afghan restoration, legs partially cleared of the former additional buildings.
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Fig. 20 Feet of the Eastern Buddha after the Indian-Afghan restoration.
Fig. 21 Eastern Buddha niche, the ground level with destroyed caves in the background has beeen reached.
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Fig. 22 Following traces of the feet.
Fig. 23 Parts of the niche’s back wall had to be supported as stone slabs kept folling down.
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to natural weathering). Th e construction of a modern
steel and concrete support structure was considered and
rejected. Reusing the feet as the foundation of the new
shelter was deemed most suitable, similarly to plans implemented during the Afghan-Indian restoration of the
1970s. At that time, the feet were almost completely reconstructed and the lower legs largely remodelled. At the
same time, the brick lining of the back wall of the niche
was redone, and the ceiling areas in front of the back
wall (transition back wall to the legs) were partially rebuilt and entirely replastered.
Once all options had been considered, the plan for the
formation of a new support structure was submitted to
Director Abassi. Th is plan conceptualized the building
of a reversible support structure located at the feet. After
consulting with Minister Raheen, Mr Abassi authorized
the implementation of the plan. In order to ensure a future reassemblage of the rock fragments, the new support
structure commemorating the feet of the statue will be
planned and executed in such a way that it can bear
heavy loads. For formal reasons, to avoid introducing
straight contours into the rock surface (break-off edge of

the former body) the former hem line was “recreated”.
Bricks were used as casing material, for technical reasons
as well as efficiency. They were staggered in such a way
that clay plaster may be applied eventually, similar to
previous restoration work.
The oldest known photos that show the restored legs of the
Eastern Buddha date from the 1970s. The pictures published in 1971 in the Indian-Afghan Restoration Report
are particularly informative. The report shows the condition of the feet before and after the restoration. The two
pictures indicate that there were brick walls at the location of the feet which were erected by peasants who used
the lower part of the niche of the Eastern Buddha for
habitation and stables. Th ese historical pictures do not
allow an exact determination of the position of the feet,
which apparently had been largely destroyed. The explanatory passage in the Indian-Afghan Restoration Report
reads as follows: “Behind the Small Buddha, also in the
wall behind and to the left (Cells 2–4) underpinning in
cement mortar was done. The debris clearance in the cell
behind the Small Buddha revealed its octagonal layout.
The damaged jambs of Cell 1 in the ground floor were

Fig. 24 Ground level of the Eastern Buddha niche.
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Fig. 25 Lower gallery in construction.

reinforced apart from providing a cement concrete lintel
for the opening. The damaged legs of ihe Small Buddha
were cleared of debris and strengthened by concealed tie
bolts. The cracks were filled in and the feet were rendered
watertight by finishing them in cement concrete. No attempts to restore the details of the feet were made.”
In all other known historical pictures a wall, erected
roughly in the same place as the present day walking level
on the southern side of the niche of the Eastern Buddha,
prevents a view of the feet. Tarzi’s publication includes
a floor plan of the niche of the Eastern Buddha, which
shows the sanctuaries and their measurements as well
as the presumed position of the feet. Some details of the
drawing are inaccurate, as demonstrated for instance by
the fact that the layout of the middle sanctuary does not
reflect its actual shape. This floor plan drawing is nonetheless significant – it is the only known representation of
the position of the feet. There was very little reliable information on the original position of the feet. lt was unknown whether the feet of the Eastern Buddha originally
rested on a pedestal and what the appearance of such a
pedestal might have been; whether the feet stood parallel
to each other, and what the exact distance between them
was, how big the bottoms of the feet were (i. e. their actual footprint); If the feet were not parallel, the exact an264

gle of the feet to the wall behind them is uncertain. The
exact level of elevation of the feet, or the pedestals, and
the original appearance of the feet in former centuries before the Indian-Afghan restoration is unknown. In order
to gather as much reliable information as possible on the
original position of both feet, the original ground level of
the niche of the Eastern Buddha was largely uncovered
in August 2013. Primarily, remainders of the rubble of
the last several years‘ work was cleared away, including
remnants of concrete foundations of the last complete
scaffolding, as well as fill used to level out uneven areas
in the present-day walking level. The exposed floor area
was swept clean. No shards or relics were found. In all
likelihood the heel of the left foot is visible in the bedrock as a “semi-circle”. This interpretation is supported
by the fact that the same contour was stabilized with
gravel and lime mortar during the Indian-Afghan restoration of 1970/71. This location is at the highest point
of elevation and can be safely assumed to be the actual,
original position of the heel. The outermost rear points
of these “historical“ heels are positioned 90 cm in front
of the rebuilt back wall for the left foot, and 120 cm for
the right foot (the back wall had already been stabilized
in 1970/71). The lowest point of this “historical” heel is
at the same level of elevation as the walking level behind
both legs.

Rising ground levels in the probable area of the left foot
were visible without yielding any reliable clues to the actual position of the foot:
t At the presumed tip of the left foot large pieces of gravel
set in lime mortar were found, which are also clearly
the results of the Afghan-Indian restoration. The placement of this mortar area is rather far in front of the
tip of the foot; based on anatomy it can therefore be
concluded that they do not belong to the historical foot.
However, the mortar remnants might point to an effort
to stabilize a previously existing pedestal. The remnants
of mortar at the “tip“ of the left foot, their level of elevation, and the remaining rock formations in the area
of the probable sole allow the conclusion that the left
foot must have rested on a pedestal – the tips of the toes
would otherwise have been disproportionately high.
t In the case of the left foot, the original position of the
heel can be ascertained with virtual certainty. Based
on the levels of elevation, the existence of a pedestal also
appears certain. The precise angle of the foot placement
cannot be established.
t Additionally, the original position and approximate
dimension of the left foot can be deduced from the contour lines of the surrounding terrain.
t The terrain‘s contour lines yield decisive clues regarding the placement of the right foot. The elevations and
depressions in the terrain constitute reliable evidence of
its precise dimensions.
Based on the observations described above, the historical
pictures, as well as the contour lines, the original position
of the feet can be deduced from the following facts:
t Each foot must have rested on its own pedestal. Both
pedestals were reconstructed during the Afghan-Indian
restoration of 1970/71.
t The feet were not parallel to each other, but pointed
slightly outward.
t The terrain slopes down significantly towards the South.
The current “level“ walking plane on the Southern side
of the niche is the result of fill added during the Indian-Afghan restoration (the original appearance of the
southern end of the Buddha niche is unknown).
The technical realisation of the lower gallery which
was stopped for the time being to await the outcome
of the discussion during the 12th Expert Working
Group in Orvieto, is also described in detail in the
report presented to UNESCO on 31 October 2013
[see pp. 210–214]:
At the presumed tip of the right foot was a stone fragment weighing 5 000 kg from the body of the Buddha.
This fragment was moved south by roughly two meters.
Prior to this, the probable outline of the feet was marked

by laying bricks on the previously cleaned ground, taking
into account all known facts. Newly discovered structures
were measured and added to the site plans. A compensating foundation (blinding layer) of the same size as
the probable dimensions of the bottoms of both feet was
made of quarry stones and cement. Two pedestals were
erected following the documented work of the AfghanIndian restoration project. Towards the north some parts
of the pedestals level off at zero; the heels of both feet rest
nearly on the natural terrain due to the rising ground;
and due to the sloping terrain of the niche towards the
west a higher pedestal is required for the right foot. Both
pedestals are built in such a way that the feet are at identical levels of elevation. The slight outward rotation of the
feet was chosen with due consideration of all available
information, without any conclusive proof however that
the chosen angle is identical to the original position. The
areas of the pedestals were deduced from the structures
of the terrain and the pedestals were built using quarry
stones and cement. The resulting surface areas were covered with a layer of brick and lime mortar.
A formwork of brick and cement mortar was constructed for the projected supports of the new shelter, taking
into account the probable shape of the feet. Th is support structure, i.e. feet and lower legs, is divided into
three parts: A lower part, about 60 cm tall; topped by
a significantly smaller cube; and ultimately the lower
legs in elliptical shape. The bricks are from Afghan production and were sourced in Kabul (size of bricks: 7 x
11 x 22 cm). Th e cement was produced in Pakistan.
The lime used was quicklime made in China, which
was available in unlabelled bags and mixed with water
on-site. Gravel and sand were sourced locally. The quality of the concrete that can be attained with the above
mentioned materials roughly corresponds to B 35 concrete by European standards (8 bags of cement at 50
kg each to 1 m3 sand-gravel mix; mixing was done by
hand; a concrete vibrator was bought to ensure normcompliant processing. Based on empirical data acc. to
engineer Daud). Rebar was sourced in Bamiyan. Diameters of 22 mm for the main bars, and 10 mm for the
secondary bars, were readily available. According to the
steel merchant, the steel was made in Russia (trademark
GOST 60, equivalent to 420 MPa yield strength). Unconfined compressive strength of the bedrock (clay and
conglomerate, respectively): 6 Mega Pascal. Unconfined
compressive strength of the blinding layer: The allowable
compressive stress of the blinding layer, which is made
of high-strength natural stone and mortar, is between 5
and 7 MPa. A total of 10 m3 of quarry stones, 26 m3 of
concrete (cf. site plans for concrete reinforcement), and
7000 bricks were used to build the pedestals and the
supports/feet and lower legs.
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The fact that the reconstruction of the lower gallery
in connection with the already completed partial reconstruction of the lower caves, as well as of the lateral accesses to the Eastern Buddha niche and of the
upper gallery, stabilized by massive replacements, is
necessary becomes evident when looking at the similar situation in the lower zone of the Western Buddha
niche. Here, where the lower caves with their original
decoration in clay plaster (in parts already conserved
by Bert Praxenthaler) are much better preserved than
at the Eastern Buddha, the accesses to the caves are
threatened by massive rock fall: the consolidation of
the rear side, already begun in 2013 with the scaffolding of the rear side and the consolidation of a rock
part at the access to the upper gallery in danger of
falling off, remains one of the most urgent concerns.
In case if it becomes possible to consolidate the entire rear side, similar to the Eastern Buddha niche, it
would of course also be necessary to have similar safety
measures in terms of a “lower gallery”, also imaginable as a modern construction. However, it is a matter
of course that they would have to include the gigantic feet, uncovered under a big rubble heap in years
of work by our Afghan team. Andrea Bruno’s project
presented for the first time in the exhibition accompanying the meeting in Orvieto shows a massive steel
construction as a kind of lower gallery, a horizontal
platform on two pillars. Does this “modern” project in
the style of the 1960s require the feet of the Western
Buddha to be sacrificed? In Bruno‘s design they seem
already to have been disappeared. Losing these most
impressive historic testimonies commemorating the
gigantic statue, would be unacceptable from a conservation point of view. During the ASI restoration they
were completed by reinforced parts (lower legs of the
statue). However, the feet include considerable parts
dating back to earlier centuries. Nonetheless, Bruno‘s
designs, not discussed in Orvieto, are interesting as a
perspective for a “modern” solution, also with regard
to the lower gallery of the Eastern Buddha. After all,
the presently incomplete and therefore interim condition of the lower gallery with its brick structure, that
is only meant to serve as supporting layer for the traditional clay plaster would allow different variations:
not only the planned reconstruction of the condition
around 1970 created by the restoration of the IndianAfghan team, but also solutions in commemoration
of the severely fragmented condition after the demolition of the later buildings for habitation and stables,
or even a “modern” contrast solution.
Finally we would like to repeat some central aspects
for the concept of reconstructing the lower gallery in
the niche of the Eastern Buddha on the basis of the
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well documented conditions before and after the restoration about 1970:
t Starting point of the ICOMOS concept was the
question of safety for future visitors to the “site museum” that includes the rearward lower caves, i.e.
protection against particles falling from the cliff,
also protection against rock fall in the case of severe
tremors.
t In combination with the already reconstructed partition walls of the lower caves (see ground plan)
the lower gallery can be seen as part of a structural
system stabilizing the rear side of the Eastern Buddha niche with the remains of the statue. In view of
the already mentioned enormous crack behind the
surface of the rear side this stabilisation system is
indispensable.
t The lower gallery as stable foundation allows a stepby-step reassembling of salvaged fragments at their
original site (reassembling in accordance with article 14 of the Venice Charter) that will emphasise
the outline of the statue without hiding the condition of destruction. The lower gallery integrates the
existing pillar on the right side with fragments of
the ancient vault of the gallery into the overall appearance of the rear front with the original lateral
layers of clay plaster still preserved in situ. Under
these circumstances the concept of the lower gallery improves the overall appearance in terms of integrity and authenticity of the World Heritage site
considerably.
t What’s more, in future the lower gallery, which to
a certain extent is “reversible”, will facilitate partial
reconstructions in accordance with the above-quoted statements by representatives of the Afghan government and open up possibilities for future generations, to enhance the maintenance, conservation
and presentation of the historic and aesthetic values
of the Eastern Buddha niche under new perspectives.
t Besides in combination with the lower gallery it is
possible – thanks to the reassembling of the salvaged
fragments, their partial presentation in the caves
and in the provisional ‘lapidaries‘ of the entrance
area of the site – to present the historic testimonies
in a much more impressive way than in the framework of the museum projects discussed in Orvieto.
The reasons for the concept of the lower gallery as
summarized above unfortunately were not taken serious in the Report of the Advisory Mission to Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the
Bamiyan Valley [see pp. 225–244] which had been
brought to the attention of ICOMOS Germany only
in July 2014. Th e report of the mission demanded

for in Orvieto (art. 44, Recommendations of the 12th
Expert Working Group Meeting), i.e. the Bamiyan
Advisory Mission of Experts from ICOMOS International (May 26th to 31st, 2014) appreciates the consolidation of the niche of the Eastern Buddha and the
extensive reconstruction of the separation walls at the
rear of the niches connected to it: “The mission stresses
the need to ensure that this recommendation does not
overshadow the extensive and appropriate conservation
works carried out over a number of years by the ICOMOS Germany team, to consolidate the rear face of the
Eastern Buddha, and to rebuild caves at the rear of the
niche, all of which has been invaluable in terms of securing the fabric of this part of the World Heritage Property”
(original report of the mission, summary p. 3–4 and
conclusions p. 28).
But the chances and potentials of the concept which
ICOMOS Germany pursues since years, aiming at a
step-by-step reassembling or repositioning of salvaged
fragments at their original place in connection with
the original surfaces and layers of plaster still preserved in situ, do not receive sufficient attention. The
mission was also not able to perceive a “significant improved cover from falling debris” in the lower gallery
and only found “little evidence” for an improvement
of the stability of the rear wall. Finally it was noticed
“that the works might provide for a possible reconstruction. The intervention does appear to have the capacity
to take the vertical loads needed for a partial reconstruction. However, given that any options for reconstruction
have yet to be developed, it is very difficult to evaluate
this in detail. Furthermore, by constructing the ‘foundations’ before the superstructure if it is agreed that a
partial reconstruction is to be undertaken in the future,
options may be limited both technically and visually by
this intervention“ (report p. 27). In this context the
feet are assessed negatively as a possible step for future
attempts of partial reconstruction of the Eastern Buddha – even though the report concedes that this lower
gallery allows many options, assures the safety of future visitors of the ‘site museum’ and therefore was assessed favourable by the local and national stake holders and the ministries in charge: “The mission noted
that there could be a significant negative reaction to the
removal of he works as this might be seen as a backward
step on the road to reconstruction” (report p. 25).
Nevertheless the critical recommendation of the
Bamiyan Advisory Mission which puts into question
the whole work accomplished by ICOMOS Germany so far remains: “In light of the above, the mission
recommends that the two pillars currently constructed,
and their foundations, should be carefully removed in

line with the detailed recommendations set out below”
(report p. 3, 28), – a ‘removal’ that according to the
perception of the Bamiyan Advisory Mission should,
however, not be executed with “bulldozers” proposed
by the director of UNESCO Kabul, but “with particular care so as not to damage the bedrock below forming the original remains of the Buddha’s feet”, therefore
a warning against “excessive vibrations from demolition
equipment” (report p. 25, “Feasibility of the removal of
the works to the lower gallery”).
But is it really necessary to demolish the presently incomplete and therefore temporary construction of the
lower gallery with its brick construction that is only
meant to serve as support for traditional clay plaster
layers in order to punish the team of ICOMOS Germany for an attempt to realize a solution which has
been discussed since a long time? A solution, that was
found in close consultation and agreement with the
Afghan authorities and in accordance with item 3i of
the Implementation Partners Agreement? After all, to
repeat it: Also the presently still unfinished structure
of the pillars allows different variations: not only the
planned partial reconstruction of the situation created
by the Indian-Afghan restoration, but also solutions
in commemoration of the severely fragmented condition as it was visible before the restoration, after the
demolition of the later buildings for habitation and
stables (compare fig. 19), or even a “modern” contrast
solution.
Concerning the pillars that may appear as a strange
contrast in their unfinished bare brickwork some
considerations in the mission report on “materiality
and longevity” (report p. 25/26) are of interest. The
assumption “that the ‘feet’ will either always appear new
and will not gain a patina of age or deteriorate with
fired brick grinning through a weathered earth plaster”
is wrong if the intended plaster technique is applied.
The reference to “carved stone blocks to form the pillars,
perhaps even with a decorative plaster” (aging “gracefully and seen to be ‘compatible’ with the surrounding”)
brings to mind our considerations for the covering
of the bare brickwork using equivalent local stone
material. Th e paragraph on the alleged “visual impact” (report p. 26) indicates that from the distance
the view “shows the extent of the existing outline of the
Buddha and the pillars do complete the image, even
in their un-plastered form. In the closer view however,
the ‘feet’ in isolation may appear clumsy, isolated and
without context. Even within the context of a wider approach of anastylosis it would appear strange to have a
complete set of feet and ankles and an abstract representation of the remaining fragments above – this has the
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potential to expose what little percentage of the original
fabric remains”. Additionally (report p. 24) there is
the note of “anecdotal reports” claiming “that there is
perhaps between 40 % and 45 % of the surface of the
original Buddha that remains, and a proportion of this
is still in situ in the niche (say 7 %)”, and the remark
on the challenges connected to reconstruction (report
p. 13/14, a–d). Finally, to squash all dreams of “reconstruction”, there is the strange allegation that the
(total?) reconstruction of both Buddha statues would
require 30 million USD: “the budget for reconstruction
of each Giant Buddha could reach 30 millions USD and
this funding has yet to be sourced.” With such allegations gripped from the air the Bamiyan Advisory Mission tries obviously to call in question the professional
practice of ICOMOS Germany – our efforts – which,
under difficult conditions with comparably few financial resorts, rescued a plenitude of historical substance
and tested all possibilities for the consolidation of the
rear walls of the Buddha niches and a step-by-step
repositioning of single fragments, as “hopeless case”,
recommending that without comprehensive new investigations or new financial ressources we first of all
should have waited for further results of further meetings and conferences.
Without responding to such – despite of some friendly words – rather negative tendencies of the Bamiyan
Advisory Mission report, we permit us to state that
according to present knowledge there are further
numerous errors to be found also in the technical
parts of the report. In the following we quote from
a statement by Professor Fecker who developed the
construction of the feet together with Professor Emmerling and supervised the – unfortunately still unfinished – realization on site:
The expert derives from his incomplete assumption an
incorrect conclusion: The incomplete assumption is that
the stability of the rear wall is reduced by the expert on
a two-dimensional task that draws a simple sliding of
a wedge on an inclined plane into consideration, as expressed in his figure 17. In fact, the consideration of the
stability of the rear wall is a three-dimensional task. To
consider is a slab which is laterally connected to the side
wall and lies on the back on a joint which is backfilled
with cement mortar. If this slab would like to slide, it
first must develop two lateral north-south-running shear
joints. The required force is acting upwards against the
downward force due to the weight. The sliding mechanism along the crack caused by the blast is only the second
to be examined case of stability. In addition it should
be taken into account that the crack has until now no
way out of the slope. It should also be noted that we still
do not know the exact angle of friction on the joint in
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order to determine the resulting friction resistance. From
the calculations of Margottini (2009) we know that the
stability of the cliff is given under normal conditions and
we know that the stability is at risk if water penetrates
through the fissures of the rock causing weathering. The
joint at the back wall of the niche we observe for years
and never we observed any leakage of water. By filling
the joint with mortar, we have ensured that there no water can penetrate in the future.
That the consideration of the stability of the back wall
can not be reduced to the model case of sliding of a wedge,
is already underlined by the fact that this “wedge” not
slipped down once the Buddha was blasted. In this blasting nothing but a severe earthquake was simulated, that
was not able, to affect the global stability of the remaining back wall. Without anticipating a static calculation
of the state of security in case of an earthquake, one can,
in our opinion, assume that the back wall remains stable during an earthquake, because these part of the back
wall survived the “In-situ earthquake-test”. Additionally
we increased after the blasting the stability of the rear
wall through the installation of partition walls between
the caves. The anchors which were installed in the back
wall, primarily serve to fix rock blocks on the back wall
and less to the global stability, to which they naturally
contribute additionally. Stability calculations under the
case of an earthquake have been proposed in the Bamiyan Working Group. Such calculations have never been
done, because there was no money available. Such calculations are very complicated, could be best done by a
Japanese institution, because there exist the most experience with such calculations …
With the conclusion that the concrete slab proposed for the
top of the pillars provides a small amount of additional
cover, it does not provide significant additional safety
from rock fall for visitors, the expert overlooks the fact
that the “feet” adjust along with the Buddha statue fragments creates within the niche an area that can no more
be crossed by the visitors. He says that through the pillars
and the slab only 10% (of what?) are secured against
falling stones. If we assume that these 10%, a percentage
of the floor of the niche is meant, those 10% are directly
under the rear of the niche of course the crucial 10%. In
reality, after completion of the feet the entire central area
of the niche would no longer be accessible for visitors.
A sort of script for the report of the Bamiyan Advisory Mission has obviously been the Japanese Expert
Meeting on April 30th 2014 in Tokyo with an enormous catalogue of “Questions of Clarification to the
Munich group and the UNESCO Kabul Office” [see
pp. 220–224] mentioned in the report of the Bami-

yan Advisory Mission as paper of our “Japanese counterparts”, who “noted however that their submission is
an initial document for cautious use” (report p. 14).
Based on the meeting on April 30th, this inquisitorial catalogue forgets not only the practical aspects of
safeguarding a famous world heritage in rapid decay.
Also the important viewpoints that the conservation
theory owes to Japan’s famous Nara Document on
Authenticity 1994, celebrating its 20th anniversary
this year, seems to be forgotten: viewpoints concerning the authentic material or even the authentic spirit
of the famous Bamiyan Buddhas are hardly touched
by our “Japanese counterparts”, vanishing in the light
of general, formalistic dealt “problems”.
With such an abundance of “questions of clarification”,
partly long since resolved, partly unsolved due to still
not finished examinations (that obviously will occupy
further meeting and conferences ?) – the attempt is
made to put aside the partly dramatic practical problems (e. g. the constant danger of further rockfall at
the rear wall of the niche of the Western Buddha)
and to focus instead on further theoretical studies
or to replace conservation efforts in the Bamiyan
valley by “museum” presentations. Such “museum”
presentations (in the gigantic museum with replicas
of the Buddhas planned in Bamiyan) are part of an
“approach” that becomes apparent in the concluding
remarks of the Tokyo paper: “Ideas and possibilities for
the future of the fragments of the Buddha statues and
the Buddha niches are not limited to reconstructions by
reassembly. To leave them untouched as much as we can
as in the case of the Atomic Bomb Dome in Hiroshima,
Japan, could be one approach, or to create reconstruction
models for exhibition purposes could be another.” With
such “approaches” we are back at the very beginning
to save endangered monuments and sites in Afghanistan. Already 2002 at the International Conference in
Kabul Professor Ikuo Hirayama pleaded for leaving
the Bamiyan site as it is and for investing the money
on humanitarian aid rather than in any reconstruction. “There are other world cultural heritages that memorialize atrocities, Ausschwitz … the Atomic Bomb
Dome in Hiroshima …“
Inspite of such “approaches” we tried since 2002 during the ICOMOS missions to Bamiyan to save what
could be saved, – confronted with about 2000 cubic
metres of fragments, historic remnants of the Buddha statues. Of course we also tried to help in the
Bamiyan valley where people were occupied with the
reconstruction of their habitations, and also eager to
preserve the testimonies of their great historical past
for future generations – not only for economic rea-

sons which only lately started to play a role (the future
tourism on the Silk Road). Th is attitude is also expressed in the considerations of the views and options
of the Afghan Representatives consulted during the
Bamiyan Advisory Mission in May 2014: “All these
groups were very passionate about the Giant Buddhas
and clearly felt that they have particularly strong views
for keeping the recent works in isolation, but as part of
a future reconstruction they were viewed positively. The
mission noted that there could be a significant negative
reaction to the removal of the works as this might be seen
as a backward step on the road to reconstuction” (report
of the Bamiyan Advisory Mission, p. 25).
Under these circumstances I regret that ICOMOS
Germany now has to reflect on possible consequences, since our activities have been stopped last year via
UNESCO Kabul and continued only in some fields,
especially with the Golghola project (item 3k of the
Implementation Partners Agreement). If according to
the latest message of UNESCO Kabul (Paolo Fontani, July 27th, 2014), the “unsatisfactory intervention
carried out by ICOMOS Germany at the Eastern
Buddha” will be indeed removed, – hopefully, considering the above quoted warnings of the Bamiyan
Advisory Mission, without bulldozers –, as project
leader of the ICOMOS ad-hoc mission Bamyian, I
have to ask Prof. Dr. Jörg Haspel, my successor as new
president of ICOMOS Germany, to finish all further
activities of ICOMOS Germany in Bamiyan.
And since UNESCO Kabul seems anyway no more
interested in further cooperation with ICOMOS
Germany, now we also have to decide with the
Messerschmitt Foundation about a future use of the
scaffolding in coordination with the Afghan Monument institutions or about the transport of the
Messerschmitt scaffold back to Germany. Th at is to
say that the scaffolding planned according to item
3e of the Implementation Partners Agreement (see
p. 199), because of missing parts still incomplete,
would owing to the circumstances have to be dismantled. Under this circumstances the Western Buddha
niche, according to the above indicated Japanese “approach” (“Hiroshima” etc.) will remain “untouched”
in its further decay.
Beyond our final narrative report ICOMOS Germany
will publish this year the practical results of its work
in Bamiyan during the years 2009 to 2014 together
with possible perspectives of special scientific research
in safeguarding the remains of the Bamiyan Buddhas:
Work with the model 1:20 of the Eastern Buddha and
conservation methods for fragile fragments with orig269

inal surface, developed under the guidance of Prof.
Emmerling, together with the Chair for Conservation Science of the Munich Technical University. This
publication will be a supplement to volume XIX, The
Giant Buddhas of Bamiyan, in the ICOMOS series
Monuments & Sites. After so many years of good cooperation in the Bamiyan Working Group, initiated
by ICOMOS Germany with the fi rst meetings in
Munich, the undersigned honorary president of ICOMOS Germany and ICOMOS International is convinced that in the coming years the Afghan Government and its Monument Service respecting the wish
of the Afghan people to preserve its unique cultural
heritage, will make the necessary decisions within the
framework of the Afghan Monument Protection law.
At the end of my last narrative report I have to thank

not only our Afghan team of craftsmen and workers
and the small ICOMOS Germany team with Prof.
Emmerling, Prof. Fecker, Dipl.-Ing Sekander Seradj,
Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Beckh and the restorer Bert Praxenthaler, for the good cooperation in former years, but
also to the responsible representatives of UNESCO,
especially to Brendan Cassar and Sarah Noshadi. Last
not least I have to express my deep gratitude for the
close cooperation since 2002 to the Afghan Ministers
and Vice Ministers and to our colleagues in the Afghan Conservation Department, most of all to Abdul
Ahad Abassi (Department of Historic Monuments).
Michael Petzet

Bert Praxenthaler

Western Buddha Niche: Regrouping and Salvaging of Selected Fragments in Front of the Western Buddha Niche, Including an Area of Debris Covered by a Layer of Sand Preventing Further Decay (item 3d),
July–October 2014

In order to expand the access area to the niche and
to improve the view of the niche as well at two areas
in front of the niche rock fragments of the destroyed
Western Buddha had to be relocated sand regrouped.
At the east side of the niche there had been deposited
rock fragments with sculpted surface, which had been
documentated already. Th ose had been placed there
in the course of the former salvaging missions in a
provisional hut in 2007, because there was not any
more space in the two existing storages at that time.
That temporary storage has been abandoned now. The
content was deposited in the smaller, eastern storage
hall. There the space was extended by shifting some
fragments to the large western storage and by building up capacities with the installation of heavy load
shelves, made of bricks and steel bars. A heavy loader
and additional a truck crane was hired for these tasks.
The crane for the roof and part of the pillars had to
be dismantled. Partly the fragments had such weight
that neither the loader or the crane had been able to
lift them. Only a joint use of both enabled the transportation.
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At the western, left hand side of the niche a larger deposit of concrete material (conservation mission of Afghan Government and ASI, 1970) and also fragment
materials without any significant traces of sculpting
had been deposited. The concrete material was relocated with a loader and a truck and stored west to the
hill of debris. The fragments of the Buddha have been
relocated to and deposited partly on top or on the
west slopes of the large hill of debris. Many of those
fragments had been regrouped, i. e. also a separating
of rock fragments and sand has been undertaken. On
top of the newly regrouped fragments the sand was
deposited as a protective layer for the fragments. The
boundary to the cliff is given by a stone wall who was
partly erected during the former salvaging missions
and had to be repaired and extended. Different loaders, excavators and hand labour for the final levelling
of the hill of debris, which contains the undocumented stone material of the Buddha debris has been used.
The result was a hill evenly levelled, a tumulus of the
destroyed Buddha statue.

Weekly Reports 2014
July 18th–26th
Niche of Western Buddha:
Regrouping of debris of concrete material, which had
been deposited in front of the niche with a loader and
a truck. That debris will be deposited at the area west
to the debris hill outside the area of the area of Buddha fragments. Removing of fence. Sorting the bigger
fragments of the hill of debris.
Five workers.
July 27th–August 1st
Regrouping larger fragments of eastrn side of hill of
debris, transportation to the western part of the hill.
Extension and repair of wall who is separating the debris from the cliff. Separation of sand and rock fragments. Use of loader, excavator, manpower.
August 19th–25th
Salvaging debris inside the niche. Separation of sand
and rock fragments. Use of loader, excavator, manpower. Provisional fence at west part of the area.
August 26th–September 2nd
Salvaging debris inside the niche. Separation of sand
and rock fragments. Use of excavator, 12 workers.

September 3rd–9th
Salvaging debris inside the niche. Separation and regrouping of sand and rock fragments. 12 workers. Arrival of Prof. Margottini and colleague. Regrouping
fragments in the East storage to get space for heavy
load shelves. Delivery of bricks, sand, cement. Construction of walls.
September 10th–16th
Continuing brick walls, delivery of steel bars. Mounting of steel bars. Regrouping of fragments on palettes
on shelves. Use of crane. Closure of provisional depot
at eastern side of niche. Moving of heavy rocks with
loader and crane. Salvaging and cleaning cave at left
side of niche.
October 6th–12th
Continuing salvaging of rocks and sand. Covering hill
with sand of debris. Use of loader and up to 12 workers for levelling.
October 13th–20th
Covering hill with sand of debris. Use of loader and
up to 12 workers for levelling.
October 21st–23rd
Final documentation.

Bert Praxenthaler

Stabilization of the “Dangerous Rock” in the Upper Access of the
Western Buddha Niche (item 3f ), July–October 2014
The original access to the top area of the Western
Buddha by a system of stairways similar to the situation at the Eastern Buddha is no longer possible. That
ancient access remained only partly, most of the stairways had been eroded in the course of the last centuries. Now the only access to the head area is possible
by a pathway, which comes from the Western slope,
alongside a system of water channels, and enters the
niche by a tunnel. That only access was endangered
due to a damage of those water channels. The water
going not the intended way by the channels got into
the tunnel and degraded the southern wall of the tunnel. A large boulder – the “dangerous rock”, has been
washed out due to a lack of maintaining the channels
and was going to fall off the cliff, from a height of
about 65 m. On top of that rock is situated a platform
collecting the water of some channels, who help to

minimize the erosion of the cliff. That channel system
had been constructed by the afghan-indian conservation project around 1970. The following stabilization
measures have been advised and accompaigned by
Prof. Claudio Margottini.
In order to stabilize that critical dangerous rock a provisional safeguarding by steel ropes and heavy load
belts was contructed. Those anchors had been set by
chem. dowels (HILTI). These pre-stabilization measures followed grouting cracks and fi ssures. Th e following step was deep anchor drilling with diamond
core head. Th e use of bigger rotopercussion drills
seemed to be too dangerous. The rather exposed location with a height of 65 m above ground required a
scaffold construction outside at the cliff with security
nets. Th ree long anchors (V2A , diam- = 22 mm,
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Stabilization work on the “dangerous rock” in the upper access of the Western Buddha niche in September 2015.

Outer access to the inner pathway above the head of the Western Buddha with the water channels on the right constructed during the
indo-afghan restoration.
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l = 400 cm) had been set. Th ose anchors provide a
cross-stabilization. After stabilization of the rock the
cause of the damage, the water channels, had to be
repaired. That for the damaged wall of the tunnel has
been reconstructed by a mix of an anchored concrete
steel foundation and stone masonary work. On top
of the arch of the damaged water channel platform
the collector could be repaired. In the course of that
work the adjacent water channels had been cleaned
and repaired, too. The work was accompaigned by a
demining action. On top of the Western Buddha inside the circumambalatory EODs had been found, although three times the area had been declared cleared.
The demining team removed 4 mortar shells, who
most likely had been deposited at the Taliban times
there to cause damage for the niche of the Buddha
(see photos pp. 272–276).
Weekly Reports 2014
July 18th–August 1st
Visiting site, developing measure catalogue.
September 3rd–9th
Prof. Margottini arrives with colleague at Bamiyan.
Measuring crack width. Discussion of measure catalogue. Finding of EODs. Demining team takes over.

September 10th–16th
Temporary evacuation of Western Buddha niche.
Deminers remove 4 shells. Transportation of machinery and material to the upper access.
September 17th–23rd
Five workers prepare steel rope stabilization and scaffold. Stabilizing with additional strong belts.
September 24th– 30th
Grouting cracks.
October 1st–5th
Cleaning water channels, removal of sand, debris.
October 6th–12th
Anchor drilling, grouting cracks, setting of anchors,
concrete work. Masonry work at the tunnel.
October 13th–20th
Maaonry work in tunnel, water channels, supporting
wall.. Plaster work. Cleaning of site, removal of machinery and materials.
October 21st–23rd
Final documentation.
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Page 255: Inside the upper access of the Western Buddha niche after the consolidation work in 2014.
“Dagerous rock” in the upper access of the Western Buddha niche during consolidation work in 2014.
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“Dagerous rock” in the upper access of the Western Buddha niche before consolidation work in 2014.
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“Dagerous rock” in the upper access of the Western Buddha niche after consolidation work in 2014.
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Bert Praxenthaler

ICOMOS-Projekt Lehmstucksicherung in Kulträumen am Westlichen
Buddha von Bamiyan (November 2014)*

Am 27.10. 2014 kam in Kabul ein Treffen mit Deputy Minister Sayed Mussadeg Khalili (Kultusministerium) und mit dem Leiter der Afghanischen Denkmalpflege Abdul Abad Abassi zustande. Dabei wurde das
Projekt erklärt und diskutiert und eine Genehmigung
für die Arbeiten erwirkt. Ein Mitarbeiter der Abteilung Historische Denkmäler, Herr Islamuddin reiste

mit dem Erlaubnisschreiben des MoIC mit nach Bamiyan und begleitete die Arbeiten bis zu deren Abschluss.1
Zeitrahmen: September bis November 2014, Förderung durch das Auswärtige Amt der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland.

Grundriss der Nische des Westlichen Buddha mit den angrenzenden aus dem Fels gemeißelten Sakralräumen („Höhlen“). In Höhle II
und V (rot markiert) erfolgten die Stabilisierungen der Lehmputzreste. Die Reste des originalen Lehmstucks in Höhle I (gelb markiert)
wurden bereits 2012 gesichert und restauriert.

* Bericht für das Auswärtige Amt von November 2014.
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Stabilisierung und Sicherung von historischen
Lehmputzauflagen und Lehmstuck in zwei Höhlen
In einigen Sakralräumen am Fuße des Westlichen
Buddha, die aus der Buddhanische zugänglich sind,
existieren noch Reste von Lehmputz und Lehmstuck
in situ. Bei dem diesjährigen Projekt konnten in
der rechten nördlichen Höhle (II) mit achteckigem
Grundriß und in der östlich gelegenen Höhle mit annähernd quadratischem Grundriß jene historisch sehr
wertvollen, dort noch vorhandenen Lehmstuckreste
aus dem 7. Jahrhundert gesichert werden. Der Großteil des Stuckdekors in den Höhlen war im Zuge der
Sprengung der Buddhas zerstört worden. Die Reste
in den Höhlen II und V befanden sich in einem prekären Zustand. Die Druckwelle der Explosion bei
der Sprengung des Buddha im Jahr 2001 hatte den
Lehmputz teilweise von der gemeißelten Fels- bzw.
Höhlenwand abgelöst. Diese Stücke konnten alle
gesichert werden. Die Höhlenwände und Lehmputzfragmente wurden zudem von Staub gereinigt.2
Buddhistischer Sakralraum „Höhle II“
Der achteckige überkuppelte Raum mit einem mittleren Durchmesser von ca. 9,80 m und einer max. Höhe
von 8,60 m gliedert sich in sieben genischte Wandflächen und eine Türöffnung. Die gerahmten Rundbogennischen sind 2,25 hoch, zwei Meter breit und
80 cm tief. Die Kuppel wird durch drei umlaufende
kastenartige Gesimse gegliedert. Zwischen Gesims
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eins und Gesims zwei befinden sich sechzehn scheinbar „schwebende“ Dreipassbögen, in der Lage darüber
achtzehn Rundbogenarkaden mit kleinen Pilastern.
Der Kern dieser Pilaster ist aus dem Konglomeratgestein herausgemeisselt. Die unteren sechzehn Bögen
fußten wohl auch auf nur aufmodellierten kleineren
Stützen, die aber alle verlorengegangen sind. Dübellöcher deuten darauf hin, dass dort Stützelemente gewesen sein könnten. In den Zwickeln zwischen den Bögen der unteren Arkadenreihe haben sich einige eher
grob modellierte fratzenartige Gesichter erhalten.
Die Decke der Höhle und auch die Wände enthalten eine Vielzahl von Dübellöchern. In einigen der
Löchern stecken noch die ursprünglichen Holzdübel.
Diese Dübel dienten der Fixierung der Lehmstuckornamente, die bis zu 30 cm Dicke aufweisen. Zum
Vergleich: Die Höhle XI, die etwas östlich außerhalb der Nische des Buddha etwa 15 m über Bodenniveau liegt, hat eine sehr ähnliche Grundstruktur
und enthält noch viel mehr von den ursprünglichen
Lehmstuckornamenten. Man kann anhand dieses
Höhlenraums eine Vorstellung gewinnen, wie der beschädigte Lehmstuck einst ausgesehen hatte.3
Der Großteil der Lehmstuckobjekte war gelockert,
z. T. nur durch die Verkeilung gehalten. Hinter die
abgelösten Teil war oft kleinteiliger Schutt gefallen,
der entfernt werden musste.

Vorzustand der Höhle II (links): Aufnahme aus dem Eingang mit
Blick in die Höhle. Die untere „schwebende“ Arkadenreihe ohne
Pilaster liegt mit dem Basisring etwa auf einer Höhe von 7,40 m
(Basisunterkante). In den Zwickeln der Dreipassbögen sind die
Reste der fratzenartigen Gesichter erkennbar (siehe rechts). Rechts
unten: Abgesprengte Teile mit bis zu drei Zentimetern Abstand
zur Wand und Hinterfüllung mit Kleinschutt.

Restaurierungsmaßnahmen Höhle II
Nach der Aufstellung des Gerüsts (Stahlstangen iranischer Herkunft mit Kreuzkupplungen und Holzbohlen), der Einrichtung der Beleuchtung (Baustrahler
und Generator) wurden die Wände abgekehrt und
abgesaugt (Staubsauger Hitachi). Der Gerüstbau
wurde Anfang Oktober vorbereitet, die Reinigungsmaßnahmen ab Mitte Oktober. Mehrere Teams arbeiteten gleichzeitig auf drei Gerüstebenen verteilt.
Die Vorgehensweise war generell bei allen Objekten
ähnlich. Die Arbeiten wurden rein konservierend und
nicht ergänzend durchgeführt. Die lockeren Stücke
wurden rückseitig verklebt mit einem Gemisch aus
fein gesiebtem gelben Ton mit relativ großer Klebekraft und einem Zusatz von Ledan, einem Spezialmörtel zur Restaurierung von Fresken. Zur Fixierung der Stücke wurden entweder je nach Erfordernis
biegsame Latten eingesetzt oder verstellbare Spreizen,
die einen etwas höheren Anpreßdruck erlauben.
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Vorzustand der Höhle II, untere Arkadenreihe: In der Nische waren offenbar Statuetten aufgestellt, von denen nur noch dürftige Reste
existierten. Das umlaufende untere Band der Arkadensockel war auch an der Oberseite mit Lehmstuck überzogen (siehe abgelöste Reste,
auch Reste von Holzdübeln).

Westliche Buddhanische von oben, Zugang zu Höhle II und zu Höhle V.

Höhle V

Höhle II
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Westliche Buddhanische, Höhle II: Gerüstaufbau.

Westliche Buddhanische, Höhle II: Einbringen von Injektionsmörtel (Gemisch Ledan und Ton).
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Westliche Buddhanische, Höhle II, Arkaden des zweiten Gesimses. Einsatz von hölzernen Spreizen, um die zu verklebenden Stücke
mit leichtem Druck zu fxieren. Die Lehmstuckelemente wurden mit einem kleinen Brettchen und einer Textilzwischenlage geschützt.

Am Eingang zu Höhle II der westlichen Buddhanische: Vorbereiten der Mörtelmischungen.
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Das Fragment einer Fliegerbombe wird als Mörserschale benutzt, um den Ton für die Mörtelmischung fein zu reiben.

Reinigung der zweiten Arkadenreihe mit Pinsel und Staubsauger.
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Restaurator Islamuddin vom MoIC bei den Feinarbeiten, Nachretusche.

Als zweiter Schritt wurde eine Randsicherung durchgeführt. Dazu wurde ein Gemisch von grauem Ton,
gelbem Ton und einem leichten Kalkzuschlag angerührt und mittels Spachteln an die leicht befeuchteten Ränder der Lehmsstuckobjekte angeböscht. Nach
der Trocknung wurden evtl. kleinere Rißbildungen
behoben. Nach der Fixierung und Randsicherung
wurden die Lehmstuckobjekte mit leicht angefeuchtetem Schwamm abgetupft.
Buddhistischer Sakralraum „Höhle V“
Die Höhle V hat annährend quadratischen Grundriß
mit den Maßen 6,25 m auf 6,04 m. Die Wände sind
nach innen geneigt, die Deckenfläche hat Maße von
3,40 m auf 3,40 m. In der östlichen Wandfläche befindet sich der Eingang mit einer Breite von 2,30 m.
Die anderen drei Wände haben Nischen mit einem
dreipassartigen Abschlussbogen mit ca. 4,00 m Breite
und 4,20 m Höhe. Nach oben schließt der pyramidenstumpfartig konzipierte und insgesamt 6,60 hohe
Raum mit einem ca. 125 cm hohen Bogenfries ab,
der auf einem etwa 25 cm auskragenden Kastengesims sitzt. Die vier dreipassartigen etwa 70 cm weiten
Bögen stehen auf kleinen 25 cm hohen Pilastern. Der
Plafond wir durch eine Laternendecke gebildet. Die
meisten Lehmstuckreste haben sich im Bereich des
Bogenfrieses erhalten (siehe oben).
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Restaurierungsmaßnahmen in Höhle V
Die rein konservierende Restaurierung wurde prinzipiell genauso ausgeführt wie in Höhle II. Ein ca. zwei
Quadratmeter größeres Lehmputzstück war abgelöst
von der Wand und hing nur noch lose an einigen
Punkten. Diese Fläche wurde von der Mitte aus mit
Injektionen von Ledan-Tonmörtel und Verspreizungen angedrückt und sicher befestigt.
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Links die nördliche Wand mit dreipassartiger Nische, rechts die südliche Wand. Dieser Raum wird genutzt für die temporäre Aufbewahrung der Lehmputzfundstücke aus der Bergung des Buddhaschutts. Die Ziegelsteinregale sind nicht vermauert und somit leicht wieder
entfernbar. Ob jede dieser Nischen ein Relief einer Buddha- oder Boddisatvastatue zierte, ist fraglich, da in der nördlichen Nische ein
heute vermauerter Zugang zu Höhle IV existiert.
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Das große, abgelöste Putzstück an der Westwand wird mit verstellbaren Spreizen (Gerüstrohr mit Kreuzkupplung und Gewindeeinsatz)
wieder an die Wand gerückt und mit einem Ledan-Tongemisch verklebt. Diese Mischung wurde bereits 2009 für die Sicherung der
Lehmputze am Östlichen Buddha verwendet (4 T Lehm, 1 T Ledan).
Arbeiten am Bogenfries und an der Laternendecke. Hier absolvierten vier Archäologiestudenten der Universität Bamiyan im Rahmen
eines Praktikums.
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Arbeiten am Bogenfries und an der Laternendecke. Auch hier konnten vier Archäologiestudenten der Universität Bamiyan im Rahmen
ihres Praktikums eingesetzt werden.

Bogenfries, Detail nach Randsicherungen der Lehmputzfragmente. Die Grobform der
Dreipassbögen mit ihrem kielbogenartigen Abschlüssen war aus
dem rauen Konglomeratgestein
gehauen und anschließend mit
einer relativ dicken Lehmstuckschicht überzogen worden. Auch
beschädigte, lockere Teile der
Steinbögen wurden stabilisiert.
Reste von lockeren Holzdübeln,
die ursprünglich der Befestigung
des Lehmstucks dienten, wurden
gesichert.
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Freilegung eines Tunnels am Westlichen Buddha
2013 wurden bei weiteren Bergungsarbeiten des Buddha-Schutts und bei der Umlagerung von Fragmenten
an der westlichen Begrenzungswand der Buddhanische
der Anfang eines bislang unbekannten Treppengangs
in die Tiefe entdeckt. Im Plan (rechts) blau markiert ist
der mögliche Verlauf des Gangs in die Tiefe.
In Absprache mit Kultusstaatssekretär Khalili und
dem Leiter der afghanischen Denkmalpflege Abassi
wurde diese Freilegung in das Arbeitsprogramm in
Bamiyan aufgenommen. Die Arbeiten wurden vor
Ort begleitet vom örtlichen Vertreter der Denkmalpflege und dem ihm unterstellten Archäologen. Julio
Bendezu, der Direktor der DAFA, der zu der Zeit in
Bamiyan anwesend war, beriet die Arbeiten.
Nach Entfernung des Schutts wurde ein Stufengang
frei, der bei Abschluss der Arbeiten schräg in westlicher Richtung nach unten führt und eine Tiefe von
16 Metern erreicht. Der Gang weist aus dem Konglomeratgestein gehauene Stufen auf. Im oberen

Bereich, etwa die ersten vier Meter, sind die Stufen
ziemlich beschädigt. Beim weiteren Verlauf zeigte
sich die Beschaffenheit der Stufen als besser. Bei 14,5

Zu Beginn der Arbeiten beim Entfernen des Schutts aus dem Verbindungsgang zur Höhle XIII war eine Rundung zu erkennen, die
einen Tunnel in die Tiefe vermuten ließ. Bei weiterer Schuttenfernung wurde rezentes Material ausgegraben. In 16 m Tiefe stieß man
auf Wasser.
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Keramikfunde in 15,5 m Tiefe im Schlamm des Brunnenbeckens.
Ein Wachbuch mit den Wachplänen am westlichen Buddha aus den 1990er Jahren. Die Buddhahöhlen dienten damals als Munitionsdepot und Bunker. Nach Aussagen der örtlichen Mitarbeiter Aufzeichnungen von Milizen der Khalili-Partei (Whadat).
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Meter wurde das Schuttmaterial immmer feuchter,
bis bei 15 m schließlich Wasser vorhanden war. Der
Gang scheint sich zu einer Art Becken zu erweitern,
das mit Schlamm gefüllt ist. Beim Versuch auch Teile
des Schlamms zu entfernen, wurde mit einer Tauchpumpe der Wasserpegel abgesenkt. Dabei war festzustellen, dass der Wasserzustrom ziemlich stark ist.
Der Wasserstand scheint auch nicht dem normalen
Grundwasserniveau des Talbodens zu entstammen,
das etwas bitter schmeckt, was aber nach Aussage der
Mitarbeiter auf das Wasser der Buddhaquelle nicht
zutrifft. Anscheinend besteht eine Verbindung zu einer wasserführenden Ader des nördlichen Bergmassivs.
Bei dieser Tiefe wurde die Freilegung eingestellt, weiterführende Maßnahmen können erst in Absprache
mit dem archäologischen Institut des Kultusministeriums getroffen werden. Zum Abschluss der Arbeiten
wurde der Gang oben mit einem Gitter verschlossen.
Funde
Im oberen Bereich, bis fünf Meter, war relativ trockener Schutt festzustellen, der mit neuzeitlichen
Funden (Plastikstücke, Betonstücke, ein Wachbuch
einer Mannschaft am Buddha) vermischt war und
diversen teilweise mittelalterlichen(?) Keramikscherben. Diese Scherben treten fast überall im Gelände
um die Buddhas auf. Dieses Material dürfte mit dem
Auffüllmaterial von anderer Stelle in den Gang gelangt sein. Von fünf bis sieben Metern wurde das
Material lehmiger, ohne weitere Funde. Von sieben
bis neun Metern war der Gang mit großen Flusssteinen aufgefüllt, ohne Funde. Von neun bis 14 m
erdfeuchter Lehm mit diversen Keramikfunden
und Kohlestückchen. Im Schlamm des Beckens bei
15,5 m wurden mehrere größere Scherben gefunden
und eine gut erhaltene Kanne mit Wellenverzierung.
Vorläufiger Befund
Ein Gang zu einem Höhlensystem unter den Füßen
des Buddha war so nicht feststellbar. Dieser Gang
führt offensichtlich zu einer Wasserstelle unter der
westlichen Wand der Buddhanische, die im unteren
Bereich möglicherweise bereits während buddhistischer Zeit oder mit Übergang zum Islam verschlossen
worden war. Die großen Flussteine waren anscheinend nicht einfach in den Gang geworfen worden,
da die Stufen aus dem relativ weichen Konglomeratgestein ansonsten beschädigt worden wären. Eine
Analyse der Keramikfunde kann hier weiterhelfen. In
späterer, rezenter Zeit war eventuell versucht worden
den Gang aufzugraben, der dann aber wieder mit örtlichem Schutt aufgefüllt wurde.

Ob und wie sich das Becken in ca. 16 Metern Tiefe
fortsetzt, war nicht festzustellen. Dafür müsste weiter
abgepumpt und Schlamm entfernt werden. Die Weiterführung des Aushubs wäre wünschenswert, um das
Quellbecken freizulegen und um die Funde wissenschaftlich aufarbeiten zu können. Diese unterirdische
Wasserstelle am Westlichen Buddha ist in keiner bekannten Dokumentation oder Quelle genannt.
Fazit
Obwohl die Arbeiten für die Lehmstucksicherung der
Höhlen II und V sowie die Quellengangfreilegung
relativ spät und in kurzer Zeit durchgeführt werden
mussten, wurde der einsetzende Frost in Bamiyan mit
Temperaturen bis zu Minus 8 °C kein Problem. Die
dicken Wände der Höhlen schützen etwas vor Frost.
Zudem waren die künstliche Beleuchtung mit mehrern Strahlern und nicht zuletzt der relativ große Personaleinsatz Wärmequellen. Die Verklebungen und
Randsicherungen konnten noch sicher ausgeführt
werden. Die Lehmstuckornamente der Höhlen II
und V sind stabilisiert.
Für die Arbeiten im Quellentunnel war Frost ohnehin kein Problem. So konnte dieses mit Mitteln des
Auswärtigen Amtes der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
geförderte Projekt von ICOMOS Deutschland mit
sehr guten Ergebnissen abgeschlossen werden.
Anmerkungen

1 Die Vorbereitung dieses Termins mit der ersten Vorstellung des
Projekts wurde freundlicherweise von der UNESCO Kabul,
Frau Sara Noshadi, übernommen.
2 Verwendung von Pinseln und Staubsauger. Materialien konnten am örtlichen Bazar erworben werden.
3 Bei einer Besichtigung zu Vergleichszwecken mit diesem ehemaligen buddhistischen Sakralraum, der geländetechnisch
nicht leicht zugänglich ist, zeigte sich bedauerlicherweise, dass
die allgemeine Erosion des Buddhakliffs auch an diesem Monument immer mehr schwerwiegende Schäden verursacht. Die
Kuppeldecke dieser Höhle wurde stellenweise so geschwächt,
dass Wasser eingetreten ist und Höhlenwände und Lehmstuck
schon beschädigt hat. Eine vergleichbare Mission für die Rettung dieses einzigartigen Objekts wäre gut machbar und wünschenswert!
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Western Buddha, photo (1958–1962) by Edmund Melzl (†).

Matthias Beckh

Design and Partial Assembly of the Western Buddha Scaffold
(item 3b), 2013–2015

The envisioned consolidation works of the fractured
rock surface of the Western Buddha niche necessitates safe and commensurate access to the shattered
rear wall. Similar to the previously undertaken rock
conservation works in the smaller Eastern niche, the
situation demands a large-scale scaffold structure. The
structural design of the scaffold for the Western Buddha niche started in spring 2013.
Site inspection, material inventory, and and follow-up meetings in August 2013
During a site inspection in June /July, an inventory
of the existing scaffold materials was compiled, summarizing the Layher components bequeathed by the
Messerschmitt Foundation as well as all additional
steel tubes and clamps of Iranian origin. Apart of this
material inventory, a scaffold mock-up was erected in
order to obtain a better understanding of the adaptivity to uneven terrain and craggy bearing conditions.
Based on the structural assessment of the niche and
the scaffold materials at hand, different scaffold options were investigated. Alternative options comprised a base structure over the full width of the niche
with one-sided towers as well as a hanging platform.
During a meeting in August 2013 in Munich, several
options were presented and discussed. Finally it was
decided to adopt a scheme that would in general follow the Eastern Buddha scaffold system with a denser
grid of vertical members to reflect the greater height
of the niche.
Scaffold Design
The selected scaffold system was designed in August
and September 2013. The structural layout of the scaffold was based on the geometry of a 3-D scan kindly
provided by Sekandar Seradj. For the sake of simplicity, a column grid of 2m x 2m was chosen. In order
to facilitate the arrangement of diagonal members for
bracing, the floor levels are set at intervals of 2m as
well. The resulting spatial module of 2m had already

proven advantageous during the design of the Eastern
Buddha scaffold. Due to the increased height, an additional row of columns is inserted perpendicular to
the rear wall to lower the axial loads in the verticals,
thereby altering the grid in this area to 2 m x 1 m.
The scaffold is attached to the adjacent rock surface
of the niche at each floor level. This will be achieved
by injection anchors, which are inserted into the rock
of the soffit walls on either side. Th e scaffold itself
is fastened to the anchors with steel cables. In addition, compression struts are connected horizontally to
the side walls to clamp the structure tightly into the
niche. At the base level, the members are resting on
concrete foundation pads (50 cm x 50 cm). A PE foil
is installed at the bottom of the foundation to avoid
any harm to the archeologically important stratum.
Furthermore, the PE foil is separated from the ground
with a 3–4 mm thick geotextile. Brackets bridge the
distance between the column line next to the rear wall
and the rock surface. Brackets with a cantilever length
of less than 1 m do not require additional support.
Between 1 m and the maximum of 2m, an additional
diagonal strut has to be added.
For the structural analysis, a 3-D FEM program was
used. Load and design criteria followed in general the
provisions of the applicable Eurocode standards. As
service load, a characteristic live load of 2.0 KN/m²
applied evenly over one floor level of the structure was
chosen. The application of wind loads and imperfections follow the regulations of the EC.
Material testing of Iranian couplings
Samples of the Iranian “Iranbast” couplings were taken to Munich and studied in the material testing laboratory of the Technische Universität München.1 The
tests unveiled a very brittle breaking behavior of the
couplings with sudden failure. The breaking behavior
and the metallurgical analysis indicates the usage of
cast iron, a material hardly used and unfit for the use
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Western Buddha niche, Design Development: Structural drawing
S-01, 29 August 2913.
Western Buddha niche: Iranbast scaffold coupling – material test
in Munich.

in scaffold connections. The results mandate that the
Iranbast clamps must not be used for the connections
of the main load bearing members of the scaffold
structure but have to be substituted with high-quality
Layher couplings or equivalent equals.
Current situation as of July 2015
The assembly of the scaffold structure started in late
September 2013 under the guidance of Sekandar Seradj. Soon afterwards, however, the assembly works
were halted due to the controversial discussion about
the undergoing consolidation works at the Eastern
Buddha niche. Since then, the structure remains in
an unfinished condition and is unfit for usage. Essential components imperative for the safe usage of
the structure are still not in place. This concerns most
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Western Buddha niche, Design Development: Structural drawing
S-02, 29 August 2913.
Western Buddha niche: Iranbast scaffold coupling – fracture pattern.

notably the missing diagonal members and the ties
into the soffit walls, which are essential for the lateral
stability of the structure. Furthermore all Iranian couplings need to be replaced with high-quality items as
indicated by the test results mentioned above. The author has addressed the urgency to complete the scaffold numerous times and hopes that the works on the
structure can resume soon.
References
1

MPA Untersuchungsbericht – Prüfung iranische Normalkupplung vom 23.06.2014 MPA Bau Abteilung Metallbau, Technische Universität München

[For more information about the scaffold, which is
a loan of the Messerschmitt Foundation Munich see
pp. 597–614 in this publication].
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Page 296: Western Buddha niche: FE model of scaffold.
Page 297: Western Buddha niche: Scaffold during construction.
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Western Buddha, photo (1958–1962) by Edmund Melzl (†).

Bert Praxenthaler

Shar-i-Gholghola Conservation Project (item 3k) – ICOMOS Interim
Report, May–July 2014

Shar-i-Gholghola, Conservation Progress
The continuation of the conservation work started
in May with the removal of debris in the area of ruins B14 and B15 mainly.1 Meanwhile the brick production had to be started. After one week of work
the amount of workers was extended from 25 to 40
persons and 6 donkeys for transportation. According to the conservation concept in general the repair
of the bases and walls has fi rst priority. Th e repair
of the walls shall be the second step. The traditional
working technics and the use of river stones, travertine blocks and mud mortar for the basis and custom

made mud bricks and mud for the walls are the adequate methods. No modern materials are used for
the conservation works. That means in general, that
after the conservation process a permanent maintenance of the objects is required, as it is typical for any
mud brick structure.
At first the precarious state of the foundations had to
be stabilized. In a stepwise approach the eroded, unstable materials have been removed and missing parts
have been substituted by stone material, which was
available from the debris in the surrounding area.
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Catalogue of conservation measures
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Tower G26 (B12)
Start of the repair of the bases, digging to the rock
structure, stepwise repair with river stones and travertine blocks.
The situation at the slope was enhancing the erosion
of the foundations. Th erefore the surrounding area
has been levelled, terraced and stabilized by additional supporting walls, who provide also a better and
safer access for visitors. Th e eroded loop-holes have
been repaired.

The walls of the tower have been protected on top
with a layer of straw clay plaster with added slaked
lime (5 %), which provides more stability against wet
weather conditions. Inside the tower the fl oor has
been covered with pieces or burned bricks as found
originally there. The conservation of the tower is now
completed. The surrounding area has been stabilized
by terracing and supporting walls which provide also
safe and convenient stay locations for visitors.

connected via an arched doorway. Some of the roofs
are partly in a state that the dome still exists, although
the material is eroded and reduced. Th e domes are
one layered constructions with mud-brick raising
from the four corners and on top it is covered with
additional mud bricks and mud-straw plaster. Those
buildings have entrances as an arched doorways and
another doorway as connection between the two
rooms, but no window.

Building Complex G20 (B04, B05, B06, B07, B08,
B09)
The building complex G20 consists of a series of four
double.room dome roofed buildings; two rooms are

For the repair of the foundations the debris inside the
buildings had to be removed. The original floor level
was already reduced and disturbed by demining campaigns and eventually looting in the past. Under the
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original floor level of those buildings older structures
appeared,2 most likely remains of previous building
structures, bases and remains of walls with partly visible ground level ca. 1 m below the dome buildings.
The first approach to the conservation of those buildings went down to the older ground level, but leaving
visible the layer of the dome building ground floor
at the edges of the walls. To repair or reconstruct the
domes, the heavily eroded walls had to be repaired
and the debris on top was removed and substituted
by brick work to provide a stable base for the domes.
As older local people recently mentioned a garrison
was build during the Habibullah or Amamullah
times, there is a possibility to date the buildings to the
early 20th century, although with older foundations.
Quite strong indicators are different masonry seams
too. Th ere are many situations like those: Plastered
walls with added foundations or wall constructions.

G20/B05–B09: Repairing and reconstructing of domes. Conservation of foundations, walls, arches, doorways and roofs. Reconstruction of southern wall courtyard.
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Building G20/B09, remains of previous foundations and walls.

See masonry seams, G20/B09.

G27/B163, a corner fortification
That building is a part of the defensive structure of
Gholghola. Th e base of the fortification which is
in the northwestern slope of the rock has a circular
shape and is made with mostly round river stone,
partly heavily eroded. In top there had been a defensive space in two levels (there are traces of a staircase,
which leads into nothing), although at the moment
not that much of it is in place. The walls have some
opening in accord with its defensive functions. Parts
of the building have been collapsed down the hill
which makes it difficult to define the actual form of
the building. The bricks worked in the walls are bigger than other buildings; they are 55 x 38 x 8 cm.

There are traces of wooden beams and holes on the
wall. Th e building has a few cross-shape windows,
comparable to G26.
In order to stabilize the whole slope and the base construction, an added supporting base structure built
with the traditional technique with a mixture of broken travertine rock and round river stones are going
to be built. Especially the typical use of a special plant,
„altar vohr“4, which can be found on many base constructions at Gholghola to stabilize the stone foundations is part of the conservation process, wooden
pegs and anchors are used to connect the newly build
structures with the ground material.
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The efforts for that building are high. The conservation seems highly necessary, because it contributes in
an important way to the view of Ghloghola and enhances the understanding of the fortification system.
Building complex G21/B10
This building is some remain of a bigger complex
according to the remaining walls outside the actual
building. At the moment seven rooms and an entrance
corridor can be distinguished. There is some evidence
of arched-roofs. Two of the rooms on the east side
have entrances to a big man-made cave. The caves are
inter-connected. The caves have been filled with debris, but still accessible. Most of the openings are not
in a complete shape state any more, but the forms of
the arches are detectible to some extent. Th ey were
pointed arches. The floor is completely covered with
debris and sometimes even the walls‘ heights are not
definable. A few pieces of blue tiles have been found
in the vicinity of that might be from this building.
There is a need for archaeological excavation to define
more details about the fl oor. Th ere are a few small
niches on the walls.5
The collapsed vaults and the debris of the erosion
channels at the eastern wall caused the huge amount
of debris inside the original building with pointed
vaults. The removal of the debris, i.e. The excavation
down to the ground fl oor made clear the extent of
erosion. Th e potsherd fi nds in the debris have been
collected and documented according to the numbering of the rooms (B10.a–B10.g). To stabilize the erosion process the foundations have been repaired. The
next step was to remove the eroded debris from top
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of the remaining walls down to the original bricks.
The gaps have been closed, the top of the walls had
been covered with new bricks and a protective layer
of loam rendering (with straw). Th e upper edges of
the walls have been stabilized by flat travertine stone
to give a mid term stability for the walls.
Building complex G22/B13
B13 is a part of a bigger complex but the links have
been in form of ruins. This is a long building which
had a pointed arched roof, from which only some
traces in the corners of the walls remained. One part
of the western wall totally slid down and collapsed.
The main current entrance is a pointed arch doorway
which is relative in a good state. Around the arch is
a simple rectangular carving edge. Th ere is another
doorway on the western wall. The actual height of the
walls cannot be defined since there is lots of debris on
the ground. The walls have been covered with mudstraw plaster. There are some holes on the western wall
and a trace of an edged carving on the eastern wall.
Some collapsed vaults and the debris of the erosion
channels at the eastern wall caused the huge amount
of debris inside the original building with pointed
vaults. The removal of the debris, i.e. The excavations
down to the ground level made clear the extent of
erosion. Th e potsherd fi nds in the debris have been
collected and documented according the numbering of the rooms. Foundations and erosion channels
down the walls have been repaired. The next step was
to remove the eroded debris from top of the remaining walls down to the original bricks. Some holes have
been closed, the top of the walls had been covered

with new bricks and a protective layer of loam rendering (with mud-straw). Th e upper edges of the walls
have been stabilized by flat travertine stone to give a
mid term stability for the walls.
Building complex G22/B14
B14 seems to be an individual building although
there is a corridor which connects it with B13. There
is a corridor as entrance space to the building. On
the walls by the end of entrance to the central space
are traces of holes and wooden beams in the walls on
two sides which can indicate there had been a door
way. The building comprises of several rooms (about
8) shaped around a central space. It is obvious that
the rooms had roofs, but from the remains we cannot assure that the central space had been roofed. The
rooms mostly have openings as windows, but for the
ones attaching to the rock on the east side. There have
been connections between rooms. The south eastern
room shows a big part of the roof intact.
The collapsed vaults and the debris of the erosion
channels at the eastern wall (especially above room
B14.e) caused the huge amount of debris inside the
original building with pointed vaults. The removal of
debris, i.e. The excavation down to the ground floor
made clear the extent of erosion. The potsherd finds
in the debris have been collected and documented
according to the numbering if the rooms (B14.a–
B.14.g). At the eastern wall of room B14.d remains
of a rocket had been discovered. Experts of the police forces of Bamiyan removed it. Foundations and
erosion channels down the walls have been repaired.
The next step was to remove the eroded debris of the
remaining walls down to the original bricks. The gaps
have been closed, the top of the walls had been covered with new bricks and a protective layer of loam
rendering (with mud-straw). The upper edges of the
walls have been stabilized by flat travertine stone to
give a mid term stability for the walls.

The remains of vaults at room B14.d and B14.e have
been stabilized and extended to stabilize the rooms.6
To the traces of vaults of room B14.f a layer of bricks
had been added to preserve the original shape of the
vault. Remains of arches and doorways with lintels
have been completed or even reconstructed to provide
a stable connection between the walls.
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Area B14: stabilization of walls by adding purpose-built mud bricks to eroded parts. The coping of the wall is covered with straw clay.
Protecting the beginning of an arch.
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Area B14: stabilization of walls by adding purpose-built mud bricks to eroded parts. The coping of the wall is covered with straw clay.
Protecting the beginning of an arch.
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Left: Area B14, stabilized four liwan building.
Above: air transportation of mud bricks.
Bottom left: repaired lintel, to connect the walls for better stabilization.
Bottom right: typical erosion gully, closed now with added mud
bricks.
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Building complex B15
B 15 is located about one story up the level of a small
roofed ally. It is not clear if the alley was a part of
the building or only the town connection path. From
this path there are traces of access to B15 through a
staircase, although at the moment, due to the destruction, the staircase does not function. The access to the
building is through a corridor in the south side of the
building. B15 comprise of a few rooms with window
(mostly badly damaged). There are traces of archedroof, but in a very poor state. The southern side of the
building is ruined and the end-line of the building is
not clear. There is a small space into the rock on the
east side of the building. There are holes and remains
of wooden beams on walls in the entrance corridor.
The heavily eroded big western wall of complex B15
turned out to be a double wall, the western part had
been added later. Originally the eastern part had been
a wall with a corner on its southern end, inside plastered with loam rendering of mud-straw, and additionally white lime plaster (simgeel). There had been
found remains of a rocket. Th e restoration provides
now visibility for that situation. Th e erosion channels mainly at the western part had been closed, the
eroded foundation had been stabilized. Th e arch of
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the doorway at the eastern part of that wall had been
repaired. The big rock has been embedded in a stone
foundation to prevent erosion of the ground material
underneath.
The archaeological work
The Ministry of Culture of Afghanistan is accompaning and supporting the project by an archeologist
of the Department of Archeology. Students of the archeological department of the University of Bamiyan
are having internships for archeological fi nd documentation. At the moment the conservation work is
not touching critical locations regarding archeological
research. The removing of debris inside the buildings
under had as a results finds of remains of in situ floor
tiles of the previous buildings, the structure of that
former building is not yet quite clear. Just some remains of foundations are now visible. Further building and archeological research may provide further information. The removal of debris there did not touch
archeological strata. The surface material mostly consisting of collapsed vaults or cupolas and intruding debris from outside has been disturbed by either looters
(during the past decades of war) or deminers in search
of unexploded devices and metal. Other original floor

tiles have been found at B04. A layer of debris is covering most of area of the site. The growth of the debris
in a certain time period is made visible by some materials from war times. The finds at the G19/B03–B04
complex are illustrating quite well the situation. The
remains of a rocket, once shot from an russian helicopter was found sticking in a wall, but covered with
50 cm of debris (see figure red arrow).

So within the last 20 to 25 years a layer of 50 cm was
growing, if we assume the rocket was located there between the year 1980 and 1990. That passage located
between B03 and B04 leading to the upper level is
also kind of an erosion channel. So much debris coming from the upper level had been concentrated there.
After clearing that channel, the original ground level
with the pattern of a herringbone pavement is partial-

Yellow: Conservation area; green: Conservation area under treatment. Numbering of the buildings to locate the finds of potsheds in the
surface debris. Red arrows: Remains of rockets buried under debris.
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ly visible. The situation is similar at other locations,
due to the buildings built at a slope. Many potsherds
of different colours and sizes have been found. The
collected material has been put into cotton bags accordingly numbered to the find locations.
Additional work tasks
Transportation of material: access is only possible by
foot (use of 6 donkeys and 6 donkey drivers). Mud
water, bricks, stones are carried by donkeys.
Brick production: custom made bricks have to be
produced according to the different sizes of the buildings. A catalogue of the different sizes of the bricks is
in progress.
In total 11 masters and 20 workers, 1 archaeological
student, 6 donkey drivers, 6 donkeys are at the site;
additionally 3 guards are paid to protect the materials and tools during the night time. Th e necessity
for demining forces to accompaign the conservation
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work is still given, because there is still a possibility
for not yet detected IEDs, mines, etc. Th e ongoing
conservation treatments are supervised during my absence by Mr. Mujtabah Mirzai, restorer of Munich,
Germany. Th e conservation works of the identified
buildings according to the conservation plan will be
completed by mid of August 2014.

Notes

1 „G…“ identification by the icomnem-report, „B…“ by the
RWTH-damage assesment.
2 Th e RWTH report mentions one of those structure as stone
bench. See B05–B09.
3 See RWTH report B16.
4 The research about the very elastic plant „Altar tor“ (?) is still
ongoing.
5 RWTH report, sheet B10/1/19.
6 On demand of Dep. of Historical Monuments, MoIC. Mr Nasrullah Ahkeel is an experienced archaeologist who recently also
supported the excavation project of DAFA at serveral archaeological sites in Afghanistan.

Hardy Maaß

Architectural Survey on Shar-i-Gholghola – UNESCO Conservation
Project (September/October 2014)
Introduction
The architectural survey of historic buildings at the
Shar-i-Gholghola ruin took place from September
17th until October 2nd 2014. Th e aim of the survey
was to document various architectural features located on the southwest side of the site where safety and
restoration work had already begun in spring 2013.
Due to the fact that the Shar-i-Gholghola ruin constitutes one of the numerous tourist destinations in the
Bamiyan valley, the restoration work was imperative
in order to ensure the visitors’ safety, as several stretches of walls were liable to collapse as a result of the influence of exogenous forces. Unfortunately, the field
research was limited to a very short time frame of
only 14 days, which meant that work could only take
place on a relatively small area of the site.The architectural building documentation was carried out by
Hardy Maaß M. A., doctoral student of Near Eastern
Archaeology at the Ludwig Maximilians University
in Munich.
Following a brief investigation of the ruin on September 16th 2014, a more thorough inspection commenced the next day in order to get a clearer picture
of the, to some extent quite high standing, remains
of the mud brick walls. The author circled the site on
foot in an anti-clockwise direction. A few days later,
under the leadership of the project coordinator, B.
Praxenthaler, the survey of the eastern section of the
ruin was started. Due to the ruin’s exposed and strategically favourable position, a military post secured
with landmines was accommodated here during the
period of civil war, which meant that mobility was
severely restricted while the survey was being carried out. Although the demining organisation ATC
(Afghan Technical Consultants) makes yearly checks
at Shar-i-Gholghola, it is never the less necessary to
be aware of possible remnants of ammunition and
anti-personnel landmines on the east side of the site.
During the documentation, the author created a trueby-scale drawing and stone compatible measurement
to a scale of 1:20. In this way a NW-SE wall-sectionprofile of approximately 60m was prepared which
stretched from building B10, over the stairway of unit
B14, through the B07 area of the domed building and
ended at the partially reconstructed southwest outer
wall (Fig. 26).

Geological situation – position and location of the
ruin
Shar-i-Gholghola is located in the Bamiyan valley,
an approximately 50 km long and 15 km wide tectonic pull-apart basin, situated 2500 metres above
sea level in the central Afghan highlands. The name
of the valley and the town form the eponym for this
province in Afghanistan. Th e valley is bordered by
two mountain massifs, in the north by a 4400 metre high mountain range called Kuhe-San-e Chaspân
and in the southeast by the 250 km long domineering
Koh-e-Baba chain, which stretches from east to west
(UNESCO 2003, 19). Due to the fact that the region
is influenced by a continental climate, the winters are
very cold and can last from October until the end of
April. Up until recently it has been impossible to cross
the mountain area during this time period as most of
the mountain pathways were blocked. The summers
are hot and dry and in autumn, which usually starts at
the beginning of September, relatively extreme temperature fl uctuations are possible. Th is was pointed
out by W. Griffith in his travel account at the end of
the 19th century (Griffith 1874, 404) and also observed by the author. At the beginning of October the
daytime temperature normally rises to approx. 30 °C
while at night the first frost prevails. The ruin, which
centrally dominates the valley, was built on a covered,
karstified limestone bedrock, which was most probably formed from an accumulation terrace in the glacial valley of the Bamiyan river. The terrace became
isolated as a result of further fluvial morphometric or
aquatic fl ushing slope-fluvial processes in the Bamiyan valley and in the confluent Karak valley, southeast
of Shar-i-Gholghola. Today the terrace has a somewhat oval shape, although the longitudinal axis runs
from southwest to northeast and is 950 metres long.
The width on the NNW-SSE axis measures 300 metres. As a result of hydraulic sediment transport, dissolved, floating and bed load deposits have been left
on this isolated “Monadnock” (Inselberg), (Schmidt
2011, 401–402). In particular, the last category has
left impressive travertine chunks, some with organic
inclusions, on the conglomerated loose rock of the
mountain, which rises 150 metres above the plain.
The geographical location of Shar-i-Gholghola in the
Bamiyan valley is strategically advantageous; the valley, the trade routes across the Shibar Pass (3285 m)
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and the Hadjigak passes in the southeast, approaching
from the west, all cross this point. The early exchange
of goods through north Afghanistan was exemplified
when a burial site with splendid tombs was discovered
in 1971 while building work for the road connection
from Mazar-I-Sharif to Shibergan took place. Approximately 20,000 objects were found, many made
out of gold showing motives in Hellenistic, Chinese
and Indian style. Th e socialisation of the necropolis
objects dating from the 1st century BC up until the
1st century AD demonstrate the triangular character
of the influences on the northern side of the Hindu
Kush (Sarianidi 1980, 31–41). Trade between China
and the western world also flourished during the Parathion reign; the Bamiyan valley, located on one of
the main trading routes which connected the Mediterranean world with the harbours of western India,
benefited through economic advantages as well as the
intellectual and artistic exchange of ideas (Baker/
Allchin 1991, 82).
Research history
Although there is little available evidence from the
pre-Islamic era relating to Shar-i-Gholghola, it does
however seem likely that this exposed hill has always
been an attractive site for settlement activity. The earliest records for Bamiyan are of a numismatic nature
and due to the presence of the image of the Greek
goddess Hekate, are likely to date back to the reign
of the Greek-Bactrian King Demetrius II. (2nd century BC) (Rowland 1974, 82). The identification of
Bamiyan with the name “K ‘ee-ch’ a”, described by
the Chinese historian Fa Hsien (around 400 AD), has
most recently been carried out using literary sources. Th e main motivation for the research was above
all driven by the expectation of dating the two great
Buddha statues (Kuwayama 1987, 703–785). It has
since been possible to determine the organic remains
in the mud mortar of the Buddha statues using modern 14C-analysis. Th e construction period has now
been narrowed down to the time between 544 and
644 AD (Blänsdorf et al. 2002, 231–236). The
so-called “north route” (Uttarapatha) pilgrim trail,
around which many Buddhist tales are entwined and
which leads through the Bamiyan valley, has been indisputably one of the main arteries of the Buddhist
itinerant monk movement since the 3rd century BC
(Neelis 2012, 13–15). Many fortifications in the
Bamiyan province, which can be dated to the Ghuridic time period owing to their architectural form
and ornamental design, possess to some extent caved
housing whose form and interior structure presents
a typically Buddhist style (Lee 2006, 229–252). As
early as 1977, Tarzi carried out a cave periodisation in
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the Buddha-Cliffs using architecture and decorative
elements, dividing the various cultural features into
three groups: Buddhistic, Gandaric, Sassanidic and
central-Asiatic (Tarzi 1977, 81–102). Caves are also
embedded in the bedrock in Shar-i-Gholghola, whose
stylised archivolt form shows definite similarities to
the caves of the Buddha-Cliffs.1
Taking these factors into account, the author believes
it could be possible that, during the time of Sassanidic
occupation (first half of the 3rd century AD) and in
the period of invasion of the nomadic people of central Asia (described as the “White Huns” in ancient
research literature)2 in the middle of the 4th century
AD, there were architectural and possibly fortified
structures at Shar-i-Gholghola. Unfortunately for the
time being this assumption remains hypothetical, as
there is no evidence of the pre-Islamic period to be
found, either on the visible architectural remains, or in
the ceramic findings of Codrington and Allchin from
1951 (Baker/Allchin 1991, 21). Th e pottery from
Shar-i-Gholghola, publicised by Gardin in 1957 dates
back to the middle and end of the 12th century AD
and appears to correspond to the pottery of north Iran.
Gardin differentiates between three types of glazed
ceramic, which he believed to have originated from
local ceramic production on Shar-i-Gholghola as the
remnants of several kilns were visible between the
walls of the ruin (Gardin 1957, 227–245). A twowinged carved wooden door and two Kufic inscriptions from Shar-i-Gholghola can be found in the National Museum in Kabul. Unfortunately, neither the
find context nor their ages are specified. The museum
catalogue dates them back to the Ghuridic period
(Dupree/Dupree 1974, 79). In 1951 Godard carried out excavations at three architectural areas, two
mosques and one domestic house. He maintained
that the ground plan of this building type of the
domestic house was typical for the pre-Mongolian
period in Bamiyan (Godard 1949, 75, Fig. 59). In
2007 new excavation work, supervised by Z. Tarzi,
was carried out by a French and Afghan cooperation
research project in the Ghuridic township.
About 1.5 km north of the present day airport in
Bamiyan, fi fteen necropolis tombs were excavated
on an alluvial terrace (known by the inhabitants of
Bamiyan as the Tape Almas) on which the Ghuridic
town centre was probably located. The partially damaged tombs could be divided into three groups and
dated back to the late Ghuridic era based on their
construction type and covering (Tarzi 2012, 65–67).
It is assumed that the citadel served as the adminis-

trative centre of the town at this time. Simultaneously to the restoration and safety work from August
– September 2010, the RHTW Aachen Centre for
Documentation and Conservation prepared an architectural documentation and photo catalogue of the
southwest positioned building structures. During the
survey, 18 architectural units were roughly measured
and the plans and state of preservation of the building structures were graphically and photographically
documented. In 2012 the first non-schematic ground
plan of the citadel was prepared by P. Barthelemy and
Y. Übelmann using quadrocopter and photogrammetry on a scale of 1:500 (Fig. 28). With the aid of this
plan, it is possible to create a rough optical classification of the architectural units but the plan should
only be used as a working sketch as about 60 % of the
ruin has not yet been excavated and is still covered
with erosion debris.
The 2014 campaign
The survey of the Shar-i-Gholghola ruin began on
the morning of September 17th 2014 with a circular,
anti-clockwise inspection of the town. The author was
particularly impressed by the architectural remains
on the eastern slope, where huge building structures,
which stood out due to their massiveness, could be
seen in the erosion debris. A part of the old town wall
was discovered at the eastern end of the town. At this
location on the eastern slope the wall was preserved
up to 8 metres in height and ran down the slope from
WNW to ESE. On an area of very steep terrain, on the
northwest side of the citadel, caves measuring from
approx. 3 to 8 metres long and 5 metres wide topped
with a massif rock carved out barrel vault could be
seen. The author noticed that there were openings to
be seen in the top third part at the gable end of the
caves (Fig. 2). It is possible that these openings were
used as connections to the cisterns and would carry
the rainwater from the top fl oor to the designated
rooms. Research into this installation would have to
be postponed to a later date, as during this campaign
the necessary means and time for the recordings were
not available.
Building materials
Mud brick
The recorded building materials used in Shar-iGholghola are comprised primarily of air-dried mud
bricks measuring 29 x 29 x 8 cm (for the process
of mudbrick producing see Fig. 3). Of course these
measurements don`t provide a static form but are
subject to slight variations. Th e influencing factors
are connected to the loess content of the mud used;

For example greasy mud with a high loess content can
be classified through its hardiness and high water requirement. Unfavourably the resulting crack formation during the drying process is evident. Pure mud
with minimal loess content dries homogenously and
without contraction deformity, however the missing
strength and the poor soaking properties are negative
factors (Baimatowa 2008, 26). The negative properties of greasy mud mean that the addition of organic
and mineral substances is necessary; the loess content
determines the binder for the mineral components of
the sand, which is added as a filler. The mineral fillers
disperse the vertical pressure within the material over
the whole strained surface (Baimatowa 2008, 26).
The mud bricks used in Shar-i-Gholghola show an
addition of rounded gravel mineral particles sized </=
50 mm in diameter.
The question of whether the mineral additives were
intentionally put into the bricks at Shar-i-Gholghola
or whether they were naturally present, is the subject
of new mineralogical sample analysis tests, which are
taking place this year. Geological observation of the
in situ conglomerate and travertine/ tufa have presented the theory that there were Laterite deposits on
Shar-i-Gholghola or in the immediate vicinity. Laterites are products of weathering processes and can appear extremely inhomogenously in nature. They can
have a solid or an earthy, loose consistency; with a
varied colour spectrum ranging from brown, to red
through to beige, dark brown or black. The structure
can vary in appearance from being sponge like and
porous through to being clastic. Iron particles like
limonite (brown iron ore), hematite and aluminium
minerals may be present, as well as components of
quartz, clay minerals, titanium oxides, manganese
oxides and phosphate minerals. Th e significance of
the practicality of this material can be seen in its usage: the material was cut accordingly or moulded
into shape and then dampened; during the evaporation process, the non-crystalline iron hydroxides are
transformed into the mineral Goethite which results
in a hardening of the material. Using this chemical
process, it was possible to produce “fired” mud bricks
without having to waste the valuable wood resources
(Maresch/Schertl/Medenbach 2014, 214–215).
The mud bricks on Shar-i-Gholghola were and still
are moulded into shape. Today the moulds used are
made out of metal, in contrast to the wooden moulds
that were in use up until the middle of the 20th century.3 During the process of loess extraction, the salty,
infertile layer of soil is removed for further processing. This is favoured by for the farmers who therefore
have great respect for the brick makers and pay them
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accordingly well. Additionally, the reduced ground
level makes irrigation easier. The only problem with
this building substance is the high nitrate content in
the mud brick, which can be stored in various ground
salts (Engler 1988, 32). There are a few examples of
red, fired bricks on the ruin. They measure 25 x 25
x 6 cm and are slightly smaller than the air-dried or
chemically hardened bricks, this is the result of the
shrinking process that takes place during firing. The
bricks were discovered in situ on the stairway landings4 and were obviously durable and favoured in unroofed areas or in areas subjected to heavy use.
Mud mortar
The mud mortar used on Shar-i-Gholghola has a striking, grey colour and appears in a crumbly consistency
in the masonry. Thus the mortar wasn`t made of pure
mud but had probably gypsum or lime added to it.
Gypsum has excellent heat-insulating properties and
is highly resistant to compression and deformation. In
order to increase water resistance, various substances
including charcoal, plant ash, brick powder and limestone can be added. Loess and plant ash, glue can also
added in order to slow down the hardening process
(Baimatowa 2008, 46). Lime mortar possesses a high
water resistancy; however, high temperatures make it
brittle because the drying out period is quicker than
the time it takes for the chemical combination with
the carbon dioxide in the air to occur which is necessary for this resistance. Limestone is also used as a
fertiliser to increase the pH-value of the soil and to
maintain soil fertility (Maresch/Schertl/Medenbach 2014, 218). The fields were spread with caustic
lime or powdered limestone. Th e latter can be seen
at the foot of the Shar-i-Gholghola ruin, the inhabitants of the nearby villages dug parts of the materials
out and used them to fertilise their agricultural land.
This realisation as well as the relatively crumbly, grey
consistency of the mortar suggests that limestone was
added to the mortar and that this was sourced and
fired at the building site.
Mud plaster/fine plaster
The documented walls were mainly covered with a
light brown/grey mud plaster, which contained additions of sand/gravel and organic materials (chopped
straw). Loess mortar with straw thinner was prepared
long in advance of the actual building process and
then stored, water was added to the mortar and mixed
in order to thoroughly combine the chopped straw.
This technique is favourable for the toughness, crack
formation resiliation and pressure resistance strength
of the mortar (Baimatowa 2008, 45). A white or
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partially coloured5 fine plaster was recorded at many
places on the walls. The surface of the plaster was very
smooth and was likely to be a gypsum plaster. Due
to its heat-insulating property, gypsum was used to
plaster walls, niches and floors and also improved the
acoustic sound effect in the rooms (Baimatowa 2008,
46). Many different traditional, mud plaster recipes
from the mid 20th century exist in Afghanistan (Engler 1988, 38–39).
Wood
The fact that only 1.5 % of the total surface area of
Afghanistan is covered with wood and that these areas
are limited to the Pakistani border means that wood
is and has always been a sought after and expensive
building material. As a result, the biggest building
timber suppliers are located in eastern Afghanistan
where various wood types such as cedar, oak, pine,
spruce, and fi r are grown. In the fl ood plain zones,
poplar and willow trees are also relevant, in other areas
walnut, plane, mulberry and juniper trees are grown
(Mohm 1988, 43–44). It is likely that the majority of
the wood used on Shar-i-Gholghola came from the
poplar wood supplies of the Kakrak valley.
In Shar-i-Gholghola wood was used in the construction of the door lintels, for the relining/edge protection of the stairways, for fl oor levels and of course
for the scaffolding construction. Another interesting
feature is the usage of very fl exible branches, which
were built in a latticed pattern into each layer of stone
in the foundations of certain architectural structures.
The local people call them Altar Voh, the plant belongs to the Chenopodien group (lat. Chenopodiaceae) and is known by botanists as „Salsola Montana“.
It grows thoughout the central Afghan highlands at a
height of 1400 – 3000 metres (Figs. 4, 5, 27).6
Stone
Although the site stands on a travertine karst rock,
this material was hardly used in construction. The
foundations of the individual walls were placed on
pedestals of varying height, in which medium-sized
river gravel particles with mud mortar often in a fishbone style were used. Th e reason for this being the
low capillarity action of the frequently magmatic river
gravel, which produced a minimal water intake and
therefore protected the mud brick walls from rising
ground moisture. Towards the end of the architectural survey documentation, the French colleagues who
carried out the DAFA excavations were able to show
that the buildings constructed on the slopes were
built directly on the bedrock, which was prepared
into a stepped formation for this.

Profile 1
Using a formation compatible on-site measurement
to a scale of 1:20, the plan, drawing began at the top
of a quite remarkable section of wall on the southeast
side of the building classified as B10 (Fig. 6). After
consulting the head restorer, B. Praxenthaler, it was
decided that the recording would be made on a down
slope running profile so that the stonework aspects
views could be documented in order to include as
much of the original building structure as possible.
Stonework which wasn`t affected part of the safety
and restoration work was favoured. A ground plan
for the documented building sections had not been
made, as the coping had been extensively plastered
during the restoration work; this measure was unavoidable due to the high levels of rainfall during the
winter months.
Building structure B10
The building unit B10 has a square ground plan with
sides of roughly 11 metres; the corners are orientated
according to the cardinal directions. A 4 metre long
transverse wall, which was probably used to secure
the ascending upper structure on the slope, stretches
from the eastern side of the building in an ESE direction. The building presently has 5 wall openings (two
of them with a round arch). On the southeast and
northwest fronts, two axis symmetrical window openings (1.80 m high and 0.70 m wide) can be seen. The
window on the northwest side is likely to have been
extended at a later time for use as an entrance. The
building can be divided into 7 rooms (B10.a – B10.g)
and one split corridor. The rooms were vaulted using
slightly inclined layers of mud bricks. Th e supports
were implemented horizontally parallel and continually. The inclined structure of the arched brick allows
this type of vaulting to be classified as radial vaulting.
With this technique, in which the bricks are placed at
an angle and support each other, force is put on the
supporting walls. The joints between the bricks comply with the geometrical principle of arch construction and are therefore orientated to a specific point
on the basis line, which means that the bricks or the
joints must be accordingly wedge cuneiform (Baimatowa 2008, 52). The bricks of the supporting walls
are interlocked to the outer walls of the building. The
springers are the only parts of the domes that remain
intact. In room B10.d, documented by the author,
which displays a light width of 2.90 m at the height
of the springer, this is situated 2.10 m above the claylime screed floor.
Using the measurements, the rise of the clay vaulting
can be reconstructed at approx. 3.80 m (compressed

pointed arch). Th e presence of a second fl oor can
be confirmed due to the fact that the back wall of
the room remains intact up to a height of 5.50 m.
The building was constructed on the northeast adjacent slope; Room B10.d. displays two passages on
the southeast front and one opening in the northeast
wall. Both northern passages show a pointed arch finish and lead to a cave system, which was cut into the
conglomerate bedrock. Unfortunately, the rooms of
the caves, which were meticulously carved using pick
hammers and show groin vaulting, couldn`t be documented during this campaign. Interestingly, the more
southern entrance in room B10.d. has a round circular arch. The initial assumption that this was due to
erosion was amended once the white chalk plastered
archivolt was discovered. Intriguingly, the threshold
level is actually far below the floor level of B10.d. and
up until now couldn`t be exposed (Fig. 11). The author assumes that a rockfall disaster resulted in the
entrance becoming impassable.
During the 2014 campaign a quarter spiral stairway in room B10.b. was exposed and documented
(Figs. 7, 8). Six stairway steps, to some extent in a
poor state of conservation, were recorded. The front
edges of the presumably kiln-fired steps were underlayed with circular wooden poles, one of which could
be salvaged in situ. Th e diameter of the poles was
6–7 cm. The age and type of wood are currently being determined. Th e fi xation holes of the wood are
visible in the back wall; using these for reference, a
gradient measurement of 8.3 % was reconstructed.
The stairway was approx. one metre wide and was adjoined without interlocking to the adjacent pedestal.
The stairway stringer and pedestal were covered with
a yellow coloured, mud mixed plaster with chaff as
well as a finishing coat. The white finishing coat could
also be seen on the area in front of the stairs but no
detachment to the stair stringer was visible.
In the room B10.b. at the back wall of the stairway,
the angled layered springer can be seen; the bricks are
inclined at an angle of about 10° against the support
(Fig. 9), which is connected with the outer wall every
3 to 4 brick layers. The basis line or the vaulting crossbar is located 2.0 m above the floor level. The width
of the outer wall up to the height of the springer is
1,0 m, as the masonry continues the width reduces to
0,60 m. The vaulting above the almost square units of
the building B10 was erected individually above each
smaller building compartment. Th is technique, of
segmenting parts of the vaulting within long and narrow rooms, allowed for the individual movement of
the individual units in the event of dynamic ground
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acceleration (Baimatowa 2008, 83). It remains unclear whether there was an unroofed interior courtyard, which during hot weather would have aided air
circulation in the 7 or 8 half-open Iwans. The presence of a second fl oor above the vaulting is determined. Various layers of plaster and paint are visible
on the walls, at least three different colour tones could
be determined, although further analysis must clarify
if the colour changes were in fact brought about by
chemical reactions (Ettenauer et al. 2014, 1–13).
The pottery, which was recovered during debris removal, corresponds to the material publicised by Gardin in 1957 and dates back to the last phase of usage
of the building at the end of the 12th century. It would
be worthwhile for further research to find out if and
to what extent the cave system at the north side of
the building was adapted in the usage of the building
B10.
Building structure B14
With the extension of the downhill slope profile, the
two south-eastern walls of the building B14 were
documented. B14 is a rectangular building, which is
joined to B10 at the southwest point. The corners, as
with building B10, are orientated according to the cardinal directions. In the interior, more than 8 separate
room units were recorded. In particular, the outer wall
profile aroused the author’s interest. The damage pattern suggests strong plasticity, shown by two almost
vertical crack formations in the stonework (Fig. 12).
These characteristic patterns are symptomatical of two
different types of movement: either through a deformation on the horizontal level, that is to say a bending
pressure put on the wall; or through inhomogeneous
subsidence at the wall base, or in the foundation area.
After examining the brickwork, the latter possibility
could be ruled out, the bricks from the broken off
parts showed their horizontal position and weren’t inclined towards the slope; the cracks had cut through
several bricks but the bricks still displayed horizontal
concordance. According to Mr Praxenthaler, while
clearing out the rubble, an intact connected masonry slice was discovered. The stonework had been
broken off from the southwest side of the outer wall
and had fallen on the back wall of a room in B14.c.
After examining the plan, the aerial photo and the
nearby area, the reason became clear: a travertine
boulder weighing an estimated 950 t was positioned
at the southern corner of the building B14. As a result of tectonic or aquatic processes the boulder had
been moved from its original position and had been
gravitationally transported and thus repositioned, in
other words it had fallen. On its journey, the boul320

der pulverised the existing clay brick architecture and
hit the southern corner of building B14 where it has
since remained (Fig. 20).7 The author assumes that
this event would have resulted in the strengthening or
the function change of the wall B15 into a supporting wall, the wall was strengthened at some point in
time; its thickness was doubled, in front of the already
plastered, south-western side a further stretch of wall
was added. The lower edge of the southeast outer wall
was uncovered at the wall base, it rests on the in situ,
relatively inhomogeneous conglomerate bedrock. The
foundation was constructed on the prepared step like
bedrock in order to prevent the building structure
from sliding. At the southwest end of the wall, an
approx. 0.60 m wide wall connection was recorded,
probably from wall B15.b., which was interconnected
here at a right angle to the outer wall of B14.
Profile 2
Building structure B14
Following the documentation of the southeast wall
profile of wall B14, the profile was reset to approx.
1.70 m in a northwest direction in order to record the
interior of the stairway (Fig. 13). In the impressive,
up to 4.50 m high and 0.70 m wide intact masonry
slice, 8 indentations from the circular wooden poles
of the stair steps were visible. Th ese wooden poles
were used to underlay or to protect the edges of the
steps. Th ey led up to the building complex of B10,
a height increase of 4.0 m. Th e wooden poles were
attached to the wall at 50 cm intervals, although the
brick pattern had been partially modified. Based on
the position of the holes, a stairway gradient of approx. 12 % could be reconstructed. At the top of the
stairway two in situ, kiln-fired bricks measuring 25 x
25 x 7 cm were found. This suggests that there was a
type of intermediate landing made out of kiln-fired
bricks, which was probably unroofed.
Further to the southwest, the room B14.a. was documented; the room and the corner of the stairway
separated a 1.50 m wide passageway, which allowed
access to building B14 (Fig. 14). The southeast back
wall of room B14.a. is not preserved. The width of the
room on the NE-SW axis measures 2.70 m, the room
length on the NNW-SSE axis could be reconstructed
to 2.74 m on the northeast wall, where a wooden lintel was found in situ. In the northwestern back wall an
intact inset window or lamp alcove can be seen, it displays a stepped, semi-circular arch vaulted form with
outer measurements of 0.80 m high and 0.55 m wide.
Its embrasure runs inwards and is slightly conical. The
white, fine plastered and smooth back wall is inset by
0.40 m back by 0.40 m. The room is connected to a

1.30 m thick, southwest outer wall, which forms a
terrace wall for the building structures B14 and B15;
on the side facing room B14.a. the wall has a 0.20 m
wide ledge. Its brickwork isn`t connected to the approx. 0.87 m wide back wall of room B14.a. The floor
level in this area is plastered with brick fragments, it is
partly damaged and is situated at approx. 0.05–0.10
m below the present floor level.
Building structure B07
The row of rooms B07 belongs to the building (B05–
B09), which with its 8 remaining domes, in varying
states of repair, makes a striking impression on the
southwest hillside of Shar-i-Gholghola. Th e age of
this building can only be speculated, a verbal communication from B. Praxenthaler suggests that building
work took place at the end of the 19th or beginning of
the 20th century. The building belongs to one of the
first architectural objects where restoration work was
carried out (Fig. 15). The four rows of rooms, which
are located next to each other, are almost 10 m long
(SW-NE axis). Both the successively staggered interior rooms, in which no window openings are present
but rather show small light openings on the southeast
side of the dome, have a rough quadratic form of 4.0
x 4.0 m. Th e dome can be described as a four-part
vaulted dome; it is made up of four squinches whose
stone is connected to the constructed central axis
intersection of the dome with fi sh-bone like formations. The inner span width of the dome in the front,
southwest room of B07 is 4.20 m, the rise from the
vaulting crossbar to the apex of the vaulting is 2.20
m. The complete height of the room from floor level
up to the apex is 5.60 m. Within the squinch vaulting, the axis intersection of the vault profile is not
identical with the diagonals, the four segments run
in simultaneous circular layers from the corners of
the ideally square substructure. The quantity of mud
bricks used in the individual segments increases with
the vaulting process; the inter-connected circular layers build four hollow half-cones above the corners of
the room. The “quadratic eye”, which emerges in the
view of the vaulting crossbar, results from the interlocking of the ever-shortening circular layers (Baimatowa 2008, 112). Th e thickness of the exterior of
this vault pattern usually equates to one brick mould,
on the southwest exterior in room B07, a measurement of 0.38 m and 0.50 m was made. This discrepancy may be due to climate factors (the weather side
is affected more by exogenous forces) as well as the
influence of restoration work. According to the workers supervising the restoration work, an extra mud
brick was laid fl at and the outer surface was coated
with mud mortar mixed with lime. Inside the front

room of B07, an older stump of wall protruding from
the middle of the northwest wall was recorded in the
profile (Fig. 16). Its original alignment was NNWSSE; the block of wall measured a width of 1.80 m
and was intact at a length of approx. 1.20 m. With
11 preserved brick layers (dimensions of 30 x 30 x
7.5 cm), its height measured roughly1.0 m. Evidently
during the building phase of the vaulted building
of which the date hasn`t yet been specifically determined, older building structures have been overbuilt
and the new building structure incorporated. Further
archaeological investigation will be necessary in order
to determine more precise statements. Th roughout
the domed building structure, the construction principle of longitudinal axis and mirror symmetry was
used; alongside the measures taken to dissipate out
the load in the foundations and to set the supporting foot, symmetry was one of the general requirements needed to ensure the structural engineering of
a building (Baimatowa 2008, 116).
In order to save time, because of the risk of accident
and in the interest of protecting the older building
structure, a profile through the back room of B07
as well as a stone compatible recording of the brick
vaulting were not carried out. The profile ended with
the section through the southwest, 4.50 m high and
1.20 m wide, newly restored outer wall, which bordered a 2 m high terrace. The wall, built out of rising mud brick, rests on an approx. 2 m high pedestal made out of river boulders. During the course of
last year’s restoration work a trench was constructed
in the 6.80 m wide gap between this outer wall and
the vaulted building which resulted in the northeast
side of a river boulder wall being exposed. Th e top
edge of the wall is located 0.20 m under the present
ground level and on its northeast side a cave entrance
(Fig. 17) in the southeast profile wall was discovered.
In order to examine if the stone pedestal from the
outer wall correlated with the wall of the trench, a
further ground investigation was carried out in the inner courtyard (Fig. 18). The results showed that there
must have been two walls, which ran parallel to each
other from SSE to NNW, although the front outer
wall was 1.20 m wide and the rear wall 1.75 m wide.
The colleagues from DAFA continued to unearth the
walls in the inner courtyard for several metres in a
NNW direction (Fig. 19).
Summary
In the Persian language, the words golgol or golgole
mean “clucking”, “buzzing”, “raging”, “roaring”,
“confusion”, “muddle”, “unrest”, “uproar”, “uprising”. Another, similar sounding word is golgolak,
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which describes a clay pot that is used to store cold
water in summer (Junker/Alavi 1998, 536). In the
local narrative tradition of the people of Bamiyan,
probably influenced to a large extent by the stories
in the Tarikh-i-Jehan Goshai chronicles, ”Gholghola”
is described as “lamentations”. Th e origin of this is
based on the story of Genghis Kahn, who, following the murder of his grandson during a siege on the
town, subsequently ordered that all living things in
the town should be killed. This event, which was supposed to have taken place in the first months of the
year 1222 AD, resulted in a complete obliteration of
the settlement which gave rise to a new name for the
town, Mao Baligh, “the evil town” (Hackin 1934,
358, 360).
Recent research has shown that the town has constantly been affected by rockfalls, which most certainly are associated with loud noises. Judging by
the size of some of the travertine debris, the rockfalls
must have had a very dramatic acoustic and therefore
psychological impact. It is thus understandable why
the inhabitants of the town, who settled close to the
mountain, chose such a name for the town. The presence of huge cisterns, which were part of the bedrock
face, could of course also explain the use of the second
word meaning. The water, which was stored here in
the hot months, was kept perfectly cool due to the
thermal insulation properties of the storage material.
The calcite fl oating particles, which were carried in
and mixed with the new inflowing water, then settled
at the bottom of the basin thus maintaining a natural
cleaning mechanism. Even when taking the present
stand of research into account, not a lot can be stated
about the functionality of the various parts of this system as huge pieces of it, located on the eastern slope,
remain covered with rubble.
What is striking however, is the presence of massive
bastions across the whole survey area, which appear
to look like freestanding single structures (Fig. 21).
These freestanding, defensive, scattered farmsteads,
described as Kushk in the Persian language, are characteristic of the early Ghuridic period in which the
Ghurids social structure was split into individual,
small clans. These family clans would live in peace or
hostility depending on the political or economic situation at the time. A stabilisation of this power relationship followed in the early 12th century and led to
the further construction of subsequent fortifications
(Herberg 1984, 82–83).
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Training
Simultaneously and in addition to the architectural
survey, three bachelor students from the department
of archaeology at Bamiyan University were trained in
excavation and documentation techniques and skills.
Although the province of Bamiyan has an inexhaustible supply of cultural monuments, archaeology at
university is only taught theoretically, which means
that although there are qualified archaeologists, they
have limited, or no practical excavation experience.
As many ceramic remnants were unearthed from the
surface debris during the restoration work, it was necessary to commence with their cleaning, once dry, the
items were packed in perforated plastic bags. Particular focus was put on the photographic documentation and the exact labelling of the finds as well as the
plastic bags. Once about half of the pottery had been
packed, the students were given time to select particularly interesting items to draw (Fig. 25). The task was
to draw an edge profile or a base profile of each item
and for items with special ornaments, a view. Additionally, the objects had to be identified, the tempering described and the vessels reconstructed. Despite
not having a large amount of time available for the
training in the ceramic work, it was never the less possible for the students to acquire a sound knowledge of
the basic skills (Fig. 24).
For the building survey, a trench was set up in front of
the southwest front of the room unit B07. The square
format of 1.0 x 1.5 m was set in order to determine
the width of the stone foundation, which was discovered during the restoration work. This work was
taken over completely by the students; stage by stage,
the tasks were changed so that each of the three students had to make a plan and a profile (Fig. 22, 23).
Subsequently, the findings were photographed with a
scale and north arrow, drawn to a scale of 1:20, levelled and recorded. Once again the shortage of time
only allowed for the teaching of basic knowledge. It
is therefore strongly recommended that the training
of the Afghan students should continue in order to
significantly improve the quality of the future Afghan
research reporting and also to increase the awareness
for the importance of architectural and archaeological monuments. In quite recent times much digging
work has taken place in the building boom of the
Bamiyan valley, some of which has had detrimental
effects on the monuments. Unfortunately, archaeological sites are often only seen as a source of profit
and the understanding of the idea of “cultural heritage” is only slowly being established.

Notes
1
2

3
4

5

6
7

Author`s own observation.
Baker/Allchin 1991, pp. 5–6. The term relates to the description of the late classical Greek historian Procopius of
Caesarea (approx. 6th century AD), describing the „White
Huns“ as the joined tribes of the Xionites, Kidarites and Hephthalites, who used the triangular cross-section arrowheads.
These arrowheads were discovered in the debris of the destroyed Buddhas (verbal communication from B. Praxenthaler).
Refer to moulding models in Adam, J. A.: Wohn-und Siedlungsformen im Süden Marokkos, München 1981, Fig. 83.
Herberg, W.: Die Wehrbauten von Ghor (Afghanistan), in:
Die Welt des Islam XXII, 1984, p. 78. During his work on
the Ghoridic defence building structures, Herberg presents
similar observations. Th e fi red brick was an expensive and
rare building material due to the need for wood.
Discolouration of the white fine plaster is caused by microbacterial activity- refer to Saline Environments in Three Historical Buildings with Mural Paintings, PLOS one, Vol. 9,
Issue 8, August 2014, pp. 1–13.
Personal Communication Dr. A. Fleischmann, Department
for Botanic, LMU Munich.
See Ambreysis, N./Bilham, R.: The tectonic setting of Bamiyan and seismicity in and near Afghanistan for the past 12 centuries, http://cires.colorado.edu/bilham/BamiyanAfghanistan.
pdf, p. 39. Due to the extreme climate changes, the high
ground erosion rate (aided by the lack of fauna) and the very
steep slopes, rockfalls are quite common in the Hindu Kush.
Devastating rockfalls can be brought about by seismic events,
even ones of only limited magnitude.
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Fig. 1 View on the ruin from the South.
Fig. 2 One of the Cisterns on the western slope.
Fig. 3 Traditional handcraft: producing mud bricks.
Fig. 4 Stone socket with inlays of Salsola Montana.
Fig. 5 Salsola Montana group of Ghenopodiaceae.
Fig. 6 Southeast profile of B10.
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Fig. 7 Spiral stairway in room B.10.b.

Fig. 8 Top view of the stairway in B.10.b.
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Fig. 9 Base line of the radial vaulting technic and interlockes wall
of B.10.b.
Fig. 11 NE-wall of B.10.a attached the bedrock on this side.

Fig. 10 SE-wall profile of B.10.d.

Fig. 12 Rockfall damage pattern on the B14 southeast wall.

Fig. 13 Southeastern profile of the stairway in B14.
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Fig. 14 Southeastern profile of room B.14.a.
Fig. 15 Domes of the buildings B5–B9.
Fig. 16 Older wall stump in room B07.
Fig. 17 Cave inside the trench in front of the B07 dome building.
Fig. 18 Terrace wall in the test trench in front of the B07 dome
building.
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Fig. 19 French excavation in front of B07 recovers the foundation
of the terrace wall.
Fig. 20 The big gravitativ transported chunk in front of B014.
Fig. 21 The big bastion on the western slope.
Fig. 22 Afghanian students taking elevation points in the test
trench.
Fig. 23 Excavation in the test trench.
Fig. 24 Catalogization and describing thr pottery.
Fig. 25 Drawing of the pottery.
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Fig. 26 Lines of profiles and the rock-fall activity.

Fig. 27 Reconstruction of the inlay technic in the
stone sockets. Th e very fl exible branches of the
Salsola Montana support the flexibility during acceleration.
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Fig. 28 Map of Shar-i-Gholghola.
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Bert Praxenthaler

Dating of Ruins at the Western Slopes of Shar-I-Gholghola and the Site
of Ghawarghin – AMS 14C Dating of Organic Materials (October 2015)

Introduction
Shar-I-Gholghola is a strongly fortified city surrounded by several large stone masonry and mud brick walls.
The city has an oval shaped groundplan and stands on
a hill approximately 130 m above the average ground
level of Bamiyan valley and 2630 m above sea level.
There are many legends and stories told about this
site, but what seems to be certain, is the sack and destruction of the city by Genghis Khan at the beginning of the 13th century AD. To date, the main body
of research carried out on Shar-I-Gholghola was conducted by the french archaeologists Godard and Gardin in the 1950’s, who assigned the city of Gholghola
to Ghurid times. For some more detailed research
refer to the article of H. Maaß, who conducted an
architectural survey of the site in 2014.1 During the
conflicts of the last thirty years, due to its strategic
location, the site of Gholghola was heavily mined by
several groups of combattants and gun emplacements
were installed on top of the hill. After a demining
campaign in 2008 and 2009, a damage assessment by
RWTH Aachen (Technical University Aachen)) took
place.2 Th is was followed up by photogrammetric
works by ICONEM/DAFA (French Archaeological
Delegation ) when the first maps of the area and the
ruins were drawn. This preparatory work allowed for
the first conservation work at the site to start in 2012,
which was accompanied by archaeological research
conducted by DAFA.3
Ghawarghin is a ruined fortress located 75 km west
of Bamiyan, near the town of Yakawlang. Th e ruin
is part of a larger system of walls and towers that fortified the whole valley. Th e massive wall structures
at this site have some architectural similarities with
Shar-I-Gholghola or the fortress Shar-I-Sohak, which
is also located in Bamiyan valley. Previous research at
Ghawargin is not known.4
This article lays out the results from the 14C accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS) dating of five samples
of organic material from the ruins of Gholghola and
one sample from the ruins of Ghawarghin. Th e organic materials collected from Gholghola were wood,
straw, chaff and bones. Th e ruins of this city were
largely made up of sun-dried brick structures, based

on a foundation of river stones. We collected wood
from the remains of door or window lintels, the lining and protective elements of stairways and flexible
branches of Altar Voh, which is a thorny, very flexible
bush growing in the Central Highlands of Afghanistan).5 Altar Voh was used as a stabilizing element in
the foundations made from river stone.
Previous dating of these sites has been based on historical and stylistic criteria which compared these two
ruined settlements with other fortifications in the
Bamiyan province and suggested a Ghurid date for
both monuments, that is 12th and beginning of 13th
century. Pottery founds at Shar-I-Gholghola has been
dated to the middle and the end of 12th century AD
– by Gardin.6 According to archaeological research
conducted by DAFA, which accompaigned the conservation work in October 2014 and May 2015, there
are at least three identifiable layers or periods .7 There
are more recent layers too: one building complex with
eight cupolas and adjacent buildings is part of a garrison building from the beginning of the 20th century,
which was constructed on top of ancient wall structures. Due to the uncertainty surrounding the dating
the various layers of the ruins, we decided to submit
various samples from the sites for AMS dating.
The sample material
The five samples from Shar-I-Gholghola were extracted from:
t remains of a wooden beam found in a tunnel system on the northern slope (HP_G_01)
t remains of a wooden beam in a large mud brick wall
behind the cupola building B05 (HP_G_02)
t a door lintel inside a mud brick wall in building
complex B15 (HP_G_03)
t a piece of wood (Altar Voh) from the foundation
structure of the northern fortification G23/B17
(HP_G-_04)
t a piece of the stairway in the sidewall of complex
B14 leading up to B10 (HP_G_ 05).8 See map for
the location of the finds.
The 6th sample HP_G_06 is a piece of wood extracted
from a mudbrick in the door jamb from the ruins
of Ghawarghin. Th e massive wall structures at this
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Fig. 1 Map of the western ruin complexes of Shar-I-Gholghola, after Barthelemy, Übelmann (iconem). The ruins marked yellow are
buildings under conservation treatment. Red marked spots show the location of sample extractions and sample numbers.
Sample No HP_G_01
Radiocarbon age / cal AD
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Sample photo

Sample No HP_G_02
Radiocarbon age / cal AD

site have some architectural similarities with Shar-IGholghola or the fortress Shar-I-Sohak, also located
in the Bamiyan Valley.
The analysis was performed by Dr. Matthias Hüls,
Leibniz Labor, University of Kiel, with a Tandetron
4130 accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS). The calibration of radiocarbon age in calendar years had been
done with OxCal14.9
Sample HP_G_01: The tunnel system of the northwestern caves
This wood sample was taken from the lower part
of a winding stairway in a tunnel carved out of the
Gholghola bed rock. This stairway tunnel leads from
three huge caves at the north western slopes up to
the building B12/G26. Th e remains of beams were
sticking out of in holes in the wall. This stairway system consisted partly of steps hewn out of the rock, or
steps fashioned from wood and clay, if the bedrock
was too brittle for hewn steps. Th e radiocarbon age
is 880 ± 25 BP; the probability distribution results in
a calendar date from approx. 1050 AD to 1220 AD.
Sample HP_G_02: B05
This sample was taken from a huge wall behind the
cupola building. This large retaining wall is built adjacent to the slope, to support the upper level and to
enable the terracing of the terrain. It also serves as the
rear wall of a vaulted room, B05. The radiocarbon age
is 905 ± 25 BP; the probability distribution results in
a calendar date from approx. 1037 AD to 1191 AD.

Sample photo

Sample HP_G_03: B15
This sample was extracted from a lintel hole in a door
of ruin B15. Remains of the wooden lintel are inside
the wall. This building, which contains four iwans,
is most likely from the same period, similar to the
complex B14 with sample HP_G_05. The radiocarbon age is 915 ± 20 BP; the probability distribution
results in a calendar date from approx. 1039 AD to
1163 AD.
Sample HP_G_04: G23/B17
The G23/B17 corner fortification of the northwestern slope features several periods of construction. Th e masonry seams are clearly recognisable.
This ruin formed the upper part of an important defence system. This sample consists of wood, of Altar
Voh branches which where enhancing the foundation.
It was taken from the foundation of that part of the
building, which is kept to be the earliest one. The
sample showed outside traces of burning.
The radiocarbon age is 1030 ± 40 BP; the probability
distribution results in a calendar date from approx.
944 AD to 1046 AD.
Sample HP_G_05: B14
At the south-eastern part of ruin B14, which is a typical four iwan building, was a stairway constructed of
mud bricks. Th e edges of the steps were supported
with wooden elements? Parts of those step substructures remained in the walls. Th e sample was taken
from one of those pieces. The radiocarbon age is 950
+25/-20 BP; the probability distribution results in a
calendar date from approx. 1030 AD to 1150 AD.
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Sample No HP_G_03
Radiocarbon age / cal AD

Sample HP_G_06: Ghawargin
The massive remaining walls of the fortress of Ghawargin are located about 70 km west of Bamiyan,
near the bazaar town of Yakawlang. This ruin is part
of a larger system of walls and towers, that fortified
the whole valley. This sample was a piece of wood extracted from a mudbrick in the doorway.

Sample photo

with its statistical spread of years). Sample no. 1 is
the youngest one, and from the Gholghola ones, no.
5 is the most ancient, except the Ghawargin sample,
which is significant because it is 700 years older than
the group of samples from Gholghola.

The radiocarbon age of this sample is 1620 ± 30 BP;
the probability distribution results in a calendar date
from approx. 390 AD to 540 AD. Th e samples 2,
3 and 4 are from approximately the same time period (considering the uncertainties of the 14C dating

Conclusion
The results of 14C AMS datings have to be correlated
with the outcome of actual archaeological research,
which is still in the initial stages. Th e results show
that samples 1 to 4 belong to a similar time period. If we compare the dates of the five samples from

Sample No HP_G_04
Radiocarbon age / cal AD

Sample photo
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Sample No HP_G_05
Radiocarbon age / cal AD

Gholghola, it is evident that sample no. 1, from the
tunnel, lies within the same time span as the Ghurid
period, 1150 – 1120 AD. While no. 2, 3 and 4, from
the ruins of the western hillside with the ‘four iwan’
building, are close together in date, but date from 30
years before no. 1.

Sample photo

No. 1 is relatively close to the date of 1220 AD, when
Gholghola was likely destroyed. If the other samples
all date to within a similar time period, this suggests
that possibly the date of the no. 1 sample is a special
case which perhaps signifies repairwork on the stairway system in the tunnels. The case of sample no. 5,

the Altar Voh material from the foundation, is different. It is significantly older, about 80 years (±40). It
is clear that this piece of wood is not part of a repair.
The piece of a branch, this wooden element was embedded within the stone material of the foundations.
Some architectural evidence also supports this, as this
section is part of an older wall, to which supportingand extending structures were added later. So, the
core structure of the G23/B17 fortification can be
dated to an earlier period, which, if we take into consideration the earliest possible date for this sample,
could be prior to area’s transition from Buddhism to
Islam under the Ghaznavids.

Sample No HP_G_06
Radiocarbon age / cal AD

Sample photo
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Table 1 Radiocarbon Age / calAD, overview by tabularisation:
No

Sample

Radiocarbon age

app. cal. Age AD

1

HP_G_01: tunnel northwestern caves

880 +- 25 BP

1050 – 1220 AD

2

HP_G_02: B05, beam hole

905 +- 25 BP

1037 – 1191 AD

3

HP_G_03: B 15, door lintel

915 +- 20 BP

1039 – 1163 AD

4

HP_G_05: B14, stairway

950 +25/-20 BP

1030 – 1150 AD

5

HP_G_04: G23/B17, foundation branches

1030 +- 40 BP

944 – 1046 AD

6

HP_G_06: Ghawargin, doorway

1620 +-30 BP

383 - 530 AD

In terms of dates, the surprising exception is the sample from Ghawargin. These ruins, which lie ca. 70 km
west of Bamiyan, with massive remains of walls and
towers, include reticular rhombic decoration on the
walls and cross-shaped and apsidial classified groundplans and are generally understood to contain features
typical of the Ghurid, or „islamic period“.10 But these
‘typical’ Ghurid cross-shaped and apsidial classified
groundplans, are seemingly earlier because, as the
AMS dating has shown, the sample date is 383–530
AD. This is an example of 14C AMS dating revealing
new information about Afghanistan’s cultural heritage. Th ese results challenge previous assumptions
about the dates of Shar-I-Gholghola and Gawarghin
and provide a solid base from which to conduct future research.
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Notes
1
2

Maass, pp. 315–330.
Shahr - i Gholghola (WH Area-ID 008), Survey and Damage
Assessment Photo Catalogue, Mission to Bamiyan, Afghanistan August–September 2010. RWTH Aachen Center for
Documentation and Conservation. Not published.
3 The UNESCO Shar-I-Gholghola Conservation Project, initiated by Brendan Cassar of UNESCO Kabul office and supported with funds by the Italian Government.
4 The author visited Ghawargin in 2013, with Rasool Shojai,
archaeologist from Bamiyan and 2014 with Hardy Maaß and
Mr. Abdul Hameed Jalia from Ministry of Information and
Culture.
5 Salsala Montana, fam of chenopodicaeae, see Maass,
pp. 315–330.
6 See H. Maaß. With verbal communication with Thomas Lorain the pottery datings of Gardin from 1957 have to be
reconsidered.
7 Verbal communication with Julio Bendezu Sarmiento and
Thomas Lorain, Delegation Archéologique d’Afghanistan
(DAFA)
8 The numbering with B.-systems origins in the UNESCO report of RWTH Damage Assesment of 2010, not published,
and the Barthelemy/Übelmann survey of 2012 based on
quadrocopter photogrammetry.
9 Dr. Matthias Hüls (Leibnitz Labor für Altersbestimmung und
Isotopenforschung, Christian-Albrechts-Universität, Kiel),
Datierungsergebnisse der Proben KIA51028–51033. Calibration software OxCal4 (Bronk Ramsey 2009, Bayesian
analysis of radiocarbon dates. Radiocarbon, 51{1}, 337–360)
und dem Intcal09 Datensatz (Reimer et al. 2009, IntCal09
and Marine09 radiocarbon age calibration curves, 0–50,000
years cal BP. Radiocarbon, 51{4}, 1111–1150). Report from
25 September 2015.
10 Herberg, Werner: Neue Forschungen zur Baugeschichte
von Ghor, 217, in: C. Ratjens (Hrsg.): Neue Forschungen
in Afghanistan, Mannheim, 1979. The ruins of Shar-I-Sohak
about 25 km to the East of Bamiyan show comparable typology.

Fig. 2 The entrance to the tunnel system, which leads, via winding
stairs, to the fortification B12/G26 on the northwestern slope.
Fig. 3 The wall behind the ruin B05, behind the cupola building
complex, taking the sample.
Fig. 4 Th e wall behind the ruin B05, behind the cupola building complex. Th e arched entrance is leading to a cave,behind
the ruin. The red arrows mark the sample position of HP_G_02,
HP_G_03, HP_G_05.
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Fig. 5 The river stone foundations in one of the inner walls
showed branches of Altar Voh. Those flexible plants had been
used to enhance the strength of the stone bond. The sample
had been taken from the lower accessible part of the foundation.
Fig. 6 At the south eastern area of ruin B14 a stairway was
leading to the second floor level of the building. On the left
and on the right the remains of the substructure of the step had
remained in the walls.

Fig. 7 The ruins of the fortress of Ghawargin are located about
75 km west of Bamiyan, nearby the bazaar town of Yakawlang.
Fig. 8 The massive remaining walls of the fortress of Ghawargin are located about 75 km west of Bamiyan, nearby the bazaar of Yakawlang.
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III. Other Activities for Safeguarding the Surroundings of the Bamiyan
Buddhas and the Bamiyan Valley

Mine Action Centre for Afghanistan (MACCA Report)
Bamiyan and Provinces Bordering Pakistan Demining Project: Summary of Achievements (November 2008)
Mine Action Centre for Afghanistan (MACCA Report)
Clearing Landmines and Explosive Remnants of War from Bamiyan World Heritage Sites (January 2010)
Department of Historical Monuments, Ministry of Information and Culture of Afghanistan
Foladi Valley, Bamiyan, Bamiyan Province, Afghanistan: A Provisional Heritage Impact Assessment for the Foladi Valley World Heritage Property and the Bamiyan to Ali Beg Rural Access Construction Project (2011–2014)
Constance Wyndham
Investigating Values Ascribed to Cultural Heritage Sites in Bamiyan by Residents of the Bamiyan Valley
(May 2015)

Western Buddha, photo (1958–1962) by Edmund Melzl (†).

Mine Action Centre for Afghanistan (MACCA Report)

Bamiyan and Provinces Bordering Pakistan Demining Project:
Summary of Achievements (November 2008)*

Background
In March 2008, the Government of Japan and the
Mine Action Centre of Afghanistan formed a partnership in order to completely clear the historically and
culturally important area of central Bamiyan District
and some areas along the Pakistan border.
The total budget for the work was US$10m to be spent
over a 12 month period beginning on the 1st of April.
The following report summarises the achievements of
that project so far and outlines the next steps. The
first section focuses on the Bamiyan project, which
was wholly funded by the Government of Japan and
second section highlights some of the achievements
in areas along the Pakistan border, supported by the
Government of Japan through the VTF.

Bamiyan Project
About Bamiyan
Situated on the ancient Silk Road trade route between China, the Middle East and Europe, Bamiyan
is an area of stunning natural beauty and the ‘Buddhas of Bamiyan’ are world renowned. Th ese IndoGreek style sculptures hewn out of the sandstone
cliffs in the 6th century dominated the landscape at
heights up to 53 metres. The picture below shows the
image of the one of the statues in the 1960s.
However, in 2001, the Taliban destroyed the statues
with dynamite, declaring them idols and therefore
not allowed under Sharia law. Despite this damage,
the site continues to be of great historical and cultural
interest.

* This is the MACA Report from November 2008 for the Government of Japan with the original content, just the design is modified
according to fit the layout of this publication.
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According to UNESCO, Bamiyan’s historical sites
are registered as ‘World Heritage Sites in Danger’,
with mine contamination considered one of the main
threats. According to the UNESCO map, there are
eight historically important areas in Bamiyan, four
of which are contaminated by mines. This project is
therefore aiming to take a major step towards getting
Bamiyan off the endangered list. Given these assets,
along with the natural beauty of the area, Bamiyan
has huge potential for tourism, which could in turn
provide a valuable pillar for strengthening the economy and development of Bamiyan and indeed Afghanistan as a whole. This is in line with the Afghanistan’s
National Development Strategy (ANDS), which as
well as specific mine action goals, has a broader goal
to ‘reduce poverty, ensure sustainable development
through a private sector-led market economy’, of
which tourism could provide an important part.
In addition to the cultural and historical benefits of
this project, much of the land had potential to be
used for agriculture and grazing, once the threat of
mines was removed. Many grazing animals were being killed by mines, threatening the livelihoods of the
communities.

Finally, but importantly, mines were a threat to the
lives of people in Bamiyan with 138 mine-related
accidents registered, resulting in 35 deaths and 103
injuries.
Project summary
Due to the importance and fragility of the historical
site of Bamiyan, MACA formed a partnership with
UNESCO in order to ensure the careful protection of
the site during the demining operation.
The demining operations were carried out by longterm Afghan partner of MACA, ATC. ATC are the
oldest Afghan demining organisation and the first
partner of the Mine Action Programme for Afghanistan. Th ey were a suitable choice according to the
regionalisation plan, their full range of demining
capabilities and also for their previous experience of
working in Bamiyan district.
Timeline of Project
The project was phased to allow time for the recruitment and deployment of a suitably qualified
UNESCO archaeologist to oversee the demining in
the sensitive historical areas. Phase 1: Contaminated

One of the original Buddhas of Bamiyan, the vehicles at its base highlighting the scale of structures.
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The destruction and the rests of statues (Courtesy of CNN).

areas in Central Bamiyan, excluding the four historical sites. This contained 17 SHAs. Phase 2: Focused
approach on Bamiyan historical sites in partnership
with UNESCO. This covers the four historical sites
thought to be contaminated. Although this accounts
for only 6 % of the total contamination in Central
Bamiyan, the sensitivity of the work requires a slow
and careful approach using extreme caution to avoid
causing any damage to the site. In addition, the harsh
winter climate in Bamiyan renders demining operations impossible throughout the winter months and
therefore it was necessary to allow for this in the planning.
Phase 1
Operations commenced on the 23rd of April 2008
and were completed a month ahead of schedule on
the 9th of September.
Phase 2
Operations commenced on the 22nd of September on
a carefully selected section of the historical site to enable operations to stop on the 2nd of November 2008,
when the weather would cause a halt to operations.
In addition, clearance began in Kahmard district of
Bamiyan. Phase 2 will resume in the spring of 2009,
as soon as the weather allows, and clear the remaining historical areas, Kahmard district and also Shibar
district, which has not yet started. It is expected that
the total area will be completed on the 31st of August
2009.
Operational approach
Phase 1
During Phase 1, 28 demining teams were operational
in Bamiyan, along with two mine detection dog teams
(MDDs), 2 Mechanical Demining Units (MDU) and
one Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD).

Phase 2
During Phase 2, two ten-lane demining teams worked
on the Centre of Bamiyan (Noisy city). In addition,
seven demining teams and one EOD team worked
the Kahmard district.
Summary of achievements
Phase 1
Mine Clearance
In just four months, the demining teams successfully
cleared all of the mined areas apart from the historical areas which require the archaeological expertise.
This amounted to a total clearance area of 1,990,440
m2. The mines destroyed amounted to one anti-tank
mine, 322 anti-personnel mines and 2,155 Explosive
Remnants of War (ERW).
The average monthly clearance rate was 19,344 m²
used for planning by MACA. Considering the challenges of the terrain and the size of the task, this is a
significant achievement. The average cost of clearance
in Bamiyan according to the support given by the
Government of Japan is US$ 0.89 per square metre,
substantially lower than the average of xxx.
Additionally, all villages in the centre of Bamiyan (146
villages) have been searched for Explosive Remnants
of War through village by village clearance activities.
Total
Number of
Villages in
the Centre
of Bamiyan
146

Number
of villages
covered
through
village
by village
EOD
146

Number
of villages
left

0

Percentage Devices
destroyed

100

1555
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Co-ordination
Effective co-ordination was a vital aspect of this
project. UNMACA took responsibility for this coordination, which included working with UNESCO,
ATC, District Governance in Bamiyan, Head of Information and Culture, Chief of Police, Head of National Security, UNAMA and the PRT in Bamiyan.
All of these meetings were held prior to beginning the
project to ensure maximum effectiveness of the teams
once deployed.
UNESCO Partnership
UNESCO archaeologists received special Landmine
Safety Programme (LSP) training in order to equip
them for working on the field. In addition, the deminers were provided with specialist training from the
archaeologists so that they would be fully equipped to
safely and effectively demine the delicate archaeological site of Bamiyan.
Mine Risk Education
In order to support of the demining teams from 1st
May–31st July, a Mine Risk Education (MRE) team
was also deployed to Bamiyan to conduct training
throughout the communities. A total of 87 sessions
were conducted, reaching a total of 2,639 people, of
which 1,939 were children, reflecting the high proportion of mine victims who are children. This supported the ongoing MRE undertaken by Afghan Red
Crescent Society.
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Quality Management
There were two main mechanisms to assure quality
management throughout the project:
1. Internal: ATC Quality Management Teams
2. External: MACA Quality Management Inspectors
Two MACA Quality Management Inspectors were
allocated to carry out quality assurance inspections
for the project. 112 inspections were carried out
through which 10 major non-conformities and 73
minor non-conformities were identified and appropriate corrective actions were taken.
To ensure the reported non-conformities have been
covered, 15 re-audits also conducted. The graph below is Quality Assurance Update for Bamiyan Demining Project:
Phase 2
As explained above, since phase 1 was completed
ahead of schedule, it was decided to move onto Phase
2 to at least complete a section of it before the winter
weather forced operations to stop.
In the period from 22nd September until 2nd November, 29 % of the area in Bamiyan centre was cleared
and 15 % of the SHA in Kahmard district. This effectively provides a ‘head start’ for operations when they
resume in March 2009.

Handover ceremony of phase one cleared land and peace day, 9 September 2008.
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Highlights
Completion of Phase One: 9th September 2008
The handover ceremony took place on the 21st of September, which was specifically chosen so that the ceremony coincided with Peace Day.
A large number of people attended the ceremony
which included a number of high-profile personalities; the governor of Bamiyan, spokesperson of the
provincial council, heads of different Government
departments, heads of UNAMA, commander of the
PRT and heads of aid agencies. As a special guest, Afghanistan’s Olympic medal winner from the Beijing
games – Mr Rohullah Nikpah – attended.
High Profile Launch of Historical Site Demining
On the first day of demining the historical site, major
Afghan TV network, Tolo TV filmed the team at work
and conducted some interviews with the UNESCO
and MAPA team.
Challenges overcome
c) Terrain: The location and terrain of the minefields
proved a significant challenge to the demining
team. Th e minefields were largely on steep hill-

sides or mountaintops inaccessible by vehicle and
there was no landing area large enough for a helicopter. Therefore, the demining team had to use
a team of donkeys to carry all the equipment and
supplies. In some locations, the deminers had to
walk for almost two hours with the donkeys along
a route which involved traversing a river as well as
carefully negotiating the steep hillsides on the way
to the minefield.
d) Expansion of hazardous areas: During the course
of demining, it was discovered that there scope of
mine contamination was larger than initial estimates suggested. In fact, the total area cleared was
three times more than the area initially thought to
be contaminated. However, due to the dedicated
and conscientious work of the deminers, this expanded area was cleared ahead of time.
Next steps
a) Phase 2 Completion: In March 2009, the clearance
of the historical areas will continue and should be
completed by 31st August 2009.
b) Community-based approach: For future work in
Bamiyan, MACA hopes to employ a communitybased approach to demining. This will mean em-

Deminers travelling to minefields at Dahna-Ahangran village, East of Bamiyan Centre where deminers had to walk more than two hours
to get to and from the minefields and use donkeys for transportation of the demining equipment.
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ploying local people as deminers and aiming to use
locally sourced resources as much as possible, e.g.
vehicle rental etc. The benefits of this approach are
that it reduces the risk of conflict between local
people and deminers who may be from a different
tribal area and moreover the local population buys
into the demining project, since their economy
will directly benefit in addition to clearing their
land of mines.

c) Replication of model: This Government of Japan
project was the first time the MACA has employed
a project-based approach to its work. Based on
the success of this project, it is planned for this
model to be replicated in many other areas of Afghanistan. In this way, the Government of Japan’s
Bamiyan project will constitute a ‘flagship’ demining project.
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Mine Action Centre for Afghanistan (MACCA Report)

Clearing Landmines and Explosive Remnants of War from Bamiyan
World Heritage Site (January 2010)*

Background
In March 2008, the Government of Japan and the
United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS)
formed a partnership in order to clear the mines and
other Explosive Remnants of War (ERW) from the
UNESCO World heritage sites in Afghanistan’s Bamiyan district. The Mine Action Coordination Centre of
Afghanistan (MACCA) was responsible for coordinating these activities in partnership with UNESCO. The
budget for the project was just over $2,000,000.
About Bamiyan
Situated on the ancient Silk Road trade route between
China, the Middle East and Europe, Bamiyan is located in the Central region of Afghanistan. Bamiyan
is an area of stunning natural beauty and the ancient
‘Buddhas of Bamiyan’ were world renowned. These
Indo-Greek style sculptures hewn out of the sandstone
cliffs in the 6th century dominated the landscape at
heights up to 53 metres. The picture below shows the
image of the one of the statues in the 1960s.

day and UNESCO are working to stabilize. Given
these assets, along with the natural beauty of the area,
Bamiyan has huge potential for tourism, which could
in turn provide a valuable pillar for strengthening the
economy and development of Bamiyan and indeed
Afghanistan as a whole.
This is in line with the Afghanistan’s National Development Strategy (ANDS), which as well as specific
mine action goals, has a broader goal to ‘reduce poverty, ensure sustainable development through a private sector-led market economy’, of which tourism
could play an important part.

However, in 2001, the Taliban destroyed the statues
with dynamite, declaring them idols and therefore
not allowed under Sharia law. Despite this damage,
the site continues to be of great historical and cultural interest. Bamiyan’s historical sites are designated
‘World Heritage Sites in Danger’, with mine contamination previously considered one of the main threats.
According to UNESCO, there are eight historically
important areas in Bamiyan, four of which were contaminated by mines. Th e four sites thought to be
contaminated were: the top of the Buddhas, Shar-eGhulgula (the ancient city of Bamiyan also known
as the City of Screams), Shar-e-Zuhak (also known
as the Red City) and Postai Fazil. Pictured below are
Shar-e-Zuhak (left) and Shar-e-Ghulgula (right).
This project aimed to take a major step towards getting Bamiyan off the ‘endangered’ list. Th e photo
below shows the Buddha niches which remain to-

* This is the Report from January 2010 with the original content, just the design is modified according to fit the layout of this publication.
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Finally, but importantly, mines are a threat to the lives
of people in Bamiyan with 138 minerelated accidents
registered, resulting in 35 deaths and 103 injuries recorded in the last ten years.
Project summary
Due to the importance and fragility of the historical
site of Bamiyan, UNMAS formed a partnership with
UNESCO to ensure protection of the site during the
demining operation. Demining operations were carried out by long-term Afghan partner of the Mine
Action Programme of Afghanistan (MAPA), Afghan
Technical Consultants (ATC).
Timeline of Project
Phase One: Clearance of contaminated areas in Central Bamiyan, excluding the four historical sites. This
contained 17 suspected hazardous areas (SHAs). As
a humanitarian priority, it was seen as important to
clear the hazards in central Bamiyan district before
progressing to the World Heritage Sites. Phase One
also included village by village explosive ordnance disposal and was completed in 2008. Please note however that this report focuses on the clearance of the
historical areas only.

Phase Two: Focused approach to clearance on Bamiyan historical sites in partnership with UNESCO.
This covered the four historical sites thought to be
contaminated. Although this accounted for only 6%
of the total contamination in Central Bamiyan, the
sensitivity of the work required a slow and careful approach using extreme caution to avoid causing any
damage to the site. Phase Two was broken by the winter season. It began in September 2008, then halted
due to the onset of winter at the start of November
2008, re-suming again in the spring of 2009. It was
finally completed in September 2009.
Demining Assets Employed
A range of demining assets were employed to complete
the clearance. The core manual demining teams were
supported by mine dog teams, mechanical demining
units and Explosive Ordnance Disposal specialists.
Coordination
Effective coordination was a vital aspect of this
project and this was carried out by the MACCA with
excellent results. It involved working with UNESCO,
ATC, District Government representatives including
the Bamiyan Governor, Directorate of the Ministry
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of Information and Culture, Chief of Police, and
Head of National Security as well as UNAMA and
the PRT in Bamiyan. Meetings with all stakeholders were held prior to beginning the project and then
regularly throughout the course of the project to ensure security and maximum effectiveness of the teams
once deployed. As part of the coordination function,
MACCA also provided the external quality assurance
to the programme.
UNESCO Partnership
UNESCO archaeologists received special Landmine
Safety Programme (LSP) training in order to equip
them for working in a mine/ERW impacted field environment. In addition, the deminers who began work
in the historical areas were provided with specialist
training from the archaeologists so that they would be
fully equipped to safely and effectively demine the delicate archaeological site of Bamiyan. Continuous direct
liaison is ongoing between UNESCO and mine action
partners in Bamiyan and at the coordination level.
Summary of achievements
Mine Clearance
The demining teams successfully cleared all of the
mined areas, both contaminated areas of Central
Bamiyan and the four World Heritage sites ahead of
schedule in September 2009.
In the historical areas, this amounted to a total clearance area of 445,916 sq m (21,700 cancelled through
surveying) and 14 anti-personnel mines and 7,107
ERW were destroyed.
While the teams were working in the historical areas, a specialist Explosive Ordinance Disposal team
supporting the clearance teams responded to local requests for the disposal of explosive remnants of war
reported. This resulted in the destruction of 14 antipersonnel mines and 7,380 ERW in 2009.
Photo courtesy of Associated Press.
This bracelet was discovered by a deminer working in Shar-eGhulghula.
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This large piece of ancient pottery was also found by a deminer
working in Shar-e-Ghulghula.
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Publicity
After the completion of Phase One, in 2008, a ceremony was held which included a number of high-profile
personalities; the governor of Bamiyan, spokesperson
of the provincial council, heads of different Government departments, MACCA Programme Director,
heads of UNAMA, commander of the PRT and heads
of aid agencies. As a special guest, Afghanistan’s Olympic medal winner from the Beijing Olympic games
– Mr Rohullah Nikpah – attended.
In 2009, the MACCA arranged a press trip for photo,
film and print journalists from Associated Press – the
coverage of this was broadcast widely globally and
sparked off other media interest. Coverage highlights
are available on the MACCA website (www.macca.
org.af ). Finally, once all the sites were completed a
handover ceremony was carried out involving local Government, UNESCO, MACCCA, the donor
(Government of Japan) and national and international media. At this stage, the protection and conservation of the sites was officially handed over to the
Government, who is partnering with UNESCO to
support them in this endeavor.
Challenges overcome
Approach to Mine Clearance in Historical Areas: As
mentioned above, the clearance of the historical areas
has meant the rate of clearance in those areas is slower
than on most minefields. The deminers collected and
put in sample bags any historical artifacts they found
whilst demining. The deminers proved adept at carefully handling the artifacts according to Sorna Khakzad from UNESCO, “probably because they are used
to handling fragile things like mines”. The deminers
have also displayed a level of pride in their work here,
comparing themselves to ‘goldsmiths’ due to the value
of the land they are clearing.
Next steps
UNESCO is now archiving and assessing all the artifacts found in the course of the mine clearance operations. UNESCO and MACCA hope that these artifacts can form part of a special exhibition in Bamiyan
museum, which is currently in the planning phase.
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These ancient coins were detected by a deminer working in Zuhak.

One of the coins found at Zuhak.

Thies ancient ornament was found with the coins in Zuhak.

Department of Historical Monuments, Ministry of Information and Culture of Afghanistan

Foladi Valley, Bamiyan, Bamiyan Province, Afghanistan:
A Provisional Heritage Impact Assessment for the Foladi Valley World
Heritage Property and the Bamiyan to Ali Beg Rural Access Construction Project (2011–2014)*

1.0 World Heritage Property:
Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of
the Bamyan Valley, specifically the Foladi Valley cave
sites of Qala‐e Ghamay, Qol‐e Akram and with extant remains present within the archaeological zone
(although not within the buffer zone), at the village
of Munara.
Geographical Coordinates:
Bamiyan Central Roundabout (start of the road
project): 34°49’26.74’’ N. 67° 49’32.55’’ E. Elev.
2507 m
Munara Village: 34° 47’ 31.92’’ N. 67° 46’ 10.00’’ E.
Elev. 2602 m.
Mina Qad (Kad): 34° 45’44.13’’ N. 67° 43’21.75’’ E.
Elev. 2792 m.
Ali Beg Village: 34° 42’ 43.39’’ N. 67° 41’ 08.84’’ E.
Elev. 3271 m.
Date of Inscription: 2003. Category – cultural. Criteria (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (vi). Inscribed on Danger List (see
Annexe).
Date and Duration of the HIA:
May–August (2013). construction Project Duration
from 2011 to 2014 (as at 24/07/2103).
2.0 Introduction
The Bamiyan Valley has been well documented and
received extensive attention from its first mention in
4th century historical record and the detailed descriptions of the monk Xuan Zang in 630 CE through
to the many current projects, papers, workshops and
books that centre their attentions on all aspects of the
Buddha niches and other monuments present within
the valley. Past and present publications abound and
a wide selection of diverse publications (listed in the
select Bibliography), best give a comprehensive overview of the nature of the works and writings that have
been produced in the last 1500 years or so.

Nonetheless, it is specifically the c. 6 km of road from
Bamiyan to Munara Village (the fi rst section of the
UNOPS 17 km road up the Foladi Valley, running
north‐east from its peak at Shah Foladi (5083 m) and
lower sub‐summits (Nai Nawaz at 4270 m and Koh‐e
Zard at 5083 m) that this assessment primarily concentrates on. Principally as a result of the dearth of
projects that have looked specifically at the heritage
of the valley, except those that have been required to
include elements of it in relation to articles on the
World Heritage Property as a whole, little specific
literature exists. Th e two main cave complexes (a
number of which are still currently used by local communities), Qala‐e Ghamai (also Kala or Ghamay) and
Qol‐e Akram, (or Ghol), are documented in both the
World Heritage nomination documentation and for
addition to the ‘Danger List’ (updated in 2012 and
included in the annexes of this assessment), in addition to numerous other UNESCO literature relating
to the World Heritage Property, ‘Cultural Landscape
and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley’
(inscribed 2003).
Lee’s (2006) publication for the British Institute of
Persian Studies on monuments of the Bamiyan valley, whilst predominantly concentrating on archaeological sites and extant buildings closer to Yakawlang
and beyond, also make reference to the now predominantly ruined ’tower’ at the village of Munara some
6.3 km from Bamiyan town centre, (not within the
buffer zone of the World heritage Property but within
the ‘archaeological zone’ as defined by the 2005 Master Plan). Ball and Gardin’s Archaeological Gazetteer
(1982, currently under revision), also references the
caves in the Foladi Valley and the tower at Munara,
whilst a number of publications by the National Research Institute for Cultural Properties (NRICP, Tokyo) has to date produced the most detailed work
on the Foladi Valley caves, (Yamauchi 2006, 2007,
2008, Mayer et al. 2009).

* This is the Final Report with the original content, just the design is modified according to fit the layout of this publication.
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Seminal work on behalf of UNESCO and the World
Heritage Centre was undertaken in the Foladi Valley
by the Centre for Documentation at Aachen University (Janssen et al. 2005), as part of their wider survey
on historic and traditional buildings in the Bamiyan
Valley and its environs. Although the focus was not
the Foladi Valley as such, a number of extant buildings, in addition to the cave complexes that form
two elements of the World Heritage Property, were
provisionally documented using annotated sketches,
photographs and measured survey (hand and digital),
where accessible. This also complemented the extensive work undertaken by the NRICP over the course
of several years to document the location, condition
and architectural characteristics of not only the two
large niches and associated caves in the Bamiyan
cliff, but also the extensive number of smaller niches
and caves in the Kakrak Valley and the Foladi Valley. NRICP’s work on the two main complexes in
the lower reaches of the Foladi Valley, and their provisional documentation of some of the caves outside
of the buffer zone and archaeological zone, (referred
to previously) currently represents the most comprehensive data we have on the surviving (and still used)
heritage assets within the World Heritage Property at
this location. Indeed, a forthcoming publication by
K. Yamauchi, (forthcoming, January 2014), for the
first time publishes in detail many of these caves and
analyses their architectural attributes, alongside those
from the main Bamiyan Valley and the Kakrak Valley.
Other more tangential works that refer to the cultural
heritage of the Foladi Valley include three existing
and one forthcoming publication from the Aga Khan
Development Network, specifically the eco‐tourism
programme (part of the overarching Market Development Programme), that centres its current and
initiatives and past programmes on Bamiyan. With
a view to promoting and encouraging the resurgence
of national and international tourists to the region
for cultural and sporting activities, the eco‐tourism
programme specifically seeks to promote the natural
resources of the Bamiyan Valley, the Band‐I Amir lake
complex and the Koh‐I Baba mountain chain for suitable multi‐season pursuits such as trekking, riding,
skiing and complimentary activities including visiting the cultural sites in the region. AKDN’s Bamiyan
and Band‐I Amir guide from 2009 and the eco‐tourism departments back‐country ski guide from 2012
and many of the tourism leaflets it produces all reference the cultural and natural heritage of the Foladi
Valley, and also espouse the importance of the valley
for accessing the peaks and ridges of the Koh‐I Baba
mountain chain. A forthcoming map (2014, draft at354

tached in this report as Map 6) by AKDN and the
eco‐tourism programme also highlights further the
importance of the cultural and natural heritage in the
Foladi Valley, both in terms of visiting the cave and
niche complexes in the World Heritage Property and
exploring the natural heritage (ice caves, glacial lakes
and mountain summits) accessed via the valley.
More specifically concerned with the tangible cultural
heritage of the lower section of the Foladi Valley, the
National Institute of Archaeology, under the directorship of Dr. Timori, undertook a short archaeological
watching brief during the late winter / early spring
of 2013 at the request of UNOPS and UNESCO,
throughout the preliminary stages of the grading
works for the ’rural access’ project. Located only c.
2 km outside of Bamiyan town centre and 50m or
so before the historic shrine of Khwaje Sabz Push,
the short programme of trial trenching and excavation by the Institute sought to ascertain the nature
and extent of the small cemetery in this area prior to
the commencement of extensive grading works necessary to by‐pass two extant historic mausolea on the
north side of the road. Although located outside of
the World Heritage Property Buffer zone, the cemetery was deemed of historic and cultural significance
warranting investigation, albeit limited, prior to the
afore mentioned works. Whilst the fi nal report by
the I.o.A. is still in progress (25/7/2013), it can be
reported that a number of ceramic fragments were recovered from the site in addition to poorly preserved
human remains. Th e dates of both pottery and the
recovered remains are still under consideration. The
human remains were reburied at an appropriate location with the full knowledge and cooperation of the
local religious representatives from the nearest settlement to which the historic cemetery perhaps served,
Tajik Village or Tarnawah.
Prior to the short archaeological research project undertaken by the Institute of Archaeology, a further and
significant programme of stabilization, restoration
and excavation was undertaken by ICOMOS (Germany) in the same locality as the I.o.A. excavations,
effectively forming part of the same investigative cultural programme. During the course of 2011, the
UNESCO Culture Unit in Kabul (UNESCO CLT),
identified a number of historic shrines and mausolea
in Bamiyan in need of urgent stabilization or restoration as part of a donor funded initiative by SDC,
(the Swiss Development Cooperative in Kabul). An
initial assessment was produced in the latter part of
2010 / 2011 and a project proposed to SDC for work
on the shrine of Khwaje Sabz Posh and two nearby

small mausolea, all either close to, (or indeed on), the
Foladi Road although outside the buffer zone of the
World Heritage Property but close to the protected
complexes at Qala‐e Ghamai and Qol‐e Akram.
The shrine at Khwaje Sabz Posh, an extensive three‐
roomed complex situated above the banks of the
River Foladi of unknown date, was still in use and
revered as an important shrine and place of worship
although in a state of extensive disrepair and partial
collapse. After close consultation with the local community to whom the shrine nominally belonged, a
programme of emergency stabilization and restoration was planned and agreed upon by all the relevant
stakeholders.
Undertaken during the summer of 2012 the bank, on
the verge of collapse, was stabilized as were the walls
and two of the domes of the shrine. The third space,
the most southerly and serving as the kitchen for local
and visiting pilgrims, was left open to the sky at the
bequest of the community. Select stabilization and
landscaping work was also undertaken in front of the
shrine to counter the effects of erosion in the vicinity, and internal wall paintings within the northerly
of the three primary spaces were protected, but not
fully conserved. During the course of works numerous fragments of ceramic, decorated pieces of stucco
from the historic shrine and an exceptionally well
preserved hand‐written offering note were retrieved,
carefully documented and handed over to the MoIC
representatives in Bamiyan. Whilst the origins and
earliest form of the shrine remain unclear, provisional
analysis of some of the ceramic fragments recovered
from the foundations and buried layers of the building suggest a tentative date as early as the Ghurid period, or at least for whatever structure pre‐dated the
shrine. A number of ruined foundations, too ambiguous to be interpreted as anything meaningful without
extensive professional excavation, still survive directly
to the north of the shrine between it and the road.
Whilst the Khwaje Sabz Posh shrine complex is set
back some 20 m from the Foladi Valley road there
were initial concerns that the rural access project
may impact upon this now recognised significant
historic monument and its surroundings. However,
the pre‐emptive conservation and associated works,
in part stimulated by the prospect of the road widening scheme, as allayed any concerns about negative impacts on this monument and as of July 2013
(effectively mid‐way through the road construction
programme), no major current or future risks have
been identified, unless the dimensions of the road are

revised at a later date. There is a minor potential issue
concerning bank erosion and the direction of a gully
running south from the road towards the shrine, but
it is believed this will form part of UNOPS mitigation works (August, 2013).
In conjunction with the Sabz Posh programme of
works, a smaller programme was undertaken to consolidate and restore the small mausoleum some 50 m
away from the shrine on the opposite side of the road.
Unusual in its location in that the mausoleum , also
in a state of collapse, was partially clipped by the old
Foladi Road which was effectively a wide track that
was beginning to impinge upon the building and the
associated cemetery thought to be adjacent (excavated
by the IoA – see previous). A decision was made, as
part of the Khwaje Sabz Posh programme, to restore
the mausoleum to an acceptable degree of stability
and integrity without altering its intrinsic character.
This done, it was recommended to UNOPS and the
subcontractors that the best path for the new, wider
road was to the south of the mausoleum, making the
northern road section (some 30 m only) redundant
and protecting the building on its most vulnerable
elevation. Th e new road at this juncture, currently
graded and gravelled (26/7/2013) but not yet tarmacked, runs south of the building as planned and has
been built up to protect and archaeological deposits at a deeper level that were not discovered by the
Institute of Archaeology during their watching brief
work. Whilst the new road still cuts quite close to the
mausoleum to the south, and the embankment needs
additional support, (which may be part of future proposed works as part of the rural access project), the
monument is now at less risk that it was previously
and the road route is able to still meet the dimensions
in this area as required by the project.
3.0 Methodological Framework
Photo files (2), (3), (5), (6) and (7) [not available].
The methodological approach for the survey, whilst
relatively straightforward as a result of the known
small size of the data set (and the likelihood of limited direct impact on one of the two World Heritage Properties), nonetheless sought to effectively address all relevant issues within the logistical and time
constraints of the project. ICOMOS guidelines for
Heritage Impact Assessments (2011) were used as a
base for the methodological framework in Bamiyan
and adapted as appropriate to take into consideration
the country, environment and any other mitigating
factors, such as lack of access to the area due to security restraints, fl ight restrictions to the study area
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and so on. Eleven explicit elements can be identified
as forming the framework for this study and are outlined below:
3.1 Desk Top Assessment and Background Information Gathering
Although the assessment did not begin in the field
until May 2013 and progress had already begun on
some aspects of the Foladi Valley Project, there was
still time to gather pertinent information as part of
a provisional desk top assessment and background
information gathering process. Where available, data
was gathered concerning the nature of the project,
the character and extent of the cultural heritage both
within the World Heritage Property (core zone and
buffer zone) and also within the ‘archaeological’ zone
(unique to the Bamiyan Valley), and a pre‐commencement look at any potential areas of conflict, (based
on UNESCO’s and the consultants existing knowledge of the valley and the World Heritage Property
in Bamiyan). The three mostsignificant areas of data
acquisition prior to the commencement of the assessment were defined as:
t General Background data on the rural access project
including the detailed proposal, route and time scale
of the project as defined by UNOPS and the other
project partners. Any other pertinent documents
(if available) from the Ministry of Works, UNEP,
the Governors office and details of any related or
complimentary projects effecting the valley (such as
AKDN’s provincial eco‐tourism programme) and
other UNOPS projects, specifically the on‐going revitalisation project at Bamiyan regional airport.
t Gathering and reading any relevant reports, papers
and books relating to past work in the Foladi Valley
but with an emphasis solely on the cultural heritage aspects of the specific study area, (other works
and projects being covered in the previous point).
It was not deemed necessary to undertake an extensive literature review of cultural heritage works
relating to the entire Bamiyan Valley, as there are a
plethora of past works and reports available on this
subject. Only those that had some direct input in
relation to cultural heritage in the assessment area,
or projects undertaken in the Foladi Valley with relevant content were included and to date this only
runs to approximately 10 reports with some being
more applicable than others (see section 3.0).
t Topographical and Satellite Data: Where available,
use was made of edited maps, plans and satellite imagery in a variety of sources to both locate areas at
risk, individual monuments where appropriate and
to orientate the project area both within the boundaries of the province and at a more local scale. Data
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gathered included location maps edited from versions provided by AIMS and the World Food Programme, a currently unpublished trekking map of
Bamiyan and the Koh‐I Baba mountain chain by the
AKDN Eco‐Tourism organisation, maps provided
by the United States Geological Survey (in Afghanistan) of the Bamiyan and Lal‐Sarjangal quadrangles
(topographic, geological, Landsat – natural colour,
Landsat – false colour), Google open source maps
were resolution allowed, a number of historic soviet
maps produced by the Ministry of Works and the
World Heritage Centre maps and GIS platforms
defining the World Heritage Property core zones,
buffer zones and the extended archaeological zones.
t Particular to the Bamiyan Valley (see Maps 1–20).
A number of aerial images were acquired of the project area, but were not of high enough quality to be
effectively used in the report.
3.2 Stakeholder Discussions
Discussions concerning the formulation of the
project, between UNOPS, the Afghan Government
and the Government of Japan had begun as far back
as 2010/2011 so there was a significant period of time
to address any obvious issues with the nature of the
project, especially approval and acquiescence by the
Bamiyan, the relevant local authorities and specifically the residents of the villages along the Foladi Valley
and those sub‐valleys served by it who would be most
effected by the project, both beneficially or otherwise.
Discussions between UNOPS and UNESCO began
in 2011 with an agreement concerning the considerable importance of undertaking a provisional Heritage Impact Assessment before or during the course of
the project being finalised in late 2012/2103. Where
logistics and time allowed, it was regarded as essential
for UNESCO institutionally and the consultant to
discuss the nature and importance of a HIA with the
following entities both before and during the assessment. Some of these entities were consulted purely in
an advisory role and others due to their fundamental
position or involvement directly or indirectly in relation to the rural access project:
t Government Departments: Governor’s office in
Bamiyan, Mayor’s Office in Bamiyan, Ministry of
Information and Culture (representatives in both
Kabul and Bamiyan). Department for the Preservation of Historic Monuments (representatives in
Kabul and Bamiyan). National Institute of Archaeology (Kabul and temporary representatives at the
Shahr‐e Ghoghola project in Bamiyan), Ministry of
works local representatives.
t United Nations Agencies: Representatives from UNOPS, UNESCO, UNEP, UNDP, UNAMA, UNFPA

t Other Cultural / Conservation Organizations and
Relevant NGO’s: International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS Germany), Aga Khan
Eco‐Tourism Programme, Conservation of Afghan
Mountains (COAM).
t Local Stakeholders: Residents from the 33 villages
in the Foladi Valley and sub‐valleys, other residents
in the Bamiyan town area, individuals working directly on the project contracted both locally and
from outside of the province.
3.3 Project Site Visits and Fieldwork
Whilst the rural access project commenced in late
2012, the main phase of the HIA was not able to be
implemented until summer 2013 due to a number of
unavoidable mitigating factors. Once the outline of
the programme was know, it was agreed for the site
visits and fi eldwork to take place between late May
to early September 2013 by the consultant with practical support from a local national UNESCO staff
member, UNESCO staff in Kabul, local representative from the MoIC and a degree of logistical support
initially provided by the UNEP Bamiyan office staff.
The defining factors for this element of the methodology were as follows:
t Project Time Period: Time spent in the field in close
proximity to the project to allow easy and necessary
access was for c. 3 months from June to September
2013.
t Foladi Valley Heritage Impact Assessment – 2013
t Department of Historical Monuments Ministry of
Information and Culture of Afghanistan
t Project Site Visits: Over the project period a total of
12 intensive site visits were made either to specific
parts of the route or along the whole route, depending on the nature of the visit and time / security
restrictions (see Maps 8–18).
t Progress of Project: The multiple site visits, (whilst
undertaken in a relatively small window of time
dur-ing the middle of the project) allowed the
progress of the project to be clearly seen and offered plenty of time to assess of cultural significance
that might potentially subject to a degree of risk.
It should be noted that the World Heritage Property does not extend beyond 4 km along south‐west
along the Foladi Valley and the ‘archaeological protection zone’, (not the buffer zone), beyond 6km
up the valley. Th e total length of the rural access
project extended to 12 km for tarmacked surfaces
and a further c. 5 km of ‘Alpine gravel’ surfaces,
as far as the village of Ali Beg at the foot of Koh‐e
Zad. The priority for the assessment was to observe
extant cultural heritage within these first 6 km and
of course within the core and buffer zones of the

t

t

t

t

World Heritage Property, although visits were made
along the whole length of the road to see if there
were any additional cultural or environmental impacts of note outside the protected areas (note that
this was not a requirement of the assessment, but
represented useful additional data that could potentially be gathered – a separate sample assessment on
environmental impacts being undertaken by UNEP
in agreement with UNOPS).
Settlements Effected: Whilst the project has a potential effect on many of the 60,00 residents in
Bamiyan itself and the 40,000 residents reported
to live in or near the Foladi Valley (UNOPS statistics), only circa 25 settlements would be directly
effected by the construction of the road and related
infrastructure along the whole c.17km length of the
works, and c. 8–10 within the crucial first 6km of
the road. Site visits therefore allowed easy access to
these settlements to assess any theoretical impact (in
2011 and 2012 as a pre‐cursor to the main assessment), and during the course of the three months
in 2013.
Identification of Landscapes/Monuments at Risk:
The multiple site visits allowed both cultural landscapes and specific individual monuments or complexes to be identified and assessed for any potential
negative impact.
Photographic Record: An essential and fundamental element of the field visits, and on what much the
final analysis, assessment and conclusions would be
based, is the production of a detailed photographic
record. Produced over the course of the multiple
field visits, the photographic record documents specific aspects affected by or forming part of the rural
access project including, (1) elements of the World
Heritage Property, (2) cultural landscapes, (3) impacts on cultural heritage elements (4) traditional
buildings, (5) environmental loss, (6) general road
construction, (7) drainage and water management.
(8) Visual impact on the valley. More detailed
records were acquired in relation to the above 7
compo-nents in the key first 6 km of the Foladi Valley, (as discussed previously), although these criteria
were also broadly applied to the whole 17 km length
of the project to varying degrees, as appropriate.

3.4 Identification and Analysis of Areas at Risk
As a result of the gathering of background information, multiple field visits and production of notes and
an extensive photographic record, any potential areas
at risk both within the critical first 6 km of the project
and in theory along the remaining 11 km of the valley, could be identified and the level of risk to the
heritage, if any, assessed.
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3.5 Supplementary Fieldwork
On the basis of the above and the conclusions drawn
from the works in progress, current impact and predicted future impact, secondary visits could be made
during the course of the three month ‘window’. As
discussed in the introduction, the nature and extent
of the cultural heritage present in the Foladi Valley,
(those nominally protected, and otherwise) is well
known and has been relatively well documented in
recent years. Baring this in mind, it would be easy
to predict that any likely areas of impact and conflict would be located in the first 4–6 km of the road
where the projected route runs close to the outside
of the southeast boundary of one of the World Heritage Property buffer zones, and also potentially
through the site of a local cemetery, historic shrine
and a number of mausolea (although these are not
within any currently legally protected area). This previously existing knowledge of the most sensitive area
of the route, from a cultural heritage viewpoint, made
it relatively easy to mitigate in advance against any
potentially controversial damage to monuments or
landscapes. Indeed, two specific conservation and archaeological programmes were undertaken in 2012 in
advance of the start of the major phase of road works,
on the basis of the existing knowledge of the heritage
asset in the lower section of the Foladi Valley closest
to Bamiyan town centre and the start of the rural access road.
3.6 Scope of Assessment
The assessment seeks to identify whether the implementation of the Foladi Valley ‘Rural Access’ (road
construction) project undertaken by UNOPS in conjunction with the Afghan government and funded
by the government of Japan, will have any measurable negative impact specifically upon two elements
of the World Heritage Property in the Bamiyan Valley, located in the upper section of the Foladi Valley,
(Qol‐e Akram and Qala Ghamai). The potential for
any interventions, as part of the UNOPS project, to
physically effect the character of the two elements or
their wider OUV will be assessed and the degree of
any such impact evaluated. On the basis of this analysis, measure to avoid, reduce or compensate for any
potential or proposed impacts will be recommended
and put into practise prior to the commencement of
the construction project, or as required during the
course of the project if unforeseen circumstances so
dictate. Th e scope of the assessment is not only to
ensure against any detrimental change to the World
Heritage Property that may effect its current status,
but also to provide an initial step towards a more
regulated process of protecting Afghan cultural herit358

age more generally in advance of burgeoning development in the country, by puttng the correct assessment
and oversight procedures in place, informally if not
legally. (Maps 6, 8, 11–18) [not available].
3.7 Evaluation of the Heritage Resource
Photo files (2), (3), (5), (6) and (7) [not available].
In evaluating the heritage resource the guidelines
set down by ICOMOS (2011) have been employed
wherever deemed applicable and appropriate in this
specific instance. Th e guidelines are annexed in this
assessment as are the criteria on which the evaluation
of the heritage resources are based. The value of the
heritage attributes is assessed in relation to statutory
designations and recommendation set out in national
research agendas which have been ascribed specific
values, where they exist. Whilst this is usually deemed
a relatively objective approach to evaluating a specific
heritage resource, the ultimate assessment would be
made primarily on the basis of professional judgement. The grading scale employed is relatively simple
in nature and proceeds as follows: Very high, high,
medium, low, negligible and unknown. The four different heritage assets to which these assessment guidelines can be applied are defined as (i) Archaeology,
(ii) Built Heritage or Historic Urban Landscape, (iii)
Historic Landscape and (iv) Intangible cultural heritage or association.
Whilst no formal national research agendas or descriptions of specific criteria for ascertaining heritage
values within the national context have been formulated by the Afghan government, (and the Ministry of
Information and Culture), the ICMOS guide (based
on comprehensive assessments of what constitutes inter‐national heritage values), has been employed here.
The heritage values have been ascribed thus:
World Heritage Property Elements Within the Assessment Area
t Qol‐I Akram cave complex – Very High
(Defined here as covering i–iii, being part archaeology, part built heritage and set in a historic landscape) Recognised as a site (or structure) of international importance inscribed as a World Heritage
Property with individual attributes that convey
OUV and assets that contribute significantly to
acknowledged international research objectives.
Historic landscape of international importance inscribed as a WH property (also with exceptional
time depth and coherence). The new road will pass
through c. 250–60 m of the core zone of the property, with the core zone extending 15–20 m beyond
the edge of the new road. (Maps 8, 9, 11–14, 17,
19, 20 and 21) [not available].

t Foladi Valley Heritage Impact Assessment – 2013
Department of Historical Monuments Ministry of
Information and Culture of Afghanistan
t Qala Ghamai cave complex – Very High
(Defined under i‐iii, being part archaeology, part
built heritage and set in a historic landscape) Recognised as a site (or structure) of international importance inscribed as a World Heritage Property
with individual attributes that convey OUV and
assets that contribute significantly to acknowledged
international research objectives. Historic landscape
of international importance inscribed as a WH
property (also with exceptional time depth and coherence). The core zone is at least 250 m away from
the new road, although the road passes through the
buffer zone, the buffer zone extending 10–15 m
south of the new road (Maps 8, 9, 11–14, 17 and
21) [not available].
Non‐designated Monuments or Sites within the Assessment Area
t Sabz Posh small mausolea and associated cemetery
– Low
(Defined under i, archaeology and ii, built heritage). Historic (unlisted) building of modest quality
in both its fabric and historical associations. Undesignated asset of local importance, compromised by
(previous) poor preservation and poor survival of
contextual associations . An asset of limited value,
but with the potential to contribute to local research
objectives (Maps 8, 12, 13 and 18) [not available].
t Sabz Posh Shrine complex – Medium
(Defined under i, archaeology and ii, built heritage). Recognizable as a historic building (unlisted)
that can be shown to have exceptional qualities or
historical associations. An undesignated asset that
can contribute significantly to regional research objectives (Maps 8, 12, 13 and 18) [not available].
t Tajik Village cemetery (left) – Low
(Defined under iii, historic landscape) Robust, undesignated historic landscape. Intrinsic importance
and value to ‘local interest groups’ (ie the community which the cemetery serves). Value potentially
limited by poor preservation and/or poor survival
of contextual associations (Maps 8, 12 ,13 and 18)
[not available].
t Tajik village cemetery (right) – Low
(Defined under iii, historic landscape) Robust, undesignated historic landscape. Intrinsic importance
and value to ‘local interest groups’ (ie: the community which the cemetery serves). Value potentially
limited by poor preservation and/or poor survival
of contextual associations (Maps 8, 12, 13 and 18)
[not available].

t Munara Tower and archaeological complex, Munara Village – Medium to High
(Defined under I, archaeology and ii, built heritage). Recognizable as a undesignated asset that can
contribute significantly to regional research objectives, potentially with the quality or importance to
be designated. Currently undesignated structure of
clear national importance, historic (unlisted) building that can be shown to possess exceptional qualities or historical associations (Maps 8, 12, 13 and
18).
Non‐designated Monuments or Sites Outside of the
Assessment Area
t Community cemetery beyond Munara – Low
(Defined under iii, historic landscape) Robust, undesignated historic landscape. Intrinsic importance
and value to ‘local interest groups’ (the community
which the cemetery serves). Value potentially limited by poor preservation and/or poor survival of
contextual associations (Maps 8, 12, 13 and 18) [not
available].
t Community cemetery outskirts of settlement of
Qala Bazaar – Low
(Defined under iii, historic landscape) Robust, undesignated historic landscape. Intrinsic importance
and value to ‘local interest groups’ (the community
which the cemetery serves). Value potentially limited by poor preservation and/or poor survival of
contextual associations (Maps 8, 12, 13 and 18) [not
available].
3.8 Assessment of Scale of Specific Impact and
Change
Evaluation of the scale of specific impact and change
(on the two World Heritage Property elements, Qol‐
e Akram and Qala Ghamai) are undertaken in line
with ICOMOS (2011) guidelines for Heritage Impact Assessments of World heritage Properties but
are adapted for mitigating circumstances within the
study region, both at a national and local level. As per
the guidelines, it is necessary to identify any changes
to attributes which give the properties their specific
OUV, and the scale or severity of this change. Not
only are impacts considered that are visual, usually
the primary consideration in such assessments, it is
recognised that impacts can take on many forms and
may be direct, indirect, cumulative, temporary, permanent, eversible or irreversible, social or economic,
(as designated by ICOMOS). „Direct impacts are
those that arise as a primary consequence of the proposed development or change of use. Direct impacts
can result in the physical loss of part or all of an attribute and/or changes to its specific setting … the
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surroundings in which a place is experienced, its local
context’’.
Direct impacts that affect the setting of an attribute
can also occur as a consequence of construction or
op-eration of the development scheme and can have
an effect some distance from the development. Specifically, assessment of impacts on setting (which is
perhaps the only cause for concern in this assessment
for Qol‐e Akram and Qala Ghamai), refers to perceptible visual and aural effects that can be experienced at
a specific time. Such impacts may also be temporary
or permanent and even transient, (as is often the case
with noise associated with frequency of the passage of
vehicles on a particular route). Indirect impacts, often secondary consequences of the main projects, will
also be considered where appropriate. The recognised
scale or severity of impact, will be judged by assessing
direct and indirect effects and their degree of permanency and whether they are irreversible or not and
the scale of severity can be simply ranked (without
regard to the value of the asset) as: no change, negligible change, minor change, moderate change and
major change.
The severity of change having been defined, the ‘significance’ of the severity of the change – the overall impact – can be summarized for each attribute of OUV
using the following sets of descriptors. It should be
noted that an impact may be adverse or beneficial and
is graded as follows: Major beneficial change, moderate beneficial, minor beneficial, negligible beneficial,
neutral, negligible adverse, minor adverse, moderate
adverse and major adverse (see charts in annexe for
‘Scale and Severity of Change/Impact’ against ‘Value
of Heritage Asset’.
The specific reasoning and assessment of the severity
and nature of the scale and severity of the impact (if
any), at Qol‐e Akram and Qala Ghamai, and the significance of any impact is expanded upon in sections
7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 whilst summarised briefly in the annexed tables [not available].
It should be noted that due to the nature of the Foladi
Valley Rural Access Project, the proposed road running parallel for c. 1.45 kilometres along the inner
edge of the buffer zone of Qala Ghamai, but through
250 m of the core zone of Qol‐e Akram. However,
due to the location of the cliffs and caves set back
from the road (up to 250 m or more away), there are
likely to be no direct impacts upon the physical attributes that constitute the OUV of the sites (such as
a change in condition or reservation of the cave mu360

rals or architectural fabric). However indirect impacts
(as discussed above), will be considered. The monuments and historic landscapes outside of the World
Heritage Property but within the assessment area will
also be considered briefly, but on the basis of more
simplified examination due to their current undesignated/unlisted status.
3.9 Evaluation of Overall Impact
In evaluating the overall impact on the World Heritage Properties in the Foladi Valley and the significance
of effect (either adverse or beneficial), the ICOMOS
guidelines were again adhered to where applicable
and relevant and are expanded upon in sections 6.0
and 7.00 following. Some of the same criteria are also
applied to the few monuments with the assessment
area but nor part of the World Heritage Property, and
hence cannot be discussed in relation to OUV, solely
there attested individual values as heritage assets to
varying degrees.
3.10 Definition of the Assessment Area
The area to be assessed does not formally extend the
whole 17 km length of the UNOPS ‘Rural Access’
Project from Bamiyan town Ali Beg, but will concentrate on that section of the route (the first 4–6 km)
which runs parallel with the southern boundary of
the World Heritage Property buffer zone for two of
the eight constituent elements. Th ese two elements
are represented by the Buddhist cave and niche complexes at Qol‐e Akram (serial ID no. 208‐003) with
a core zone of 6 ha and a buffer zone of 40.5 ha, and
the second assemblage, Qala Ghamai (serial ID no.
208‐004), with a core zone size of 14.50 ha and a
buffer zone of 5.5 ha. These constitute the main areas
of interest and concern in relation to the project and
upon which the assessment focuses.
Nevertheless, the Cultural Master Plan (2005) for
the Bamiyan Valley World Heritage Properties does
also indicate a number of ‘archaeological zones’ that
theoretically extend the geographical limits and setting of the World Heritage Elements in the Bamiyan
and Foladi Valleys. Although this is a nominal classification and does not necessarily afford any legal
protection or recognition (and does not constitute
part of the World Heritage Property), it serves to act
as a further zone of cultural significance that the authorities should also consider in the case of development projects or unauthorised construction. In the
case of the Foladi Valley cliff complex and the two
World Heritage Elements, the archaeological zone extends slightly further to the north (to the plateau of
the cliff), but also further south‐west along the Foladi

Valley as far as the settlement of Munara which has
known extant historic ruins in the village, at the start
of the Sadat and Chapdara sub‐valleys.

3.11 Report Writing, Updates and Recommendations
On the basis of the initial desk top research, field visits
and assessments during the course of the ‘snapshot’ in
2013, a comprehensive report and assessment would
be made on the extent and character of the cultural
heritage present in the Foladi Valley, concentrating
on the World Heritage Property and adjacent monuments in or close to the ‘archaeological zone’, the level
of impact the rural access project would have (if any),
and the degree of this impact. Suggestions and recommendations to mitigate against any potential problems during the course of the remainder of the construction phase could be made (now extended until
May 2014). The report would also include mention
of the two conservation/archaeological programmes
undertaken prior to 2013 in advance of, or during
the early stages of the UNOPS project, and whether
they have been successful (in retrospect) of alleviating
potential conflicts of interest between protecting the
cultural heritage of Bamiyan and the need for appropriate infra‐structure development in the more inaccessible parts of the province.

Simpson 1886 and Goddard/Hackin 1928), and
of course multiple works by Nancy Dupree, (1962).
Influenced by a myriad of cultures and civilizations,
Afghanistan, or ‘Ancient Ariana’s’ present culture was
borne of a mix of both far reaching foreign and indigenous elements. Often interpreted as meaning
the ‘place of the shining light’ (and perhaps indeed
a reference to the many thousands of candles and
fires that would have lit the niches and caves in the
main Bamiyan cliff and surrounding valleys during
the regions cultural and religious azimuth), the central Bamiyan Valley is situated at an altitude of between 2500–2600 m and is served by two rivers, the
Kakrak River to the east and the Foladi River to the
west, both emanating from the Koh‐I Baba mountain
range. Cut into the face of the fragile sandstone cliffs
that have become synonymous with Bamiyan and an
iconic vista in its own right, are the two lofty niches
that represent the focal point of the valleys cultural
heritage. Originally surveyed in the 1970’s and then
in 2006 by the NRICP, over 1200 caves and niches
have been found cut into the main cliff and those of
the Kakrak and Foladi valleys with perhaps more to
be discovered as research continues into the heritage
of this unique area of the province. The subject of a
forthcoming book on the caves (Yamagauchi, forthcoming, 2014), many of the caves exhibit exquisite
architectural details both in the form of internal
niches and carved ceiling, many having been further
decorated with murals and a variety of coloured frescos (Gettens 1938). Th e Buddhist art depicted in
these numerous caves (that enjoyed a notable resurgence after the collapse of the preceding Ghandharan
culture which was at its height from the 1st to the 5th
century AD under Kushan rulers), subsequently diffused across the region, metamorphosing as it did so
and influencing the art and culture of numerous civilizations along the east‐west trade routes, more commonly known in the 19th century as the ‘Silk Road’.

4.0 Site History and Description
4.1 A Brief History of the Bamiyan Valley
A considerable literature exists not only on the history of Afghanistan but specifically on the Bamiyan
Valley, notably since it came to the forefront of international news as a result of the events in March 2001.
Here a brief background is provided on the history of
Bamiyan, but it is suggested that for further more in
depth and scholarly information a selection of the following could be referred to, also referenced in the select bibliography included in the assessment (Baker/
Alchin 1991, Knobloch 2002, Leeming/Omrani
2005, Sengupta 1973, 1974, 1984, 1989, Burns
1973, Mountstuart 1814, Hackin 1934, Talbot/

Whilst the specific sources remain unclear, as do
many of the historical details of the region, the name
‘Bamiyan’, is reputed to have first appeared in historical records in the late 4th century CE (indeed, recent
research has also confirmed that at least some of the
murals date from the early 5th century CE). The now
well cited Chinese monk, Xuan Zang, on his famous
pilgrimage to India is believed to have spent some two
weeks in the Bamiyan Valley in the mid‐7th century
(sources usually state 630 CE but this is open to a
degree of interpretation). The survival of his spiritual
travel journal, Da Tang Xi Yu Ji, makes numerous references to the kingdom situated in the midst of the
snowy mountains and to the people of the time living

With this in mind, it was decided to include this section in the assessment, (Munara is c. 6.3 km from
Bamiyan and c. 2 km beyond the limits of the buffer
zones). It was also decided to at least undertake scoping visits along the reaming 11 km of the proposed
new road to Ali Beg, on the basis of the existing
knowledge of no historic monuments, archaeological
sites or historic landscapes of any significance having
yet been identified in this specific route, although the
construction project could bring such information to
light.
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in many small settlements both in the valley and also
higher up in the rangelands, as they still do in the
Foladi and other valleys today. Xuan Zang’s detailed
descriptions and methodological approach to recording, even allowing for a degree of artistic license and
varying degrees of accuracy in the translations over
the centuries, paint a picture of people also living in
dwellings of varying shapes and sizes cut into the cliff
in all of the three main valleys, whilst successfully
farming the rich soils in the river valleys below. However, perhaps the most interesting details that can
be gleaned from his writings are the descriptions he
makes of the two impressive Buddha representations
(the outlines of which can still be observed to a certain degree today). It is conceivable that he visited the
valley not so many centuries after the construction
of these massive statues, and he records that, ‘golden
hues sparkle on every side whilst its precious ornaments dazzle the eyes with their brightness’, referring
to the west Buddha and perhaps the only first hand
evidence we have for the nature of the decoration of
the two statues, which were extensively decorated
with paint, cloth and coloured plaster work supported by timber frames, quite unlike the monotonous
sandstone colour observed today.
His works also make further reference to some 60
temples in the areas inhabited and served by several
thousand monks, giving further credence to the suggestion that Xuan Zang may well have been experiencing Bamiyan at the pinnacle of its religious and
cultural growth and a regional centre for worship and
pilgrimage sometime in the early 7th century, although
does also imply that whilst Buddhism was the dominant faith at that time, other religions and beliefs were
also practised and tolerated in the valley. During the
course of subsequent centuries, as people began to explore the region and generally travel more extensively,
further visitors to the region found themselves also
gazing at the Buddha cliff and pondering both its significance and the considerable investment (presumably in man‐power, money and time), that had gone
into the construction of not only the two dominating Buddha statues, but also the plethora of caves and
niches in the Foladi Valley and the smaller Buddha
statue in the niche at the upper end of the Kakrak
Valley. A further visit by the monk Hui Chao (travelling from the region of Silla that was one of the three
kingdoms of ancient Korea surviving from 57 BCE
into the late 9th/early 10th century), also described the
blossoming nature of Buddhism in the Bamiyan Valley in c. 720 CE. His writings also infer that Bamiyan
was still under the control of local rulers and had not
been subjugated by any foreign powers at this time or
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was under any major external influence. This state of
affairs all changed though with the regional rise and
dominance of the Abbasid caliphate (the third of the
Islamic Caliphates with their capital in Kufa, then in
Baghdad, holding onto power from 750–1258 CE
over territories across present North Africa, the Middle East and Central Asia), under whose control the
Kingdom of Bamiyan became. Up until this period
Buddhism, Islam and other minor religions and cults
had peacefully co‐existed in the region for many centuries, nonetheless the dominance of Islam began to
intensify, to such an extent that in the late 9th century
the now Saffarid rulers (historically from the Sistan
Basin in modern day Iran, ruling between 860–1002
CE), set about the systematic (and almost iconoclastic), destruction of many Buddhist statues, temples
and vihara’s, prompting the eventual decline of Buddhism in the Bamiyan Valley and beyond.
In the wake of this extended period of political and
cultural turmoil, the Bamiyan region was subsequently under the rule of numerous successive Islamic dynasties all vying for control of the wider
Persia area, or Greater Khorasan, including the Samanids (c. 820–c. 999 CE) with capitals in modern
day Balkh and Bukhara, Ghaznavids (962–1186 CE),
centred around Gahzni and then Lahore and latterly
the Ghurids (c. 1148–c. 1215) with capitals in central
Ghor, Herat, Ghazni and Lahore. Historical manuscripts (both in Arabic and Persian), attest to Bamiyan
surviving well into the 13th century, still under Islamic
rule, as a city of impressive size with an imposing fortified citadel as its focal point (today known as Shahr‐
e Gholghola). Whilst the historical reasons for what
ensued in the early 13th century in the Bamiyan Valley
are vague, made all the more unclear by rumours and
myths that have propagated over the ensuing centuries, it is believed that the Mongol legions of Genghis
Khan (reigning from c. 1206–c. 1207), expanding
ever further west from the Tibetan Kingdoms and
tribes through the Ghurid sultanates, sacked the
citadel in c. 1221 CE. The details of the encounter
are unknown, but it is apparent from scant historical sources and from some archaeological evidence,
that little of the former city and citadel was left standing and was the catalyst for the collapse of organised
society in the Bamiyan Valley, with few historical
mentions of the city by Central Asian travellers and
historians made until well into the 19th century, representing a cultural and economical hiatus of some
600 years.
The early 19th century, with the advent of the ‘Age
of the Explorer’ and the presence of may foreign

travellers, expeditionary forces and merchants across
Central Asia breathed life back into the presence of
Bamiyan with a sudden resurgence of historical references to the valley and the memorable monuments
within. of Useful and perhaps unique early documentation, both written and graphic, were made by the
‘explorers’ Charles Masson and Alexandra Burnes at
this time. Of note are Masson’s sketches of the statues, whist not completely accurate it seems and with a
degree of artistic license allowed for the surroundings,
nevertheless represent some of the earliest graphic depictions we have of the monuments and the cliffs in a
relatively unaltered state. Undeniably, it is likely that
many of the new wave of visitors to the region were
initially inspired by the mysterious and elusive texts
of Xuan Zang and European scholars of note, (Maitland, Simpson and Talbot to name but a few), were
inspired to travel to the region to further investigate
what in written form, studied in a European library,
may have seemed like an improbable prospect.

Bamiyan and all the associated missions that had been
in progress up until that point. During the course of
1997 the Bamiyan Valley came under the control of the
Taliban regime and the events that followed in 2001,
with the two monumental Buddha statues (and later
the smaller statue in the Kakrak Valley) demolished as
a result of the now infamous decree by Mullah Omar,
declaring that ‘all non‐Islamic statues and tombs (are)
considered offensive to Islam’. Although there was
considerable international support for UNESCO in
attempting to rescind this decree through appropriate
diplomatic channels and mediation, all political and
religious intervention ultimately failed and the monuments in the Bamiyan and Kakrak Valleys, ( along
with other smaller examples around the country) were
destroyed. Contrary to popular belief this was not a
quick and simple process, and the destruction of the
two large Buddha statues required considerable demolition expertise brought in from outside by the Talib
with the preparations taking over a week.

As the region generally became more well known and
(relatively) more accessible in the early 20th century,
further more detailed exploration and academic research was possible in the valley and surrounding
areas. Some of the first archaeological excavations of
any significance were in Bamyan were begun by the
French archaeological delegation at this time, (notably the renowned archaeologists Joseph Hackin and
Alfred Foucher) whom conducted research specifically on the architecture and mural paintings in the
Bamiyan Valley. Further research teams from Japanese
universities, under the auspices of the newly formed
In‐stitute of Archaeology in Afghanistan undertook
further art historical and archaeological investigations
in the region, instigating a number of programmes,
which albeit in a much altered form, continue today.
It was in the latter part of the 20th century, specifically the 1970’s, that concern was raised over the condition and stability of the two Buddha statues, and
resulted in remedial emergency conservation work
being undertaken by the Archaeological Survey of India (at the behest of the Afghan Government), in the
1970’s, (ASI 1973 & 1977). The work of the Indian
conservators can still be seen in 2013, and will likely
be incorporated into the stabilization programme of
ICOMOS (Germany) that now seeks to stabilize the
structurally unstable niche and cliff surrounding the
former western Buddha, (Petzet et al. 2009).

Since that event twelve years ago both research and
now conservation has resumed in the Bamiyan Valley.
Primarily as a result of support and multiple donations from the Governments of Japan, Germany, Italy,
Switzerland, New Zealand a number of essential activities have begun, and some completed. It is worth
nothing that the participants at the First International
Seminar on the Rehabilitation of Afghanistan’s Cultural Heritage (organized by the World Heritage Centre and UNESCO in 2002), recognized and clearly
stated that the first emergency priorities were to stabilize the cliff face with the significant two large niches
and the multitude of smaller, though no less important, caves and rooms all of which have become inherently less stable as a result of the actions of 2001. The
participants of the seminar also unanimously conceded that the decision as whether to begin the process
of reconstructing the two Buddha statues should remain a matter to be settled solely by the government
and the people of Afghanistan, particularly the local
population of Bamiyan, and agreed that the reconstruction (if at all) should not be a priority as long as
there was still a continuing need for humanitarian aid
for the people of Afghanistan. In addition, it should
be strongly emphasised that the authenticity. Integrity
and historical significance of the site should be considered and remembered in an appropriate fashion,
and that the potential reconstruction of the statues,
partially or wholly and in any form, is a matter for
careful and prolonged consideration.

As is well documented, the political and economical instability that ensued in the country from 1979
effectively brought a halt to all serious academic research and fi eld missions in Afghanistan, including

Over the subsequent years a number of projects have
been successfully implemented and a number are on363

going. This include the preparation of a preliminary
Master Plan for the overall preservation of the site, a
new inventory (the first was undertaken in 1970) of
the remains of any mural paintings in the caves and
the documentation and conservation of any surviving
fragments (this initiative also resulted in the decision
to restrict access on a long‐term basis to 25 caves with
surviving murals deemed of high value and develop a
strategy for their eventual stabilization and conservation. A programme to conserve the fragments, diagnostic pieces and otherwise, large and small, from
the debris slopes in front of the Buddha niches was
initiated by ICOMOS in 2004. Th is included the
safe removal of fragments of all sizes and in differing
conditions to a purpose built shelter close at hand to
ensue appropriate levels of conservation and analysis can be undertaken in the future, and indeed this
programme continues with an ICOMOS team coming back most years to proceed with this painstaking
work – and will continue during the course of the
summer of 2013. Th e commercial survey company
PASCO (Japan) undertook 3‐D mapping and modelling of the site with documentation. conservation and
potential longterm restoration purposes in mind.
Conversely, the most extensive programme to date has
revolved around the stabilization of the upper eastern
sections of the East Buddha niche (the smaller of the
two), deemed as being at imminent risk of total structural failure and collapse. As the two niches, even in
their current form, represent the iconic image that the
world and the international heritage community has
of the Bamiyan Valley (in addition to the collection
of contemporary staircases, niches and painted murals
that form the overall ensemble of the site), immediate
intervention was absolutely required. Initially working
without scaffolding due to the quantity of remaining
debris at the foot of the small Buddha niche, experts
from the Italian firm RODIO (employing experienced
climbers) were able to implement the fi rst stages of
emergency consolidation and stabilization over the
course of 2003–2004. Since that time, and the clearance of the debris, it was possible to erect a secure and
extensive scaffolding frame in the small niche allowing
further stabilization of the back wall of the niche. In
addition, conservation and restoration programmes
have been undertaken and successfully completed on
the staircases, balconies and corridors either side of the
niche and areas of surviving historic plaster and statuary with the result that in the summer of 2011 the
scaffolding was removed and the small Buddha niche
was declared in a stable condition and once more readily accessible to people, also timely commemorating
the 10th anniversary of its destruction.
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Whilst there was a hiatus in work during the course of
2012 as conservation decisions were made and further
additional funding for the projects secured, 2013 now
sees the start of a similar phase of works, set to take
2–3 years, to stabilize and restore the impressive western niche, perhaps the most widely recognised feature
of the whole cliff complex. Initial scoping visits and
the computer modelling of a suitable scaffolding rig
for the western niche will take place during the course
of July 2013, (again by a new team from ICOMOS
Germany). It is envisaged that the erection of the scaffolding proper will take place in the late summer of
2013 and that preliminary assessments and work can
begin before winter sets in.
4.2 The World Heritage Property in the Foladi Valley and Other Cultural Assets
The World Heritage Property in the Foladi Valley is characterized by two of the eight constituent
elements. Th ese two elements are embodied by the
Buddhist cave and niche complexes at Qol‐e Akram
(serial ID no. 208‐003) with a core zone of 6 ha and
a buffer zone of 40.5 ha, being the most prominent
(in terms of architectural detail and survival of mural
paintings), and the second assemblage, Qala Ghamay
(serial ID no. 208‐004), with a core zone size of 14.50
ha and a buffer zone of 5.5 ha. These constitute the
main areas of interest and concern in relation to the
project and upon which the assessment focuses.
Located to the south west of Bamiyan valley (Lat.
34°48’ N, Long. 67°48’ E), approximately two kilometres to the west of Bamiyan, Th e Foladi Valley
cliff contains around 30 man‐made caves dating from
the Heptho‐Sasanian period (c. 5th–7th century CE)
through to the Turkic and pre‐Mongol period (c.
7th–13th century CE). A large number of the caves
are connected by tunnel‐like passageways to watch
towers and other fortifications on the plateaus above
(see Lee 2006, Yamauchi 2006–2008 and UNESCO
2002, 2005 and 2010) and may have served as a observation and defence complex to guard the Bamiyan
Valley from the south‐west. Many of the caves are
sub‐rectangular in design with numerous forms of
carved niches within then (as also characterises the
main Buddha cliff and the two iconic niches), whilst
a number (surveyed by NRICP in 2006) still retain
areas of painted murals on both walls and ceilings.
However, their state of conservation is of the caves
and niches within the Foladi valley cliff is generally
very poor and still require conservation measures to
safeguard these remaining fragile heritage assets. The
main caves with important decorative features, and
inscribed as defined above, are Qol‐I Akram and

Qala Ghamai. The buffer zones of the Foladi Valley
(and the archaeological zone), include a number of
archaeological areas which have as yet not been fully
surveyed, researched or indeed subject to vigorous
academic investigation. However, the area near the
settlement of Gorvana is deemed to be of particular
importance for elucidating further the historical development of the Bamiyan Valley.
Provided below is UNESCO’s Statement of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) in relation to the Cultural
landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley, and the specific criteria which the Bamiyan
Valley (and the individual eight elements that form
the World Heritage Property) meet to be recognised
as such. It is these key attributes, specifically in relation to the two elements Qul‐e Aram and Kalai Ghamai which form the focal point of this study, that also
contribute to the Statements of authenticity and integrity. The longer version of the Statement of OUV
is provided in the annexes for reference purposes and
further clarification if required (UNESCO 2003).
4.3 A Historical Synthesis
Enclosed between the high mountains of the Hindu
Kush in the central highlands of Afghanistan, the
Bamiyan Valley opens out into a large basin bordered
to the north by a long, high stretch of rocky cliffs.
The Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains
of the Bamiyan Valley comprise a serial property consisting of eight separate sites within the Valley and its
tributaries. Carved into the Bamiyan Cliffs are the two
niches of the giant Buddha statues (55 m and 38 m
high) destroyed by the Taliban in 2001, and numerous caves forming a large ensemble of Buddhist monasteries, chapels and sanctuaries along the foothills of
the valley dating from the 3rd to the 5th century CE In
several of the caves and niches, often linked by galleries, there are remains of wall paintings and seated
Buddha figures. In the valleys of the Bamiyan‘s tributaries are further groups of caves including the Kakrak
Valley Caves, some 3 km south‐east of the Bamiyan
Cliffs where among the more than one hundred caves
dating from the 6th to 13th centuries are fragments of
a 10m tall standing Buddha fi gure and a sanctuary
with painted decorations from the Sasanian period.
Along the Foladi Valley around 2 km southwest of
the Bamiyan Cliffs are the cave complexes of Qol‐i
Akram and Qala Ghamai, also containing extensive
decorative architectural features (and represent the
main two sites relevant to this assessment). Punctuating the centre of the valley basin to the south of the
great cliff are the remains of the fortress of Shahr‐i
Ghulghulah. Dating from the 6th to 10th centuries

CE, this marks the original settlement of Bamiyan as
stopping place on the branch of the Silk Route, which
linked China and India via ancient Bactria. Further
to the east along the Bamiyan Valley are the remains
of fortification walls and settlements, dating from the
6th to 8th centuries at Qallai Kaphari A and B and
further east still (around 15 km east of the Bamiyan
Cliffs) at Shahr‐i Zohak, where the earlier remains are
overlaid by developments of the 10th to 13th centuries
under the rule of the Islamic Ghaznavid and Ghorid
dynasties.
The Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains
of the Bamiyan Valley represent the artistic and religious developments which from the 1st to the 13th
centuries characterised ancient Bactria, integrating
various cultural influences into the Gandharan school
of Buddhist art. Th e numerous Buddhist monastic
ensembles and sanctuaries, as well as fortified structures from the Islamic period, testify to the interchange of Indian, Hellenistic, Roman, Sasanian and
Islamic influences. The site is also testimony to recurring reactions to iconic art, the most recent being the
internationally condemned deliberate destruction of
the two standing Buddha statues in March 2001.
4.4 Current Condition and Character
Photo Files (3), (6) and (7) [not available].
During the course of eleven site visits to the project
area over the assessment period, both complexes at
Qol‐e Akram and Qala Ghamai (and their access
routes from outside of the buffer zones), were scrutinized on a number of occasions. Generally the physical condition of both sites, and specifically the caves
and niches which form their constituent parts, did
not raise any new causes for concern, and no obvious
signs of erosion or collapse as the result of environmental factors was observed. Th e caves, niches and
other rooms that have been locked in the mid‐term
to prevent unauthorized access (and prevent damage to a number of surviving murals and frescos of
high quality) were still secure and no signs of illegal
or unofficial access was apparent. The valley at Qol‐e
Akram can, by its specific nature and current use, be
defined as an area, and example of, ‘living heritage’
with a small settlement in the valley floor (a traditionally built small mosque), and an informal, temporary
school (in tents) based close by. Neither appear to be
in close proximity to any of the cave sites and niches
though. On the east side of the extended gully (?)/
valley of Qol‐e Akram, the cave system in the cliff
at this juncture does form part of a formally recognised settlement, the caves being present at multiple
levels from this point all along the cliff face towards
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Bamiyan and the northeast extremity of the cliffs
marked by the settlement of Gorwana. Historically
and traditionally this section of cliff has been used
as an informal settlement since the decline of Buddhism in Bamiyan in the late 9th/early 10th century,
and is also today characterised by a number of residential structures that either fully incorporate the
caves and niches as part of their overall design and
construction, or simply serve as a rear façade against
which ‘new’ mudbrick homes are built, the regulation
of such activities is, as expected, problematic. There
is no question over the longevity and history of the
cave sites as spaces originally used for worship, contemplation and self‐enforced isolation and then subsequently, for many centuries, as informal housing
of varying forms. However its status as an element
within the World Heritage Property does bring with
it the potential conflicts of protecting and preserving
the site, whilst allowing to still function properly as
an example of ‘living heritage’ for the several hundred
people of the small community whom primarily see
it as their home. A recent discussions with the MoIC
in Bamiyan and the communities have highlighted
these potential conflicts with the commencement of
construction of modern mosque (although built using predominantly traditional materials, although not
exclusively), into a section of the cliff face adjacent to
Qol‐I Akram, potentially having a detrimental physical impact upon a number of niches and caves. As of
August 2013 this particular issue is still under discussion with the representatives of the MoIC in Bamiyan
and is likely to be an issue that occurs on a not irregular basis due to the nature of the property and its
continuous occupation.
4.5 The Natural and Cultural Landscape and other
Non‐designated Historic Monuments
Photo Files (8), 10), (14) and (15) [not available].
Whilst the two representative elements of the World
Heritage Property are confined to the area around the
start of the rural access project (closest to Bamiyan),
the valley as a whole is characterised by almost pristine,
traditional agricultural landscape with land cultivated
predominantly for wheat and potato crops. The field
patterns are representative of a style of agriculture and
land management that has changed little in centuries
and parcels of land are for the most part divided up
into small, irregular shaped plots their form and extent dictated largely by topography, altitude and other
natural barriers. Water management and access to water (for agricultural production and economic use), is
of paramount importance in rural society in Afghanistan, especially in Bamiyan where water sources are
not always regular or reliable and can varying greatly
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between season. To make the most of this valuable
resource the landscape is often dominated by a network of water channels feeding off of the Foladi River
and other minor sources , that usually also serve to
form the boundaries for land and property but can
also criss‐cross fields at irregular angles, again depending on the area that needs to be supplied with water.
Due to its scarcity and also as part of a historical tradition of water management in the country, the supply
of water is regulated by individuals known as Mirabs
(a form of ‘guardian’ or water manager), who on a
daily basis will regulate which area parts of a given
landscape within a specific settlement or area receive
water, for how long and how often, (see Thomas/Ahmeed 2009). Both the water management system in
the Foladi Valley and the way in which it is managed
not only contributes to the significance of the environmental heritage in the valley, but the method by
which it is manages is also a very interesting intangible attribute of a continuation of traditional ways of
life in the valley. These irrigation channels and associated small banks also serve a secondary purpose in
forming a multitude of narrow pathways across the
landscape, although not necessarily by the most direct
route. Such landscapes and drainage systems take a
considerable degree of regular maintenance if they are
to serve their purpose effectively, and this was prevalent throughout the propor-tionally small number of
villages observed during the course of the assessment,
(see photo sections (8), images 348–357 and section
(14), images 430–435) [not available].
The main road and many of the tracks across the
landscape are bounded by water ditches and channels also , Chinnar (Oriental plane/Platanus orientalis), and Sepida (Poplar/Populus tremula) commonly
grow throughout the valley close to the water sources.
Where a field, property or other boundary is required
that is more substantial than a banked water channel, simple compacted mud from nearby sources or
pakhsa will often be used to construct small walls or
similar delineating features. The rangelands of the valley and landscape towards the peaks, predominantly
to the south of the river up towards the Koh‐e Baba
mountain chain.
Settlement pattern in the Foladi Valley is distinguished by the presence of many small settlements
and individual farmsteads. Recent fi gures (UNOPS
2012) quote in the region of 40,000 people living in
the Foladi Valley, depending on whether you include
the sub‐valleys or not, spread throughout c. 62 villages or hamlets. These are located nearly always closes
to the existing Foladi Valley road and of course the

Foladi Valley River, with a number of more remote
settlements the further one travels south‐west up the
valley towards the village of Ali Beg and the end of
the valley. A number of previous reports and publications have looked at the character and construction
techniques of traditional rural homes in Afghanistan
and indeed Bamiyan, and to a certain degree the cultural landscape of much of the Foladi Valley is also
characterized by the presence of many existing traditional housing forms. Traditionally built of pakhsa
,(a mixture of mud and straw), set down in layers
to form walls, or ‘rammed’/compacted earth, structures built in this way would often also incorporate
elements built from mud brick, often as additions or
alterations to the original building or complex. However , such historic and traditional techniques are
increasingly being replaced by the use of fired brick
and occasionally concrete, of which construction in
the latter is completely incongruous to both the setting and the climate. Fortunately, Bamiyan province
retains many good examples of traditionally built
homesteads or ‘qalas’ and the Foladi Valley itself also
exhibits a number of such buildings (as does the Valley of Kakrak to the east and a number of areas within
Bamiyan City). Built in a courtyard arrangement always orientated looking inwards, such buildings, or
groups of buildings, may have walls 3–4 m high with
a variety of single storey flat‐roofed buildings hidden
away inside below the wall line, but usually always
with a heftily constructed entrance to the complex,
often with a large , carved timber gate. The more historic of such properties, the fortified qala’s, are distinguishable by their massive walls up to 10–12 m in
height, walls several metres thick and sloping inwards
to the top, usually with pseudo‐towers or ‘burj ’ at
each corner, usually four but occasionally more depending on the size of the complex and the number
of families living within. The burj also slant inwards
as they rise and would usually be building in a multi‐
sided form (often eight or ten sided), for ease of construction. As allude to, the survival of such traditional
buildings forms is becoming increasingly rare, but are
still an essential and important element of the cultural
landscape in the Foladi valley and a number of prime
examples, some well maintained and other partially
ruin-ous, were observed during the course of the assessment, (see also Szabo/Barfield 1991 and Photo
section (15), images 436‐452 [not available].
In considering additional monuments or structures
within the Foladi Valley, in addition to the two elements that form part of the World Heritage Property
that are the main focus of the study, a number of other structures warrant mention though they all fall out-

side the physical boundaries of the World Heritage
Property and/or the main assessment area. In terms of
nationally or locally designated sites of importance,
and as discussed elsewhere in the report (sections 2.1
and 10.0), currently no definitive data base or reference collection exists for monuments and archaeological sites across the country, although the MoIC and
specifically the Department for the Preservation of
Historic Monuments (in Kabul), have a nominal list
of sites they perceive as worthy of protection throughout the provinces. However this is not through or
comprehensive and is due for an extensive overhaul.
This has been supplemented by information and data
collected by a number of cultural organisations over
the years, with a view to making the resource more
effective for cultural policy planning and monument
protection, but it is still work in progress. At the time
of the preparation of this report, the representative
from the Bamiyan MoIC office, Mr. Hamid Jalea,
stated that they possessed no list of designated monuments or archaeological sites within the province and
the Foladi Valley, and access to the Kabul ‘list’ was
problematic. Th is is something he agreed should be
addressed in the future.
Two monuments worthy of mention, (non‐designated), are the shrine of Khwaje Sabz Posh and the
associated small mausolea and cemetery close by, all
of which were subject to a programme of stabilization and restoration over the course of 2011/2012 as
part of a UNESCO / SDC project in advance of the
road works. A ruined but working shrine still used by
the local community (Tajik village), near the Qol‐e
Akram World Heritage Property (but outside of the
buffer zone), the programme of restoration of this historic complex is mentioned further in sections 7.0 and
8.0 of this document and the final report produced
by the conservators for UNESCO/SDC is provided
in the annexe with this assessment. Its significance in
terms of its potential early historic origins ‐during the
course of work in 2012 ceramic fragments that potentially date from the Ghurid period (12th–13th century), has been duly noted now by UNESCO and the
local authorities, as it its importance as an example of
living heritage. The shrine complex, whilst important
in terms of its ancient origins, still remains a focal
point for the religious and commemorative activities
of the local community. Th e small mausolea opposite, and associated cemetery (partially excavated by
the National Institute of Archaeology in 2012/2103
in advance of the commencement of road works), also
represent a long‐standing cultural tradition throughout the valley. Although the mausolea in its current
form may not necessarily be of any great age, the form
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of the monument and the association with the cemetery and possibly the shrine complex also sets it aside
as being a fundamental significant element of the historic and cultural landscape of the Foladi Valley.
Such small cemeteries and devotional sites to past
martyrs also appear elsewhere in the Foladi Valley, although not exclusively, they are all almost associated
with specific settlements. A further informal cemetery
area was identified some 100 m past the Sabz posh
shrine complex on the same side of the road (south)
set back towards the river. Whilst a further smaller,
walled private cemetery (probably a family grouping
with one or two graves), was located on the opposite
side of the road. Whereas it is likely that both are still
in use by communities in the vicinity, the informality
of such sites and the general lack of maintenance and
care observed in general at burial sites often makes it
problematic to distinguish between one in use, and
one that has long been forgotten. Two other small
cemetery sites, which may or may not have historic
origins, were observed further down the Foladi Road,
just beyond Qala Ghamai cave complex and also near
the settlement of Qala Bazar. Again it is worth reiterating that without extensive discuss with the local
community it is impossible to accurately assess the
age and historic merit of theses burial sites, although
the significance of them representing a minor, yet tangible element of the valley’s cultural heritage and the
character of the historic landscape is not in question.
To conclude, two other monuments of note also serve
to characterise the historic nature and cultural traditions of the Foladi Valley. The first is the remains of
what appears to be a tower or burj at the village of
Munara, already referenced and referred to earlier
in this section and located c. 6.3 km from Bamiyan,
past the Qala Ghamai inscribed cave complex, set on
the south side of the Sadat Valley that leads to the
Baqiar pepeak (3770 m) and Mardat Sang (4145 m)
peaks. Surviving in only a very ruinous form, perhaps
60 % of its original structure survives, the tower is
not dissimilar to the ‘watch‐towers’ that appear along
the eastern ridge of the Kakrak Valley (east of Bamiyan City centre) and also further west in the province.
Likely to have been a guard post or watch tower over
the route south west along the valley, (see Lee 2006),
it can also be postulated that this probably has Ghurid origins (12th–13th century), exhibiting many architectural characteristics of monuments known to be
from the period. Whilst the remains of the tower sit
firmly within the designated archaeological zone that
extends several kilometres beyond the World Heritage buffer zone, there is no formal protection for the
tower and it has already suffered considerably from
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collapse and erosion. It has also now been partially
incorporated into a number of local building that sits
on the ridge above the village. Th ere may also be a
number of small caves and niches located below the
tower in the banks of the hill that are now also in
an advanced state of disrepair and are also being used
by the local community for grain storage and similar such purposes. An aerial image of the site taken
in July 2013 (see photographic plates, section (5)),
highlights the nature of the tower on the spur and the
likelihood of surrounding archaeological deposits and
sub‐surface structures relating to the tower.
5.0 Description of Proposed Developments
Photo Files (9) and (12), Illustrations 1 and 2 [not
available].
As set out in the original UNOPS Project Proposal
brief (annexed in the assessment, including amendments ), and information presented at the 11th Expert
Working Group Meeting for the Preservation and
Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley, the overarching aim of the project is to improve rural access and
as a result economic and educational opportunities
to the communities of the Foladi Valley and adjacent
communities in the immediate region, approaching
circa 40,000 individuals (UNFPA, UNOPS fi gure).
Currently 50 % of the valley’s school children travel
in excess of 10 km to school, there being only secondary and high schools in two of the 62 villages of the
region. Th e existing weak infrastructure also results
in high prices for the purchase of good in what is a
predominantly rural agricultural economy, (see maps
6, 11–13 and 18) [not available].
The current dirt track that stretches from the outskirts
of Bamiyan to the village of Ali Beg in the foothills of
the Koh–e Baba mountain range will be upgraded,
along with associated infrastructure, to provide an all‐
season transportation network over the total length
of the route of c. 19.67 m. This will comprise three
sections with specification as follows. Section A will
be 6 m wide (the existing track in many places is only
3–4 m wide) with a total length of 12.3 km, which
will be asphalted and will include 130+ culverts, 1.5
m of unsealed shoulders on both sides and drainage
ditches to both sides of the road. Section B will also
be 6 m wide and asphalted with a side ditch and up
to 1.5 km of sidewalk on both sides depending upon
the local terrain. This section will be up to 2 km in
length and Sections A and B will stretch as far as the
village of Mina Kad, 12.3 km from Bamiyan. The
third section of proposed development, Section C,
will constitute 5.37 m of compacted gravel, 6m wide

and extend for 5.37 km from Mina Kad to the village of Ali Beg. This section of track was originally to
be asphalted also, but the transfer of funds from this
section of the project will allow additional road construction in Bamiyan City to take place (which is not
within the remit of this assessment). It is envisaged
for the section to Ali Beg compacted gravel will be an
appropriate surface to use, keeping in mind the very
small number of communities within this section of
the route (maps 6, 8, 18 and illustrations 1 and 2)
[not available].
As a necessity of the road construction, a number of
drainage programmes will also be undertaken to ensure the road can be adequately used in all seasons,
especially the winter months. Floods and the denudation of whole sections of the existing track, embankments and occasionally properties are a common
occurrence in the valley, so the UNOPS project therefore also offers the opportunity to undertake natural
disaster alleviation measures in a number of targeted
areas.
A local transportation hub was also proposed, probably a small bus depot near the village of Munara
(within the nominal ‘archaeological zone’), but due
to current levels of funding is on hold indefinitely.
Technical details of the road layout are provided in
the annexes to this report provided by UNOPS and a
sample cross‐section of the proposed road dimensions
and associated earthworks is provided in the illustrations section, (see 13.0).
6.0 Assessment and Evaluation of Impact of Proposed Changes
A series of maps and images (provided in the appendices and a separate photographic supplement ) should
to be consulted whilst reading the following section.
These include maps 11–15 and notably 17 and 21.
Photo fi les (2), (3), (4), (5) and (11 – visual assessment) [not available].
(1) Qol‐i Akram and Qala Ghamai Cave Complexes
(Two elements of the World Heritage Property in
close proximity, part of the same overall topographic
and cultural context).
The primary concerns in considering the proposed
development, the construction of the new 6 m wide
(12 m in its entirety), Foladi Valley Rural Access
Project road, are related to the extent and location
of the construction to these World Heritage Property
Elements and any direct or indirect impacts observed
during the course of the assessment, or ones that can
be predicted to arise as the project progresses (completion due in 2014). In this instance the proposed

development does physically intersect with the core
zone of one of the elements and also through the edge
of the buffer zone, predominantly running parallel
to the WHP for a distance of c. 1.45 km (as can be
seen in Images 0000 and Maps 17 and 21) [not available]. Keeping the proximity of the development to
the Property in mind, the rural provincial setting of
the project and the likelihood that numbers of road
users of this remote access route are not predicted to
rise dramatically in the short term (although of course
frequency and speed of travel along the route may do
so, as this is one of the founding justifications for the
instigation of this ‘rural access’ project), direct impact
to the 6 ha core zone and 40.5 ha buffer zone were
predicted to be of minor consequence.
As can be readily observed through the data collected
and presented there are currently no direct physical
impacts (permanent or temporary) to the cliffs site
or its attributes as a primary consequence of the proposed development. The core zone is set a considerable
distance back from the alignment of the road at Qala
Ghamai (some 250 m),and the outer edge (southern)
side of the buffer zone runs 15–20 m on the south
side of the new road routes, the 12 m wide proposed
road placed just inside the outer limits of the buffer
zone for both properties. At Qol-e Akram the road
runs through the inner edge of the core zone for c.
250–260 m. The physical construction of the road is
in the region of 11‐12m wide, with a proposed finished central asphalted carriageway of c. 6.00 m, and
hard shoulders of c. 2.50–3.00 m each side (including
sloped banks), so in the vicinity of the route adjacent
to Qol‐I Akram extends the former track width by
c. 3–5.00. Note, the base course and sub‐base course
of the road only extend to a depth of c. 0.35 m and
the embankment fi lling (which does vary in depth)
upon which this sits has been compacted on top of
the natural ground surface.
It can be stated however (in line with the ICOMOS
guideline 2001, pp. 8–9), that there is a direct impact
(the scale and severity of which is discussed below), of
the changes brought about by the development upon
the setting of the attributes of the Foladi Valley Cave
systems at both sites, and specifically here the element
represented by Qol‐I Akram. Th is can be attested,
directly from the visual data available (photographic
and topographic), in conjunction with the site visits
and discussions with occupants of the informal settlements in and around Akram (and directly to the
north‐east in the Foladi Valley main cliff), that the
perceptual visual and aural setting will be impacted
upon. Th ese potential changes effects the surround369

ings in which the cave complexes are experienced in
its local context, embracing both its past and present
relationships to the contiguous landscape in which
they are set. In terms of potential visual impact upon
the setting , and in turn the attributes of OUV, the
character of the landscape (here referring to the physical nature, type and size of the former track within the
rural landscape of the Foladi Valley) will potentially
change.
The physical size of the road will be altered both
through its widening and the raising of its base level (the height not significantly), as discussed. More
symbolically, as a critical element within the existing
natural and cultural landscape, what was a former rural track in a naturally scenic valley, characterized by
its previous narrow and undulating path, an uneven
and potholed surface and bounded by traditionally
constructed walls, natural occurring trees and other
flora – will become a more regularised, uniform and
sanitised asphalted road taking a more direct and predetermined route through the valley. It will therefore
undoubtedly lose a degree of its former historic and
traditional character, its historic development having
been shaped over many centuries by numerous cultural and environmental influences and external factors. This not only potentially impacts upon the visual
appreciation of the setting (of the attributes), of Qol‐e
Akram from a distance (if the view we are considering
is from a distance far enough away from the site or the
cliffs, and from the correct angle and height so as to
visually encompass both the road and the caves), but
also conversely the view of the setting from the site.
It is perhaps also the potential change of the visual
experience from the site that can be also appreciated,
again based on the above same reasoning in that the
view of the surrounding historic natural and cultural
landscape from the multitude of caves and niches was
(and by its nature still is), integral to the experience of
past and present occupants of the area and by direct
association effects the attributes of OUV of the site,
and in turn the nature and extent of its integrity and
authenticity (of its setting).
Also to be considered in assessing the direct impact
upon the setting of the attributes of OUV at Qol‐e
Akram and Qala Ghamai is any perceived change in
aural experience and impact. Whilst this is a minor
point in this context (an extremely rural location and
low local population numbers/vehicle users), there is
none the less the potential for change in an increased
negative aural bearing u the setting. Whereas accurate statistics for the current usage of the Foladi Valley
road in terms of vehicle do not exist or are not avail370

able (nor do accurate figures for population numbers
in the immediate vicinity of the Foladi Valley cliff
and at settlements in and around Akram), appreciable noise levels experienced in and around the sites
are very low indeed. Peak traffic times are relatively
predictable and have been surveyed, (07.00–9.00 and
16.00–18.30), nevertheless before the road construction programme began, noise levels were barely perceptible from the main complex areas due to the overriding factors of distance and proximity to the former
country lane (Maps 17 and 21 [not available], natural insulation/buffering provided by the presence of
vegetative cover and other intervening foliage and the
low numbers of road users (in this instance meaning
car, motorbike, lorry or similar vehicles). Although
it cannot be predicted with any degree of accuracy
whether, on completion of the project, the number of
road users in this section of the valley will rise significantly and in turn whether this will be demonstrated
in any discernible raise in localised noise levels, this
is unlikely based on past and current observations (as
subjective as this may be). Any such increase in noise
levels locally, indeed as discussed extremely unlikely,
would nonetheless be of a sporadic or limited duration, although increase in speed of vehicles encouraged by a faster and smooth road surface, raises other
potential safety considerations.
As one of the founding precepts of the UNOPS
project is to increase the ease of use and effectiveness
of new transportation link and infrastructure within
the Foladi Valley, it should be a desirable outcome
that the new network is used more regularly than it
currently is. Although this is likely to be more observable in frequency of usage rather than number of
users. In terms of noticeable increased usage by external visitors (in this instance referring to Afghans from
other parts of the province, country or scant foreign
tourists), in the current political and economic climate this is a scenario in which is not likely in the
immediate future.
Indirect impacts to the attributes of the OUV (and
authenticity and integrity), at Akram and within the
area as a whole can potentially be limited to small
scale secondary infra‐structure development associated with the main road construction project. As a
necessity of the successful implementation of the road
construction, and as additional benefit in terms of improving environmental disaster protection (post‐winter fl ooding and excessive inundation), culverts and
drainage systems are required along many parts of the
route. Whilst the majority are encompassed within
the physical structure of the road itself (outside of the

buffer zone), a few elements require access on to the
north side of the road (adjacent to the buffer zone),
but are all sub‐surface features (to a relatively shallow
depth of less than 1.50 m), and have not been observed as impacting at all upon the buffer zone (and
if so, by less than a distance of 1.00m horizontally). A
further slight indirect impact may also be illustrated
by the necessity for cuttng bank a number of steep
banks (to provide adequate width and safety for the
new road), along the buffer zone boundary in several
places. Whilst observations and research during the
course of this assessment did not discern that the cutting back of these natural slopes extended into the
buffer zone, it is predicted on the basis of the road
alignment maps provided by UNOPS that any such
intervention in the future would be less than c. 1.00–
1.50 m. Damage and removal of any associated vegetation as the result of the construction of such road
cuttings and landform re‐shaping will be subject to a
programme of appropriate re‐vegetation and re‐planting on completion of the project. This initiative forms
part of the agreement in place between UNOPS and
UNEP for the whole length of the Foladi Valley road,
not exclusively the c. 3.25 km stretch in front of the
World Heritage Property Buffer zone boundary. For
an over view of the effect of soil erosion on historic
landscapes and archaeological sites, and how to mitigate against this (see Crow 2004), Jenkins 2012,
Jenkins/Surrette 2006, Jones/Simpson 1996, Pedersen et al. 2007 and Thorne 2002).
Taking all the above into consideration, to judge
the scale and severity of impact of the proposed and
(partially already implemented), changes to the two
elements of the World Heritage Property at Qala
Ghamai and Qoul‐I Akram, the ICOMOS suggested
guidelines are employed as the most useful baseline
for ascribing levels of change and impact (ICOMOS
2011, pp. 8–12, annexe 3B also), as referred to in this
document in Methodology, 4.7–4.9. Th e scale and
severity of the impacts both direct and indirect can
be defined (without regard to their value as heritage
assets), as therefore being ranked between no change
to minor change. As was undertaken when assessing
the two elements for the value as cultural assets, the
two complexes have inherent characteristics that rank
them under their (i) Archaeological attributes, (ii)
Built heritage or historic urban landscape attributes
and (iii) Historic landscape attributes. With this in
mind we can therefore assess the direct changes to the
setting (as describe previously, both visual and aural)
as sittng between no change and minor change as a result of their being no perceivable changes to (i) minor
changes to (ii) defined as a change to the setting of a

historic building, such that is noticeably changed, and
(iii) changes to a few key historic landscape elements,
parcels or components, slight visual changes to few
key aspects of historic landscape and limited changes
to noise levels or sound quality, slight changes to use
or access (specifically), resulting in limited change to
historic landscape character.
In using the arguments provided previously, in conjunction with the assessment of scale and severity
of change/impact to ascertain the significance or
effect of the overall impact (adverse or beneficial),
the ICOMOS suggested scale is again employed as
the baseline reference point (see appendices). For
both elements, Qala Ghamai and Qol‐e Akram their
individual and collective value as heritage assets as
inscribed World Heritage Properties where defined
as being Very High (see ICOMOS Heritage Assessment Chart Extracts in the appendices), on the basis
of their attributes conveying OUV (see Jokilehto
2008 for further analysis and discussion concerning
OUV). On the significance of effect of overall impact
scale we can consequently look to ascribe a ranking
of neutral to moderate significance and would also
be described under the same ranking as definable as
neutral to minor / moderate adverse (there being no
or negligible impacts upon the physical built heritage but there being very apparent minor changes to
the setting and the historic character of the cultural
landscape. It should, however, not overlooked (ICOMOS 2011, pp. 11–13), that there are also a number
of benefits associated with the rural access project that
directly effect the small communities currently living
at Qala Ghamai, Qol‐I Akram and the associated areas
in the cliff in between along the full extent of the valley. As quoted elsewhere and reiterated in the official
UNOPS documents, the road construction project
will bring a number of tangible benefits to the valley community, some benefits being more relevant to
certain area or communities within the Foladi Valley
than others, for example the communities at Qul‐I
Akram and Qala Ghamai will benefit from the improved road access and market opportunities, but not
to the degree that villagers in the more remote settlements further up the valley would.
Nevertheless, the relevant demonstrable benefits to
the communities as a whole can be summarised again
thus:
t Improvement in the general road system in Bamiyan and Foladi Valley
t Increased market access and opportunities for rural
households (contributing to poverty reduction)
t Increased ease of access to education centres
throughout the valley
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t Local (short‐mid term) employment opportunities
including capacity development in certain critical
areas (stone masonry) Local education in socially
responsible and environmentally sound construction techniques
Other benefits to be considered as an indirect result
of the project (discussed more at length in the conclusions and recommendations), can be associated with
the highlighting to the local community, national and
international stakeholders and partners, the significance of the provinces cultural heritage and the need
for continuous protection and appropriate management. In addition, the recognition of the need for a
policy to ensure that all such proposed development
in archaeologically or historically sensitive areas is assessed appropriately prior to the commencement of
works, and setting an example for the future. It is also
envisaged that the absolute importance of these two
elements of the World Heritage Property, and other
non‐designated monuments in the main assessment
area, will have been made more evident and perhaps
quantifiable, to the communities who physically and
emotionally live within the confines of these World
Heritage Property elements and interact with them
on a daily basis.
Therefore, with the previous comments and arguments borne in mind, it can be determined that the
overall significance of effect – the overall impact – of
the changes (current and future predicted) brought
about by the implementation of the Foladi Valley
Project on the attributes of the two specific elements
of the World Heritage Property can be expressed as
minor. Referring once more to the statement of OUV
for the Bamiyan Valley and the specific attributes
that meet criterion (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (vi), the impact on these specific attributes are deemed neutral
to slight, with the exception of criterion (iv): ‘The
Bamiyan Valley is an outstanding example of a cultural landscape which illustrates a significant period in
Buddhism’. It is only with this singular attribute that
meets criterion (iv), that it can be stated that there
has been (and will continue to be with the progress
of the project), an obvious and apparent impact on
the cultural landscape and setting (illustrating a significant period of Buddhism), in the proximity of and
on the external boundaries of the two World Heritage Property elements, Qol‐e Akram, Qala Ghamai
and the rest of the Foladi cliff environs, which has
been demonstrated to be of moderate significance,
although due to the nature of the road construction
and its positive objectives for the valley community, it
is more problematic to ascribe a label of either mod372

erate adverse or perhaps minor beneficial (ICOMOS
2011, pp. 9–10). Hence the minor changes of moderate significance as attested to in the analysis in the assessment do not, at this point in time, constitute any
considerable change in the nature of the OUV for the
individual elements and the World Heritage Property
as a whole in the Bamiyan Valley, the impacts (as of
August 2013) having a predominantly neutral‐slight
effect on the attributes that have previously been considered as defining the OUV of the cultural landscape
and archaeological remains, with the exception of the
overall moderate significance of effect on one particular attribute, but a very important one, landscape
character and setting.
Consequently, it can be confidently stated both the
two elements specifically focused on in this assessment, and the Bamiyan World Heritage Property as a
whole, still represents the artistic and religious developments which from the 1st to the 13th centuries characterised ancient Bactria, integrating various cultural
influences into the Gandharan school of Buddhist
art. The numerous Buddhist monastic ensembles and
sanctuaries, as well as fortified structures from the
Islamic period, testify to the interchange of Indian,
Hellenistic, Roman, Sasanian and Islamic influences.
Concerning Integrity and authenticity and their relationship with the attributes of OUV for the World
Heritage Property. Regarding the nature of and impact upon integrity of the two elements Akram and
Ghamai (in addition to the whole Foladi Valley cliff
area and the wider World Heritage Property), it can
be clearly stated that the attributes that convey OUV
at the two elements are extant and have not to any significant degree been eroded, or are under threat, from
the current or proposed development (although this
statement is based on the understanding that the impact upon the attributes that convey OUV at the site,
and any new impacts on both the integrity and authenticity, be assessed again as the project progresses
throughout 2013 and 2014). Impact on authenticity
of the OUV at the two sites (authenticity being defined here as the way specific attributes convey OUV),
is for the sake of clarity and analysis is repeated below
as it was described at the time of inscription in 2003:
Authenticity
‘’The cultural landscape and archaeological remains
of the Bamiyan Valley continue to testify to the different cultural phases of its history. Seen as a cultural
landscape, the Bamiyan Valley, with its artistic and
architectural remains, the traditional land use and the
simple mud brick constructions continues to express
its Outstanding Universal Value in terms of form and

materials, location and setting , but may be vulnerable in the face of development and requires careful
conservation and management‘’.
With its emphasis on the importance and significance of Bamiyan as a cultural landscape, notably the
specific references to traditional land use, mud brick
constructions and the associated worth and value of
‘form, materials, location and setting’, as attested the
visual assessment made (see also Photo Files 2, 3, 4,
5 and in particular 11, images 367–413) [not available], an overall moderate impact was observed on
the nature and character of the cultural landscape in
proximity to the two specific elements of the World
Heritage Property in the Foladi Valley. As discussed
and shown at length this impact arises outside (parallel) to the southern boundary of the buffer zone of the
two elements, but due to the proximity of the road to
the properties and its setting within the cultural and
natural landscape characterising the area, very much
warranted an assessment of its impact on the overall
setting of Akram and Ghamai, although this could
be ranked also as a slight to moderate significance of
effect or overall impact (the scale and severity of the
change having been characterized as being of negligible to minor change).
(2) Non‐designated/Unlisted Monuments in the Assessment Area
Considered briefly here is the degree of impact upon
five other observed monuments/historic landscapes
within the assessment area (extending as far as the village of Munara at the start of the Sadat Valley), and
two minor sites outside the assessment area but within
the scope of the Foladi Valley Rural Access Project, all
of which to some degree contribute to the character of
the natural and cultural landscape of the region. They
are not subject to the same rigorous examination as
the two elements of the World Heritage Property, but
the degree of impact upon them brought about by the
development is discussed where appropriate. Shrine
of Khwaje Sabz Posh and Associate Mausolea (i) Partially Ruined Mausolea.
The subject of a separate report annexed in this assessment, (UNESCO/SDC 2012), referred to in the
section on previous programmes of works (3.0 and
summarized here, the two mausolea were identified as
being in a dangerous and advanced state of disrepair,
and likely to be effected by the proposed development), as early as 2011 by UNESCO.
In the light of subsequent discussions with the relevant local authorities, UNOPS and the Swiss donors,
the more complete of the two mausolea was restored

as part of the Sabz Posh stabilization programme during the course of 2012. The more immediate danger
to the monument (and the associated cemetery on its
southern side, although not of any recorded great historical value), was the need for the proposed road to
run close to the building. On its north side this would
necessitate a deep cut into the bank and a degree of
encroachment into the buffer zone of the World Heritage Property in this area and/or the destruction of
the mausolea. Alternatively, taking the new widened
road south of the mausolea closer to the river and
through the associated cemetery was the other likely
option. With an obvious extremely high risk upon the
physical nature and survival of the monument, and
the acknowledgement of its likely historical importance to the local community (and its significance as
part of the cultural landscape of the World Heritage
Property as an attribute of criterion iv), a programme
of mitigation for its preservation was discussed by all
stakeholders, agreed upon and implemented as outlined below in section 8.0.
The Shrine of Khwaje Sabz Posh
Also referred to at length in previous sections, with
the full final report by UNESCO for SDC annexed
in this assessment, the Sabz Posh shrine is also located within an area that is not currently part of the
World Heritage Property in the Foladi Valley (core
or buffer zone), but does sit within the non‐legally
protected ‘archaeological zone’ and can be recognized
as also representing an integral element of the cultural
landscape of the Foladi Valley in its widest sense. As
with the two small mausolea located in close proximity to the north‐east (direct associations between the
two sites have yet to explicitly proven), Sabz Posh is
not a designated or listed historic monument as currently defined by the Department for the Preservation
of Historic Monuments (as at 2/8/2013). However its
importance, as a historic monument, ‘living’ religious
focal point for the local community at Tarnawah and
desirable element within the cultural landscape and
representing an integral part of the attributes (especially Criteria iv), that form OUV for the area, was
recognised during the source of a UNESCO assessment in late 2011.
Whilst assessing a number of potential historic shrines
in both the Bamiyan and Foladi Valleys in 2011, it
was acknowledged by the UNESCO team that Khwaje Sabz Posh represented a cultural asset of medium
to high value (as defined by ICOMOS, 2011), and
worthy of rescue from what at the time was a state
close to complete collapse. At that time (summer
2011), the proposed UNOPS rural access project had
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been mooted but was still in the tentative planning
stages but were advanced enough for UNESCO to see
that whilst the road would not directly impact to any
considerable degree upon this unlisted monument or
its immediate landscape, it should be stabilized and
preserved if it all possible. With subsequent further
negotiation and the agreement of the donors, local
authorities and community Shura, a programme of
appropriate stabilization, conservation and riverside
landscape commenced during 2012 concentrating
on two of the main spaces, and the stabilization of
the riverside slope. Completed in 2012, during the
initial stages of the commencement of the UNOPS
programme in the lower section of the Foladi Valley
closest to Bamiyan, the works are subject to a detailed
report provided with this assessment. The pre‐development restoration work at Sabz Posh did also financially enable the restoration of the small mausolea
(see previous) and prompted the National Institute of
Archaeology to instigate a short programme of rescue
archaeology (see previous and below).
Whereas mitigation of the buildings structural collapse and gradual degradation (see next section also),
came about in part due UNSCO’s pre‐ordained research programme for the area, this was nonetheless a
beneficial outcome for the monument and the cultural landscape. Future direct and physical impacts upon
the shrine (possibly the archaeology of the complex/
settlement on its north side closest to the road), are
only conceivably if the criteria for the route and alignment of the road change over the next 12 months,
an unlikely scenario but one that should be closely
monitored in case such requirements (as road width,
depth or direction), change as the result of unpredictable future circumstances. A more urgent potential
impact is that of the ongoing erosion and gullying
adjacent to the north‐east side of the site, a result of
excessive water run‐off from the cliffs to the north of
the main road.
Small Family Shrine and Cemetery – Tarnawah/Tajik
Village Area
Located within c. 100 m of the shrine of Khwaje Sabz
Posh on the same side of the road is another community cemetery near the settlement of ‘Tajik village’,
with unknown associations with Sabz Posh. Whilst
directly opposite the open cemetery is a small, mud
brick walled enclosed family grave plot. Whilst the
initial inter-pretation of these two burial sites was
as being of some considerable historic age (although
subsequently ranked of low value as a cultural heritage
asset), further consultation with the residents in the
immediate vicinity have inferred that these two sites
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are probably no older than one or two generations,
although the true earliest date for these sites cannot
be accurately ascertained. However, they are briefly
considered as they are both within the assessment area
defined as the section of the rural access projects route
from Bamiyan as far as Munara. Neither location will
be significantly physically effected by the route of the
road as it passes by and in in particular not the cemetery that is set back some 20 m from the road. On
the northern side the planned road runs within 2–3
m of the walls of the south elevation of the enclosure but still with enough distance for their not to be
any physical impact of note. As with the two World
Heritage elements, the only perceivable impact one be
one relating to a minor change in setting (proximity
to a wider and potentially busier road), and the associated aural implications of this.
Tower and Potential Archaeological Site at Munara
At the furthest extent of the assessment area at the
village of Munara (c. 6.30 km from Bamiyan), sits
the remains of a potentially Ghurid or later Islamic
tower and the possible remains of an associated fort
complex along with other archaeological sub‐surface
deposits. Located on the ridge above the Foladi Valley road to the south, the village and the monument
sits at the mouth of the Sadat Valley that eventually
runs into the Chapdara Valley and the Koh‐I Baba
Mountain chain, specifically the peak of Mardak Sang
at 4145 m.
Also an undesignated/unlisted monument not constituting part of the World Heritage Property but within the archaeological zone as defined by the Cultural
Master Plan (Janssen et al. 2005), and at the furthest
geographical limits of the assessment area. Munara is
briefly considered on the basis of its importance as an
integral element of the cultural and natural landscape
of the Foladi Valley and contributing to the attributes,
and in turn integrity and authenticity, of the OUV,
specifically in relation to criterion (iv). Currently,
(2/8/2013) no planned works as part of the Foladi
Valley rural access project will physically impact upon
the site, due to its location south of the Foladi River
some 100 m from the road and its elevated position
on a mountain spur. As discussed for other monuments in the valley, there is a slight to moderate effect
on the historic landscape in which it sits, but as in
the last century the tower (and in theory much of the
remains of the associated complex), have been incorporated into the construction of more recent, traditional buildings – much of the earlier and importance
historic context has already been lost.
A potential threat and future impact upon the village,

and perhaps the historic site or associated setting, may
result as a proposed but as yet unconfirmed further
development for a transportation focal point or depot
in or near the village, as part of the indirect infrastructure upgrading associated with the road construction.
Initially mooted and then dropped due to changes in
the allocation of funds, the proposal for a small bus
station remains on the agenda but with scant specific
details including such major influencing factors as exact location, size and the style of construction/types
of materials employed it is difficult to suggest what
the degree and level of impact might be. This pending
proposal will need to be followed closely over the next
12–18 months and, should any proposals become
more formal, be addressed as outlined in sections 8.0
and 10.0. Th ere is also no doubt that great benefit
could be achieved through an initial (perhaps the first
?) field survey/archaeological assessment of the tower
and its surrounding son the ground, in advance of
even any fleeting proposals.
(3) Non‐designated/Unlisted Monuments Outside
the Assessment Area (Munara to Ali Beg) Two Community Cemeteries – Beyond Munara (1) and outskirts of Qala Bazaar (2).
Located (1) several hundred metres beyond the village
of Munara on the right hand side of the road( north)
and (2) also on the right hand (north) side of the road
on the eastern outskirts of the village of Qala Bazaar
(near Shinya).
Both cemeteries (extending to c. 200–300 sqm.),
were initially interpreted as being of some considerable historic age (although subsequently ranked of
low value as a cultural heritage asset), further consultation with the residents in the immediate vicinity have inferred that these two sites are probably no
older than 50–80 years and perhaps younger than
that, although the figure proffered did vary. Both are
briefly considered as although not within the World
Heritage Property or the designated assessment area
they do still lie in close proximity to the construction
route of the Foladi Valley rural access project from
Bamiyan to Ali Beg, and can be seen to represent one
of the numerous elements that constitute the cultural landscape of the Foladi Valley and of localised
importance and research interest. On brief observation it was apparent that neither location will be significantly physically effected by the route of the road
as it passes by , certainly in the fi rst instance as the
burial ground is set back some distance (about 20–30
m) from the road works. The second site at Qala Bazaar practically abuts the road with a gap of 3–4 m

but provisional marking out and grading of the road
have already been completed and do not physically
impact upon the cemetery’s boundaries. As discussed
previously the majority of the road is constructed on
a raised, compacted plattform of natural material and
in very few instance requires sub‐surface excavation
or grading. As with the two World Heritage elements,
the only perceivable impact one be one relating to a
minor change in setting (proximity to a wider and
potentially busier road), and the associated aural implications of this.
Local, National and International Perception
As the result of discussions, opinions and other pertinent data gathered over the course of the assessment
period no obvious or compelling negative perceptions
or observations have been encountered in relation to
the impact of the rural access project on the two specific World Heritage Property elements and the World
Heritage Property as a whole. Local perception of the
nature of the project is predominantly concerned with
the perceived (and promised), benefits of the project
which are in theory considerable for all living within
the Foladi Valley area, including those people living
at the two sites concentrated on in this assessment
(Akram and Ghamai). As many people residing locally see the Foladi Valley cave systems as part of their
own, living, regional heritage and that the impact of
the project (to the non‐professional eye), is also virtually non‐existent, the project being seen as a boon.
The negligible to minor impact of the widening of the
road and upgrading of associated drainage systems is
generally seen as acceptable in relation to the benefits
of the programme for most of the communities in the
Foladi and sub‐valleys. The fact that the programme
of works has a slight to moderate overall significant
effect on the setting of the WHP and effects the outer
core zone of part of Qol‐e Akram, would also be a
fact not widely acknowledged or indeed understood
by many of the local communities, and so also in the
minds of many does not exist as an issue in the first
instance. Local perception of the effect on the un‐designated/unlisted monuments in the proximity of the
Foladi Valley road project was perhaps more accentuated due to the more visual impact on specific monuments and the attention surrounding the mitigation
of any adverse impact upon these buildings. Specifically in this instance this refers to the re‐alignment of
a short section of the road near the shrine of Khwaje
Sabz posh (near Tarnawah and Tajik villages), so as to
avoid the further destruction of and damage to a small
group of mausolea and a cemetery possibly associated
with Sabz Posh – the cemetery itself being the subject
of a programme of archaeological rescue and investi375

gation. Whilst not directly associated with any impact
upon the physical nature of the two World Heritage
Elements further along the road, the shrine, mausolea
and cemetery nevertheless form an integral part of the
cultural landscape associated with the World Heritage Property in the Foladi Valley. Hence, the successful realignment of the road and the rescue archaeology ‐both of which were undertaken in conjunction
with the stabilization and restoration of the shrine of
Khwaje Sabz Posh to enable the local community at
Tajik village to be able to use it on a regular basis once
more – was perceived locally as a very positive outcome brought about as a result of the road construction project (even if this was not technically true with
regards to Sabz Posh, which would have been restored
by UNESCO/SDC as part of a separate, programme
regardless of the road intervention.
At a national and international level there is always
more concern when a proposed development adjacent
to or inside a World Heritage Property is mooted.
However, in this instance consultation between the
relevant stakeholders at all levels, locally, national
and internationally since the projects inception has
been such that any such serious concerns about the
project have to date been successfully allayed. The
project is generally seen as a necessary and positive
development for the area, province and country as a
whole and the fact that, perhaps for the first time, the
potential impact of a major development programme
on the natural and cultural heritage of the country is
being assessed appropriately (before, during and after
the construction programme), is seen as a welcome
change in general protective policy in the country and
has only attracted positive feedback so far. It should
however, also be mentioned that the project still has
approximately one year plus to run until completion,
and it would not be unreasonable to expect perceptions by some interest groups and individuals, internally and externally, to change over the course of
that period, dependent upon how the project is implemented and progresses over the upcoming twelve
months.
7.0 Potential Mitigation Measures
General maps 2, 6, 8 and site specific maps 13, 14,
17 and 21). Photo Files (2–4) and (11–13) [not available].
It should be borne in mind, as outlined initially in
the introduction, as a result of extenuating factors
very few specific visits were made to the defined assessment area in 2011 and 2012, with the exception
of a number of mandatory UNESCO filed trips for
coordination meetings and programme inspection
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which allowed at least one visit to the Foladi Valley
in connection with other proposed projects (that ultimately became a part of the assessment programme).
This being said, as this assessment was prepared over
the course of three months during the summer of
2013, the potential mitigation measures referred to
below here have either been acted upon where necessary or appropriate or would be best employed in the
forthcoming stages of the construction programme,
now likely to run through until spring/summer 2014.
Certain mitigation measures do however require to
be implemented before the commencement of any
works and can now only best be used as examples of
what should be undertaken in connection with any
similar development and construction programmes
across the province or the country in the future. Such
ideas are highlighted in the conclusions and recommendation section to follow.
A number of standard procedures should be put in
place for the remainder of the completion of the
project at areas along the route of the road, and specifically within the 6 km that formed the assessment
area and encompasses the southern border of the
World Heritage Property buffer zone. In this instance
we can refer to the undertaking of archaeological survey or excavation where it is deemed necessary along
the route prior to the commencement of any intrusive
works. This has already seen to have been effective in
the earlier stages of the programme, as discussed in
detail in previous sections of this assessment where it
was widely acknowledged that a partial re‐alignment
of the road route was required to avoid the destruction of a small set of mausolea, but by doing so would
necessitate a degree of excavation and land contouring to the south of the mausolea in what appeared to
be (an albeit small) cemetery. Knowing this was the
case, a team from the National Institute of Archaeology in Kabul undertook a small scale survey and
excavation of this area prior to extensive works beginning in 2012, and their provisional draft report and
findings are annexed in this assessment. Such practises
should be undertaken during the course of the rest
of the project if areas of high risk are identified in
advance.
The only areas that may require further archaeological
investigation in advance of works would be near the
Sabz Posh shrine if the road is widened more than
is currently predicted (this would impact upon the
sensitive cemetery area and sub‐surface structures directly to the north of Sabz Posh), or if the proposed
‘transport depot’ – in whatever form this might take
– ever goes ahead at the village of Munara. Munara,
as discussed elsewhere, has some potentially archaeo-

logically sensitive areas, although these appear to be
located on higher ground away from the road and
any potential footprints for such a hub. Nevertheless, should such a proposal look like it may come to
fruition, in the light of this assessment it is an ideal
opportunity for the implementers and the Ministry of Information and Culture representatives in
Bamiyan to undertake an wide‐ranging and detailed
programme of archaeological investigation and desk‐
top search well in advance of the works, and to have
full and inclusive discussions with the implementers
and UNESCO what might be the most appropriate
course of action to take, and whether the development needs to be altered, moved or even temporarily
postponed on the basis of any substantial findings.

but also as an essential component of the Foladi Valley cultural landscape concerns not its proximity to
the road but to the erosion channels/streams running
down from the cliffs opposite to the north. A substantial gully runs north‐south from the Foladi Valley
cliffs at this point across the road and meanders to
within 10 m or less of the north‐east corner of the
Sabz Posh complex before turning north‐east. This is
currently an unprotected actively eroding bank moving towards the recently restored shrine complex.
Whilst the gully has been recently bridged and a culvert inserted on the main road, it is not as yet clear
whether any action will be taken to stabilize the gully
near Sabz Posh. If not, this is an issues of erosion that
needs to be addressed before winter 2013.

A further example can also be cited in the success of
undertaking suitable mitigation schemes prior to the
commencement of the road construction programme,
in the form of the shrine and associated complex of
Khwaje Sabz Posh. The final report for the project at
Sabz Posh and the details concerning its inception and
implementation are included in the annexes in this assessment and are also thoroughly detailed in the previous pages. Nevertheless, it is worth reiterating that
what was initially a completely separate research/conservation initiative, planned with little prior knowledge of the Foladi Valley road project, assisted in
raising considerably the awareness of numerous stakeholders. UNOPS, the local government heritage authorities, the donors and numerous other participants
central to the implementation and success of the rural access project were quickly made aware as to the
considerable importance that should be attached to
cultural heritage (monuments, archaeology or landscapes) present in the locality of, or forming part of
such developments.

It would also be beneficial to have an archaeologist or
similarly qualified heritage expert on hand throughout the course of the remainder of the project to give
advise and oversee any construction or necessary excavation work in potentially sensitive areas along the
road. Th is would not be a case of ‘overseeing’ the
workforce, but simply observing when and where appropriate, as agreed in advance. Whilst few areas of
risk have been identified, this would be useful in case
unknown archaeological deposits, structures or finds
come to light (not an uncommon experience in the
course of extensive road construction projects), and
would offer immediate at hand advice. Th is is also
beneficial from the point of view of the protection
of such assets as Sabz Posh and the three small cemeteries located along that particular strip of road, all
of which are in close proximity to the route and any
minor variations in route might effect them, so again
the observation of the implementation of works to see
that they follow the pre‐agreed route would be an important measure to implement. This also relates to the
continued protectionof buffer zones of the two World
Heritage elements, Qala Ghamai and Qol‐I Akram, to
ensure that if further incursions into the buffer zone
are required (to date this has been very small distances
of several metres and mostly concerned with the necessity to cut banks), they are first discussed, approved
and then observed. Currently, the IoA and local representatives of the Ministry of Information and Culture
do not appear to have the logistical requirements to
implement such a programme, but this is something
that can be discussed in the coming months.

Specifically they were encouraged to discuss and acknowledge that a certain set of procedures should
be put in place if there is any likelihood of the negative impact or intervention on a cultural asset, and
that this needs to be recognised, assessed and addressed well in advance of the projects commencement, if and when circumstances allow. In the case
of Sabz Posh there was scant cause for concern as
to the physical historic fabric being endangered by
the road construction itself (although the setting has
been effected), but there were associated benefits as
this programme highlighted the nature of the risk to
the small mausolea and cemetery close by. Perhaps the
only need for potential thought for the future of the
survival of the Khwaje Sabz Posh shrine, not only as
an independent historic monument in its own right,

In terms of additional monitoring before the commencement of the project and during the course of
its progress potential environmental impacts should
also be considered. Although this report alludes to
some of the minor environmental impacts that have
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taken place and are likely to as the project continues,
a more formal procedure for environmental monitoring would be beneficial. Currently, UNOPS have an
agreement with UNEP for such a programme and this
has now been in place for 7 months and is assessing
the impact of the road construction at certain points
along the route, specifically undertaking an extensive
programme of monitoring in and around the Tajik
village area, towards the Bamiyan end of the route,
where protective terracing is presently being implemented by the community, (K. Winney, pers. com.
August 2013). The details of what is being monitored,
how and when are provided in the annexed UNEP
document, whilst a review of environmental impacts
to date, and potential future issues will be forthcoming at the end of 2013. A number of minor impacts
along the route have been noticed during the course
of the assessment, such as tree felling, irrigation ditch
destruction and bank cutting/slope gradient increase
– as an agreed requirement of the construction process – and it is believed that these will be addressed
fully in the postconstruction phase. Not only will this
serve to simply replace what has been lost, re‐vegetation and planting is not also essential for preventing
slope erosion, assisting drainage and in this case additional or extra tree planting may assist in partially
‘masking’ the open sections of the road, that present
the most visually intrusive aspects of the project in
terms of its effect on the character of the historic landscape, the authenticity of the World Heritage Property and hence the degree to which the project has
impacted upon the OUV of both the elements and
the property as a whole. More serious issues as to the
effect of the 12 km of road construction and associated infra‐structure works on the water and irrigation
systems of the valleys also need to be addressed. As
agricultural production is the main economic stay of
the valley so any intervention, at any scale and in any
form, that effects the ability to manage water in the
fields, the groundwater levels or notably the direction,
flow and quantity of water available may have significant consequences. This is one of the areas into which
the UNEP programme has been looking, and will
continue to monitor throughout the projects progress
in 2013 though to completion in 2014.

of this, so a probable width of nearer 12 m). Whilst
partially masking the road by tree planting, in areas
where this doesn’t already naturally occur, is one option, ‘softening’ the appearance of the road might be
another. Over time the road surface will fade, becoming more used, worn and less ‘black’ in colour, but
any technical means by which the colour or shade of
the asphalted can be adjusted before it is laid may also
be a further avenue to consider, if not technically impossible or financially prohibitive within the context
of the project budgets.

Other potential measures to reduce or compensate for
the impact of the road, specifically on the visual character and nature of the historic landscape, would be
to try to alter the final appearance of the road in its
setting . As discussed previously in sections 7.0 and
8.0, a sinuous and uneven track c. 4–5 m wide will
become a raised, 6 m wide dark asphalt strip set in a
9 m wide plattform (excluding the banks either side

8.1 Potential Impact on OUV and Inscription
In conclusion, a brief summary of the current and
perceived future effects of the Foladi Valley Rural
Access Project on the Outstanding Universal Value
of the two World Heritage property elements in the
Foladi Valley is provided, along with the previous
discussions relating to any related significant effects
on the integrity and authenticity, in addition to any
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It would also prove beneficial to have a programme
put in place to provide awareness material for people
within the areas effected by the project as to the nature of the World Heritage properties in the valley (if
they are not already aware), and the significance of the
archaeological and cultural heritage assets present. In
addition, promoting the worth and intrinsic value of
preserving and protecting the character of the landscape, one the most significant aspects of the Foladi
Valley, should be addressed if it is not already. Many
people still live in traditionally built homes, tend
the land as it has been tended for centuries whilst a
number of small communities continue to live both
in and among a number of the cave sites at the two
World Heritage properties, so already through day to
day life experience what it is to engage at first hand
with their heritage, but potentially may benefit from
being made further aware that this is a finite resource,
and requires attention, protection and appropriate
management.
A final mitigation measure necessary to consider, albeit a post‐project completion one, would be the correct
dissemination of information, knowledge and lessons
learned during the course of the Heritage Impact Assessment, in addition to the appropriate circulation
of any detailed scientific, desk‐based or field research
that might assist other s in future similar circumstances or prove of value to any of the stakeholders.
8.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
Maps 17 and 21 in the appendices and Photo File
(11) [not available].

risk to the inscription of the site as a World Heritage Property. The beneficial effects of the project are
also highlighted once more, and a number of recommendations for implementation during the course
of the remainder of the programme are discussed, as
are future suggestions for such similar studies. The
conclusions also reiterate the nature of the landscape
character in the Foladi Valley and the significance
of the impact of the project on a limited number of
monuments and cultural properties within the main
assessment area.
Hence, it can be currently stated that, on the basis
of the observations made during the course of this
assessment (with the caveat that over the next 9–12
months of work on the project until its completion,
that it does not deviate excessively from the guiding
principles and previously proposed designs and methods of implementation), that the rural access project
does not yet represent a risk to the inscription of the
site as a World heritage Property as was defined by the
World Heritage Committee in 2003, either in relation to the two individual elements assessed specifically here, and to the World heritage Property in the
Bamiyan Valley as a whole. Needless to stay, should
the nature, design, alignment and execution methods
of the project alter in the ensuing months, a further
assessment or at the very least an amendment to this
assessment (August 2013) ,will be required and may
reach an alternative conclusion as to the scale and
severity of the change of impact and the overall significance of effect on the OUV. It is envisaged that
any such changes, or the likelihood of such, would
be recognised in the first instance by any one of the
monitoring suggestions proposed during the course
of the roads completion.
As detailed and discussed at length in preceding sections (6.0, 7.0 and 8.0), and borne out by both the
topographic data (maps and plans 1–14 ) [not available], and the imagery (sections 1–4, 6, 7 and 11 in
the photographic supplement), the scale and severity
of the change/impact to the value of the properties as
heritage assets can be ranked as fluctuating between
exhibiting no changes at all to specific negligible and
minor changes which, when then considering the
overall significance of effect or overall impact (adverse
or beneficial), to the attributes that convey OUV, also
can be ranked as overall impacts that vary between
neutral to slight/moderate.
Once more referring to (below) the attributes that
meet the criterion for the conveying of OUV of both
the two elements in the Foladi Valley (Qala Ghamai

and Qoul‐I Akram) and the Property in the Bamiyan
Valley as a whole, it is apparent that the specific attributes related to Criterion (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi) below were subject to no or minimal negative effects.
These attributes and their associated criteria primarily expound the considerable relevance and value of
the presence of the wide‐ranging examples of art and
architecture from the Buddhist and multiple periods
within the region, and their significant regional and
international influence over time on both artistic and
architectural expression. They also highlight the importance of the (now lost) regional cultural traditions
that they represent, the symbolic nature of the monumental representations and again the regional importance of the Bamiyan Valley as a centre and focal
point for past pilgrimage. Due to the specific nature
of the programme of works proposed (and currently
underway), in the Foladi Valley outside of the buffer
zone, but still in relatively close proximity to the two
properties (and recognised as an integral part of the
local historic landscape), there has been no discernible physical impact upon the cave sites, their architectural elements, surviving mural paintings or their
immediate setting s within the core zone.
However, it is the attributes that meet criterion (iv),
again repeated below and stating that, ‘’The Bamiyan
Valley is an outstanding example of a cultural landscape which illustrates a significant period in Buddhism’’, that potentially are subject to relatively more
perceptible impacts (as a result of the road project),
which in theory then also transfers to an effect on
the OUV. Th e attributes for Criterion (iv) specifically hold‐up the acute importance of the landscape
(cultural and indeed we can imply natural also), surrounding the two elements that visually extends far
beyond the limits and boundaries of the buffer zones.
Whereas it is unrealistic to suggest that the local cultural landscape (in its widest sense including many
observable integral elements such as monuments,
traditional buildings, land patterns and so on), has
remained unchanged in over 5–600 years, enough of
this elements exist still to convey a significant idea
and visual impression of this past cultural landscape,
due to the extent of survival and notable lack of negative development in the Foladi Valley. It is, hence, the
insertion of an apparently incongruous modern feature (albeit an upgrade of an existing track with an
identical purpose, just on a larger and more intrusive
scale), that causes the severity of the impact on the
cultural landscape to be recognised. Th e specific issues associated with width of the road, orientation,
height, material employed and the visual effects of
this upgrade on the cultural landscape (both to and
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from the World Heritage elements) have already been
highlighted (sections 7.0 and 8.0), including parallel
impacts such as localised changes in raised levels of
aural pollution and potential effects on environmental systems. It is also the minimal, but nonetheless
important, potential impact of the new road upon
the historic monuments and archaeology present in
the assessment area and the Foladi valley generally
(all undesignated/unlisted), that also could give rise
to changes in the nature and character of the cultural
and natural landscape and potentially contribute to
an overall impact on the OUV. Th e need for pre‐
project discussion concerning the prevention of such
effects on these specific monuments have already been
discussed in the assessment, as have the implementation of small preventative mitigation programmes in
2012 to attempt to address these issues.
Criterion (i): The Buddha statues and the cave art in
Bamiyan Valley are an outstanding representation of
the Gandharan school in Buddhist art in the Central
Asian region.
Criterion (ii): The artistic and architectural remains of
Bamiyan Valley, an important Buddhist centre on the
Silk Road, are an exceptional testimony to the interchange of Indian, Hellenistic, Roman and Sasanian influences as the basis for the development of a particular artistic expression in the Gandharan school. To this
can be added the Islamic influence in a later period.
Criterion (iii): Th e Bamiyan Valley bears an exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition in the Central
Asian region, which has disappeared.
Criterion (iv): The Bamiyan Valley is an outstanding
example of a cultural landscape which illustrates a significant period in Buddhism.
Criterion (vi): The Bamiyan Valley is the most monumental expression of the western Buddhism. It was an
important centre of pilgrimage over many centuries.
Due to their symbolic values, the monuments have
suffered at different times of their existence, including
the deliberate destruction in 2001, which shook the
whole world.
Summarising once more the perceived effects of impacts (both observed and future potential), on the
precepts of integrity and authenticity in relation to
the OUV of the two elements (Qoul‐I Akram and
Qala Ghamai, in addition to the whole Foladi Valley cliff area and the wider World Heritage Property), it again can be clearly stated that the attributes
that convey OUV at the two elements are extant and
have not to any significant degree been eroded, or
are under threat, from the current or proposed development (once more, this statement is based on the
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understanding that the impact upon the attributes
that convey OUV at the site, and any new impacts
on both the integrity and authenticity, be assessed
again as the project progresses throughout 2013 and
2014). Specifically regarding the integrity of the two
elements, significant proportions of all the attributes
that express the Outstanding Universal Value of these
two sites, primarily in this instance their unique Buddhist and Islamic architectural characteristics, painted
murals and the character of their immediate settings,
have not been compromised and remain intact. In
comparison however, impact on authenticity of the
OUV at the two sites (authenticity being defined here
as the way specific attributes convey OUV), emphasises the critical value and regional significance of the
Bamiyan Valley (including the associated seven or
more sub‐valleys), as a cultural landscape, notably the
specific references to traditional land use, mud brick
constructions and the associated value of ‘form, materials, location and setting’, as attested to in ICOMOS
(2011) and UNESCO (2003/5). As borne out by the
data and previous discussions, negligible to minor
impacts/changes were observed (and will potentially
continue) on the nature and character of the cultural
landscape in proximity to the two specific elements
of the World Heritage Property in the Foladi Valley
which in turn, when translated to the overall significance of effect (for World Heritage elements previously assessed as having a very high heritage asset values), ranks as a slight to moderate overall impact.
As discussed and shown at length (sections 7.0 and
8.0) this impact is observable exclusively in the landscape outside of and (parallel) to the southern boundary of the buffer zone of the two elements (both sides)
and part of the outer core zone of Qol‐e Akram, but
encompasses the whole setting of the valley from
Bamiyan to its farthest extent at the head of the valley
at Ali Beg, some 17 km to the south‐west. When assessing the impact of the project on the cultural and
natural landscape of the assessment area in the region
of the two elements, the visual impact from all orientations was taken into consideration where possible,
both rom the World Heritage properties over the valley, and from the opposing valley taking in the World
heritage elements. The visual impact on the landscape
was also of course assessed from the road itself looking
externally.
8.2 Beneficial Effects of the Project
Aside from the obvious crucial beneficial consequences of the road project for the valley communities (expounded in detail in section 2.1 and more
fully in the UNOPS initial proposal), in relation to

the cultural heritage of the area the project also serves
to raise awareness of the presence and importance of
the World Heritage Property, the surrounding cultural landscape and the individual historic and traditional elements that exist within this landscape, to
the community, project partners, local government
institutions and a myriad of other stakeholders. The
same groups may also be seen benefit from a greater
understanding and knowledge , on completion of the
project, of the fragility of the specific cultural heritage
assets located within the Foladi Valley and what can
be done to recognise, protect and preserve these assets
without necessary unduly compromising appropriate
development locally or within the province in general. As the population in the Foladi Valley (c. 40,000
based UNOPS statistics), form an integral and essential part of the ‘living heritage’ of the region, it is also
essential that both the communities and local governmental institutions understand the thought, discussion and management skills that are required for local inhabitants to co‐exist sympathetically within this
unique cultural and natural environment.
9.0 Recommendations and Suggestions for
the Future
Over the course of the three month period that the
assessment took place in the field and the subsequent
compilation and analysis of the data collected, a
number of observations were made that can be suggested as recommendations for the future, both for
the Foladi Valley road specifically and in more general
terms for potential conflicts between development
and cultural heritage in Afghanistan. Th ese are expanded upon as follows:
9.1 Archaeological Watching Briefs
As also referred to in the introduction and section 8.0,
it is thoroughly recommended that provision is made,
even if not on a permanent basis, for the capacity to
undertake archaeological surveys or watching briefs
during the course of the remainder of the project
throughout 2013, and on its recommencement in
2014. As already borne out by the pre‐project work at
the shrine of Khwaje Sabz Posh and the nearby small
mausolea, archaeological watching briefs should form
an integral part of this current and any future proposed development projects in Bamiyan province and
elsewhere in the country if it is known (or can be attested to a reliable degree), that there is the likelihood
of archaeological deposits or historic monuments
being adversely effected. Whether forming part of a
World Heritage Property, a designated monument or
an undesignated monument or site perceived as being
a cultural asset of value, such procedures should apply.

It was also highlighted that such pre‐emptive survey
and research, even undertaken over a short time scale
in less than ideal circumstances, can uncover useful
and hitherto unknown information about a site or
historic landscape that can assist in furthering local,
regional or indeed national research agenda’s. The excavations at Sabz Posh and the mausolea for example,
brought to light evidence for possible Ghurid origins
of the shrine or at least its precursors (through datable
ceramic evidence), and also an insight into the intangible nature of historic worship at the shrine with the
recovery of a well preserved, written prayer request/
token of offering hidden within sub‐surface deposits.
Whereas it is not expected for the Institute of Archaeology to provide a permanent member of staff for this
eventuality, for both current fi nancial and logistical
reasons, there is no reason why a staff member from
the office of the representatives of the Ministry of
Information and Culture in Bamiyan could not be
made available, or indeed the IoA staff member currently partially engaged to watch over the on‐going
works at Shahr‐e Ghoghola. It would indeed be easy
for Mr. Akil to split his time between the two projects
in the coming months, the work at Shahr‐e Gholghola being infrequent. An external consultant could potentially be used on an occasional basis or for specific
elements of such infra‐structure projects, or to oversee and advise on IoA or MoIC activities as appropriate. Th is provisions should continue throughout
2013/2014 and particular attention should be paid in
the eventuality that the Munara village transportation
hub project is reconsidered by UNOPS (currently on
hold as at 4/8/2013).
The importance of these activities being undertaken
prior to the commencement of works by suitably
qualified and experienced heritage professionals cannot be overstated. Although it should be accepted
that circumstances may arise during the course of the
project that require immediate decisions to be made
and action taken to mitigate any potential issues of
conflict. The undertaking of watching brief and peremptory excavations and research on the Foladi Valley rural access project sets a good future example
for such desirable practise both within the province
and across the country as a whole, and could (if desired by the MoIC and on the recommendation of
UNESCO), form the basis for a more rigorous set of
heritage guidelines in relation to development control
and oversight concerning the protection of cultural
assets, tangible or otherwise and whether designated
as such or not.
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9.2 Mitigation of Negative Impacts on Recognised
Cultural Assets
As discussed extensively throughout the report, it is
essential for there to be early consultation between all
potential project partners and stakeholders – specifically the implementers, local (and where needed national) government cultural representatives and any
external cultural consultative bodies . It is far easier
to mitigate any potential conflicts of interest in advance rather than having to introduce reactionary or
delayed mitigation programmes once the development project has commenced. Th is practise should
be further encouraged by the relevant Afghan Ministry’s, and if not enshrined in planning law, certainly
strongly recommended in the future. Heritage Impact
Assessments can be employed in advance whenever
recognised as being useful or appropriate and with
the upsurge of development projects in the country, notably those related to the extractive industries
(including Bamiyan province), such assessments are
essential and crucial. Th e forthcoming programmes
of development, mineral extraction and associate infrastructure improvement associated with the Hajigak
mine would also benefit from the implementation of
procedures as described above.
9.3 Due Care and Attention Paid by Contractors /
Sub‐contractors
Whilst the relationship in this instance between the
implementer (UNOPS and sub‐contractors), and the
cultural heritage advisors, (UNESCO and the MoIC),
was a principally productive and two‐way one, it is
also essential that the contractors/sub‐contractors on
such sensitive projects are aware of the nature of the
heritage assets and potential impacts from the outset.
When it is not feasible for a cultural representative
from the MoIC, DoHM or an external consultant to
be present on certain stages of such a project (especially over extended periods of time and distance), the
onus should be on the implementer to take time to
watch out for and report any incidences of archaeological deposits (including although not exclusively
burials), or potential conflicts with extant historic
buildings or sub‐surface structures. The instances of
workmen on building or road construction projects
in Afghanistan, unknowingly destroying archaeological deposits, recognised as such or not, is rife, and can
be potentially avoided in the future through a degree
of awareness raising and information sharing within
the construction and heritage industry.
9.4 National Monuments Register and Heritage
Data Base
As discussed in the introductory section to the assess382

ment, a current gap or shortfall in the knowledge of
the MoIC (explicitly the Department for The Preservation of Historic Monuments), and hence the ability to
advise and react accordingly to threats to the heritage
can be observed through the lack of any comprehensive archive or listing of the nation’s cultural resource.
Whereas a physical list of a number of monuments
does exist in hard copy for most provinces (and note –
this only includes extant historic monuments and associated archaeological complexes, it does not include
‘pure’ archaeological sites), this is not exhaustive or
comprehensive. The monuments on this list could be
effectively described as ’designated’ or ’listed’ as being
of historic or cultural value, although it is not clear
upon what specific criteria these choices have been
based, and might perhaps be predominantly based on
historic legacy. As far as the author is aware this list,
whilst certainly more useful than no list at all, is not
distributed to provincial offices, and certainly as at the
time of writing of this assessment the Bamiyan office
representing the Ministry of Information and Culture
stated that they possessed no lists, hard or digital, of
the number and condition of extant monuments or
archaeological sites present in the province.
Again, as stated earlier, a number of international
cultural organizations working in Afghanistan have
contributed to this list in recent years, helping to add
a number of known and previously unknown monuments and sites from differing provinces across the
country. Whilst an initiative in 2012 (still ongoing ?),
by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture also sought to assist the DoHM in preparing accurate lists of the most
prominent monuments for the production of identification plaques and a number of display panels as
part of a pilot study, this was confined to a limited
number of specific sites within each province, although it should be stated that they were able to catalogue in digital format several hundred of the most
well‐known monuments.
The most comprehensive guide to archaeological (and
to a certain degree monumental) sites in Afghanistan
is still the 1982 Gazetteer produced by Warwick Ball
(currently being updated) but is now not widely available and again could benefit from additions and updating.
With this in mind, it can be readily established that
there is an urgent and necessary need for a comprehensive, up to date and accessible data base (digital
is assumed), of extent sites and monuments in the
country including their condition, that also brings
together all the elements of recording from different

sources from numerous organizations. This is seen as
standard practise in many Asian and European countries across the world and often forms the main data
focal point on which all decisions are made concerning a nations cultural heritage assets and their management and long‐term protection. This is a project
that UNESCO specifically, (in conjunction with
the appropriate governmental departments from the
Ministry of Information and Culture), are well placed
to address and achieve over the course of the next few
years if given the necessary consent and suitable funds
can be acquired.
9.5 Modifications to Afghan Planning and Development Law
Directly relevant to the preceding sub‐sections sections, (10.1–10.4), the management and protection
of Afghanistan’s cultural heritage would also benefit
further from increased input from the Ministry of
Urban Planning, Public Works and Preservation of
Historic Cities in the preliminary stages of development consul‐tation with an assumed potential impact upon the heritage. Although both Ministry’s
currently have input on more extensively, nationally regarded development and research programmes
(indeed they often sit on the expert working groups
of the UNESCO organized Bamiyan Coordination
Meetings), increased input and consultation on more
wider ranging heritage issues might be a useful recommendation to take on board. Indeed, if guidelines and
requirements relating to the necessity for assessments
prior to development programmes taking commencing in culturally sensitive areas could be preserved in
law, this would be a considerable step forward for the
MoIC and other relevant Ministry’s. A law akin to
the United Kingdoms planning policies – ‘’Planning
Policy Guidance Note 15 – Planning and the Historic Environment, (1990–2010)’’, and ‘’Planning
Policy Guidance Note 16 – Archaeology and Planning (1990–2010)’’, that have recently been replaced
(2010–2012) by ‘’Planning Policy Statement 5: Planning for the Historic Environment’’, would be one
of several detailed and proven foreign government
policies that could be adapted and employed by the
Afghan government, should it so chose. The revised
statement, Planning Policy 5 is a workable and flexible law that could be (relatively) easily adapted to the
specific circumstances currently prevalent in Afghanistan in the development and cultural sectors. See the
link: http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/planning/
planningpolicyandlegislation/previousenglishpolicy/
ppgpps/pps5 and the document is also provided in
the annexes of this report.

9.6 Future Effects on the OUV and expanding the
buffer zones of the World Heritage Property
(see general UNESCO World Heritage Site maps 11,
16 and 16 [not available].
With a possible 9–12 months to run on the Foladi
Valley Rural Access Programme still, it is imperative
once more to state the need for professional levels of
monitoring (cultural and environmental), to assess
any new impacts not initially recognised, or ones that
come about due to project digressions or other unplanned external factors. Th e OUV of the two elements and the Property as a whole, and any negative
impacts upon it can only adequately be assessed if the
value of such monitoring is recognised and implemented at regular intervals.
With the OUV of not only the elements of the Foladi
Valley in mind, but also the World Heritage Property
in the Bamiyan Valley as a whole, in the aftermath
of this rural access project and the Heritage Impact
Assessment, the opportunity is also presented to give
further thought to the nature and current extent of
the buffer zones of the existing eight elements. It is
recommended here that time should be taken for
the relevant parties to discuss the extent of the buffer
zones in the Foladi Valley – should it extend further
to the southwest to encompass the other side of the
valley opposite the World Heritage elements and the
Foladi cliff to prevent, or at least manage future development that might have a more sever impact on
the OUV of the valley – although this is retrospective
in terms of protecting the valley floor itself, with the
new road in progress now (see also Carreno 2010,
Martin/Piaff 2008 and Heritage at Risk 2007). In
addition, thought and dialogue should be given over
to the southward extension of the buffer zone of the
Bamiyan Cliff itself, property elements. The vast valley floor is currently outside of the buffer zone, and
although theoretically sitting within the fl ood plain
is ripe for future development. Indeed, strip development is already taking place along the south side
of the Foladi Valley road at its origins bear the Silk
Road Hotel and Bamiyan city centre. Th ere is also
a small anomaly directly in front of the large Buddha niche where a ‘kink’ in the boundary of the core
zone means that a substantial a substantial stretch of
road and bank directly in front of the Western niche
is located within the buffer zone, rather than the core
zone where it should probably be for the degree of
protection required for such a monument.
9.7 Environmental Impact, On‐going Observations
and Assessments
Whilst it was not the remit of this specific report to
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undertake an environmental impact assessment of the
road construction in the Foladi Valley (this is represented by a separate agreement between UNOPS
and UNEP), having traversed the route numerous
times over the period of fieldwork it was possible to
make a number of pertinent observations concerning
the perceived environmental impact of the project.
The Community Development Corporation (CDC)
for Tajik Village, a small settlement at the upper
(Bamiyan) end of the Foladi Valley and close to the
Khwaje Sabz Posh shrine project, have been tasked
with monitoring c. 2 km kilometres of road works n
their immediate area to observe, record and comment
upon the nature of the localised construction and related drainage work. Th e observations by the CDC
are set to continue on an occasional basis , monitored
by UNEP, over the remaining 12–18 months of the
project so that the community will be able to comment and make suggestions, where appropriate, on
current and likely future impacts. These observations
are can of course refer to both positive and negative
aspects of the programme including all areas of potential interest from water fl ow disruption to increased
slope erosion, water quality issues and destruction
(partial or wholly), of local community residential
and commercial property.
Whereas this Heritage Impact Assessment defers entirely to the on‐going environmental assessment of
the road project being undertaken by the Tajik Village
CDC and any comments made by the UNEP National Programme Manager, Zakryia Akrim, whom is
monitoring the Council’s programme, a number of
relevant remarks and suggestions can be made here.
As discussed briefly previously, there is a quantifiable need for the re‐vegetation/ re‐planting of banks
and slopes that have been severely cut back as part of
the road widening, both in depth and angle of slope,
(notably on the outskirts of villages such as Shinya),
an assessment of any intervention that has occurred
(knowingly or otherwise) that has impacted upon local drainage and irrigation systems, and fi nally perhaps a move to undertake additional or new planting
(probably with poplar), along edges of the route not
previously lined with trees. If the circumstances are
right in terms of location, water availability and sol
type, then this initiative would also assist in ‘masking’ the new road whilst it weather in the short to
mid‐term and becomes a more accepted part of the
natural and cultural landscape. The ‘greening’ of the
route can also only be seen as a positive environmental move in an area of outstanding natural beauty and
cultural significance.
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9.8 Institute of Archaeology (MoIC) – Continuing
Professional Development (CPD)
During the process of the assessment a contribution
to the overall report was made by members of the Institute of Archaeology (part of the MoIC and based in
Kabul), who made two trips to the Foladi Valley site
(2011 and April 2013). On the basis of discussions
with the Institute staff (and in light of the professional
and technical skills required to effectively undertake
such work to an internationally acceptable standard
in the future), it is apparent that the Institute would
greatly benefit from further training/experience of
a professional commercial nature specifically in the
realms of rescue archaeology and heritage management. Whereas a degree of training in academic archaeological research techniques has been offered to
the Institute in the past by various external cultural
organisations, it is evident that more specific and prolonged professional training is required for the Institute of Archaeology to meet the demands that will be
put on them in the future, as Afghan planning law
matures and adapts to take account of cultural and
environmental issues and potential conflicts with development proposals. Such training is also required
so the department can meet the international benchmarks required by UNESCO and other international
heritage bodies that correlate with the effective protection and management of World Heritage Property
in the Bamiyan Valley, at the Minaret of Jam and at
other archaeological and historical sites worthy of
protection throughout Afghanistan.
9.9 Bamiyan University-Building Future Aptitude
and Expertise in the Cultural Sector
Only referred to briefly in this report, but nonetheless
essential for the future, is the human resource rep-resented by waves of recent and upcoming graduates at
Bamiyan University. An ever expanding University in
terms of number of departments, students and lecturers (and currently ranked 4th for achievement and reputation in the country), it is strongly recommended to
make use of this local source of eager, competent and
enthusiastic body of students, even if certain specific
skills are currently lacking. In terms of relevant departments (to culture and development), the University has a relatively new Department of Archaeology
and History (formed in 2011) and a more established
Department of Mines and Engineering. The Department of Archaeology and History currently has an
intake of 80 students in their fi rst year, 36 in their
second year and 24 students who will graduate from
the department in 2014. Students from both these
faculties should be involved in cultural initiatives in
Bamiyan wherever possible (and additional practical

skills offered, when time and funding allows), to enable them to acquire relevant experience in relation
to commercial archaeological survey, detailed heritage
assessments and a broader knowledge of the role of
cultural heritage and the development industry and
the conflicts often associated with this. If deemed
useful, lectures could also be provided from external
sources.
This represents a very different arm of the discipline
than academic or research archaeology, and in the
next decades in Bamiyan (and elsewhere in the country, such specific commercial knowledge and skills
will become increasingly required if the cultural assets in Afghanistan, in light of increased widespread
development and construction, are to be adequately
protected. Th e ICOMOS programme in Bamiyan is currently training two students from Bamiyan University to assist in the task of identifying and
cataloguing plaster and stone work from the Buddha
niches (Bert Praxenthaler, pers. comm.), and there is
the possibility, under the direction of the Institute of
Archaeology and Dept. of Historic Monument representatives currently observing Shahr‐e Gholghola,
to potentially have students involved on the project
work there also. Involving undergraduates from the
mining and engineering faculty would also be of potential long term benefit in training young, intelligent
students for a professional career in the culture/development sectors.
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Western Buddha, photo (1958–1962) by Edmund Melzl (†).

Constance Wyndham

Investigating Values Ascribed to Cultural Heritage Sites in
Bamiyan by Residents of the Bamiyan Valley (May 2015)

1. Introduction
This short study of attitudes to cultural heritage in
the Bamiyan valley forms part of a wider programme
of fieldwork conducted in Afghanistan between 2011
and 2015 for a doctoral thesis investigating the political role of cultural heritage in Afghanistan’s national
programme of reconstruction. This doctoral research
project is based at the Institute of Archaeology, University College London and is supported with funds
from the UK’s Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) and the Economic and Social Research
Council (ESRC).
Since the military intervention in 2001 by the US
military and allied forces, international governments,
agencies and organisations have been participating
in a national reconstruction programme in Afghanistan. Th is rehabilitation effort, which continues to
be implemented against the backdrop of an ongoing

conflict, has created a highly politicized environment
for aid. Th e wider research project seeks to investigate the intersection of cultural heritage preservation
(e.g. monuments; museum collections; archaeological
sites; and, forms of intangible heritage such as craft
skills) with Afghanistan’s programme of internationally sponsored state building since 2001. Through examining a number of case examples, the broader study
seeks to reveal the diversity of interests converging on
Afghanistan’s past, and the range of different values
ascribed to heritage by different groups, for example:
international and national governments and agencies;
NGO’s; civil society groups; diaspora groups; and
international heritage ‘experts’. The research brings a
critical perspective to a range of international initiatives that engage with Afghanistan’s heritage, examining how these projects are implicated in international
politics, conflicts over cultural values and processes of
social transformation.
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1.1 Bamiyan, a world heritage discourse
The Taliban’s destruction of the monumental Buddha
statues in Bamiyan in 2001 placed culture and cultural heritage squarely at the forefront of a continuing, often violent, battle over cultural values. Since
their destruction, the Bamiyan Buddha statues have
become a central focus of international discourse
around heritage and conflict and have dominated
discussions over Afghanistan’s heritage (e.g. Meskell
2002; Colwell-Chanthaphonh 2003; Francioni &
Lenzerini 2003; Bevan 2006; Holtorf 2006; Morgan
2012; Harrison 2013: 182–192). The motives behind
the destruction have been much debated internationally (e.g. Flood 2002) and the ‘taken for granted’ value of the Buddhas in a globalized heritage discourse
has been questioned (Bernbeck 2010), around the
victims of the destruction continue (Centlivres 2008)
and the international media’s exclusion of Bamiyanis
from reports about the Buddhas destruction has been
discussed (Chiovenda 2014).
Since 2003, when the cultural landscape and archaeological remains of the Bamiyan Valley were inscribed on the UNESCO List of World Heritage in
Danger, UNESCO has focused significant resources
on the preservation of Bamiyan’s cultural heritage.
Since 2002, the Bamiyan Expert Working Group, a
group of international and Afghan experts, including
UNESCO staff, archaeologists, heritage consultants
and members of the Afghanistan Ministry of Information and Culture, has met yearly in a different city
around the world, to debate and discuss plans for the
conservation of the valley’s heritage. Th e history of
the conservation work managed by ICOMOS and
coordinated by UNESCO in Bamiyan is outlined in
detail in the previous volume of this publication and
largely focuses on the conservation of the Buddha
niches. Alongside this programme, which has included, for example, the extensive surveying, salvaging,
documentation and preservation of the fragments
from the Buddhas and laser scanning of the extensive network of caves, numerous proposals have been
developed by different parties for the future of the
niches. These include, among others, a plan to leave
the site untouched as a memorial to the act of vandalism; commissioning an Afghan sculptor to carve one
of the Buddhas out of the existing niche; anastylosis,
a conservation technique which involves reinserting
the remaining fragments into the niches; a digital museum; a scheme to project images of the Buddhas into
the niches by Japanse artist Hiro Yamagata; a reconstruction of the Buddhas with modern materials; and,
a museum to store the fragments.
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1.2 A study of heritage values in Bamiyan
While there has been much discussion between international organisations about the future of the valley’s
heritage, to date there has been comparatively little
focus on the attitudes of Bamiyan residents to this
subject. Th is small study focuses on the ideas, attitudes and concerns of a few Bamiyan residents towards the cultural heritage in the valley. It does not,
in any way, purport to be a comprehensive research
project and would benefit from an extended period
of field research in order to explore and develop the
findings more fully. The study took place in Bamiyan
within the limited time frame of 25 days (7th May –
1st June 2015) and received logistical support from
the UNESCO coordinated conservation project at
the heritage site of Shahr-e Gholghola funded by the
government of Italy and directed by conservator Bert
Praxenthaler.
This study sought to gather data on:
t Preferred forms of cultural expression amongst respondents
t Relationships between participants and the monuments in the valley
t Sensitivities over the Buddha niches as sites of
Buddhist religious heritage
t Cultural heritage and conservation language and
terminology
t Residents’ perceptions of the UNESCO coordinated conservation work
t Local debates over the future of the Buddha niches
t Use of the valley’s past as a source of cultural identity for residents in times of political instability
1.3 Methodology
The methodological framework for this study is informed by anthropological research methods and
draws on a range of qualitative, ethnographic methods in order to establish a nuanced understanding of
attitudes to cultural heritage in the Bamiyan valley.
This methodology is informed by George Marcus’s
discussion of a multi-sited ethnographic approach in
order to trace things in and through contexts (Marcus 1995: 92). Marcus argues that subjects should
be explored through several concurrent accounts, focusing on relationships, networks, interconnections
and emerging multiple narratives (1989). Anna Tsing’s notion of ‘friction’, which highlights moments
when different values coincide on a particular site
and across multiple sites, also provides a useful reference for studying the range of heritage interventions
in Bamiyan and also in Afghanistan more widely
(2005).

Initially, I set about identifying a range of stakeholder
groups amongst the local population of the valley.
The methods for gathering data included structured,
semi-structured interviews and discussions with the
following local groups: village residents, shop-keepers,
youth activists, archaeology students at Bamiyan university, Ministry of Information and Culture officials,
representatives of the governor’s office in Bamiyan,
and religious leaders. Throughout the 25 day period
I conducted numerous semi-structured interviews and
informal discussions with members of these groups. In
addition, I conducted 12 structured interviews with
residents of the villages of Sayed Abad, Kakrak, Dara
e Qazan and Qahrya e Tajiki and 5 structured interviews with shopkeepers in the bazaar. Interviews and
discussions were conducted in a combination of Dari
and English with the help of a research assistant, Zahra Amiri, a second year archaeology student at Bamiyan University. I gathered qualitative data, which, at
points, is verging on the anecdotal. I introduced myself to respondents as an independent researcher, and
ensured participants that their anonymity would be
protected. Th e population of Bamiyan and the surrounding provinces was deeply affected by the violence of the Taliban era. Before asking questions about
the Taliban’s destruction of the Buddhas I asked permission to discuss this sensitive subject.
In order to gather a range of opinions, I spoke with
people with diverse levels of engagement with heritage sites in the valley, ranging from representatives
of government departments that work directly with
monuments and sites, to shop-keepers to which these
sites are visible on a daily basis, to residents of villages
outside the area of central markaz Bamiyan who see
heritage sites during weekly trips to the bazaar.
1.4 Language
The Buddhas
Throughout this report I will be referring to the Buddha niches as the ‘Buddhas’ although I discovered respondents used a range of words for the monuments.
Those working for NGO’s, government ministries or
tourist offices referred to the niches as the ‘Buddhas’.
In general, people in the villages and bazaar referred
to the niches collectively as but (‘idol’) or buthas
(‘idols’), and when talking about either the eastern
or western niche individually, referred to them by
the names Sal Sal or Shahmama. The larger statue is
known as Sal Sal, the male, while the smaller statue
which lies to the east is known as Shahmama and understood to be female. Participants had diverse stories
about these legends but gathering data on these was
beyond the scope of this study.

‘Rebuilding’
When discussing the future of the niches in the villages and bazaar two phrases dominated the discussions.
These were ‘to remake/rebuild’ baz saazi kardan or ‘to
build again’ dubara jor kardan. Although repeatedly
used in the international media, the word ‘rebuilding’ is rarely used by UNESCO consultants and international conservators to refer to conservation work
on the niches. However, it was the word largely used
by my respondents in connection to the conservation
work and so, for clarity, I will use it here.
1.5 Data analysis
In order to identify recurrent and distinctive features
of participants’ accounts, or develop themes within
the qualitative data, I applied a basic system of thematic analysis, with three stages:
1. Coding the transcripts of interviews, discussions
and observations descriptively
2. Interpreting the meaning of these codes
3. Deriving key themes for the data set as a whole
(King & Horrocks 2010: 152 – 158)
1.6 Bamiyan province and the Hazaras
Bamiyan province is located in Afghanistan’s mountainous central highland region, 175 km northwest
of Kabul. This area is known as Hazarajat, the land
of the Hazaras, where this group has settled across a
series of linked provinces or districts. After Pashtuns
and Tajiks, Hazaras constitute the third largest ethnic group in Afghanistan, and, unlike the majority
of the Afghan population are predominantly Shiite
Muslims, which has been a factor in this groups’ long
history of oppression and marginalisation. The town
of Bamiyan is the largest settlement in Hazarajat and
became the political centre of the Hazaras in the early
1990s under Abdul Ali Mazari, leader of the Hizb-i
Wahdat (Unity) party. While many Hazaras left Afghanistan in the late nineteenth century due to persecution under the Emir of Afghanistan Abdur Rahman
Khan (1880-1901), the number of migrants leaving
the province dramatically increased between the Soviet intervention of 1979 and the allied invasion of
2001 (Monsutti 2004: 220). In 1997, the Taliban
captured Bamiyan and either killed or imprisoned
thousands of Hazaras. In March 2001, the Buddha
statues were destroyed.
Since the Bonn Agreement of December 2001, a
meeting of Afghan leaders and international donor
countries to establish an interim government after
the allied invasion, Hazaras have benefited from improved rights, increased representation in central government and access to education. Since 2001, many
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refugees have returned to Bamiyan due to improved
security in the province which is currently almost untouched by the Taliban insurgency. Th e majority of
refugees returned from Iran, and several of the participants for this study that currently work for NGO’s
or international agencies were educated in Iran. In
recent years, Bamiyan has become home to a young
generation of civil society activists debating Hazara
cultural identity. This new era for Hazara rights is part
of a longer rise in the political consciousness of Hazaras (Canfield 2004).
Education was cited as a crucial factor in the lives of
those that took part in this study, with many citing access to schools and the relative security of the province
as the most valued aspects of their lives in Bamiyan.
However, despite gains for Hazaras since 2001 and
the safety of the province itself, Bamiyan is currently
surrounded by provinces with a Taliban presence and
security on the roads to Kabul and Herat is becoming
less predictable. Respondents cited their biggest fears
as the country’s worsening security situation and the
impact this will have on Bamiyan.
2. Discussion of findings
2.1 Preferred forms of cultural expression
A list of forms of cultural expression was used to ask
respondents in the villages and bazaar about their
preferred forms of culture farhang. Th e majority of
people I spoke to cited forms of intangible heritage
such as poetry, music and storytelling as their favourite forms of cultural expression. Several people cited
literature, poetry and Hazaragi (Hazara) culture as
important to them. Forms of tangible heritage such
as monuments and museums were less popular with
only one participant reporting that these hold meaning for him. It is interesting to compare the preference amongst participants for sites of living or intangible heritage with the focus by international agencies on sites of tangible heritage such as monuments
and archaeological sites.
2.2 Preference for cultural heritage sites in the valley
When talking with interviewees in the villages and
bazaar the words used to refer to ‘historical sites’
were sahat e tariqi (historical areas), mantarteq e
tariki (historical sites) or sahat/manarteq e bostani
(archaeological areas/sites). In order to initiate a
discussion about cultural heritage sites in the valley,
participants were asked, ‘what historic sites are there
in Bamiyan?’ Dar walayat e Bamiyan chi manarteq e
tariki astand?
The destruction of the Buddhas by the Taliban in
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March 2001 brought the international media spotlight to this quiet valley and a new focus on its’ sites of
Buddhist cultural heritage. In 2003, the valley was inscribed on the List of World Heritage in Danger and
international debates and media attention on the valley’s heritage continue to focus on the Buddha niches.
In response to the question above, the Buddha niches
were largely mentioned first, followed by the sites of
Shahr-e Gholghola and Shahr-e Zuhaak, both ruined
cities which are understood to date largely from the
Islamic period. During longer interviews and discussions with village residents and shopkeepers in the
bazaar, it emerged that the majority of respondents
largely understand the Buddhas as able to contribute
to Bamiyan’s economy. Th is link between cultural
heritage and economy is also reflective of the wider
issue of the commoditisation of heritage in the widespread looting of archaeological sites in Afghanistan.
“Only foreigners are interested in the Buddhas” – shopkeeper in the bazaar
“The Buddhas are good for international tourism and for
the economy” – resident of Said Abad
“The Buddhas are not important for Bamiyanis, only
important for tourists” – shopkeeper, Bamiyan bazaar
However, the Buddhas also hold meaning for certain
participants that have lived in Bamiyan for a long time
and/or can see the niches in their daily lives. For these
participants, the empty niches serve as a constant
reminder of the violence of the Taliban era. Several
informants reported that the daily sight of the niches
brings back memories of the trauma and violence of
the recent past.
“Yes when we see them we become very sad. Before they
were destroyed I saw them everyday and now everyday
I see the destroyed niches. We become angry and sad” –
shopkeeper in Bamiyan bazaar
The manager of a local tourism programme explained
his ideas about the attitude of local residents to sites
of cultural heritage. “The real feelings of people are
caught up in sites like Khwaja Sabz Push”, he explained, referring to a popular local shrine and site
of religious heritage. Several rites are performed at
this site, including the placing of newborn babies in a
niche at the shrine in order to wish the child a long,
healthy life. Another local tradition is that women use
the fireplace for cooking and the food is subsequently
shared with local people.
Participants were also asked which sites they most

enjoyed visiting, to which the majority of those from
the villages and bazaar cited the site of Band e Amir,
a series of six lakes close to Bamiyan which were inscribed as the country’s fi rst national park in 2009.
Band e Amir is a popular day trip and picnicking
spot for Bamiyanis and tourists. The reasons given for
choosing this site by multiple respondents were: ‘it
is the best picnic place’. This space allows for social
interaction and important communal activities such
as cooking and eating. Th e park is also home to a
popular site of religious heritage, a shrine to Ali, the
son-in-law of the Prophet Mohammed where visitors
practice religious rites. These two popular sites combine important forms of intangible heritage, such as
cooking, with religious practices.
2.3 The religious qualities of heritage sites
In order to gather data on local attitudes to the valley’s range of heritage sites, informants were asked
whether they understood any difference between
the sites which have become known as ‘Islamic’ and
those known as examples of ‘Buddhist’ heritage. Participants were asked if they understood the Buddhas
as sites of religious heritage or ‘idols’, and whether
this was a problem for them. In response, village residents and shopkeepers in the bazaar largely reported
a general understanding that the Buddhas had transmuted from religious icon or idol to neutral heritage
site.
“It’s not a problem, everyone has their own religion” –
resident of Dara e Qazan
“Everyone has their own personal idea about the issue
with idols, I don’t have a problem with it. We are proud
because it is a historic site” – resident of Said Abad
However, a representative of the governor of Bamiyan reported that a minority of religious leaders in
Bamiyan are sensitive about the religious aspects of
the Buddha niches. According to one religious leader I interviewed, there are ongoing debates between
mullahs, government officials and the Bamiyan Tourist Association about the Buddha niches. As described
by several of my informants, this debate comes to the
fore at the yearly ‘One Night with Buddha’ ceremony,
a commemoration of the destruction of the Buddhas
which has taken place for the last three years on March
2nd, the date of the beginning of the statues’ destruction. Th e event is organized by the Bamiyan Tourist Association and attended by students and young
Bamiyanis. A group of local religious leaders understood that the candles used during the ceremony as
‘symbols of peace’ which had a religious significance.

Pleas were made to the Bamiyan Touriste Association
to both prevent the use of candles and to reduce the
size of the ceremony.
“Some parts (of the ceremony) should be removed, like the
dancing, and walking with candles. This is like worshipping the Buddha and it’s a problem” – religious leader
“The mullahs say it is ok to preserve the Buddhas, but not
to worship them” – manager of tourism projects
2.4 Th e perception of the role of the Buddhas in
wider ethnic tensions in Afghanistan
The destruction of the Buddhas propelled Bamiyan
into the international media. In 2013, the valley
again appeared in the spotlight through the media‘s
response to the building of the pair of ‘feet’ or pillars
onto the Eastern Buddha by ICOMOS consultants.
Several respondents spoke about their awareness of
the power of the media and Bamiyan’s national and
international reputation. Despite reporting not having problems with the Buddha niches themselves,
Bamiyanis are aware of how other groups in Afghanistan perceive them. This has relevance due to the evergrowing influence of the Taliban in Afghanistan and
the kidnap of 31 Hazaras, reportedly by the Taliban,
in Zabul province in February 2015.
Amongst a small group of informants, there was a
perception that the ‘One Night with Buddha’ ceremony and the continuing debates around rebuilding
the statues could negatively impact the reputation of
Hazaras amongst other ethnic groups in Afghanistan
who continue to understand the Buddhas as religious
icons. Th ese informants explained that non-Hazara,
Sunni groups often accuse the Hazaras of worshipping the Buddha statues which are understood as the
‚Gods of the Buddhists‘. This was also the accusation
made by Taliban groups when they took Bamiyan in
1998.
There is some sensitivity over the SAARC festival
logo. Bamiyan was nominated Cultural Capital for
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) for 2015, Bamiyan’s SAARC logo,
an image of the undestroyed Western Buddha, was
printed on memorabilia such as mugs and tee shirts.
However, an official from the Ministry of Information and Culture mentioned that this design was
only possible because the ‘image of the Buddha is
surrounded by a border of Islamic, geometric design.’
“I am worried the media might broadcast this and then
other provinces will think we are worshipping Buddha.
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This could lead to kidnapping of Hazaras” – religious
leader
“Tajiks and Pashtuns think that the Hazaras see the
Buddhas like God. They think we are Buddhist in our
religion. But it’s not like this. Tajiks and Pashtuns accuse
us of being Buddhists and then rumours spread about
us” – shopkeeper in the bazaar.
“Others say they should be destroyed” – shopkeeper in
the bazaar
Pashtun groups were repeatedly perceived by informants as having issues with the Buddhas. An editor of
an online forum for Hazara rights reported that photographs of the images of Buddhas that were projected into the Buddha niches during the SAARC festival
in July 2015 inspired comments declaring that ‘the
Buddhas will be destroyed again if they are rebuilt’
“Only Pashtuns have problems with the idols” – shopkeeper in bazaar
2.5 The future of the Buddha niches
The majority of those interviewed for this study think
it is possible to rebuild the statues and that UNESCO
and/or the Afghan government has the ability to do
this. All respondents expressed the desire for at least
one of the Buddha statues to be rebuilt. Th ere was
a sense of disappointment and frustration amongst
participants at the lack of visible progress towards the
rebuilding. However, there was rarely further discussion about how this could happen.
“We want to rebuild one statue, how we rebuild it is
not important” – representative of the Governor of
Bamiyan
“It is possible to rebuild, UNESCO and international
organisations can do it” – resident of Said Abad
“Yes, they can be rebuilt and they should be rebuilt” –
shopkeeper in bazaar
2.6 Local perceptions of conservation work at the
Buddha niches
Interviewees were asked: ‘What are the internationals doing at the Buddhas?’ In general, the answers
showed a lack of knowledge about the conservation
work. Many understood the controversial ‘feet’, that
were built by ICOMOS consultants in 2013 at the
Eastern Buddha, but remain unfinished, as the first
stages of the much desired rebuilding, and expressed
disappointment that this stopped in 2013. Employees
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of international heritage organisations reported being
constantly asked by local residents about the rebuilding and when it will happen. Many of my informants were frustrated at a perceived lack of action at the
Buddha niches, fourteen years after the destruction of
the statues, asking ‘why don‘t they just rebuild?’
Several respondents complained about a lack of communication from the Afghan government about the
conservation work and future plans for the Buddha
niches. International consultants also reported that
starting work on heritage sites attracts attention from
locals who assume there are valuable artefacts there if
internationals are working at the site. Further questioning revealed that this lack of information has possibly
inspired an air of suspicion and negativity towards the
preservation projects.
“They were rebuilding and then they stopped last year,
in 2014. I‘m not sure why they stopped” – resident of
Said Abad
“People don’t see any visible changes. The issue is communication, if they could explain the work people would
be less suspicious” – hotel manager
“There has been a rumour since foreigners first came to
Bamiyan that UNESCO and the New Zealand Provincial Reconstruction Team are taking artefacts from the
sites. One part of this is the lack of information from
UNESCO and the government team working there. People respect their work but are suspicious they are taking
artefacts” – religious leader
“I don’t know what they are doing. They said they will
rebuild but we have no information if they will rebuild
or not. The people don’t have this information” – shopkeeper in Bamiyan bazaar
2.7 Communication and language
Several discussions about the preservation of heritage
sites in the valley focused on the difference between the
approach to cultural heritage sites by the Afghan government and UNESCO compared with that of local
Bamiyan residents. One respondent from the Ministry
of Information and Culture in Bamiyan made reference to the difference in terminology used to describe
and discuss the Buddhas: “Niches, and other words
like this – this is the language of specialists – the locals
don’t understand it”. This points to some of the wider
communication and language issues between the international conservation projects and the Bamiyanis. Local informants used terms such as ‘to remake/rebuild’
baz saazi kardan in reference to the future of the niches

when ‘rebuilding’ is a word rarely used by international
consultants. Between international consultants and local residents there are also multiple understandings of
notions of ‘authenticity’. One respondent described
her attitude to ideas around authenticity: “If I lose my
arm, I go to hospital and get a new arm – and with
my new arm you can’t say that it’s not me. I’m still the
same person with the new arm. Nothing is different”.
These issues over language and terminology have seemingly contributed to the confusion amongst respondents concerning the future of the Buddha niches.
Few elaborated on how the Buddhas could be rebuilt.
Of those that did offer ideas, here below are some of
the ideas put forward:
t “Commission an Afghan sculptor to chisel further
into the cliff and carve new Buddhas statues into
the same niches” – MoIC manager
t “Rebuild the Buddhas with a combination of old
fragments and new parts” – MoIC employee
t “We want to rebuild them in the same place” –
MoIC manager
t “Shahmama – if we leave this one empty it will
serve as a symbol of extremism and barbarity and
show the violence against women during the Taliban period” - heritage activist
2.8 Perceptions around responsibility for heritage
sites in the Bamiyan valley
Amongst interviewees from the villages and bazaar,
the dominant idea is that the Afghan government
owns the heritage sites while UNESCO is responsible
for their conservation. Despite the sites being open to
visitors, several people complained of a lack of access
to the monuments in the valley.
“UNESCO owns that whole area – they have the documents from the government. The government sold it to
UNESCO” – resident of Dara e Qazan
In reference to Shahre Gholghola: “I’ve never been there,
it’s not for the people. Everyone who takes the valley controls these sites. The Soviets put mines around it. Now the
foreigners are looting it” – restaurant owner, Yakawlang
“Bamiyanis don’t have access to the sites due to bureaucratic restrictions. Th ese make people feel that the sites
are the property of the government and they can’t touch
it” – manager of tourism programmes
There was also a perception that the World Heritage
listing has resulted in Afghan government relinquishing responsibility for the heritage sites in the valley.

“The government leaves these sites because it says
UNESCO is responsible, but it means nothing gets done.
No one takes responsibility” – shopkeeper in the bazaar
“People think that because it (a site) is on the World Heritage list, it is the property of UNESCO” – manager of
tourism programme
2.9 An imagined future for Bamiyan
The majority of participants understand that the rebuilt
Buddhas would attract more international tourists, create much needed local employment and kick-start the
Bamiyan economy. Informants were asked about their
understanding of the best period in Bamiyan’s recent
history. They either replied the period at the beginning
of President Hamid Karzai’s (2001-2014) leadership
when Hazaras secured improved rights, or the era of
Afghanistan’s first President Daud Khan (1973-1978),
which was remembered as one of prosperity and security when thousands of tourists visited Bamiyan. One
manager at the Ministry of Information and Culture
remembered “there were 64,000 tourists in 1960s and
1970s and Bamiyan was the second source of income
for Afghanistan at that time”. According to fi gures
from the Ministry of Information and Culture, due to
security problems the numbers of international tourists are currently decreasing, while domestic tourism
figures are increasing yearly.
There was a perception amongst respondents that the
Buddhas need to be rebuilt in order for the numbers
of visitors to the valley to increase. Amongst certain
people, the rebuilt Buddhas are part of an imagined
future for Bamiyan, based on memories of the valley’s
peaceful and prosperous past. One respondent spoke
about an imagined future for Bamiyan in terms of a
utopia madina e fazilah in which the province is safe,
the Buddhas are rebuilt and the valley attracts international tourists.
“If they were rebuilt, many things would improve here”
– lecturer at Bamiyan University
“If the Buddhas were not destroyed, Bamiyan would be
famous, people would come here” – resident of Dara e
Qazan
“If they rebuild then foreigners will come. All the provinces which have had foreigners have improved. Buddhas
will bring the foreigners, they will do the Buddha hajj’”
– resident of Dara e Qazan
2.10 Cultural heritage and ethno-religious politics
The treatment of cultural heritage in Bamiyan by the
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Afghan government is understood by several respondents to play a role in the wider politics of ethnicity
in Afghanistan. Th e reasons behind the destruction
of the Buddhas have been much debated. However,
amongst participants, the dominant reasons cited for
the demolition of the Buddhas was the Sunni Taliban’s desire to destroy both the economy and/or the
‘faces of the Hazaras’ as an act of persecution against
Shiite Hazaras. Th is is linked to a common perception amongst informants that the features of the Buddha statues, such as their eyes and noses, are similar to
Hazaras features and it was partly the faces of Hazaras
that the Taliban sought to destroy. Although there
is no available evidence for the faces of the Buddhas
above the mouths, which were deemed likely to have
been covered by large masks these assumptions seem
to be based on the appearance of a typical Buddha
statue from the region (Tarzi 1997: 115; Blänsdorf &
Melzl 2009: 211–212).

that was provided to Bamiyan in 2015 when it was
nominated cultural capital of SAARC, with interviewees complaining that Bamiyan had received relatively little funds in comparison to Ghazni. Another
factor in this perception of continued marginalisation
of Hazaras is that Bamiyanis do not have the right to
decide the future of heritage sites in the valley.

“Some people say they were destroyed because the Taliban
wanted to destroy the faces of the Hazaras” – member of
Bamiyan peace shura

2.12 Use of cultural heritage in an era for improved
Hazara rights post 2001
A group of self-styled ‘civil society activists’ living in
Bamiyan are currently part of a movement working
to improve Hazara rights across Afghanistan and internationally. This group was largely educated in Iran
and returned to Bamiyan in the last few years, to work
for NGOs or to teach at Bamiyan University. From
our interviews, it emerged that cultural heritage is a
source of pride in this struggle for improved rights
and that activists are reclaiming their history as part
of this new era for Hazaras.

“The was a genocide against the Buddhas in the same
way as there was a genocide against the Hazaras” – civil
society activist
2.11 Lack of rebuilding perceived as continuing
discrimination against Hazaras
Although Hazaras have recently benefited from greater
representation in central government, the majority of
participants continue to perceive their position in Afghan society as marginal and subordinate to other ethnic groups. Several cited the lack of visible rebuilding
work at the Buddhas as a form of continued discrimination against Hazaras by the Afghan government. For
this group, the empty niches seem to serve as an embodied reminder of their perceived subordination to
other religio-ethnic groups and play a role in maintaining the belief that the Hazaras are a disadvantaged people. For example, several people commented that the
Buddhas would already have been rebuilt if they were
in another province. The Hazaras history of persecution seems to inform how the past is conceptualized.
Several times, the violence endured by the Hazaras in
the nineteenth century under Abdur Rahman Khan
was mentioned by respondents in the same sentence as
the destruction of the Buddhas by the Taliban.
Comparisons were made between the funds that the
US government provided for the province of Ghazni,
a province to the south of Bamiyan which was voted
capital of Islamic Culture for 2013, and the funding
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“They could easily rebuild (UNESCO) but the government of Afghanistan didn’t support it due to discrimination against Hazaras at government level” – member of
peace shura
“If the Buddhas were in Helmand or Kandahar they
would be rebuilt. It’s continued discrimination against
the Hazaras” – civil society activist
“All the decisions about heritage are made at the centre”
– MoIC employee

Many sources written on the history of the Hazaras
support the theory that the group is largely descended
from the Mongol invaders that captured Bamiyan in
the thirteenth century. However, several of the interviewees, particularly among the Hazara youth groups,
have a different idea, and claim to be either a mix of
Mongol and earlier groups that lived in the region, or,
as one particular group of Hazara youth activists asserts, to be directly descended from the Kushans, the
name for the group that occupied the area when the
Buddhas were built in the 6th – 7th centuries. From
our discussions, it emerged that some members of this
group understand a significant link between themselves, as Hazaras today, and the valley’s Kushanian
past. The Buddha niches provide a tangible connection to this past, which is used by this group to assert
an identity for Hazaras in the present, differentiate the
group from other ethnic groups in Afghanistan and to
claim the original ownership of Hazarajat before the
first wave of Islamic invasions in the 8th century. The
features of the Buddhas are again used to assert these

claims, with respondents specifically citing the eyes
and noses as bearing similarity to Hazaras features.
“We are physically the same…The Kushans are our ancestors. Th e Hazaras have been in Bamiyan for 2000
years. The structure of the Buddhas shows that Hazaras
are the original people of Bamiyan, we were here before
others” – civil society activist
“Just look at the faces of Buddha, they are like Hazaras”
– civil society activist
2.13 ‘Peace and tolerance’
After the destruction of the Buddhas by the Taliban, the international media reports on Bamiyan
focussed on the Buddhist and Silk Road history of
the area and emphasised the peaceful and tolerant
aspects of the population of Bamiyan during this period (Chiovenda 2014). Amongst the group of activists, three people spoke of the reputation of Hazaras,
compared to other ethnic groups in Afghanistan,
for ‘peace and tolerance’ and made a link between themselves and the valley’s Buddhist past. This
link between Hazaras in the present and Bamiyan’s
Buddhist past is also being drawn to differentiate
Hazaras from other ethnic groups in Afghanistan.
Amongst this small group of activists, Bamiyan’s
Buddhist past is emphasized to provide a counterpoint to radical Islamist discourse (which includes
iconoclasm). Their Buddhist past marks out these
Bamiyanis as different both to the Taliban that destroyed the Buddhas in 2001, and to Pashtuns that
currently live in Afghanistan. However, others understand that the activists approach might cause tensions and become problematic for Hazaras. When
discussing the use of this past in the present by these
youth activists, one interviewee warned, ”It’s a mistake to use the past like this”.
“In the pre Islamic period Hazaras had religious unity,
they were tolerant – some of these traditions remain today” – civil society activist

and to forms of intangible, or living, heritage such as
poetry, music and storytelling, over sites of tangible
heritage such as archaeological sites or monuments.
This reflects findings from my wider doctoral research
project in Afghanistan, where it seems that popular
forms of cultural expression are generally linked to social interaction (e.g. cooking, poetry reading and storytelling), or to sites of religious heritage. The sites of
Band e Amir and Khwaja Sabz Push combine forms
of intangible and religious heritage which helps to explain their popularity amongst the valley’s residents.
For those that have lived in Bamiyan for some time,
or see the sites daily, the empty Buddha niches continue to conjure a sense of loss and trauma from the
Taliban period. All respondents reported a desire to
rebuild at least one of the Buddhas. The Buddhas are
understood as a potential source of employment and
a means to benefit to Bamiyan’s economy. The rebuilt
statues play an important role in an ideal, imagined
future for Bamiyanis. However, a lack of communication about heritage conservation work in the valley from the Afghan government and international
agencies, and confusion over heritage language and
terminology, has contributed to the false expectation
that it is possible to rebuild these statues. These false
expectations have led to negative perceptions of cultural heritage preservation work in the valley.
The majority of informants do not perceive the niches
as ‘idols’ and controversial in Islam, however, a minority of religious leaders in Bamiyan continue to debate
whether the niches have yet fully made the transition
to a neutral historical site. Continued political instability and persecution of Hazaras across Afghanistan,
particularly the kidnapping of a group of Hazaras in
2015, is a factor in the perception of this continued
role of Bamiyan’s cultural heritage in ethno-religious
conflict.

“We were Buddhist 2000 years ago. In Buddhism they
don’t even harm trees… this is why Hazaras are tolerant
and patient” – business owner Bamiyan

Amongst those interviewed, there is a sense of disappointment that the Buddhas are yet to be rebuilt. The
lack of visible efforts to rebuild the statues is perceived
amongst certain participants as a continuation of the
history of discrimination against Hazaras by the Afghan government.

3. Conclusions
The study was constrained by the time limit but reveals
a few of respondents’ attitudes to Bamiyan valley’s sites
of cultural heritage. Th ese themes could potentially
be developed over a longer period of fi eld research.
Participants reported feeling personal connections
to the sites of Band e Amir and Khwaja Sabz Push

The media focus on the destruction of the Buddhas
and subsequent attention to cultural heritage in the
Bamiyan valley has placed the valley’s cultural heritage at the centre of international and national debates. These debates have effected residents’ attitudes
to their past. The Kushanian past, and the Buddhas as
representative of this, is part of a narrative promoted
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by groups of civil society activists to assert Hazara
identity in the present. Th e Buddhist past is being
mobilised as part of a growing movement of Hazara
political consciousness to both differentiate Hazaras
from other ethnic groups and legitimate the groups’
claim to original ownership of the lands of Hazarajat.
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[p. 3]

I. Short History of Bamiyan

One of the most important archaeological sites in Afghanistan, Bamiyan is situated about 245 km from
Kabul on the north-west between the Hindu Kush
and Koh-i-baba ranges at an altitude of 2856 m.
Being on the ancient trade-route that connected Central Asia with India, it naturally lent itself to be an
ideal place for the Buddhists to carve out images and
shrines as is the case with the Indian rock-cut monuments. With the tell images of the Buddha carved on
the cliff and thousands of rock-cut shrines in the hills
around [Pl. I, 1 & 2] which were duly embellished
with carvings and paintings, one can very well imagine the importance the site had and the popularity it
enjoyed in its hey-days.
Although nothing definite is known about the history
of the site, it would not be wrong to say that the activities towards converting the valley into a vast group
of monastic establishments were initiated by the Kushans who were largely responsible for the spread and
development of Buddhism in these lands. The two
large images of the Buddha [Pl. II, 3 & 4]; one 53
m. (Big Buddha) and the other 35 m (Small Buddha)
high were probably carved out in the 3rd–4th cent.
A. D. Of the two the latter was carved earlier. From
the early centuries of the Christian era the activities
at the site lasted for well-nigh seven hundred years
during which period different art traditions brought
by the various stocks of people left their lasting impressions on Bamiyan. Thus, as in some other Central
Asian sites, though essentially Buddhist, being nearer
its home, the art became hybrid with an mixture of
Hellenistic, Scythian and Sassanian traits in different
measures.

* A copy of the report including all figures by Dr. Sen Gupta was given to Abdullah Amirian and Gabriella Bruckmann for their thesis
by the Institute of Archaeology Afghanistan 1976. These copies were digitalized for this publication. In [ ] inserted is the original page
number 1–55 of the report. The captions of the figures refer to the original report while plates XVI and following are missing.
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Plate I, 2: General view of the Bamiyan caves with the Big Buddha in the centre.

II. Previous work on the monuments at Bamiyan

[p. 4]

The monuments at Bamiyan have been surveyed in
great detail by several workers. A. Godard carried out
an exhaustive survey of the monuments in the Bamiyan valley and Madam Y. Godard prepared a large number of sketches of the mural paintings inside
some niches. Further work was done by G. Hackin
who carried out an elementary conservation of some
mural paintings with a view to averting their flaking
or falling off by using lime-gypsum mortar. Andrea
Bruno also surveyed the monuments with the object
of preparing a complete inventory of the historical
relics and documenting their state of preservation
and formulating proposals for their preservation and
restoration.
Apart from the work described above, special mention should be made of a report of P. Lezine, UNESCO
Consultant. He visited the monuments in the Bamiyan valley also during 1962 and 1963 and made
recommendations for the restoration of the buttress
wall near the Small Buddha in his report published
by UNESCO in 1964. His recommendations were
not acceptable to us and based on our experience in
preserving the rock-cut monuments in India, an alternate scheme has been recommended.
The only major work of structural conservation done
410

so far is represented by the enormous brick buttress
put up to the right of the Small Buddha, although
some minor works of protection and preservation
comprising construction of a few drains for draining
off snow-water seem to have been carried out.
The above summary of the work done on the preservation and conservation of the monuments in the
Bamiyan valley would show that apart from preparation of several reports of [p. 5] exploration and survey,
the erection of the buttress wall, the filleting of some
mural paintings and the construction of a few drainage channels, no serious effort has been made for proper conservation and preservation of the magnificent
Buddha images and the surrounding grottoes and the
extensive mural paintings inside some of the niches
and sanctuaries.
[p. 6] III. Genesis of the present deputation

At the instance of the Director General of Archaeology, Prof. Humayun Kabir, then Minister for Scientific Research and Cultural Affairs during his visit to
Afghanistan in September, 1963, in connexion with
the signing of Cultural Agreement between India and
that country, made an offer to send a team of Indian
archaeologists to Bamiyan to help in the preservation
of Buddhist monuments which were disintegrating.
The proposal was welcomed by the Afghan Govern-

Plate I, 1: General view of the Bamiyan caves with the Small Buddha in the centre.

ment and the Director General of Archaeology was
deputed by our Government to Afghanistan in July
– August, 1964 for a preliminary survey of the problems in the fields of excavation and preservation at
Bamiyan. In his report the Director General of Archaeology recommended broadly the measures required
to be taken for the preservation works and suggested
that the Archaeological Engineer and the Archaeological Chemist be deputed to Afghanistan to collect
the necessary data and prepare estimates of coast of
the work. Accordingly the Ministry of Education in
its No.F.11/5/64-C.5 dated the 12th April, 1965 sanctioned our deputation and we left Delhi for Afghanistan on the 15th May, 1965.
[p. 7] IV. Itinerary of the tour
15.5.65 Dep. Delhi (Palam)
Arr. Kabul
Called on the Ambassador
16.5.65 Visit to Embassy for discussion of programme
Visit to Kabul Museum.
17.5.65 Visit to Kabul Museum for discussion of programme
and for collection of information about the works of
conservation done in Afghanistan
18.5.65 Discussion with Dr. Motamedi, Director General of
Kabul Museum.
Visit to Babar‘s mosque and tomb.
19.5.65 Dep. Kabul
Arr. Bamiyan

20.5.65 Halt at Bamiyan. Study of problems of preservation
and conservation of monuments and paintings at
Bamiyan, collection of data and measurements.
to
Visit to caves and temples at Kakrak and Dare-i2.6.65 Fauladi.
Met the Governor of Bamiyan and Director of Education, Bamiyan for discussion of proposals for works
on Bamiyan monuments.
25.5.65 Dep. Bamiyan
Arr. Pul-e-Khumri
26.5.65 Dep. Pul-e-Khumri
Arr. Kabul
27.5.65 Halt at Kabul – Discussion with the Ambassador,
Interview with Minister of Education, Afghanistan
to
Governments, Director of Museum, Kabul Museum.
Visit to Geological Survey of Afghanistan.
4.6.65 Visit to the office of DAFA.
Visit to Mosaee-Logar.
Visit to Department of Climatology.
Visit to monuments at Ghazni.
5.6.65 Dep. Kabul
Arr. Delhi (Palam).

[“p. 7”: According to table of contents p. 7 should
contain: V Broad problems of preservation. i. Structural; but this page is not included in the photographed copy of the text. Plate III to V is part of this
chapter.]
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Plate II, 3: The Big Buddha.
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Plate II, 4: The Small Buddha.
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Plate III, 5: A section of the conglomerate showing the composition with big pebbles.

Plate III, 6: Exposed section of the comglomerate showing the
composition with gravels.

[p. 8] ii. Chemical

The painted surface in the main niches and caves in
the wall of the Buddhas is in the grip of rapid decay.
The pigment has become loose and has flaked away
from over large areas. Th e plaster itself has become
very weak and has come off the rock surface at various
places. In addition the binding medium used in the
colours has lost its cementing property. Deleterious
accretions of sooty and tarry deposits, dust and dirt,
cob-webs, insect, nests etc. have played havoc with
the paintings which are in a highly deteriorated condition.
[p. 9] Th e preservation of paintings would call for
elaborate measures of physical and chemical cleaning,
consolidation of plaster, the paint layer end the general strengthening of the painted surface and its
consolidation and brightening. In addition large scale
repairs would have to be carried out for securing the
loose plaster to the rock surface.

Although physical weathering is very marked, the
chemical weathering of the rock is quite pronounced.
Where the conglomerate has undergone marked weathering, the cementing material of the rock has been
eliminated and the rock has become porous, spongy
and friable. There is marked evidence of flow of muddy and silty water from the top to the lower portion
on the facade of the niches and the surrounding rock.
The surface has thus been eroded and the rock has
been abraded a great deal.
The statues and the surrounding areas of the wall of
the Buddhas are completely free from vegetation and
hardly any algae, plants and trees are noticeable on
the rock surface. There is hardly an evidence for the
presence of soluble salts. But tarry and sooty deposits
have rendered the rock surface quite dark in places.
The darkened portion of the rock would therefore
have to be subjected to elaborate chemical treatment.
For the consolidation of the rock, suitable consolidants would have to be used and the entire rock
surface would have to be carefully protected from the
deleterious effects of physical and chemical disintegration.
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[p. 10] VI. Summary of recommendations

To preserve the monuments which are already in an
advance stage of decay, the following structural re-

Plate IV, 7: A section showing the layers of conglomerate of the
rock of Bamiyan.

pairs are recommended:
1. Cutting of surface drains in the rock to divert
water flowing on the facade;
2. filling in the cracks and fissures in the rock and
pinning the loose portions;
3. repairing the damaged portions of the caves
around the images;
4. repairing the damaged portions of the images including securing the loose portions of the legs;
5. reproduction of the missing portions of folds in
limited area and securing the stucco covering;
6. retention of the severed portions of the rock near
the Small Buddha in position and filling in the centre;
7. replacement of the brick wall with one of R.C.C.;
8. restoration and reconditioning the steps in the
western side of the Small Buddha;
9. replacement of the tin shed with one R.C.C. at
the entrance to the upper gallery of the Big Buddha.
[p. 11] Similarly for chemical preservation of the monuments und paintings the following measures are
recommended:
1. The facades of the two niches and the surrounding surface should be chemically treated for freeing
the rock from the accretions brought by wind, wa-

Plate IV, 8: General view showing disintegration of the rock.

ter and snow.
2. The darkened portion of the rock would have to
be subjected to elaborate chemical treatment for the
elimination of tarry und sooty deposits.
3. The entire rock surface would have to be carefully
protected from the deleterious effects of physical and
chemical disintegration and suitable consolidants
would have to be used for rock consolidation.
4. The painted surface should be subjected to physical and chemical cleaning, and deleterious accretions of sooty und tarry deposits, dust and dirt,
cobwebs, insect nests, insect wax and carcasses of
insects should be removed by careful chemical und
mechanical methods.
5. Wherever insects have caused damage or where
depredation by insect pests noticeable, necessary insecticidal treatment should be carried out for their
eradic[a]tion.
6. The growth of mould fungus on the painted surface should be eradicated by employing suitable
fungicides.
7. The loose friable painted plaster should be carefully fixed to the ‘carrier’ to prevent further loss of
painted surface.
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Plate V, 9: Facade of the rock around the niche of the Big Buddha.
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Plate V, 10: General view of the facade of the niche of the Small Budhha.
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Plate VI, 11: The facade of niche and the Big Buddha.
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Plate VI, 12: Course of drainage above the niche of the Big Buddha.

8. The paint layer in which the pigments have become loose due to the deterioration of the original
adhesive should be carefully consolidated und fixed
to prevent further flaking.
9. After cleaning, the painted surface should be
impregnated with inert synthetic resin solutions/
emulsions for imparting necessary strength to the
paint layer und the plaster.
10. After cleaning, fi xing end consolidation the
painted surface, it should be chemically treated for
brightening the colours with a view to bringing out
clearly the details of designs.
11. Large scale repairs by way of fi lling und fille tings should be carried out for securing the loose
plaster to the rock surface.
[p. 12] VII. Report on structural preservation

As indicated in the Director General of Archaeology’s
report on the preservation of the monument at Bamiyan, we are to concern ourselves about the two images
i.e. the Big and the Small Buddhas with the caves in
their immediate vicinity. Accordingly, the two images
and the caves near them were examined. The observations on their present conditions and the recommendations for repairs are detailed below.

The Big Buddha
The Facade
The rock on the facade has decayed most due to exposure; long scars have been formed due to flow of water
from the top and pieces of stones have disappeared
leaving the overlying masses hanging as will be seen
in the photograph especially under the points ‘D’ and
‘E’ [Pl. VI, 11]. The portion hanging under ‘D’ needs
underpinning in cement concrete with pins inserted
in the rock. The made-up surface should have an outward slope. Similarly, the cavity found under point
‘E’ should be fi lled up to support the pieces above
which there are cracks around it. It will be necessary
to fix this piece by inserting pins and grout the cracks
to stop entry of water through them.
The long scars mentioned above will have to be filled
in upto the level of the rock-surface with cement concrete. Th e tin-shed provided beyond the entrance,
leading to the rock-cut passage at the top, should be
replaced with one of reinforced cement concrete with
sufficient bearing on the walls to prevent any leakage.
In the past water coming from the top used to find
passage along the steps end reach the west wall of the
niche, through an opening, and did much damage to
the paintings. The R.C.C. roof slab should be given
a covering of earth to work as insulation against the
variable temperature [p. 14] outer wall by about two
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Plate VII, 13: The damaged feet of the Big Buddha.
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Plate VII, 14: The Big Buddha showing cracks in the body.
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Plate VIII, 15: Right thigh of the Big Buddha showing cracks.
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Plate VIII, 16: The damaged heel of the right foot of the Big Buddha.
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feet and dismantling the inner wall so that the water
falling in that area is carried down to the centre of the
land, instead of allowing it to overflow on the rock facade and drained in a straight course. These two steps
should help considerably in minimizing the flow of
water on the facade. Whatever quantity of water that
would fall directly on the space between the masonry wall and the rock facade could still be diverted by
providing shallow drains which can only be done after
an examination of the spot with the help of a high
scaffoldings.
The image.
The image, bigger than the other one and of a later
date, is in worse condition. The ankles and feet have
suffered most [Pl. VII, 13 & 14; Pl. VIII, 15]. The
portion below the thigh of the left leg and that from
the knee downwards of the right leg have disappeared
leaving the upper portions overhanging. The result
being that several cracks have developed in the region and the joints between the layers of conglomerate
have widened. The horizontal crack below the waist
spread across the body is of the latter type. After filling
up the cracks and securing the cracked pieces with
pins, supports will have to be provided from below
in R. C. C. and the surface finished rough. The heels
repaired in the recent past with kegol (mud plaster)
should be dismantled and redone in cement concrete [Pl. VIII, 16]. The folds of the sanghati (garment)
especially on the belly are disturbed and have been secured with the help of strings. These folds need partial
restoration and resetting at their places with copper
pins.
The caves around the image.
There are altogether eight caves and three niches carved in the three walls at the bottom. Out of these caves [p. 15] those which have a lower floor need steps
to be provided. The layer of the rock at the bottom
being of comparatively soft conglomerate in most of
the cases the lower portions of walls are in a damaged
condition. These portions should be repaired in cement concrete simulating the rock.
The Forecourt.
Portions of the east wall show marks of abrasion due
to blasting of sand carried by the northerly wind
blowing most part of the year. The wind entrapped
in the recess of the niche whirls up carrying with it
particles of sand accumulated in the forecourt. It is
not possible to erect a shield to hold the wind, but the
accumulation of sand can be reduced by replacing the
surface material with gravel.
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The Small Buddha.
The Facade.
Unlike the other case (i.e. in respect of the Big Buddha), the facade of the rock around the niche of the
Small Buddha [Pl. IX, 17] is much undulated and
permits flow of water on both the side walls. The
cracks on the east wall, also noticed in the interior
as one climbs the steps to go up, perhaps developed
along with that on the west wall, now receive water.
To stop further widening of the cracks it is essential
that the cracks are grouted and the pieces are pinned
down to provide an anchorage with the rock.
After filling up the cavities and depressions on the facade including the deep scar on the left side, the edge
of the nic[h]e should be made up in the manner that
the ceiling projects by about 1 1/2 ft. to 2 ft. from
the present surface and the sides have a raised surface.
When the western side of the niche at the top is thus
made up water will be flowing on the brick buttress
wall and it is possible that some amount of water may
enter the tree caves by its side. In that eventuality
[p. 16] earthen bunds can be provided temporarily,
in front of the caves, to prevent entry of water till the
buttress wall is dealt with properly.
The bottom of the eastern wall shows cavities due to
erosion by wind which should be filled up.
Since the buttress wall of brick work is now supporting the crack piece of rock which has completely
detached itself from the parent body one have to be
cautious in taking measured for dismantling it. The
gap between the severed piece and the rock is about
1’-6’’ and extends to a length of about 40’-0’’ from
the top passing through spiral rock-cut stair case
[Pl. IX, 18]. At a lower point from a triangular opening it resolves into two cracks of about 2’’ width to
be united at the bottom [Pl. X, 19]. To the left of this
crack there is another one of equal dimension while
the crack to the right is still wider and originating
from below the third opening near the right arm of
the image it travels down to the bottom. These cracks
are obviously the result of the jerk produced by the
fall of work from the facade of the hill.
To begin with these cracks will have to be filled up
with cement mortar mixed with coarse aggregate under pressure. In the case of the wider cracks at the top
notches should be provided in the parent body and
cramps of gun-metal embed[d]ed in the rock across
the cracks so that if there is any movement, they may
offer local resistance. Than for retaining the severed
portion in position, belts of M.S. rails should be provided at an inclination behind the buttress wall. The
ends of the rails will be embed[d]ed in the firm rock
at the back duly bent. The rails should then be co-

Plate IX, 17: Facade of the Small Buddha showing the buttress wall of brick.
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Plate IX, 18: Cracks on the western wall of the niche of the Small Buddha.
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Plate X, 19: Cracks on the western wall of the niche of the Small Buddha.
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Plate X, 20: The damaged lower portion of the Small Buddha.
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Plate XI, 21: General view of the image of the Small Buddha.
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Plate XI, 22: Small Buddha showing the damaged portion of the upper garment.
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Plate XII, 23: The head of the Small Buddha showing the damaged portion.
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Plate XII, 24: View of the facade of the niche of the Small Buddha.
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vered with cement concrete and the [p. 17] surface
made to match with the rock surface. It is only after
the belt has been fixed properly, the buttress wall is
to be dismantled slowly from the top. All cracks and
fissures appearing on the exposed surface of the rock,
after removing the buttress wall, should be filled in
with cement mortar.
To the west of the niche of the Buddha the verandah
of the cave in the first floor which is separated along
with the portion of the facade is also supported by the
brick wall extend-[ing] below it. The separated portion should be anchored to the back with the help of
rock (rag) bolts and the breach filled up with cement
concrete. The operation of replacing the brick-wall
with that of cement concrete should start from here.
Thus, after securing the top and bottom of the damaged portion the work of providing support in R.C.C.
from the bottom, in place of the brick wall, can be
taken up. The entire surface then should be treated
properly to produce undulations of the rock in conformity with the adjoining surface.
Drainage.
It appears that at the top, on the rock above the niche
of the Buddha, there are two courses through which
water is drained, the one to the left is obviously the
principal one as is indicated by the deep and long scar
due to actions of water. The other to the right, though
not so prominent has nevertheless allowed water to
travel to the painted surface of the ceiling of the niche. The rocks at the top are in two tiers. To drain
out water from the first tier and divert its course a
wall was constructed immediately above the scar to
the left and the depression closed with wooden logs
and earth. The filled up portion was found damaged.
It will be advisable to have the surface concreted and
a drain provided to discharge water at the western
[p. 18] end. The drain will also receive water from
the top which was otherwise flowing down along the
facade to the right.
The image.
But for the damaged bottom, and of course the mutilated face, this image is in a better state of preservation [Pl. X, 20]. In the past the damaged feet were
given each a masonry support and a wall was also
erected behind the supports. These walls mostly in a
collapsed state now present a very bad appearance. After clearing the walls and the debris the damaged feet
are to be repaired in cement concrete. The fractured
portion of the right leg should be pinned with the
rock behind.
Due to action of water that settled on the image the
plastered surface of the sanghati (garment) [Pl. XI, 21,

Pl. XI, 22], below the waist upto the knee of the right
thigh and the zone below the neck with portion of the
breast, were abraded and at places pits have formed.
Such damages are to be repaired with clay and then
the surface treated with water repellant solution.
The triangular portion underside the broken right
arm has developed a crack and is in danger of being
disengaged. This portion should be secured by inserting copper rods from below. The broken edge of the
plaster should then be filleted along with other portions requiring similar treatment.
The damaged ears need repairs by way of reproducing the lobes to support the overhanging portions
[Pl. XII, 23].
The caves.
There are altogether four caves excavated in the side
and back walls of the niche at the bottom. The repairs
needed to these caves will be mending the damages
at the bottom of walls, door jambs and provision of
steps in the case of the cave with a lower floor. The
pillar to the left of the image needs [p. 19] strengthening by adding to the volume in mass concrete and
finished rough.
Due to fall of rock the original steps, for the ascent
to the top of the image, became unapproachable and
fell into disuse. Now approach is provided through a
different place on the eastern side and one has to cross
several caves with openings in the floors provided for
steps etc. These openings should be provided with
R. C. C. covers which can be easily removed when
required. At places where the steps take a sharp turn
within a narrow space, with nothing to hold for support, an upright of galvanized pipe with a horizontal
bar fixed to it will be helpful. The wornout steps are to
be reconditioned. While filling up the wide cracks in
the wall on the western side the steps will have to be
reconditioned. Steel clamps should be inserted in the
steps at intervals to bind the severed parts.
At present there being no steps on the western side,
after seeing the paintings at the top and in the caves
to west, one has to retrace the steps back to the eastern
side incurring much inconvenience. Once the broken
steps are repaired one can easily descend to the second opening in the brickwall on the west from where
new steps are required to be provided to the bottom.
Thence another set of steps, at present damaged and
requiring repairs, leads on the forecourt of the niche
of the Buddha. The small cave through which one has
to pass out is now partially filled up with debris and
requires clearence for sufficient headway.
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Plate XIII, 25: Paintings on the ceiling of the niche of the Big Buddha.

The Forecourt.
As already mentioned above the masonry walls and
debris thereof should be cleared und the area levelled
up with an outwards slope. The surface should then
be spread with coarse gravel.
[p. 20] VIII. Report on the Chemical Preservation

The Big Buddha
The Big Buddha (53 metres) has been hewn out of a
very heterogeneous and friable conglomerate rock of
buff to pink colour. The surface of the colossus was
originally covered with stucco for general decoration
and for production of folds of the robe. Vestiges of
colours on the stucco suggest that the entire colossus
was originally decorated with paintings; the stucco
has, however, disappeared from the greater part of the
statue. The surface of the statue seems to have been
very carefully picked for forming small holes which,
with wooden pegs driven into them, served to bind
thick stucco to the rock surface.
The Image.
The statue is in a bad state of preservation and its stucco decoration has been damaged considerably. In fact,
the Small Buddha is in a better state of preservation
than the Big Buddha. Apart from extensive destruc434

tion of the stucco, the left leg from the knee to the
foot shows extensive damage, and a considerable part
of the original rock has fallen off from this portion of
the statue. The greater part of the face has also been
destroyed as in the case of the Small Buddha. There
are numerous square and round holes at places where the arm and the leg were originally present. These
square and round holes are quite different from the
smaller round holes all over the surface, where stucco
was used to cover the inequalities of the rock and to
provide ground for painting the drapery.
The Caves.
At the back of the feet of the statue are seen three
caves, the facades of which are heavily coated with
tarry and sooty deposits. Since the surface has become
thick with smoke, [p. 21] tar and grease, it presents
an ugly appearance and a marked contrast with the
pleasing buffish-pink colour of the rock all round.
The darkened portion of the rock as seen from the
front would therefore, have to be subjected to elaborate chemical treatment. Th is work would involve a
lot of labour and time since the black accretions have
become very hard and would call for very special methods of cleaning.
The work of chemical cleaning should be undertaken after measures of structural conservation and repairs have been carried out and the works of filling,

Plate XIII, 26: Paintings on the ceiling of the niche of the Big Buddha.

grouting, and modelling are over. To save time, while
structural conservation is going on, chemical work
may be carried out on the paintings in those caves
where no elaborate measures of structural conservation are necessary. Extensive repairs would have to be
carried out for the consolidation of the weak parts of
the rock and for the restoration of the original stucco
and stone carvings. Although large-scale restoration is
not permissible, the restoration on a restricted scale
would have to be undertaken at places not only for
supplying the essential features to the image but for
imparting necessary strength and durability to the
statue.
The Paintings.
In the niche of the Big Buddha, remnants of ancient
paintings are noticeable on the under surface of the
arched- roof and on the side walls at the level of the
head and on the shoulders of the statue [Pl. XIII &
XIV, 25 to 28]. These paintings are very fragmentary
and have been done on a buffish coloured plaster.
Higher up, there are two large grotto[e]s or san[c]tuaries, the smaller one being at a lower level than the
bigger one. Both these sanctuaries are fairly large with
mouldings in stone at a height of about 1.83 metres from the floor. The mouldings [p. 22] have been
covered with stucco which was also painted. Ancient

plaster is seen extensively on the walls of these two
caves, but it has become black with soot and tarry
accretions. No chemical treatment or cleaning is proposed to be undertaken in these two caves. However
some samples of painted stucco have been collected
from the larger of the two caves for determination of
the composition of the plaster and the identification
of pigments. The results of laboratory investigating on
these specimens would form the subject of a separate
report.
Apart from the paintings on the vaulted ceiling several metres above the head and the shoulders of the
Big Buddha, mural paintings may also have existed
in some of the subsidiary caves belonging to this cave
complex but no such paintings are now visible.
The total painted area in the cave of the Big Buddha
has been estimated to be about 70 sq. metres.

Subsidary Caves.
On the ground level there is one small cave to the left
of the Big Buddha with two openings. As one goes
clockwise around the caves on the ground level, one
comes across a cave which is unfinished and is free
from any moulding or painting. This cave is given serial No. 1. No chemical work is needed in this cave
and therefore no work is contemplated.
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Plate XIV, 27: Paintings on the ceiling of the niche of the Big
Buddha.

Plate XIV, 28: Paintings on the ceiling of the niche of the Big
Buddha.

All other caves on the ground level have been given
appropriate serial numbers in accordance with the
above description.
Apart from the caves, there are three small niches in
the western wall. Taken clockwise these niches are
numbered 1, 2 und 3.

Cave 2.
This cave is situated in the western wall of the main
niche of the Big Buddha and faces east. It is an octagonal cave with each side about 2.7 metres. Upto a
height of about 2 metres from the floor, the walls are
free from decoration, but heavy mouldings are seen at
the height of 2 meters from the ground.
The entire rock surface is black with smoke.
Remnants of ancient plaster are seen here and there
on the moulded portion of the wall; traces of plaster
are also seen on the domed ceiling. Since the plaster has no special features of archaeological or artistic
interest, it is not considered necessary to consolidate the patches of plaster by filleting but only general
cleaning is necessary.

Niche 1.
This is a small niche which requires general cleaning.
The smoke and soot would have to be removed. It is
free from any moulding, decoration, plaster or paintings.
[p. 23]

Niche 2.
This niche is situated in the western wall, between
cave 1 and cave 2. Th ere is no decoration in stone
but remnants of old plaster are seen in patches. Due
to smoky and tarry accretions, the rock surface has
become black. It should be chemically cleaned and
preserved. Although the ancient plaster has no special
features and has become black with smoke, it is suggested that the broken edges of the plaster should be
consolidated by filleting.
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Niche 3.
This niche is very similar to niche 2, and calls for the
same chemical treatment and preservation. Remnants
of ancient plaster are seen inside this niche. Filleting
of the [p. 24] broken edges of the ancient plaster may
be carried out.

Cave 3.
This cave in the western wall faces east or slightly
south-east. It is rectangular on plan and measures
7.93 x 7.01 metres. A thick layer of ancient plaster is
seen on the domed ceiling; the central portion of the
plaster is, however, missing. The ancient plaster is also
missing from one corner of the flat part of the ceiling.
The entire surface of the walls and of the ceiling is
black with heavy accretions of soot and tarry matter.
A close examination of the thick layer of ancient plaster shows that it has become loose and requires consolidation and careful fixing to the rock surface. No
decoration is seen on the plaster. It would be necessary to free the surface from black layers of tarry and
smoky accretions by systematic chemical treatment.
The filleting of the thick layer of plaster would require a good deal of time and materials and removal
of smoke would also take a lot of time and effort. It is
suggested that the ancient plaster should be suitably
secured to the rock surface by filling and filleting. No
painting or decoration is seen on the plaster.
Cave 4.
This cave is situated in the north wall facing south,
right behind the statue. It is octagonal on plan, each
side being 3.20 metres long. Its circular wall and the
domed ceiling are profusely decorated with mouldings and stucco. The rock surface was originally
plastered over and decorated with painted stucco, but
no trace of paintings is now left, although the plaster
and stucco are still surviving over some portions of
the rock surface.
[p. 25] The entire surface should be subjected to general chemical treatment and preservation so that the
colour of the rock resembles that of the unstained surface. Extensive repairs would have to be carried [out]
to secure the loose plaster to rock surface. Filling and
filleting would, therefore, be necessary for the consolidation of the ancient plaster. No traces of paintings
are discernible in this cave.
Cave 5.
This cave is situated in the northern wall, and faces
south and is located behind and a little to the left of
the Big Buddha. It is octagonal on plan; each side of
the octagon is 3.66 metres.
This cave like cave 4 is characterised by heavy mouldings have become black with smoke. The plaster has
become loose at many points and is in danger of falling off. It would, therefore, be necessary to carry out
extensive repairs to the stucco and plaster after chemical cleaning. Heavy accretions of soot and smoke
have made the entire surface very dark; the removal of
these accretions would be very necessary for bringing

out the original colour of the rock. This would entail
a lot of labour and effort.
Niche 4.
This niche on the eastern wall is about 3.66 metres
high and 0.76 metres deep. The rock surface has become black with smoke. Remnants of ancient plaster
are seen in this niche. The broken edges of the plaster
may be secured to the ground by filleting.
Ceiling of circumambulatory passage.
The ceiling of the circumambulatory passage behind
the Big Buddha is black with smoke. Extensive remains of ancient plaster are seen on the ceiling. The
ceiling would have to be subjected to general cleaning
and consolidation; the plaster [p. 26] would require
extensive repairs, filling and filleting.
Cave 6.
This cave, situated in the eastern wall, faces west and
is octagonal on plan, each side being about 1.83 metres. The domed ceiling of this cave carries extensive
mouldings. The entire surface of the walls and of the
ceiling has become black. Remnants of ancient plaster
are also seen, but no traces of paintings are discernible.
Cave 7.
This cave is situated in the eastern wall and faces west.
It is rectangular on plan (6.10 x 5.64 metres) and carries a domed ceiling. The space between the base of
the dome and the moulding is plain and remnants of
plaster and decorated stucco are seen at places. The
entire surface of the rock, plaster and stucco has become black with smoke.
Cave 8.
This cave is situated in the eastern wall and faces west.
It is rectangular on plan (6.35 x 6.05 metres) and
there are deep niches in its eastern and southern walls.
The northern wall of this cave also had a similar niche
originally, but this niche seems to have been broken
open for interconnection with cave 7. Its ceiling is in
the form of a frustum of pyramid.
There are extensive remains of ancient plaster on the
walls and the ceiling. The surface of the rock as well as
the plaster and stucco is black with smoke. The plaster
has become loose and is crumbling at places. Traces
of colours are seen on the plaster here and there. The
entire area inside the cave requires general chemical
cleaning. Consolidation of the plaster would also be
necessary. Chemical cleaning of the darkened plaster
may bring to light some painted designs or original
colours, but at present it cannot be said whether an437

cient paintings are still surviving under the thick accre-[p. 27] tions of tarry and smoky matter.
It may be remarked that it is not possible to gain access
to the top of the Big Buddha through the caves on the
ground floor. The first cave at ground level (cave 1)
on the western wall has a damaged staircase leading to
the upper caves to the right of the Big Buddha. After
going through these caves one comes across a deep
chasm in the rock end it is not possible to go across
this chasm to the other caves higher up. There is thus
no passage to the top of the Big Buddha from any of
the caves on the ground floor to its left. The top can,
however, be approached only by a path leading from
the right of the Big Buddha to the hillock. From this
hillock some caves are accessible and these lead on to
the top of the Big Buddha.
The Small Buddha
What has been said of the Big Buddha is true, mutatis
mutandis, of the small, 35 metres, Buddha statue, but
the stucco is much more extensively preserved on this
statue. The colour of the chin may have been yellow,
as would be apparent from extensive remains of yellow colour on the lower right jaw of the statue; the
robe was probably blue as opposed to the red robe of
the Big Buddha Statue.
The Image.
The Small Buddha is in a much better state of preservation than the Big Buddha. Both the forearms are
broken and missing. The flowing robe of the Buddha
done in stucco is nearly complete except for the lower portion where the stucco has been destroyed and
numerous holes have made their appearance. These
holes were made in the rock so as to provide a key to
the thick stucco which was decorated with colours.
[p. 28] Of the colours used on this Statue, only red,
yellow and blue are seen in traces here and there. It is
clear that the stucco decoration of the Small Buddha
was given colour washes of yellow, red and blue. The
general colour of the flowing robe of the Buddha was
reddish to pink.
The stucco requires extensive repairs und some restoration. Pits, hollows, cavities und cracks would have
to be consolidated. The surface would have to be
freed from grime, mud und smoke which have caused
much damage near the feet of the statue. The existing accretions of a retaining wall and a crudely made
platform would have to be cleared to expose the feet
completely.
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Subsidiary caves.
As one goes clockwise around the Small Buddha, on
the ground level, one sees six caves of different sizes.
These caves are now numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6, the
direction being clockwise. For going to the top of
the Small Buddha, one passes across cave 1, through
which a passage leads to caves higher up to the right
of the Small Buddha. This passage is broken in one
cave, so that without a ladder it is not possible to
reach the top of the Small Buddha through cave 1.
The other way is to climb up the hillock to the left
of the Small Buddha and then to go through several
caves until one can reach the top. In this manner the
top of the Small Buddha is approached from the left.
After going through all these caves containing mouldings carvings and paintings, one can see a series of
caves lower down to the right of the Small Buddha.
These are approached from the left through the gallery immediately behind the head of the Small Buddha
by going down a little to the right of the statue. It is
in two or three caves here that some of the [p. 29]
finest paintings can still be seen. After seeing all these
caves, one must retrace one’s steps and return to the
ground level by the same way since as already stated,
the downward passage to the right of the Small Buddha cannot be used without a ladder. Therefore, for
numbering the caves at higher levels, we have to use
the numbers anti clockwise, starting from the first
cave to the left of the Small Buddha as cave 1.
The various caves on the ground level and at higher levels can now be numbered and described in the
manner stated above.
Cave 1.
This cave is situated in the western wall and faces east.
Its inner surface is free from any decoration or painting, but the rock has become black with smoke. General cleaning of the surface should be carried out to
bring out the original colour of the conglomerate rock.
Cave 2.
This cave is also situated in the west and faces east. It
is almost circular on plan with a diameter of about
3.66 metres and a height of about 2.74 metres. The
entire cave has been given a coat of mud-straw (kogil)
plaster in recent years. The surface is buffish grey and
has been extensively scribbled over by visitors. The
ceiling is jet black on account of heavy accretions of
sooty and tarry matter in fact it is wood tar from smokey fire that has heavily settled on the ceilling. It does
not show any decoration, and is perfectly plain and
flat but remnants of ancient plaster are seen here and
there. The removal [of ] smoke and tar from the ceiling is not any easy matter and perhaps it may be al-

lowed to remain there indicating the old character of
the cave, particularly when its circular wall has been
recently plastered over.
[p. 30] If necessary, the modern plaster made of mud
and straw (kogil) may be scraped away and the rock
surface of the wall so exposed given a general chemical
treatment along with the ceiling.
Behind the Small Buddha, there are small caves or
sanctuaries containing mouldings in thick plaster. The
plaster was once decorated with paintings, but now it
is heavily coated with tarry and smoky accretions and
it is impossible to make out the details of paintings.
Cave 3.
This cave is situated a little to the right and behind
the Small Buddha and faces south. On plan, the cave
is almost square (3.5 x 3.61 metres) and its vertical
walls are about 3.05 metres high. The remnants of the
ancient plaster on the moulded portion about 3.05
metres from the floor level are highly fragmentary and
have become black with smoke.
The vertical walls have been recently plastered over
with mud-straw plaster. The new plaster may be
scraped away and the surface of the four walls so exposed given a general chemical cleaning along with
the upper part and the dome ceiling. It would be necessary to subject the plaster as well as the darkened
rock surface to general chemical cleaning. The loose
plaster would also have to be se-cured to the rock surface by suitable filling and filleting.
Its straight walls are plain to a height of 3.06 metres and at this height there is a moulding in stone
all round. It shows a slight curvature and the upper
portion becomes gradually spherical until the domed
ceiling represents a perfect hemisphere.
The upper curved portion of the four walls still carries
remnants of old painted stucco; the spherical ceiling
of the [p. 31] grotto also shows remains of ancient
painted plaster. The entire surface has, however, become black with smoke. The curved surface of the
four walls lying between 1.52 metre level and 2.44
metre level from the floor shows circular mouldings
on the four corners. The mouldings represent a series
of concentric semi-circles. The remnants of ancient
plaster on the moulded portion about 3.05 metres
from the floor level are highly fragmentary and have
become black with smoke. In fact the paintings have
been completely destroyed by a thick deposit of sooty and tarry accretions, but a few lines in black are
still discernible here and there. The rock surface was
first coated with a thick layer (1.0–1.5 cm) of mudstraw plaster which was later finished off with a thin
layer of fine textured mud plaster without straw. The
smooth compact surface of the fine plaster served as

the ground for the painting. Samples of smoke covered plaster have been collected.
Cave 4.
Moving further in clockwise direction, we came to
cave 4 which also faces south and is exactly behind
the Small Buddha. It is octagonal on plan. The lower
portion of the almost circular walls is heavily plastered over with mud-straw plaster. This modern plaster may be scrape[d] away for exposing the original
darkened surface of the rock. The cave may be taken
to be a roughly circular on plan, with a diameter of
about 4.27 metres and vertical height of the circular
wall of about 1.83 metres and the total height of the
cave 3.66 metres.
This circular cave which is seen behind the Small
Buddha across the feet has an elaborately moulded
ceiling and the upper portion of the circular wall from
a height of 1.52 meters to the ceiling (height 3.66 metres) also shows extensive [p. 32] mouldings. The rock
mouldings were originally decorated with stucco for
producing finer details. This stucco was also originally
painted but now the entire stucco is heavily coated
with sooty and tarry matter. The elaborately moulded
ceiling is also decorated with stucco. The lower most
moulding of the ceiling is also decorated with stucco.
The lowermost moulding of the ceiling is octagonal
on plan and each side of the octagon carries a chaityalike moulding. The pattern on plan is as follows: The moulding along the circular wall at a height of
about 1.52 metres from the existing floor is also octagonal and the moulding resembling a chaitya is thus
about 1 metre high and lies between the two octagonal mouldings.
Heavy accretions of smoke and tar have rendered the
rock surface, the mouldings and the stucco totally
black. Chemical treatment would take a long time,
but is necessary to render the rock surface clean and
free from smoke.
Cave 5.
This cave is octagonal on plan and faces south and is
located a little to the left behind the Small Buddha.
This grotto had a flat ceiling with heavy mouldings.
On plan the ceiling is circular with an elaborate pattern. This circular cave does not show any moulding
in stone or decoration in stucco on ist circular wall,
but only the ceiling is nicely decorated. Its façade,
which is seen from a distance behind the feet of the
Small Buddha, is heavily coated with tarry and greasy deposit and has consequently become deep black.
The sides of the cave have been recently plastered over
with mud-straw plaster. The entire rock surface is
black with smoke and tar. The new plaster should be
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scraped away and then the entire surface of the walls
and the ceiling should be subjected to general chemical treatment and preservation.
[p. 33] Since the facade of the three caves behind the
Small Buddha presents a jarring contrast with the surrounding conglomerate rock of pleasing buff to pink
colour, it would be necessary to eliminate the greasy,
sooty and tarry accretions for bring out the natural
colour of the rock.
The ceiling of the circumambulatory passage behind
the Small Buddha is black with smoke and tar and
would have to be subjected to general cleaning.
Cave 6.
This cave, square on plan (3.28 x 3.28 metres) is excavated in the eastern wall and faces west. Upto a height
of 2.14 metres, the vertical walls are heavily plastered
over with mud-straw plaster. This new plaster may be
scraped off. The unplastered upper part of the walls
and the domed ceiling are all black with smoke and tar.
These accretions have become very hard and it would
be extremely difficult to remove them completely.
Caves higher up above ground floor
Following the foot-path to the hillock to the left of
the Small Buddha and going up a little, one comes
across a series of steps leading to a staircase. Going up
the staircase one comes to a cave on the right hand
side. This cave faces south and immediately in front
of it, the staircase continues upwards leading to caves
at higher levels.
Cave 1.
This cave faces south and does not contain any mouldings. Only remnants of ancient plaster are seen. The
walls and the ceiling have become black with smoke.
The cave is rectangular on plan, with length 3.35 metres, width 2.82 metres and height from the floor to
the arched ceiling is 2.22 metres.
Cave 2.
On going higher up we come to another cave on the
right hand side. This cave faces south, und has a small
opening above the entrance which is rectangular in
shape. On plan, the cave is rectangular (4.78 x 5.27
metres). Its wall and the ceiling are heavily coated
with smoke und tar. In fact the coating tar (wood-tar
from smoky fires) is so uniformly and thickly deposited on the walls that one could mistake it to be a deliberate application. However, the accretion is purely
due to the lighting of fires inside the cave using “bed“
und “chanar“ bush wood which is presently found
in the region. It is probably that some wild grasses
und brush wood from wild trees may have been used
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for making fires. The accretion of smoke and tar is so
thick and hard that a layer of almost 3 mm to 4 mm
thickness has formed on the rock surface und on the
plaster. Paintings are seen here and there, particularly
on the four mouldings on the four corners above a
height of about 2.44 metres from the ground. The
predominant colours are white and blue, but red,
green and yellow colours are also seen.
The paintings should be subjected to elaborate chemical treatment and preservation.
Cave 3.
As one goes up, one comes to this cave through which
access can be had to other caves. In fact this cave serves as passage to other caves to the left of the Small
Buddha. It has two openings now, one a regular entrance, rectangular in shape‚ and the other a semicircular opening produced as a result of breaking up
of the rock. This cave is very similar in design to cave
2 but is much smaller, the length and breadth being
3.35 metres and 3.05 metres respectively. The diameter of the domed [p. 35] ceiling is 2.52 meters and the
height is about 3.66 meters. The extensive remains of
ancient plaster are present on the domes ceiling and
on the upper parts of the walls and traces of paintings are also seen. The greasy smoky and tarry deposit should be removed by careful chemical cleaning
and the plaster should be consolidated and preserved.
Repairs to broken edges of the plaster would also be
necessary.
Cave 4.
This cave [is] also on the right and faces south. In
shape, design and size, this cave is similar to cave 2,
already described. There is an arched opening above
the entrance which is rectangular in shape. The entire
surface of the walls and the domed ceiling is heavily
coated with smoky and tarry matter. Remnants of ancient plaster are seen but only traces of old paintings
can now be discernible. The entire surface should be
freed from tarry and smoky deposits, cleaned and
consolidated. Repairs to ancient plaster would also be
necessary.
Cave 5.
As one continues to proceed westward one comes across a cave to the right. It is oblong in shape and has
a slightly arched ceiling. It is 3.35 metres long, 1.98
metres wide and 1.98 metres high. The walls and the
ceiling are black with smoke. There is no moulding
and no decoration, but remnants of ancient plaster
are present. No traces of paintings are now noticeable
in this cave. At the back of this cave there is a wide
opening leading to the next cave.

Cave 6.
Proceeding westward, one comes across a wide gap in
the passage. This gap leads to some steps going downwards. It is necessary to fill up this gap to provide
a continuous passage westward. At present one goes
through cave 5 to cave 6 which [p. 36] is situated to
the right of the passage. This cave 6 has a rectangular
entrance which is about 2.44 metres high and 1.22
metres wide. The cave is rectangular on plan (4.12 x
3.8 metres) with a deeply moulded ceiling having a
very interesting design. It is about 4.57 metres high.
The walls and the ceiling are heavily covered with accretions of smoke and wood-tar. The remnants of the
plaster are also coated with smoky and tarry matter.
Patches of original colours are also seen here and there
but hardly any painted designs are discernible.
The walls and the ceiling would have to be freed from
smoke and wood-tar and the old plaster would have
to be repaired and consolidated.

Cave 8.
It is oblong on plan, the length, breadth and height
being 5.18, 3.35 and 2.14 metres respectively. There
is no decoration and no plaster. The walls are quite
plain and no stucco is noticeable, but some portions
have been plastered recently. This plaster may be removed and the care given a general cleaning.

Cave 6A.
To the left of the passage opposite cave 6 is another
cave which faces south. This cave 6A has no decoration and no remnants of old plaster. No chemical
treatment is required in this cave.

Cave 10.
While going up the staircase, one comes to a small
cave near the left shoulder of the Small Buddha. The
cave which has two openings, overlooking the Small
Buddha is trapezoidal on plan. There are extensive
paintings on the ceiling of the cave as well as on the
walls. The predominant colours are white, [p. 38]
blue, green, red and chocolate. There are about 20–22
figures of the seated Buddha. These paintings should
be subjected to elaborate chemical treatment, preservation and conservation.
Beyond cave 10, which overlooks the left shoulder of
the Small Buddha, one has to go higher up by a winding staircase in order to reach the gallery behind the
head of the Smaller Buddha. This gallery or corridor
ultimately leads to the caves on the right side of the
Small Buddha by a descending series of steps. The first
cave to the right of the Small Buddha faces south and
is number 11.

Cave 7.
On following the same passage one comes into a cave
with an opening facing south. It is oblong in shape
and shows remnants of old plaster. The plaster and the
rock surface have become black on account of smoky
and tarry accretions.
Tunnel-like passage in front of caves 5–7.
The walls and the ceiling of this passage are black with
smoke. General cleaning is necessary.
Beyond cave 7 one has to go up a series of steps in
the same direction. This westward passage leads to a
winding staircase which simultaneously takes come to
a considerable height when a verandah facing south
is reached. At the back of this verandah is a cave with
rectangular entrance also [p. 37] facing south. There
is a cave at the far end of this verandah with a rectangular entrance facing west. These caves are to the right
of the stair-case, and are numbered 8 and 9.
Verandah in front of cave 8.
It is free from any decorated or painted stucco, but
there is a cross-like pattern cut into the western wall
of the verandah. There are two circular pits at the two
ends of the verandah in front of cave 8. There are
many marks in chalk and pencil all over the surface.

Cave 9.
This cave at the far end of the above mentioned verandah has got a series of niches, 11 in number, on the
floor level and four niches at the four corners about
2.44 metres from the floor level. It has a domed ceiling with two projecting moulded cornic[e]s, one just
above the series of lower niches. Remnants of ancient
plaster are seen here and there. Mouldings stucco are
also present, but no paintings are noticeable. The walls
are scribbled over with chalk and charcoal marks. General cleaning of the surface may be undertaken.

Cave 11.
This cave to the right of the Small Buddha has a wide
rectangular entrance facing south. It is circular on
plan and has a deep niche in the back wall opposite
the entrance. There are two series of mouldings all
round the wall at a height of about 2.44 metres, from
the floor level. These mouldings are plastered and the
plaster carries extensive paintings in bright colours.
The paintings are very bright and white, red yellow,
green and blue colours and their mixtures are seen in
profusion. The stucco images of the Buddha bad been
originally fixed between the moulded surface with the
help of pegs, but these images have disappeared leaving holes and damaged plaster behind. This cave is
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about 3.05 metres below the top of the brick retaining wall and to the west of it.

vation of the paintings, the unpainted surface should
be given a general chemical cleaning.

Cave 12.
This cave has a rather narrow verandah in front. The
facade of the cave carries a number of paintings of the
Buddha in red ochre against white background. The
arched entrance of the cave also carries several such
paintings. The paintings have been damaged considerably by wind and rain. Several of these paintings
are incomplete and some outlines of designs without
filled-in colours are also seen.
The main cave, circular on plan, has a diameter of
about 6.10 metres and a height of about 4.57 metres. The domed ceiling carries extensive paintings on
one side. These paintings have been repaired by filleting with plaster of Paris. The predominant colours
of the paintings on the domed ceiling are chocolate,
black, blue and green; a little of red and pink is also
seen. The paintings under the front cornice which is
about 2.44 metres from the ground have been done
in red, black, blue, white and a little yellow. The entire
surface should be subjected to general cleaning and
the painted surface should be subjected to elaborate
chemical treatment, preservation and conservation.
Repairs to the loose plaster would also be necessary.

Cave 14.
At the back of the verandah, there is an octagonal
cave, each side of the octagon being 2.67 metres. The
walls and the domed moulded ceiling are all covered
with dust, smoke and tarry matter. The niches and
mouldings on the walls and on the ceiling should be
subjected to chemical treatment and preservation.
The decorated stucco and ancient plaster would also
have to be suitably repaired.
There is a hole in the floor; this should be covered with
an iron grill as a safety measure. It is probably that
somebody had carried out a digging and produced this
deep pit which opens at the bottom into cave 15.

Cave 13.
Proceeding westward, one comes to another cave
which is incomplete. It has a rectangular opening.
There is no plaster and no paint.
This cave 13 does not directly overlook the valley towards the south because of the intervening corridor.
This is the dead end of the corridor and the passage
terminates here.
If now one returns from this cave to cave 11 through
cave 12 and thence to the corridor leading to [the]
staircase going lower down on the right side of the
Small Buddha, one comes to a wide verandah facing
south. At the back of this verandah there is a large
cave. This is numbered 14.
Verandah in front of cave 14.
The verandah is about 6.10 metres long and 2.74 metres high. It has some paintings on its three walls and
on the ceiling. The paintings are in a very dilapidated
condition. The predominant colours are white, yellow, blue, green and red. A beautiful pink colour is
very prominent on the ceiling. The [p. 40] painted
plaster requiring extensive repairs by way of filling
and filleting. The lower parts of the walls are stained
white. These white stains have to be eliminated. Pencil marks, chalk marks and other accretions have also
to be removed. After chemical treatment and preser442

Cave 15.
This is the lowermost cave to the right of the Small
Buddha. It is approached from 14 by a series of winding staircases and finally one had to make use of a
wooden ladder to reach it. There are a large number
of niches in the circular wall of this cave which has a
moulded domed ceiling. General cleaning of the rock
surface inside the cave may be carried out since heavy
accretions of soot and tar have made the surface quite
dark. Remnants of old plaster are also seen here and
there.
At the ground level, there are 15 big and small niches
with arched tops. There is above this row of niches,
another row of seven niches at a height of about 3.66
metres, from the [p. 41] ground level. Higher still,
above this series of niches is another series of smaller
niches all along the circular wall. All these niches are
free from any elaborate carvings decorations and no
paintings are noticeable now. The main problem in
this cave is the elimination of soot and tar, the general
cleaning of the rock surface and consolidation of the
plaster.
Paintings in subsidiary caves.
Apart from the paintings in the main niche of the
Small Buddha, extensive paintings are noticeable in
several caves (chaityas) belonging to this cave-complex. The technique, style and materials of all these
paintings appear to be the same, but samples of plaster and painted stucco have been collected from different caves for an unequivocal determination of composition, technique and materials of these paintings.
The paintings in the various caves belonging to this
cave-complex may now be described.
As one goes up the cliff of the Small Buddha, one
comes across a grotto facing south. This grotto is almost square on plan and has a domed ceiling. At a

height of about 2.44 metres from the present floor of
the sanctuary are seen at the four corners four mouldings in stone in the form of concentric semi-ellipses.
Here there are extensive paintings; paintings are also
extant on the unmoulded carved walls.
These paintings may be taken up for chemical treatment, preservation and conservation after the more
important and urgent work of chemical preservation
of the paintings in the niche of the Small Buddha has
been completed.
Slightly higher up after passing through a series of
grottoes and winding staircases leading to the top of
the statue of the Small Buddha, one comes across a
small grotto which overlooks the left portion of the
chest of the Small Buddha. Across its opening facing
west, one can see remnants of wall paintings on the
plain wall to the right of the Small Buddha.
[p. 42] This small grotto shows remnants of mural
paintings on the ceiling and on the walls. These paintings have suffered enormous damage and extensive
damage has already occur[r]ed with the result that
nearly all of the ceiling is now bereft of the original
plaster and the walls just carry stray patches of original paintings.
Apart from natural deterioration caused by weakening of the mud plaster and the exposure to wind
and moisture, human vandalism has played havoc
with these paintings. Engravings, chalk marks, writings in pencil and charcoal have all contributed not a
little to their deterioration.
Going further up through a labyrinth of grottoes and
sanctuaries, one comes after all to the gallery at the
back, but slightly above the head of the Buddha. Here
are seen remnants of ancient paintings. These have already been discussed.
To the right of the Small Buddha, after going down
several caves and grottoes, one comes to a circular
sanctuary (a chaitya) with a domed ceiling. This sanctuary (cave 11) faces south. Its circular walls are free
from moulding to a height of 3.66 metres, but above
this height, there is a heavy moulding of projecting
cornices, one over the other. The distance between
these two cornices is about 3.14 metres. Over the
supper cornice is seen all round a series of elepticall
designs. The stone moulding was heavily coated with
mud-straw plaster which was then overlaid with fine
plaster of clay and sand. It seems the entire sanctuary
was plastered over and painted, but now a few fragmentary figures of the Buddha are seen on the circular wall below the first cornice. The space between
the two cornices was presumably originally decorated
with stucco figures and the remaining area was painted in very bright colours. No stucco figures are new
left but only a series of holes at regular intervals all

round this curved wall indicate the positions where
the stucco figures had been originally fixed.
The plaster is still decorated with paintings wherever
it is surviving, but the paintings are in a bad state and
much damage has already occur[r]ed.
This circular cave is about 5 metres in diameter and
the total painted area in this cave is estimated to be
about 30 sq. metres.
A little lower down to the west of this circular chaitya
(cave 12) also facing south. Its diameter is about 6.10
metres. On its domed ceiling are still some remnants
noticeable of old paintings. The painted area in this
cave is estimated to be about 20 sq. metres.
As one continues to go lower down, one comes across a larger circular chaitya (cave 14) with a wide verandah in front, facing south. This verandah is about
6.10 metres long and its ceiling 2.74 metres high
carries remnants of paintings [Pl. XV, 29]. The painted surface around the entrance to the circular chaitya (diameter 5 metres) also shows remnants of wall
paintings. The two side walls of the verandah were
also embellished with mural paintings, but only stray
patches of painted plaster are now left.
These paintings in the verandah are estimated to occupy about 18 sq. metres.
[p. 44] IX. Planning of the works

Execution of works in Afghanistan and particularly
at a place like Bamiyan which is 245 km. away from
Kabul, the place where materials are available, and at
which the working period is limited to six months in
a year is not to be an easy task. Even at Kabul machineries like air-compressor, drilling outfit, grouting
machine, steel required for the repair work and chemicals required for preservation of the paintings are
not available and must be carried from India through
Pakistan,. However, during our discussion with Dr.
Mohammad Anar, the Minister of Education, Royal
Afghan Government assured us of the supply of cement. He did not mention if cement will be given by
them free of cost; perhaps the question will be taken
up the time of negotiations between the two Governments. The quantity of cement required for the work
and the requirement per year are given in the Appendices.
As materials will have to be transported from Kabul it
is essential that the team maintains a transit camp at
Kabul where materials will be collected and the staff
coming to Kabul will have camping facilities. Similarly suitable accommodation for the office, residence
for the staff and storage of materials will have to be
hired at Bamiyan. For the conveyance of materials to
Bamiyan where there is no regular bus service it is
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Plate XV, 29: Paintings on the back wall of the verandah of Cave 12 to the right of the Small Buddha.

essential to have a transport. For the rocky countryroads it is suggested that transport should be essentially a four-wheeler of the type of landrover.
To come to the execution part it – the execution of
works has been estimated to take about five years in
all. At the outset it may be mentioned that the period
available for work is only six month in a year and that
works are to be executed at great heights where output at normal rate cannot [p. 45] be expected. Then
the chemical preservation of the rock-surface and the
images must necessarily wait for completion of the
structural repairs first. But until the rock surface and
the images are available for chemical preservation the
paintings on the ceiling of the two niches and on the
walls of the caves around them would be attended to.
For the execution of the works, it is proposed that
the Archaeological Engineer and the Archaeological
Chemist may visit twice in each season; once in the
beginning and again before closing of the season for
proper supervision. It is also suggested that the Director General of Archaeology may visit once in each
season so that the works may be reviewed and outstanding problems are decided upon at site during
his visits. The composition of the team off staff, both
supervisory and executive is detailed in the list in the
Appendices. It is proposed to have a junior officer of
the Chemical Branch in charge of the team. To begin
with, the executive staff will reach the site for making
arrangements for the execution of work. When neces444

sary arrangements have been made like procurement
of scaffolding materials and other repair materials
essential for the work, Mason, Modellers and others
may then join the party. As they will be working for
six months in a year, they will be going to Afghanistan
in the month of May when the working season starts
and return in October when the season closes. It is
not necessary for them to stay there when there is no
work.
[p. 46] X. Expenditure on Works.

The probable cost of works on the various items pertinent to it is calculated at Rs. 12,11,200.00 as per
details shown hereunder.
a. Amount of Estimates
Two estimates have been prepared – one for the structural preservation and the other for chemical preservation. The former naturally includes the expenditure
for structural repairs to the rock and the Buddha images which is worked out at Rs. 2,44,000.00. Provision
for the tools and plants and machineries like grouting
machines, air-compressor, pumping machine etc. have
also been made. The estimate for chemical preservation on the other hand amounts to Rs. 1,21,000.00
to include the cost of labour and chemicals together
with their transportation charges. The expenditure on
works, therefore, amounts [to] Rs. 3,65,000.00.

b. Deputation charges
As already indicated above (page 45) a list of the supervisory staff and the workmen to be sent from India
is detailed below. Their deputation charges and airfare both for going and returning in each season have
been included.
1. Jr. Archaeological Chemist
1
2. Chemical Assistant Grade I
3
3. Modeller Grade I
3
4. Artist
1
5. Senior Conservation Assistant
1
6. Conservation Assistant Grade I
1
7. Mason
4
8. Mechanic
1
9. Photographer Grade I
1
10. U.D.C.
1
11. Driver-mechanic
1
12. Draftsman Grade I
1
13. Storekeeper
1
Period of deputation – 6 months in a year for 5 years
[p. 47] No. of persons
20
Grade II & Grade II officers.
20
1. Return Air-fare of 20 persons 5 time
@ Rs. 627/- on each occasion
2. All inclusive daily allowance for
20 persons for 180 x 5 days @ Rs. 37/(20 x 180 x 5 x 37 )
Total

Rs. 62,700.00
Rs. 6,66,000.00
Rs. 7,28,700.00

c. Transport
The necessity of having a transport at the disposals
of the team has already been made out above. The
cost of a vehicle of the type of landrover and a trailer
will be Rs. 28,500/-. The running expenses for the
vehicle inclusive of charges for servicing, repairs etc.
are estimated at Rs. 15,000/-. The expenditure on the
transport will thus come to Rs. 43,500/-.
d. Accommodation
The necessity of hiring an accommodation at Kabul
to serve as a transit camp has already been explained
above. The charges for hiring accommodations at Kabul and Bamiyan are detailed below:
At Kabul @ Rs. 500/- P. M. for 5 years
At Bamiyan @ Rs. 150/- P. M. for 5 years
150 x 12 x 5
Total

Rs. 30,000.00
Rs 9.000,00
Rs. 38,000.00

e. Supervision of works
While the team will be working, periodical visits will
be paid by the heads of the branches viz., the Archaeological Chemist and the Archaeological Engineer
for [p. 48] proper execution of the works. The two
officers may visit the site twice in each season with a

halt of three weeks each time in Afghanistan. Within
the period of three weeks two weeks will be spent at
Bamiyan and one week will be spent at Kabul. It is
also proposed that the Director General of Archaeology may visit the work once in each season for ten
days. The expenditure on the visits will be as given
hereunder:
a) Air-fare for three officers
(10-10-5 = 25) @ Rs. 627/b) Daily allowance at Kabul for
three officers 2(2 x 7 x 5) = (3 x 5)
= 155 days @ Rs. 55/c) Daily allowance at other places
including Bamiyan for three
officers 2(2 x 14 x 5) = (7 x 5)
=315 days @ [Rs.] 34/Total
Say

Rs. 15,675.00
Rs. 8,525.00

Rs. 10,710.00
Rs. 34,910.00
Rs. 35,000.00

Daily allowance in Afghanistan will be paid in Afghan currency.
The rate has been calculated taking into consideration prevailing
exchange rate.
Rough distribution of requirements of founds during the five years

First year
Second “
Third “
Fourth “
Fifth “

In Indian currency
in Laks.
1.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
3.50

In Foreign currency
in Laks.
1.60
2
2
2
1
8.60
Total = Rs. 12.10 Lakhs.

[p. 49]

works

XI. Visit to other archaeological sites and

Darra-e-Pauladi
Apart from the wall of the Buddhas in the Bamiyan
valley, there are extensive remains of Buddhist settlements in the other two valleys to the south-east
and south-west. viz. the Kakrak valley and the Fauladi valley [Pl. XV, 30]. The rock-cut caves at Darrae-Fauladi are in ruins, but three or four caves have
still their ceilings intact. Mention may here be made
of three elaborately carved and painted ceilings. One
can also see, in addition, some mural paintings on the
walls of the biggest cave of this group. These paintings have suffered extensive damage due to the loss
of pigments and painted stuccos. The prominent colours which are still surviving are white, blue, red and
yellow. The rock out of which these caves have been
excavated is a heterogeneous conglomerate similar to
that of the Wall of the Buddhas in the Bamiyan valley.
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Plate XV, 30: Distant view of caves of Darr-e-Pauladi from Bamiyan.

However, extensive weathering has weakened its fabric and residual deposits of gravel and clay are lying in
enormous quantities at the foot of the hillocks. This
wall of conglomerate faces south east and direct rays
of the sun for the better part of the day by several
hillocks to the west. Although both chemical weathering and physical disintegration have resulted in considerable destruction of the rock, the surface of the
weathered rocks is nowhere as pink or red as the big
Wall of the Buddhas in the Bamiyan valley. The reason is obvious; iron oxide which is red in colour has
not moved out to such an extent in the conglomerate
wall of Darra-e-Fauladi as it has done in the Bamiyan
conglomerate wall on account of restricted effect of
the direct rays of the sun. Where the rock is exposed
to direct rays of the sun for the [p. 50] better part of
the day, iron oxide which has tended to accumulate
in the horizon has come to the surface of the wall of
the Buddhas, thereby providing a pleasing pink to red
colour to the surface.
The plaster of the paintings in these caves is very similar to that used in the Bamiyan valley. The rock surface was covered with mud-straw plaster to render the
surface smooth. Thereafter this plaster was over-laid
with fine-textured clay plaster. The hard dense compact surface of this plaster served as the ground for
the paintings. It seems great care was taken in the preparation of the fine plaster. It was carefully trowelled
and polished with the result that a smooth compact
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hard surface was produced and the paintings were
executed on this surface.
Kakrak Valley
The Buddhist remains at Kakrak were examined. The
large image of the Buddha had been hewn out of a
gravelly, pebbly conglomerate rock which here lacks
the homogeneity and compactness of ordinary rock.
It is composed of large pebble and gravel beds cemented together with ferrugenous, calcareous and clayey
cementing material. The statue and the niche containing it were profusely decorated originally, but now
the monument is free from painted stucco or decoration of any kind.
Mosa-ee-Logar
A visit was paid to Mosa-ee-Logar, about 35 km.
from Kabul, for studying the work of conservation
of the excavated stupa and monastery. Here on behalf
of DAFA Mons. Berre has been carrying out excavations for the last two years and has by now cleared the
debris and exposed several cells of the monastery. No
vertical digging was undertaken, but according to
Mons. Berre [p. 51] it was just an attempt to clear the
debris and carry out superficial horizontal excavations
with a view to bringing to light the plan of the monastery [Pl. VXI, 31] which was supposed to be the only
of its kind in Afghanistan belonging to 5th–6th century
A. D. Among the important finds, Mons. Berre men-

tioned some inscribed sherds (writing in Kharoshthi
script in black ink on red ware) and two fragments
of black shining pottery similar to the NBP Ware of
India. In texture and the fabric these two sherds compare favourably with NBP Ware; the black metallic
surface with characteristic shine is also similar to that
of the NBP Ware, but the reddish buff layer underlying the black shining lustrous surface so prominent
in NBP Ware is conspicuous by its absence, and it
would seem that the two sherds found at Mosa-eeLogar represent a variant of NBP Ware in this part of
Afghanistan.
The work of conservation and restoration of the Buddhist stupa of Mosa-ee-Logar was carried out under
the directions of Mons. P. Lezine, Unesco consultant,
and the missing parts of the plinth walls and parts
of the spherical super structure (‘anda’ or dome) have
been restored during conservation. Mortar of mud
and sand was used in the original construction. Although the character of diaper-rubble masonry of the
original construction was maintained in the repaired
portions, the use of lime mortar has introduced a new
feature into this structure. Moreover, the restoration
work [Pl. XVI, 32] has been made to merge with the
original diaper rubble masonry without making any
attempt at differentiating the new work of restoration
from the old.
[p. 52] Monuments at Ghazni
On a suggestion made by our Embassy at Kabul the
monuments at Ghazni and Surk-Kotal were visited
for studying the works done in the past by different
foreign archaeological missions.

The Minarets.
The two minarets of Ghazni, called the first minaret
and the second minaret, were erected by Bahram Shah
and Masud III respectively [Pl. XVII & VXIII, 35 to
36]. These are of burnt-brick set in mud mortar. In
the interior each minaret is supposed to have a passage
leading to the upper portion but without a ladder we
could not go up to the staircase. The four storeys of
the minarets, however, are separated from con another
by wooden beams embedded in the brick wall set in
a frame work. In the lime plaster used for decoration
of the exterior surface no “gach” is said to have been
used. The bricks on the surface have been so arranged
as to form various patterns and designs. No restoration work or repairs to the main body of the minarets
have been carried out, but only the platforms of the
minarets have been repaired with stone using cementand-sand mortar and plaster. These damaged minarets
require extensive repairs.

Tomb of Mahmud.
There are two elaborately carved wooden doors fitted to the entrance to the tomb which are wrongly
identified with those from the Somnath temple [Pl.
XIX, 37; Pl. XIX, 38]. The superstructure has been
renovated and iron sheeting has been used to cover
the domed ceiling.
Tomb of Abdur Razak.
This tomb made of mud mortar and burnt bricks has
been extensively restored by the Italian Archaeological
Mission. In place of mud mortar, cement-lime mortar and new bricks have [p. 53] been used not with a
very happy result as the photograph [Pl. XX, 39] will
show.
Buddhist monuments.
The stupa and the monastery at Tep-e-Sardara of early
historic period were excavated by the Italian Archaeological Mission [Pl. XX, 40]. Rubble-diaper masonry
used here similar to that at Mosa-ee-Logar and at Taxila or diaper-pebble used at Harwan in India are the
vestiges of Roman influence.
The Islamic Site.
The palace of Mahsud III of 11th–12th century A. D.
has been completely excavated. For preservation of
the excavated structures alkathene sheets, mats and
mud plaster have been extensively used and the results
of these measures seem to be quite satisfactory.
Surkh Kotal.
At Surkh Kotal extensive excavations were carried
out by the French Archaeological Mission (D.A.F.A.)
to expose Buddhist remains of 1st–2nd century A. D.
where the image of Kanishka is said to have existed.
The work of preservation of the exposed structures
was not of any particular interest, the method adopted being similar to that employed by us in India.
Miscellaneous.
The mosque near Babar’s tomb at the outskirts of Kabul [Pl. XXII, 43] which had suffered severe damages
was being attended to by the Italian Archaeological
Mission. Their idea of restoration was to dismantle
the extent portion and to rebuild the mosque [Pl.
XXII, 44] according to a standard so that the openings of arches with varied spans would agree. The disagreement in the size of openings was attributed to an
earlier restoration. It was, however observed that for
joining the marble pieces instead of using any lime
mortar, as used in India, a plastic emulation was being
used.
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[p. 54] Some fragments of frescoes and a portion of
the huge quantity of ivory pieces excavated from Begram, now housed in the Kabul Museum, were preserved a few years back by Mons. Hafez, an expert
deputed by UNESCO. The frescoes from Lashkari
Bazar were closely seen from obtaining information
about the methods and materials employed and the
results achieved. These paintings were found in a fair
state of preservation but they would require further
chemical treatment and preservation on modern scientific lines. Similarly, the invaluable ivory pieces simply stored in the cupboards of the Museum need be
treated and preserved. It would also be advisable to
have them published preferably by an Indian scholar.
At present three foreign archaeological missions are
working in Afghanistan, they are Japanese, French
and Italian. The Japanese Mission is digging at Kunduz. The French (DAFA) will be taking up a new site
called Ai-Khanam, a Greak settlement, near the Oxus
on the Russian border. Thus Begram is still available
for us to dig, as was contemplated earlier.
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Appendices
1. Estimate for structural preservation
The probable cost of repairs of the two images of Buddha and the associated caves comes to Rs. 2,44,000,00.
The provisions embodied in the estimate are as pre the
recommendations made in the report in Sections VI
and VII and will be executed on the lines indicated in
Section IX.

About 13.25 tons of steel of various sizes will be required for the repairs while the requirement of cement will be 160 tons. Since it is proposed to procure
cement locally, in instalments, the supply may be distributed over the five years at 20 tons for the first and
fifth year, and at 40 tons each for the second, third
and fourth years.

Abstract of costs
Item
No.
A.
B.
C.

Sub-heads and items of work
Sub-Estimate No. I
Sub-Estimate No. II
Materials and Establishments
1) Mate to help in the execution

Qty. or no. Rate Rs. n. P. Per

Amount
66522
55460

180x5
900
3650 days

2) Watch and Ward 2x365x5
3650
3) Air compressor
4) Rotary Drilling machine with diamond drilling bits.
5) Cement concrete vibrators
6) Cement grouting machine
7) Concrete mixture
2 nos.
8) Tools and plant
9) Pumping machine for water with hose etc. including compressor
and other motors
10) Cost of diesel oil for running the air compressor and other
motors
11) Conveyance of materials

10-00

day

9000

4-00

“

14600
35000
10000
2500
20000
7000
3000
5500
7500

Total
Say Rs.

8000
244082
244000
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Sub-estimate I. The Big Buddha
Item Sub-heads and items of work
No.
A. The Facade
1.
Filling up the cavities with cement concrete 1:3:6 using
½”to ¾” size metal and steel wherever necessary at an
average of 100 feet.
2.
Filling up the scars at a height of 180 to 200 feet with
cement concrete 1:3:6 using ½‘‘ to ¾‘‘ size metal
3.
Filling up the cracks 1” x 2’-0’ with cement mortar 1:4 at
an average height of 80 feet.
4.
Plastering the concreted surface with tinted cement mortar
1:4, ¾” thick and matching with rock surface at a height
of 100 to 200 feet.
B. Drainage
1.
Earth work excavation in hard soil for drain including
conveying the excavated soil to a distance of 100 feet.
2.
Random Rubble masonry in cement mortar 1:1:6,
including collecting stones available at site from within a
distance of 100 feet, at a height of 200 feet.
3.
Cutting hard rock by chiselling for drainage.
4.
Providing R.C.C. roof with 1:2:4 cement concrete (1
cement, 2 sand and 4 stone ballast) over the gaps of the
entrance, including centering, shuttering, ¼” thick plaster
to the ceiling with cement mortar 1:3 excluding the cost
or reinforcement, at a height of 180 feet.
C. Image
1.
Underpinning the overhanging portion with R.C.C. 1:2:4
including necessary chiselling and jumping for steel dowel
bars.
2.
Repair in cement concrete 1:2:4 with nominal
reinforcements for binding.
3.
Filling up cracks 4‘‘ wide and 3 feet deep with cement
mortar 1:4 using coarse aggregate in it.
[new page without pagination]
4.
Plastering the concreted surface with cement mortar 1:4
and ¾” thick at an average height of 100 feet.
5.
Chiselling the plastered surface to match the rock.
6.
Filleting the broken edge of plastering.
7.
Restoration of the missing portions of the upper garment.
D. The Caves
1.
Dismantling brick masonry in lime mortar.
2.
Repairs to the walls, steps etc. in cement concrete 1:3:6
3.
Plastering the concreted surface with tinted cement mortar
1:4, ¾” thick.
4.
Chiselling the plastered surface to match the rock.
5.
Filling the cracks 2”x 2’.6” with cement mortar 1:4.
E. Fore Court.
1.
Earth work excavation in all soil including carting away
the excavated earth to a distance beyond 100 feet.
2.
Spreading coarse sand and pebbles ½” down 6” thick
including watering and rolling complete.
F. Scaffolding
Scaffolding to cover an area of 90 x 67 and 200 feet high.
G. Steel.
Steel required for R.C.C
H. Contingencies and unforeseen item 5%

Qty. or no.

Rate Rs. n. P.

Per

615 cft.

270–00

100 cft.

1660

930 cft.

319–00

100 cft.

2967

75 Rft.

88–00

100 Rft.

66

678 Sft.

74–00

100 Sft.

496

700 cft.

46–00

100 cft.

322

780 cft.

188–00

100 cft.

1466

165 cft.
120 cft.

22–00
572–00

1 cft.
100 cft.

3630
686

2800 cft.

428–00

100 cft.

11984

3600 cft.

432–00

100 cft.

15552

300 Rft.

199–00

100 Rft.

597

903 Sft.

74–00

100 Sft.

668

903 Sft.
600 Sft.
500 Sft.

12–00
40–00
43–00

100 Sft.
100 Sft.
100 Sft.

108
240
215

1140 Cft.
1150 Cft.
1550 Sft.

18–00
233–00
74–00

100 Cft.
100 Cft.
100 Sft.

205
2680
1147

1550 Sft.
90 Rft.

12–00
150–00

100 Sft.
100 Rft.

186
135

2800 Cft.

25–00

100 Cft.

70

2800 Cft.

45–50

100 Cft.

1247

L. S.

10000

L. S.

7000
3168
6 6522

Total
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Amount

Work on the niche of the Big Buddha during the afghan-indian conservation work in 1971 [collection of Amiriam/Bruckmann].
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Work on the drainage on the top of the cliff during the afghan-indian conservation work in 1971 [collection of Amiriam/Bruckmann].
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Work on the drainage on the top of the cliff during the afghan-indian conservation work in 1971 [collection of Amiriam/Bruckmann].
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Small Buddha, door from cave number XX, east side before the conservation work from the afghan-indian team in 1971 [collection of
Amiriam/Bruckmann].
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Small Buddha, door from cave number XX, east side after the conservation work from the afghan-indian team in 1971 [collection of
Amiriam/Bruckmann].
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Sub-estimate II. Abstract of Costs
The Small Buddha
Item Sub-heads and items of work
No.
A. The Facade
1.
Filling up the cavities in walls with cement concrete 1:3:6
(using ½” to ¾” size metal) using steel wherever necessary.
2.
Making grooves in the rock for belts
3.
Providing belts of M.S. Rail at a height of 50’.
4.
Encasing the belts with cement concrete and chiselling etc.
5.
Dismantling the brick work.
6.
Providing R.C.C. column 1:2:4
7.
Finishing the surface by plastering area, chiselling to
match the surrounding rock 1:3
8.
Grouting the fissures 2” to 3” wide and 3’ to 4’ deep with
cement mortar 1:4.
B. Drainage
1.
Providing R.C.C. slab over the depression at the top 1:2:4
2.
Providing cement concrete 1:4:8 on the surface.
3.
Dressing the area.
C. Image
1.
Removing the rubbish
2.
a) Repair with cement concrete 1:4:8 with nominal
reinforcement.
b) At a height of 100 feet (
Lobes)
3.
Repairs to the surface of the garment at
[new page without pagination]
4.
Filleting the broken edge of plaster upto a height of 80‘.
5.
Repair to the broken and of right area by inserting cooper
rods.
6.
Finishing the concreted surface by plastering and chiselling
to match rock surface 1:3
D. The Caves
1.
a) Repairs to the damaged members in cement concrete.
b) At a height of 40 feet.
2.
R. C. C work for steps, slabs 1:2:4
3.
Finishing the concrete portions with cement plaster and
chiselling to match rock surface.
4.
Providing G. I. rods on the steps for support.
5.
Providing steel cramps in the severed steps
6.
Clearing the passage at ground level.
E. Courtyard
1.
Clearance of debris levelling and dressing
2.
Spreading coarse sand and pebbles 6” thick
F. Scaffolding
Scaffolding to cover an area of 50’ x 30’ and 150’ high
G. Steel:
Steel required for reinforcement work
H. Contingencies 5%

Qty. or no.

Rate Rs. n. P.

Per

1443 Cft.

270–00

100 Cft.

634–00

tonne

38–00
440–00
53–00

100 Cft.
100 Cft.
100 Sft.

200
1826
200
836
24420
633

150 Rft.

363–00

100 Rft.

530

36 Cft.
67
L. S.

457–00
235–00

100 Cft.
100 Cft.

165
157
100

L. S.
1126 Cft.

38–50

100 Cft.

100
434

20 Cft.
750 Sft.

50–50
50–50

100 Cft.
100 Sft.

10
240

600 Rft.
L. S.

40–00

100 Rft.

240
50

225 Sft.

55–00

100 Sft.

124

361 Cft.
235 Cft.
183 Cft.
650 Sft.

235–00
241–00
440–00
55–00

100 Cft.
100 Cft.
100 Cft.
100 Sft.

848
566
805
368

38 Rft.
L. S.
L. S.

2–00

Rft.

76
150
50

45–50

100 Cft.

L. S.
2.84 tonne
L. S.
2200 Cft.
5550 Cft.
1150 Sft.

L. S.
750 Cft.

3895

200
341

L. S.

6000

L. S.

9000
2642
55460

Total
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Amount

2. Estimate for Chemical Preservation
The estimated cost on chemical preservation calculated as per detailed measurement taken at site works
out at Rs. 1,21,000.00. The total area of rock and
stucco requiring chemical treatment and preservation is 6229.26 Sq. mts. The total painted area in the
various niches and caves described in the report on
chemical preservation is 263.67 Sq. mts.
Time required for work –
It is thought that structural conservation and chemical preservation of the Big Buddha and Small Buddha and the paintings within various niches and caves
may take about two and a half years continuous work.
Since the weather at Bamiyan is unfavourable for the
works for about six months in a year, only a period
of six months (May to October) would be available
for actual work every year. Consequently the works
would have to be spread over five years (six months
each) and a period of five years would thus be required for completion of the works.
It is, therefore, estimated that about 25 months
would be required for the complete chemical treatment and preservation of the rock and stucco work
and the paintings. Roughly a period of 10 months
is estimated for the preservation of rock and stucco,
while a period of 15 months may be required for the
chemical treatment and preservation of paintings.
1. Expenditure on Labour –
If four trained assistants are deputed to Bamiyan for
the execution of these works they would require 3
skilled coolies each for general assistance at the site of
the work. In addition 3 skilled coolies would be required for transporting chemicals and apparatus etc.
from the sores to the site of work and for attending to
the sundry jobs of preparation of solutions, handling
of heavy stores etc. etc. A provision of 15 coolies is
proposed for the chemical conservation of the rock
and stucco work and the paintings. The 15 coolies
would have to be en-gaged for at least 25 months and
in addition a period of five months is provided for
preliminary arrangements such a putting up of scaffolding, transportation of materials, preparing solutions, and assistance in the documentation work.
2. Expenditure on scaffolding –
Scaffolding materials required for the chemical work
are not included in this estimate, since the materials
required for structural conservation can be utilized for
chemical conservation by staggering both the works
in a suitable manner.

3. Expenditure on Chemicals & consumable stores –
It is estimated that the cost of chemicals, detergents,
solvents, consolidants and preservatives etc. may work
out to above Rs. 10.00 per Sq. mt., provided all the
chemicals and other stores required for the work are
collected at Bamiyan.
4. Expenditure on transportation –
Since materials may have to be transported over long
distances a provision of 10% of the cost of chemicals
it tentatively suggested for transportation charges.
5. Expenditure on documentation & Modelling –
A lump sum provision has been made for the cost of
photo sensitive materials, such as colour films, black
and white films, paper and photo chemicals. Similarly
the amount of Rs. 2000/- provided under this item
would cover the cost of paper etc. required for preparation of sketches and plans etc. The cost of materials
required for repairs to paintings is also included in
this amount.
6. Expenditure on accommodation –
No provision has been made in this estimate. The accommodation that is hired for structural conservation
would be utilized for chemical work as well.
The estimate is a follows:
1. Labour – 15 coolies for 30
months 13500 coolies @
Rs. 3/- P.D.
2. Scaffolding (to be used
from stock of structure
conservation.)
3. Chemicals and consumable
stores
i. @ Rs. 10/- per Sq. mt. In Rs. 62292/case of rock & stucco work
ii. @ Rs 15/- per sq. mt. In Rs. 3955/case of painting.
Rs. 66247/4. Transportation charges
@ 10/- of 66250/- i. e. of
item 3.
5. Documentation &
modelling (L.S.)
6. Accommodation (to
be utilized as hired for
structural conservation.)
7. Contingencies @ Rs. 5%
of item 1 and 3 i.e. of Rs.
106750
Total
Say

Rs. 40500

say Rs. 66250
Rs. 6625
Rs. 2000

Rs. 5337
Rs. 1,20.712 or
Rs. 1,21,000/-
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Total area requiring preservation and chemical conservation in
the various niches and caves at Bamiyan.
(a) Area of rock and stucco
Total Area
Grand total
(in Sq.
(in Sq.
Metres)
Metres)
i. The niche of the Big
Buddha including the
2310.28
façade
ii. The subsidiary caves
around the Big Buddha
1161.48
iii. The niche of the Small
Buddha including the
1331.92
façade
iv. The subsidiary caves
around the Small Buddha.
1425.58
6229.26
(b) Area of paintings
i. The niche of the Big
70.00
Buddha
ii. The niche of the Small
50.00
Buddha
iii. The subsidiary caves
143,67
263.67
around the Small Buddha
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3. Personnel.
It is proposed to depute trained Chemical Assistants
under a Junior Archaeological Chemist for the execution of chemical works for the entire period of 30
months spread over a period of five years. In addition, one Artist, one photographer and three Modellers would have to work there. The Modellers besides
carrying out the works of filleting the broken edges of
plaster carrying the paintings would also work on the
images. The Artist, Draftsmen and the Photographer
would prepare a complete record of the repairs executed at all stages viz. before the execution, during the
works in progress and after the execution is over.
The repairs being of a special nature only persons with
sufficient training and experience are to be employed
on them. As none is available in Afghanistan four masons who have worked at Ajanta and Kilora are proposed to be taken from India. The structural repairs will
be supervised by two Conservation Assistants having
experience in conservation of rock-cut monuments;
it may be necessary to depute an Assistant Engineer
for a short period to supervise execution of important and delicate work. The Driver-mechanic will be
driving the vehicle while the Mechanic will operate
and maintain the different machines like drilling machine, air-compressor Water-pump, engines etc. The
office work will be attended to by an Upper Division
Clerk and the stores of the entire camp will be looked
after by a Storekeeper.

4. Climatological data for Bamiyan.*
Year
1341

H-

Period
Seraten
Asad
Sumbula
Miram
Aqrab

1342

H-

1343

H-

1344

H-

Qaus
Jedy
Dalva
Hoot
Hamal
Saur
Sumoula
Miram
Aqrab
Qauz
Jedy
Dalva
Hoot
Hamal
Saur

Temp. °C Max. Temp. °C Min. Wind
27
7
26
6
S Northerly
S Westerly
25
1
S Northerly
19
-7
S Easterly
S Westerly
18
- 11
S Northerly
S Westerly
9
- 20
S Westerly
9
- 23
11
- 17
15
-6
S Westerly
23
-4
S Westerly
20
-1
S Easterly
27
8
18
1
15
-6
10
- 18
4
- 11
3
- 13
4
- 12
16
- 11
24
-2
S Westerly

Snowfall

Monthly rainfall.

2 ½ mm

12 cm
6 cm
?
10 cm
6 cm
27 cm
4 cm
30 cm
12 cm
18 cm (?)
3 cm

4 ½ mm
67 mm
29 ½ mm
32 mm
69 mm
17 mm
54 mm
52 mm

*Through the courtesy of the Director, Department of Climatological Survey, Kabul, on 2.6.1965

5. Previous Indian Archaeological Missions to Afghanistan
(a) Dr. Mortimer Wheeler, 1946 – The first Indian
Archaeological Mission to Afghanistan was led by
Dr. Mortimer Wheeler then Director General of Archaeology in India in 1946. He was accompanied by
his wife, Mr. Justice Edgely, President of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal and the Curator of the Peshwar
Museum. His mission appears to have been more of
an exploratory nature and did not concern itself with
the question of preservation of the rock-cut shrines
at Bamiyan. But he definitely had recommended specific actions to be taken in the field of Archaeological
research to secure enduring co-operation between the
two countries.
(b) T. N. Ramachandran and Dr. Y.D. Sharma, 1956
– Following the recommendations of Dr. Wheeler
a proposal was mooted to send a small team of Archaeologists and Historians to Afghanistan in order
to develop closer contacts between the two countries.
However, it was only in 1956 that an Archaeological
delegation could be sent to conduct archaeological explorations of such sculptures, inscriptions, coins and
archaeological sites as of interest to India. Obviously,

preservation was outside the purview of this delegation and there was no question of recommending any
action by them to that effect.
(c) A. Ghosh, 1964 – As there has already been an idea
in the minds of the Indian Archaeologists to dig some
potential site in Afghanistan, it was thought best to
explore the possibilities of an Indian delegation of Archaeologists being sent to that country. Accordingly,
at the instance of Shri A. Ghosh, Director General
of Archaeology in India, Prof. Humayun Kabir then
Minister for Scientific Research and Cultural Affairs
during his visit to Afghanistan in 1963, at the time of
signing a cultural agreement, made an offer to excavate a site and to help in the preservation of Bamiyan
monuments. The proposal having been welcomed by
the Afghan Government, Shri Ghosh was deputed by
the Government of India to find out a suitable site for
the excavation. The question of preserving the rockcut shrines at Bamiyan also received his attention. In
his report to the Government he had recommended
the measures to be taken. Relevant portion of the report is reproduced below:
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Small Buddha, cliff during the restoration in 1970/71 [collection of Amiriam/Bruckmann].
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Small Buddha, cliff during the restoration in 1970/71 [collection of Amiriam/Bruckmann].

‘The Preservation of Bamiyan’
(1) The two famous colossi of Buddha, one 53 metres high, and the thousands of caves in the neighbourhood of Bamiyan are excavated in the Tertiary
conglomerate between the Hindu-Kush and the
Koh-i-Baba ranges. Th e conglomerate consists of
clay, gritty gravel and sandstone blocks without the
compactness of rock. (I had consultations with the
French and German Geologists in the Geological
Survey of Afghanistan and obtained confirmation
of what is stated above). The statues were originally
covered with stucco which was relieved to provide
the folds of the garments of Buddha and was fi xed
to the conglomerate-surface with wooden pegs, holes
to support which are seen in large numbers wherever
stucco has disappeared. The surface of the statues is
now badly damaged. In fact, it is only the dry climate
of Afghanistan that has helped in their survival; in
a wet land like India they would have disintegrated
long ago. However, as Bamiyan is subject to annual
snow-fall, the melting snow flowing down the vertical
conglomerate-surface has left deep scars everywhere.
The action of frost must have in addition contributed
to the deterioration of the surface, for the furtherance
of which landslides are also responsible.

2. (6) The niches under which the statues are carved
were originally painted, patches of paintings being
even now seen here and there, particularly towards
the top. The surrounding caves, which are internally
connected with each other by steps and provide access
right to the tops of the statues, were also painted.
3. (7) In spite of the popularity of Bamiyan which foreign tourists, the precincts of the caves are in a sadly
neglected condition. Besides, a museum building and
a petrol-pump have been allowed to come up on the
land between the road and the smaller statue largely
hiding the front view of the latter. It is noted that
when an Italian architect carried out an archaeological survey of Afghanistan in 1960 and 1961 on behalf
of the Italian Archaeological Mission in Afghanistan,
he saw a school-building in front of the smaller Buddha, which is not unlikely to be the building shown to
me as the museum, and objected to its presence. He
also prepared a scheme of the improvements to the
site, including the construction of an underground
museum (Andrea Bruno in East and West, New Series, Vol. 13, nos. 2–3 (June-September 1962), pp.
99–185. Bruno, however, did not make any impor461

tant recommendations to consolidate the statues and
the caves.); but nothing has been done to implement
it. Conditions have perhaps worsened during the last
three or four years.
4. (8) By the side of the smaller Buddha an equally tall
brick retaining-wall has been constructed to hold in
position an enormous detached block of conglomerate; besides being aesthetically objectionable, it is of
dubious utility. If a wall was at all necessary, it should
have been done in mass concrete simulating the adjoining surface.
5. (9) Any proposal of preservation of Bamiyan should
primarily concern itself with the two statues and the
vertical rows of caves surrounding them. Generally
speaking, the major measures should consist of –
(a) cutting of one or more drains in the conglomerate to prevent the following down of snow-water;
(b) consolidation of the surface of the statues and
the surrounding areas with suitable chemicals;
(c) roughly-finished restoration of the ugly scars on
the statues;
(d) securing of the stucco work by filleting and
restoring of the missing folds of the garments in
small patches;
(e) removal of the brick retaining-wall referred to
in paragraph 8 and its re-doing in concrete, if considered necessary;
(f ) making good of the interior of the surrounding
caves and connecting steps in concrete;
(g) chemical treatment and preservation of the extant paintings and filleting the patches as required.
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6. (10) The above items indicate only in general terms
the measures of conservation that are required. To
work out a detailed scheme and estimate of cost, extensive measurements have to be taken, limited chemical experiments undertaken and enquiries be made
on the rates of material and labour. It has also to be
ascertained to what extent help in the form of material can be expected of the Afghan Government. It is
only then that the relative shares of the Government
of India and Afghanistan (paragraph 18 below) can be
worked out and the staff and the material and equipment to be sent from India for the purpose decided.
7. (11) If the proposal is to be pursued (and according to the Indian Embassy it must be pursued), it is
absolutely necessary that the Archaeological Engineer
and the Archaeological Chemist should be deputed
to Bamiyan for a period of three weeks to collect the
data and prepare an estimate. It is likely that they may
find it necessary to add to the list of measures mentioned in paragraph 9 above. While the details can be
worked out only after the estimate has been prepared,
it is foreseen that the work will not cost less than Rs.
10 lakhs spread over a period of about three years. It
may be mentioned here that the season of work at
Bamiyan is May to October.
8. (12) I do not think that we should undertake the
work of dressing up and beautifying the site. That has
to be attended to by the Afghan Government.

R. Sen Gupta

The Buddha in Afghanistan. India‘s Aid to Bring Bamiyan Back to Life
(1972)*

* Publication edited by Ministry of External Affairs, New Delhi 1972, pp. 1–20.
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Piero Gazzola and Jean-Bernard Perrin

Afghanistan. Protection et mise en valeur de la vallée de Bamiyan,
UNESCO Report (4 au 19 juillet 1970)*

* English and Frensh version available from the UNESCO archive online: http://unesdoc.unseco.org/2354/RNO.RS/CLP; 2354
(accessed: 26 August 2015).
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1 L‘accès à Bamiyan s‘effectue par des
défilés étroits surmontés souvent de parois rocheuses verticales.
2 Les voies d‘accès à Bamiyan sont incompatibles avec les moyens de transport en commun qu‘exige le tourisme
moderne.

3 La vallée de Bamiyan est visible tout
entière du haut des hauteurs qui la
cernent.
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4 Aux richesses touristiques s‘ajoute la prospérité d‘une économie agricole dont témoigne la richesse des cultures, sontrastant avec l‘aridité
environnante.
5 La présence de masses biosées importantes, caractéristique de la vallée, ne dissimule pas toujours de regrettables bâtiments; La situation
de l‘ancient hôtel montre bien à quel point la construction d‘un immeuble élevé serait dommageable au site.
6 et 7 Le Bazar s‘inscrit bien dans le site mais la barre qu‘il constitue empêche une vue d‘ensemble sur le Grand Buddha et le Monastère
troglodyte. Son déplacement peut être envisagé sans dommage.
8 La sauvegarde et la restauration des chefs-d‘oeuvre de l‘art bouddhique est une nécessité.
9, 10 et 11 Les fortifications de la Ville Rouge et de la Ville des Murmures, réalisées en brique crue, constituent, malheureusement, une
réserve de matériaux trop facilement utilisables par les paysans de Bamiyan. La beauté de ces ensembles nécessite, en premier lieu, un
gardiennage.
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12 Les anciennes fermes fortifiées dont
l’intégration au paysage est totale pourraient,
en cas de besoin, être transformées en auberges de luxe et en antiquarium.

13 et 14 A 3.000 mètres d’altitude, dans un site totalement désert,
les cinq lacs de Band-i-Amir offrent le spectacle prodigieux de leurs
eaux bleu foncé et totalement transparentes.
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Abdullah Amirian, Renata Biagiarelli (†), Gabriella Bruckmann

I Monasteri Rupestri di Bamyan. Per un piano di salvaguardia
e valorizzazione, 1975/76*

Parta Prima
A. Genesi di Bamyan
1. Perchè il tempio rupestre
2. Perchè su una via commerciale
3. Perchè i grandi Buddha

H 1. Storia degli interventi di restauro:
Le ricerche archeologiche precedenti la D.A.F.A.
Prima spedizione della D.A.F.A. (1922)
Il contrafforte in mattoni (1948)
Seconda spedizione della D.A.F.A. (1930)
Studi in previsione del restauro
Il restauro dell’equipe indiana (1970/75)

B. Importanza di Bamyan
1. Come centro diffusore del Buddhismo verso Oriente
2. Come centro diffusore dell’arte buddhista e dei suoi moduli formali

H 2. La valle di Bamyan oggi
Individuazione dei suoi elementi strutturali per un piano di
salvaguardia

C. Descrizione dello stato attuale della parete monumentale
La parete monumentale
Le nicchie dei grandi Buddha
Grotte e camminamenti intorno ai Buddha
I santuari rupestri
Nicchie dei Buddha seduti
Grotte accessibili
Stato di degradazione dei santuari

1. Parete e zona archeologica
A. Problema strutturale della roccia
Caratteristiche geologiche
Causa della degradazione
Cause fisiche: idriche, termiche, eoliche
Cause chimiche
Il problema del consolidamento
L’operazione di rinforzo delle grandi masse rocciose
L’operazione di consolidamento delle superfici degradate

Indice

D. Ricostruzione storica
Le testimonianze degli antichi monaci buddisti
Testimonianza di Yuang Tsang (632 d. C.)
Il grande Buddha disteso
Sacre reliquie del Buddha a Bamyan
Testimonianza di Hui Chiao (727 d. C.)
Ricognizione sui resti attuali
E. I grandi Buddha di Bamyan
1. Analisi strutturale
2. Analisi stilistica – datazione
Il taglio del volto dei grandi Buddha
L’antico rivestimento dei grandi Buddha
Il significato della pittura al centro della nicchia del Piccolo Buddha
F. I monasteri rupestri di Bamyan
Tecnica costruttiva
Linguaggio simbolico
1. Analisi degli elementi decorativi e dei dipinti murali:
Stucchi
Dipinti murali
Coesistenze stilistiche: i quattro stili di Bamyan
Simbologia
Parta Seconda
H. Mutazione d’uso dell’ambiente
Componenti in equilibrio
Primo elemento di frattura: la spedizione D.A.F.A. (1923-36)
Secondo elemento di frattura: la vocazione turistica di Bamyan oggi

B. Problema del restauro e della conservazione del complesso
Scelta metodologica
Stucchi e intonaci: cause di degradazione
Il consolidamento
Le pitture murali: cause di disgregazione
Il consolidamento
C. Problema degli accessi e percorsi
D. Problema della salvaguardia e degli scavi della zona archeologica
2. La strada e il bazar
3. Il villaggio
4. Il territorio agricolo
5. I ruderi delle fortezze islamiche
6. Gli alberghi
7. Le infrastrutture
Strade di accesso alla valle
Percorsi turistici interni
H 3. Proposta per un piano di valorizzazione: il „campus“
Appendice
Fondo storico
1. Premessa
2. I documenti
2.1 Fonti scritte
2.2 Fonti archeologiche

* Tesi di Laurea, Università degli Studi di Firenze, Facoltà di Architettura, Anno Accademico 1975–76. Relatore: Professor Marco Dezzl
Bardeschi.
This thesis is unpublished. Abdullah Amirian and Gabriella Bruckmann gave the permission to publish their work. Thanks to Sekandar
Seradj we received the manuscript. It was written by typewriter and was digitalized for the publication. The figures were placed according
to the original manuscript.
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3. Prima fase storica
3.1 Fase arcaica (II millennio-1/2 I millennio a. C.)
4. Stato arcaico di Battriana (VIII–VI sec. a. C.)
4.1 Formazione
4.2 Cultura
5. Gli Achemenidi (VI–IV sec. a.C.)
5.1 Conquista della Battriana
5.2 Influenza culturale: primo fattore di parziale ellenizzazione
6. Conquista di Alessandro Magno (329-328 a. C.)
6.1 Conquista della Battriana
6.2 Sua ellenizzazione
7. I Seleucidi (301-250 a. C.)
7.1 Formazione: dell’impero seleucide
8. Regno greco di Battriana (250-140 ? a. C.)
8.1 Separazione della Battriana dall’impero seleucide
8.2 Documenti dell’ellenizzazione della regione
8.3 Migrazioni dei nomadi dell’Asia Centrale
8.4 Fine del Regno greco di Battriana
9. Gli Yuech-chi
9.1 Provenienza
9.2 La conquista della Battriana
9.3 Identificazione degli Yuech-chih
9.4 Caratteristiche culturali
10. Impero Indo-Scita o Kuschana (I sec. a. C. - III sec. d. C.)
10.1 Nascita dell’Impero
10.2 Kanishka il Grande
10.2a Datazione del regno di Kanishka il Grande
10.2b Il Buddhismo di Kanishka
10.2c ll commercio
10.3 La “Via della Seta”
10.4 Influssi culturali romani
11. Nascita e sviluppo della città e del centro monastico di Bamyan
11.1 Scelta geografica
11.2 Rapporto dei monasteri col mondo dei laici
11.3 Ruolo di Bamyan nel mondo buddhista
12. Invasione Sansanide (metà del III sec. - metà del V sec.)
12.1 Nascita e sviluppo dell’impero Sasanide
12.2 Influenze culturali sasanidi
13. Invasione Efthalita (metà del V sec.)
13.1 Le conquiste
13.2 Identificazione degli Efthaliti
13.3 Conseguenze culturali nel Gandhara
13.4 Conseguenze culturali a Bamyan
13.5 Struttura politica a Bamyan
14. Fine della dominazione Efthalita – il periodo di influenza sasanide (fra il 560 e il 570)
14.1 Occupazione di Bamyan da parte dei turchi T’u-kiu
14.2 Conseguenze culturali a Bamyan
15. Visita del pellegrino Yuang-Tsang (632)
16. Le conquiste islamiche (VII-XI secolo)
16.1 Islamizzazione della Persia (641)
16.2 Islamizzazione dell’Afghanistan
16.3 Islamizzazione di Bamyan (IX–XI sec.)
16.4 Conseguenze politiche
17. Il sultanato die Bamyan (XI sec.–1222)
18. La conquista Mongola (1222)
18.1 I mongoli
18.2 Conquista di Bamyan
18.3 Distruzioni
19. Dal XIII sec. al XX
20. Bamyan attuale
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Parta Prima
A. Genesi di Bamyan
1. Perchè il tempio rupestre
Il tipo del santuario in roccia ha una lunga storia,
dall’epoca cristiana fino a quella Gupta tarda, non
soltanto in India e Asia centrale, ma in tutta l’Asia,
dall’Anatolia alla Cina. Il tempio rupestre buddhista
è quindi derivazione di un tipo architettonico largamente usato nel mondo orientale antico. Il buddhismo, fa dei monasteri rupestri centri di culto focali
della sua dottrina e ne elabora la tipologia, fino a far
diventare l’architettura sacra rupestre essenza stessa
del buddhismo. È proprio nell’architettura rupestre,
infatti, che la tendenza al tradurre in forme, in spazi
e in diagrammi i principi dottrinali della spiritualità
buddhista, si esprime in tutta la sua forza mistica. La
scelta stessa della montagna come sede di un tempio
o di una città sacra esprime un concetto base del buddhismo, comune anche alle più antiche religioni indiane: la montagna reale simboleggia infatti la montagna cosmica (Meru) che è il perno, l’asse del mondo e
che è assimilata al “Principio” dal cui smembramento
sono esalati tutti i mondi e tutti gli esseri. Le due forme combinate del tempio rupestre – la caverna e il
monte – simboleggianti vuoto e pieno, si intrecciano
in quella fusione degli opposti che è caratteristica del
pensiero indiano: la montagna accoglie le grotte (la
caverna reale nel monte reale) il tempio rupestre accoglie lo stupa (il monte simbolico dentro la caverna
reale) lo stupa, a sua volta, ricava dal proprio corpo il
ricettacolo per la reliquia (la caverna simbolica dentro
il monte simbolico).
Anche nel pensiero più strettamente buddhista, il monte è presente spesso come simbolo dell’uomo, viene detto infatti: “Noi siamo la montagna sotto la quale un Dio
è celato”, ma anche: “La nostra anima è la montagna
di Dio”. Non vogliamo qui entrare nei labirinti di una
delle più complesse religioni del mondo, ma basteranno
questi pochi accenni per capire il perchè di una scelta
spaziale che a prima vista può sembrare inspiegabile ad
un occidentale. Il pensiero buddhista ha ribaltato nella
scelta dei luoghi dei suoi templi più famosi la logica occidentale dell’utile e del conveniente, ha fatto una scelta
mistica e ha anteposto le scelte simboliche alle difficoltà
tecniche che pure non dovevano essere indifferenti. Si
assiste così alla diffusione di un tipo architettonico che
nasce come semplice caverna dell’eremita e che diventa, col tempo, santuario elaboratissimo e poi monastero popolosissimo. I luoghi di montagna si addicevano
all’ascesi buddhista, la montagna stessa fu usata come
oggetto di fede e resa espressione di una mistica che usò
sempre la forma come linguaggio.

2. Perchè su una via commerciale
Il tempio rupestre di Bamyan sorge sull’incrocio di
due grandi vie commerciali, quella che univa la Cina
alla Persia e da lì raggiungeva l’impero romano e quella
che univa la valle dell’Indo alla Battriana. I monaci
buddhisti, nel diffondere la loro dottrina, si mossero
lungo queste vie commerciali, favoriti anche dal clima
di pace che si ebbe nel periodo Kushana. Essi, dal 250
a. C. in poi, dal cuore dell’India, si portarono a Nord
per inserirsi nelle grandi strade commerciali dell’epoca
per andare verso Oriente. Bamyan aveva per vocazione naturale tutto per diventare città sacra e tempio
rupestre buddhista: la sua altitudine (2850 mt.), il
suo ottimo clima, la presenza di pareti a strapiombo
quasi verticali di pietra facilmente lavorabile. Queste caratteristiche lo rendevano luogo ideale per un
insediamento rupestre. Inoltre si trovava addirittura
all’incrocio di due grandi vie carovaniere, fu così quasi inevitabile che essa divenisse tappa obbligata per i
monaci itineranti e poi sede di famosi monasteri. Più
tardi, verso il 300 d. C., il flusso dei monaci itineranti s’invertì perchè dalla Cina i monaci buddhisti
viaggiarono verso l’India, per verificare nella culla del
buddhismo l’esattezza delle traduzioni dei testi sacri e
anche per riportare in patria i canoni estetici di rappresentazione buddhista. Ancora una volta Bamyan si
trovò così al centro del mondo ecumenico buddhista
e i suoi santuari si arricchirono e videro aumentare
il numero dei fedeli e delle donazioni. L’appoggio ad
una via commerciale era inoltre essenziale alla vita
della città della valle di Bamyan e i laici erano a loro
volta indispensabili per la sopravvivenza della comunità monastica, che viveva solo di donazioni e di elemosine. Da questa combinazione di fattori favorevoli,
nasce la storia di Bamyan, che si ingrandisce nel tempo fino a diventare città sacra e cosmopolita, dove si
ha testimonianza di tutti i mondi artistici della Asia
antica e che comincerà a declinare solo con la fine
dell’unità ecumenica buddhista e la sua frantumazione in nuclei religiosi a carattere nazionale (tra l’800 e
il 1000 d. C.).
3. Perchè i grandi Buddha
Il gusto del gigantismo, che s’incontra di frequente
nell’arte buddhista non ha nulla a che vedere con il
gigantismo terrifico di certe rappresentazioni di re-dei
del mondo antico più vicino a noi. Nel fedele buddhista non si voleva, con l’uso delle grandi dimensioni, inculcare un’idea di grandezza immanente e di
grande potenza terrena. L’uso delle grandi dimensioni
ha qui una radice più complessa e si appoggia ad una
simbologia più elaborata. Da quando col diffondersi della dottrina Mahayana si cominciò ad elaborare
l’immagine antropomorfica del Buddha, la difficoltà
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Western Buddha, Buddha di 53 m, R. Biagiarelli 1970.

maggiore fu, per gli artisti buddhisti, essenzialmente
quella di rappresentare in forma umana colui che non
è, di rendere tangibile il non essere. E’ chiaro che posto in questi termini il problema non aveva soluzioni
reali, se non nella rappresentazione simbolica di una
figura reale e, nello stesso tempo, non realistica. Dei
segni caratteristici del futuro Buddha, che i testi indicavano con grande precisione e in gran numero (32

segni fondamentali e un’infinità di segni secondari)
gli artisti estrassero quelli che sarebbero serviti contemporaneamente a dare un’immagine reale, umana e
serena del Buddha, ma anche, in aderenza con i sacri
testi, a creare una tipologia che fosse al di fuori degli
schemi della verità anatomica, in modo da sottolineare il valore di simbolo della sua rappresentazione umana. Nasce da queste premesse l’immagine Mahayana

Parete dei santuari – 1. Buddha di 53 m; 2. Buddha di 35 m., A. Amirian.
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del Buddha, che ha un’aspetto dolce, quasi dimesso,
un sorriso ascetico, e un’abito monastico di grande
semplicità, ma che presenta i caratteri simbolici della
predestinazione: le grandi orecchie, l’ushnîsha (pretuberanza cranica) e l’urna (punto in mezzo agli occhi).
In questa immagine tutto è simbolo: il trono su cui
siede, la posizione delle mani, il taglio dei capelli, il
colore che lo riveste e la dimensione della sua figura.
Ogni personaggio ha infatti nell’iconografia buddhista un suo colore e una sua dimensione proporzionale. Le dimensioni e i colori sono stabiliti secondo un
criterio religioso e non estetico. In particolare l’unità
di misura di ogni personaggio varia a secondo del suo
rango nella gerarchia religiosa. Ma questa codificazione non può dare una risposta definita per la statura
del Buddha: egli è per sua essenza incommensurabile,
al di sopra di ogni altro essere. La sua incommensurabilità è anche oggetto di un episodio narrato nei sacri
testi, che si riferisce alla sua ultima vita. Vi si parla del
tentativo fatto da un brahmano di misurare la sua statura che risultò maggiore di ogni possibile termine di
confronto. L’episodio, che era così popolare da essere
poi rappresentato più volte dagli artisti del Gandhara,
stava a dimostrare che Buddha è infinitamente maggiore di ogni altro, più in alto di tutti, sopra a tutti.
Come potevano gli artisti tradurre in forme leggibili

a tutti i fedeli, un concetto così importante per la filosofia buddhista?
Come si poteva dimensionare l’incommensurabile?
La risposta dell’arte buddhista fu nella semplice scelta della grandezza della fi gura-simbolo del Buddha,
si scelse così per il Buddha, il canone del più grande
possibile e il gigantismo di certe sue rappresentazioni
ne è la risposta formale. I grandi Buddha di Bamyan
nascono da questa scelta dimensionale degli antichi
monaci artisti.
B. Importanza di Bamyan
1. Bamyan centro diffusore del Buddhismo verso
Oriente
A Bamyan il buddhismo arrivò, intorno al II sec.
a. C. ed ebbe la sua maggiore affermazione quando
sotto i Kushana, il Gandhara divenne centro focale
dell’impero e la via della seta era nel pieno della sua
attività commerciale. Il pensiero buddhista approdò a
Bamyan nella sua forma più antica e ascetica, quella
dell’Hinayana, ma in questo centro cosmopolita, si
trovò a contatto con correnti di pensiero e culti che
venivano dalla Persia e anche col pensiero greco. Si sa
per certo che a Bamyan fiorì parallelo al buddhismo,
il culto di Zarathustra e numerose testimonianze ar-

La valle di Bamyan.
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tistiche fanno intuire che la figura dell’Apollo solare
fu assimilata all’immagine gandharica del Buddha. Il
pensiero strettamente ascetico dell’antico buddhismo,
la “via stretta” dell’Hinayana, doveva qui necessariamente trasformarsi nell’incontro con filosofi e così
diverse e pur così complete; e la stessa caratteristica
buddhista della tolleranza religiosa, che accetta ogni
via spirituale purchè porti alla verità suprema, favorì
questa nuova elaborazione del pensiero buddhista che
sfociò poi nel pensiero Mahayana. Il Mahayana, per
sua definizione “via larga” era più adatto a coinvolgere
un numero vasto di fedeli, a portare verso il buddhismo popoli così diversi come le tribù delle steppe, dedite ancora ad antichi culti tribali e la gente cinese che
già conosceva religioni complesse come il taotismo.
A Bamyan quindi il buddhismo arrivò come antico
Hinayana, ma si diffuse come Mahayana. L’arte di
Bamyan, che svolge temi buddhisti del tutto Mahayana, fa fede a questa osservazione. Il centro religioso
di Bamyan, prima tappa del buddhismo verso oriente, punto d’incontro di tante culture diverse e centro
di scambio non solo di merci, ma anche di uomini
e di idee, operò da catalizzatore del pensiero buddhista. Questo non fece qui solo tappa geografica ma
anche ideologica, tanto che si può affermare essere la
città sacra di Bamyan, nodo fondamentale dello sviluppo del buddhismo e punto focale di passaggio tra
l’Hinayana e il Mahayana.
2. Bamyan centro diffusore dell’arte buddhista: e
dei suoi moduli formali.
Bamyan, dal punto di vista della storia dell’arte buddhista, è un intero trattato, che aspetta ancora tutto
di essere studiato. La sua posizione geografica favorì il
confluire di vari stili, di diversi modi di rappresentare la realtà e stilizzarla in immagini. Allo stesso tempo l’esistenza di una religione con così forte potere
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di coesione permise la confluenza di questi stili così
diversi in un’unica simbologia, per un unico fine religioso. L’unità ecumenica del buddhismo, che unì fino
all’anno mille tutta l’Asia antica, è conseguenza anche
della continuità dei moduli formali della rappresentazione buddhista. Continuità che appoggia sulle vie
carovaniere dell’Asia centrale e sulla rappresentazione
formale che fu elaborata dall’India e dal Gandhara.
Bamyan fu essenzialmente centro diffusore dello stile Gandhara e principalmente dell’immagine antropomorfica del Buddha, che la scuola aveva elaborato
fondendo l’immagine simbolica dei testi indiani e il
gusto per la raffigurazione umana di derivazione greca. L’immagine, una volta arrivata alla sua maturità
formale, fu poi diffusa da centri religiosi autorevoli, di
cui Bamyan fu il primo sulla via della seta. Questo in
quanto i monaci pellegrini non riportavano in patria
solo i sacri testi verificati nella terra del Buddha, ma
anche delle opere d’arte, destinate a rappresentare il
canone delle immagini e dell’architettura buddhista.
Il buddhismo non possedeva un’organizzazione chiusa, con al vertice una autorità indiscussa, e quindi
l’importanza di questi monaci pellegrini e delle loro
testimonianze era nel mondo buddhista enorme. Essi
facevano da elemento di coesione e i centri sacri come
Bamyan erano i supporti indispensabili per una simile
attività religiosa. Bamyan non fu soltanto centro diffusore dei moduli gandharici, come è già stato detto,
ma essa era città cosmopolita, luogo di confluenze e
di incontri culturali. In più le alterne vicende della
sua storia la portarono sotto varie influenze politiche.
Ogni nuovo arrivo determinò l’uso di nuovi elementi stilistici e l’assorbimento di questi nella simbologia
buddhista del Mahayana.
Ci troviamo così di fronte ad un filtro tra varie tendenze stilistiche e ad un laboratorio di moduli formali
di straordinaria importanza. Un certo eclettismo, che

Western Buddha, Buddha di 53 m, R. Biagiarelli negli anni 1970.

indubbiamente è presente nell’intera produzione artistica di Bamyan, è quindi frutto di questo lavoro di
assimilazione ed elaborazione fatto da generazioni e
generazioni di monaci buddhisti. Nell’incrociarsi di
tanti stili e di tanti motivi simbolico-decorativi emergono i modi artistici più caratterizzati e maturi. Oltre
allo stile Gandhara, che fu filtro dei moduli ellenici,
è presente a Bamyan l’arte persiana, che molto contribuì all’elaborazione di tanti elementi decorativi e
l’arte indiana così detta classica, del periodo Gupta.
Da Bamyan queste maniere stilistiche attraversarono
tutta l’Asia centrale e tappa dopo tappa giunsero fino
in Giappone. L’arte buddhista fiorì così lungo le vie
commerciali grazie ai suoi monasteri rupestri e la fede
buddhista potè valersi di una continuità formale che
tanto doveva avere importanza su popolazioni così
sensibili al mondo delle forme.
C. Descrizione dello stato attuale della parete
La parete monumentale
La parete monumentale si trova sul lato nord della
valle di Bamyan e la delimita in lunghezza per circa un chilometro. Il tipo di roccia di questo tratto
dell’Hindu-Kush è un conglomerato debole del terziario e si presenta come una morbida arenaria soggetta
a dilavamenti e a estensivi deterioramenti dovuti alla
neve e alle sue infiltrazioni nel periodo del disgelo.
La catena montuosa si affaccia sulla valle di Bamyan
con un brusco salto, un balzo che forma appunto una
parete quasi verticale. Questo tipo di roccia, facilmente lavorabile, e il suo carattere di parete a strapiombo,
hanno senz’altro favorito l’insediamento rupestre nella zona. La valle stessa così fertile e il clima ottimo
nonostante la grande altitudine (2850 metri) sembravano destinare questa zona come sacra alla spiritualità
buddhista, per vocazione. Ma dell’antico splendore

buddhista, che caratterizzò Bamyan per più di sette
secoli, ad un osservatore contemporaneo resta solo lo
„scheletro” della parete, una specie di sezione naturale
di quello che doveva essere l’intero complesso rupestre. I resti sono tuttavia di una tale vastità e grandezza
da suscitare ugualmente interesse e meraviglia.
Le nicchie dei grandi Buddha
Sulla parete s’individuano subito e anche da molto
lontano le due nicchie contenenti i due grandi Buddha di Bamyan, vanto millenario della valle. Il più
antico, costruito probabilmente tra il II e il V secolo,
si trova ad est della parete ed è alto 35 metri. Il più
recente, costruito più tardi (ma non si sa di quanto)
è situato ad ovest ed è alto 53 metri, attualmente la
statua più alta del mondo. I due grandi Buddha in
piedi di Bamyan sono posti in posizione tale sulla parete da apparire come elementi di chiusura simmetrica dell’intero complesso architettonico. Le due statue
sono scavate nella roccia viva e le loro nicchie presentano un taglio netto che crea un ambiente profondo
otto-nove metri. I colossi si presentano fortemente
danneggiati, sono smantellati i piedi e un tratto di
gambe, sono mancanti degli avambracci (per cui non
è possibile determinare quale fosse la loro posizione
simbolica) e appaiono mutilati in viso con un taglio
molto preciso che va dalla fronte alla bocca. Solo alcune traccie d’intonaco testimoniano la cura del loro
antico rivestimento policromo.
Grotte e camminamenti intorno ai Buddha
Intorno ai due Buddha si trovano le grotte più interessanti di tutto il complesso. Ogni statua ha un cerchio
di sette santuari ai piedi e un camminamento che permette di raggiungere la testa. Il Buddha di 35 metri
ha un camminamento interno alla parete, attualmente in fase di restauro, che conduce il visitatore, dai
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piedi alla testa del colosso e ritorna ai piedi. Sulla testa
del Buddha il camminamento si apre con un affaccio
sulla nicchia ancora riccamente decorata e su un panorama della valle di straordinaria suggestione. Altre
aperture si trovano lungo l’intero percorso. Intorno a
questa statua, certamente molto venerata, i complessi
di grotte sono più numerosi e interessanti. Il Buddha
di 53 metri ha invece sulla sinistra tracce evidenti di
un grande camminamento, non più percorribile, che
doveva portare i pellegrini sulla testa del Buddha, girando a gomito, ma anche proseguire e raggiungere
grotte ora pressoché inaccessibili a quota di circa 100
metri. Attualmente, una via quasi carrozzabile a cielo
aperto di tracciato recente, ma spontaneo, porta alla
testa del Buddha.
I santuari rupestri
Sulla parete si osserva un gran numero di aperture, più
o meno elaborate a diverse quote (da quota zero a quota 100) con una preferenza per le quote comprese tra
i 20 e i 30 metri, corrispondenti a grotte e spesso, a
interi complessi architettonici di grande ricchezza decorativa. Le grotte hanno una distribuzione abbastanza
casuale, si raggruppano principalmente intorno ai due
colossi e alle nicchie dei Buddha seduti. Evidentemente
si costruiva laddove lo stato della roccia lo permettesse. Anche dal punto di vista cronologico lo scavo delle
grotte non ha seguito nessuna direzione preferenziale
e si hanno quindi grotte tra le più antiche accostate a
grotte il cui stile di decorazione attesta un’elaborazione
relativamente più recente. Purtroppo, dato lo sgretolarsi di molti dei camminamenti interni ed esterni,
buona parte delle grotte è attualmente inaccessibile.
Lo sgretolamento dei camminamenti è dovuto a un
meccanismo di frane che porta giù a sezioni verticali
tratti di roccia (lo stesso che in epoca antichissima produsse la parete verticale). In questo modo sono caduti molti percorsi e si sono sfaldati molti degli ingressi
monumentali ai santuari rupestri. Quelli che adesso, si
presentano come “fori di accesso” alle varie grotte e ai
varii gruppi monumentali, erano in origine aperture
riccamente decorate, tutte fornite di percorsi esterni e,
nei casi dei gruppi più importanti interni, di accesso.
Nicchie dei Buddha seduti
Al centro della parete, quasi nel suo punto focale, s’individua una nicchia destinata a contenere un
Buddha seduto in posizione yoga, di circa 14 metri.
Della statua oggi non restano che i buchi sulla parete
di fondo della nicchia, attestanti la tecnica della sua
messa in opera. Altre due nicchie più piccole scavate
per contenere statue di Buddha seduti, si trovano sulla
parete, ma nessuna di queste ha resistito alla distruzione mussulmana.
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Stato attuale della parete
Ai piedi della parete, quasi lungo tutta la sua lunghezza, si trovano i resti delle frane che fin dall’epoca buddhista hanno impoverito il complesso monumentale
e che attualmente formano un declivio compatto e
scosceso. Sotto il dediro, in determinate zone, si suppone si trovino i resti di importantissimi monasteri,
non più dissepolti dal periodo buddhista, e della città
sacra di Bamyan. La parete si presenta ora tutta quasi
uniformemente di un bel colore giallo-rosa, colore caratteristico della roccia locale. Tracce di pittura e resti
di dipinti murali intorno alle grotte e nelle nicchie dei
due grandi Buddha, testimoniano un’antica ricchezza
cromatica.
Grotte accessibili
Le zone esplorate e catalogate sono quelle intorno
ai grandi Buddha e al Buddha di centro della parete e riguardano un numero di circa venti complessi monumentali. Si nota subito la limitatezza degli
studi e degli interventi rispetto alla grande ricchezza
archeologica del complesso. Le grotte visitabili sono
ancor meno. Molte di queste sono perlustrabili solo
da turisti particolarmente sportivi e non sofferenti
di vertigini. Nelle grotte intorno al Buddha seduto
di centro, ad esempio, si trovano tra i più bei dipinti
murali di tutto il complesso. Il gruppo è a causa delle
frane che ne impediscono ora inaccessibile, l’accesso
e la testimonianza dei dipinti resta affidata ad alcuni
disegni eseguiti da Godard. Di tutto l’arco della parete, è dunque accessibile solo una piccola porzione
in basso e intorno ai due colossi. Qualche grotta in
alto è ancora visibile, perchè gli antichi camminamenti sono stati sostituiti con percorsi spontanei a
cielo aperto, ma il loro numero è particolarmente
esiguo.
Stato di degradazione dei santuari
Le grotte ai margini del complesso sia a est che
a ovest, sono ancora parzialmente abitate e usate come stalle. Tutto il complesso di grotte era
d’altronde abitato prima dell’arrivo della spedizione
archeologica francese nel 1923. I resti abbondanti
di fuliggine all’interno di moltissime grotte, ne attestano un uso rudimentale ma prolungato nel tempo. I fruitori mussulmani della parete, non si sono
però, purtroppo, limitati ad usare le grotte come
abitazioni e come temporanei luoghi di rifugio, ma
hanno anche sparato sistematicamente sugli “idoli”,
cioè sulle immagini del gran ciclo murale di Bamyan, sugli infiniti Buddha e Bodhisatva dipinti che
ornano i santuari rupestri. Cosicché ora le figure
risultano oltreché sfregiate in viso, anche bucherellate dai pallettoni.

Resti e possibilità di recupero
Integri sono rimasti solo i dipinti che i monaci buddhisti avevano coperto di un impasto di fango e paglia
prima del loro definitivo ritiro da Bamyan, e quelli delle grotte rese inaccessibili dalle frane. Sotto questo profilo, quindi, il deteriorarsi dei camminamenti di accesso
ai varii complessi monumentali è stata la loro salvezza.
Si intuiscono così le grandi possibilità di ritrovamento che una seria perlustrazione della parete, fatta con
mezzi tecnici adeguati, potrebbe effettuare. La parete è,
infatti, nella sua interezza, possibile fonte di straordinarie scoperte artistiche. La statuaria, invece, sembra non
essersi salvata dalla distruzione, anche perchè gli artisti della zona lavoravano il gesso e lo stucco. Di questa
produzione in loco non rimane quasi nulla, o perlomeno quasi nulla ancora si è ritrovato, ma nessuno sa cosa
può esserci nascosto sotto le frane. E’ stata rinvenuta
soltanto qualche testa di una piccola statuetta votiva,
ma questi resti non sono più a Bamyan e si trovano
attualmente al museo di Kabul o al museo Guimet di
Parigi. Questo poco che resta, testimonia però, una
grande abilità tecnica e una notevole forza espressiva.
Gli artisti di Bamyan dovevano essere sicuri sia nella
tecnica della pittura, che in quella scultura. Infatti, la
decorazione delle grotte fa uso con la stessa abbondanza
di entrambi mezzi espressivi. La grande abilità plastica
degli artisti locali è testimoniata dai grandi Buddha,
che da soli attestano una padronanza tecnica straordinaria e una sensibilità formale di altissimo livello.

D. Ricostruzione storica della valle in epoca
buddhista
Le testimonianze degli antichi monaci buddhisti
La ricostruzione della valle in epoca buddhista si basa
essenzialmente sulle varie testimonianze dei monaci
cinesi, che in periodi diversi hanno fatto sosta a Bamyan, e ne hanno descritto le meraviglie. La fondatezza delle loro asserzioni si basa su elementi verificabili
ancor oggi, come altezze e distanze (misurate in LI;
un LI corrisponde a 576 metri), numero delle grotte,
ecc. Le loro testimonianze sono di grande importanza
non solo per Bamyan, ma per tutti i luoghi sacri buddhisti dell’Asia centrale, anche perchè la datazione
cinese è certa e rapportabile alla nostra era. Su queste
descrizioni ci basiamo per tentare un’approssimata
ricostruzione storica. Le testimonianze fondamentali
datano del 400 d. C. (pellegrinaggio di Fash-Shen)
del 632 d. C. (viaggio di Yuang Tsang) e del 727 d. C.
(viaggio di Hui Chiao) quando Bamyan era ancora
un centro ricco e importante città sacra buddhista.
In particolare il viaggio di Yuang Tsang è il più interessante, perchè il monaco cinese era uomo dotato di
cultura notevole e di grande precisione nelle descrizioni. Con gusto tutto cinese egli narra interamente il
suo itinerario tappa dopo tappa dalla Cina all’India,
con meticolosità e ricchezza di particolari; ben lontani dall’approssimazione favolistica di un Marco Polo.
Il viaggio di Yuang Tsang rivestì tanta importanza nel
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mondo buddhista da divenire poi oggetto di un mito.
In Cina e in Giappone, dopo l’anno mille, si dedicarono racconti edificanti al viaggio dell’antico monaco
buddhista.
Testimonianza di Yuang Tsang (623 d. C.)
Ed ecco come Yuang Tsang descrive la valle di Bamyan: “Questo regno conta circa 2000 LI da est a ovest
e 300 da nord a sud. Si trova in mezzo alle montagne
nevose, … la capitale si trova su una collina ripida al
confine con la valle che ha una lunghezza di 6 o 7 LI,
a nord confina con alti precipizi; … produce grano
primaverile, ma pochi fiori o frutti ed è adatta al bestiame e offre pascolo a molte pecore e cavalli; il clima
è invernale e i modi del popolo sono aspri … gli abiti
sono fatti per lo più di pelle e di lana, che sono i materiali più adatti per il paese, … questi popoli sono
notevoli fra quelli vicini, per l’amore della religione,
dalla più alta adorazione ai Tre Gioielli (Buddhismo)
fino all’adorazione dei cento spiriti; assolutamente
non c’è alcuna mancanza di serietà e c’è la massima
devozione nei loro cuori … Ci sono più di dieci conventi e più di mille sacerdoti, essi appartengono alla
Piccola Via e seguono la scuola Lokko-Taravadin; a
nord-est della città reale c’è una montagna sul pendio della quale c’è una figura in pietra del Buddha,
che raggiunge in altezza i 140-150 piedi. Le sue tinte
dorate s’intillano da ogni parte e i suoi preziosi ornamenti abbagliano gli occhi con il loro splendore. A
est di questa zona c’è un convento che fu costruito
da un antico re del paese; ad est del convento si trova
un’altra figura eretta del Buddha, fatta di pietra metallica, alta 100 piedi; a due o tre LI a oriente della
città, in un convento, c’è un Buddha disteso che entra nel Nirvana; è lungo 1000 piedi. Il re di questo
paese, durante una cerimonia, dopo aver offerto (ai
monaci) tutti i suoi possedimenti, la moglie e i figli,
fino a tutti i tesori del suo paese, dà anche in più il
proprio corpo, quindi, i suoi ministri insistono per
riscattare il tesoro e la famiglia reale …” In altra parte della sua narrazione Yuang Tsang descrive il rituale
al quale si assoggettavano i pellegrini che volevano
entrare nella valle: “… essi dovevano tenere posizione chinata e occhi rivolti a terra fino ai piedi delle
statue e non dovevano guardare le statue da lontano, perchè chi non avesse rispettato questa regola,
veniva mandato via e il suo pellegrinaggio rinviato
ad al tra data. Quando i pellegrini arrivavano ai piedi dei Buddha, suonavano i tamburi e le trombe e
così veniva dato loro il permesso di alzare gli occhi
verso i giganti straordinari, la cui magnificenza non
potevano immaginare; molti di loro, per l’emozione,
cadevano svenuti”.
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Considerazioni sulla testimonianza di Yuang Tsang
Dalla narrazione di Yang Tsang si possono estrarre
tutta una serie di elementi che si prestano a una interpretazione abbastanza precisa: si avevano nella valle
un numero elevato di conventi e moltissimi monaci,
la valle stessa era luogo della città reale che doveva
essere ricca e popolosa. Attualmente della città reale
non resta niente, ma il luogo dove sorgeva è (secondo
l’interpretazione che del testo cinese ha dato il Foucher) addossato alla parete settentrionale della vallata,
a sud-ovest delle grandi statue. Anche dei numerosi
conventi non resta nulla, se non gli annessi nella parete che comprendevano santuari, sale di riunione e
celle, ma non in numero sufficiente per tanti monaci. L’elemento che più colpisce nella testimonianza di
Yuang Tsang è però quello dell’esistenza di un grande
Buddha disteso lungo circa 200 metri, che doveva essere un tempio importantissimo, data la complessità
della cerimonia del re che si svolgeva lì, come riportata dal monaco cinese.
Il grande Buddha in Nirvana
Di questo Buddha in Nirvana non si è più trovato
traccia e sembra essersi disciolto in polvere, ma a
questo proposito le opinioni sono contrastanti. Molti studiosi ne hanno supposto l’esistenza in una delle tante colline che chiudono la valle di Bamyan. Si
pensa che i monaci lo abbiano interrato con tutte le
sue ricchezze prima di ritirarsi davanti all’invasore
mussulmano. Interrare preziosi reliquiari non trasportabili era effettivamente uso dei monaci buddhisti
prima del definitivo abbondono di una zona insidiata
da infedeli. Preziosi resti interrati si sono ritrovati in
altre parti dell’Afghanistan. Nella favolistica mussulmana della zona, si parla inoltre, di un enorme drago
sdraiato posto all’imboccatura della valle, che sarebbe
stato ucciso da Alì, quarto califfo islamico e genero di
Maometto. Questo serpente potrebbe essere la trasformazione mitica del Grande Buddha sdraiato nella
testimonianza popolare delle leggende locali non più
di cultura buddhista. Questa considerazione, condivisa da molti degli studiosi di Bamyan, si basa sul
fatto che, tra il 1200 e il nostro secolo, anche i due
grandi Buddha in piedi erano stati assorbiti nelle leggende locali, tanto da diventare il gigante Sha’ha’ma
e il suo discepolo Sa’lsa’la. Così essi infatti venivano
chiamati dagli abitanti della valle e così furono nominati ai primi visitatori europei che videro Bamyan
nell’Ottocento. I due colossi come sfondo perenne
della vita della valle, non erano più per la semplice
gente mussulmana dei monti idoli esecrabili, ma erano divenuti personaggi familiari di miti locali. Si può
supporre allora, che il terzo grande Buddha (quello
sdraiato) fosse anch’esso stato riassorbito nella cultura

popolare di matrice mussulmana e fosse divenuto il
terzo elemento dei miti di Bamyan, cioè proprio il
Drago ucciso dal Gran Santo.
Sacre reliquie del Buddha a Bamyan
Tutti e tre i pellegrini, che hanno parlato di Bamyan, testimoniano che qui furono custodite importanti reliquie del Buddha storico. Questo conferma
dell’importanza della città sacra di Bamyan, che aveva
l’onore di conservare reliquie autentiche del Buddha
Sakyamuni e non simulacri di reliquia come avverrà per i centri buddhisti della Cina e del Giappone.
Le tre descrizioni storiche mettono inoltre l’accento
sul colore della parete e dei Buddha in particolare
descrivendoli riccamente colorati e adornati. La parete doveva quindi apparire tutta ornata di pitture e
di decorazioni policrome, delle quali sono rimaste
poche pallide tracce, ma abbastanza per dare l’idea
dell’abbondanza degli spunti decorativi e del fastoso
uso del colore che si faceva a Bamyan. Lo scritto del
monaco Hui Chiao ci dà inoltre la testimonianza della struttura sociale e politica di Bamyan nel periodo
conclusivo della sua storia buddhista.
Testimonianza di Hui Chiao (727 d. C.)
Dice infatti il testo „Il re è un iranico, egli non è vassallo di nessun altro regno; i suoi soldati, i suoi fanti
e la sua cavalleria sono forti e numerosi. Gli altri regni non osano attaccarli; quanto all’abbigliamento, il
popolo porta camicie di cotone, mantelli di pelliccia,
giacche di feltro. Il paese produce pecore, cavalli. I
raccolti sono abbondanti. Questo paese si trova sotto
la neve ed è molto freddo. Molte abitazioni sono costruite nelle montagne. I capi e il popolo sono devoti ai
Tre Gioielli (Buddhismo), monasteri e sacerdoti sono
in gran numero; essi praticano la Grande e la Piccola
Via.“
Conclusioni sulle testimonianze
Si ha quindi, in conclusione, l’immagine di un regno
indipendente a struttura teocratica con un’economia
autonoma agricola e pastorale. Tutti i civili, compresi
il re e la stessa corte, erano in funzione dei monasteri e
dei monaci buddhisti. Lo spirito religioso di Bamyan
si esplicava in fastose cerimonie e non era esente da
una certa attrazione per il „meraviglioso” tipicamente
asiatico, fatto attestato anche dal gusto del colossale
che caratterizza le creazioni plastico-architettoniche
di Bamyan.
Ricognizione sui resti attuali
I pellegrini che ci hanno lasciato così preziose testimonianze non hanno però parlato dell’organizzazione
interna dei monasteri e della parete monumentale e

quindi per una sua ipotetica ricostruzione dobbiamo
accontentarci di analizzare i resti attuali.
I percorsi
Dall’esame della parete si deduce anzitutto l’esistenza
di percorsi interni alle varie grotte, che dovevano essere agevoli e in gran numero, anche se non sufficienti
per raggiungere tutte le grotte. Le più isolate e periferiche dovevano essere servite da camminamenti esterni pensili. Ma dall’analisi dei camminamenti si nota
anche una differenziazione verticale dei percorsi, che
doveva rispondere a uno schema rituale. Ci si trova
cioè davanti a percorsi più o meno facili, più o meno
adatti ad un gran numero di pellegrini. La ritualità
dei percorsi interni è attestata dalle grotte ai piedi e
intorno ai Buddha che dovevano essere funzione del
rito buddhista della circumambulazione sia in senso
orizzontale (grotte ai piedi dei Buddha) che verticale
(percorso dai piedi alla testa dei colossi e ritorno ai
piedi).
La decorazione interna dei santuari
All’interno delle grotte i resti dell’abbondantissima
decorazione danno un’idea del fasto e della ricchezza
ornamentale di questi complessi rupestri. Gli interni abbondavano di statue e statuette, in particolare
di quelle rappresentanti il Buddha, incastonate nella
decorazione parietale oppure poste al centro dei santuari. Di questa ricca statuaria di gesso e intonaco dipinto, non resta ora che qualche testa, mentre degli
infiniti Buddha e Bodhisatva dipinti, restano discrete
se pur martoriate testimonianze. Dalle cronache della conquista islamica risulta che i santuari dovevano
avere anche delle notevoli ricchezze materiali, infatti,
viene narrato che i conquistatori mussulmani inviarono da Bamyan al Califfo di Bagdad un gran numero
di idoli in oro.
Gli stupa
L’esistenza a Bamyan delle preziose reliquie del Buddha di cui abbiamo accennato, doveva aver fatto da
incentivo alla costruzione di moltissimi stupa, dei
quali effettivamente si ritrova traccia di basamento
in moltissime grotte. Ci pare utile ricordare, a questo
proposito, che lo stupa è il più tipico monumento sacro buddhista, nato originariamente come reliquiario
e più tardi trasformatosi in elemento rappresentativo del divino, contenenti reliquie non più reali ma
simboliche. La sua forma derivata dall’antico tumulo
funerario indiano, si è poi stilizzata in un insieme di
figure geometriche. E’ in genere composto di una base
a pianta quadrata o rettangolare, sormontata da un
cilindro e concluso da una cupola coperta da uno o
più parasoli. Ogni elemento geometrico usato ha un
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preciso riferimento simbolico. Lo stupa, che può essere di varie dimensioni, è sempre una struttura piena,
non ispezionabile all’interno, ma adatta al rito esterno
della circumambulazione.
La destinazione d’uso delle grotte
A cosa esattamente servissero le grotte oltre che a
santuari veri e propri e se i monaci vi vivessero o ci
andassero solo per i riti religiosi, non ci è dato da sapere. Ogni città sacra buddhista aveva un suo rituale
e di Bamyan non abbiamo testimonianze di monaci
locali. Genericamente si dice che queste grotte erano usate come sale di riunione e quindi si può dedurre che fossero adibite al culto, sia per i varii riti
buddhisti, che per la meditazione o per la discussione
tra maestri e discepoli. Nonostante che gli studiosi di
Bamyan parlino genericamente di sale di riunione,
celle e vestiboli, l’esatta vocazione architettonica di
questi ambienti così vari e diversi, non è certa. Da
un esame generale delle grotte attualmente accessibili,
quello che più salta agli occhi è la grande varietà dei
tipi e delle forme. Ciò è senz’altro dovuto al lungo
periodo di elaborazione dell’intera parete, ma anche,
noi pensiamo, al fatto che ogni monaco o gruppo di
monaci si scavava nella roccia un complesso architettonico adatto alle sue esigenze e ai bisogni della sua
vita monastica. Lavorare, per il monaco buddhista,
era un atto di preghiera. Ogni elaborazione artistica
era in funzione di un’idea religiosa che poteva essere
tradotta in forme per essere divulgata, ma anche per
aiutare il monaco stesso nella meditazione. Si hanno
così tanti tipi di grotte, quante maniere avevano le
varie scuole buddhiste di Bamyan di concepire l’ideale
religioso buddhista.
Conclusioni
Il tentativo di ricostruzione storica purtroppo si ferma
qui, perchè poco è stato fatto in campo archeologico a Bamyan e non è possibile andare molto oltre le
testimonianze degli antichi monaci. Da queste brevi
note, emergono però la necessità di studi approfonditi e le grandi possibilità di ritrovamenti che offre
la valle di Bamyan. Il problema della localizzazione
e del ritrovamento del grande Buddha disteso basta
come esempio. Se il Buddha ancora esiste, la ricchezza
culturale dei suoi ritrovamenti sarebbe incalcolabile e
non solo per l’Asia centrale, ma per tutto il mondo
della cultura. Data la mancanza assoluta di ricerche
scientificamente condotte e lo stato di stasi che la valle
ha attraversato dal 1222 a oggi, niente può portarci a
escludere questa possibilità. Lo stesso Hackin, infatti,
dichiarava: “Non ho nessun dubbio che questa statua
gigantesca esisteva a Bamyan, con tutti i suoi gioielli
e tesori inestimabili, prima dell’arrivo dei turchi nel
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sesto e degli arabi nel nono secolo. E non ho dubbi
che i buddhisti di allora l’abbiano interrata, e seppellita sotto una delle colline che ora vediamo a est di
Bamyan, ma purtroppo non sappiamo quale. Arriverà
però il giorno in cui il Buddha salterà fuori.”
E. I grandi buddha di Bamyan
1. Analisi strutturale
I grandi Buddha di Bamyan sono stati costruiti con
una tecnica che ancor oggi stupisce, data la grande
difficoltà dell’opera colossale e nello stesso tempo la
sicurezza e l’eleganza della plasmatura dei due giganti.
Le statue, eseguite in tempi successivi e stilisticamente
diverse, hanno però la stessa tecnica di elaborazione.
Sono sbalzate nella roccia con un rilievo notevole, sui
tre quarti, che raggiunge all’altezza della testa, l’effetto
di tutto tondo.
Le nicchie profonde che le racchiudono presentano
pareti verticali perfettamente lisciate. Dopo la sbozzatura delle figure fatta direttamente nella pietra della
parete, gli antichi artefici elaboravano i particolari più
minuti con uno stucco, costituito da un impasto di
paglia e mota con aggiunta di vello di animale, usato
probabilmente come collante. Lo stucco era sostenuto
sulla roccia con un sistema di puntelli di legno di cui
restano i fori. Questo elemento dei fori è un carattere
ricorrente su entrambi i colossi; i fori hanno disposizione diversa secondo la massa di stucco che dovevano
sostenere. Il loro susseguirsi forma delle linee che fanno intuire l’antica plasmatura anche laddove lo stucco
è caduto del tutto.
La tecnica della messa in opera delle pieghe del Buddha II è singolare e stupisce per la sua efficacia e semplicità, tanto da meritare una descrizione a parte. Per
ottenere le pieghe dell’abito monastico venivano calate dall’alto delle spalle delle cordonature sostenute
nei punti chiave, che davano l’andamento generale
delle pieghe; il disegno così ottenuto era poi picchettato con puntelli a cui si assicuravano corde che costituivano l’anima di sostegno dello stucco. In questo
modo furono eseguite le caratteristiche pieghe a forma di “V”, che divennero elemento stilistico fondamentale dell’immagine del Buddha, diffuse fino in
Cina.
Le grandi statue, una volta sbozzate nella roccia e rifinite con lo stucco, furono intonacate con un impasto
più fine, composto di terra gialla e sabbia nera (di fiume), e forse anche rivestite di piastre metalliche, ma
le uniche tracce rimaste attestano solo il rivestimento
d’intonaco colorato. Qualsiasi sia stato il tipo del loro
rivestimento nel corso dei secoli, è certo comunque
che i due colossi apparivano rifiniti e curati in ogni
minimo loro dettaglio.

Gli avambracci e le mani erano saldati al gomito con
un sistema d’incastri e sostegni di legno. Dai resti
delle braccia si nota che la congiunzione al gomito era molto curata, fatto questo che va riallacciato
all’importanza attribuita alla posizione simbolica delle
mani (mudra) in tutte le rappresentazioni del Buddha. Dei piedi e dell’ultima parte delle gambe resta
solo la parte rocciosa molto danneggiata, e ciò a causa
dei guasti dovuti ai cannoneggiamenti e alla distruzione del tempo. Nonostante queste distruzioni, i piedi
delle due grandi statue non costituiscono però elemento di crisi statica. Infatti, i due colossi sono sbozzati direttamente nella montagna e sono, dal punto di
vista strutturale, un tutto unico con essa. I loro piedi,
quindi, pur essendo piuttosto piccoli rispetto alla gran
massa del corpo e con la caviglia ben pronunciata, non
presentano problemi di stabilità e non costituiscono
un punto di probabile frattura, come invece è avvenuto per altre statue colossali, se pur meno grandi, dei
Buddha di Bamyan. Infine, tracce di fori sulle pareti
laterali delle nicchie, attestano la tecnica di ponteggi
usata per plasmare i due colossi anche a quote considerevoli. La tecnica, pur così antica, è tuttora valida.
Infatti, gli attuali restauratori di Bamyan, per poter
lavorare sulle statue, non hanno potuto far altro che
ricorrere a ponteggi mobili.
2. Analisi stilistica-datazione
Il più antico dei grandi Buddha, è il più piccolo, alto
35 metri, più rozzo nella fattura, tozzo nelle proporzioni se visto frontalmente, perché realizzato per essere visto dal basso. Non è questa sua rozzezza però elemento determinante per la datazione e fattore che lo
colloca sicuramente come precedente all’altro colosso.
Infatti, in molte scuole stilistiche, proprio le opere più
tarde sono le più grossolane, perchè la scuola stessa ha
subito un’involuzione, conseguenza dell’esaurirsi dei
motivi ispiratori.
Quello che fa essere il Buddha di 35 metri il più antico colosso di Bamyan, è lo stile in cui è plasmato
l’immagine del Buddha che è in stile Gandhara con
forti influssi greci, sia nel panneggio della veste che
nell’ondulazione dei capelli, stilizzati alla maniera
greca. Il colosso risale quindi alla prima fase dell’arte
gandharica. La statua, inoltre, rappresenta il Buddha
Sakyamuni, il Buddha storico, cioè, unico simbolo
della scuola Hinayana, la più antica scuola buddhista.
Ciò colloca sicuramente la costruzione del Buddha
all’epoca Kouchana, forse addirittura proprio nel periodo del gran re Kaniscka, ma di questa misteriosa
dinastia non abbiamo datazioni certe e anche le supposizioni degli studiosi oscillano di qualche secolo,
variando notevolmente da testo a testo. Gli unici elementi certi restano così solo i riferimenti stilistici e

simbolici del colosso di cui abbiamo accennato. Questi ne permettono una collocazione storica abbastanza
vaga, perchè una datazione fatta su queste basi ammette alla luce attuale delle conoscenze dell’arte dell’Asia
Centrale, scarti di un secolo e più. Si può solamente
affermare, quindi, che il più antico Buddha di Bamyan dovrebbe risalire ai primi secoli dell’era cristiana,
nel periodo dell’arte greco-buddhista del Gandhara e
alla scuola del buddhismo Hinayana.
I dipinti murali che adornano la sua nicchia, sono
invece più recenti, probabilmente rifatti su dipinti
antichi sciupati. La loro simbologia, estremamente
complessa e lo stile che rivela forti influenze sasanidi, li collocano nell’ultimo periodo buddhista di Bamyan. Il Buddha di 53 metri è dunque più recente,
anche se non si sa di quanto, perchè anche qui i riferimenti storici sono sfuggenti. Il suo stile è più elegante, la tecnica più matura e l’immagine, pur nella
sua grande monumentalità, ha la morbidezza del plasmato tipica dell’arte Gupta, del periodo cosiddetto
classico dell’arte indiana. Il Buddha è quindi in stile
gandhara tardo, che subì forti influenze indiane. Il colosso è simbolo del Buddha Maitreya o Buddha del
futuro e rappresenta il Buddha come personificazione
dell’universo, il “Cosmocrator” che tutto abbraccia,
di cui gli innumerevoli Buddha di tutti i tempi sono
la manifestazione. Ciò pone il Buddha di 53 metri,
all’interno della scuola Mahayana, di cui il Buddha
Maitreya fu il simbolo principale. Di questo si ha
conferma anche dai dipinti della sua nicchia, che pur
molto danneggiati, presentano ancora alternate le une
su le altre, molte fascie di Buddha seduti, simboleggianti i “Mille Buddha” di tutti i mondi e di tutti i
tempi, gli infiniti Buddha, appunto, del Mahayana.
Siamo quindi in presenza di una creazione artistica la
cui complessa simbologia rispecchia tutta la ricchezza
di spunti simbolici della scuola buddhista del Mahayana e anche la maturità stilistica raggiunta dagli artisti di Bamyan. L’immagine del Buddha espressa dai
colossi di Bamyan, come si è già accennato, si diffuse poi, attraverso le vie commerciali per merito dei
monaci itineranti, fino al Giappone. Il loro stile così
maturo e sincretico influenzò tutta l’arte Buddhista
dell’Asia centrale. Fu così che questo tipo di rappresentazione del Buddha Gandharico fu diffuso anche
a grandissima distanza dalla sua formulazione iconografica e stilistica.
Le mutilazioni dei grandi Buddha: Il taglio del volto
I grandi Buddha di Bamyan appaiono mutilati in più
parti e privi delle braccia e di buona parte del volto.
Le mutilazioni sono sempre state tutte genericamente addebitate alla furia iconoclasta dei mussulmani,
che, si sono accaniti con particolare ferocia sui due
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colossi anche in tempi recenti (I cannoneggiamenti
che hanno fortemente danneggiato la base e le gambe
del grande Buddha, risalgono al XVIII sec.). La mutilazione del volto dei due Buddha, è però di genere
completamente diverso rispetto ai rozzi tentativi di
demolizione attuati in altre parti del corpo colossale
delle grandi statue.
Il volto sacro appare asportato di netto, con un taglio
verticale eseguito con tecnica raffinata, data anche la
grande altezza alla quale si trovano le teste dei colossi.
L’ asportazione riguarda tutto il volto, dalla fronte alle
labbra, togliendo cosi tutte quelle parti del viso che
fanno distinguere a un fedele buddhista, Buddha da
un qualsiasi Bodhisattva. Il taglio appare, più come
atto di fede che non come atto di vandalismo. Si è così
supposto che l’asportazione del volto dei due grandi
Buddha, non sia stata opera dei mussulmani, ma degli
stessi monaci buddhisti, i quali prima di ritirarsi definitivamente dalla valle, preferirono tagliare i sacri volti, piuttosto che lasciarli allo scempio degli infedeli.
La supposizione avanzata da A. Kohzad si basa su due
considerazioni ben documentate: la prima riguarda il
fattore tempo, infatti, la conquista di Bamyan da parte dei turchi islamizzati, si attuò, con flussi e riflussi,
nell’arco di due secoli e quindi i monaci buddhisti
ebbero tutto il tempo di organizzare una partenza che
appare più come un ritiro che come una fuga. La seconda riguarda l’abitudine buddhista di nascondere
gli affreschi dei monasteri coprendoli con fango e paglia, prima di abbandonare un luogo sacro in mano
a profanatori. L’uso è testimoniato anche a Bamyan
dove, se delle pitture murali si sono conservate integre, è stato proprio grazie a questo antico espediente
buddhista. Le due considerazioni unite alla tecnica
del taglio, già descritta come eccessivamente raffinata
e, in un certo senso, rispettosa per dei distruttori che
non hanno esitato a scalpellare intere pareti affrescate
e a demolire numerose statue più piccole di Buddha
seduti, ci fanno propendere verso la teoria avanzata da
Kohzad, che ci sembra estremamente probabile.
L’antico rivestimento dei grandi Buddha
Si sa per certo che i Buddha di Bamyan erano colorati,
le tonache, una blu e l’altra rossa, il volto e le braccia
in oro (colore specifico del Buddha). Qualche resto di
colore sulle spalle del Buddha alto 35 m., confermava,
prima dei recenti e grossolani restauri, questa ipotesi.
Tuttavia, non è certo che questo fosse il più antico
dei rivestimenti delle due statue. Yuang-Tsang, infatti,
nella sua accuratissima testimonianza che nulla lascia
al caso e che ha conferma persino nell’altezza dei colossi, da lui riportata con grande precisione, parla di
rivestimento metallico del piccolo Buddha. Anzi, dice
“era rivestito di lastre di metallo, risaldate in loco”.
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Tutti gli studiosi che hanno visitato Bamyan e conosciuto la testimonianza del monaco cinese, attribuiscono ad una sua svista questa descrizione così precisa e
pensano che il rivestimento dell’abito del Buddha fosse eseguito con una vernice metallica e fosse così bello
e tecnicamente perfetto da trarre in inganno persino
un osservatore attento come Yuang-Tsang. Noi contrastiamo con questa ipotesi che ci sembra peccare di
faciloneria. Yuang-Tsang vide il colosso molto da vicino e ci sembra improbabile, che abbia potuto sbagliarsi in maniera così grossolana. Bisogna anche notare
che molte delle statue colossali del Buddha, anche se
posteriori a quelle di Bamyan, sono in lega metallica
e quindi l’uso e la tecnica di questo materiale non era
estraneo al mondo buddhista. L’ipotesi di un antico
rivestimento metallico non è quindi da scartare a priori. E’ possibile, infatti, che il Buddha ai tempi aulici
in cui Yuang-Tsang visitò Bamyan, avesse veramente un rivestimento metallico che poi per il suo stesso
peso o altro si sia staccato, senza poter essere sostituito
dalla comunità monastica, ormai in declino. Il rivestimento metallico sarebbe stato allora sostituito con un
intonaco e poi ricoperto di pittura metallica.
La pittura dell’auriga al centro della nicchia del piccolo
Buddha
Sopra la testa del Piccolo Buddha, in posizione focale
all’interno della nicchia, si trova un dipinto murale
di grande interesse e il cui significato ha diviso tutti
gli studiosi di Bamyan. Effettivamente, la composizione si differenzia da tutte le altre pitture di Bamyan
e pare avere un soggetto non strettamente buddhista
e di per contro la sua posizione, proprio sulla testa del
Buddha più antico, ne attesta l’importanza simbolica.
La pittura murale di notevole eleganza, rappresenta
una figura maschile su un carro trainato da quattro
cavalli e contornato da varie figure alate, in posizione simmetrica. Il carro squarcia le nubi, dove si legge
chiaramente un simbolo, il cui significato si presta a
diverse interpretazioni. L’”Auriga” è incorniciato da
un disco simbolo iconografico della Luna, ma il carro
su cui appare è quello del Sole, che percorre gli spazi
del firmamento trainato da quattro cavalli bianchi (i
quattro elementi della natura).
I simboli del Sole e della Luna, il cui culto ha avuto
ampia diffusione in Asia, sono sempre stati simboleggiati con particolari iconografie, che ne rendono in genere abbastanza facile l’identificazione. Nell’auriga di
Bamyan si presentano i due simboli abbinati. Questa
duplicità ha fatto porre agli studiosi tutta una serie di
domande.Perchè un simbolo astronomico sulla testa
del Buddha, punto focale dell’intero complesso? Perché una figura buddhista così importante ha le vesti
dei principi sasanidi? E soprattutto, la figura rappre-
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senta il carro del Sole o la Luna? A queste domande
si è risposto con congetture, più o meno valide, ma
non evidentemente con risposte definitive. Il dipinto
dell’Auriga sembra attestare proprio quell’eclettismo
che è per molti studiosi caratteristica costante dell’arte
di Bamyan. Infatti, lo stile del dipinto è strettamente sasanide e questo è testimoniato sia dalla stilizzazione delle fi gure che dall’uso del colore, sia dalla
frontalità della composizione che dall’abbigliamento
dell’auriga. Sul più antico Buddha di Bamyan, di stile
propriamente gandharico, artisti sasanidi riprodussero quindi la loro maniera stilistica. Ciò data il dipinto
stesso intorno al IV oppure al CII sec. I due periodi,
cioè, della dominazione sasanide di Bamyan e fa supporre che esso sia stato eseguito su una pittura più
antica, di cui sembra restino tracce.
La collocazione storica dà così una giustificazione alla
rappresentazione di una divinità in vesti regali, sopra
la testa del Buddha, sempre rappresentato in abiti monastici. Infatti in questo periodo a Bamyan il Buddha
fu adorato come il re dei re, sovrano di tutto e di tutti
e principio cosmico. Da qui la scelta delle vesti regali
e l’introduzione di un’immagine astronomica (cosmologica) nell’iconografia buddhista. Ma la questione ancora aperta è quella, come si è già accennato, se essere
l’auriga simbolo del Sole o della Luna. Il doppio simbolo cosi chiaro e leggibile, ha creato fautori dell’uno
e dell’altro partito. L’auriga viene interpretato come
divinità lunare da tutta una serie di studiosi, primo fra
tutti lo Hackin; è considerato invece divinità solare da
un altro gruppo che fa capo a B. Rowland. Il dipinto
è quindi simbolo del carro del sole? Deriva dal culto
di Surya (di estrazione indiana) o dal culto del Fuoco
(di origine sasanide) sincretizzati nel Buddha solare?
E’ simbolo della luna? E chi rappresentano le figure

di contorno? Tra le tante ipotesi pro e contro l’una
o l’altra interpretazione, noi qui riportiamo quella
proposta da M. Bussagli. Egli, profondo conoscitore
della filosofia buddhista, dichiara essere l’auriga, un
simbolo di fusione sole-luna e ciò in perfetta armonia
con il pensiero buddhista, che tende a raggiungere
la verità non annullando una tesi con la sua antitesi, ma rifondendole in un’unità. “Nell’iconografia
dell’insieme, dice Bussagli, la grande statua del Buddha simboleggerebbe l’axis mundi, facendo da pilastro tra il cielo (simboleggiato dall’auriga) e la terra”.
L’auriga risulterebbe, essere così fusione di elementi
derivati da culti estranei all’antico buddhismo, nel
pensiero buddhista della maturità. Ancora una volta
quindi i monaci buddhisti di Bamyan avrebbero fornito prova della loro vitalità artistica, nell’assorbire le
varie istanze religiose e i diversi mondi iconografici
dei popoli conquistatori di Bamyan, ma poi conquistati dalla sua religione. Fondendo in un’unica immagine il sole e la luna e inserendoli nell’iconografia
buddhista, gli artisti di Bamyan ci forniscono cioè,
non una prova del loro eclettismo, ma al contrario,
la prova della straordinaria vivacità culturale che
caratterizzava il centro religioso di Bamyan ancora
all’epoca del dipinto dell’auriga.
F. I monasteri rupestri di Bamyan
L’analisi dei monasteri rupestri di Bamyan non deve
perdere mai di vista i due elementi fondamentali che
sono all’origine di ogni sua creazione architettonica.
Tecnica costruttiva
Il primo è un elemento tecnico: i monasteri sono infatti
scavati nella roccia con una tecnica costruttiva a „to535
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gliere“, che ribalta ovviamente l’uso del materiale e che
permette al creatore di spazi architettonici libertà impossibili al tipo tradizionale di architettura, ma anche lo
obbliga a certe scelte piuttosto rigide nella distribuzione
degli ambienti. Conseguenza delle libertà statiche dovute al costruire dentro la pietra compatta, è ad esempio la ricchezza decorativa degli elementi componenti
le soffittature, che si ispirano a motivi dell’architettura
tradizionale, ma che li arricchiscono, complicandone notevolmente la composizione delle parti non più
portanti. Conseguenza dei vincoli ambientali sono le
distribuzioni interne in linea dei varii ambienti dei santuari, fatto dovuto alla necessità di affacci diretti sulla
parete per ottenere illuminazione a tutti gli ambienti.
Linguaggio simbolico
Il secondo elemento ispiratore alla base di tutte le creazioni rupestri di Bamyan, è l’elemento simbolico, che
ha condizionato con il suo linguaggio ogni scelta degli
artisti buddhisti, sia in senso architettonico che plastico. Il simbolo è infatti l’elemento dominante di tutta
la produzione artistica buddhista. Ogni creazione sia
essa figurativa o astratta ha alla base un suo linguaggio
simbolico che giunge al fedele e che lo aiuta nello studio e nella concentrazione mistica. Il linguaggio alla
base di ogni prodotto artistico buddhista era un vero e
proprio strumento di lettura, nel senso che ogni fedele
era in grado, a diversi livelli, di interpretarne il significato mistico. Di qui tutta una serie di scelte formali e
distributive che altrimenti risulterebbero incomprensibili. Simbolica è quindi, come abbiamo già detto,
la scelta del tempio-montagna, ma anche la forma
interna delle grotte e la fitta decorazione, sia plastica
che pittorica. Da ciò derivano le forme dei soffitti dei
santuari di Bamyan, soffitti a cupola che rappresentano dei “mandala”, strumento simbolico di concentrazione mistica, rappresentante le regioni del cielo
dominate da un Buddha, e la ricchissima decorazione
parietale, sia essa plastica che pittorica che, con la sua
ripetitività di motivi, simboleggia l’infinito numero
dei Buddha del Mahayana, i Buddha del passato, del
presente e dell’avvenire, manifestazioni innumeri del
Buddha “Cosmocrator”, inteso come personificazione
dell’universo. Da queste due considerazioni base, parte quindi l’analisi strutturale e stilistica dei monasteri
rupestri di Bamyan, che solo in questa angolazione
risultano leggibili nella loro interezza.
1. Analisi delle componenti architettoniche
I complessi rupestri di Bamyan hanno distribuzione
varia e vanno dalla semplice grotta singola al gruppo
articolato di più santuari collegati internamente tra
loro. Caratteristiche comuni ne rendono però abbastanza omogenea la descrizione. I gruppi presentano
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tutti una grande ricchezza decorativa, sia plastica che
pittorica e hanno dei soffitti estremamente lavorati,
che sono un po’ il vanto di Bamyan buddhista, perchè
caratteristica esclusiva di questo centro rupestre, che
non si ritrova negli altri centri dello stesso genere.
Distribuzione interna
I complessi più importanti di Bamyan presentano più
santuari a diverse quote, collegati tra loro internamente da camminamenti e abbinati ad ambienti minori,
presumibilmente celle per i monaci. La distribuzione interna dei singoli ambienti non è chiara e non è
leggibile allo stato attuale delle conoscenze della vita
buddhista di Bamyan. Si distinguono chiaramente i
santuari, ambienti più lavorati, con spesso tracce degli antichi stupa votivi, ma gli altri ambienti articolati
con i primi, di varia forma e grandezza, non hanno
ai nostri occhi destinazione d’uso altrettanto chiara. All’interno di ogni singolo complesso, i santuari
hanno forma e decorazioni diverse, come se la libertà di ispirazione formale rispecchiassero la tolleranza
delle varie sette religiose che è tipica del buddhismo.
Ogni ambiente importante si affaccia sull’esterno,
per evidenti motivi di illuminazione e da ciò risulta una distribuzione in pianta dei vari gruppi su una
linea orizzontale. I camminamenti, scale e corridoi,
scavati direttamente nella roccia, sono a dimensione
umana, cioè grandi e alti quanto basta per far passare
una persona, ma hanno varia forma a secondo dello
stato della pietra in quel punto e anche delle quote
da superare. L’insieme di ogni singolo complesso rivela una ricchezza di motivi architettonici e una sicurezza tecnica che solo la lunga tradizione rupestre
dell’architettura buddhista poteva fornire.
Accessi e aperture
Gli accessi alle varie grotte erano lavorati e presentavano, scavati a sbalzo nella parete, archi di varie forme in
cui domina quello di tipo indiano a “braccia aperte” e
una ricca decorazione policroma. Dall’ingresso vero e
proprio si passava poi in un vestibolo che faceva accedere i fedeli al santuario. Le aperture dei santuari sulla
valle sono di una suggestione particolare, di varia forma e grandezza, offrono scorci della valle stessa, vista
da quote diverse e ne evidenziano la bellezza.
Soffitti
I soffitti delle grotte più importanti sono, come abbiamo già detto, l’elemento architettonico dominante di
Bamyan. Essi sono riccamente lavorati, formanti cupole per piani paralleli intersecantesi gli uni su gli altri
a varie quote scalate e formano dei bellissimi disegni
geometrici. La soffittatura scavata riecheggia forme di
coperture tradizionali in legno usate nell’Asia centra-

le, ma forma, con il suo intrecciarsi di quadrati e tondi, veri e propri mandala.
Simbologia del Mandala
Il Mandala, letteralmente “Cerchio magico” è elemento fondamentale dell’iconografia buddhista, è un
diagramma schematico e astratto del mondo, costituito da un intreccio simmetrico di linee e cerchi ed è
strumento di concentrazione e meditazione. Le variazioni sul tema del Mandala sono tante quante sono le
creazioni artistiche del Buddhismo, ma ogni mandala
ha in comune con gli altri certi principi fondamentali,
come la frontalità, l’assialità, la centralità, e la simmetria. I Mandala, oltre ad essere rappresentati con
elementi decorativi sia plastici, che pittorici, possono
costituire interi edifici o parti di essi o elementi architettonici, come lo sono i soffitti di Bayman. I soffitti
dei monasteri di Bamyan, elementi più caratteristici della sua architettura rupestre risultano, quindi,
dalla fusione di un elemento geometrico, principiosimbolico del buddhismo con tradizioni costruttive
dell’Asia centrale.
Analisi degli elementi decorativi e dei dipinti
La ricchezza decorativa delle grotte di Bamyan è
stupefacente e affascina ancora oggi nonostante i
guasti che ha subito a causa dei deterioramenti volontari o meno.
Decorazione parietale
L’interno delle grotte più importanti non mostra mai
la parete liscia della montagna. Esso è sempre rivestito di stucchi che formano effetti architettonici e sottolineandone la forma delle volte, evidenziandone la
bellezza formale, oppure è coperto di dipinti murali di
grande ricchezza cromatica. Molto spesso, i due elementi decorativi, stucchi e pittura, sono abbinati formando campiture compatte che fasciano interamente
il santuario. Ogni grotta così decorata ha l’aspetto
completamente concluso in se stesso; lo spazio racchiuso simmetricamente che culmina nella cupola della
copertura, le pareti decorate interamente che tolgono
riferimenti a spazi reali per fornire riferimenti di spazi
simbolici. Tutti gli elementi componenti il santuario
nel loro complesso, concorrono a formare una immagine mistica del cosmo buddhista.
Stucchi
Gli stucchi sono costituiti dal solito impasto di fango
e paglia, reso più compatto da vello di animale e la
loro applicazione era eseguita senz’altro con l’aiuto di
calchi, di cui in altri centri buddhisti si è trovato traccia. Gli stili della decorazione interna sono tutti quelli
che si sono intrecciati a Bamyan nel lungo corso della

sua storia : elementi indiani, spunti della decorazione
greca arrivati fin qui attraverso il filtro dell’arte grecobuddhista del Gandhara, ma soprattutto temi persiani del periodo sasanide, così ricchi ed eleganti ed
adattissimi con la loro caratteristica di simmetria e di
ripetizione ad inserirsi nei cicli buddhisti del Mahayana. Si hanno così nastri e fili di perle, processioni di
teste di animali e di animali interi (cinghiali, anatre,
stambecchi), animali abbinati in posizione araldica,
tutti elementi della decorazione sassanide, usati qui
secondo la simbologia buddhista.
Dipinti murali
I dipinti murali di Bamyan offrono una ricchezza di
temi ancora maggiore degli stucchi. Cicli innumeri di
Buddha posti in fasce gli uni sugli altri, grandi Buddha e Bodhisattva isolati, composizioni racchiuse in
sè di complessa simbologia, sono i soggetti più frequenti. Spiccano come elemento eccezionale, figure
di donna in volo, elemento derivato, anche nello stile
della rappresentazione, dai miti e dall’arte indiana.
L’effetto dominante che si ricava dalla complessità del
ciclo pittorico di Bamyan è quello di una completa
aderenza con l’ideale estetico del buddhismo. Infatti, le varie composizioni pittoriche, più che ricercare
l’effetto e la bellezza della singola immagine, mirano
all’illustrazione di un principio mistico e non si curano, ad esempio, di ripetere innumerevoli volte lo stesso tema, quando serve all’enunciazione di un dogma.
Si ha cioè in tutto il prodotto pittorico di Bamyan
un’omogeneità religiosa di temi e di simboli, laddove
c’è invece grande varietà di stili. Le pitture di Bamyan
furono eseguite in un arco lunghissimo di tempo e
da moltissimi artisti, ma si presentano con un’unità
d’ispirazione che dà omogeneità a tutto il complesso
pittorico. Qualcosa di simile avviene nei cicli pittorici
del nostro medioevo, eseguiti in tempi diversi e da
più mani, ma nel loro insieme, perfettamente unitari.
Tecnica del dipinto murale
I dipinti murali sono eseguiti con tecnica completamente diversa da quella dell’affresco occidentale.
Mentre nell’affresco propriamente detto infatti i colori vengono applicati su uno strato di intonaco ancora umido, i dipinti murali di Bamyan, come quelli
di tutta l’Asia in generale, sono eseguiti su muro asciutto. La superficie ruvida della roccia, dopo essere
stata ricoperta di uno strato perfettamente spianato
di un impasto simile a quello usato per gli stucchi,
veniva ancora ricoperta di un sottile strato di un impasto più fine, costituito di terra e sabbia di fiume,
sul quale la pittura veniva effettivamente eseguita.
L’esecuzione della pittura comprendeva un primo
schizzo dai contorni fortemente accentuati col cina539
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bro e un’applicazione di una tinta base di sfondo, su
cui poi si applicavano i diversi colori.
Coesistenze stilistiche
Gli stili ispiratori dei dipinti di Bamyan sono quattro,
ma questo intrecciarsi di stili, non si deve intendere in
senso eclettico, ma in senso cosmopolita di ricchezza
culturale dovuta alla grande possibilità d’incontri e di
scambi tra culture diverse che avvenivano nell’antico
centro buddhista.
I quattro stili pittorici di Bamyan
Sono presenti quindi a Bamyan, lo stile Gandhara,
con i suoi temi di derivazione ellenica e la conseguente
elaborazione della figura antropomorfica del Buddha;
lo stile persiano del periodo sassanide, che porta una
certa rigidezza e frontalità araldica nelle composizio540

ni, in cui il colore è usato a larghe e nette campiture
senza chiaroscuro; lo stile indiano del periodo Gupta
(lo stesso delle Grotte di Ajanta) che si nota in figure dal segno morbido e flessuoso, dipinte con effetti
di chiaroscuro di grande eleganza e in soggetti spesso di derivazione induista e lo stile della pittura delle
steppe, che appartiene ad un gruppo di decorazioni
schematiche ed astratte, con linee dure e colori vivaci
che rammentano il nostro medioevo. Le quattro scuole pittoriche si sono incontrate a Bamyan coesistendo
nel tempo e nello spazio, sotto il comun denominatore della religione buddhista e hanno formato in questo centro dell’Asia centrale, un intero ciclo di dipinti
così ricco e vario da dare la sensazione di essere quasi
un trattato della storia dell’arte buddhista di questa
zona. E’ quasi superfluo aggiungere che solo una piccola parte dei dipinti di Bamyan è stata restituita alla
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luce e che nuove ricerche porterebbero quasi sicuramente portare a scoperte di straordinario interesse per
lo studio dell’arte del centro Asia.
Ruolo dell’arte del Centro Asia
Arte troppo poco studiata e invece frutto di una cultura che ebbe ruolo determinante, dal periodo dei
grandi imperi antichi fi no al frantumarsi di questi
nelle nazionalità feudali. La zona di Bamyan è infatti inserita in quella fascia dell’Asia centrale che nel
mondo antico ha fatto da filtro culturale tra l’oriente
e l’occidente. La chiarificazione dei motivi artistici
elaborati da questa zona, non certamente periferica,
ma anzi elemento fondamentale di contatto e di trasformazione reciproca dei due mondi, porterebbe un
contributo non indifferente allo studio dell’evolversi
della cultura dell’antichità classica, sia orientale che

occidentale. La prova dell’importanza di queste zone
è data dal fatto che una volta queste sono venute a
mancare alla loro funzione di tramite per varie cause
storiche, il contatto tra estremo oriente e occidente
si è perso e si è venuta creando quella frattura di cui
ancora oggi risentiamo gli effetti.
Simbologia delle immagini
Le immagini figurative usate dagli artisti buddhisti, e
quindi anche da quelli di Bamyan hanno tutte un “sovrasenso” un senso simbolico, cioè che si soprammette all’immagine reale. Avvicinandosi a una composizione buddhista, è questo un elemento di cui tener
sempre conto. La base della colonna a forma di vaso
rotondo, ad esempio, è una reminiscenza primordiale
del culto dell’acqua, che si esprime anche attraverso il
simbolo del fior di loto, generatore di vita. Anche le
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Nicchia del Buddha di 35 m, pianta a quota di 12 m, gruppo B, A. Amirian.
Nicchia del Buddha di 35 m, pianta a quota di 12 m, gruppo B, A. Amirian.
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Nicchia del Buddha di 35 m, pianta a quota di 30 m, gruppo C, A. Amirian.
Particolare del santuario del gruppo A, A. Amirian.
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Sala ottagonale del gruppo A e dettaglio del soffitto, A. Amirian.
Nicchia del Buddha di 35 m, pianta a quota di 30 m, A. Amirian 1970.
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coppie di animali, così spesso presenti nei dipinti di
Bamyan, hanno la funzione di un simbolo, così come
le felici coppie di amanti. Essi rappresentano il principio unico in cui si deve ricomporre la dualità dialettica dei contrari. Anatre, cigni e colombi in volo,
simboleggiano l’ascesa dell’Io interno verso il Nirvana, significando così il punto più alto dell’universo
buddhista. Tutti gli elementi presenti a Bamyan in un
dipinto murale o in una decorazione parietale concorrono così a formare un’immagine reale e un’immagine
mistica, che per il fedele buddhista, si sovrapponeva
alla prima. Il linguaggio figurativo aveva una ricchezza di sfumature che a noi assolutamente sfugge, ma la
semplice osservazione delle composizioni ci fa comprendere quanto ricca e vivace dovesse essere la vita
religiosa di Bamyan, che permetteva una così ampia
scelta di temi simbolici-figurativi.

Parte seconda
H. Analisi di un cambiamento (mutazione d’uso
dell’ambiente)
Componenti in equilibrio
La valle di Bamyan dalle distruzioni di Gengis Kan
(1222) a questo secolo, aveva vissuto di una vita modesta, con le sue componenti in equilibrio: il paese
nella valle, la strada, il bazar per il piccolo transito
residuo dei grandi traffici dell’antica Via della Seta e
la parete monumentale a far da sfondo. La parte bassa della parete era stata riutilizzata dalla popolazione
che usava le grotte alla base dei Buddha e che le aveva fatte proprie trasformandole in abitazioni e stalle. La popolazione locale, di religione mussulmana,
aveva assimilato totalmente nella sua cultura i grandi
monumenti buddhisti e li considerava non più come
monumenti pagani e quindi degni solo di esecrazione,
ma come prodotto di miti locali di matrice islamica.
L’equilibrio che si era stabilito tra le varie componenti
della valle era totale e permetteva la pacifica coesistenza di elementi fra loro apparentemente in contrasto.
Primo elemento di frattura – spedizione francese – 1923/30
Tutto questo cambia con le spedizioni francesi della
D.A.F.A. (1923/30) che perlustra, cataloga, ripulisce
le grotte, attuando il primo atto del cambiamento di
Bamyan: evacua le grotte, toglie i resti delle abitazioni di epoca islamica, restituisce alla vista lo scheletro
degli antichi monasteri, ma elimina così l’ultimo resto di vita della parete. Inoltre, la popolazione locale,
con la rinnovata certezza di essere di fronte a idoli
buddhisti e non più a grandi giganti islamici, si lascia

allontanare dalle grotte con grande facilità e in seguito
abbandona completamente la zona sacra buddhista.
Da allora essa aspetta che una decisione non più spontanea e nata dal basso le ridia vita.
Secondo elemento di frattura (restauro equipe indiana –
1970/75)
Dal 1969 il Governo afghano sta facendo restaurare i
colossi e i complessi di grotte più importanti e non fa
mistero di voler utilizzare Bamyan come grossa attrazione turistica. L’equilibrio millenario di Bamyan sta
quindi per essere definitivamente sconvolto e la scelta
è già stata fatta. La parete, però, sta per riavere una
sua nuova vita, sta per riavere, in un certo senso, suoi
fedeli. Il problema è ora quello di evitare che un’azione
maldestra comprometta tutto il fascino di Bamyan. Gli
esempi negativi sono numerosi in questo campo, in
tutto il mondo e sempre per gli stessi motivi. Sappiamo
oggi che le iniziative tendenti a rompere dall’esterno
un’equilibrio spontaneamente raggiunto nel corso dei
secoli sono destinate a distorcere irrimediabilmente una
realtà sociale fino ad allora stabile e vitale, se non condotte nel pieno rispetto delle preesistenze, spesso legate
ad un tipo di economia arcaica e particolarmente fragile nei confronti di un violento impatto con la civiltà
dei consumi. Per ricostruire un nuovo equilibrio e non
creare tensioni socio-economiche insostenibili e fenomeni di speculazioni irreversibili, la situazione turistica
attualmente da divenire ha quindi bisogno di una serie
di limitazioni, controlli e salvaguardie. A questo scopo
abbiamo analizzato i vari interventi di restauro eseguiti
sulla parete monumentale ed esaminato la valle di Bamyan nei suoi elementi strutturali, mettendone via via
in luce i vari problemi che essa pone, date le premesse
di un’inevitabile cambio di realtà locale.
H1. Storia degli interventi di restauro
1. Le ricerche archeologiche precedenti la delegazione francese (1923)
1.1 I primi visitatori europei
Durante le campagne di conquista coloniale dei secoli
XVIII e XIX studiosi inglesi, militari e non, visitarono
il complesso di Bamyan in condizioni di estremo disagio e insicurezza, sia per la tensione politica cui erano
soggetti, sia per le condizioni ambientali e climatiche:
raggiungere Bamyan da Kabul significava marce di centinaia di chilometri attraverso le aspre catene montuose
che dividevano – prima della apertura del tunnel di Salang (3.365 m), 1964 – il nord dal sud dell’Afghanistan.
1.2 Le prime notizie in Europa
La più antica menzione dei colossi risale a Hyde (Vetrum Persarurn et Parthorurn et Medorum religi547

onis historia … la cui prima edizione è del 1700);
si seguirono poi le descrizioni di F. Wilford (1798);
Mountstuart Elphinstone (1814); Moorcroft e Trebeck (1824); A. Burnes e il Dr. Gerard (1832); Honigberger e Ch. Masson – pseudonimo di James Lewis – (1835); Maitland e Talbot (1885).
1.3 I primi documenti
Ognuno di loro fu autore di articoli a carattere generalmente descrittivo, in cui il riferimento al Buddhismo e alla genesi degli idoli fu – per la carenza degli
elementi di informazione – ipotetico e non documentato; le stesse immagini non erano ancora identificate: Wilford, che dedica diverse pagine alla “metropoli
della setta di Buddha”, Bamyan (On mount Caucasus; in: Asiatick Researches; vol. VI; ·pg. 462–469;
1798), afferma probabilmente da fonte locale che si
trattava della rappresentazione del gigante Sha’ha’ma
e del suo discepolo Sa’lsa’la che, però, l’autore attribuisce al culto buddhista e non, come in effetti è, alla
tradizione islamica. Ch. Masson nega addirittura ogni
carattere buddhista di Bamyan (in J.A.S.B., vol. V pg.
713). La documentazione grafica da loro prodotta
è costituita da schizzi più o meno grossolanamente
tracciati, alcuni eseguiti in loco, altri ricostruiti a posteriori; comunque tutti più o meno fantasiosi. Il loro
contributo alla conoscenza della parete e del suo uso
nei due secoli scorsi è pressochè nullo.
Oggi costituiscono soprattutto solo un elemento di
curiosità. Furono infatti relazioni di esploratori più
che studi di archeologhi; essi non lasciarono tracce del
loro passaggio – se si esclude l’iscrizione incisa nella
grotta XII da Ch. Masson: “If any fool high samootch
(grotta) explore, know Charles Masson has been here
before.” – nè nel complesso buddhista, nè nei rapporti
della popolazione con esso.
1.4 La vita nella parete prima delle spedizioni francesi
La parete, lasciata deserta da Gengis Kan, nel corso dei secoli era andata lentamente ripopolandosi. I
nuovi abitanti, dimentici ormai della realtà buddhista, avevano occupato le grotte, rielaborando la trama
secondo gli schemi di vita familiare previsti dai canoni islamici. Di conseguenza vi avevano innestato
sovrastrutture murarie che fruivano, come supporto
naturale e logico, delle preesistenze buddhiste. Ciò
aveva provocato lacerazioni e trasformazioni del precedente tessuto; ma poichè era conseguenza necessaria
e inevitabile del sostituirsi delle necessità di un popolo
a quelle di un altro, riusciva a fondere i due mondi
in un unico contesto logico e coerente che dava un
diverso, ma non meno valido, significato e motivo di
essere alla parete.
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Le missioni archeologiche della D. A. F. A. (Délégation Archéologique Française en Afghanistan)
1. L’accordo franco-afghano
La prima volta che l’Occidente ha condotto sistematiche ricerche archeologiche in Afghanistan è stato a
seguito di un accordo stipulato dal re dell’Afghanistan
Amanullah con Alfred Foucher … in cui era concesso
alla Francia il diritto di compiere scavi sistematici nei
confini della nazione, per un periodo di 40 anni .
2. La prima missione (maggio – settembre 1923)
2.1 La prima missione, composta da J. Hackin, A. Godard
e Y. Godard, ebbe carattere principalmente esplorativo
I risultati delle ricerche furono pubblicati nel 1928, in
una relazione in cui si affrontavano per la prima volta
i vasti problemi di stile e di interpretazione iconografica proposti dai monasteri di Bamyan.
2.2 I punti della parete studiati
La spedizione raccolse una documentazione in rilievo
e fotografie di una parte del complesso monumentale:
“le ricerche furono ostacolate dalla carenza di fondi, la
mancanza di tempo e l’assenza totale di mezzi materiali destinati a facilitare l’accesso alle grotte” (pg. 1).
Furono visitati:
- i due colossi;
- le scalinate laterali al minore dei due Buddha;
- le volte delle due nicchie dei colossi;
- le nicchie dei tre Buddha seduti;
- i gruppi di grotte dal “A” al “G”;
- le grotte I–III–VI–XI alla base del Grande Buddha.
2.3 Intervento sulla parete
Gli archeologhi francesi fanno notare la limitatezza della loro azione rispetto a ciò che resta da fare;
la loro presenza a Bamyan – per un periodo di sei
mesi – costituisce, a nostro avviso, il più grosso intervento di modifica relativo alla vita della parete,
dopo l’invasione mussulmana: essi infatti, rendendo
la popolazione locale cosciente della vera identità e
dell’antica funzione del complesso, lo estraniarono
dalla cultura islamica; e lo inserirono tra i prodotti
dell’idolatria.
3. La seconda spedizione (maggio – settembre 1930)
3.1 L’attrezzatura e i componenti della spedizione
Sull’esperienza della prima, fu programmata una seconda spedizione dotata di un’attrezzatura rozza, ma
sufficiente a compiere sondaggi di scavi e esplorazioni
di grotte e pitture irraggiungibili per via normale: fu
dotata di “scale di corda, corde da montagna, ramponi, carrucole, lampade e proiettori” (pg. 1). Partirono

J. Hackin – capo della spedizione – il molatore Emile
Bacquet e l’architetto scalatore Jean Carl che, col suo
coraggio e le sue doti, assicurò il successo.
3.2 L’esplorazione della parete
Nei sei mesi che soggiornò a Bamyan, la spedizione
– oltre a completare la documentazione relativa alle
grotte già visitate – esplorò per la prima volta:
- il gruppo XII, in alto sulla montagna;
- i gruppi “I”, “J”, “K”;
- i santuari II, IV, V che si irradiano ai piedi del Buddha di 53 m., fino ad allora inaccessibili perchè occupati come granai dalla popolazione locale.
3.3 L’esproprio della parete
In quell’occasione si provvide anche ad allontanare gli
abitanti dalle grotte, compiendo la definitiva e materiale rottura di rapporti fra la popolazione locale e
i monasteri: oggi gli abitanti di Bamyan non si avvicinano neppure alla parete – se non per motivi di
servizio – assumendo, come limite di demarcazione
del proprio habitat, la strada e la linea del bazar.
3.4 Demolizione delle strutture islamiche
Gli archeologhi francesi cercarono di rintracciare i percorsi e gli spazi originari, eliminando gli innesti di architettura spontanea sviluppatisi nel corso degli ultimi
secoli: furono abbattuti i divisori interni e le pareti di
chiusura verso gli esterni e furono ricostruiti gli schemi
distributivi e il profilo del complesso buddhista.
3.5 Interventi di restauro conservativo
3.5a Opere di drenaggio
L’azione erosiva delle acque piovane e dei ghiacci
aveva resa precaria l’esistenza stessa dei colossi, le cui
nicchie erano attraversate da fessurazioni che provocavano sui corpi delle statue dilavamento e corrosione.
La missione francese ebbe cura, pur con scarsi mezzi
tecnici, di realizzare un’opera di drenaggio per impedire lo scolo delle acque, almeno nelle zone dei colossi
e delle grotte a essi adiacenti.
3.5b Interventi sulle pitture
Analoga urgenza di interventi era denunciata dallo stato delle pitture delle nicchie: il materiale organico (paglia, vello di animale) usato negli intonaci, sottoposto
all’azione demolitrice di numerosi agenti – umidità,
muffe, funghi, sporco di vario genere, ragnatele ecc. –
stava cedendo. Fu provveduto a consolidare parte delle
pitture con cementati gessici, mentre altre furono trasferite nel museo Guimét a Parigi e in quello di Kabul.
3.6 Gli scavi
I sondaggi condotti ai piedi della parete per localizzare

gli antichi stupa e il “santuario del re” menzionati da
Yuang-Tsang, individuarono invece la cosidetta grotta
“G” alla cui riapertura fu dedicato il maggior impegno
della missione. L’interno si presentò infatti ostruito da
enormi macigni – penetrati attraverso il crollo di una
parte della cupola – su cui si era addensata una massa
di detriti terrosi che avevano completamente ostruito
la grotta. Il lavoro di sgombro dei macigni fu notevolmente lungo e faticoso, mentre la ripulitura dai detriti si svolse in tempi anche troppo rapidi: le pitture
murali apparse in gran parte agli archeologhi “intatte
e dai colori smaglianti” (pg. 34) – perchè già interrate all’epoca dell’invasione islamica e fortunosamente
sfuggite alle infiltrazioni di acqua – esposte bruscamente al calore solare si seccarono più rapidamente
del supporto di intonaco e, sgretolandosi, si sfaldarono nel termine di due ore. Di esse restano ormai solo
alcune note descrittive e una copia eseguita di urgenza
da J. Carl. Lo scavo della grotta fornì comunque una
gran quantità di reperti archeologici: statue, anche
di grande dimensione, frammenti di manoscritti, di
stucchi decorati, teste e maschere – rare in zone di
conquista islamica – nettamente individualizzate e
di tipo ellenistico che “si oppongono felicemente alla
scipidità sdolcinata dei Buddha stereotipi” (pg. 33),
che risultarono di fondamentale importanza e di eccezionale interesse.
3.7 Importanza delle due spedizioni
La documentazione importata dalla D.A.F.A. costituisce a tutt’oggi il massimo contributo alla conoscenza
dell’arte della scuola di Bamyan. Il programma di una
terza e più approfondita spedizione fu bloccata dalle
crisi economiche e politiche che successivamente si
verificarono in Europa.
4. Il contrafforte in Mattoni (1948)
Il pericolo di una frana di una porzione della nicchia
del Piccolo Buddha – che avrebbe coinvolto anche le
scalinate e le grotte del gruppo “C” –, già segnalato
dalla D.A.F.A., richiedeva urgenti provvedimenti. Il
grosso contrafforte in mattoni crudi, espressamente costruito dal Governo afghano nel 1948, anzichè
contenere la spaccatura, si è trascinato dietro – in fase
di assestamento – la roccia a cui era stato saldamente
ancorato, aumentando lo spessore della crepa.
5. Gli studi su Bamyan, scaturiti ai fini del restauro
5.1 L’intervento del Governo afghano
Nel 1964 il Governo afghano, in relazione al piano
del programma di sviluppo turistico, decise di provvedere al definitivo restauro del complesso. Questo fatto
suscitò una serie di studi, scaturita dal nuovo interesse
suscitato attorno a Bamyan.
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5.2 Exploration ‘70
Particolarmente importante e significativa la misurazione stereofotogrammetrica del Grande Buddha, eseguita su incarico di “Exploration ‘70”, che con un minimo impegno di tempo ha documentato l’effettivo
stato di conservazione della statua, oltre a fornire la
valutazione esatta del suo corpo costruttivo e delle
sue proporzioni, impossibile a ottenersi con tecniche
meno raffinate.
5.3 UNESCO
L’UNESCO ha affrontato gli specifici problemi connessi al muraglione di rinforzo della nicchia del Piccolo Buddha (1964), fornendo alcuni consigli tecnicostrutturali. Inoltre, in uno studio del 1971, ha fornito
una sintesi storica della zona e alcune note sulla “protezione e valorizzazione della valle di Bamyan”, in previsione dello sfruttamento turistico della zona.
5.4 IsMEO
Anche l’IsMeo ha dato il proprio contributo, nel quadro della collaborazione italo-afghana finalizzata alla
valorizzazione e al restauro di alcuni monumenti in
vista dell’attuazione del programma di sviluppo turistico. Tappa fondamentale del viaggio che A. Bruno,
dell’Università di Torino, ha compiuto a tal fine, fu
naturalmente Bamyan, dove una serie di osservazioni
dirette lo consigliarono a sollecitare un più approfondito studio delle caratteristiche geologiche e morfologiche della parete, che costituisse una documentazione, base indispensabile di qualunque proposta di
intervento tecnico per il consolidamento e la preservazione della montagna. In mancanza dei dati fondamentali A. Bruno si è limitato a suggerire interventi
che non coinvolgessero la parete e le sue grotte ma,
essendo di facile e immediata attuazione, contribuissero a una migliore comprensione del monumento da
parte del visitatore; ha perciò proposto:
- la ristrutturazione degli accessi alle statue maggiori,
fino ad allora casuali e irrazionali;
- la realizzazione di un piccolo museo che, sfruttando
un naturale sbalzo del terreno, non avrebbe alterato
il paesaggio, ma anzi lo avrebbe arricchito di una
nuova prospettiva della testa del Grande Buddha,
inquadrata da un’apposita apertura sul soffitto.
Il restauro indiano (1970–75)
Motivo di carattere politico ed economico spinsero il
Ministro afghano Humayun Kabir ad affidare la realizzazione del restauro all’India. Vi lavorarono il Dr.
Raul, che curò la fase preventiva, e il Dr. R. Sen Gupta, che ha diretto la fase esecutiva. Nel corso del nostro viaggio del 1972, i lavori di restauro impegnavano già parte della parete; l’équipe indiana ci ha accolto
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con molta gentilezza, ma con estrema risevatezza, per
quello che rigurdava le informazioni tecniche relative
al restauro stesso: non ci è stato possibile ottenere dati
o scattare foto dei restauri in corso. La verifica in loco
è stata perciò condotta dove la guida indiana ci permetteva di accedere: alla statua del Piccolo Buddha e
al gruppo “A”. Solo la presenza come sovrintendente
alle Belle Arti dell’Afghanistan di Mustamandi Schaibai, nostro personale amico, ci ha permesso di ottenere una copia della relazione presentata dall’India al
Governo Afghano.
I lavori, iniziati nella primavera del 1969, sono stati
articolati in una fase strettamente tecnica di consolidamento e preservazione della massa rocciosa della montagna e in una fase specifica di restauro delle
grotte e delle statue. La prima, consistente in opere
di drenaggio a protezione della parete dallo scolo delle acque, si svolge sulla vetta e non influenza quindi
direttamente le componenti formali e i contenuti culturali del complesso. L’intervento di restauro invece,
agendo sul vivo del complesso monumentale, ha sfalsato disastrosamente la realtà e il vissuto della parete,
alterandone non solo l’aspetto esteriore, ma anche il
più intimo contenuto storico e formale. I restauratori
hanno agito senza scrupoli di preservazione o di salvaguardia nei confronti delle originarie e autentiche
testimonianze dei resti buddhisti.
Valga come esempio il restauro del Piccolo Buddha.
L’erosione, nel corso dei secoli, aveva dilavato parte
degli intonaci della testa, del mantello e del collo; le
pieghe della tunica risultavano corrose e in certi punti cadenti; però, nelle parti più protette (alle ascelle,
dietro il collo ecc.), affioravano residui della colorazione originale, che costituivano prezioso documento
dell’uso del colore nel Piccolo Buddha. Uno studio
del ruolo che la statua ha svolto come capostipite e
modello delle realizzazioni colossali di Buddha non
era mai stato svolto, nè potrà ormai esserlo; le altre
statue sono generalmente ricoperte di metallo o fuse
in leghe più o meno preziose: i restauratori di Bamyan
hanno eliminato ogni traccia dell’intonaco originario
in cui potessero essere ricercate tracce degli eventuali
ancoraggi della copertura metallica descritta da Yuang-Tsang, o la documentazione della loro inesistenza;
si sarebbe potuta sciogliere così la questione, ancora
aperta, se fin dall’origine la statua era pitturata, o se il
colore ora perso risale ad un probabile rifacimento del
VII secolo - dopo la visita di Yuang Tsang – in seguito
ad un incendio. Il restauro è stato condotto senza risparmio di trivelle e martelli pneumatici, sul cui uso,
data la delicatezza del conglomerato, è il caso di porre
delle riserve; comunque, la ricostruzione in cemento
dell’antico intonaco garantisce la durata dell’opera indiana. Una successiva ricopertura di intonaco in argil-

la colorata – la ricerca della tonalità esatta ha occupato
mesi di lavoro – permette “l’armonia con la superficie rocciosa”, cioè la mascheratura totale del restauro
eseguito. Il senso dell’antico è stato riprodotto con la
ricostruzione di larga parte delle pieghe del manto, in
cui alcune zone - specie verso il basso e all’altezza del
collo – mostrano, come se l’intonaco avesse ceduto,
gli antichi fori di incastro dei pioli, ripetuti nel cemento; dove il mantello finisce, è accuratamente riprodotto un bordo di falso rotto.
Le gambe della statua avevano subito vaste mutilazioni, mentre i piedi erano completamente scomparsi;
i restauratori li hanno ricostruiti ex novo, seguendo
la stessa impostazione culturale “per provvedere i lineamenti essenziali all’immagine”. La statua, subito
un vero e proprio atto di violenza fisica, ne risulta
per sempre sconvolta e travisata: essa può essere ormai assunta come grottesco esempio di grossolano
falso. Il piazzale alla base del Buddha è stato completamente ripulito, spianato, levigato con cemento e
ricoperto poi di ghiaia, stranamente e ingenuamente
giustificata con l’affermazione che è “necessaria per
proteggere la statua dalla polvere”, in una regione
in cui le montagne stesse sono polvere e la vallata è
perennemente percorsa da venti improvvisi e rapidi, carichi di sabbia. Con lo stesso criterio sono stati
eseguiti i restauri nel gruppo “A”: le scale di accesso al vestibolo sono state ricostruite con un impasto
di cemento del colore della roccia e bordate con un
muricciolo arrotondato; né per questo né per quelle
si è tenuto in minimo conto una possibile ricostruzione stilistica: ci si è limitati a riprodurre il colore
dell’ambiente, in modo da rendere irriconoscibile
l’intervento.
Le pareti del santuario sono state rintonacate e imbiancate, mentre la cupola è stata lasciata allo stato
grezzo; il contrasto è stridente ed è reso ancora più
acuto nell’accesso al santuario, in cui l’intonaco nuovo gira attorno all’apertura e la chiude all’esterno,
con una smerlatura rileccata che vorrebbe imitare
l’erosione naturale prodotta dal tempo. Il pavimento
del santuario, in origine direttamente scavato nella
pietra viva, è stato interamente ricoperto in cemento. Nonostante i gravi danni arrecati dal restauro, la
bellezza del complesso monumentale emerge ugualmente per le sue doti di grande equilibrio formale,
che neppure quest’azione maldestra è riuscita a compromettere.
Ci si augura solo che motivi economici – sempre vivi
– limitino la portata del restauro, lasciando intatto il
resto della parete, che resterebbe ugualmente unica e
valida testimonianza dell’arte irano-buddhista di Bamyan.

H2. La valle di Bamyan oggi
1. Parete e zona archeologica
Riguardo a questo punto va segnalata la quasi totale
mancanza di dati tecnici; gli studi della D.A.F.A. (del
1922 e del 1930) hanno infatti carattere descrittivo
e non tecnico; la relazione dell’UNESCO (1970-72)
propone solo indicazioni urbanistiche di massima.
Per la parete si individuano quattro ordini di problemi:
(A) Problema strutturale della roccia,
(B) Problema del restauro e della conservazione delle
grotte,
(C) Problema degli accessi e dei percorsi alle grotte,
(D) Problema della salvaguardia e degli scavi.
(A) Problema strutturale della roccia
Caratteristiche geologiche
La parete è costituita da un conglomerato terziario di
arenaria piuttosto debole di origine alluvionale, attualmente in fase di forte disgregazione ed è soggetta a
fessurazione e dilavamento. Mancano studi specifici
sull’argomento.
Cause della degradazione
a) Cause di degradazione fisica
Cause idriche
La mancanza assoluta di vegetazione sulla montagna
(esistono solo licheni) determina il rapido scorrimento delle acque che provengono dalle pioggie e dal disgelo; ciò produce oltre al dilavamento della superficie
rocciosa anche le profonde fessurazioni nella parete.
Viene a determinarsi un meccanismo di frane successive: la roccia, per costituzione geologica, ha grandi
fessure parallele alla faccia a vista, dovute alla disposizione degli strati; le fessurazioni verticali prodotte
dallo scorrimento delle acque si sviluppano perpendicolarmente alla parete e perciò agli strati geologici; quando due fessure parallele di questo genere si
incontrano con una delle grandi fessurazioni verticali
di origine geologica, un gran pezzo di roccia è isolato
sui quattro lati e prima o poi crolla. E’ così che la
parete, pur arretrando per secoli, ha mantenuto il suo
profilo iniziale; si suppone che tale arretramento sia
dell’ordine di una decina di metri; solo gli scavi da
condurre confermeranno o meno tale supposizione.
Cause termiche
Il clima continentale di Bamyan e la sua altezza (2.800 m.) sottopongono la struttura rocciosa a
una notevole escursione termica, sia stagionale che
quotidiana. La porosità propria della roccia arenaria e il suo stato generale di degradazione facilitano
l’assorbimento dell’umidità e la penetrazione delle
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acque che, gelando, creano notevoli tensioni interne
alla superficie rocciosa, a loro volta causa di ulteriore
polverizzazione della roccia. La scarsa conducibilità
termica della pietra produce sbalzi di temperatura tra
la superficie esterna (in inverno la temperatura raggiunge i -25°/-30° centigradi) e la parte interna della
parete, causando situazioni differenziate di dilatazione termica; gli strati più dilatati e quelli meno dilatati
tendono a separarsi, provocando fenomeni di desquamazione della pietra.
Cause eoliche
Le catene montuose della regione si presentano generalmente scarse di vegetazione e altamente degradate; la roccia si è sgretolata in polvere sottile che viene
travolta e trascinata dai venti rapidi e impetuosi che
attraversano le vallate, producendo sul fronte di Bamyan un’azione di urto e di erosione di importanza
non secondaria.
b) Cause di degradazione chimica
Il forte potere solvente dell’acqua piovana provoca
lo scioglimento dei minerali che costituiscano il cementante del conglomerato; i sali, penetrati assieme
all’acqua attraverso la porosità della superficie rocciosa, ricristallizzano internamente, determinando ulteriori condizioni di distacco e di disfacimento. E’ in
atto, data l’esposizione verso sud della parete, anche il
fenomeno dell’ossidazione del ferro, che dà alla montagna il tipico colore rosato.
Il problema: del consolidamento.
Tale problema si pone in tre aspetti fondamentali:
Rinforzo delle grandi masse rocciose costituite dalle
stratificazioni verticali che minacciano crolli; consolidamento delle piccole masse rocciose e delle superfici in fase di degradazione; drenaggio delle acque alla
sommità della parete, che garantisca il loro defluire
lontano dal fronte monumentale.
Le opere di drenaggio compiute fino a ora non hanno dato resultati soddisfacenti, principalmente a
causa della loro limitatezza e approssimazione, dovute alla carenza di informazioni tecniche. È perciò
indispensabile, prima di ipotizzare un piano organico di salvaguardia, predisporre una serie di indagini
e di analisi di natura chimica, fisica e geologica, che
dovranno garantire la conoscenza dei dati tecnici dei
problemi. Dovranno essere fornite informazioni relative alle caratteristiche di solubilità, capillarità, porosità, asportabilità per dilavamento, granulometria
ecc. della roccia da consolidare, oltre a determinare
l’esistenza e la collocazione delle fratture geologiche,
l’inclinazione dei piani di scorrimento delle acque per
individuare i percorsi che esse compiono all’interno
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della montagna, producendo il distacco delle grandi
masse rocciose.
E’ inoltre necessario rilevare le caratteristiche climatologiche e atmosferiche della zona, con una serie di
informazioni statistiche. Tali studi dovranno essere
condotti da un’équipe di personale specializzato in
ogni campo interessato.
L’operazione di rinforzo delle grandi masse dovrà
compiersi secondo due direttrici:
a) consolidamento alla base degli strati verticali più
esterni, che dovrebbero presentare problemi analoghi
a quelli delle sottofondazioni;
b) cucitura degli strati distaccati, mediante l’impiego
di micropali e resine epossidiche. Da notare che
l’équipe indiana propone di risolvere il problema
con grandi gettate di cemento armato. Le operazioni relative dovranno essere progettate e condotte con
l’assistenza di specialisti in geologia e petrografia.
Le operazioni di consolidamento delle superfici degradate dovrebbero essere volte a rendere insolubili
in acqua i componenti della pietra, sostituendo i suoi
leganti naturali – prevalentemente argillosi – ormai
dilavati o degradati, con altri di natura inorganica
che, occupando i meandri della massa cristallina, senza annullarne la porosità, saldino i cristalli in un conglomerato unico, in modo da consolidare la pietra efficacemente e durevolmente. Entrambe le operazioni
devono essere condotte con la massima prudenza per
non arrecare, anziché l’auspicato giovamento, danni
irreversibili.
(B) Problema del restauro e della conservazione del
complesso
Scelta metodologica
Riguardo al restauro, era auspicato dal rapporto
dell’UNESCO del ‘71, un tipo di intervento che
“limitasse ogni operazione al consolidamento, astenendosi in modo rigoroso da ogni interpretazione,
aggiunta o completamento”. Il restauro attualmente
in atto (équipe indiana 1969–75) ha preso invece una
direzione completamente diversa; infatti, nel vano
tentativo di ridare l’antico aspetto alle grandi statue, si
è restaurato aggiungendo parti a piacere, simulando il
nuovo con l’antico e facendo così perdere per sempre
forme, dati e notizie autentiche.
Il restauro indiano si è però limitato alle zone circoscritte intorno ai Buddha, mentre la parete di Bamyan ha interesse nella sua interezza. Si tratta quindi di proseguire con scelte culturali valide l’opera di
restauro e di operare su un’ampiezza molto maggiore di quella sino ad ora esplorata e catalogata dalla
D.A.F.A. più di quaranta anni fa, con pochissima dis-

ponibilità di mezzi e di uomini. L’impostazione data
dall’UNESCO ci sembra valida, come scelta di metodo, e anche noi ci allineammo per un restauro che
consolidi interferendo il minimo possibile sulla realtà
storica e stilistica della parete monumentale.
Stucchi e intonaci interni: cause di degradazione
La presenza di materiale organico nella composizione
degli stucchi e degli intonaci (paglia, vello di animale ecc.), aggiunge alle note cause di degradazione di
carattere chimico e fisico anche altre di ordine biologico e microbiologico; le condizioni di umidità degli interni determinano infatti un ottimo habitat per
lo sviluppo di colonie di microrganismi, soprattutto
crittogame, che hanno contribuito potentemente a
dissolvere i sali contenuti nei materiali, determinando
la modificazione della loro struttura e il suo disgregarsi. Perciò la massima parte degli intonaci e degli
stucchi ha ceduto, mentre altri sono in fase di distacco; solo pochi sopravvivono in discreto stato, perchè
fortunosamente protetti dalle infiltrazioni delle acque
ed esposti in zone ben areate. La relativa sopravvivenza è dovuta esclusivamente al clima asciutto della regione: in zone più umide tutti gli intonaci e stucchi
sarebbero scomparsi da tempo.
Il consolidamento
Solo accurate indagini di laboratorio su campioni di
materiale possono fornire dati sullo stato di conservazione e sulle caratteristiche chimiche e fisiche degli
inerti e dei leganti del composto. Da esse dovrebbero
scaturire anche informazioni esatte relative agli agenti
biologici che determinano larga parte della degradazione in atto. Solo in presenza di tali informazioni è
possibile programmare uno specifico piano di disinfestazione antiparassitaria e il lavoro di consolidamento dei singoli blocchi di intonaci e di modanature e il
loro fissaggio sulla parete. Per il momento è possibile
solo attuare opere di cautela conservativa temporanea,
quale la stesura di fili di nailon o reticelle a protezione dei singoli pezzi, in fase di cedimento. Successivamente si potranno individuare soluzioni chimiche e
inorganiche che ottengono un materiale oltre che resistente e solido, anche poroso. Si dovrà curare che la
soluzione penetri il più possibile in profondità. Con
ciò dovrebbe essere garantita l’evaporazione di eventuale umidità che corresse – per capillarità o altro al di
là dello strato impermeabilizzato. Escludiamo perciò
l’uso superficiale di “emulsioni di resine sintetiche”
impermeabilizzanti proposto dall’équipe indiana,
che, chiudendo i pori del materiale, pongono il grave
rischio in caso di umidità interna, di provocare effetti
di corrosione subito sotto lo strato impermeato, che
può sfaldarsi e cadere.

Le pitture murali: Cause di degradazione
Il problema è strettamente connesso con quello degli
intonaci che sostengono le pitture, analizzato nel paragrafo precedente, a cui vanno aggiunti tutti i fattori
di deterioramento specifici della pittura murale; in
essa il colore forma uno strato non compenetrato nel
muro e perciò soggetto a desquamazione e distacco in
piccole o grandi zone; inoltre, la capacità di reazione
chimica con gli elementi atmosferici, porta a tonalità
sbiadite e opache.
Il consolidamento
Sottolineando ancora una volta la carenza di studi e
dati tecnici e la conseguente impossibilità di proposte
a effetto duraturo, ci sembra indispensabile provvedere con urgenza, là dove il colore tende a polverizzarsi
e cadere, a un fissaggio provvisorio, che si potrebbe
ottenere spruzzando la pittura, con la massima cautela
e nelle minori quantità possibili, con una soluzione
non acquosa e tale da poter essere asportata, all’atto
del restauro definitivo, con un solvente idoneo.
(C) Problema degli accessi e percorsi alle grotte
Il problema degli accessi è dovuto allo stato di degradazione della quasi totalità dei camminamenti antichi che attualmente sono tutti in pericolo di crollo o
sono addirittura scomparsi a causa delle frane. Si tratta
ora di ricostruire questi camminamenti in modo da
non manomettere assolutamente l’aspetto della parete.
Dove è possibile, si riapriranno gli antichi camminamenti interni e nei luoghi, dove ci sono tratti franati,
si provvederà a ricostruire l’antica maglia dei percorsi
con nuovi camminamenti a cielo aperto, di tipo tale da
non poter essere assolutamente confusi con l’antico. Si
verranno così ad avere dei percorsi di visita e come
conseguenza di una scelta di salvaguardia delle zone
più delicate, si creeranno dei percorsi differenziati: alcuni più facili e pittoreschi, toccheranno le zone più
robuste e restaurate interamente, altri, più sofisticati
e di interesse strettamente scientifico, collegheranno
gruppi più delicati e soggetti a deterioramento maggiore. Si verrà a costruire così una maglia di collegamenti che aprirà ma allo stesso tempo proteggerà la parete,
con un criterio di selezione spaziale che nasce dalla
struttura stessa delle grotte e che non doveva essere
estraneo agli antichi monaci che le abitavano.
(D) Problema della salvaguardia e degli scavi della
zona archeologica
Salvaguardia
La zona archeologica interessa la parete e un’adeguata
fascia di rispetto che deve essere vincolata al criterio
di assoluta intangibilità del sito archeologico. Questa fascia si estende per tutta la lunghezza della parete
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monumentale, quindi per circa un chilometro e coincide grosso modo con la zona delle frane formatesi ai
piedi della parete stessa. Si viene così a determinare
una striscia della profondità di circa 200 metri. Va
aggiunto però che questa indicazione è valida solo
come localizzazione di massima, perchè, come si deduce dalle antiche testimonianze buddhiste, tutta la
valle è zona archeologica, nel senso che in un qualsiasi
punto di essa si possono trovare interrati monumenti
di grande interesse. Ciò implica la necessità di nuovi e
più approfonditi studi con sondaggi e lavori di scavo
per definire un piano di protezione che si estenda a
tutta la vallata e che vincoli le zone di nuova costruzione nella valle.
Scavi
Gli scavi archeologici fatti fino ad ora, appaiono estremamente limitati, incompleti ed incapaci a dare
risposta a tutte le domande che Bamyan pone dal
punto di vista storico-culturale. Compiendo scavi
ai piedi della roccia, là dove antichissime frane di epoca preislamica hanno ostruito grotte e santuari di
grandissima importanza perchè non deturpate dagli
iconoclasti, si potrà sperare di ritrovare il livello primitivo e inoltre di far tornare alla luce le vestigia di
edifici che la tradizione colloca nei luoghi delle frane.
Si tratta di ricerche di enorme interesse, che vanno
eseguite con scrupolo e prudenza scientifica; l’esempio
della grotta “G“ liberata nel 1930 dai detriti i cui affreschi sono scomparsi in poche ore, dovrebbe da solo
invitare alla prudenza.
Strada e bazar
La strada corre lungo la parete, ai piedi dei grandi
Buddha e il bazar, come tutti i centri di scambio spontaneo, si è impiantato lungo la strada, nel tratto di
fronte al grande Buddha. La localizzazione del bazar
proprio in questo tratto della strada e non altrove è
dovuta all’esigenza di sosta delle carovane di passaggio. Il bazar, infatti, ha servito al traffico carovaniero e
di fronte al grande Buddha vi è uno spazio pressoché
piano, abbastanza ampio da permettere l’accamparsi
dei nomadi; esso è stato evacuato al tempo della spedizione francese della D.A.F.A. (1930) e da allora non
è stato più permesso ai nomadi di sostare nella zona
archeologica; ma il bazar è rimasto in quella localizzazione che è anche funzionale al villaggio che viene così
ad avere una sua zona commerciale posta sulla strada
di maggior transito. Il bazar di Bamyan ha una struttura tra le più semplici, allineato lungo la strada su i
due lati per una lunghezza di circa 400 metri; è composto di circa 150 unità commerciali, in koghel (impasto di fango e paglia) che hanno forma elementare
di antica bottega artigiana: tre lati chiusi e una porta554

finestra sulla strada. Questo semplice centro commerciale soddisfa attualmente le esigenze del villaggio e
della vasta ma poco popolosa regione che gravita su
questo. Vi si vendono generi alimentari di prima necessità, ma anche semplici oggetti di artigianato locale
e manufatti provenienti da zone più industrializzate
dell’Afghanistan. Nel bazar si trovano anche zone di
sosta e di ristoro (chai khona), usate quasi esclusivamente da viaggiatori afghani. Il bazar risulta così centro commerciale efficiente e rispondente alle esigenze
del traffico locale; infatti la zona di Bamyan si trova
sul tratto obbligato di strada che collega parti vitali
del paese con la capitale e quindi il bazar di Bamyan
è centro commerciale di grande vitalità. In esso non
vi sono però attrazioni turistiche in senso stretto e i
turisti occidentali che visitano Bamyan sostando negli
alberghi non si fermano nel bazar. Uniche presenze
turistiche del bazar sono i campeggiatori, che usano
per pernottare il piccolo caravanserraglio annesso al
bazar e posto al di qua della parete, verso il villaggio.
Il villaggio
Il villaggio è costituito da case costruite con il koghel, l’impasto di fango e paglia che fu usato anche
dagli antichi monaci buddhisti e ha una popolazione di circa 2000 persone, dedite all’agricoltura e alla
pastorizia, oltreché al commercio nel bazar. Il suo
tessuto urbano è sparso, conseguenza di una disposizione sul terreno in funzione della proprietà agricola
che raggruppa le abitazioni al centro dei campi e che
determinano camminamenti di confine alle proprietà. Appartengono al villaggio anche un grosso edificio
scolastico, una gendarmeria e un ambulatorio, oltre
a vari edifici religiosi; questi elementi di una realtà
urbana sono però distribuiti nel villaggio in ordine
sparso e l’unica legge che tuttora determina il tessuto
urbano è quella agricola della proprietà terriera e dei
suoi confini. Attualmente la gente del villaggio è legata ad una economia arcaica, ma relativamente prospera e la popolazione, composta principalmente di agricoltori e piccoli commercianti, non ha contatti con il
turismo, che scorre senza sfiorarla. Il villaggio, infatti,
non ha nessuna attrezzatura turistica e rimane ancora
più estraneo del bazar all’attività degli alberghi, nei
quali la bassa presenza turistica (in media 10 presenze
giornaliere, tra giugno e settembre) non richiede un
apprezzabile apporto di mano d’opera locale.
Zona agricola
La valle di Bamyan è una valle di origine alluvionale,
verde grazie al fiume e coltivata con molta cura. La
zona agricola, dove vengono coltivati grano, orzo, miglio oltreché legumi e ortaggi, spicca come un giardino rispetto all’arido delle montagne circostanti;

le colture, organizzate con molta cura e irrigate da
canali convoglianti le acque del fiume, sono separate da piantagioni di pioppi allineati e testimoniano
un’agricoltura attiva e relativamente prospera. La tecnica agricola è quella antichissima della rotazione, in
cui si alternano, campo dopo campo, le varie colture,
con ritmo stagionale. Questa agricoltura, legata ad un
sistema sociale chiuso, produce unita alla pastorizia
tutto quello che necessita al consumo alimentare della valla, che così risulta autosufficiente e in perfetto
equilibrio ecologico.
L’attività agricola ha creato nel tempo un’architettura
funzione dei suoi bisogni e sotto la pressione dei pericoli che la minacciavano (scorrerie dei nomadi) sono
nate le fattorie fortificate. Queste fattorie sono il vero
elemento caratterizzante della valle di Bamyan attuale
e sono distribuite lungo la valle secondo una logica
agricola e di difesa. Attualmente le fortificazioni non
servono più, ma le fattorie sono ugualmente abitate e
risultano vitali e in perfetta efficienza. La loro tipologia architettonica è quella comune a tutte le costruzioni spontanee di difesa del centro Asia: sono costruite
con il koghel e hanno pianta quadrata con torri ai
quattro angoli e cortile interno. Di notevoli dimensioni rispetto alle altre costruzioni della valle, sono
spaziate lungo la vallata in modo da trovarsi ognuna
al centro di una vasta area agricola.
Il ruderi delle città fortezza
Queste città fortificate furono costruite nel periodo
dello splendore mussulmano di Bamyan (dal 1000
fino alla distruzione mongola del 1222). Situate
all’imbocco della valle, la rendevano quasi inespugnabile. Nel 1222 Gengis Kan dimestrò però il contrario
e le distrusse, stroncando la vita nella valle e mettendo
fine al periodo aureo di Bamyan. Attualmente esse si
presentano come suggestivi resti di castelli in mattoni
crudi, ruderi splendidi a guardia di una pacifica vallata verde. Risultano però quasi inaccessibili e presentano ai loro piedi ripidi declivi composti di detriti. Di
queste città mancano qualsiasi documentazione e studio; è quindi impossibile pensare ad una loro salvaguardia o addirittura ad interventi conservativi, se non
si promuovono prima delle indagini che portino almeno ad una schedatura ed a una serie di rilievi. E’ da
notare che scavi archeologici sui resti di queste fortezze avrebbero grandissime possibilità di ritrovamenti,
dato che i resti stessi pare non siano stati mai manomessi nè razziati nel corso dei secoli. La popolazione
locale ha infatti chiamato questi ruderi con nomi che
ricordano il loro tragico destino, come “città dei lamenti” e “città rossa” e li ha sempre rispettati, come si
rispetta un luogo sacro ai morti. Solo da questi studi,
quindi, potranno scaturire proposte d’intervento e di

salvaguardia che, allo stato attuale delle conoscenze
dei resti, non possono avere nessuna base scientifica.
Gli alberghi
La zona turistica si trova a monte del villaggio, su un
pianoro di fronte alla parete. Attualmente consiste in:
- un albergo, costruito nel 1930 e molto degradato, in stato di cattiva conservazione, che è però a
tutt’oggi l’unica struttura valida a ricevere un turismo medio.
- una tendopoli, costituita da un padiglione centrale
in muratura e da tende di tipo “mongolo” messa in
opera nel 1970. Le tende, a pianta circolare, hanno un aspetto elegante e sono relativamente ben
confortate. Esse ospitano un turismo di lusso, alla
ricerca del colore locale.
A queste due attrezzature alberghiere, va aggiunto
il camping, cioè il caravanserraglio che ospita anche
campeggiatori occidentali, che però, come si è già
detto, non è situato sul pianoro, ma si trova vicino al
bazar. Il ritmo turistico di Bamyan è attualmente piuttosto basso (circa 80 presenze settimanali da giuno a
settembre), ma si svolge ugualmente in modo da richiedere due pernottamenti; infatti si arriva a Bamyan
da Kabul dopo circa otto ore di viaggio e si visita la
Bamyan buddhista il giorno dopo, si pernotta ancora
a Bamyan (date che un viaggio notturno non è consigliabile) e si riparte la mattina seguente. Il ritmo stesso del turismo fa capire l’importanza dell’attrezzatura
alberghiera e il perché della presenza di ben due alberghi turistici in una località che conta un numero
ancora molto basso di presenze, pur essendo centro di
attrazione turistico principale dell’Afghanistan. E’ da
notare, che l’albergo in muratura esistente, fu costruito dal governo afghano per gli studiosi della D.A.F.A.
e che quindi l’unico intervento attuale d’indirizzo turistico promosso dal governo del paese è la tendopoli
di lusso; la quale pur indirizzandosi ad un turismo di
classe ha perlomeno il pregio di non essere struttura
fissa.
Infrastrutture attuali
Le vie di accesso da Kabul
Automobile
Si raggiunge Bamyan attraverso tre vie di accesso percorribili nell’arco di una giornata da maggio a novembre:
- la strada del sud (180 km), attraverso i passi
dell’Unai (3.100 m) e di Hajigak (3.250 m). E’ la
più corta, ma è percorribile solo con mezzi speciali:
lands rovers; jeeps ecc. I ripidi tornanti portano, in
circa cinque kilometri, a un’altezza di 3.350 m., sul
monte Hajigak. La strada è assai pericolosa e la sua
cattiva reputazione è molto antica: Fa Hsien, pel555

La valle di Bamyan, sito archeologico.

legrino cinese che la percorse nel 400 d. C., afferma: “Ci sono in mezzo a queste montagne draghi
malefici che, se provocati, vomitano venti infetti e
causano valanghe, tempeste di sabbia e ghiaia. Non
uno su diecimila, che affrontino questi pericoli
riesce a salvarsi”.
- la strada del centro (246 km), attraverso il passo
di Shibar (3.200 m). Questa strada fu percorsa dal
pellegrino coreano Hui Ch’ao nel 727: “dopo aver
passato Ki-pin (la odierna Kapissa), viaggiammo
verso il nord per sette giorni e raggiungemmo il
regno di Fan-Yin (Bamyan)”. Alle difficoltà intrinseche del percorso (ripidi tornanti, fondo sconnesso, ecc.), va aggiunta la mancanza di un ponte
nel tratto che devia verso Bamyan; ciò costringe a
attraversare un guado piuttosto imprevedibile o a
affidarsi a una passerella sconnessa.
- La via del nord (350 km.), aperta nel 1964, che
passa attraverso il tunnel di Salang (3.363 m.),
lungo 2.676 m.; il tunnel è una delle più audaci
realizzazioni stradali del mondo; costruito col concorso dell’Istituto Tecnico dell’U.R.S.S., è stato realizzato in sei anni di lavori ininterrotti. Il passo,
l’unico aperto durante tutto l’anno, riunisce anche
nei mesi invernali il nord al sud dell’Afghanistan.
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La deviazione verso Bamyan consiste in una strada
sterrata che non ha difficoltà oltre alla fatica dovuta alla lunghezza del percorso e la gran quantità di
polvere che si è costretti a ingoiare.
Via aerea
Il servizio aereo Bamyan-Kabul è stato inaugurato nel
1968 dalle “Bakhtar Afghan Airlines”. Funziona da
maggio a novembre con partenze bisettimanali. Piccoli aerei (di 10–15 posti), raggiungono Bamyan in
poco più di mezz’ora di volo.
Percorsi turistici interni alla valle
L’unico percorso turistico interno alla valle è una strada tracciata al tempo della costruzione dell’albergo
(1930) che corre dritta tagliando tutta la piana,
dall’albergo alla parete monumentale, unendo così
la zona turistica alla zona archeologica. La strada
è contornata di alberi (pioppi) e questo è un carattere ricorrente delle strade della valle di Bamyan e
dell’Afghanistan tutto, dove le strade di accesso alle
città sono alberate per legge.
Oltre a questa strada turistica dal tracciato piuttosto
brutale e che taglia la zona agricola, non esistono altre
strade tracciate per il fl usso turistico. Si hanno solo

Collegamento di Bamyan con Kabul e Herat.
Collegamento turistico con il sito archeologico.
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sugli itinerari turistici di maggior rilievo dei camminamenti spontanei che portano, con un percorso non
sempre razionale, alle varie zone archeologiche, ma
la mancanza spesso o la non agibilità di questi camminamenti impedisce la visita di buona parte della
vallata. E’ il caso delle rovine islamiche, per arrivare
alle quali bisogna addirittura superare dei guadi non
sempre invitanti; Questo stato di cose che ha permesso evidentemente alle storiche rovine di salvarsi fino
ad oggi, ne impedisce di fatto l’agibilità. Anche ai piedi della parete buddhista, laddove il flusso turistico è
più intenso, non c’è nessuno camminamento tracciato. Il turista quindi parcheggia la sua automobile dove
più gli conviene e si muove a piedi casualmente. La
zona archeologica risulta in questo modo non tutelata
da perlustrazioni che possono compromettere la sua
integrità e il turista non ha la possibilità di godere interamente le bellezze del grande complesso rupestre.
H3. Proposta per un piano di valorizzazione
La valle di Bamyan ha un suo equilibrio socio-economico che per ora non è stato travisato dall’industria turistica, data la scarsità della sua consistenza attuale. Le
possibilità di un suo sviluppo turistico esistono, però,
come abbiamo già visto, dato l’indubbio interesse delle
zone archeologiche della valle e di tutta la zona buddhista di cui Bamyan fu il centro più importante e la
volontà, da parte del governo afghano, di strutturare
queste attrattive turistiche. Si tratta quindi di indirizzare questa potenzialità verso un turismo il più possibile
qualificato e adatto a comprendere la grande ricchezza
culturale di Bamyan. A questo scopo si auspica la creazione in Bamyan di un centro culturale, concepito come
un ponte fra Oriente e Occidente, che permetta cioè lo
scambio di informazioni e ricerche tra studiosi dell’arte
dell’Asia centrale provenienti da tutto il mondo.
Le possibilità aperte da questo tipo di scelta sarebbero
di notevole interesse, sia per il mondo della cultura internazionale, che per il governo afghano. Manca infatti,
un centro di studi prestigioso “in loco” per gli studiosi dell’arte e della cultura dell’Asia Centrale e, di per
contro, l’Afghanistan sta proprio cercando attualmente
di rilanciare la “sua immagine culturale” autonoma a
livello internazionale, per ritrovare quella collocazione indipendente e non più in funzione della Persia e
dell’India, che gli spetta di diritto nella storia di questa
zona dell’Asia. La valle di Bamyan, è sempre stata, nel
periodo del suo splendore, luogo cosmopolita di incontri. Rilanciarla su questo piano sarebbe un modo
per reinserire la conoscenza dei suoi valori nella cultura internazionale e contemporaneamente non portarli
a rapida degradazione. Inoltre, la ricchezza culturale
di Bamyan, che si presenta come punto di incontro
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d’influssi artistici provenienti dalle zone più interessanti dell’Asia (Persia, India, Cina) e il suo clima, ideale
nel periodo estivo perché sempre asciutto, la rendono
adattissima per luogo di studi e di scambi culturali. Il
centro culturale dovrebbe essere organizzato in modo
tale da mantenere relazioni stabili con varie strutture
universitarie estere, tanto da garantirsi una certa continuità di presenze e dovrebbe ospitare oltreché un centro
congressi, la documentazione completa dell’arte di Bamyan buddhista in particolare e una documentazione il
più ricca possibile dell’arte dell’Asia centrale e del Gandhara. Questa documentazione dovrebbe essere esplicata da tutte quelle attrezzature adatte allo studio e alla
ricerca (biblioteca, fototeca, ecc.). La localizzazione del
centro è da ricercarsi vicino all’attuale zona alberghiera,
da ciò deriverà la necessità di una razionalizzazione dei
percorsi turistici di collegamento. Si prevede inoltre la
localizzazione di centri di documentazione riguardanti la parete monumentale buddhista sistemati ai piedi
della parete stessa (sfruttando la ricettività di grotte
non monumentali). Questi centri di documentazione
saranno adatti soprattutto al turismo medio di passaggio. Inoltre, come è già stato da noi proposto nella parte riguardante i problemi della parete monumentale e
della sua conservazione, si ricostituiranno sulla parete i
camminamenti antichi attualmente franati e si creeranno percorsi di visita differenziati, cioè si permetterà la
visita solo ai gruppi interamente restaurati e più solidi e
si riserberà la visita degli altri gruppi monumentali più
delicati, solo agli studiosi dell’argomento.
Appendice
Fondo Storico
Premessa
1. La ricostruzione del quadro storico particolareggiato
dell’Asia Centrale si basa spesso su supposizioni ipotetiche, a volte in contrasto fra loro. Fatti, personaggi, date
ed anche intere popolazioni determinanti l’evoluzione
culturale di questa area geografica sfuggono talora ad
ogni tentativo di individuazione. L’emigrare dei popoli
se da un lato è vettore di influssi culturali, dall’altro è
generatore di ulteriori difficoltà di indagini. Restano
così ancora nebulose la genesi e l’evoluzione di importanti civiltà, matrici primarie dello sviluppo del complesso monumentale di Bamyan.
2. I documenti
2.1 Fonti scritte
La storia dell’Asia Centrale è per lo più racchiusa nelle cronache imperiali, spesso inedite e non tradotte,
dell’immensa storiografia cinese; riferimenti importanti si rintracciano nei documenti di archivio e nelle

storiografie greca, romana, persiana e indiana, integrate dalle note di viaggio dei pellegrini buddhisti.
Per le epoche più recenti la fonte di informazione più
significativa è costituita dal mondo islamico. I documenti locali sono ancora rari anche se destinati ad accrescersi col progredire delle scoperte archeologiche.
Alla scarsità delle fonti va aggiunta la difficoltà di interpretazione:
- popoli, culture, civiltà – fluttuando da una storiografia all’altra con nomi diversi ed in epoche successive – propongono il problema della loro identificazione, più o meno probabile, raramente certa;
- il computo di ere diverse, nelle varie storiografie,
costituisce, per certe datazioni un complicato rebus;
- i fatti storici dell’Asia Centrale sono marginali rispetto alle storiografie che ne trattano solo alcuni
aspetti, relativi a particolari e brevi periodi.
2.2 Fonti archeologiche
Allo stato attuale delle conoscenze costituiscono
l’unico supporto di informazione scientificamente
valido. La loro integrazione con le fonti scritte fornisce con sufficiente garanzia di esattezza le grandi
linee dello sviluppo storico, all’interno delle quali
vanno ricercati e collocati i fatti specifici di Bamyan.
Il lavoro di indagine archeologica - iniziato da circa
un secolo e proseguito in modo lento e faticoso per
difficoltà geografiche, economiche, ambientali e, non
ultime, politiche – ha ancora molto da svelare. I dati
fin qui emersi sono però tali da modificare non poco
la valutazione della funzione storico-culturale che il
centro-Asia ha svolto come catalizzatore per lo sviluppo del pensiero e delle forme nelle culture europee ed
asiatiche.
3. Fase arcaica (II millennio – 1/2 I millennio a. C.)
Corrisponde ad un periodo di imponenti movimenti
migratori. La fascia meridionale del centro-Asia, più
irrigua, fornì i presupposti allo stanziamento di popolazioni agricole che posero le basi delle successive
civiltà locali. La fascia più a nord, steppa semidesertica, restò retaggio delle tribù nomadi ad economia
pastorale. Si strutturarono, l’uno accanto all’altro, due
tipi diversissimi di esistenza umana, che interferirono
profondamente fra loro in sede storica, come sempre
avviene quando ai nomadi si contrappone la civiltà
dei sedentari, mentre, dal punto di vista culturale, i
rapporti furono relativamente superficiali e limitati.
4. Stato arcaica di Battriana (VIII –VI sec. a. C.)
4.1 Formazione
Fin dalla prima fase di sedentarizzazione delle masse
nomadi, si parla di uno “Stato arcaico di Battriana” a

struttura federativa, che fondava la propria evoluzione economica sulla collaborazione democratica fra le
varie tribù. La tesi di un tale Stato trova conferma in
affermazioni di Erodoto (III, 117) e in notizie registrate nella corte degli Achemenidi (V sec. a. C.).
4.2 Cultura
In tale struttura, che realizzava il reciproco rispetto e
lo spirito di collaborazione fra i differenti gruppi, è
probabile sia maturato il pensiero di Zarathustra (VII
sec. a. C. ?) elemento dominante in un mondo in via
di progressiva unificazione, da cui derivò molto del
concetto dell’impero universale achemenide, matrice
di buona parte dell’evoluzione culturale asiatica.
5. Gli Achemenidi (VI–IV sec. a. C.)
5.1 Conquista della Battriana
L’espansione iranica di Ciro (559-530) e Dario I
(521-486) fu attuata – per la prima volta nella storia – nel rispetto delle costituzioni e delle nazionalità
dei popoli conquistati. La Battriana, divenuta la XII
Satrapia, entrò a far parte di una vasta comunità di
popoli, in cui si realizzarono condizioni eccellenti per
scambi commerciali e incontri di pensiero.
5.2 Primo fattore di ellenizzazione della Battriana
La presenza achemenide in Battriana, oltre a costituire un rinvigorimento delle premesse ecumeniche del
precedente Stato arcaico, agì anche come primo parziale fattore di ellenizzazione della regione:
- vi risultano deportati sudditi greci ribelli (Erodoto,
IV, 11 , 4). La loro presenza doveva essere più di un
episodio sporadico, se i persiani minacciarono addirittura di deportarvi gli Ioni, con le loro famiglie
(Eroddo, VI, 9);
- è probabile una presenza di funzionari ed ufficiali greci, comandati particolarmente nelle zone di
confine perché preparati ed efficienti;
- la struttura economica dell’impero imponeva il
movimento di mercanti, artigiani, coloni di diversa
provenenienza, anche greca;
- l’eccezionale ritrovamento nella regione – effettuato da Shlumberger, nel 1954) di monete risalenti a
questo periodo (greche nella forma, di Taxila-India
per il peso e le figure – testimonia i contatti diretti
e gli scambi culturali tra la Battriana e la Grecia.
6. Conquista di Alessandro Magno (329–328 a. C.)
6.1 Conquista della Battriana
L’urto dei macedoni frantumò il potere politico achemenide, ma ben presto si evidenziò la volontà precisa di
una continuazione “integrata” greco-persiana del precedente impero. Alessandro, per contenere la pressione
sempre viva e minacciosa dei nomadi, raggiunse, per
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fortificarli, i confini delle popolazioni sedentarizzate;
occupò la Battriana, dove sposò la principessa Roxana.
6.2 Ellenizzazione della Battriana
La conquista di Alessandro introdusse nei territori
dell’Asia Centrale forme politico-culturali elaborate
in Grecia che, corrispondendo in parte al modello di
sviluppo tipico della Battriana e riplasmandosi su di
esso trovareno rapida diffusione e eccezionale possibilità di penetrazione.
7. I seleucidi (301–250 a. C.)
7.1 Formazione dell’Impero seleucide
Alla morte prematura di Alessandro (323 a. C.) fece
seguito un periodo di lotte intestine, che si concluse
con lo scontro armato fra i generali macedoni (Lipsia,
301 a. C.) Seleuco il “Vincitore” conquistò il potere
politico sulla maggior parte del territorio che fu degli
Achemenidi, compresa la Battriana.
8. Regno greco die Battriana (250–140 ? a. C.)
8.1 Separazione della Battriana dall’impero seleucide
Alla metà del III sec. a. C., in seguito all’espansione
di un gruppo di tribù nomadi della stesso ceppo (i
Masageti di Erodoto), i Parti si incunearono al centro
dell’impero seleucide, provocando l’isolamento della
regione più orientale; questa, sotto il satrapo Diodoto, divenne un regno autonomo e uscì dallo scacchiere
politico dell’Occidente classico, per proiettarsi verso
l’Asia Centrale e l’India.
8.2 Documenti dell’ellenizzazione locale
I reperti archeologici relativi al regno Greco-Battriano
consistevano, fino al 1971, in una splendida monetazione a carattere fondamentalmente greco, in cui
erano riprodotte divinità classiche (Zeus, Poseidone,
Eracle, ecc.); ciò non era documento sufficiente a dimostrare la penetrazione dell’ellenismo nella cultura
battriana: gli straordinari tratti classici che emergono
nella successiva arte della regione sarebbero perciò derivati principalmente dai contatti culturali verificatisi
in epoca romana. Gli scavi di Ai-Khanum, iniziati nel
1969 e pubblicati parzialmente nel 1971, documentano invece una civiltà urbana di tipo occidentale,
greca nelle piante e nella decorazione degli edifici, indigena nel procedimento tecnico dell’esecuzione. Le
sculture e i frammenti ritrovati (molti in argilla cruda
e stucco – simile a quello poi usato a Bamyan – materiale deperibile che giustifica la scarsità dei reperti)
testimoniano l’inizio di un percorso autonomo dal
mondo greco, preludendo all’arte semiclassica della
Battriana e del Gandhara. Altri elementi che indicano
la profondità della penetrazione raggiunta dal mondo
greco nella Battriana e nelle zone limitrofe sono:
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- il perdurare dell’alfabeto greco, riplasmato sulla
lingua locale, fino all’invasione islamica;
- il titolo di “tiranno” in uso nella zona oltre cento
anni dopo la caduta del regno greco di Battriana;
- l’uso di coniare monete di tipo greco fino al III
sec. d.C.;
- la testimonianza di Apollonia di Diana che afferma
di aver parlato greco alla corte del sovrano indopartico di Taxila, dove trovò anche un’intera borgata di lingua greca (I sec. d. C.).
8.3 Migrazioni nomadi
La costruzione della grande muraglia cinese decisa dal
fondatore della dinastia Ts’in (221–210 a. C.) su pressione del generale Mong T’ien e destinata a proteggere i confini dell’impero deviò la spinta dei nomadi
verso occidente, mettendo in moto un intero fronte di
popoli al cui riassestamento occorsero circa due secoli.
8.4 Fine del regno Greco-Battriano
Fin dal II sec. a. C. gruppi nomadi si riversarono
nell’altipiano iranico, sconvolgendone l’equilibrio
politico. Il regno greco di Heucratide fu travolto fra
il 140 ed il 130 a. C. Non è noto quale tribù abbia
determinato la sconfitta finale; gli attacchi dovettero essere numerosi e riptetuti; Strabone parla degli
scontri dei greci contro diversi popoli non facilmente
identificabili: Asianoi, Pasianoi, Tocharoi, Sakariolai.
9. Gli Yuech-Chih
9.1 Provenienza
Verso la fine del II sec. a. C. sfocia in Battriana e vi
si assetta una popolazione nomade indo-europea detta dalla storiografia cinese dei “Grandi Yuech-Chih”.
Originari del territorio cinese di Kansun avevano ricevuto l’urto diretto dei potenti Shi-nu che occupandone la primitiva sede li costrinsero ad emigrare. Il
loro movimento costituì la spinta per altre masse umane, così che un episodio negli estremi lembi orientali
dell’Asia sconvolse l'intero continente.
9.2 La conquista della Battriana
Quando gli Yuech-chih giunsero in Battriana, vi trovarono molto probabilmente i Saka, militarmente
deboli e già in fuga davanti agli stessi Yuech-chih; la
conquista fu facile e scarsamente cruenta.
9.3 Identificazione degli Yuech-Chih
Il nome degli Yuech-chih ci è pervenuto in questa forma solo nella trascrizione cinese. Poichè da essi derivò
la struttura politica matrice dell’arte del Gandhara e
responsabile di un complesso di fenomeni storici che
coinvolsero l’India, l’Iran e l’Asia Centrale, e che furono il supporto politico-culturale dello sviluppo di

Bamyan, è indispensabile accennare almeno al problema della loro identità; l’ipotesi più attendibile è quella
che riconosce nei Grandi Yuech-chih i Tocharoi della
storiografia greca:
- in essa risulta che uno dei popoli che giunsero in
Battriana nel II sec. a. C. era quello dei Tocharoi;
- Strabone li annovera tra i popoli che tolsero la Batiriana ai greci;
- Tolomeo segnala, nel II sec. d. C. una città Togara e un monte Tagurun situati nella regione cinese
dell’attuale Kansu, da dove, secondo i testi cinesi,
partirono gli Yuech-chih.
Un parallelismo così costante porta a riconoscere negli Yuech-chih degli annali cinesi i Tocharoi degli storici grechi, i Tachara dei testi sanscritti, i futuri Indosciti dell’epoca romana. Si può dunque logicamente
supporre che popolazioni indo-europee, di antichissime radici occidentali, si fossero spostate all’alba della
storia verso est, fino all’estremo oriente, per rifluire
verso occidente, disgregandosi in diversi gruppi di cui
il maggiore, quello dei “Grandi Yuech-chih”, approdò
come visto in Battriana.
9.4 Caratteristiche culturali
Si conosce molto poco dell’originaria cultura degli
Yuech-chih anche il problema delle influenze ricevute durante la loro migrazione verso la Battriana è
tutt’altro che risolto; tuttavia è quasi certo che la loro
trasformazione da popolo nomade a sedentarizzato si
sia realizzata soprattutto a contatto con la civiltà della
Chorasmia e della Sogdiana, particolarmente quella
detta dei “Kanga” (che vi fiorì a partire dal IV sec. a.
C. fino all’arrivo degli Yuech-chih); l’impatto, se da
una parte fu notevolmente distruttivo per le civiltà locali fu però fondamentale per l’evoluzione del gruppo
nomade, in cui si travasarono culti religiosi (della Magna mater, della Fertilità, del Fuoco, di divinità astrali, lunari e solari, che in seguito si troveranno parzialmente assimilate nel Buddhismo) e la concezione di
una struttura politico-sociale assai progredita; perciò
quando gli Yuech-chih giunsero ai confini della Battriana, verso il 160 a. C., erano pronti a recepirne le
particolari sollecitazioni culturali e a farle proprie, e a
realizzarvi una struttura politica adeguata alle antiche
tradizioni del paese che si costituì in una federazione
di cinque principati, embrione di quello che diverrà il
potente impero del Kuschana.
10. Imperio Indo-scita o Kuschana
10.1 Nascita dell’impero
I dati cinesi sono gli unici da cui sia possibile dedurre la linea generale del processo storico che portò
all’affermazione dell’impero kuschana: dagli annali
degli Han risulta che “cento anni dopo [la divisione

della Battriana in cinque principati] Ch’iu- ChiuCh’ueh avendo attaccato e distrutti gli [altri] quattro principati, stabilì se stesso come re. Il [suo] regno
fu chiamato Kuei-shuang” divenuto per gli storici
indiani “Kuschahana”: fu così costituito il nucleo
dell’impero. Il potere politico e militare si consolidò
principalmente durante una prima dinastia di “Kadiphes”, che occuparono tutto l’Afghanistan odierno, gran parte dell’India, il Turkestan russo e quello
cinese. L’esplosione culturale avvenne invece con la
seconda dinastia, caratterizzata da nomi di sovrani
terminanti in “shka”, e che ebbe inizio con Kanishka.
10.2 Kanishka il “Grande”
Imperatore intelligente e versatile è una delle massime
figure della storia asiatica. La sua attività come promotore di cultura e mecenate, ha portato ad attribuirgli
la paternità diretta e indiretta della totale produzione
artistica realizzata durante i primi due secoli dell’era
cristiana, nei territori a lui dipendenti.
10.2a Datazione
Il problema di datarne l’ascesa al trono è uno dei più
spinosi della storia dell’Asia indo-iranica: le soluzioni proposte variano, in linea generale, tra il 78 (Van
Lohuizen de Leuw) e il 144 (Ghirsman); si tratta di
un divario di circa 70 anni che ha una notevole importanza perché da essi dipende l’interpretazione di
una serie di dati fondamentali per la ricostruzione della fenomenologia storica e artistica sia dell’India che
dell’Asia Centrale di quell’epoca. Valutando la grandezza del personaggio è probabile che gran parte delle
realizzazioni kuschana abbia ricevuto avvio e impulso
dalla sua eclettica genialità.
10.2b Il Buddhismo di Kanishka
La conversione di Kanishka al Buddhismo determinò
la condizione primaria per la nascita dell’arte del Gandhara che pone le preesistenze stilistiche e culturali di derivazione occidentale al servizio della nuova
ideologia religiosa.
10.2c Il commercio
L’impulso dato al commercio da Kanishka intensificò
a dismisura i traffici lungo la Via della Seta, di cui aprì
nuovi rami – compreso quello che passando da Bamyan fu motivo della nascita e dello sviluppo della città
e del centro monastico – che furono potenti strumenti di irradiazione culturale.
10.3 La Via della Seta
Il primo secolo avanti Cristo è caratterizzato politicamente da un eccezionale stato di pace, sia nel Mediterraneo che in Asia; l’impero romano e quello cinese
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costituirono mercati imponenti di traffico commerciale che si svolgeva lungo un’asse di cui l’impero Kuschana costituiva il baricentro. La continua tensione
tra Roma e i Parti (II–III sec. d. C.) rese costosi ed
infidi i passaggi attraverso la Persia. I Kuschana, al
massimo della loro potenza, detenevano lo svincolo
tra i due rami principali della “Via della Seta” (quello terrestre che attraverso Merv, via Hecatomphylos
e Ecbatana, giungeva al Mediterraneo; quello marittimo che metteva in comunicazione la costa indiana
con l’Egitto) e erano in grado di far deviare i traffici
convogliandoli verso l’India. Il tracciato verticale già
in uso dalla scoperta dei monsoni (I sec. d. C.), si
trasformò allora in grossa arteria lungo la quale scorrevano gli ingigantiti traffici commerciali.
10.4 Influssi culturali romani
Il commercio costituì un’importante elemento di
raccordo tra il mondo romano e quello kuschana: gli
scavi negli antichi centri dell’Asia Centrale ne danno parecchie conferme; ciò ha portato a supporre
che le componenti del classicismo mediterraneo che
si riscontrano a Bamyan e più ancora nell’arte del
Gandhara, siano conseguenza dei più recenti contatti di epoca romana, anzichè antica eredità del regno
greco di Battriana. E’ invece assai più probabile che
i continui contatti con l’Occidente divenuto romano
abbiano costituito, al più, rinvigorimento e nuova ispirazione della preesistente cultura classica di produzione locale. Il rapido fare proprio, lo spirito ellenico
da parte dei nomadi kuschana e la cultura composita
che ne derivò possono voler significare un desiderio
di legittimare una discendenza almeno spirituale dai
precedenti sovrani greci e l’esigenza di differenziarsi
dalle culture del mondo circostante, assumendo una
propria, specifica fisionomia. Per questo l’apporto occidentale trovato sul posto e continuamente rinnovato dai traffici commerciali, venne accolto ed assimilato, in parte in maniera cosciente in parte istintiva. La
fusione di questi elementi con le credenze e la cultura
originali dei Kuschana, in una regione in cui interferivano le civiltà indiana e persiana, produsse quella
alta civiltà che esercitò a lungo e in aree vastissime un
irresistibile fascino tanto da far dichiarare ai successivi
invasori – fino ai secoli IX e X – una loro pretesa discendenza dai Kuschana.
11. Nascita e sviluppo della città e del centro monastico di Bamyan
11.1 Scelta geografica
Bamyan entrò nella storia come punto di sosta obbligato lungo il tracciato verticale della “Via della Seta”,
a metà strada tra Balhk, capitale della Battriana, e Taxila. I viaggiatori, costretti ad attraversare gli impervi
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valichi dell’Hindukush (a nord di Bamyan) e del Koii-baba (a sud di Bamyan) vi trovarono il necessario
ristoro alle fatiche sostenute e vi attingevano le risorse
fisiche e psichiche per quelle che dovevano ancora affrontare. La presenza dell’alta parete verticale, in un
conglomerato sedimentario facilmente lavorabile,
condizionò la nascita di monasteri e santuari buddhisti che nell’isolamento delle grotte offrivano eccellenti
condizioni per la meditazione necessaria all’ascesi spirituale dei monaci.
11.2 Rapporto dei monasteri col mondo dei laici
Tre furono i principali fattori che resero i monasteri
ricchi e potenti:
- la conversione di Kanishka al Buddhismo, in seguito alla quale il sovrano fece ricche elargizioni
al cenno religioso ordinando, fra l’altro, la costruzione di un santuario ai piedi della parete rocciosa
(descritto dal pellegrino Yuang-tsang, col relativo
stupa) e l’avvio al lavoro di scavo del minore dei
due Buddha giganti.
- Le donazioni dei ricchi mercanti e dei viaggiatori, effettuate per ringraziare gli dei dello scampato
pericolo e per propiziarli in vista dei difficili valichi
ancora da affrontare.
- Le largizioni degli abitanti della cittadella regale
buddhista, fatte ai monaci ed ai conventi per acquistare, secondo i precetti buddhisti “meriti” in
vista della successiva reincarnazione.
Non è perciò un caso che il centro religioso e la cittadella si svilupparono in strette condizioni di interdipendenza, attingendo entrambe dalle risorse economiche e culturali convogliate a Bamyan attraverso la
“Via della Seta”.
11.3 Ruolo di Bamyan nel mondo buddhista
La mancanza di un’autorità centrale ha prodotto nel
Buddhismo la nascita di numerose sette che mantenevano i contatti fra loro con pellegrinaggi di studio
e scambi verbali di idee filosofiche. La posizione di
Bamyan all’interno della carovaniera vi convogliò
numerosissimi missionari e pellegrini buddhisti che
vi realizzarono un punto focale di incontro e di verifica.
Bamyan divenne un’importante centro di confluenza e di partenza delle missioni che avrebbero diffuso
il messaggio del Buddha nell’Asia Centrale e nella
Cina. L’apporto critico dei numerosi pellegrini e le
profonde meditazioni dei monaci locali fecero di Bamyan il centro religioso in cui nacque la setta dei
“Lokko-taravadin” (o dei Soprannaturalisti), che iniziò il passaggio dal Buddhismo primitivo Hinayana
a quello successivo Mahayana.

12. Invasione Sasanide (metà del III sec.–V sec. d. C.)
12.1 Nascita e sviluppo dell’impero sasanide
All’inizio del III sec. d. C. il potere dei Parti in Persia
era ormai logorato dalle lotte interne e dagli scontri
con i Romani. Fra i contendenti il potere si fece strada
Ardashar, principe sasanide che rivendicava la diretta discendenza dalla dinastia Achemenide. Sconfitti i
Parti (224 d. C.) e realizzata l’unità politica del paese
i Sasanidi con Schapur I (241–272 d. C.) passarono
a una politica di conquista; Schapur II (279–309)
sconfisse e demolì l’impero Kuschana, alterando profondamente l’equilibrio politico delle regioni indoiraniche.
Le province dell’Afghanistan cessarono di essere il cuore di un grande impero per divenire lembi estremi
di un potere il cui centro d’azione era molto lontano
e per di più proteso militarmente contro l’Occidente
romano. Sulle linee di confine orientale si formò un
vuoto di forza che espose le popolazioni sedentarie
locali a tutti quei movimenti di masse nomadi che si
tradussero in seguito in rovinose invasioni.
12.2 Influenze culturali sasanidi
L’invasione sasanide ebbe profonde ripercussioni nel
campo culturale; essa determinò il decadere dell’arte
semiclassica del Gandhara e, a Bamyan, la nascita
e lo sviluppo della scuola artistica irano-buddhista
che, paradossalmente, fu un riflesso delle ostilità tra
Schapur II e i Romani: quando Giustiniano il Grande abbracciò il Cristianesimo, il problema dei sudditi
cristiani in Persia fu affrontato con sanguinose persecuzioni; si verificò allora la partenza di numerosi esuli
che trovarono nella disponibilità verso tutte le idee
tipica della Battriana e delle altre regioni buddhiste,
un rifugio sereno e protetto contro l’assolutismo centrale dei Sasanidi.
13. Invasione Efthalita (metà del V secolo)
13.1 Le conquiste
Dalla metà del V secolo la debolezza delle frontiere
orientali dell’impero sasanide aveva aperto i confini
dell’altipiano iranico ad una serie di invasioni di popoli nomadi che culminarono, nella seconda metà del
V secolo, con l’invasione degli Efthaliti. Questo popolo dopo aver preso il sopravvento sulle tribù nomadi del Centro Asia, si riversò verso occidente, dando
il colpo di grazia alle ultime frange ancora esistenti
dell’antico impero Kuschana. Conquistata la Battriana, proseguì verso occidente, fino a Herat e Merv,
dove fu fermato dall’ancora potente impero sasanide.
13.2 Identificazione degli Efthaliti
L’identificazione degli Efthaliti costituisce un problema ancor più complesso e confuso di quella degli

Yuech-chih. Secondo R. Grousset si trattava di un’orda
turco-mongola, “più mongola che turca”, proveniente
dalla regione dello Stai. M. Bussagli afferma invece
che era un ramo degli antichi Yuech-chih – cioè strettamente legata ai Kuschana – disperso, all’epoca delle
antiche migrazioni, nelle steppe dell’Asia Centrale.
Ci sembra opportuno segnalare, a questo proposito,
che ancor oggi in Afghanistan esiste una tribù di razza
indo-europea, il cui nome “Iafthalit” parrebbe denunciare una chiara discenda gli antichi invasori; essa è
frazionata in gruppi che abitano soprattutto le regioni
del Badakschan e di Iafthal.
13.3 Conseguenze culturali nel Gandhara
L’impatto degli Efthaliti con la raffinata e fulgida arte
del Gandhara fu atroce: l’orda nomade, per ragioni
non chiare, fu spietata persecutrice del Buddhismo;
secondo la testimonianza del monaco pellegrino Yuang-Tsang gli Efthaliti distrussero sistematicamente i
monasteri buddhisti e i prodotti dell’arte locale, accanendosi anche contro le popolazioni: ne trucidarono i
due terzi, riducendo il resto in schiavitù. Dopo il loro
passaggio, della produzione artistica greco-buddhista
rimasero solo desolate rovine.
13.4 Conseguenze culturali a Bamyan
Bamyan fu misteriosamente risparmiata: forse, con
la diminuita importanza della “Via della Seta” si era
nuovamente isolata fra i suoi monti, evitando così il
grosso dell’urto efthalita; contro questa ipotesi, però,
c’è la presenza di sovrani efthaliti a Bamyan che si
preoccuparono di leggittimare la loro presenza dichiarandosi di origine Kuschana. E’ perciò più probabile
che questi nomadi superstiziosi e politeisti restassero
soggiogati e sconvolti dall’immensità delle immagini
sacre e dal loro splendore e temessero, distruggendole
o mostrandosi ostili ai loro fedeli, di scatenare le ire di
divinità troppo potenti e misteriose. Comunque sia,
la città e la grande parete, non solo rimasero intatte,
ma la comunità religiosa mantenne il proprio prestigio all’interno del mondo buddhista. Si continuarono
a scavare nuovi monasteri e santuari, mentre si abbellivano quelli già esistenti, realizzando momenti importanti di capacità creativa. Dal punto di vista dello
stile, forme derivanti dal classicismo indiano dei Gupta (che in India avevano sostituito il potere politico
dei Kuschana) presero il sopravvento sul precedente
influsso sasanide.
13.5 Struttura politica a Bamyan
Bamyan, fin dall’origine della sua storia, aveva mantenuto una certa autonomia politica dai poteri centrali,
realizzata dalla presenza di un re locale; gli Efthaliti resero Bamyan un regno del tutto indipendente;
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identificandosi nei Kuschana ne assunsero, oltre alle
componenti formali della cultura (l’uso dell’alfabeto
greco modificato, gli attributi regali, i simboli e i segni propri del mondo Kuschana) anche gli elementi
di fondo, quali la sua visione politica antifeudale e la
religione buddhista.
14. Fine della dominazione Efthalita-Inizio del il periodo di influenza sasanide (fra il 560 e il 570)
14.1 Occupazione di Bamyan da parte dei turchi T’u-kiu
La forza militare efthalita, limata da circa un secolo di
continui urti contro l’impero sasanide a ovest, i Gupta
a sud-est e gli Afrigidi della Chorasmia a nord, venne
schiacciata da una coalizione fra la tribù turca T’ukiu – che aveva costituito un proprio impero nelle
steppe – e i Sasanidi. La ripartizione territoriale che
ne seguì portò Bamyan nell’orbita del potere politico
turco, ma, ancora una volta, a diretto contatto con
l’influenza culturale dei Sasanidi che avevano occupato le regioni limitrofe.
14.2 Conseguenze culturali a Bamyan
Il riaffiorare nel corso del VI e VII secolo di elementi
stilistici sasanidi dipese in gran parte dalla vicinanza col centro di Doktar-i-Noscherwan (a 130 km. a
nord di Bamyan), in cui artisti di Bamyan lavorarono
fianco a fianco di altri, provenienti direttamente dalla
Persia, agli ordini di un principe sasanide. Bamyan
continuò a mantenere un’intensa vita religiosa ed artistica, documentata dalle opere che ancora si realizzavano nella grande parete monumentale.
15. Visita del pellegrino Yuang-Tsang (632 d. C.)
Nella storia nebulosa di Bamyan esiste un punto fermo, a cui è d’obbligo fare almeno un riferimento: la
visita di Yuang-Tsang (nato nell’Honan nel 599 o nel
603). Monaco buddhista già a tredici anni, partì nel
629 per un lungo viaggio di studio attraverso l’Asia
Centrale e l’India, durante il quale tracciò una relazione descrittiva dei luoghi da lui visitati che ancor
oggi costituisce un elemento essenziale di riferimento
per le datazioni dei monumenti, gli usi e costumi dei
popoli e che è stata guida ai primi ricercatori che si
avventurarono lungo la “Via della Seta” alla ricerca dei
monasteri buddhisti.
16. Le conquiste islamiche
16.1 Islamizzazione della Persia (641)
L’anno della visita a Bamyan di Yuang-Tsang coincise
con l’avvio delle conquiste islamiche: meno di dieci
anni dopo (battaglia di Nihavand, 641) l’impero sasanide scomparve, assorbito dalla forza di conquista
islamica. Gli arabi si diressero poi alla volta delle regioni afghane.
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16.2 Islamizzazione dell’Afghanistan
L’Afghanistan era frazionato in piccoli stati agguerriti;
il cammino dell’Islam, una volta vinti i Kan turchi
del nord Afghanistan in lotta contro i Tang cinesi, fu
lento e sanguinoso: nel 665 aveva raggiunto Herat per
dirigersi verso Battra e il Takarestan, fino a Kabul; la
caduta della città, dopo due secoli di resistenza, aprì
all’Islam le regioni occidentali.
16.3 Islamizzazione di Bamyan (IX–XI sec.)
Il primo scontro dei mussulmani contro Bamyan avvenne nell’anno 889 e portò ad una prima conversione della città alla religione islamica; appena partiti
gli invasori, però, Bamyan ritornò alla fede buddhista; così per circa due secoli: ad ogni flusso islamico,
una conversione all’Islam; a ogni riflusso, un ritorno
al vecchio credo. Dalla storiografia araba risulta che
nella seconda metà del X secolo a Bamyan esistevano
ancora sovrani e monaci buddhisti; nell’XI sec. tuttavia la città poteva dirsi definitivamente convertita.
16.4 Conseguenze politiche
L’Islam determinò radicali trasformazioni in ogni
campo. Dal punto di vista politico in Afghanistan si
strutturarono due centri di potere: Ghazni (nella cui
orbita, in un primo periodo, si inserì Bamyan) e Ghor;
entrambi produssero, l’uno di seguito all’altro, due tra
i più importanti centri di cultura dell’intero mondo
islamico a cui fanno capo le origini della grande arte
selgiuchide della Persia e l’arte indomussulmana.
17. Il sultano di Mamyan (XI–XII secolo)
L’Islam segna un taglio netto nella storia di Bamyan: la
città, che nel corso del tempo era sopravvissuta alle diverse invasioni soprattutto grazie al messaggio di pace trasmesso dai suoi monasteri, divenne la capitale fortificata
di un potente sultanato. Sotto la dinastia degli Schassabanidi, che si liberarono dal protettorato di Ghazni,
Bamyan allargò le proprie frontiere fino a comprendere
tutto il Takarestan, parte del Kaschemire, Termoz, Balck
e Kashgar (oggi nei confini cinesi). Gli accessi alla valle furono protetti con una serie di cittadelle fortificate,
arroccate sulla sommità delle montagne: Shar-i-Zohak,
(Shar-i-Gholgola è il nome dato dopo l’eccidio perpetuato da Gengis Kan), Qala-IDokhtar, Kakrak, oltre a
tutta una maglia di fortezze e di torri strategicamente
distribuite: fu proprio questa cinta, considerata imbattibile, che le permise all’arrivo dei mongoli quella strenua
difesa che ne decretò l’orribile fine.
18. La conquista mongola
18.1 I mongoli
All’inizio del XIII secolo le orde nomadi dei Mongoli furono unificate del genio del conquistatore Gen-

gis Kan: egli costituì un immenso impero che riunì
sotto un unico potere quasi tutta l’Asia e gran parte
dell’Europa. La tecnica di conquista fu quanto di più
atroce si possa concepire: uno dei procedimenti tattici abituali consisteva nello spingere i prigionieri di
una città vinta con abiti e vessilli mongoli contro le
mura delle fortificazioni nemiche, finchè i cadaveri ne
riempivano i fossati e gli assalti ripetuti fiaccavano la
resistenza fisica e psichica dei nemici; fu così che un
gruppo relativamente esiguo, pur apparendo sterminato, fece capitolare interi paesi. Dopo la conquista
i mongoli procedevano al saccheggio e al massacro
della popolazione: Gengis non concepiva la vita dei
sedentari, perciò nel distruggere le civiltà urbane e
agricole tendeva a trasformare i campi in steppe, più
congeneri al suo modo di concepire la vita e facilmente amministrabili.
18.2 Conquista di Bamyan (1222)
Bamyan nel 1222 fu investita dall’orda dei mongoli a
cui cedette dopo mesi di accanita resistenza. La furia
di Gengis contro la città fu ancor più terrificante che
altrove, perché nell’assedio restò ucciso un suo giovane nipote, Mutigen, e l’eccidio divenne un fatto di
vendetta personale. Gengis decretò la morte di ogni
essere vivente – animale o vegetale – e il suo accanimento fu così esasperato che ordinò perfino di estrarre
e decapitare i feti. Per essere certo del massacro totale finse diverse partenze, ad ognuna delle quali fece
seguito l’eccidio dei superstiti usciti dai nascondigli;
solo quando tutto restò immobile, partì dalla zona per
procedere ad altre conquiste.
18.3 Distruzioni
Bamyan fu distrutta. Oltre al massacro della popolazione furono distrutte la città e le fortificazioni,
anche la biblioteca (in cui era raccolta la produzione
letteraria di epoca islamica) e le canalizzazioni idriche
sotterranee la cui invenzione risaliva allo stato arcaico di Battriana e che, ramificatesi enormemente nel
corso dei millenni, garantivano la fertilità dell’intera
regione.
19. Dal XIII al XX secolo
Scomparsa la grande carovaniera, annullatosi il suo
ruolo di centro culturale e di potenza militare, privata dei suoi abitanti e delle possibilità di coltivazioni
agricole offerte dalle canalizzazioni, Bamyan uscì dalla
storia e restò dimenticata e deserta.
20. Bamyan attuale
Oggi la vallata è abitata da nuclei di mongoli, discendenti inermi e sottomessi dalle retroguardie di Gengis
che nella ricerca di un proprio spazio all’interno del-

la distribuzione geografica dei gruppi etnici afghani,
hanno trovato asilo nella regione semidesertica di Bamyan. Accanto ad essi vivono gruppi di Tagiki. Dal
1896, alcune tribù nomadi dedite all’allevamento di
bestiame hanno concordato passaggi primaverili e autunnali attraverso la vallata, consentendo una qualche
realizzazione di scambio commerciale. Nell’ultimo decennio vanno intensificandosi le presenze dei turisti.
Fondo Religioso
Il Buddhismo
1. Premessa
1.1 I cinque periodi del Buddhismo
La cultura orientale, in particolar modo quella indiana, si è da sempre strutturata sulla profonda convinzione della impermanenza e vacuità del mondo concreto che si oppone come antitesi deteriore alla realtà
trascendente e eterna. Il Buddhismo, inserendosi nel
mondo delle cose terrene, soggiace necessariamente
alla logica del nascere, divenire, morire; né ha mai
preteso di essere eterno e immutabile, ma anzi è da
sempre cosciente del proprio destino: fin dai testi più
antichi (che datano all’inizio dell’era volgare) si contarono cinque periodi di cinquecento anni ciascuno
– di cui il primo andava allora concludendosi – che
avrebbero ognuno significato un deterioramento progressivo e ineluttabile della dottrina buddhista.
La storia, confermando la profezia, ci mostra
l’involuzione del pensiero buddhista da forme di purissima speculazione metafisica verso altre che, coinvolgendo il mondo concreto e utilitaristico degli uomini, assumono caratteri di immanenza e praticità.
1.2 Inserimento di Bamyan all’interno del processo
storico del Buddhismo.
La vita dei monasteri rupestri di Bamyan nacque
come conseguenza logica della più antica fase del pensiero buddhista e si sviluppò come premessa e anello di congiunzione della fase successiva, a cui aderì,
se non nella totalità dei monasteri e delle scuole che
ospitava, senza dubbio in larga parte di esse. Poichè le
forme e gli spazi architettonici acquistano significato
dall’uso a cui sono proposti e questo a Bamyan, è funzione intrinseca del pensiero buddhista, proponiamo
una sintesi di alcuni suoi aspetti che più direttamente
interessano il nostro discorso.
2. Sfondo religioso su cui si innesta il Buddhismo
2.1 La vita è dolore
La filosofia indiana della vita, fin dai più antichi testi
vedici (1500–1000 a. C.) è permeata da un pessimismo senza scampo: il dolore, nella sua infinita gamma di forme psicofisiche, è compagno inseparabile
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dell’esistenza. Nessuna realtà terrena può soddisfare
l’esigenza di felicità dell’uomo, perché tutto ciò che
esiste in lui e fuori di lui e impermanente e perciò
incapace di procurare gioia duratura; l’essere umano
è condannato a uno stato di perpetua insoddisfazione
che lo conduce inesorabilmente a proporsi nuovi fini
nella vana speranza che il loro conseguimento lo acquieti più di quelli che ha già raggiunto, vivendo così
una inutile e perenne situazione di tensione psicologica. Il dolore fisico è altrettanto pungente e deriva
dall’essere costretti in un corpo.
2.2 Il samsara
Nel corso della vita non c’è alcuna speranza di felicità
e il triste destino dell’uomo è quello di essere condannato alla prigione di un corpo fisico nell’eterno ciclo
delle rinascite (samsara).
2.3 Il Buddhismo è speranza
La dottrina Buddhista non si pose come ideologia di
rottura di tali preesistenze culturali, ma anzi si strutturò di esse immettendovi però la speranza di porre
fine alla terribile condanna del samsara.
3. Vita del Buddha
3.1 Valore simbolico
La vita del Buddha si colloca generalmente tra il 563 e
il 483 a. C.; la sua figura storica è del tutto irrilevante
agli occhi del buddhista e perciò trascurata e oscura.
Essa è andata trasformandosi in mito, articolato in
numerosissimi episodi che acquistano valore e significato solo dalla loro interpretazione simbolica.
3.2 Presa di coscienza del dolore umano
Gautama Sakyamuni nacque da una famiglia regale,
dalla quale fu volutamente tenuto all’oscuro della terribile condizione della realtà umana; gli incontri miracolosi con la Vecchiaia, la Malattia, la Morte putrescente costituirono perciò un impatto scioccante che
gli procurò terrore e angoscia, ma anche il desiderio di
scoprire l’origine del dolore del mondo.
3.3 Fase monastica
Lo stato di perfetta quiete interiore e di serena estasi
che gli parve scorgere nel volto di un monaco, lo indussero a abbandonare gli agi vacui della casa paterna,
per diventare monaco mendicante. Trascorse allora sei
anni nella scuola dei Brahamani, in cui fu sottoposto a
feroci mortificazioni fisiche dalle quali ricavò solo uno
stato estremo di debilitazione; abbandonato il convento pellegrinò in solitudine ancora un anno, quindi si
pose ai piedi di un albero di fico (l’albero della bhodi
= illuminazione) giurando a se stesso di non rialzarsi
finché non avesse ottenuto le risposte cercate.
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3.4 L’illuminazione
All’alba dell’ultima notte del settimo anno, dopo
una tormentata e sofferta lotta contro le forze del
Male, egli conobbe per diretta intuizione la realtà
trascendentale del suo “Io Interno”, partecipe intrinseco e diretta emanazione del Principio Originario dal cui smembramento e esalazione sono
originati tutti i mondi e tutte le cose; e per contrapposizione ebbe coscienza dell’irrealtà del sensoriale e
del contingente; cessò di essere l’uomo, quell’uomo,
ma riconoscendo in Sé il Principio riconobbe Sé nel
Tutto e divenne partecipe dell’anima universale che
è celata nell’intimo di ogni possibilità di esistenza
del contingente. Estraendo il suo Sè trascendentale e divino dalla prigione del corpo fisico, acquistò
poteri soprannaturali (non: innaturali), divenendo
onnisciente, onnipresente, atemporale: il principe
Gautarna della famiglia dei Sakya, nell’ultimo istante magico di quei sette anni di tormentata ricerca
cessò di esistere, morendo come entità individuale,
per rinascere come Buddha (l’Illuminato, il Risvegliato).
4. Buddhismo Hinayana (Via Stretta)
4.1 Cause del samsara e del dolore
L’uomo comune ha “sete” di vivere, di essere “qualcuno” e di possedere “qualcosa”; in questo stato egli
non può essere “libero” dal samsara: solo chi, come il
Buddha, si affranca dalla propria “identità” costituita
da fattori innati o contingenti, solo chi non è più
“qualcuno” può cominciare a esistere.
4.2 Liberazione dal samsara e dal dolore
Tale stato può essere raggiunto sulla terra e in tal caso
l’uomo liberatosi di tutto ciò che di sensoriale lo rilegava alla vita, entra nel nirvana e non è più condannato a rinascere né in un paradiso, né in un qualsiasi
mondo sensibile.
4.3 Indifferenza verso il mondo contingente
Un tale uomo, pur possedendo ancora un corpo, è
in realtà un “morto” egli è indifferente a qualsiasi aspetto del mondo contingente e, apatico verso sé e
gli altri, né può essere accusato di egoismo, perché è
senza “ego”; egli è liberato non solo dalla nozione di
“io”, ma anche da quella di “altri”. Egli ha raggiunto
il totale e assoluto distacco dalle “cose mondane”.
4.4 L’Arhat
Chi raggiunge tale stato, è un Arhat: “con il Sè che è
identico al Principio”; “è in quanto Brahma che ritorno a Brahma”, a una Realtà dalla quale non vi è alcun
ritorno per necessità di rinascita.

4.5 Irrealtà dell’ “io”
Al contrario, l’uomo comune si identifica nelle sue
facoltà fisiche e intellettuali, sottoposte al determinismo casuale; l’individualità non è un “essere”, ma
un continuo “divenire”: “nessuno è una determinata
persona … I sensi, a motivo della nostra ignoranza,
ci fanno credere che ciò che appare è” (pag. 129). La
nostra vita cosciente è solo un processo soggetto alla
corruzione e alla morte: è questa “vita” che dobbiamo
arrestare se vogliamo aspirare alla “Vita”. La coscienza non è essenza, ma passione; non è attività e libera
scelta, ma un susseguirsi di reazioni in cui siamo fatalmente implicati. La causa che lega l’uomo al suo “io”
è l’ignoranza: è “ignorare le cose quali sono in realtà,
considerare sostanza quello che è solo fenomenico, vedere il Sé nel non Sé”.
4.6 La meditazione come processo di conoscenza della Realtà
Superare l’ignoranza è la Via per raggiungere il nirvana e poichè la conoscenza esclude tutto ciò che è
contingente, mondano e casuale, essa sarà raggiungibile solo tramite la meditazione, allenamento mentale
che chiudendo le porte dei sensi – cause di conoscenze fittizie – conduce la mente a uno stato di perfetta
concentrazione contemplativa, permettendole di penetrare la realtà sovrasensibile e trascendente, fino a
riconoscersi e identificarsi nel Principio Universale; si
realizza allora il totale distacco dalle “cose mondane”:
solo così l’uomo entra nel nirvana.
4.7 Il nirvana
Buddha, nell’usare questo termine, vuole esprimere
l’idea dello spengersi del fuoco delle passioni, dell’errore
e dell’illusione, ma non dà la descrizione dello stato
raggiunto nel nirvana: “coloro che“ sono ancora nel
fuoco, non possono porre domande” (pag. 143).
4.8 Il Sangha
Certi modi di vivere predispongono all’entrata nel
Sentiero”, altri si oppongono; il Buddha istituì perciò
il Sangha (Comunità o ordine monastico), in cui si
verificassero le condizioni più idonee a conseguire il
nirvana. Non tutti i monaci ci riescono, alcuni raggiungono la soglia, altri iniziano la “Via”; il prodotto più
alto, termine di questo processo di sviluppo interiore
sono gli Arhat, uomini perfettamente “spenti” e come
tali rigenerati alla Vita: l’Arhat è un essere compiuto.
4.9 Il monaco mendico
Il distacco dalle cose del mondo si attua in primo luogo con l’abbandono della casa, dei beni, degli affetti
familiari. Da ciò derivarono le comunità dei monaci erranti che si cibavano di quanto veniva loro of-

ferto in elemosina, si vestiva di ciò che trovavano,
si riparavano in rifugi occasionali (grotte o foreste).
Il Buddhismo non impone tormenti fisici o digiuni
volontari, ma conduce all’indifferenza verso tutto ciò
che è benessere fisico. Ai monaci era comunque fatto
obbligo di rispettare qualsiasi forma di vita, animale o
vegetale; in tale condizione la Comunità dei monaci
dipendeva, anche per soddisfare l’essenziale esigenza
di cibo, dalle offerte dei laici e era costretta a muoversi
nei dintorni dei centri abitati.
5. Diffusione del Buddhismo Hinayana
5.1 Il Buddhismo di pochi eletti
Il Buddhismo primitivo non fu religione di massa, ma
restò per secoli retaggio di pochi eletti: si evitò perfino di dare formulazione scritta alla sua dottrina, nel
timore che essa potesse cadere in mani non qualificate
a riceverla; lo stesso Buddha Sakyamuni predicò a soli
cinque discepoli, particolarmente preparati, coi quali
aveva compiuto gli studi Brahmanici.
5.2 Il Buddhismo religione di Stato
Verso la metà del III secolo, Asoka, sovrano della
dinastia indiana Maurya, si convertì al Buddhismo
che scelse anche come religione di Stato; provvide a
divulgarla anche fuori dai propri confini organizzando una serie di missioni di predicatori. A Bamyan il
Buddhismo giunse nella sua formulazione più antica
e dogmatica, nel corso del II secolo a. C. le comunità dei monaci trovarono nella presenza delle grotte
sul fronte della parete – ai piedi della quale andava
sviluppandosi il nucleo urbano – sia la possibilità di
isolamento mistico a essi necessaria, sia le condizioni
di sopravvivenza fornite dai laici.
6. Rapporti tra i monasteri e la comunità laica
6.1 I laici e il Buddhismo
Il Buddhismo Hinayana, per la sua stessa impostazione concettuale, escludeva la “moltitudine incolta”
che si agitava tra i desideri illusori delle felicità fittizie
offerte dal mondo contingente: ai laici era offerta la
speranza – se avessero ottenuto “merito” sufficiente –
di passare alla vita monastica in un’esistenza futura e
aspirare allora al nirvana.
6.2 L’arricchirsi dei monasteri
Tra i “meriti” contemplati dal Buddhismo, abbastanza
importante era l’essere generosi con i monaci e provvedere con donazioni alla costruzione di edifici sacri.
Tanto più alto era il livello spirituale di chi riceveva il
dono, tanto maggiore era il “merito” guadagnato. Le
maggiori offerte furono perciò destinate ai monasteri
più influenti. L’opulenza dei centri monastici dipese
inoltre dalla credenza comune nell’Asia buddhista che
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la prosperità individuale e collettiva dipendesse dal favore di forze occulte che solo i riti magici dei monaci
potevano governare: era perciò doppiamente importante anche per i sovrani godere della vicinanza di un
centro religioso influente e provvedere a esso con la
massima prodigalità.
7. Verso il buddhismo Mahayana (Via Larga)
7.1 Fattori di trasformazione
Il mondo dei laici veniva a trovarsi in posizione di dipendenza da quello dei monaci che detenevano il potere economico e politico, dal momento che i governanti
erano tenuti a seguirne le direttive. Il malcontento del
laicato – che denunciava l’egoismo dei monaci dediti solo alla propria salvezza e l’altezzosità degli asceti
verso la gente comune – stimolò anche nella stessa India la nascita di correnti di pensiero che tendevano ad
accogliere il laicato all’interno del mondo buddhista.
Il contatto con culture non indù costituì un altro importante fattore di trasformazione: il Buddhismo, per
essere accettato da altre civiltà dovette prima riceverne
l’impronta. Di particolare incidenza furono le influenze
ellenistiche e romanizzate diffuse nel Gandhara. Bamyan, interno all’area geografica culturalmente coinvolta
nel classicismo occidentale, costituì uno dei centri di
trasformazione più significativi che condurranno ai
canoni più a misura di uomo del pensiero mahayana.
7.2 Dal Buddha aniconico alla sua rappresentazione
antropomorfica
Il Buddhismo arcaico Hinayana fu aniconico, forse
per un esplicito divieto dello stesso Buddha, ma più
probabilmente perché egli non era inteso come “forma
umana”, ma come Principio Universale a carattere cosmico, di cui la forma umana fu un semplice caso fra le
sue infinite possibilità di esistenza. Il Buddha non è un
Salvatore di origine divina, analogo al Cristo, perché
nel Buddhismo la Salvezza non è offerta da Dio, ma
dalla Conoscenza che, sola, può liberare l’uomo dalla
sete di vita e condurlo al nirvana. Sotto questo aspetto il valore storico del Buddha è del tutto indifferente e secondario, mentre il simbolo è l’espressione più
completa e precisa del valore metafisico che si vuole
rappresentare. Quando il Buddhismo uscì dagli ambienti specialistici di intellettuali religiosi per rendersi accessibile alle masse, queste espressero la loro fede
con le manifestazioni di devozione in loro connaturate: l’immagine antropomorfica del Buddha nacque
assieme alla necessità psicologica della sua creazione.
Il Buddhismo originario non contemplava il culto di
alcuna divinità, eppure finì nello sfociare in forme di
idolatria: la devozione attraverso gli idoli condusse le
masse ignoranti alla devozione verso gli idoli.
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7.3 Buddha-Helios
Alla cultura greca era naturale la raffigurazione umana
della divinità, mentre l’immagine verbale hinayana del
Buddha forniva un modello sufficientemente stimolante da indurre gli artisti del Gandhara alla sua rappresentazione plastica, integrata dal simbolismo buddhista
che rivestì l’immagine del carattere metafisico e universale proprio della raffigurazione aniconica del Buddha.
L’iconografia greca possedeva in sé lo strumento per
assorbirne anche il significato cosmico-solare (garantito – se non fosse sufficiente il riallacciarsi da parte
delle scuole aniconiche al valore vedico dei simboli
– anche dagli studi del Sernat, del Vern, del Coomaraswamy): l’artista del Gandhara divenuto buddhista
assimilò infatti l’Apollo-Helios al Buddha; l’intera immagine assunse così valore simbolico. Alla interpretazione cosmica dell’Apollo greco si sovrammisero i segni
caratteristici (laKsana) del prototipo trascendentale del
Buddha e l’immagine risultante sincretizzò la complessa figura fisica e metafisica dell’Illuminato.
7.4 Origine hinayana della raffigurazione umana del
Buddha
Gli artisti del Gandhara non vollero deviare dal significato hinayana la figura del Buddha, assorbendolo nell’umanità; ciò è dimostrato dalla differenza
di fondo con cui è trattata la persona del Gautama
Sakyamuni (prima cioè dell’Illuminazione), rispetto
al Buddha: la persona storica è raffigurata in modo
adeguato alle situazioni contingenti (riccamente vestita nella casa paterna; emaciata e scheletrica durante i sette anni di digiuno); nel periodo invece che va
dall’Illuminazione all’ultimo nirvana – circa mezzo
secolo – il Buddha viene rappresentato costantemente
uguale a se stesso, senza che nulla segnali lo scorrere
del tempo: è annullato così il valore storico di questa
fase della sua vita, mentre viene sottolineato ancora
il suo significato trascendentale di Principio assoluto.
8. Il buddhismo Mahayana
8.1 I Bodhisattva
Contemporanea alla diffusione dell’immagine antropomorfica del Buddha compare la seconda fase della religione buddhista: il periodo Mahayana. Uno
dei motivi che più lo differenziano dal precedente è
l’affermarsi sempre maggiore dei Bodhisattva e di altri
Buddha umani e metafisici. L’Hinayana aveva indicato, come meta, la figura dell’Arhat, definitivamente
chiuso al mondo e alle sue angosce; il Mahayana propone invece il Bodhisattva (bodhi = illuminazione, e
sattva = essere o essenza), cioè un essere fatto di illuminazione; egli è pervaso da una duplice aspirazione:
desidera raggiungere l’Illuminazione e divenire egli
stesso un Buddha; è mosso da un’infinita “compas-

sione” e da sapienza che lo inducono altruisticamente
ad assoggettarsi ai terrori del mondo reincarnandosi
anche se ha già raggiunto la quiete assoluta del nirvana per portare aiuto a chi ancora soffre.
8.2 Pluralità dei Buddha
Da tali premesse nasce la logica conseguegza della pluralità dei Buddha sia del passato che del fururo, e della
presenza di numerosi Bodhisattva tra i quali anche il
Gautama Buddha in una sua vita anteriore.
8.3 Influenza sul Mahayana della raffigurazione umana del Buddha
Il diffondersi dell’immagine antropomorfica del Buddha fu contemporaneo al moltiplicarsi dei Buddha e
dei Bodhisattva, come se la visualizzazione di un essere
supremo che risulta dalle varie raffigurazioni sempre
uguale a se stesso e nello stesso tempo diverso avesse chiarito, se non determinato, la concezione della
pluralità dei Buddha. Si canonizzava intanto la teoria
– fondamentale nel Mahayana dei “Tre corpi di ogni
Buddha”: nel primo egli è l’Assoluto, la stessa Realtà;
col secondo (dotato dei laksana) si rivela ai Bodhisattva in paradisi e regni non terrestri; il terzo corpo,
quello umano, è un’illusione visiva inviata sulla terra
dai veri Buddha, per compassione verso gli uomini.
8.4 Iconografia mahayana
La tematica religiosa ne risulta profondamente trasformata: la figura storica del Buddha viene completamente perduta; l’iconografia mahayana accoglie quasi
esclusivamente la raffigurazione del secondo Corpo
dei Buddha e un gran numero di Bodhisattva, con
abiti e paramenti regali che riflettono il concetto della
sovranità universale dei Buddha del cui immenso potere sono i futuri eredi.
8.5 Iconografia mahayana a Bamyan
Bamyan, che viene generalmente descritto come centro
religioso di stretta osservanza hinayana, denuncia invece
la trasformazione filosofica del Buddhismo dei primi secoli della nostra era, sia nella tematica mahayana delle
pitture murali sia nella scelta del Buddha del futuro – il
Bodhisattva Maitreya – per la seconda statua colossale,
uno dei punti focali del complesso.
8.6 Acquisizione da parte del Buddhismo di divinità
ad esso estranee
Maitreya, secondo ipotesi di A. Coomaraswamy e M.
Bussagli, trova probabilmente origine nel culto iranico a Mitra, di cui porta anche il titolo “Invitto”: il
Buddhismo nella sua espansione fuori dall’India non
solo non infierì contro le culture religiose locali, ma
anzi ne assimilò numerose divinità fino ad essere con-

siderata una religione politeista. In realtà la presenza
di tali divinità non contrasta con la concezione fondamentale buddhista: esse sono solo tappe primordiali,
“supporti inevitabili alla contemplazione”, semplici
immagini prodotte dal Principio che si adegua via
via alle capacità di comprensione dei singoli individui; che però non sono fini a se stesse, ma devono
condurre al loro superamento, “la dove tutto finisce
a far pervenire alla semplicità della Persona”: „In verità, tutte queste sono le forme principali del supremo,
immortale, incorporeo Brahman … Si mediti pure su
quelle che sono le forme migliori. Indi le si respinga,
poiché esse sono (null’altro che) mezzi per procedere
in mondi sempre più elevati, fintanto che, giunti alla
dissoluzione totale, ci si fa uno con lo Spirito, con lo
Spirito” (Maitri Upanishad, IV, 5-6).
Cenni die Estetica Buddhista
1. L’arte come diagramma di idee metafisiche
I presupposti filosofici buddhisti, negando realtà al
mondo del contingente e rifiutando di cogliere la natura nell’apparenza del suo aspetto concreto, assumono l’arte – particolarmente quella figurativa – come
diagramma di idee metafisiche. Poichè l’osservazione
empirica è considerata come uno degli strumenti
meno validi di conoscenza, l’idea da rappresentarsi deve essere visualizzata alla mente dell’artista attraverso la concentrazione e la meditazione ottenute
con tecniche yoga che, escludendo il mondo concreto e tangibile, fanno dell’“elemento formale dell’arte
un’attività puramente mentale” (pg. 19).
2. Funzione del simbolo
L’identificazione che vincola il modello ideale alla sua
espressione formale è garantita dal simbolo: non si tratta
cioè di produrre un supporto di somiglianza tra due realtà visibili – il modello e la sua rappresentazione – bensì
di creare un rapporto di corrispondenza fra gli elementi
mentali e il dato formale e sensibile che li rappresenta.
3. Funzione del mito
Il mito ha assunto perciò il valore di uno strumento
fondamentale di divulgazione popolare di complessi
principi filosofici, mentre la conoscenza del simbolismo
è la chiave di interpretazione nella lettura iconografica.
4. Funzione dell’immagine
L’immagine non ha validità assoluta – essendo assurdo
voler raffigurare ciò che non ha forma e quantificare
l’incommensurabile – ma assolve una funzione puramente logica e il suo fine non è quello di produrre
godimento estetico ma di soddisfare, come supporto umanamente comprensibile di immagini ideali,
l’esigenza mistica dell’adoratore.
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5. Vero = bello
Perciò non sono le qualità estetiche – sempre soggettive
– a dare valore all’arte, ma la sua capacità di corrispondere all’esigenza umana di conoscenza e verità. E poiché
la conoscenza umana è necessariamente limitata e non è
di per sè in grado di “essere”, ma solo di “divenire”, è indispensabile ricorrere ai canoni e ai simboli prescritti dai
testi sacri e dalla tradizione per la scelta dei temi e dei
modi di raffigurazione: “… solo l’arte conforme alle regole canoniche è realmente bella, per certo nessun’altra”
(pg. 29). L’icona è un’opera di simbolismo visivo sia essa
una raffigurazione geometrica, cioè uno yanatra.
6. L’artista
Nel prodotto artistico non c’è posto per i riflessi emotivi dell’autore nè per altre forme di “esibizionismo
estetico”: ciò che deve risultare non è l’artista, n’è la
sua personalità; perciò è solo in stato di assoluta padronanza delle proprie emozioni, nella quiete yoga,
che l’uomo può produrre arte. Solo approfonditi studi religiosi e anni di accurato tirocinio lo pongono in
grado di dominare le tecniche e le regole minuziose
entro le quali gli è concesso di muoversi.
7. La mancanza di realismo
L’icona indiana, non pretendendo di essere copia della
Grotta delle colonne vicina al Buddha di 35 m, sezione.
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natura, rifugge dalla ricerca di effetti tecnici quali la
raffigurazione realistica dei materiali rappresentati o
la prospettiva scientifica: nell’icona non sono ricercate
sensazioni ingannevoli, perciò le terre colorate ricoprono la parete con la loro corposità senza ricerche di
chiaroscuro o di profondità; la pietra resta pietra. Il
punto di vista con cui l’icona è realizzata e finalizzata non è infatti “reale”, ma “convenzionale”; essa non
deve essere plausibile, ma intellegibile.
8. La ripetitività dei temi iconografici
Un aspetto dell’arte buddhista che può dare
un’impressione di esasperante monotonia è il ripetersi
e perdurare di modelli molto simili, se non uguali fra
loro: l’arte buddhista non cerca di cogliere attimi e sensazioni fuggevoli, ma mira a rappresentare “una condizione di continuum” al di là dello spazio e del tempo.
9. L’arte nei monasteri
Nel complesso contesto della filosofia le arti, che dal
punto di vista monastico dovrebbero essere da abolire
perchè fonti di piacevoli sensazioni, trovano – specie
nei monasteri – una lora precisa collocazione e finalizzazione che corrisponde alle diverse esigenze di sviluppo spirituale, per ogni grado di perfettibilità raggiunto da ogni singolo individuo.

Grotta delle colonne vicina al Buddha di 35 m, sezione.
Grotta delle colonne vicina al Buddha di 35 m, soffitto.
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I Buddha Collossali e il Complesso Monastico di Bamiyan, 1976*

*

* Published in: PSICON rivista internationale di archittetura, n. 6 anno III (1976), pp. 20–31.
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Pictures from the collection of Dr. Susanna Partsch, Munich.
Figures pp. 585–588: Western Buddha
Figure p. 589–595: Eastern Buddha
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Western Buddha, photo by Ghulam Reza Mohammadi 2013.

The Scaffold of the Messerschmitt Foundation

Static Report for the Scaffolding of the Eastern Buddha in 2007*

* The paper contents information about the scaffold of the Messerschmitt Foundation Munich.
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Grottoes west of the Eastern Buddha, photo (1958–1962) by Edmund Melzl (†).

Sonja Zekri

Die Buddhas von Bamiyan – Gähnende Leere – große Pläne
(3. November 2005)*

Warum nicht mal was mit Lasern? Oder: Das große
Spiel von Bamiyan. 16 Kilometer Felswand, honigfarbener Hindukusch, durchlöchert von den Resten eines gigantischen Höhlenklosters - und von den leeren
Nischen der Buddhas, die einst das Herz des Tempels
waren. Afghanistan soll nun über ihre Zukunft entscheiden.
Keine der Monumentalfiguren ist ästhetisch wertvoll.
Aber das könnte man noch ertragen. Abstoßend ist
ihre Leere, ihre stumme Kraftlosigkeit. Robert Byron
Am Ende, im Augenblick ihres Untergangs, waren
sie weltbekannt. Nicht nur bei den Kennern und den
Ex-Hippies, die auf dem Kopf der Statuen mal einen
Joint geraucht hatten, in 38 Meter Höhe oder in 55
Meter, je nach Buddha. Am Ende schien die ganze
Schreckensherrschaft der Taliban in jenem Moment
sinnloser Raserei im März 2001 zu gerinnen. Jahrelang hatte die Tugend-Tyrannei der Gotteskrieger als
unappetitlich, aber hinnehmbar gegolten. Nun aber
begriff auch der Letzte: Die Welt hatte etwas zu verlieren in Afghanistan. Sie hatte es nur vergessen.
Dabei waren die größten Buddhas der Welt, jene einzigartige Verschmelzung asiatischer Spiritualität und
hellenistischer Kunst, nicht jedermanns Sache. Nicht
nur Lord Byron, auch Goethe schäumte über die „indischen Ungeheuer“ und befand angeekelt: „Verbannen!“, „Vernichten!“, „Verschlingen!“ Der Geheimrat
hielt die Buddhas irrtümlich für hinduistisch und damit für vogelfrei.
Anders übrigens als die Taliban. Als die Gotteskrieger
an die Zerstörung schritten, war der Hass auf fremde Götter und alles Figürliche nur vorgeschoben. In
Wahrheit trieb sie die Wut über die UN-Sanktionen.
Und die Sache selbst war mühsam genug. Karim Dad
Sakhidad hielt damals als einer der Letzten in Bamiyan aus; er ist ein Hasara, ein Schiite, ein Erzfeind

der sunnitischen Taliban: „Die Taliban warben in den
Dörfern um Freiwillige für die Aktion, aber natürlich
hat sich niemand gemeldet. Hunderte Hasara hatten
die Taliban umgebracht, und die Buddhas waren unser Stolz. Sie hätten in den Siebzigern hier sein sollen:
Jeden Tag landeten zehn, zwölf Maschinen. Alles wegen der Buddhas.“ Die Taliban beschossen die Statuen mit Raketen, Mörsern und Granaten. Aber die
Buddhas krümelten nur –und standen. Schließlich
flogen sie Sprengstoffexperte aus Pakistan und SaudiArabien ein, dann sah Karim Dad von der Basarbrücke Staubwolken, höher als der Hindukusch, und es
traf ihn wie ein Schlag. Zwei Jahre später registrierte
die UNESCO Bamiyan als Welterbe.
Und selten hat ein Ort es mehr verdient. Ein übermütiger Gott stopfte silberne Flussläufe, Herbstwälder in gleißendem Technicolor, stolze Befestigungen
aus Lehm in dieses schmale Tal im Hindukusch,
der hier wulstige Falten wirft wie der Nacken eines
Sumo-Ringers; wo Männer sich mitten auf der Straße die Haare schneiden lassen und es nicht mal ein
Drogenproblem gibt, weil die Bauern keinen Mohn
anbauen, sondern die berühmte Bamiyan-Kartoffel.
Im umkämpften Afghanistan ist Bamiyan eine Oase,
friedfertig und gelassen, als läge noch immer die ewige Heiterkeit Siddharthas in der Luft.
Aber das ist sentimentaler Kitsch, außerdem muss
man für ewige Heiterkeit erst mal die Zeit haben.
Georgios Toubekis jedenfalls hat keine. Ihm bleiben
noch drei Tage, um die Buddha-Trümmer winterfest
zu machen, und der erste beginnt nicht gut. Toubekis
sichert die Reste der Buddhas im Auftrag der internationalen Denkmalschutzorganisation ICOMOS;
er hatte prüfen wollen, ob die Brocken nicht unter
der Plane hervorrollen und dann in Wind und Wetter
zerbröseln. Gerade da hatte sich ein Trümmerstück
gelöst, und jetzt hat Toubekis zwei Finger verbunden
und die gequetschte Hand pocht, morgens, wenn der

* Published in: Süddeutsche Zeitung, Nr. 253, 3. November 2005.
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Fahrer den Frost vom Auto kratzt, vor Kälte, und mittags, wenn die Sonne das Kliff zum Kochen bringt,
vor Hitze.
Das Kliff. 16 Kilometer Felswand, honigfarbener
Hindukusch, durchlöchert von den Resten eines gigantischen Höhlenklosters, von Hunderten Zellen
für Mönche und Pilger, von Sälen, Balkonen und Galerien, Terrassen und Wendeltreppen - und von den
leeren Nischen der Buddhas, die einst das Herz des
Tempels waren und heute hohläugig ins Tal glotzen.
Die Buddhas würden nie wieder erstehen, hieß es
damals, schon mangels Masse. Lastwagenweise seien
Trümmer auf den Schwarzmarkt nach Pakistan geschmuggelt worden. Aber heute ziehen sich zu Füßen
der Nischen gigantische Moränen entlang, mit Staub
und Sand und Felsbrocken von 60, 80 Tonnen. Arbeiter klettern auf diesem Felsenmeer herum, winzige
Ameisen mit gelben Helmen und Spielzeugschubkarren. Die Buddhas sind kolossal, noch in der Zerstörung. „Acht Meter hoch lag der Schutt in der Nische
des großen Buddhas“, sagt Toubekis, „es sind 1600
Kubikmeter, es dürfte das vorherige Volumen sein.“
Toubekis ist Architekt und Diplom-Ingenieur. Ingenieure erfassen die Welt in Zahlen, in kontrollierbaren
Parametern. Hebel, Kraft, Masse, Spannung. Bamiyan ist für Ingenieure ein Albtraum. Oder das Paradies.
Nehmen wir die Masse. Ohne Kran sind 80-TonnenBrocken nicht zu bewegen, aber wie kriegt man einen
Kran über ungepflasterte Pässe in 2500 Meter Höhe?
Einmal haben sie einen bestellt. Für die 250 Kilometer von Kabul brauchte er eine Ewigkeit, und für die
großen Trümmer war er zu klein.
Jetzt, kurz vor Wintereinbruch sind die Deutschen
die letzten Ausländer am Kliff, die Japaner, die die
Höhlen erforschen, sind längst abgereist. Zwei Sommer lang haben sie mit den Mitteln des Auswärtigen
Amtes Buddha-Trümmer sortiert, vermessen, gesichert: Der drahtige Toubekis, der Restaurator Edmund Melzl, ein gedrungener, gutmütiger Bayer, und
ein Kollege. Sie haben sich vom Rand des Kliffs abgeseilt, um die wirklich allerletzten Putzreste in den Nischen zu fixieren. Sie haben den afghanischen Arbeitern erklärt, wie man Lehm von Stein unterscheidet,
weil das eine kostbare Oberfläche ist und das andere
nur Masse. Und sie haben versucht, nicht in die Luft
zu fliegen. Heute zum Beispiel sind sie auf eine FünfKilo-Bombe gestoßen, und die Schrapnellreste füllen
Regalfächer: Nach 22 Jahren Krieg war der Tempel
eine Todeszone, Sowjets, Mudschaheddin, Taliban
oder alle nacheinander nutzten die Buddha-Nischen
als Munitionsdepot. Noch immer sind 40000 Qua618

dratmeter auf dem Plateau über dem Kliff vermint.
Die Wege am Fuß der Wand wurden geräumt, aber
„geräumt“ ist ein relativer Begriff, denn Frost und Regen lassen die Minen wandern. Ein Wachmann hatte
in der Nähe sein Handy aufheben wollen und einen
Schritt zur Seite getan. Eine Mine riss ihm beide Beine ab. Natürlich waren Minensucher da, vor kurzem
erst, Paschtunen, die sich mit den Hasara überwarfen
und zügig wieder abreisten.
Aber zu den Erfolgen. Edmund Melzls Schatz liegt in
einer Grotte neben der Nische des Kleinen Buddha.
Einen Meter hoch stapeln sich Putzfragmente, Lehmklumpen mit Stroh oder Haaren. Es ist ein Anblick
von der auratischen Wucht eines Maulwurfshügels.
Für den Laien. Für den Restaurator ist es der Schlüssel zu einem Jahrhunderträtsel. Denn was weiß man
schon über die Buddhas? Was über ihre Schöpfer, die
Meister der Gandhara-Schule? Man weiß, dass Alexander der Große durch Bamiyan zog, hellenistischen
Stil und hellenistisches Know-How zurückließ. Man
kennt den Namen Kanischkas, der über das KuschanReich herrschte, ein glanzvolles, weltoffenes Imperium, Transitraum für Seidenstraßen-Karawanen aus
Indien, Rom und China. Kanischka ließ den Buddhismus in Bamiyan erblühen, die Einsamkeit des
Tales bewahrte ihn. Als der Rest Afghanistans längst
muslimisch war, pilgerten noch immer Mönche aus
China und Indien zum Kliff. Abend für Abend, so der
Regisseur Christian Frei in seinem Film „The Giant
Buddhas“, warteten sie zu Tausenden darauf, dass sich
der goldene Vorhang vor dem Antlitz Buddhas hob
und fielen dann reihenweise in Ohnmacht.
Aber die Quellenlage ist dünn, das Kerndokument ist
nach wie vor der verzückte Bericht des chinesischen
Mönches Hsuen Tsung aus dem Jahr 632. Denn Bamiyan ist verstummt. Dschingis Khan hatte Bamiyan
aus Rache über den Tod seines Enkels ausgelöscht.
Männer, Frauen und Kinder ließ der Mongole abschlachten, Katzen und Hunde.
Und deshalb sind die Lehm-Krümel für Melzl ein
Glücksfall. Haare, Stroh und Seile verraten, was die
Menschen ernteten, welches Vieh sie züchteten, wovon sie sich und die Mönche ernährten. Endlich lässt
sich präzise bestimmen, wann die Buddhas geschaffen
wurden – um 540 der kleine, um 600 der große –
und vor allem: wie. Man weiß, dass die Künstler den
strengen Faltenwurf der Gewänder manchmal aus
dem Stein schnitten, manchmal aber auch in einer
raffinierten Technik Holzpflöcke in den Stein schlugen mit Seilen daran, auf die sie den Lehmputz auftrugen. Und das ist erst der Anfang. Nein, ginge es

nach den Wissenschaftlern, bestünde überhaupt kein
Grund zur Eile.
Aber es geht nicht nach den Wissenschaftlern, jedenfalls nicht nur. Im Jahr vier nach den Taliban haben
eine Menge Menschen eine Menge Ideen für Bamiyan, und bei den meisten packt die Denkmalschützer
das kalte Grausen. Die ETH Zürich hat die Buddhas
als 3-D-Modell entworfen - eine digitale Vorlage für
die Buddha-Kopien aus traditionellen Baustoffen.
Oder aus Beton. Aber man könnte die Figuren auch
neu aus den Nischen schneiden. Oder die Nischen
eben Nischen sein lassen, gähnende Abgründe als
Mahnmale gegen Intoleranz und Krieg. Vor allem
Letzeres ist ein ziemlich kaltschnäuziger Vorschlag.
Dresden hat sich eine neue Frauenkirche geschenkt
und Berlin sein Stadtschloss schon aus Folie gebastelt, als das Wort „Humboldt-Forum“ nicht mal erfunden war. Nur Afghanistan soll über den beiden
Löchern in der Wand meditieren, als bräuchte das
Land unbedingt eine weitere Ruine. Als könnte es je
vergessen.
Aber es gibt auch seriöse Schatzsucher wie den afghanisch-französischen Archäologen Zemaryalai Tarsi,
der den „schlafenden Buddha“ sucht, seit drei Jahrzehnten. Hsuen Tsung hatte die Statue erwähnt, 300
Meter lang sei sie und zeige einen liegenden Buddha,
der ins Nirwana eintrete. Ein 300 Meter langer Buddha würde Tarsi so berühmt machen wie Howard
Carter - und Bamiyan hätte ausgesorgt. Im vergangenen Jahr fand Tarsi sechs Buddha-Köpfe sowie eine
diffuse Struktur. Es könnte der Kopf sein. Oder auch
nicht. Die ICOMOS-Mannschaft ist skeptisch. Vielleicht seien die Lehmziegel vermodert, vielleicht verbaut. Vielleicht habe Hsuen Tsung schlicht daneben
gelegen. Und überhaupt, wo soll der Buddha liegen?
Melzl klettert in Kniehöhe des kleinen Buddha auf
einen Vorsprung und wedelt mit der Hand ins Tal,
dorthin, wo Tarsi den Kopf vermutete: „Da unten war
eine Stupa, ein buddhistisches Heiligtum. Bei 300
Metern Länge wäre der Kopf 27 Meter hoch, er hätte die Stupa völlig verdeckt. Unmöglich, hier liegt er
auf keinen Fall.“ Immerhin, Tarsi ist Wissenschaftler.
Hiro Yamagata dagegen ist ein Witz. Der japanische
Künstler will die Buddhas aus Laserlicht wiedererwecken, auf seiner Webseite hat er schon mal zehn,
zwanzig bunte Strichmännchen in die Luft gekritzelt.
Vor allem aber hat Yamagata versprochen, Strom nach
Bamiyan zu bringen, ökologisch sauberen zudem,
Windräder, Sonnenkollektoren, das ganze Programm.
Es wäre ein Kunstevent im Christo-Maßstab mit humanitären Rückständen, säuselt es aus Japan.

Es wäre ein Drama, tobt Toubekis: „Das sind doch
leere Versprechungen! Und wenn hier einer tatsächlich 100 Windräder hinknallt, ist es mit dem Welterbe-Status vorbei.“ Im Dezember reist die BamiyanGruppe der UNESCO nach Kabul, dann sollen die
Afghanen entscheiden, was mit dem Tal wird und
mit den Buddhas. Michael Petzet, der ICOMOSPräsident, hat gesagt: „Wir werden jede Entscheidung
akzeptieren.“ Aber am liebsten, das ist klar, wäre den
Denkmalschützern eine „Anastylose“. Was klingt wie
ein Bandscheibenschaden war für die Frauenkirche
gerade die Rettung: der Wiederaufbau eines zerstörten Bauwerkes aus Originalmaterial. Petzet ist zuversichtlich: Die Buddhas sind anastylose-fähig. Die
Original-Lage der Steine sei überraschend exakt feststellbar, nach Farbe und Zusammensetzung des Sediments, anhand magnetischer Mineralien ließe sich
sogar die Drehung ermitteln. Und demnächst stelle
die RWTH Aachen ein eigenes 3-D-Modell vor.
Nur: Wie kriegt man die Brocken an die Wand? Was
ist mit dem Kran, den Minen? Bamiyan ist nicht
Dresden, und so sicher es sein dürfte, dass die Welt
für den Wiederaufbau einiges springen lässt – Afghanistan allein könnte nicht mal den großen Zeh bezahlen – so unvergleichbar ist die Situation. „Selbst ein
Konsortium aus Japan könnte das Ganze nicht ruckzuck wieder aufbauen“, sagt Toubekis und hält die
bandagierten Finger bedeutungsschwer in die Luft:
„Die Rahmenbedingungen sind schwierig. Dies ist
ein Land im Krieg.“ Eine Anastylose in Bamiyan wäre
ein Albtraum für einen Ingenieur. Oder das Paradies.
Und dann steht plötzlich Bamiyans Zukunft in der
Tür. Sie trägt Basecap und Sonnenbrille, Wasserflasche, Handy und einen flotten Kinnbart. Der Texaner
Andre Mann möchte das erste internationale Reisebüro in Kabul eröffnen für erfahrene, strapazierfähige Reisende ab fünfzig. „Wir werden homestays anbieten und Essen mit Einheimischen“, sagt er: „Die
Zielgruppe sind Kunden aus Großbritannien oder
aus Japan.“ – Aber im vergangenen Jahr haben sechs
Touristen Afghanistan nicht lebend verlassen ... –
„Wir haben ein Sicherheitskonzept“, plaudert Mann
fröhlich: „Wir fahren im Konvoi und werden unsere
Kunden über die lokalen Sitten unterrichten.“ Für
150 Afghani Eintritt hat er sich den Ort, den er von
kommendem Frühjahr an vermarkten will, schon mal
inspiziert und ist hingerissen: „Die Nachfrage wird
explodieren.“ Einen Namen hat sein Unternehmen
auch schon: „Great Game Travel.“
Und eigentlich liegt er gar nicht so falsch, ein wenig
erinnern all die Pläne und Projekte tatsächlich an das
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Große Spiel, als England und Russland an Afghanistan zerrten wie die Reiter eines Buskaschi-Turniers
an einem Kalbskadaver. Ihre Exzellenz Habiba Sarabi
weiß das. Denn was auch immer in Bamiyan geplant
wird, landet auf ihrem Schreibtisch auf dem Tafelberg, direkt gegenüber den Buddha-Löchern. Sarabi
ist Bamiyans Gouverneurin, der einzige weibliche
Gouverneur Afghanistans und damit selbst eine Sensation. Sie muss die Erwartungen der Basar-Händler,
die selbst mit einem Plastik-Buddha leben könnten,
wenn er nur Touristen brächte, mit den internationalen Standards der Denkmalpflege harmonisieren.
Deshalb interessiert sich Habiba Sarabi brennend für
die ICOMOS-Fortschritte, sie kennt das Konzept
der RWTH Aachen für das Tal, aber sie war auch in
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Japan beim Laser-Clown Yamagata und dreht ihre
Worte nun so kunstvoll wie die Gandhara-Künstler
die Locken Gautamas: „Die Buddhas sollten wieder
aufgebaut werden. Wir werden uns alles in Ruhe anhören und dann entscheiden. Natürlich wollen wir
den UNESCO-Status behalten. Aber die Menschen
brauchen Strom. Darüber müssen die Künstler und
Archäologen nachdenken.“
Auf dem Acker vor ihrem Amtssitz fährt ein neuseeländischer ISAF-Soldat Kinder herum, die vor Lachen fast aus dem Jeep fallen. Eigentlich ist dies das
Rollfeld des Flughafens. Zehn, zwölf Maschinen mit
Touristen – ein paar Jahre Frieden, dann dürfte das
spielend zu schaffen sein.

Alessandro Martini/Emanno Rivetti

Unesco Stops Unauthorised Reconstruction of Bamiyan Buddhas
(12 February 2014)*
Organisation says actions of German archaeologists who have partially rebuilt one of the statues “border
on the criminal”

German archaeologists have rebuilt the lower appendages of the smaller statue.

The international community has reacted furiously to
news that a German-led team of archaeologists has
been reconstructing the feet and legs of the smaller of
the two Bamiyan Buddhas, the monumental Afghan
sculptures blown up by the Taliban in 2001. News
of this reconstruction, which has taken place without
Unesco’s knowledge or permission, was revealed during the 12th meeting of Unesco’s Bamiyan working
group, in Orvieto, Italy, in December.

ved as the head of Icomos from 1999 to 2008, spent
most of last year rebuilding the smaller Buddha’s lower appendages with iron rods, reinforced concrete
and bricks, an operation that Francesco Bandarin,
Unesco’s assistant director-general for culture, describes as “wrong on every level”. He says: “Unesco
has nothing to do with this project. It was undertaken
without the consent of the Afghan government and
has now been stopped.”

A team of archaeologists from the German branch of
Icomos (the International Council on Monuments
and Sites), led by Michael Petzet, who himself ser-

Andrea Bruno, the architectural consultant to Unesco
for the past 40 years, confirms that the work was carried out “against Unesco’s decision [taken in 2011] not

* Published in: The Art Newspaper, Issue 254, 12 February 2014.
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The proposed cultural centre, designed by Andrea Bruno and to be funded by South Korea, will look towards the Buddhas from across
the valley.

to rebuild the Buddhas” and says the organisation was
never made aware that the project was going ahead.
Bruno says the work has caused “irreversible damage,
bordering on the criminal”. He adds that the work had
not yet started when he visited Afghanistan last March.
Petzet told The Art Newspaper that he and his team
“just wanted to preserve what can be preserved”. He
says: “Everything we have done was discussed with
the Afghan authorities: this [project] is nothing new.”
However, Bandarin says that the Afghan minister of
culture was not aware of the work when Bandarin
asked him to put a stop to it.
Petzet says that his team’s funding was originally provided by Unesco. Bandarin has confirmed that Unesco
“has a contract with Icomos Germany to build a platform [where the smaller Buddha once stood] to protect visitors from falling rocks”, but reiterates that the
reconstruction work was not part of the deal and that
Unesco wants to dismantle the results.
The question is: how did Petzet’s team manage to carry out such extensive work without anyone noticing?
“Things like this can happen in such a remote Afghan
province,” Bandarin says, “especially since they have
worked there for years before this.” Icomos, which was
founded in 1965 and works to conserve and protect
heritage sites around the world, advises Unesco on
World Heritage Sites, but Unesco remains in charge
of their management, conservation and restoration.
Experts at Unesco asked the central Icomos office to
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file a report to the Afghan authorities by the beginning of this month, and an additional report on the
matter is due to be presented to the World Heritage
Committee in June.
The Buddhas once stood along the ancient Silk Route
in the remote Hazarajat region of central Afghanistan,
around 250km west of Kabul. The sculptures—53m
and 35m tall—were carved into the side of a cliff in
the Bamiyan valley in the sixth century, at the height
of the Kushan empire and before the Islamic invasion of the late seventh century. Several attempts were
made to destroy the statues during centuries of Islamic rule, until the Taliban brought them down with
anti-aircraft guns, artillery and dynamite.
When less is more
The future of the site was formally decided at a Unesco
meeting in Tokyo in 2011. The organisation reviewed
numerous plans for the site’s conservation or restoration, ranging from laser projections of the Buddhas
onto the cliff face to Michael Petzet’s proposal to reassemble the surviving fragments of the smaller Buddha
in its niche using metal frames. But the final decision
was to leave the niches empty. Andrea Bruno told The
Art Newspaper in May 2012 that “the void is the true
sculpture” and that the Buddhas would be best remembered through their absence. Rebuilding them
could also cause offence to the country’s Muslims, because Islam forbids religious images.

Nevertheless, their destruction was a disaster for the
local population of Shia Muslims, who have been persecuted by the Taliban, because it deprived them of
what little income they had from foreign visitors. A
Unesco-led project aims to encourage visitors in the
future with a series of initiatives.
The future of the Afghan sculptures
Unesco has asked Andrea Bruno’s architecture studio
in Turin to supervise four projects:
t ɨF MBSHFTU JOJUJBUJWF JT B DVMUVSBM DFOUSF BOE NVTFum devoted to the area’s rich Buddhist and Muslim
history. Th is “goes beyond the missing Buddhas”,
says Andrea Bruno (below). The building, inspired
by the traditional Afghan “fortress-house”, will sit
on a plateau that faces the cliff into which the statues were hewn. South Korea has said that it will foot
the $5.4m bill. The building is expected to be finished in October 2016, if conditions on the ground
permit.

t " DPODFBMFE VOEFSHSPVOE WJFXJOH DIBNCFS XJMM CF
built at the foot of the larger Buddha. A small replica of the statue will stand at the end of the chamber and visitors will be able to see the empty niche
through an opening in the ceiling. “This construction will be discreet and unobtrusive,” says Bruno,
who adds that it can be built with just a fraction of
the South Korean funds.
t " CB[BBS JT CFJOH QMBOOFE BMPOH UIF SFNBJOT PG UIF
ancient Silk Route, on the esplanade that lies between the cliff face and the plateau where the museum will stand.
t ɨSFF JOUFSDPOOFDUFE DBWFT JO UIF OFBSCZ BODJFOU
site of Shahr-i Ghulghulah, a 13th-century city in
the Bamiyan valley that was conquered by Genghis
Khan, are to be restored with a $1m grant from the
Italian government. Bruno hopes they can be used
to host temporary exhibitions and other cultural
events.
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Mausoleum in front of the Eastern Buddha, photo (1958–1962) by Edmund Melzl (†).

Jessica Donati

Afghanistan Halts Suspected Reconstruction of Ancient Buddhas
(12 February 2014)*

Afghanistan has halted conservation work at a site
once occupied by ancient Buddha statues destroyed
by the Taliban because the team involved is suspected
of secretly trying to rebuild one of the statue‘s feet, the
United Nations said.

team from the U.N. cultural agency UNESCO visited the site in December and found pillars built into
the rock looked suspiciously like feet, according to a
UNESCO official.

Any attempt to rebuild the statues without official
permission could lead to the site losing its World Heritage status. The Taliban‘s supreme leader, Mullah
Mohammad Omar, decreed in early 2001 that two
ancient giant Buddha statues in the valley in Bamiyan province were un-Islamic and ordered they be destroyed. They were blown up with dynamite the next
month.

„These pillars are the controversial issue … Questions
were raised concerning their design, that they resembled somehow the feet or the legs,“ said UNESCO‘s
Brendan Cassar. Cassar said the pillars were never
meant to look like part of the original statue and his
office was unaware of their design when the work started. „That should have been cleared not just by us,
but the government and potentially the World Heritage Committee.“

The German wing of the International Council on
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) had been working alongside the United Nations in the valley, aiming to reinforce the cliff into which the Buddha
statues were carved. But the work was halted after a

The Ministry of Culture and Information had ordered that the work be stopped. The ICOMOS office in
Afghanistan referred queries to its office in Germany
which did not respond to email requests for comment. Telephone calls also went unanswered.

* Published: Reuters 12. February 2014.
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Rebuilding the statues?
The destruction of the Bamiyan Buddhas in 2001
shocked the world and drew attention to the hardline
rule of the Taliban. Six months later, the Taliban‘s al
Qaeda allies launched the September 11 attacks on
the United States. U.S.-backed Afghan forces ousted
the Taliban weeks later.
Since then, there have been proposals for the statues
to be rebuilt but the government has yet to settle on
a plan.
The government‘s director of historical monuments
said he was in favor of rebuilding the statues if the
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World Heritage Committee (WHC) approved of a
design. „The WHC has not approved but the government of Afghanistan has requested to rebuild the statue,“ the director, Abdul Ahad Abassi, told Reuters at
his office in Kabul. „If the WHC accepts this request
then we will proceed.“
The controversial work had taken place over two
weeks in an eastern niche, where the smaller, 38 meter
(124 foot), statue once stood overlooking the valley.
Its larger companion, to the west, towered 55 meters
(180 feet) over the ancient Silk Route. Abassi said he
hoped the statues could be rebuilt with old fragments.
„We‘ll put the original pieces in their place and maybe
use some fillings for those that have vanished.“

Rod Nordland

Countries Divided on Future of Ancient Buddhas (23 March 2014)*

An inside look at the site of the destroyed Buddhas of Bamian in Afghanistan. Photo by Shefayee/Agence France-Presse – Getty Images.

They were the picture-postcard view of a rural and
mostly untouched Afghanistan: ancient, towering
Buddhas that became a symbol of the Taliban’s religious fanaticism and intolerance.
Now, about 13 years after the Bamian Buddhas were
blasted into rubble, the world faces a new quandary:
whether to leave the gaping gashes in the cliff where
the giant statues once stood, to rebuild the Buddhas
from what pieces were left, or to make copies of them.
And, as so often happens these days between Afghanistan and its mainly Western supporters, opinion is
passionately split.
The major donor countries that would have to finance
any restoration say the site should be left as it is, at
least for now. The Afghan government wants at least
one of the statues rebuilt.
At the heart of the conflict is a potent mix of political
ideology, and an evolving theory of restoration policy

usually relegated to heady debates among archaeologists. The Afghan government craves the symbolic
victory over a still-threatening Taliban that rebuilding
would allow it to claim. Many of those funding the
restoration fear that rebuilding when so little of the
original pieces remain would not be reconstruction
at all, and more reproduction than a true accounting
of history.
The debate has roiled Unesco and many of its donors,
which years ago appointed an Expert Working Group
that has been meeting annually for a decade on the
fate of the site, and that so far has been able to agree
only to preserve the niches where the statues stood
and stabilize them against further damage. For the
moment, the preservationists have the upper hand;
the Bamian Buddhas and other ancient parts of the
area have been declared a Unesco World Heritage site,
and any modifications to the face of the Bamian cliff
would, in practice, have to be approved by the working group.

* Published in: The New York Times, 23. March 2014.
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A boy walked his donkeys past a niche where a Buddha once stood in Bamiyan, Afghanistan. Credit: Mauricio Lima for The New York
Times.

A niche is one of two at the center of an international restoration dispute. Credit: Mauricio Lima for The New York Times.
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But their ruling has not gone unchallenged. Last year,
German conservators doing stabilization work on the
eastern niche quietly began building pillars to support
the stone work and protect visitors from potential collapse.
The pillars, however, looked strikingly like giant feet
– similar, in fact, to those that Indian conservators
built to replace the missing originals in the 1970s.
Michael Petzet, an archaeologist who is the president
of the German branch of the Internation Council on
Monuments and Sites, which has done much of the
conservation work on contract for Unesco, makes no
secret of his intent.
“These feet, it was only the idea for the safety of the
whole structure,” Professor Petzet said, “and maybe in
the future if the Afghan government wants to make a
little bit more, they can build upon this.”
When Unesco discovered what was happening, it immediately asked the Afghan government to order the
work suspended, a decision seconded during heated
debate in last December’s meeting of the Expert Working Group. “Our priority has been to stabilize iconic

elements of the World Heritage site that are unstable,” said Brendan Cassar of Unesco. “To make a good
restoration when you haven’t addressed steps 1 to 9 is
misplaced.”
The western niche remains in danger of collapse, he
said, with rocks and stones falling regularly, partly a
legacy of the high explosives the Taliban set to destroy
the monuments. Pledges from donors to fund even
that basic work have fallen short by at least $700,000,
Mr. Cassar said. “Unesco’s position is that restoration
is a case of putting the cart before the horse,” he said.
“We need to save all options for future generations.”
Professor Petzet argues that rebuilding the Buddhas
would be no different from past efforts to reassemble
parts of the Roman Forum – another project criticized
by some archaeologists – or repair damaged mosaics
after the earthquake in Assisi, Italy. “It’s something
human to want to do,” he said. “In France, whole cathedrals were reconstructed in Gothic style after they
were blown up by Protestants in the 1600s.” He said,
“I’ve talked with many Afghans, and they do not want
that their children and grandchildren are forced by
the Taliban to see only ruins.”

Fragments are all that remain of what had been the approximately 1,500-year-old Buddhas. Credit: Mauricio Lima for The New York
Times.
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Unesco wants to stabilize the sites but not rebuild. A pillar built by a German team looks strikingly like a giant foot. Credit: Mauricio
Lima for The New York Times.

People who knew little else about Afghanistan knew
that there was something amazing in this high mountain province, where the ancient Silk Road crossed the
Hindu Kush, and where a sprawling Buddhist monastic complex flourished in the sixth century.
The monks sculpted cliffs hundreds of feet high, flattening their faces in order to build a network of monastic and ceremonial chambers within, with more
than 1,000 of them in the area of the destroyed Buddhas. The larger standing Buddha was 174 feet high –
the world’s tallest and taller than the Statue of Liberty.
The smaller one still towered at 115 feet.

against Soviet occupation, mujahedeen commanders
obliterated a sitting Buddha in the cliff with heavy
artillery and looted many of the caves. Domed ceilings in some caves were desecrated; the fighters built
scaffolding that allowed them to leave their muddy
footprints on the ceiling, a move highly offensive to
Buddhists.
The Taliban, however, brought a more systematic
destruction to the approximately 1,500-year-old statues, planting high explosives throughout the niches
in 2001, reducing the remaining statues to rubble and
leaving the niches and many passageways unstable.

Connecting the caves and the niches where the Buddhas stood was a network of tunnels, staircases and
passageways hollowed out of solid rock, much of
which remains intact.

Professor Petzet maintains that his conservators have
managed to preserve, identify and catalog as much
as 30 percent of the surface of the smaller standing
Buddha, enough, he says, to restore it persuasively.

The Taliban were not the first Muslim visitors to savage the monuments; Islam forbids any form of idols,
and successive conquerors turned their artillery on the
niches. By the 20th century the Buddhas were heavily
damaged and both were missing their wooden faces,
said to have once had jeweled eyes with huge lanterns burning behind them at night. During the war

But Unesco says other experts are not so sure of that
figure, putting the amount of material recovered at
about 10 percent. “The point is, a very small percentage of the surface remains,” Mr. Cassar said. “Some
pieces are the size of a car and some a grain of sand.”
In addition, the type of sandstone from which the
Buddhas were carved is highly unstable. “It’s a disaster
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that can never be put back together,” he said. Abdul
Ahad Abassi, head of monuments for the Afghan culture ministry, said the government formally requested
that the smaller Buddha be rebuilt, and UNESCO’s
World Heritage Committee is studying the issue.

dedicated to Bamian’s ancient culture and to train Afghan staff. Rival Japanese and Italian proposals call
for other museum and conservation projects in Bamiyan. None of the proposals include money for rebuilding the Buddhas.

“In 10 years, the Expert Working Group has come
to no final decision,” said Muhammad Asir Mubaligh, the Bamian deputy governor. “I know they have
achieved some small things, but 10 years? The main
problem is there hasn’t been a donor country to say,
‘We will pay for it.”

“I say rebuild one of them to attract tourists, and one
should remain like that to remind people what the
Taliban did,” said Abdullah Mahmoodi of the Bamiyan Tourism Association. “The best way to protect our
monuments is to make them valuable again.”

South Korea recently announced a $ 5.4 million grant
for the site, but it is earmarked to build a museum
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Western Buddha, photo (1958–1962) by Edmund Melzl (†).

James Janowski

Bringing Back Bamiyan‘s Buddhas (2011)*

* Published in: Journal of Applied Philosophy, Vol. 28, No. 11 (2011), pp. 44–64.
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